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Résumé

Cette thèse est destinée à la fois à décrire la morphologie du Bengali, une

langue Indo-européenne parlée en Asie du sud et à tester un modèle

particulier de morphologie connu sous le nom de W(hole) W(ord)

M(orphology)1 développé par Alan Ford & Rajendra Singh de l’Université de

Montréal (cf. Ford, Singh & Martohardjono 1997).

WWM réclame que les mots n’ont aucune structure hiérarchique interne et

qu’il n’existe pas d’unité plus petite que le mot en tant que catégorie (e.g.,

affixe, thème ou radical). Selon cette théorie, le module morphologique d’une

langue serait constitué des stratégies de formation de mot, chacune licenciée

par au moins deux paires de mot ayant la même différence formelle,

affiliation catégorique et relation sémantique (cf. Singh 1992).

En se basant sur une liste d’environ 1200 stratégies, ceffe thèse présente un

profil morphologique de la dialecte standard du Bengali constitué des

différents aspects de la formation de mots et montre en conséquence que

WWM est un modèle adéquat pour la description morphologique en général.

Mots-c’és: stratégie, variable, constant, opération morphologique,

mécanisme morphologique, modification segmentale.

1. Littéralement ‘Morphologie du mot entier’. ‘Morphologie non-atomistique’ (MNA) et

‘Morphologie non-segmentaire’ (MNS) seraient les deux autres termes à utiliser en français.



Abstract

The present thesis has two agendas: I) it presents a morphologicai

description of Bengali, an Indo-European language spoken in South Asia and

eventually ii) examines whether the W(hole) W(ord) M(orphological) theory

developed by Aian Ford & Rajendra Singh of the University of Montreal (cf.

Ford, Singh & Martohardjono 1997) s an adequate model for such

descriptions.

WWM daims that words do not have any internai hierarchical structure.

Implicitly, units smailer than word (such as stem or affix) cannot exist and

there is no need for multiple morphology like compounding, derivation,

infiection or reduplication. A typical WWM view would be that a good number

of words of some lexicon are formaiiy and/or categorically different and

semanticaily related to each other. Whenever there exist at ieast two pairs of

words based on the same formai difference, categorical affiHation and

semantic relatedness (cf. Singh 1992) a particular strategy becomes part of

the morphological module of the speaker-hearer.

This thesis presents a morphoiogicai profile of Bengali constituted of the

different aspects of its word-formation on the basis of a iist of around 1200

strategies and in consequence shows that WWM is an adequate model for

morphoiogical description in general.

Key words: strategy, variable, constant, morphological operation,

morphological mechanism, segmental modification.
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Preface

This thesis provides an almost exhaustive description of the morphology cf

Bengali, an eastern Indo-Aryan language cf South Asia, from the point cf

view cf a particular thecry: the W(hole) W(crd) M(orphclcgical) thecry

fcrmulated by Alan Fcrd and Rajendra Singh cf the University cf Mcntreal.

The thesis is divided intc four parts: part I, which ccntains 4 chapters, deals

with my aims and objectives as well as thecretical and methcdclcgical

preliminaries, part Il which contains 2 chapters provides the morphclcgical

description, part III which contains 4 chapters, deals with the reduplicative

morphclogy cf Bengali, draws scme general conclusions from the description

presented, provides a succinct morphclogical profile cf Bengali, and presents

scme cases that appear te be problematic for the theory that guides the

description presented in this thesis, and part IV, which contains 3

appendices.

lt is my sincere hope that the nearly exhaustive descripticn cf Bengali

morpholcgy ptesented here will help us better understand the morphclogy cf

Bengali and allow others to test their favourite theory cf morphology.
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Chapter-1

Aims, objectives and organization of the thesis

“The correct method in philosophy would really be the following: to say

nothing except what can be said.”

(Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractus Iogico-philophicus 1 921 (1961:73))

“It is common knowledge that the grammars of no two speakers are alike. In

particular, no two speakers have the same lexicon. Therefore, every

grammatical description produced by a linguist purporting to describe the

language must be a fiction.’

(Theo Vennemann, Words and Syllables in Natural Generative Grammar, 1974:370)

The objective of my dissertation is to present a detailed description of word

formation in Bengali. The theoretical framework I have chosen for my

purpose of research is called W(hole) W(ord) M(orphology) outlined in Ford,

Singh and Martohardjono (1997). My goal here is to construct a

morphological profile of Bengali based on a morphological description of this

language in the light of the pioneering work on Hindi by Singh & Agnihotri

(1997). Preliminary considerations lead me believe that i) WWM can explain

most of the tacts of word formation in Bengali and that ii) I can provide a

better morphological description of Bengali in the light of WWM compared to

other existing theories.

Grammar is generally thought to be modular and Morphology is the module

considered to be responsible for word formation. As a discipline,

Morphology” represents that part of Linguistics, which, according to the

atomistic or Paninian tradition, studies the internai structure of words. For

Bloomfield (1933 (1984:207)) “morphology includes the construction of words

and parts of words”. Therefore, atomistic morphological descriptions (e.g.

Chatterji 1945 (1988) for Bengali, Shukla 2001 or Montaut 2004 for Hindi)

generally give i) a list of syntactic (Noun, Verb, etc.) and morphological
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(Gender, Number, Case, Tense, etc.) categories, ii) a Iist cf morphemes

(rooUstem, suffix, prefix, etc.) and then iii) formulate different types cf

concatenation rules in order te form words belonging to different syntactic

andlor morphological categories. In Atomistic descriptions, clear distinctions

are made between different types cf concatenation: Inflexion, Derivation,

Compounding or Reduplication.

A WWM description (e.g. Singh and Agnihotri) contains the same syntactic

and/or morphological categories and describes how words belonging te

these different categories are iexicaIiy reIated te each other. WWM daims

that words do not have any internai hierarchical structure and, therefore,

there is neither any Iist cf word-parts nor directions on how they have te be

concatenated. A WWM description cf morphology is basically an exhaustive

list cf morphologicai rules called W(ord) F(ormation) S(trategies) like the

foiiowing.t2

1 . /CX/n positive E—> /DPO)(/n negative ‘bad iCXi’3

F/karmo/ ‘work, activity’ >stf/opokormo! ‘mischief, a harmful act, crime’4

tnt IproogI ‘application’ -÷ i2tnt /opopro’og/ ‘misapphcation’ (5)

2. /X0/, .-> /XCakto!adj ‘full cf 1X01’

i/bi/’poison’ ÷->fî[biÇakto/’poisonous’

/kordom/ ‘mud’ -> [‘ Jkordomakto I ‘muddy’

(1) and (2) shouid read as follows: if in a lexicon there are at least two

‘negative’ nouns starting with the sequence [ope] and if in the same lexicon

there are two ‘positive’ nouns that lack this sequence, the [opoJ-nouns will be

compiex words which can be analyzed back te the simple nouns provided that
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there is a interpretable semantic relatedness between the two. Equally, if in a

lexicon there are at least two adjectives ending in the sequence [akto] and if

in the same lexicon there are two nouns that iack this sequence, the

adjectives can be anaiyzed back to nouns that Iack that sequence, provided

that there is an interpretable semantic relatedness between those nouns and

adjectives.

Each strategy must be licensed by at ieast two pairs of words based on the

same formai difference and semantic relatedness. The semantic relatedness

as weIi as the formai difference between /ksrmoI ‘work, activity’ and iif

/opokormo/ ‘mischief, a harmfui act, crime’ is the same as between

Ipro’ogI ‘application’ and ‘ign’t Iopopro”og/ ‘misapplication’. The two

other pairs i) 1î [biS! ‘poison’ and fii [bi5akto/ ‘poisonous’ and ii)

fkordoml ‘mud’ and vfw Jkordomakto/ ‘muddy’ are equally based on the

same formai difference and semantic relatedness.

3. IXoI ÷- IXaktoladj ‘full of /XoI’

/roktol ‘blood’ -> Iroktaktol ‘smeared with blood!blood-stained’

j/ghrmo/ ‘sweat’ r/ghormakto I ‘drenched or wet with sweat’

We can map a noun like Ito1I ‘ou’ onto (2) but not a noun like

/rokto/ ‘biood’. The reason behind this is that the formai difference between

It01I ‘ou’ and Ito1aktoI ‘oily’ is the same as the one in (2)

whereas the pair /roktol ‘biood’ and Iroktaktol ‘smeared with

biood/biood-stained’ us based on a different formai difference and therefore

iicense a different strategy (3).
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The pair-mates 0f (2) and (3) manifest the same semantic relatedness.

However, one can object that I’ Ikordomakto/ ‘muddy’ and Rïi

IbiS aktol ‘poisonous’ do flot have the same semantic reiatedness with their

pair-mates because in the former, IXCI remains on the surface of something

and in the latter, /XC/ is omnipresent. Some speakers may overiook this

semantic difference but if this is not the case, their morphological module will

include a different strategy for words like fi /bi5akto/ ‘poisonous’

provided there is at least one more eligible pair to license the strategy.

For the purpose of my research, I have compiied a iist 0f about 1200

strategies. Dictionaries, journals, literature, atomistic traditional grammars

and above ail, my personai competence in Bengali have been used as

principal sources of words. This iist is quite rich in the sense that it covers

aimost ail morphoiogically compiex words listed in Samsad Bengali-English

dictionary currently in use in Standard) Colioquial Bengali (SCB). These

strategies will be classified into different groups according to the intended

morphologicai operation (Noun-Adjective’, ‘Verb-Noun’, etc.) on the one

hand and the mechanism they use on the other, in order to glean

generalization and sketch out a morphologicai profile of Bengali.

The present work is organized in 4 parts: Part-1 includes four chapters.

Chapter-1 presents the aims and objective of my thesis. Chapter-2 gives an

outiine of the word-based morphologicai theories. Chapter-3 is constituted of

two sections: in the 1 st section, I describe my theoreticai framework WWM

and its consequences and in the second one, I provide some more

explications and illustrations in order to give a fuiler description of the theory.

Chapter-4 has four sections: in section-1, I explain what I mean by ‘Bengali’;

a brief account of the previous works on word formation in Bengali is given in

section-2 and in section-3, I describe the probiems as weli as the
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inadequacies cf these works vis à vis rnorphology of Bengali6; finally, in

section-4, I justify the selection of WWM as rny theoretical framework.

Part -2 which represents the cote 0f the present work is distributed in two

chaptets. Chapter-5 describes how I corne up with morphological strategies

and how I classify them. In this I also give a brief outline of the phonology of

Bengali7. In chapter-6, I present rny Iist of about 1200 strategies distributed

in two sections, one for inter-categorical strategies and the other for intra

categorical one.

Part-3 contains four chapters: chapter-7 gives a detailed account of

reduplication in Bengali and how the so-called reduplicated words can be

forrned and analyzed with WWM8; in chapter-8, I highlight some of the

aspects of Bengali morphology on the basis of the rnorphological description

I have already provided; in chapter-9, I sketch out a morphological profile of

Bengali based on a statistical description of the strategies in different

operation and rnechanisrn types; chapter-lO illustrates sorne problernatic

cases of Bengali word-forrnation which, apparently, calI into question sorne of

the axiorns ofWWM and then, draws a general conclusion.

The three parts constituting of 10 chapters are followed by Part-4 which

contains three appendices: 1. A detailed description cf Phonology of Bengali,

2. A list cf patterns which can be considered either as potential strategies or

as relics 0f dead strategies and 3. What is a word?.

Following the general tradition established so far I have clairned above that

the present thesis offers an exhaustive description of word forrnation in

Bengali. Although this clairn is not entirely devoid cf truth, I believe, following

Vennernann (1974:370), that it is flot really possible to describe Bengali

because as Vennernann points out, one can “describe a ‘norrn’; but for such
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a grammar the question of a psychological interpretation would be

immaterial. Or he could try to describe the linguistic competence 0f some real

or possible (perhaps ‘average’) language user. In the latter case, a distinction

must be made between forms the language user knows because he has had

such experience with them that they remained in his memory, and forms

which he ‘knows’ because they are compatible with the rules of his

grammar.” Therefore, when one pretends to describe the language, he in fact

describes a norm or an idiolect cf its standard dialect.

According to WWM morphology of a language depends exclusively on its

lexicon. Singh (2001c:476) reminds us that one should “neyer ask: ‘ls it in the

lexicon?’, only: ‘Whose lexicon might it be in?”. Therefore, ‘the lexicon is

essentially a fiction and in reality, there are millions of Iexicons, each

belonging to a individual Bengali speaker-hearer. Again, any lexicon is

subject to incessant change and it s conceivable that change in lexicon may

bring change in the morphological module.

The present morphological description is extractable from my lexicon of

E(astern) S(tandard) B(engali) in this year 2006 to the extent that it is

accessible to me. With the assumption that my idiolect represents more of

Iess the ESB, my aim here is to show how the morphological module of an

average ESB speaker-hearer operates in order to form, understand and

remember words when the need arises, Although I am mainly concerned with

the morphology cf ESB spoken in Bangladesh and not the W(estern)

S(tandard) of B(engali) spoken in the province of (West) Bengal in India, the

conclusions drawn in this study are, I believe, more or less valid for both the

standards i.e. for SCB in general.
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1. Accotding to Wurzel (1989) it was Schleicher (1821-1868) who introduced into Iinguistics

the term morphology, coined by Goethe (1749-1832) in 1817 in his essay on biology: Zut

Naturwissenschaft uberhaupt, besonders zur Morphologic. We can also read in the

Wikipedia entry on morphology that “The term was coined by August Schleicher in 1859: FOr

die Lehre von der Worfform whIe ich das Wofl “Morphologie” (for the science of word

formation, I choose the term ‘morphoiogy’, Mémoires Acad. Impériale 7/1/7, 35)”.

2. The way of interpretation as weII as of formulation of the strategies will be discussed in

detail in chapter-3 and 5 but in order to give a clearer idea of the aims and objectives of my

work, I feel obliged to provide here a brief description of the morphological strategies in

Bengali.

3. From here on, I follow the practice of giving the WFS in the first hne foliowed by two pairs

ofwords licensing the strategy in the second and third une.

4. Following the tradition of linguistic description introduced by S.K. Chatterji (1926 (1986)) in

his pioneering work The origin and development of Bengali language, examples are given ail

over the present work in Bengali script followed by an IPA transcription and the gioss.

5. Given that strategy (1) exists, it is flot impossible that some speaker-hearer maps the

word /oporadh/ ‘crime’ onto (1) and interpret the sequence /radh/ as ‘activity’

although the latter is not a word in Bengali.

6. In this section and aiso in section-8 of chapter-6, I have given special attention to verbal

morphology for two reasons: i) most of the previous works on Bengali morphology is

concerned with verbs and ii) WWM can give a better description of verbal morphology and

can offer a solution to most of the problems leif unresolved in the previous works.

7. I have included a brief phonological description in the body of the thesis and a detailed

description in appendix-1 because according to WWM, a phonological description must be

undertaken in order to determine the involvement of phonology in word-formation.

8. Although no (morphological) mechanism (adjunction-deletion, identity, etc.) or operation

type (verbalization, nominalization, etc.) gets any special attention in WWM, I have included
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a chapter on the phenomena sometimes grouped under reduplication in Bengali because i)

it has flot been studied before and ii) many theories which pay special attention to this

grammatical phenomenon and even justify a good number of their axioms with examples of

reduplication are flot capable of explaining the ‘reduplicational’ facts of Bengali whereas they

can be easily hand led by WWM.



Chapter-2

Outiine of some word-based approaches to morphology

‘The word has no division... But the ignorant person sees division

through artificial spiitting.”

(Bhartrihari, Vakyapadiyam, 2:13, Tr. by Iyer K.A.S. (1997:6)

Si la quatrième proportionnelle est une explication suffisante, à quoi

bon l’hypothèse d’une analyse des éléments?”

(Ferdinand de Saussure,Cours de linguistique générale (1915 (1 988:228))

Despite the fact that words are more idiosyncratic in their structure and

meaning as compared to phrases and clauses, morphological theories try to

ascertain the constraints that govern the word-formation behavior of a

particular language. Morphological theories can be either i) atomistic or ii)

holistic depending on how they view construction of words and organization

0f lexicon.

The atomistic view of morphology goes back to Panini who lived in the north

west region of indian subcontinent (now in Pakistan) around 6th century B.C.

(cf. Katre 1989). As Kiparsky (1982a:3) points out “The idea that morphology

is organized in a hierarchy of levels is implicit in Panini and was adopted

from him by Whitney (1889) and Bloomfield (1933, 1939) in terms of the

distinction between ‘primary’ and ‘secondary’ suffixation”. A good number of

the existing models of morphology are largely influenced by or are in the une

of the Paninian school as ail 0f them espouse the same atomistic and

concatenative ontology and encourage morphology to be a matter of divide

rule (cf. Ford et al. 1997).

1. “If the proportion is a sufficient explanation, what purpose is served by the hypothesis

which appeals to analysis of the elements?” (Tr. Roy Harris)
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In the Structuralist and Transformational approaches to grammar, the most

common assumption about the lexicon is, as Vennemann (1974:367) points

out “the lexicon contains stems (with affixes perhaps stored in a separate

portion of the lexicon), and that words are ‘generated’ by means of

derivational and flexional rules.” These theories are ‘atomistic’ because

quintessentially ail of them view morphology as a combinatorics of units

smaller than the word. Some of them involve word-internal syntax and allow

morphological operations on those units (cf. Singh 2001b). Therefore, by

‘atomistic’ or ‘Paninian’ I point to a particular type of morphological theories

which have a common belief that i) words have internai hierarchical structure

and/or that ii) they resuit from the combination of different types of ‘parts of

words’ (cf. Saussure 1915 (1988), Bioomfield 1933 (1984)) labelled as stem,

radical, root, affix, etc.

The holistic view of word goes back to Bhartrihari, an eminent critic cf

Paninian morphology, who lived in India around 8th century AD. in my view,

a true holistic theory would reject the idea that words can be divided into

smaller sub-parts. Holistic modeis of morphology are intrinsically word-based

but the contrary is not true which means that flot ail word-based models of

morphology are necessarily holistic. The inputs and the outputs of the word

formation rules proposed by a word-based model are words but the model of

morphoiogy remains atomistic if it does not categorically reject units smaiier

than the word. In some word-based approaches, such units are considered

as part cf their word-fcrmaticn ruies and in some others they are Iisted in the lexicon.

In this chapter, I wiii outiine some of the modem word-based approaches to

morphoiogy regardless of their holistic or atomistic inclinations. I would like to

remind the reader that the exhaustibiiity of my description is constrained by

the avaiiabiiity of relevant documents. I have inciuded whatever I couid find
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and I am weII aware of the fact that there are many other word-based

approaches that I have flot been abie to consuit.

Following the path ofthe neo-grammarians (cf. Saussure), Saussure proposed

a word-based model of morphology according to which words are formed

foilowing a pre-estabiished ‘proportion’ or ‘equation’ based on the formai

difference between the words.

“pardonner: impardonnable, etc. = décorer: X; X = indécorabie” (229))

For Sausssure, such an analogicai process constitutes a ‘drama invoiving

three characters’ and the fourth one is automatically caicuiated from the

equation: “Pour former indécorable, nul besoin d’en extraire les éléments (in

décor-able), il suffit de prendre l’ensemble et de le placer dans l’équation”

(229) (“to form indécorable, there is no need to extract its eiements (in-décor

able), it suffices to take the whole and place it in the equation.” (Tr. Roy

Harris). Saussure’s equation is based exciusiveiy on the formai difference:

“une manifestation de l’activité générale qui distingue les unités pour les

utiliser ensuite” (227) (“a manifestation of the generai activity that

distinguishes the units in order to make subsequent use of them”) (Tr. is

mine).

According to Saussure, word formation can be seen either i) from the ‘Hindu’

(Indian or more appropriateiy ‘Paninian’) point of view that involves

alternation in roots and affixes or ii) from a European point of view which

involves a particular analogical process presented in the form of an equation

i.e. “calcul de la quatrième proportionnelle” or computation of the missing

fourth term (222). Saussure reminds the reader that “Selon la tendence

dominante de chaque groupe linguistique, les théoriciens de la grammaire

inclineront vers l’une ou l’autre de ces méthodes” (229) (“Depending on the
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predominent tendency in each linguistic group, the grammatical theorists will

incline to the one or the other 0f these methods”) (Tr. Roy Harris).

Saussure believes that “le Latin ancien avait donc à un haut degré le

sentiment des pièces de mot (radicaux, suffix, etc.) et de leur agencement. l

est probable que nos langues modernes ne l’ont pas de façon aussi aig0e,

mais que l’allemand l’a plus que le français” (230) (“Early Latin thus

possessed a high degree of awareness of the constituent parts 0f a word

(stems, suffixes, etc.) and of their fitting together. It is probable that in our

modem languages it is not felt so acutely. But German probably has it more

than French”) (Tr.Roy Harris). Therefore, in some sense, Saussure, the

founder of the Structuralist school, is also one of the precursors of modem

holistic word-based approach to morphology. Although Saussure has clearly

stated his preference for the holistic approach, for some unknown reason,

the chapter IV of Cours de linguistique générale has been seldom referred to

in the literature of our time and has thus become a forgotten chapter of

Saussurian linguistics (for a notable exception see Singh, 2001 b).

Although Saussure prefers holistic morphology, he does not reject the

atomistic one and states that the latter may be suitabie for a certain type of

languages. Vennemann (1974:353), on the other hand, clearly gives up “the

view that the lexicon contains roots or stems f and perhaps affixes) rather

than words” and adopts “the hypothesis that the lexicon contains words (and

of course, items larger than words, such as idiomatic phrases and

sentences), but no items below the complexity of words, in particular, no

roots, stems, or affixes”. Vennemann (371) suggests that the language user

stores aIl the words in his lexicon “with the aid of powerful organizational

principles (the mules).”
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According to Jackendoff1s (1975) ‘full entry’ or ‘lexicalist’ theory wotds like

attract and attraction should be listed as ‘items’ with aIl their semantic and

phonological information and the relationship between the two would be

captured with a bi-directional ‘morphological redundancy rule’. However,

neither Jackendoft’s nor Vennemann’s lexicon is truly word-based because it

contains lexical entries that are formally larger than words. According to

Vennemann (370) “The lexicon contains words (and phrases, sentences,

paragraphs, fairy tails, poems, etc.” and Jackendoff’s lexicon includes idioms

(such as kick the bucket ‘die’) which according to him must be evaluated with

“phrase structure rules” (370). Although I consider Vennemann and

Jackendoif as precursors 0f word-based morphology of our time, I am well

aware of the fact that i) their principal concern was lexical entry in general

and that ii) neither Vennemann (1974) nor Jackendoif (1975) develop a full

fledged theory of morphology.

According f0 Aronoif (1976:21) “AIl regular word-formation processes are

word-based. A new word is formed by applying a regular rule to a single

already existing word. Both the new word and the existing one are members

of major lexical categories.” The typical operation of the W(ord) F(ormation)

R(ules) 0f Aronoif is to take only a single word as a base, no more (e.g. a

phrase) and no less (e.g. affixes or any other bound form) and add an affix to

it. Both the input and the output of a WFR must belong to one of the four

syntactic categories: N, V, A and P.

However, as Aronoff (88) puts it, “we often find cases of regularly derived

words, semantically transparent, formed with affixes which we know to be

alive and regular in their operation, which on the surface do not appear to

have been derived from words” In nominee for example, the suffix +ee is

attached to nomin which is not a word although we know that +ee is a

legitimate affix and should be attached to a word by a WFR. Aronoff
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therefore argues that apart from WFRs, there are also ‘adjustment rules

which bring change either in the stem or in the affix. There are two different

types of adjustment rules i) truncation rules and ii) allomorphy rules. For

example, the suffix +ee is attached to the word nominate giving nominate+ee

and subsequently ate wiII be removed from between nomin and +ee by a

truncation rule giving us the form nominee. Words like formation and

repetition are formed when two different allomorphs ation and ition of the

same morpheme ion are attached to the word: form and repeat.

Anderson (1992:293) states that a holistic approach is an ideai one but ends

up pleading for an atomistic analysis when he says, “the elements combined

in a compound happen to enjoy independent status, while at most one of the

elements combined in derivation is autonomous.” For Anderson (ibid.)

“compounding consists in the combination cf (two or more) existing words

into a new word, while derivation (as weiI as infiection) consists in the

application of a Word Formation Rule to a single existing word.” Anderson

(218) also reminds the reader that “A few types of word formation in some

languages may exceptionaiiy yield internaiiy structured forms” and “one

notion for which an appeai to word-internai structure seems necessary, that

of the head of the word” (319). As a whoie, Anderson’s (1992) A-morphous

Morphology refiects a mixture of holistic and atomistic points of view and,

therefore, one may ask whether its titie is at ail justified.

It is often claimed (cf. Carstairs-McCarthy 1992) that Matthews (1972),

Jackendoif (1975) and Aronoif (1976) have proposed a word-based

morphology but a careful study of these works reveals that their works do not

often fit the criteria of an authentic word-based model. Aronoif clearly daims

his model to be ‘word-based’ rather than ‘morpheme-based’. But not being

‘morpheme-based’ does not necessarily mean that his model is ‘word-based’

and Singh (personal communication) thinks that Aronoff’s model may in fact
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be stem-based. In a language like English, words may be taken for the base

but this is Iess true in a language like Bengali and probably not at ail true in a

language like Arabic. In my view, Aronoifs model is exactiy in keeping with

the Generative view of word formation during its Government and Binding

era. Aronoff, like Chomsky (1965, 1970) believes that only derivational

morphoiogy is properly lexical and therefore morphology shouid deal only

with it whereas inflectional morphoiogy wouid be a part of syntax and

therefore, is to be excluded.

Although Saussure (1915 (1988)), Jackendoif (1975), Aronoif (1976) and

Anderson (1992) have ail pleaded for word-based morphology, none of them

compietely rejects the idea that words can be formed with units ‘smaller than

the word’. It is true that the lexicon à la Vennemann or Jackendoif does not

contain such units but it inciudes units ‘bigger than the word’. Jackendoif

(ibid. :654) has cleariy stated that prefixes and stems are “counted as part of

the redundancy rules” and adjustment rules in Aronoif (ibid.) aiso allow

affixes to be inserted between word-parts. Anderson, on the other hand,

does not believe that ail words Iack internai structure.

WWM, the theoreticai framework of the present work, is a holistic approach in

the une of Bhartrihari, and, more recently Saussure (1915 (1988) (1)• WWM is

exceptional among the word-based approaches in the sense that none

except WWM categoricaiiy rejects units smaiier than the word and clearly

states like Singh & Starosta (2003:12) that words are “in essence seamless

whole” and/or “have no (non-phonological) internai hierarchical structure”. A

full, detailed description of WWM is provided in chapter-3 but in a nutsheH

WVVM morphology represents a kind of lexical relatedness based on the

formai difference, semantic relations and categorical affiliation between the

words of a lexicon. Word-formation strategies of WWM involve only words,

nothing more (phrases or idioms) and nothing iess (stems, roots, affixes). A
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WWM view would be that the former fali beyond the domain of morphology

and the latter do flot exist.

Dressler (1988:145) argues that “in terms of semiotic primacy” words should

be better bases of morphological rules than secondary signs like

“morphemes, stems, roots.” This makes me believe that a word-based model

of morphology would be better than a morpheme-based one and

consequently, a holistic word-based model would be the best model to follow.

In my view, WWM is the only ‘holistic word-based’ theory 0f our time and I

have rightly chosen it as the framework of my thesis.

1. Although Saussure’s basic ideas are close to WWM, his equations need to be formulated

with the appropriate constraints so that words such as Fr. insoutenable [sut(a)nab1]

‘unbearable’ or Fr. infaisable [fezab1] ‘undoable’ are flot mapped onto the same equation

as pardonnable : pardonner. Otherwise, t will generate unacceptabie sequences such as

*insoutener [suten] or *infaiser [ffezJ. As Saussure involves neither the meaning nor the

category of the words, his morphology cannot prevent formally similar words such as Fr.

arrangement [ard3maJ ‘arrangement’ and Fr. gentiment [3atimdJadv ‘kindly’ from mapping

onto the same equation. agree with Saussure that analogy is flot a mere creation of the

speaker because the necessary elements are already given in the language but one can

always ask: why in that case, room and mushroom or nap and napkin have flot yet played

any role in the ‘three character drama’ in English despite their formai difference and/or

similarity?
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Chapter-3

The chosen theoretical framework: Whole Word Morphological model

- Je ne puis pas jouer avec toi, dit le renard. Je ne suis pas apprivoisé.

- Ah! Pardon, fit le petit prince. Mais après réflexion, il ajouta:

- Qu’est-ce que signifie ‘apprivoiser’?

- C’est une chose trop oubliée, dit le renard. Ca signifie ‘créer des liens...

(Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, Le Petit Prince, 1946 (1994:6768)t1)

3.1. The theory and its consequences

According te Singh (2006) “WWM was first outlined in Ford and Singh

(1991). A fuller, monographic sketch cf if appeated in Ford, Singh &

Martohardjono (1997)”. Various aspects cf the mcdei have been elaborated

in Singh & Fcrd 2000, Singh & Neuvel 2003 and Singh & Starosta 2003

amcng cthers. The mode! as such has been tested in the light cf external

evidence in Martchardjono (1986) and Ford et ai. and against the empiticai

facts cf severai languages in Singh and Agnihctti 1997 (Hindi), Singh &

Dasgupta 1999 (Bengali), Singh & Ford (varicus South Asian languages

including Khasi, Kashmiri and Sanskrit), Becker 2000 (German), Barcnian

2002 (Armenian), Bender 2003 (Latin) and Neuvel 2003 (West Greenlandic).

According te Fcrd and Singh (2003a:18) mcrpholcgy is “the study cf fermai

relaticnship between wcrds”. The apparently ambigucus term ‘wcrd’ has a

clear-cut definition in this mcrphoiogicai theory: an expression can be

ccnsidered a word if and cniy if it pcssesses at ieast the fcilcwing three

properties among others which remain te be defined:

1. ‘- I cannot play with you’, said the fox. “1 am flot domesticated”

- Oh’ Excuse me!” said the small prince. After thinking for a while, he again asked:

- What does domesticate’ mean?...

- It means ‘creating relations’, something quite forgotten nowadays... replied the fox.”

(Tr. is mine)
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i) a phonologicai structure,

ii) a (syntactic and/or morphological) category, and

iii) a semantic use (i.e. a meaning).

Ford et aI. (1997:5) remind us that “Whether these properties are sufficient

or flot to ïdentify the word in any context is a question that we shah leave

open. They are necessary, but insofar as we wish to draw a distinction

between syntax (formai relationships between iinguistic units other than the

word) and morphoIogy, they are probabiy not sufficient.”

According to Ford and Singh (2003a:19) WWM is “based on the foiiowing

hypothesis: any morphologicai reiationship between a non-unique pair cf

words cf a ianguage can be described by a ruie, to be caiied a Morphologicai

Strategy (MS) or a Word Formation Strategy (WFS)”, A morphoiogical

strategy has the foiiowing form reproduced verbatim beiow from Singh

(2006:1413-1417):

“IXI IX’!13 where

a. IXIa and /X’Ib are words and X and X’ are abbreviations cf the forms cf classes

cf words beionging te categories a and b (with which specific words belonging to

the right category can be unified or on to which they can be mapped).

b. ‘ represents (ail the) form-reiated differences between IX! and IX’! that faii

outsfde cf automatic phonoiogy

c. a and p are categories that may be represented as feature-bundies

d. the represents a bidirectional implication (if X, then X’ and if X’, then X)

e. the interpretation cf IX!8 is a semantic function cf IX’Ib, and vice versa

f. can be nuii if a”

In WWM literature, the foliowing conventions are generaliy used in the

description of each strategy:
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7. Variable X is used to designate a phonic sequence the phonologicai contents of which

need not be spelled out: word, syliabie, single phoneme...

2. Each MS is illustrated with two examples with glosses but obviously, many more

exampies can be furnished for most of the MS.

3. Each MS must in volve some change in the category of the word (a-/3). In general,

the features that change are mentioned towards the end of the feature-matrix.

4. A slash (/) is used when an MS holds good for more than one but not ail values of a

given feature or a feature-complex.

5. Each feature-value is separated by a comma. A comma is flot used when a bundie of

features is used to designate a form.

6. An informai description (i.e. interpretative gloss) of the semantic relation between the

input and the output is provided for each strategy.

If a lexicon has two pairs of words like child childish and ghoul ) ghoulish

the association between these pairs is captured by the morphological

strategy [X] -> [XiS] which, as Martohardjono (1986:22) puts it, “can be used

in subsequent word formation, for example in lexical innovation (e.g.

Benladenish), as well as in the analysis of newly encountered items (e.g.

Jïhadish).” (examples are mine).

The morphological relation between the two Bengali words, e.g. sf1

[pracinJ ‘ancient’ and iT [pracinotto] ‘ancientness’ is given by (1)

which can be activated to form or analyze any noun ending in [ottoJ. (1)

instantiates a morphological strategy of Bengali because it is licensed by two

pairs ofwords based on the same i) formai difference: X/Xotto ([ottoJ isa
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reaiization of the prime), ii) semantic relatedness: ‘/X/-ness’ and ii) categoriai

affiliation: adjective/noun.

1. IXIadj’* /XOttO!fl ‘IXI-ness’

1fli Ibi ail ‘huge’ -> ftti [bi alottol ‘hugeness’

fhUfr/ ‘small’ ÷-> /k’udrotto/ ‘smallness’

Singh & Neuvel (2001b:344) argue that “ail that needs to be said about word

structure in any language (of any type whatsoever) can and must be said” by

instantiation of the schema IXI, -> /X’/. For Singh (2006) “Morphological

complexity is a maller of the anaiyzabiiity ( segmentability) of a word into a

variable ([biSai!) and a constant ([otto]) component with respectto a WFS”

(exampies are mine). According to Singh and Ford (2000:308) these

components “have been non-hierarchicaiiy put together, provided, of course,

there are strategies that license such analysis.”

Morphological strategies capture, as Singh and Ford (2003a:19) points out,

“the morphological relatedness amongst the words that happen to be in a

iexicon”. Exploitations of these strategies help the speaker-hearer, as Singh

and Ford (2000: 305) daim, “to bridge the gap between actual words she

happens to know and the possible words she can be said to know - actually

their existence makes the known merely a subset of the knowable.” A WFS

is called a strategy rather than a rnIe1 because, as Singh and Agnihotri (43-

44) daim, “as a generalization drawn from a particular fact, it can be

activated in the production or understanding of new words”.

According to Ford et al. (2) morphological strategies are activated in at Ieast

three different situations (cf. Ford et al.) allowing the speaker-hearer
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i) “to create a new word that she may flot have yet encountered” or

ii) “to morphoiogicaily analyze a word she may flot have anaiyzed

before”, or

iii) to retrieve a word that she “may have forgotten temporarily”.

Singh and Agnihotri (44) remind us that “Morphoiogïcal strategies alone do

flot account for ail formai reiationship. They sometimes get a hand from

phonoiogy”. Formai reiationship attributabie to phonoiogy covers, as Ford et

ai. :2) points out, “au and oniy giobai, automatic aiternations governed by

phonotactics.” Therefore, no phonoiogicai alternation s taken into account in

a morphoiogical strategy. For exampie, the reiationship between the Bengali

word [jonmo] ‘birth’ and snr [pragjonmo] ‘prenatai’ can be expressed

by the fouiowing strategy:

2. IXI <- /prakXladj ‘pre4XI

cÏ [jobonJ ‘youth’ ÷-* iN [pragj obonJ ‘early-youth’, adoiescence’

ft [bibalioJ ‘marnage’ rrt [pragbibaho] ‘premanitai’

[jonmo] ‘birth’ -> tr9 [pragj onmo] ‘prenatal’

The constant in the above strategy [prakJ ends in an unvoiced obstruent

which is repiaced by a voiced one in the output [prag]. But the

IkiLigi aiternation is not reflected in (2) because the fouiowing word-ievei

Weii-formedness condition (cf. Singh, 1984) of Bengaii does not aiiow an

unvoiced obstruent to precede a voiced one and iii-formed sequence /kj/

must be repaired to 1g j!.
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*[+consonant
- continuant, -voicedJ [+consonant, - continuant, +voiced]

The architects of WWM (Ford et aI. :3) daim that the following “constraints on

the nature cf morphology are implicit” in their theory:

1. “No multiple morphologies: ‘derivational/inflectional, clitic/non-clitic,

p rod uctive/non-prod uctive, concatenative/non-concatenative, affixation!

compounding, template/non-template’, etc.”

2. “No morphological operations on units other than the word. Hence, no

category ‘smaller’ than the word” (e.g. root, stem, affix, semi-affixes, inter

fixes, lexeme, basic abstract form, affixoids, quasi-morphs, morphological

helpers, shapers, Firihian phonesthemes, etc.) According ta Singh and

Agnihotri (44) none of these categories “can be regarded as an object cf a

morphological enquiry.” Singh and Starosta (2003:12) daim that words

have no syntactic structure “in which one subcomponent cf the word is the

‘head’ and the remaining part or parts are subordinate ta it”.

3. (Fard et al.: ibid.) daim “The unity of the morphological operation, in

particular no segmentation of the operation to create an intermediate level

of representation between morphology and phonology; hence, no

‘morphcphonology’ that implies a division within morphology and no

affixation-truncation (cf. Aronoif, 1976), flot copying/spelling (cf. Carrier

1984) type cf sepa ration.”

4. Singh and Agnihotri (45) point eut that ‘The operation has no privileged

direction: No special status is given to ‘back-formation’ as in, for example,

Marchand (1969), and Kiparsky (1982).”
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5. According to Ford et al. (ibid.) “No sub-catego,y 0f strategies is

exclusively determined morphologically. Hence, no ‘conjugation/

declension’, or ‘intra-extra paradigmatic’ kind of typology (cf. De Chêne

1975 or Bybee 1980).”

6. Singh and Agnihotri (45) daim “Morphological Integrity of the word”

which means that “No conditions e.g. the adjacency condition are to be

entertained (cf. Sieg&, 1979)”

7. According to Singh and Ford (2000:305) “Morphology has littie or no

architecture and, to change the metaphor, no traffic rules (such as kfl

before taddhita or derivation before inflection)”

According to the architects of the VVWM (Ford et al. :3) “the abovementioned

constraints may seem to be negative” but they (Ford and Singh, 2003a:21)

remind us that “it is in the nature cf any constraint to impose restrictions and

in this way strengthen the hypothesis.” They hold the view that that none cf

the abovementioned excluded notions is indispensable for a morphological

analysis and daim (Ford et al. :3-4) that WWM does net need them and

therefore “the burden cf proof is, clearly, on those who want to dispense with

these constraints and introduce additional devices to account for the facts.”

1. In my view, strategy s a better term to designate such lexical relatedness because i)

WFSs are activated, as Singh and Fard (2000:305) points out “only in moments of crisis Le.

when the speaker needs ta analyze or fashion a word she needs for the purpose at hand,

often to meet a syntactically enforced requirement’ and ii) they are flot as automatic as

linguistic rules are generally claimed ta be, for example, if the speaker-hearer already knows

a certain word, (s)he does not need ta activate any WFS ta retrieve it.
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3.2 Some explications and illustrations

3.2.1. Morphological operations and Formai mechanïsms

in this chapter I wiii discuss various aspects cf WWM in detail and in the way

I understand it in ordet to prepare the ground for its application to word

formation in Bengali. As it has been mentioned in the previous chapter, each

strategy invoives some ‘change in the category of the word’ which we may

label as morphological operatïons (such as nominalization, adjectivization,

gender change, etc.). For exampie, the morphologicai operation aimed at in

(1) is Noun-Verb (or Verb-Noun) which means that i) either a noun or a verb

can be mapped onto it and ii) the function cf this strategy is to transform

particular nouns into particular verbs and vice-versa.

a. ldentïty b. Adjunction-Deletion

1 . IX.ln, sing f> lxiv 2. l)(Insing f) IXZIn plu

rhyme -> rhyme dog -> dogs

fight -> fight rose -> roses

These operations are reaiized through some formai means which we wiii cali

‘morphological mechanism’ or simpiy ‘mechanism’. Despite the occasionai

difficuity of ciassifying a particular strategy in terms of these mechanisms (cf.

Singh, 1999), the schema lX/->lX’/ exhaustiveiy covers ail the possible

mechanisms. We note below that three morphologicai operations:

nominalization, adjectivization and verbalization are reaiized with five

different mechanisms. There are presumabiy a iimited number of

mechanisms as compared to the possible number cf morphologicai

operations.

in case of identity (1), no formai change between the input and the output is

visible. But identity is stili considered to be a mechanism, because it changes

the morphologicai category cf the cutput. Ihe mechanism cf identity is in fact
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based on condition f (the prime [9 can be nuil if cx13). The morphological

relationship between two English words dog and dogs can be achieved

through (2) which involves the mechanism 0f deletion or adjunction of [zJ to

the variable dog. Ihe word absent can be formed from the word absence or

vice-versa by activating (3) which involves the mechanism of substitution.

Such a strategy can be described as follows: IXŒ/ ÷-* 1X131 (if a is attached f0

the variable X then f3 can also be attached to it).

c. Substitution

3. IX8fltIarjj< IXensI 4. /Xumeib1/J <-> IXmpenI

absent -* absence consumabie <-> consumption

important -> importance assumable <-> assumption

Strategies that involve substitution are 0f two different types: L Primary and ii.

Secondary. (3) is a primary strategy because both of ifs poles represent a

simple word. On the other hand, (4) is a ‘secondary strategy’ because the

words mapped onto if are morphologicaliy compiex and derivable through

some other primary strategies: e.g. IxI÷->Ixeibll (assume/assumable;

consume/consumable). Secondary strategies involve the mechanism of

substitution although this does not mean that ail the strategies that involve

substitution or have complex poles must be treated as secondary strafegies.

If the outputs of a strategy can be derived through no other primary strafegy

as is the case with conceive/conception, then and only then we will cal! it a

primary strategy.

This should be kept in mmd thaf WVVM grants no theoretical status f0 the

difference between primary and secondary strafegies. As long as there is a

Jexicon, the morphologicai module aufomafically makes various obvious links

among them and therefore, ail strategies are part of the morphological
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module. As I do flot have sufficient time and space, I have only listed the

primary strategies and have left aside the secondary ones. Therefore, this

morphological profile of Bengali is based on an exhaustive list of only its

primary strategies.

Several mechanisms may be involved in the same strategy. Among the

following examples ftom Bengali, (5) involves i) a partially specified variable

(lC1V+10C2VC3J), ii) segmental modification in the specified part (V±10

becomes V0), iii) deletion of the segment loi and iv. adjunction-deletion of

the segment lai. Segmental modification in the specified part can take the

form of i) deletion of a segment and ii) change in feature. Apparently

segmental change presupposes partial specification of the variable (e.g. (5))

whereas partial specification does flot necessarily imply segmental change

(e.g. (6)).

5. /C1V÷i0 C2VC3J E-* /C1V.10W C2C3eIpeective verbal ‘having done /C1VhighC2VC3/’

ldhomokl ‘rebuif -> /dhomke/ ‘having rebuffed’

/bodol/ ‘change’ *-> /bodle/ ‘having changed’

6. IXC/n, sing -> IXCe Tain plu ‘plural of /X0!’

!d,akat/ ‘robber’ -> iiir. /dakatera I ‘robbers’

/‘ikk’Dk/ ‘teacher’ ÷>1cI /Sikk’okera/ ‘teachers’

Some of the segmental modifications or changes are phonologically

conditioned whereas others are not. A phonologically conditioned alteration

is motivated by some W(ell) F(ormedness) C(ondition) 0f a particular

language (cf. Singh, 1984) and it applies systematically to aIl the words in a

language. The voicing of [s] in dog/dogs or the epenthesis of [i] in
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rose/roses [reuzizJ are examples of phonologically conditioned alterations

(cf. Singh 1984, 1990). According to WWM, these automatic alterations are

flot the concern cf morphology and they need not be mentioned in the

formulation of a morphological strategy.

f. Segmental Modification + adjunction g.Suprasegmental modification

7. /Xklacjj <_> /XSjtj/n 8. IGGIn, sing <> Ia’ÇYIv

electric -> electricity import -> im’port

opak opasiti protest -> pro’test

The alterations that take place only in specific morphological contexts are not

phonologically conditioned. No WFC of English motivates according to

Chomsky & Halle (1968: 219-223) “the velar softening rule” i.e. [k] [s] in

electric /ilektrik/÷÷ electricity /ilektriseti/ because this alteration

does not take place in other similar contexts like antique Iœnti:kI <-

antiquity /œntikwiti/. Therefore, the peculiarity of the alteration [kJ—[s] can

only be explained in terms of morphological idiosyncrasy of the related

words. This said, in WWM, no special status is attributed to such

idiosyncratic and non-automatic alterations which use changes in sound and

rhythm to signal lexical relatedness (cf. Dasgupta, Ford and Singh 2000).

They are integrated directly into the morphology in the same way as other

mechanisms.

3.2.2. The Word and its sub-components

Some words can be analyzed into two sub-components: (i) Constant and (ii)

Variable (cf. Singh 2001b). Red-army, walker and reads are three different

examples of complex words in which army, walk and read are analyzable as

variables, whereas red, et and s exemplify constants. The constant is the
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footprint of the morphological mechanism and it must be specified. As far as

the variable part is concerned, there are three possibilities: it can be j) totally

unspecified :IXI->IXzI (dog4-*dogs) ii) partly specified IXkI÷->/Xsi t il

(electric/electricity) or iii) maximally specified: IC1-i-C2-a-C31 +-* /Ci-u-C2-u-

C3! (e.g. Arabic word-pair: /k-i-t-a-b/÷->[k-u-t-u-b/ ‘bookllearned man’) or

/C1V+i0 C2VC3/fl-*/C;VTOWC2C3a/ (e.g. Bengali word-pair /d’’omokI ÷->

Idhomkal in (5)).

We can classify words into two different types: i) simple and ii) complex.

According to Singh (2001 b:350) complex words are “made up 0f variable and

constants that have been non-hierarchically put together, provided, of

course, there are strategies that license such analyses’. A morphologically

complex word (dogs) can be analyzed back to another word (dog) through an

already existing strategy. A simple word such as conception can also be

analyzed into ‘variable’ and ‘constant’, but none of its sub-components

:[kensJ and [epSenJ represents a word. Some words are morphologically

more complex than others, e.g. hospitalization is more complex than

hospitallze, and the latter is more complex than hospital. Therefore,

morphological complexity s a question of degree.

Word sub-components do not need to be continuous entities. In the Bengali

word IdhomokI for example, the variable is represented by a

discontinuous sequence 0f consonants: IdhIImIIkI. Subcomponents can be

represented by any phonic element: stress, phonemic change, single

phoneme, meaningless sound cluster, simple or complex word,

discontinuous and inseparable segmental as well as supra-segmental

means. For MNM, subcomponents are simply phonic elements and unlike
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atomistic categories like affix’ or ‘inflection’, they have no fixed status. This

said, quite coincidentally, when a sub-component is represented by a

continuous sequence of phonemes, it can have phonic resemblance with

pièces de mot (cf. Saussure 1915 (1988) or ‘parts of word which some

grammatical traditions would label as morpheme, root, stem or affix. As

Singh (2004:191) states: “The point is NOT that our variables don’t ever

correspond to what neo-Paninians call roots and stems - they do in a very

large number of case - but that we see that as synchronically irrelevant.”

Atomistic categories are not easy to define. Bloomfield (1933 (1984:413))

while trying to trace the same ‘old suffix’ -ster denoting ‘agent’ or ‘a persan

engaged in or associated with a particular activity or thing’ (according to

Concise Oxford dictionary, 1982) in tapster, huckster, teamster, maltster,

webster, songster, rimester, trickster, gamester, punster, Iobster, roadster

and youngster states that perhaps this suffix “could neyer have been

described as ‘regular’ or ‘living”. The longer we make this list by adding

words like semester, barrister, minister, mister, master, etc. the more one

would become suspicious about the morpheme-hood or the suffix-hood of

the sequence -ster. Finally, we realize that there are in fact twa theoretical

options: i) either there are many -sters or ii) there is not any. WWM has

chosen the second option for the sake of economy. Therefore it

unconditionally rejects aH atomistic categories such as root, stem or affix and

considers them unnecessary for a morphological description.

A number of the abovementioned -ster-words can be mapped onto different

strategies whereas many of them such as minister or Iobster do not have

access ta any strategy. Despite their common ending, gangster and roadster

cannot be mapped onto the same strategy because they are not semantically

related. Although it has been claimed in the Concise Oxford English

Dictionary (1982) that the word barrister was formed in the 16th century
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foilowing the French ban word minister, I do flot see how the suffix -(i)ster

could be cut out from minister which is flot even a derived word. For WWM,

the formai resembiance between minister and barrister is accidentai and s of

no morphobogicai interest.

9. IXJ<->IXsteTI expert in doing IXf

pun [prnJ -> punster [pAnsteT]

song [soij] -> songster [soijst T]

Some other words such as duet, quartet, quintet, sextet, septet, octet and

nonet may give the faise impression that they end in a suffix. If a speaker of

Engiish knows the words duet and quartet, wiii he be able to form the words

sextet or septet from six or seven? Apparentiy he has no other choice than to

memorize the whoie iist cf -et-wcrds. If t is flot possible te cut the suffix off

from the word, it wiii be of no use for morphology and if some eiement cannot

be expioited in word-formation, whether it is labeied as ‘suffix’ or flot, it is of

no reai interest for morphobogy. On the other hand, the entire series of these

Itabian ban words couid probabiy be mapped onto the fobbowing strategy in

Itabian: ‘Xlnumber -> IXetI when they were borrowed in Engiish. The whole

misunderstanding arises from the fact that words can be borrowed but flot

their morphobogy (cf. Singh 2001a) abthough borrowed words may bicense a

new strategy in the host banguage. Apparentby, this was not the case in

English as far as the above mentioned et-words are concerned.

3.2.3. Requirement of two pairs of words

As long as a speaker has at beast two appropriate pairs in his individuai

iexicon, the relevant strategy becomes a part of his morphobogicai

competence. Two pairs constitute a bare minimum because with oniy one

pair the formai difference cannot be generaiized. One must find at beast two
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pairs of semanticaily related but formally and/or categoricaliy different words

to justify the existence of a certain strategy. For example, do and did differ

formaily from each other and they are also semantically related but as there

is no other pair with the same formai difference and semantic relation, these

two words can iicense no strategy in Engiish.

The foilowing strategy (10) which reiates the Engiish words focus and Iocus

to foci and bd i5 totaiiy irreievant for a speaker who does not know any of

these words (cf. Singh and Agnihotri 1997). But once these words become

part of his iexicon, (10) wiii emerge automaticaliy and bd can be formed

from Iocus or vice-versa by mapping any of these words onto (10).

10. IXDkesI, sing -> IXeusaIIi plural of IXnkesï

iocus ÷-> bd

focus -> foci

A simple ban word in French such as bikini (attested in 1947 for the first time

according to French dictionary Petit Robert) couid have been mapped onto

(11) in the sixties in order to form monokini (attested in 1964 for the first time

accord ing to the same dictionary) in French.

11.IbiXI<—*ImonoXI

bigamie -> monogamie

bikini <-> monokini

The Bengali word 1 ISod’’obaI ‘a woman whose husband is abive’ could

have been formed by mapping the simple word fii [bidtboba/ ‘widow’ onto

(12). A good number of such cases of word-formation known as ‘popubar

etymobogy’ (cf. Saussure 1915 (1988)), ‘fobk-etymobogy’ or ‘popular

derivation’ (formed for fun by giving the value of two to bi- of bikini, accord ing
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to Petit Robert) are in fact formed with morphological strategies and theteby

justify the very existence of the latter.

12. /oX/- /biXI ‘contrary cf /,ÇoXI ‘opposite cf IS3XI’

‘z’I lodeS/ ‘native country’ -> 1wt [bideI ‘foreign country’

/odhormi/ ‘follower of the same religion’ -> 1If [bidhormi/ ‘follower of a

different religion’

However, WWM does not daim that strategies are the only way to form new

words although according to Singh and Agnihotri (1997:79) “the central

empirical fact this sort cf grammar accounts for is that speakers do not coin

words which their lexica do not license.” There are always genuine cases cf

popular etymology or neologisms cf some creative mmd (e.g. manifestivity <

manifestation+festivity) that may not be mapped onto any strategy. As

Bloomfield (1933 (1 984:420) mentions: “For many new-formations we are not

able te give a proportional model.” This being said, Saussure (1915

(1988:238) makes a clear distinction between the two processes cf word

formation i) analogy and ii) popular etymology: “les constructions de l’analogie

sont rationnelles, tandis que l’étymologie populaire procède un peu au hasard

et n’aboutit qu’à des coq-à-l’âne” (“analogical constructions are rational,

whereas popular etymology proceeds randomly and merely produces

howlers”) (Tr. Roy Harris).

In fact, many neologisms are fashioned (either consciously or unconsciously)

on an already established strategy and it would be rare for an individual

speaker te set forth a strategy, as Sapir (1921 (2004:28) states “new words

may be consciously created on the analogy cf old ones, but hardly new types

cf words.” The neologisms or words formed à la popular etymology which are

net mappable onto a strategy presumably disappear in the long run from the

lexicon as Saussure (231) points eut: “A tout instant on rencontre des
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combinaisons sans lendemain que la langue n’adoptera probablement pas”

(“one constantly cornes across combinations with no future which will neyer

probably gain acceptance in the language”) (Tr. Roy Harris).

3.2.4. On so-called compounds

According to WWM, words do not have any syntactic (=non-phonological)

structure (cf. Singh & Dasgupta 1999). Unlike some linguists (among others

Anderson 1992) WWM does not recognize complex words such as red-army,

watermelon or hotdog as belonging to the special category of ‘compounds’.

‘Red’ in red-army and ‘water’ in watermelon are used as subcomponents (in

this particular case, a prefix in atornistic terminology) and there is no

difference between these prefixes on the one hand and the prefix involved in

the word imprison or impossible on the other. The similarity between the

prefix red and the word red is only a phonetic one because the meaning of

these two ‘red’s is not the same. Red-army has nothing to do with the colour

red, unlike watermelon, water lily does not grow on water and a hotdog may

or may not be hot but cannot be a dog.

Nothing can be inserted in a so-called derived word such as banality

between the banal and ity or between love and letter in a so-called

cornpound word such as lovelettet Letter or love are not permutable with

each other (*letterlove) and neither of them have a variety of uses (*hate.

letter, *love..script) Therefore, neither ity nor letter has any autonomy within

the boundary of the respective words and both represent sound sequences

involved as constant in a particular word-formation strategy. Like banality

love-letter constitutes one single word, not three (love, letter and love-letter)

and if banality is not called a ‘compound’, love-letter should not be called so

either.
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The difference between a so-called affixal word and a so-called ‘compound’

is that in a compound the constant is, as Singh (2001b:354) puts it, “mereiy

isophonic with a word” or resembles a word whereas in a affixal word t does

flot. How does the constant resemble a regular word? There are in fact two

different Ietters in English, Ietter-1 which is an autonomous word and Ietter-2

which can oniy be used as a subcomponent (in this case, a ‘suffix’ in

atomistic terminology and according to us a ‘subjunct’). Letter-2 is

etymologically related to Ietter-1 (Ietter-1> Ietter-2) as the suffix -Iy is

etymologically related to the word like. This etymological information is not at

ail relevant for a synchronic morphological description of English because

etymology should not be confused with morphology (cf. Ford and Singh

2001)

13. /Xl -> [bonoX/1 ‘IX! of forest’

/ful/ ‘flower’ -> rï fbono ful/ ‘a flower that blooms in the forest’

Idebil ‘goddess’ -> i.ic [bonodebi! goddess cf the forest’

14. IXl <-> /ghaYJ ‘IX! of grass’

/ful/ ‘flower’ -> /gha ful/ ‘a flower that blooms on grass’

tfM1 /poka/ ‘insect’ ÷-> fltrtt lg’apokal ‘an insect that ives in grass’

Words known as ‘compounds’ seem to fali into two different types: i) those

which can be mapped onto some strategy and ii) those which cannot. For

example, the foilowing Bengali words: iijci [bDnoful/ ‘a flower that blooms

in the forest’ and iîii Ig’a ful/ ‘a flower that blooms on the grass’ are

complex words mappable onto the foliowing strategies (13 and 14). On the

other hand, ri1 /fulbabu/ ‘an idle man whose only preoccupation is to be

well-dressed’ or 1w /càdmukt/ ‘moon-like face’ are not complex words
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though they can be shown to resuit from the concatenation of two different

words:/fu1/ ‘flower’ and fbabu/ ‘Hindu gentleman’ or Ùt IcdI ‘moon’

and jt Imuk”I ‘face’.

15. IXI, /fu1X/ 7x1 who wants to remain as beautiful as a flower’t1

[babu/ ‘Hindu gentleman’ /fulbabu/ ‘an idle man whose only

preoccupation is to be well-dressed’

16. 1X1, IcâcIXI moon-like IX!’

!muk’/ ‘face’ Ùtîjyi Icdmuk’! a face as pretty as the moon’

No morphological strategy can help the speaker-hearer to retrieve the word

/fulbabu/ or /càdmukh/ but if one has the strategy IX!, -> /bonoXI he can

understand or retrieve a word like ii Ibonoful/ ‘flower that bloom in the

forest’. The difference between these two types of so-called compounds is

that there is no strategy for the retrieval of the words like Ifulbabul or

IcdmuklI, whereas for words like i[ /ghafu1/ ‘flower that bloom on

grass’ or ii [bonoful/ ‘flower that bloom in the forest’, a particuTar

strategy will be automatically activated in order to aid the speaker-hearer if

the need arises.

17. IX1 -> [bonX/, ‘IX! of forest’

fIWT fbiral/ ‘cat’ <-> ft’i /bonbi rai/ ‘wild catlbush cat’

tN’I /morog/ ‘cock’ -> rtii /bonmorog/ ‘wild cock’
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Since the very moment words start ta exist, a good number of them are

formally and/or categorically different and semantically related. Strategies

emerge on the basis of the generalization cf some complex combination of

such differences as weII as semantic relatedness (cf. Singh 1992) and this is

what morphology is ail about. Although ail ihon/-words would be treated as

compound in an atomistic description, we note that not ail [bon/-compounds

can be mapped onto the same strategy. iIG1 [bonbiral/ ‘wild caUbush

cat’ has no access ta (13) and [bonodebi/ ‘goddess cf the forestT

cannot be mapped onto (17). We can also note that the constant of (17)

resembles the word [boni ‘forest’ whereas the constant of (13) does not.

Historically, the subcomponent [banal derives from the word [boni ‘forest’

but the former cannot be called a word any more in a synchronic description.

In an atomistic description, ic [bonodebi/ ‘goddess of the forest’ would

be better described as an affixal word rather than a ‘compound’ or perhaps

as neither because bath are spurious categaries.

Campounds are often classified into different types such as

endocentric/exocentric or karmadharaya/bahuvrihi, etc. Such classification is

based rather on the semantics of the compounds, not on their morphology.

For example, the meaning cf an endocentric or karmadharaya compound

(e.g. /gha full ‘flower that blooms on grass’) depends on the meaning

cf its subparts whereas the meaning cf an exocentric or bahuvrihi compound

(e.g. inilkonthoi literally ‘blue-throat’ but means ‘a particular flower’

or ‘the god Shiva’) has nothing to do with the meaning cf its ingredients.

Classifications of words based on their ‘type’ cf meaning cannot help a

speaker-hearer ta form those wcrds. Moreover, a speaker-hearer neyer feels
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the need to form a bahuvrihi or a karmadharaya compound although he has

the capacity to form, with or without strategies, words that are described as

endo or exocentric compounds in some linguistic traditions. A WWM view

would be that classifications like compounding or derivation and sub

classifications like bahuvrihi/karmadharay or suffixal/prefixal are flot

necessary for morphology.

3.2.5. On so-called Reduplicatïon

Some morphological strategies like (18) require their variable to be repeated

and the outputs of such strategies are called ‘fully reduplicated words’ in

traditional grammar. If the variable is partially specified, as is the case in (19),

the output is known as partially reduplicated word. Unlike some theories of

morphology, so-called reduplicated words do flot get any special status in

WWM because, according ta WWM, there is nothing special about strategies

like (18) and (19) and words mapped onto them. So-called reduplicated

words like /boroboro/ ‘big,’ or Ibo3toI ‘books and similar thing’

are like any ordinary complex word and once they are mapped onto relevant

strategies, they can be analyzed back ta simple words like [boro/ big’ and

Poo/ ‘bock’.

18. IXIadj sing + /XX!adj ‘plural cf IX!’

[boro! ‘big’ -> Iboroboro/ ‘big1’

tni Imotal ‘fat’ -> znî cii Imotamotal ‘fat1’

19. ICXI -> ICXlXI ‘IX! and similar things’

Jbo/ ‘bock’ -> fbotoI ‘bocks and similar things’

9rîî /patal ‘leaf’ -> n1îi Ipatatatal ‘leaves and similar things’
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There are sequences like fkonkone/ ‘very painful’ or

IkitinatiI ‘details’ which cannot be mapped onto any strategy and

therefore, are flot complex words. Aithough some linguists (e.g. Abbi, 1992)

consider them as reduplicated words, nothing is redupiicated in them. These

words can be compared with words like rî halai ‘saliva’ or 1’rT Icamcal

‘yes-man’ which resemble some ‘pattern of reduplication’ but have

undergone no ‘process of reduplication’ (cf. Singh 2003).

32.6. Recalculation of formai difference and semantic reiatedness

The formai restrictions must be maximized at ail times in Morphological

strategies. However, as the speaker learns new words, sihe may discover

that some strategies are too restrictive and recalculate the restrictions based

on a larger set of words (cf. Neuvel & Singh 2002). As long as a speaker

hearer does not know the Bengali word 1ko r-bel ‘you will do’, he wiil form

the word /Sunben/ Y0Uformai will listen’ with (20). But as soon as slhe

hears /Sunbei, he will recalculate (20) to (21) and as a consequence, (20)

wiIl presumably disappear from his morphology.

20. /XVh9hC/ pres imp, 2nd intim/derogf>/XV+highCbefllv, fut, 2nd informai

tï4 /lek”/ ‘write’ ÷> ïi /lik”ben/ ‘you wili write’

T /Son/ ‘listen’ <-* /unbenJ ‘you will listen’

21 . IX! v,fut, 2nd informai > IXnIV,fUt, 2nd!3rd formai

Ilik’be/ ‘you wilI write’ -> /lik’ben! ‘you wiiI write’

/Sunbe/ you will listen <—* !‘unbenI ‘you will listen’
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WWM insists on a semantic relation between IX! and IX’! but does not

necessarily specify the type of this relation. Aithough tombstone and

sandstone are both nouns, they do not necessarily belong to the same class

of noun. Each X’ cf the same pair has to be a semantic function of X but

exactly the same ‘type’ of relation may not prevail between the input and the

output of two different pairs mapped onto the same strategy. Ail the pairs

must share some of the features of the same semantic field (F-1, F-2, F-3,

etc) but each pair need not necessarily have ail the features. The Bengali

pair ni nwn [rikS alrikS a’a1aJ (‘non-mechanical tricycle’I’its puller’)

shares almost the same semantic features with the pair

[bbitcksifbbit Eksi’a1aJ ‘mechanical tricyclel’its

driver’ which is not the case with [badam/badamwalal /fl ‘nut’/

‘ambulant nut-seller’.

22: I)(I<— IXwalaIn ‘driver cf /X!’

/rikaI ‘Rikshaw’, ‘a kind cf three wheeler’ <-> liWfl /rikSawala/

‘Rikshaw-puller’

tRiiI [bbitcksi/ ‘a kind cf mechanical three wheeler’ ->

/bgbitEksiwala/ ‘Baby-taxi-driver’

It is always possible for a speaker to recalculate the restrictions based on

semantic relatedness and in some rare cases, with restrictions related with

the categorical difference in order to map semantically as well as

categorically deviant words onto the same strategy. As Neuvel (2000:298)

mentions “most cf the tasks we perform in our everyday life involve multiple

degrees of abstraction. Second degree generalizations are not only possible,

they are an integ rai part cf our mental capacity to generalize.”
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When the semantic difference becomes too strong or salient between the

pairs, WWM proposes a different strategy based on the same formai

difference. For exampie, the pair [barilbari”ala] house/iandiord’

shouid not be mapped onto (22) but to a different strategy IXI,s>IXwa1a/

‘owner of X’ provided that there is another pair based on the same formai

difference as weii as semantic reiatedness.

1. Throughout the present work, the symbol -* wiil be restricted to morphological strategies

and the symbol z to patterns that one may deduce on the basis cf two semantically related

words contrasting formally and categorically. A pattern can be become a strategy if one can

find a second pair based on the same formai difference, semantic reiatedness and

categoricai affiliation. A strategy can aise become a pattern if the penultimate pair is Iost due

diachronic change or for some other reasons.
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Chapter-4

WWM and Bengali

“This is the language of Lower Bengal, or the region cf Gangetic Delta, and

cf the districts immediately above it and to its east.”

(G.A.Grierson, Linguistic Suniey of India, 1903, vol-5; 11)

“Bengali is a member of the Indic group cf the Indo-Iranian or Aryan branch

of the Indo-European family cf languages. With its sister-speech Assamese,

Bengali forms the easternmost language in the lE linguistic area, just as the

Celtic lrish and the Germanic Icelandic are the westernmost. lt has been in

existence as an independent and characterized language, or rather, as a

distinct dialect group, for nearly ten centuries.”

(S. K. Chatterji, Origin & Dev&opmentofBengalilanguage, 1926 (1988;1))

4.1. What does ‘Bengali’ mean?

Language1 can be a seen as an abstract entity recoverable from its

geographical and social variations which we may cali dialectst2. From this

point of view, Bengali is the East-lndic language spoken in Bangladesh as

well as in four indian provinces: West Bengal, Tripura, Assam and Bihat, and

also in Arakan, a province of Myanmar.

Apart from the regional variants or dialects heard in every area, there is a

common standard dialect which is understood by almost everybody. Hence,

at the regional level, we have standards like Chittagonian or Sylheti, and at

the national level, in Bangladesh as well as in West Bengal in india, we have

the S(tandard) C(olloquial) B(engali). For understandable reasons, it is the

standard dialect at the national level which is said to represent the language

as well as the state language, and apparently, almost ail of the academic and

exclusively ail of the non-academic folk-lore (cf. Singh and Agnihotri 1997)

consider SCB as ‘Bengali’.
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Today’s SCB had been once a dialect spoken around Caicutta3. After that,

during the first two decades cf the 2Oth century, it became a iiterary

language, chosen by a group cf writers including Rabindranath Tagore

(1861-1941) and Pramatha Chowdhury (1868-1946). SCB is now the state

language cf Bangladesh and one of the state languages of India. It is used

as the medium of education, cultural activities, politics and media in most cf

the Bengali speaking areas of the Indian sub-continent. SCB is also the

lingua franca of the whole Bengali speaking area, and in our days, a good

number of the second and third generation urbanites daim this standard

diaiect as their mother language.

Standard language aiways develcps around a pivot or a geographicai center.

Before the separation of the indian subcontinent in 1947, Calcutta, the

present capital of the state of Bengal in lndia, had been the oniy centre of

Bengali language and culture. But since at least the sixties, and certainly

after the independence of Bangladesh in 1971, its capital Dhaka became a

legitimate rival of Calcutta. As a resuit, two different standards of SCB, one

Eastern (ESB)4 and the other Western (WSB) (5) have been established.

The main difference between the two standards is mainly phonciogical and

lexical, althcugh some mcrphclcgical differences (cf. Dasgupta 2003) are

also noticed. Despite these differences, about two hundred million speakers

of ail the Bengali dialects understand perfectly both ESB and WSB. Due to

the existence of electronic media and to the massive immigration of east

Bengalis to West Bengal (cf. Dan 1992, Dasgupta 2003) since 1947, these

twc standards continue to influence each other and it wcuid not be surprising

if, in the near future, they merge intc cne common norm for the whcle

Bengali speaking area, one SCB.
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As Chatterji (1926 (1988)) puts it clearly, and as is the case with similar

terms like English, Erench or German (cf. Singh and Agnihotri), Bengali

denotes either ï) the SCB or ii) a particular collection of Indo-Aryan dialects

sharing some basic grammatical features6 as well as a lexicon. As far as the

present work is concerned, Bengali mainly denotes ESB or as I have stated

earlier, my idiolect of ESB.

4.2. Previous works on Bengali Morphology: An overview

In this and in the remaining sections, I wiII describe some of the previous

works on Bengali word-formation. As I mentioned in chapter-2, the

exhaustibility of my description is constrained by the avaiTability of relevant

documents. I have included whatever I could find and I am well aware of the

fact that there are many other important works that I have not been able to

consuit. As most of the previous works on Bengali morphology belong to the

atomistic tradition, I have to use their metalanguage which includes terms

like suffix, prefix, stem or root. This should be put in mmd that I do not

believe in the existence of such categories and that I am reluctant to use

them in my description proper.

4.2.1. General observations

Since Panini, the Indian grammatical tradition has been concerned largely

with matters of phonetics, phonology and morphology rather than with other

areas of grammar. As most grammars of Bengali to date have been

composed in the light of the Paninian model, morphology obviously occupies

an important part in them. For example, Sunitikumar Chatterji (1945 (1988))

reserved more than half of his Bengali grammar (460 pages) to Morphology

(242 pages), one third to Phonetic-Phonology (119 pages) and only 13 pages

to Syntax.
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Although most of the works on word formation in Bengali including Chatterji

(1926 (1988) & 1945 (1988)), Fergusson (1945 & 1964), Chafferjee (1962),

Shahidullah (1965), Sen (1975) Sarkar (1976b), Dasgupta

(1977,1987,1979,1982,1983,1984,1985 and 1992), Wen (1979), Begum

(1981), Paul (1986), Klaiman (1987), Dan (1992, 1998) and Bhattacharja

(1998) belong almost exclusively to the atomistic tradition, there are some

exceptions to this general trend among which three holistic analyses: i) Singh

& Dasgupta (1999), ii) Dasgupta (2001) and iii) Ravanam (2002) are worth

citing. Nevertheless, to conclude, to the best of my knowledge, no exhaustive

description of the morphology of Bengali has yet been done, be t along the

atomistic line or along the holistic ones.

According to Chatterji (1945 (1988)), Shahidullah and Sen there are two

types of words in Bengali: (f) Simple or Root words and (ii) Derived or

composed words. The words which cannot be analyzed any more, for

example, n [ma] ‘mother’, [hat] ‘hand’, Ùiî [cdJ ‘moon’, etc. are simple

words. Bengali grammarians classify derived words into two different types:

(i) Affixal words and (ii) Compounded words. Affixal words, such as flflf

[r ak’aiJ ‘cowboy’ can be analyzed as a base endowed with a certain

meaning [rakhJ ‘to keep’ and an affix [ail which s, according to Chatterji

(1945 (1988)), capable of changing this meaning. Compound words such as

iwt [cdmukh] ‘moon-face’ are constituted of more than one derived or

simple word: Ùt [cd] ‘moon’ and [muk’i ‘face.

Following Panini, Chatterji distinguishes two types 0f roots: verb root (dhatu)

and noun root (nam prakriti). He also distinguishes two kinds of affixes:

primary affixes (krit) which are added to verb roots and secondary affixes

(taddhit) which are added to simple or derived words. However, affixes are
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also concatenated to base or word base (pratipadik). According to their

source of origin, affixes can be of three kinds: (i) Sanskrit affixes, (ii) Bengali

affixes which includes middle Indian (Prakrit) and indigenous (deshi) affixes

and (iii) Foreign (Persian, Arabic, Hindi, etc.).

4.2.2. Verbal morphology

AIl previous descriptions of the verbal morphology of Bengali represent

exclusively an atomistic approach because they describe verbal forms as

resulting from the concatenation of roots and/or stems on the one hand and

verbal suffixes on the other. However, they fail under three different types

belonging to one of the three different schools of thought: i. Traditional, ii.

Sructuralist and iii. Generativist. Chattreji, Shahidullah, and Sen represent

the traditional school; Ferguson (1945) and Chatterjee represent the

structuralist school whereas Sarkar, Dasgupta (1982), Paul and Dan

represent the generativist one. The difference between the traditional and the

structuralist description is that in the latter, unlike in the former, verb-parts

have alternants or allomorphs which appear in particular contexts. In a

generative description on the other hand, a verb is formed in two successive

steps: an underlying structure is formed through the concatenation of the

root/stem and the suffix (step-1) and then this structure undergoes several

(morpho)phonological changes in order to transform itself into the

pronounceable surface structure (step-2).

4.2.2.1. Traditional and Structuralist Descriptions

According to Chatterji (1926 (1988)) there are slightly fewer than two

hundred roots in Bengali. Different classifications of these roots are available

in Chatterji (ibid.), Ferguson (1945), Sarkar, Chatterjee, Paul and Dan. Root

classification is based either on the skeletal form of the roots (whether they

are mono-, bi- or tri-syllabic) (cf. Sarkar) or on the different alterations they
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usually undergo during verbal derivation (cf. Chatterjee). Suffixes are mainly

classified according to the meaning they bring to the verb form.

Chatterji (1945 (1988)) divides the tenses into two groups: L Simple and ii.

Compound. In simple tenses (Simple Present, Simple Past, HabituaI Past

and Simple Future) the inflectional affix is concatenated directly to the root

whereas in compound ones (Progressive and Perfect), a secondary root

[ach] ‘to remain’ is inserted between the perfective or complement verbal

and the inflectional affix. According to Chatterji, the simple present [koreJ

‘he does’ would be formed by adding the infiectional affix [ii to the root: [karl

+ [il. The progressive present rc [korche] he is doing’ would be formed in

the following manner: [korJ + [chJ + [e]. Chatterji describes [cheJ as an

inflectional affix but at the same time considers [korcie] a compound tense

because [c”J derives from the verb root [aci].

For Ferguson (1945:37), “A verb form consists of a stem alone or a stem

plus one to six suffixes”. For example, the Past Perfect form contains the

stem {kor} and five suffixes: iI {kor}+{e}+{ch}+{i}+{1}+{am}(7) ‘I had

done’ (example is mine). Ferguson (43) describes verb formation with

specific ‘elsewhere’-type rules like the following: “in a consonantal verb of

class 1, the stem vowel is e when the stem is immediately before E or , i.e.

in the participle and the forms based on it, and in the future imperative.

Elsewhere the stem vowel is a.”

Example: 4t [t’eme] ‘on stopping’; tI [themechi] ‘I have stopped’;

rt [thamiJ ‘I stop’; (examples are mine)
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According to Ferguson, there are four types of suffixes: i) Derivational, ii)

Tense, iii) Personal and iv) Participial. As Ferguson calis {ch} a tense

morpheme, it seems that he does flot make any distinction between tense

and aspect. Ferguson states that some of these suffixes have alternants

which appear in specific contexts. For example, the verbal noun suffix {a}

(e.g. 1 [kor+aJ ‘to do’) has the alternant {no} after the derivational suffix in

cttî [dora+no] ‘to run’; 1st person ending {um} has the alternant {i} after

the stem or after the aspect morpheme {c}, {o} after the tense suffix {b} and

{um}after{1}and{t}.

a. Derivational : [kor-a- J] ‘I make (somebody) do’;

b. Tense: [korc&iJ ‘I am doing’, wrr [kor-1-amJ ‘I did’, [kor-b-o]
‘I wiIl do’;

c. Personal: [kor-i] ‘I do’, tfl [kor-oJ ‘you ‘do’;

U. Participial: [kor-e] ‘having done’, [kor- te] ‘to do’.
(The examples are mine)

Ferguson classifies the stems into two categories: i. Primary and ii.

Derivative. Primary stems are subdivided into Consonant verb and Vowel

verb depending on the ending of their stems. Using the vowel alternation as

a criterion, primary stems can also be subdivided into five different classes:

(a/e,elc,ile,olo,ulo). Some verbs may have two alternant stems differing

only in the stem vowel as in rrf [{tham}+{c11}+{i}] ‘I am stopping’ and titrî

[{tem}+{e}+{ci}+{i}] ‘I have stopped’. Some others likei1 [de”aJ ‘to give’
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can have up to four stems 1f [{di}+{cch}{i}J, ‘I am giving’,

[{de}+{5}+{o}J, ‘I wili give’, t [{d}+{y}] ‘he gives’ and m [{da}+{w}J ‘give2nd.

imperative

According to Chatterjee there are two types of verb base: i. primary (e.g.

[kor-i] ‘I do’) and ii. derivative. Derivative verbs can be divided into two

types: j. primary derivative and ii. secondary derivative. When the derivative

morpheme [al is concatenated to a primary verb base, e.g. {kor}, we get a

‘primary derivative stem’ [koraJ. Chatterjee (172) argues that “Ail the primary

derivative verbs are semantically causative. It is pertinent to mention that ail

the primary derivative verbs are transitive irrespective of whether they are

derived from transitive or intransitive vetbs.” When the same derivative

morpheme s added to nouns ([btJ ‘cane’ + [aJ [bctaJ Î ‘to beat with

a cane’) or to alternants of nouns and primary derivative stems, we get a

secondary stem. Secondary stems are again classified into two sub-classes:

Group-1 comprises CVC ( [khflr] + suffix [il) ‘I dig’ and CVCV (n

[ghumal+{i} ‘I sleep’) bases. Group-2 comprises CVCC (Trî [tarJ >

[S.trJ+[a[+[ [‘I swim’) and CVVC (tfri [poûciJ+[aJ+[iJ ‘I reach’) bases.

Chatterjee considers personal endings like [j] and [clin [ko r-i] ‘I do’, tÎ

[kor-oJ ‘you do’, etc. as suffixes whereas [cHj or [choJ in [korchi]

am doing’, cit [korecho] ‘you have done’ are for him ‘sequence 0f suffix’

whjch he labels as ‘desinence’. Apparently, for Chatterjee, only suffixes have

allomorphs, not the stems. The derivative morpheme for example, has the

allomorphs Ia—o—u--i--ØI: rwi [peciai], it1 /pechoi/, /peciui/ ‘I
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fail back’, etc. However, Chatterjee mentions elsewhere (152) that “the vowel

undergoes changes under a set of formai circumstances. The formai

circumstances, or in other words the structurai environments, are provided by

the morphemes that are suffixed to the stems.” Chatterjee (ibid.) s convinced

that “the verb-stem vowel alternations are neatly patterned” and “can aiways

be predicted in terms of the following morphemes” aithough “no precise

general ruie can cover the pattern of stem change”.

4.2.2.2. Generative descriptions

According to Sarkar there are six different types of suffixes in Bengali. We

can note that uniike Ferguson, Sarkar shows tense and aspect separately.

Aithough Sarkar does not mention the derivational suffix in his surface data,

he recognizes elsewhere (278) that “{a} is a derivationai suffix, that turns a

‘primary’ root into a ‘secondary’ (= Causative, Denominative) root.” Sarkar

argues that there are two types of roots: ï. monosyllabic (CV,VC,CVC) and ii.

polysyliabic (CVC+a, CVCC+a, VCC+a) and “It naturally foilows that ail

polysyllabic roots are either [+ Causative] or [+ Denominative].” (ibid.)

a. Personal: [kor-i] ‘I do’; [kor-e] ‘henformaldoes’;

b. Imperative: [kor-un] ‘dO!tormai’, Ï [ko r-o] ‘d020d informai,

c. Aspect: [kor(c)chi] ï am doing’, [kor-ec’-i] ‘I have done’;

d. Tense: iriii [kor-1-am] ‘I did’, izi /kor-b-oI ‘I wiII do’;

e. Non-finite or Participial: [kor-e]’having done’, [kor-te] ‘to do’ etc.

f. Derivational: [kor-a-]] ‘to make somebody do’.

Sarkar mentions that the vowel that belongs to ail these roots undergoes the

type of mutation which has been traditionally cailed ‘vowel harmony’ or

‘vowel sandhi’. For Sarkar (ibid.) “Most of the vowels of the Bengali verb root

are non-high, i.e., are from the set [e, (c in the present work), a, o, o].
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Any of these can form a low stem, in which case the corresponding high

stem will be formed by the vowel right above it.” According to Sarkar (ibid.)

‘The main point about the Bengali verbal inflection which hits the eye is that

the root-vowel of the verb stem commutes between two (or more in tarer and

irregular cases, more) vocalic configurations.”

Sarkar (279) does not agree with the polymorphemic solution of low and high

stem proposed by Ferguson (1945), Dimock (1957), Dimock et al. (1964),

Ray et al. (1966) because “Some of the alternations are amenable to a

phonological explanation (= presence of a high vowel in their immediate

surface vicinity), but others are not so”. Sarkar supports rather a

monomorphemic solution and argues that the root-vowel is pulled ‘one notch

up’ by its phonological environment. Therefore the infinite forms like

[dekheJ ‘having seen’ and [dekh je] ‘having shown’ would derive in the

following way:

Table-I: Derived forms 0f so-called monosyllabic and polysyllabic roots

Root Suffix Derived forms

monosyllabïc dkh je dek1je dekhe

(after i-dropping rule has applied)
polysyllabic dckha je dekhie dek’ie

(i-dropping rule s blocked)

The high vowel in the suffix raises the 10w vowel I/ of the root to lei and

hence we get the form [dek” je] ‘having shown’ which undergoes j

deletion rule and then surfaces as [dekheJ ‘having seen’. But we can

note that the j-deletion rule does not apply to the bisyllabic causative form
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[deklieJ. Sarkar’s (280) explanation in this respect is the following: ‘j

dropping rule is blocked to avoid homonymy with noncausative dekhe.’

In Dasgupta (1982)t8) we find the following Iist of underlying verbal suffixes

classified in 5 groups according to person and 11 sub-groups according to

tense, aspect and mode. Dasgupta’s list has been used in Paul and Dan with

minor modifications.

Table-II: List of so-called underlying verbal suffixes

A B C D E

e en o iS i

ycch-e yccli-en ycch-o ycch-i ycch-i

yE-cli-e y-ch-en ye-ch-o ye-ch-i yE-ch-i

uk un o (zero) (noform)

yl-o yl-en yl-e yl-i yl-am

yt-o yt-en yt-e yt-i(Ç) yt-am

yccli-il-o ycch-il-en ycch-il-e ycch-il-i ycch-i 1-am

ye-ch-il-o ye-ch-il-en y-ch-i1-e ye-ch-il-i ye-ch-il-am

yb-e yb-en yb-e yb-i yb-bo

yb-c yb-en yo j (no form)

yte ye yle (y)b-a wa/no

(cf. Dasgupta,1982:18)

Generative descriptions generally differ regarding the underlying forms they

propose. Following Dasgupta, Dan argues that the progressive suffixes must

contain the geminated segment [cchJ: ic [khaccheJ he eats’. As the

geminating lacks in derivations of CVC roots (e.g. [korc’eJ ‘he does’),

Dan must propose a degemination rule. For Paul (74) there is only [oh] in the
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underiying form and “the geminate [cchJ that we find in the surface is

accounted for by an assimilation rule according to which the suffix-initial [j] is

assimiiated to the following palatal segment in certain contexts.” She

assumes that the high vowel first loses its syllabicity i.e. becomes a glide and

then assimilates to the following palatal segment.

We note that some forms such as [SoJcho] itî ‘you tolerate’ must avoid

assimilation because otherwise they will surface as an unacceptable

sequence like *[soccho] Paul handles this probtem following Satkar and

Dasgupta by positing another abstract underlying segment, a final /h! in CV

roots: [gah], [S oh], [bohJ, etc. She justifies her proposaI with wotds such as

[dohonJ ‘milking’ or [bohonJ ‘carrying’ and eventually proposes an h

deletion rule. With this change in the underlying form, the initial Ii! occur

after a consonant (and not after a vowel) and therefore, no assimilation to the

foilowing palatal consonant takes place.

Generative descriptions generally differ regarding the number of rules they

propose. Dasgupta proposes 17 rules with ordering restrictions whereas Paul

tries to capture ail the alternations with only 4 rules. Dan thinks that the

derivation becomes unnecessarily lengthy with 17 rules but only 4 rules do

not suffice either. She eventuaiiy proposes 8 rules accompanied by minor

ordering restrictions in order to describe most of the verbal derivations in

Bengali.
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4.3. Problems with the previous descriptions

4.3.1. Traditional and Structuralistapproaches

a. For many Bengali words it is difficuit to show that they are formed with

categories ‘smaller than word’ (e.g. root, affix or morpheme). For example,

Chatterji (1945 (1988)) describes [ito] and [an] as derivational suffixes. In

the word [cinnitoJ ‘marked’, [ito] is apparently a suffix and [cinno]

f ‘mark’ or ‘sign’ is a word or a stem. But [binJ in 1it [binito] ‘poNte’ is

neither a root nor a stem although the suffix -[ito] is concatenated to it. If we

compare the following words: [dan] ‘donation’ and tt [nirmanJ

‘construction’, we will see that the former can be said to be formed with the

root [da] and the suffix [an]. In the latter, we can identify the same suffix

attached to [nirmJ which, like [bin], does flot have any status in atomistic

morphology of Bengali. But there has to be a root or a stem in the words fi

[binito] ‘polite’ or frftc [nirman] ‘construction’, because a suffix like [ito]

or [an] can only be concatenated to such elements.

b. Sequences like [binJ, [nirmJ or [an] are not morphemes from the

traditional point of view because they do not have any meaning. They cannot

be seen as a morpheme from an Aronovian (1976) point of view either

because no regularity can be observed in their use. The status of so-called

‘grammatical morphemes’ is another problem for atomistic approach. If

morphemes are ‘minimum meaningful units’ (in their traditional sense), then

what is the minimum meaning of [ito] or [an]? Apparently, they have

different meanings and different functions in different words: [ito] is used as

an inflectional suffix in the verb [dito] 3rd informai, Habituai Past ‘used to give’
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and as a derivational suffix in the adjective [cinnito] ‘marked’; [an] is

used as inflectional suffix in the vetb [k”anJsjmp Pres, 2nd/3rd formai ‘yOU eaUhe

eats’ and as derivational suffixes in the noun 1i [dan] ‘donation’. If the

meaning and function of the suffixes change in every word they are used

with, it is wiser to say that grammatical morphemes or suffixes do not have

any meaning or function at ail in Bengali, or that there is no such thing as

‘grammatical morpheme’, ‘inflection’ or ‘suffix’, at least in Bengali.

c. Chatterji and other traditional Bengali grammarians consistently consider

Sanskrit roots as if they were equally roots of Bengali. In so doing, I think that

they mix up synchronic and diachronic analysis for no good reason. In some

cases, ‘roots and affixes are even imagined for the sake of an eventual

morphological analysis. For example, the word [gaokJ ‘singer’ is

described as having been derived from the root t [goJ]. Another word ‘i

[manob] ‘human’ is analyzed into [monu] ‘name of a Hindu saint’ and an

imaginary suffix [ no].

d. According to Chatterji the suffix Ieral is concatenated to words ending in

consonant and Irai to those ending in s vowel. This cannot explain how

plural nouns like wtc Ic’atreraI ‘students’ or iciii /5oinnera/ can be

formed with their singular counterparts ending in an open syllable:

Ic’atroI ‘student’ and tr /5onnoi. Chafferji argues that masculine words

like fr [5ikk’’okJ ‘teacher’ or wi [balok] ‘boy’ are transformed into

feminine word 1rft [5ikk’ika] ‘woman teacher’ or [balika] II1 ‘girl’ by

adding the suffix [ika] to these word. For Chatterji, the suffix [j] transforms
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masculine words like rîrt [marna] ‘maternaI uncle’ or t1 [kaka] ‘paternal

uncle’ into the feminine words rt [rnamiJ ‘maternaI aunt’ or, tt [kaki]

‘paternal aunt’.

In words like [Sikk’ok] ‘teacher’ the so-called feminine suffix [ikaJ is

flot added to the word but substitutes the masculine suffix [ok]. In case cf

flf [morogJ ‘cock’ the ‘suffixal substitution’ does net suffice. It has to be

accompanied by a segmental modification: IoI—÷IuI. Be that as if may. As

[.Çikkth], [mam] or [mor/mur] are meaningless sequences, how can a naive

speaker cf Bengali recognize sequences like [ok], [cg], [aJ or [j] as suffixes?

Again, how is it possible for a Bengali speaker-hearer to recognize [ika] as

a feminine suffix when there are words like nli [natika] ‘small piece of

theatre’ and Riî [pustika] ‘small bock’ or ‘booklet’ which are not feminine

in Bengali (because Bengali does not extend its masculine/feminine gender

division to non-animate nouns)?

e. Chatterji describes cic [korecheJ ‘he has done’ as a ‘compound tense’

formed with two different verbs: 1) [kor-e] ‘having done’ and 2) rTc

[ac’eJ ‘he is’ followed by a [a] deletion rule in the second verb.

Diachronically, tcic [koreche] ‘he has done’ can resuit from the

concatenation of the perfective verbal [kore] ‘having done’ and the

auxiliary 1t [ache] ‘is’. But this is an etymological analysis and not a

morphological one because how can a speaker-hearer be aware of the fact

that there are two verbs in icic [kor-e-&-eJ ‘he has done’ and flot just one?
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However, one can try to explain away the derivation of [c”iJ from [aciil by

postulating a loss of the initial [a] affected by the non-initial stress but, as

Sarkar (285) points out, “it is flot clear why the initial a-loss rule should

govern only this verb while letting other verbs with initial a, for example, an

‘bring’, aS- ‘corne’, etc. go scot free.” (glosses are mine).

f. Sen analyzes the same verb as: [korJ (root) [e] + [clii (progressive or

aspectual morpheme or infix). If one describes [0h1 as the progressive

aspectual suffix and daims that t has the meaning of ‘continuousness’, it will

be difficuit to explain the presence of the same suffix in the perfective tense

form: [kor-ech-eJ iic ‘he has done’. According to Ferguson (1945)

personal endings can have different meanings in different contexts. For

example, {e} can mean

i) 2 person in past and future tense or after {tIlIb}: [korte] ‘you used to

do’, z’i [korlel you did’, [korbe] ‘you will do’;

ii) 3rd person in simple present: [koreJ ‘he does’ and simple future

[korbeJ ‘you will do’ and

iii) completiveness in [kore] having done’ and [koreche] ‘he has

done’ (examples are mine)

Therefore, the infix [c”] can have different meanings in different words, and

the morpherne [e] has different meanings in the same word (i[korec”e]

‘he has done’). If the meaning of the suffixes depends on the word in which

they appear, one shouid suspect that they do not have any meaning at ail.
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This said, there may be two [c’’Js, but in that case, one has to answer what

does the other [ch] mean in [koreche] ‘he has done’? One can also

consider [ech] as ‘completive aspectuai infix’ in [kor-e-c’-eJ ‘he has

done’ but such an analysis does not suit verbs iike iIc [paltecheJ ‘he has

changed’ because [pait j is not recognized as a ‘root’.

In my view, some 0f the so-called suffixes seem ta have some meaning

because words in which they appear are endowed with meaning. As different

words have different meanings, the ‘same’ suffix appearing in those different

words seems ta be polysemous. For example, [&‘j appears in twa different

verb words: [kor-ech-i] ‘I have done’ and [kor-ch-ij ‘I am doing’;

the former denotes completeness 0f the action and the latter its continuation,

but [chj itself does not have any meaning at ail. If one tries ta enumerate the

different meaning of the segment [e] in Bengali, he wili soon realize that

there are too many of them. Synonymy as well as polysemy must have some

limit and therefore, the endless semantic diversity (cf. section-3.22.) 0f

affixes shows that such categories are spurious.

g. Ferguson (1945:47) argues that derivational verb suffixes alternate

according ta the context: “after a stem ending in WC or VCC, before E or O,

the a morpheme has the alternant zero.” Therefore, according ta Ferguson

we shauid have 1t [{poc’}+{e}] and not [{pofic”}+{a}+{’}J ‘he (informai)

reaches’. But bath of these forms are acceptable in ESB. The morpheme is

also maintained in verbs ending in VCC, e.g. hrii [{tr}+{a}+{’}] ‘he

swims’, [{kamr}+{a}+{’}J ‘he bites’.
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h. It is curious to note that there is neither [e] flot [ch] in the negative

compietive (present or past) perfect [korini] ‘I have/had not done’,

tt [k1’aniJ you have/had flot eaten’ or [no J] ‘I am not’. No previous

analysis has reasonabiy expiained the formation of such negative verbs.

Sarkar (1976b) is surprised ta notice that verbs iikefir [korini] 1 have flot

done’ is neither formed from the present perfect [korechi+ni] or habituai

past [kortam+ni] flot from a toot or a base, but from the simple present

form: [kori] ‘I do’.

Aithough one can describe [ni] as a portmanteau suffix, [ni] is flot

concatenated to an entity that atomistic approaches wouid describe as ‘root’.

However, it can be argued that [ni] is concatenated to a different atomistic

entity caiied ‘stem’ but in that case one has ta explain why the stem must

change in different verb forms: fiI1 {kor}+{i}+{ni} 1 have/had flot done’,

rîf {kha}+{]}+{ni} ï have/had flot eaten’, rî {kha}+{”}+{ni} ‘you

havelhad flot eaten’.

ï. Often the word-internai eiements have neither a ciear-cut status flot a

ciear-cut form. It is flot easy ta decide whether [ec”] shouid be the infix

between the root [kor] and the infiectionai suffix [e] or whether it is

preferabie to add [e] or [ch] ta the root [kor] in order to form a stem or a

radical ([korch] or [kore]. In many words, it is flot easy ta single out the

categories iike root or stem. If [da] is considered as root in w [dan]
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[ditoJ ‘he used to give’? This and similar other exampies ciearly show how

troublesome the atomistic categories like ‘root’ or ‘affix’ can be.

j. Another probiem that has remained unresolved in atomistic approaches is

the insertion of the emphatic/inclusive suffixes [oJ, [iJ, and [toi between the

stem and the suffix in perfective verb forms. For example, icif [korechiJ

have done’ becomes [koreochi] ‘I have done too’ or

[koreic’iJ ‘of course I have done’ or ifii [koreJtoc”ilamj ‘of

course I had done’ when the emphatic or inclusive affix is inserted between

the stem [koreJ and the personal suffix [chu. For Chatterji

(1926(1986:1028)), such words show that the auxiliary [achJ has “coalesced

but loosely in Bengali”. In my view, these ‘loosely coalesced’ words puts the

whole concatenative approach much in trouble.

k. The CVCC base [trJ cannot be derived from the noun Wîi [SàtarJ

‘swimming’ as Chatterjee (1962) has claimed. Elsewhere he mentions that

the former is an alternant of the latter but does not explain how (i.e. following

which phonological or morphological rule) such alternants derive.

I. Chatterjee does not propose any precise rule for the high-low vowel

alteration as well as for the allomorphic variation of the derivative morpheme.

He (124) argues that in standard Bengali “the high-low vowel alteration is

regular, though not in ail cases automatic.” Chatterjee (125) later clarifies his

position by mentioning that “the high-low vowel alteration in the standard

Bengali is phonologically conditioned, whereas in colloquial Bengali and

written Bengali there are some cases of phonologic conditioning and in

others morphologic conditioning operates.” But as vowel raising does not
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take place in many derivations I can hardly accept it as a phonological reality

of Bengali (cf. chapter-5 & appendix-1).

m. It is stated in the atomistic approaches that some affixes (e.g. the Bengali

suffix [ik]) involve phonemic change in the constituent (root or stem) they

are concatenated to. Once [ikJ is adjoined, the rhyme of the first syllable of

the host constituent undergoes mutation: either it is replaced by a more open

vowel as in [orthoJ ‘money’+[ik]—÷ rtf [arthik] ‘monetary’ or ‘financial’

or by a diphthong: ri [itihaÇJ ‘history’+[ik]—> fiPii [otihaSik]

‘historical or historian’. Such ‘euphonic permutations’ (cf. Monier Williams

1878) described in Sanskrit grammars as guna and vriddhi are treated in

atomistic approaches on equal terms with phonoiogical alternations.

a. tt? [niti] ‘morality +[ik]—> ds [notikJ ‘moral’

b. [riti] ‘rule’ +[ik]—* *fs [rotikJ ‘according to the rule’

c. fl [rek”a] ‘line’ +[ik]— [Toikhik] ‘related to me’

d. [pet] ‘belly, stomach’ +[ik]—> 1rf [poik] ‘related ot belly or stomach’

e. t [Sorte] ‘condition’ +[ik]—> *fj [5artik] ‘conditional’

No Well-formedness Condition (WFC) (Singh 1984) (cf. chapter-5 &

appendix-1) of Bengali phonology predicts that the phonemic sequence

[nitik] is unacceptable and it should be replaced by [notikJ. In Bengali

there are words such as [rajnitik] ‘politician’ or rtftI [ganitik]

‘mathematical’ in which we can find this sequence. On the other hand,

guna/vriddhi type vowel mutation cannot be phonological because as the

abovementioned examples (a-e) show, it does not affect aIl the words. In

some cases, such vowel mutation is voluntarily used to create humoristic
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connotations (e.g. *[pD]tikl has been used by Bengali punster Sibram

Chakraborty) (cf. Chakraborty 2001) which again shows that this type cf

vowel mutation cannot be WFC governed.

4.3.2. Problems with generative approaches

a. In Generative descriptions, it is generally assumed that vowel harmony is

absolute and dominant in the conjugation. Dan is convinced that

monosyllabic verb roots show systematic alternations cf vowel heights. It is

true that the nucleus cf some cf the CVC verbs such as ‘f [Sek’] ‘learn

imp, 2nd formai/derog’ corne eut raised in fi [SikhiJ ‘I learn’ but there are many

other CVC verbs such as [bac h] ‘chose/sort eut pr, mp, 2nd formai/derog or

[cl.,akJ ‘caliptes, imp, 2nd intim/derog’ that do flot raise their vowel: net *[bchu1 but tT

[bacul ‘I chose’ and net *[ki] but rf [d,aki] ï cail’. If vowel harmony

was an absolute phonological constraint or principle, verb forms such as

¶iil [pa1to] ‘change imp, 2nd informai, fut and iffi [ÇâtroJ ‘swimimp, 2nd

informai, fut’ should surface as *[p]QJ and *[trio1 but this is notthe case.

In some cf the so-called reduplicated words such as rid [bolaboli]

‘talking te each other’, the nucleus cf the first syllable cf the reduplicant

raises one notch up. But there are some cthers such as unîf [maramariJ

‘fighting with each other’, rctf [coklacokli] ‘looking at each other’ in

which the nucleus cf the first syNable cf the reduplicant does flot apparently

raise. In words like c icif [kenakeniJ ‘several acts cf buying’ or

[meameÇi] ‘several acts cf frequenting each other’, some speakers raise

the vcwel: [kenakjniJ or [meSamjSi] whereas some others do net:
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[kenakeni] or [meSameSi]. In iiiI fkatakuti/ correcting again and

again’ and irr [àkibukiJ ‘several acts cf childish drawing’ the rhyme of

the reduplicant goes three notches up in stead of one. Therefore, I can

reasonably daim that the vowel harmony is flot absolute in ESB.

Dasgupta’s examples of deverbal forms, such as [acm] ‘unknown’, rt

[obuj] unreasonable/not yet attained the age of reason’, - [ghurghur]

‘suspicious roaming’, twn [horbola] ‘mimic’, etc. contain high and mid

vowels whereas their corresponding basic verb roots: [buj h] [ci, [ghor]

and [bol] contain mid and low vowels (cf. Dan). Free variations such as 1i

[km] and c [ken] Y0Uintim/derogbUY’ or [Sunen] and titr [SonenJ

‘Y0Uformal listen/hear’ in ESB also show that vowel raising cannot be claimed

to be a general rule in monosyllabic verb roots.

If the rule cf vowel raising or regressive assimilation had applied to the

underlying form /khopîbar/ ‘to open’, /ga’bar/ ‘to sing’ or Icabk&’bar/ to

whip’ as t has been proposed in generativist works, we should get the

acceptable free variation [khulbarJ ‘to open’ but also unacceptable

forms such as *[gyar] or *[cbkebar] Vowel raising does flot take place in

the case ofn [gaJlo] ‘he has sung’ ortîQ[gabo] ‘I will sing’. Had it been

the case, we would get the unacceptable form *[gelol (<Iga(y/i)lo/) or

*[gEbo] (</ga(y/i)bo/. If vowel raising is obligatory, acceptable sequences

like [boJbeJ ‘he will bear’ will be ruled out.
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b. Dasgupta recognizes that his system incorrectly derives [dewJ and [nev]

whereas the actual forms are t’c [da’’J ‘you give’ and rt ma”! ‘you take’. For

Dan (39) these roots “are irregular in the sense that they do flot show the

usual one degree vowel height alternation”. Dan also mentions that her rules

give unacceptable forms such as *[khEbol (<[k’a+iboJ) ‘I will eat’ and we

note that they would rule out acceptable forms like c1t [boj hel (<[bo] h+eJ)

he understands.

c. According to Dan, the underlying form fkat+iec”e/ results in cicGc

[keteche] ‘he has cut’ following the application of rules such as: a-mutation

(a-M), vowel raising (VR) and suffix truncation (ST). If vowel raising (VR) and

suffix truncation (ST) are applied to /konkon+iecie/, one obtains

*[konkonechel rather than the acceptable forms c [kDnkoniecieJ ‘it

has given heavy pain’. However, the same rules are able to transform the

underlying form /g1+ieche/ and [khelecheJ to the acceptable forms tit

[gileche] ‘he has swalTowed’ or [ke1echeJ ‘he has played’.

d. I agree with Paul that archaic and/or literary forms such as [Sohibo] ‘I

will tolerate’ or [rohibo] ‘I wiIl remain’ justify the aspiration in roots like

[sohJ and [r-oh], but it is also true that aspiration is difficult to maintain in

coda and apart from a few interjections such as [ah], [ohJ and [uhJ, no word

in Bengali ends in [h]. Moreover, there are derivations which cannot be

explained with this abstract segment. For example, in free variations like

[gachenJ and “iî [gacchenJ both deriving from /gah(i/y)chen/ he
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(formai) is singing’ the [j] is flot assimilated in the former but has undergone

assimilation in the latter. In some other CV roots, the assimilation becomes a

must: flt [khaccien] ‘he is eating but not *[1haichen]

e. Several abstract segments such as [yJ (cf. Dasgupta) and [j] (cf. Dan) are

added to the underlying form of the suffix in order to explain vowel taising

(e.g. fkha(y/i)1o/>tfl [k1’e1oJ ‘he has eaten’) which is assumed to be the

consequence of some regressive assimilation according to Dasgupta.

Various problems arise with these abstract segments:

i. they have to appear in ail underlying forms including those in which they

are not necessary at ail. For exampie, [korcie] ‘he is doing’ can

derive more easily with the suffix [c’eJ than with [ycche].

ii. many of these underlying forms do not surface in any dialect of Bengali.

iii. [aJ-deletion rule must accompany abstract segments and as a

consequence, the number of rules increases.

iv. As Dan points out, the proposai of abstract segments is ‘yet to be

decided in the literature’ concerning the theoretical framework Dasgupta

(ibid.) and Paul (ibid.) both refer to.

f. in some cases, rule ordering is not tespected, and in some others, we do

not get an acceptable sequence if it is respected. For example, i-deietion

must take place after vowel-raising but this does not aiways seem to be the

case. Vowel-raising (i.e. vowel-heightening) has taken place in exampies like

[SoibeJ (in my description: [SobeJ) ‘he wiii tolerate’ or [roiboJ (in
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my description: [robo]) ‘I wilI remain’ although i-deletion lias flot occurred

in these words. On the other hand, their free and/or dialectal stylistic

variations: [SobeJ ‘he wilI tolerate’ or [robe] ‘I wiII remain’ have

undergone i-deletion although no vowel-heightening has take place in them.

Sarkar (283) points out that “for the bases with a single vowel, i-Dropping

occurs before vowel-heightening does. it is however, unclear why this occurs

only in this category and nowhere else.” Sarkar also holds that the undeleted

[j] was “originally a part of the suffix and later came to be ‘reanalyzed’ as a

part cf the root of these verbs”. In that case, it is unclear why this [j] is

dropped in ic [obeJ ‘he will tolerate’ or ci [robe] ‘I will remain’. Ihis

reminds me of what Vennemann once said (1974:372) “writing grammars

with ordered rules is a systematic way of lying about a language”!

g. Paul (74) argues that assimilation of [il to [ch] is something natural and “in

reality quite simple.” She further mentions that “In ail cases where I

assimilates to the following ch, the roots always ends in a vowel. That is, I

occurs after a vowel. I assume that the high vowel in this context first Ioses

its syllabicity i.e. becomes a glide and then assimilates to the following

palatal segment” (ibid.). Paul seems te be right if free variants such as

[gajcie] and [gacc”e] ‘he sings’ are taken into consideration. But, as I

have mentioned previously, some forms such as [Seiche] ‘ij ‘you toierate’

must avoid assimilation because otherwise they will surface as an

unacceptable sequence like *[soccho] and therefore, it is net as natural and

as simple as Paul believes.
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h. There are verbs like to give’ which contain more stems than the

superficially observed ‘high’ and ‘Iow’ stems, e.g. ide! ‘giveimperative 2nd

intim/derog, fkt [dieJ ‘having given’, wP [da”’] ‘give imperative, 2nd informai• Some

verbs have free variant base with raised vowels: tflIt1tr1

[[kuranoJi[kuronoJl] ‘to pick up’, 1/tT [pôuc”anoJ/[p5uc”uno] ‘to

reach’ c [nebanoJ/[nibli ano]i[nebh ano] ‘to extinguish’,

[kinenJ/[kenenJ y’OU 2nd formai, buy’. For Sarkar only bisyllabic

bases, like [kuraJ, [pôuctla], etc., show such variation. But as we can see,

monosyllabic bases like [km] and [niblr1 can also have different stems.

According to Sarkar (286) such variations represent “an ongoing historical

change which we are fortunate to witness.” In my view, this is a diachronic

explanation rather than a synchronic one.

Table-III: Verbal forms with so-called roots IgeI and IjaI

*[gaYl [ja’] *[gaccli1oJ, [Jacchilo]

‘he goes’ ‘he was gong’

*[gacche] []accheJ [giYec1e1 *[3iYeche] *[JeYeche] *[getel [jete]

‘he goes’ he has gone’ to go’

*[gabel [jabe] */jiYechilo/ */jeYechilo/ /gi”ec’i1o/ /gi”e/, */jiYe/ Ijee/

he wiII go’ ‘he had gone ‘having gone

IgeloI, *Ijelo/ */ga/ /ja/ Ie1eI, *Ijele/

he went’ ‘go’ ‘if gone’

*Igeto/ /jeto/ IjawaI */gawal

‘he used to go’ ‘to go’

j. The five defective verbs [ac’i, ‘to be’, [jaJ and [gel ‘to go’, [aS] ‘to come’,

and [r o] ‘stay!remain’ involve suppletive allomorphy according to Dan (1992)
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who holds that they can be hand leU either with morphological allomorphy (for

example, Past tense: [gel; Future tense: [ja], etc.) or with the blocking

principle proposed by Aronoif (1976) (for example, expected *[Jelo] or

*[JiYechi] are not realized because they are blocked by the forms

Ige loi ‘he went’ and ftcrf /gi’ec’i/ ‘I went’ respectively).

It is clear from the above examples that no complementary distribution of

[ga] and [jaJ can be based on tense because both ofthem appear in several

finite and non-finite verb-forms. Blocking does not seem to work either

because [j&’eJ ‘having gone’ has almost established itself as a synonym

offit [gieJ ‘having gone’ in ESB (in some dialects of Bengal, tui [jetam]

‘I used to go’ also has a synonym [getamJ).

Table-IV: Verbal forms with so-called roots Ia&’I and

[ache], [t’ake], ?[ro] *[achto][thakto] [roJtoJ *[acte], [t’akteJ ?[roteJ

‘he s’ ‘he was’ to be’

*[achcheÏ *[ach] [thak] *[rQ] *[acha] [thaka] *[rDWaJ

[takce],?[rDicie] ‘be’ ‘to be’

‘there s’

*[achbel [t’akbe], *[achloJ [thakloJ *[achle] [t’ak1e],

?[ro3be], [roJloJ, *[TD]lel

‘it wilI be’ j
‘it was’ ‘if it s’

Synonymous ‘suppletive’ paradigms like [gelo] ‘he has gone’ instead of

*[]elol and []acc”e] ‘he is going’ instead of i1t [gaccheJ, do not abide by
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any rule. The verb forrn [aS] is unaccountably replaced by rni [av] ‘corne’.

Sarkar describes such contrasting bases as ‘borrowals frorn the competing

dialects’ formed with the rules of those dialects. For Sarkar (284) they are

“cornpeting forrns from different dialects that have sneaked their way into the

standard speech, where they neatly divide their area of occurrence. The [j]

sterns, for example, occur in rnost cf the categories, while the [g]-sterns

occur only in the categories of Sirnple Past and Completive”. Again, this

constitutes a diachronic description and not a synchronic one.

Dan (44) rnentions that neither of the two descriptions (i.e. Dasgupta 1982

and Paul 1986) “explicitly exhibitthe derivation cf Bangla verb forrns in actual

cases and they’do not show how rnechanisrns they propose really work.” On

the other hand, she daims that only a few derivations do flot really abide by

her rules and therefore they should not constitute strong evidence against

her description cf verbal rnorphology in Bengali. I think that aIl the

atomistic/generative descriptions indluding Dans are able to describe the

verb formation in Bengali to a certain extent. But it is also true that a good

nurnber of verbal forrns cannot be explained with the rules they propose.

Therefore, I have good reason to believe that the atornistid/generative

framework faces some serious and insurmountable inadequacies vis à vis

the morphology cf Bengali.
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4.4. Why WWM: some arguments behind its selection as the theoretical

framework

The description of a particular language (or parts 0f it) should generally follow

the discussion leading ta eliminate a certain number of competing theories in

order ta justify the particular theory which the language 15 described with (cf.

Dell 1973). One may reasonably ask the reason behind my leaving aside the

age-old tradition 0f atomistic analysis and choosing a comparativeiy recent

approach for my purpose of describing the morphology of Bengali. Two

things convinced me to select W’NM as my theoretical framework: i) as we

will see below, WWM has none 0f the handicaps I mentioned in section 4.3

and ii) it can bring solution ta most of the problems left unresoived in the

previous works on word-formation in Bengali.

4.4.1. WWM and some of the inadequacies of previous descriptions

a. Words like fbinito/ ‘polite’ are apparentiy a challenge for atomistic

morphology whereas in WWM one can easily show how these words are

formed by mapping them onto the relevant strategy. The twa pales of the

following strategy (1) can be analyzed into sub-components [binJ/[btl] and

constants [oJIfito]. Unlike the atomistic approach, WWM does not need to

decide which category these subcomponents belong ta, because in this

approach (i) ail words are seamless wholes and (ii) none of their

subcomponents is aiiowed ta have any meaning, function, category or status.

1. IXo’I ÷-* /Xito/3dj ‘who has /Xo/ in his mmd’

Ib’o/’fear ->* /b”ito/’wha has fear’, afraid’

fFt /bino/ ‘politeness’ ÷*1t /binitol ‘who has politeness’, ‘polite’

Atomistic morphology has no other choice but to consider wrongly both f

/binito/ ‘polite’ (1) and f Icinnitol ‘marked’ (2) as affixal words
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because of their apparent formai similarity. But foliowing the WWM approach

we can cieariy show that these two words are flot morphoiogicaliy reiated

because they cannot be mapped onto the same strategy. The source of the

eventuai confusion regarding f [binito/ ‘poiit& and ff /cinnito/

‘marked’ is 1.wofold: fi) the same sequence is involved in the right-hand poie

of both of the strategies and (ii) this sequence has a common name (suffix) in

the atomistic approach.

2. IXOIn > IXtOIadj ‘IXo/-ed’

l /cinnol ‘sign’ or ‘mark fM Icinnitol ‘marked’

Idukkhol ‘sorrow’ <-> /dukk’ito/ ‘sad’

We have seen that neither of the foilowing subcomponents: [binJ, [bli], [3Y]

[ito], [cinn], invoived in (1) and (2) can be categorized as root, stem or

morpheme. Hence WWM is right to daim that words are formed with

elements that iack ail the known and acceptable statuses proposed by

atomistic morphology. The similarity or resembiance that may be observed

between the constants of any two strategies is a coincidence and again, in

WWM, such similarity-oriented observations are flot at ail pertinent for

morphological analysis. What is pertinent for morphoiogy is the formai

difference between two words of a lexicon (cf. Neuvel & Singh, 2002).

b. Feminine kinship nouns iike ii /mami/ ‘wife of the maternai unci& and

1rI*i !Sikk”ika/ ‘woman teacher’ can be formed by mapping their

masculine counterparts: i’ii /mama/ ‘materna! uncie’ onto (3) and 1r

/Sikk”ok/ ‘teacher’ onto (4). This said, the pair constituted of tnî /morog/

‘cock’ and /murgi/ ‘hen’ cannot be mapped onto any strategy in Bengali
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which means that synchronicaliy these words cannot be shown to derive

form each other. Therefore, they have to be memorized and once forgotten,

no strategy can heip the speaker-hearer to retrieve them.

3. 1X&n, masc <-> !Xi/, fem ‘feminine 0f /Xa/’

ii !kaka/ ‘paternai uncie’ ÷-> it I kaki! ‘wife cf the paternai uncie’

rn Imamal ‘maternai uncie’ -> /mami/ ‘wife cf the maternai uncie’

4. /XokJ, mesc ‘‘ /XikaJ fem ‘feminine 0f /Xok/’

1rw ISik.khokJ ‘teacher’ -> 1ii*i ISikkFuikal ‘woman teacher’

iTÎt Iodd’apokI ‘professor’ ÷÷ Tîf’rt /oddhapika/ ‘lady professor’

c. Atomistic word-parts like root, stem or affix often undergo unaccountabie

formai changes. On the other hand, word subcomponents are automaticaiiy

identified by the relevant strategy. The contour of the constant [cheJ or [n] as

weii as of the variable [kore], [kor] or [korche] in the foiiowing

strategies depends on the formai difference on which the relevant strategies

are based. Uniike word-parts iike stem, affix or morpheme, the two word

subcomponents: constant and variable do not constitute any category and

can be represented by any phonic sequence, even a discontinucus one.

Thus WWM can avoid naii-biting questions concerning the status of [ch] or

[e] because this theory does not recognize such eiements as independent

entities but as integrated part of either the variable or the constant.

5. /XJper verbal 4> /Xc’eIv, md, pres. perfect, 3rd inform

/kore! ‘having done’ -> /koreche! ‘he has done’

!Sune! ‘having iïstened to’ -> cJSunec’e/ ‘he has iistened ta’
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d. The vowel mutation (olo, du, 81e, etc.) standardiy analyzed as a

phonological rule in the Generative framework has been incorporated as a

propet part cf different morphological strategies despite its regularity. For

example, the word ISunc”eI ‘he s listening’ can be derived by mapping

the word t’fl IonI ‘listen’ onto (6). WWM considers olu vowel mutation as

the mechanism of segmental modification which is part and parcel of the

strategy (6) along with the other mechanism cf adjunction-deletion (ø/[c”eJ).

6. /XVhighC!v imp, pres, 2nd intim/derog +> I XV+highCche/v, md, pres prog, 3rd inform

rt ionI ‘listen’ <-> /Sunche/ ‘he is listening’

IdkV ‘look -* Idekhtcie/ he is looking’

e. Atomistic approaches te morphology represent a highly centralized

network (table-V) in the sense that each time a word needs to be formed, the

system must resort to the root or to the stem. For example, the complement

verbal Ikortel ‘to do’ or the flexional verb iI [korchilam/ ‘I was

doing’ can be formed only by adding the suffix [te] or [chjlam] to the root

[ko r]. Compared to this, WWM proposes a completely decentralized network

(cf. table-VI). For example, verbs like c’i.i [deben} ‘you (formai) will give,

[debeJ ‘you (informai) will give and tr [denJ ‘you (formai) give can be

analyzed back to t [de] you (intimate/derogative) give which is a word. The

verb cc [deben] ‘you (formai) wiil give’ can be formed with (8) and 9Î

[debe] ‘you (formai) will give’ with (7) among many other strategies and that

there is no obligation to go back to the word tî [de] ‘you (intimate/derogative)

g ive’ for forming each and every paradigm cf the verb ti1 [dewaJ ‘te give’.
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7. ‘XiV pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog 4* !Xbe!, simple fut, 2nd informai

i ide! ‘giv& -> /debe! ‘you wiii g ive’

[ko rai ‘make it done’ 4> rtc /korabe/ ‘you wiii make it done’

8. ‘Xiv, pres/simp fut, 3rd inform +* IXflJ pres/simp fut, 2nd/3rd,form

idebei ‘hejnform wiiI give’ > tti /deben/ ‘you (formai) wiII give’

[korecei ‘heIf has done’ 4* fkorec”en/ you (formai) have done’

Since the very moment a word starts to exist, it becomes part of different

word-formation networks of various sizes, which are constituted of word

formation strategies. It is impossible to even visuaiize a fuii biown network in

a iimited two dimensional space (cf. Singh and Agnihotri, 1997). For

exampie, table-VI contains about 70 primary strategies based on the

mechanism of adjunction-deletion. In table-VII we notice how complex the

picture becomes if oniy a handful of secondary strategies are added to it.

According to Singh and Agnihotri (159) the speaker-hearer has “multiple

ways of accessing a particular word” in terms of a large number of interacting

strategies (table-VII) in his mental lexicon and there is apparently “no way of

predicting which route will be utilized at a given point of time” and assumedly

“ail the routes get activated when a particular word is being accessed”. The

same morphological change can be achieved through different strategies, for

example, the verbal form 1ko rec’e/ ‘he has done’ can be formed either

with (5) or with (8) among many other strategies.



Table-V: A root-based view of verb formation
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Table-VI: A WWM view of verb formation

(adapted from Singh and Agnihotrï 1997)

rkOr chi S

_____ _____

korc’i1am I kora
korchilo

korano



Table-VII : A partial view of a verb formation network

(adapted from Robitaille 1987)
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f. Sarkar (281) seems to argue in favour of WWM when he states that verbal

forms like [korini/ ‘I have not done’ or ‘I did not do’ “requires a Simple

Present form instead of a Completive 0fb’. According to Sarkar (ibid.) the

suffix [ni] “make a kind of syntactic demand on the verbal form preceding it”.

But negative verbs like f*f [korini/ ‘I have not done’/’I did not do’ and

mb”! ‘hefl0 is not’ can be formed with relevant morphological strategies like

(9) and (10) without involving the syntax.

9. /XJv, simp pres, affirm E—> /Xfll!v, simp pasUpast perfect,

[kori/ ‘I do’ -> Rf !korinil ‘I have not done’/l did not do’

/korenl ‘you do’ -> çif fkorenni/ ‘you have flot done’/’you did not do’

10. [hX/ y, simp pres, aftirm E—> InX1 y, simp pres, neg

/ho’I ‘hejnform is’ *-> rn Ino’/ hejnform is flot’

‘I am’ +->/flD/ ‘I am flot’

g. Starting from Panini, most studios in morphology have proposed a

unidirectionality constraint on morphological operations. The WWM model

does not impose any directionality constraint and proposes that ail related

words are equaily accessible to the speaker. Compared to unidirectional

wotd-formation rules, bi-directional strategies of WWM are more efficient

because either of the p0! es can be activated in case of need. For example, if

a speaker-hearer possesses the relevant strategy, he can form or

understand the word ft /bini-to/ ‘polite’ if he hears or remembers

Ibino/ ‘poiiteness’. No atomistic theory, to the best of my knowledge,

guarafltees such an easy and efficient way cf formation and/or retrievai cf

words.
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h. The constraint 0f unidirectionality is generally stated in terms 0f deriving

actual concrete forms from shorter, more abstract, so-called unmarked base

forms. The mechanism of truncation or deduction is flot incompatible with

unidirectionality in principle, but for some strange reason, the only

mechanism generally used in atomistic approach s adjunction. Strategies of

\AMJM are in my view a more efficient way of word formation because they

can involve six different types mechanisms.

The mechanism 0f substitution has neyer been used in atomistic analysis

though many examples from Bengali convincingly show that synchronically

these mechanisms are no less efficient than adjunction. For many word

pairs, such as ftT [bino/ ‘politeness’ and lrt [binito/ ‘polite’ (1) or

/dukkho/ ‘sorrow’ and Idukk”itol ‘sad’ (2) substitution is the only

mechanism with which they could be formed. Therefore, one can reasonably

assume that WWM is a more efficient and exhaustive approach to

morphological analysis as compared to others.

j. WWM makes a clear distinction between automatic and non-automatic

alternations and considers non-automatic segmental and supra-segmental

modifications as part of morphology. Therefore, a WWM description would be

a ‘purer’ morphological description compare to other approaches in which the

intervention of phonology is not clearly determined.

j. Words like irit. ISoporibarel ‘along with the family’ (11) /Solojjo/

‘shy’ (12) and are interesting examples which show that more than one

constant and more than one mechanism can be involved in word-formation.

These examples also show the efficacy of \MAJM as compared to atomistic

approaches. If we accept [Sol to be a prefix, then how can we explain the
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fact that it cannot be adjoined to the word ït [lojja] ‘shyness’ unless the

final [aï is replaced with [o] or to the word [poribarJ unless the suffix [e] is

adjoined to the latter? The phonemic change involved here is flot automatic

because it does flot take place in other similar contexts, such as m [konna]

‘daughter’tiji [Sokonna] with daughter. With WWM, ail such troublesome

problems are nipped in the bud. Words are mapped onto a strategy and are

analyzed into variable and constant and nothing more is required for the

morphological description or analysis of a word.

11. IXCI .<—> /S oXe/V with /X0/’

c1 Ijor/ ‘force’ <-. sr ISa] ore/ ‘forcefully’

Iporibar/ ‘family’ -> ‘iIRi /5oporibare/ ‘along with the family’

12. /Xa/ * /SOXO/adj ‘with /Xa/’

rî/1oj ja! ‘shyness’ -> /5oloj jo/ ‘shy’

/sroddha/ ‘respect’ >I/Sosroddho/respectful

k. The morphologicai description from a WWM point of view is flot a

taxonomic list of roots, stems or affixes, nor does it describe the interrelation

claimed ta exist between such elements. Here the description is based i) on

the type of morphological operation (noun-verb, noun-adjective, etc), ii) Ofi

the formai, semantic and categoricai differences that happen to exist among

words (and flot parts of them) and iii) on types of mechanisms which

represent this differences or relate words to each other. Hence, in my view,

a WNM description of word formation has every possibiiity ta be a more

authentic one as compared ta others.
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4.4.2. Unresolved Ieftovers of the previous descriptions and WWM

As I have mentioned earlier, VVWM can successfully handie the cases Ieft

unresolved in the previous works. Lets start with the century-old problem of

loose coalescence of root and suffix indicated in Chatterji (1926 (1986)). The

so-caiied coalesced words like [kore]c’ï] can be formed in two different

ways: i. Emphatic perfect verbals formed with (13) can be mapped onto (14)

or ii. Emphatic present perfect forms can be formed with (15).

13. IXVI (except conj and interj) non-emph < 1XV (except conj and Interj) emph ‘cf course /XeI’

r/koreI ‘he does’ -÷/kore3/’of course he does’

it Itakal ‘the money’ <-÷ /t,akaJI ‘cf course the money’

14. /X/peii verbal, non-emph IX Chi/pres perfect, lst, emph ‘the action referred to in /XI is

done by me’

c’Q/koreI ‘immediately after having done’ <-> t/koreI ‘of course,

I have done!’

wIbo1eI ‘immediately after having said’ -> icciJ /bo1echu/ ‘cf course, I

have said!’

15. /XechÏ/pres perfect, lst /Xe C h
llpres perfect, lst, emph ‘ cf course IXecHJ

z/korechiI ‘I have done’ ici/kore3chi/of course, I have done”

if fbolechi/’l have said’ <- cG1 /bo1ec’i/ ‘cf course, I have said!’

Apart from wn fhorbola/ ‘a person who can mimic any sound’ and

/ghurghur/ ail the exceptional deverbal forms of Dasgupta (1982):

Iocin/ ‘unknown’, Iobuj h, ‘not capable of understanding’, /mil/
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‘similarity’, Id,ub/ ‘a dip’, [buli! ‘speech’ can be mapped onto the

foflowing strategies.

16. /XeI, simp pres 3rd inform —> IX!,, ‘action referred to in IXeI’

lt’i /mile/ ‘they look alike’÷-* 1wt ImilI ‘similarity’

b /colel ‘it goes’-> 5I Icol/ ‘vogue, practice’

Id,ube/ ‘he sinks’- Id.,ubl ‘a dip’

rr Imarel ‘he beats’-* rt Imarf ‘beating’

17. /CV.highC/v, imp, 2nd inuderog E> /OCV+highC!adj ‘lacking the capacity needed for

performing the action asked for in /CVhighC/

5T Icen/ ‘know’ ÷÷ rfÙ /ocin/ ‘unknown’

[boj hj ‘understand’-> iI Iobuj h1 ‘flot capable of understanding

I am aware of the fact that the adjectives Iocinl ‘unknown’ and ‘jt

fobuj hf ‘flot capable of understanding’ do flot modify the same type of noun.

locin! modifies towns and places (mostly in folkioric tales) which are

unknown to human beings (e.g. 1t Iocin puni ‘unknown palace’)

whereas iobuj’/ modifies human beings or their mmd:

/obuj h premik/ ‘the lover who does not understand the constraints of love’,

Iobuj h mon! ‘the mmd that does flot understand the constraints of

life’. In my view, most ESB speaker/hearers overlook such semantic

differences. For those who do flot, ‘rf iocinl ‘unknown’ would be a hapax

legomenon subject to memorization.
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Two different strategies can be proposed for fbuli/ ‘speech’ and I am flot

sure which one of the two semantic relations is more acceptable for Bengali

speakers in general. Although I think that most speaker-hearers would

activate (18) in case of need, I do flot however set aside the possibility that

(19) can also become part of the morphology of some Bengali speakers.

18. /C1DC2a/arg verbal —> IC1uC2iI ‘something that resuit from /C1oC2aI’

n fbolaI ‘to speak’<-> /buli/ ‘speech’

î /j hrI ‘to fail’ -> jf /j huri! ‘something faIIing’t9

19. /CoCI-> /CuCi/ ‘a small /CoCI’

Jbol/ ‘speech cf small chiidren’ -> ft /buli/ ‘speech’

/içh]/ ‘sheli cf small animais like tortoise’ Jku1i/ ‘skuil’

Both of the free variants “flt /gaiche/ and ‘trc /gacciel ‘he is singing’ can

be formed with (20-21) and ESB speakers can choose either of them. There

is no need to propose abstract segments like [h], [j] or [y] in the coda of the

CV roots along with various deletion rules. Whether the underlying suffix

contains a geminated segment or net is not pertinent information any more

and degemination as well as assimilation rules can be abandoned for ever.

20. IXIv, simp. pres, lst IXchelv, pres. prog, 3rd inform

çfl /gaI ‘I sing’ <- /gaJche/ ‘he is singing’

// ‘I tolerate’ <_>cISoJcheI ‘he is tolerating’

21. IX/, imp, pres, 2nd,intjm/derog +> IXcchelv md, pres prog, 3rd inform

n IgaI ‘sing’ ÷-> rrIgaccheI ‘he is singing’

i IcaI ‘want’ -* Icacchel ‘he is willing to have’
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The reason behind the anomalous behavior cf i-deletion (cf. Sarkar) in

verbal forms /Sobel and ISobe/ ‘he wiII toierate’ is that these words

are mapped onto different strategies: (22) and (23) respectively. Both cf the

strategies are avaiiabie for Bengali speakers but, Iga/ and ISoI are flot

mapped onto (22) in ESB. We note that despite the formai simiarity between

/h/ ‘eat’ and ‘n /gal ‘sing’, these two words cannot be mapped onto the

same strategy (22).

22. IX!v, pres imp,2nd intim/derog IXbe/, simp Fut, 3rd inform

/[çh/ ‘eat!’-> tt /khabe/ ‘he wifl eat’

t /Ço/ ‘toierate!’- ? /Sobe/ ‘he wiii toierate’

fl Iga! ‘sing!’-* ? Igabel he wiii sing’ (10)

23. IX/v smp pres, lst > /Xbe/, simp tut,3rd

Iga’/ ‘I sing’ ÷-* tI IgabeI he wili sing’

Io’I ‘I toierate’ -> I,obe/ ‘he wiil toierate’

Both n /k’aI ‘eat’ and ide! ‘give’ are mapped onto the same strategy (24).

Uniike in generative approaches, WWM does not need to account for verb

forms like */hbo/ (which would resuit from vowel heightening) because

there is no strategy in Bengali which wouid output such a word.

24. IXJv, pr, imp,2nd intim/derog ÷-> IXbo/ simp fut,lst

n fkhal ‘eat!’- ‘wii /khabol ‘i wiii eat’

ide! give!’-÷ wi idebol ‘i wiil give’
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The unacceptable derivations in Dasgupta (1982) tî IdeI ‘take’ and

Ine’’I ‘give’ belong to Dhaka-Mymensing dialect of Bengali and actual ESB

verbal forms such as Ina’’/ ‘take’ and wt IdawI ‘give’ can be formed with

(25-26) among many others.

25. /Cei, pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘C.w’V, pres mp,2nd,

me! ‘take!’-> /pW/ ‘take’

ide! give!’ !da’’I ‘g ive’

26. iCi ‘y, simp pres lst > iCa’’/, pres. imp, 2nd inform

I mi 1/ ‘I take’÷-> e Inawi ‘take’

f /di / ‘I give’-* /da/ ‘give’

As long as another pair with the same formai difference and semantic

relation is not found, the potential paffern in (27) will not be part of Bengali

morphology. As far as ESB is concerned, iii [horbola/ ‘a person who

can mimic any sound’ is almost an obsolete hapax legomenon. However, if

another word such as *[horkola/ is formed one day, fhorbola/ would be

described as a complex word formed from the simple word t1 [bol!

‘speech’.

27. !XIn, sing < /horXaIflI8d

[bol! ‘speech’ <z> iii’ii /horbola/ ‘a person who can mimic any sound’

zr’r 1ko li ‘Iap’ z> IiI !horkola/ ‘a chiid who goes to everybody’s lap’
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I have described sequences such as /katbar/ ‘to cut’ or fli1

/gabarI ‘to sing’ as the genitive form cf the argument verbal 1t Ikatal to

cut’ or fli-t Iga’’aI ‘ta sing’. As we can see beiow, these verbals, as well as

their free variations ïN fkatarl ‘ta cut’ and IN1N Igawar/ ‘ta sing’ are

formed with four different strategies (28-31). The parasitic epenthetic (i.e.

non-etymologicai, non-underlying, non-phonological) (cf. Bhattacharja,

forthcoming-2) consonant [bi or [“J that surfaces in these forms is an outcome

cf the respective strategies onto which these verbal forms are mapped. No

such entity like *[katbl exist in reality and its derivation should not preoccupy

us at ail. There are words such as fkatl ‘cut’, “ii Iga]I ‘I sing’ and ‘1N

Iga”I ‘sing’ and as soon as they are mapped onto the relevant strategies,

some other words such as /katbar/ ‘ta cut’, “ttf /gabarI and

Igawarl nrI ‘ta sing’ are formed. I am convinced that this much information

is sufficient for the morphological description of these words.

28. IXJv simp pres, 1st4* IXbarlarg verbal, gen

“fl IgaI ‘I sing’ <-> “nr IgabarI ‘for singing’

/o/ ‘I toierate’ IobarI ‘for tolerating’

29. lXiv, pres, mp,2nd intim/derog 4> lXbarlarg verbal, gen

f17h/ ‘eat’& /khabarl ‘for eating’

[kal) ‘cut’-> ?iit fkatbar/ ‘for cutting’

“n lgal ‘sing’-> ?‘tMi Igabarl ‘for singing’ (10)
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30. IXCIv pres, imp,2nd intim/derog> !XCar/arg verbal, gen

[katj ‘cut’-* tit [katar/ ‘for cutting’

N IrakV ‘keep’-* Irakhar/ ‘for keeping’

31 . /XW/v, pres, imp,2nd inform +> /XW arlarg verbal, gen

/ga’’I ‘do’> flr1 Iga’ar/ ‘for singing’

phW/ ‘read’4-> phawarI ‘for eating’

There is no strategy onto which both ¶r Igi’e/ ‘having gone’ and Ija/ ‘go’

forms can be mapped. These two vetbs are semantically and lexically related

but there is no morphological relation between them. Sarkar (285) argues

that “once a verb is defective, other close or homonymous verbs compensate

for their surface absence in certain categories, at least by expanding their

meaning when they are not absolutely synonymous.” In other words, for

historical or some other reasons when some verb forms disappears from the

lexicon, the language replaces them with the forms 0f some synonymous

verb. Although it is curious to note that the verbs ‘to go’ and ‘to be’ are

defective in many other Indo-European languages including English and

French, morphology cannot and need not respond to the how and why of

such phenomena.

Although sequences like [ghurglur] are called ‘onomatopoeic words’ (cf.

Chatterji 1945 (1988)) in some grammatical traditions, I considerthem simply

as sequences of phonemes and flot as words because they do flot belong to

any (syntactic) category. [g”urg’kir] appears as a component in a

compound verb /ghurglurkora/ i ‘to roam around with bad intention’

which is a phrase rather than a word. Morphology is not concerned with
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phrase-formation and V’ANM does not allow us to accept (32-33) as

morphological strategies.

32. /XeI, simp pres, 3rd inform < IXXkoraI, infinitive

/ghT/ ‘he roams around’ [ghughurkorJ0
roam around with bad intention

I] ale! ‘it burns’ z’ ‘cii i [jaljalkoraJ togijuer

33. IXlv imp, pres, 2nd intim/derog IXX!

/ghj-./ ‘roam’, turn around’ [ghurghur] ‘roaming around’

/jol! ‘burn’ ici [joual] ‘eifect of burning’

However, one can show that [gt1urg1ur] is formed with the verb Ighurl

‘turn around, move’ but there are two problems to solve in this respect: i) one

has to determine the category of [ghurghur] as a word and ii) he has to find

out another pair of words mappable onto the above pattern. Unless and until

these two problems are settled, morphology will not have much to say about

[g hurgh UT]

Despite certain inadequacies, atomistic approaches may succeed in showing

how words are formed or in analyzing already formed words, but they have

nothing to say about how words are understood or remembered. I have

shown that WWM is free from many descriptive and explanatory

inadequacies the atomistic approaches often suifer from and it can solve the

problems left unresolved in the previous atomistic studies. Moreover, WWM

satisfies some of the necessary requirements for a theory which are:

simplicity (cf. Chomsky, 1995), economy and exhaustiveness. Hence, I think

that my preference for WWM as a tool for describing the system of word

formation in Bengali is amplyjustified.
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1.Terms like language and dialect represent highly problematic (cf. Singh and Agnihotri

1997) and vague notions, rather than clear-cut linguistic concepts (cf. Trudgill 2000). Such

terms can be troublesorne because they are often misunderstood and/or misinterpreted by

language policy makers as weII as by opportunist politicians. For example, the means of

verbal communication used in Chittagong, Sylhet, and Dhaka areas in Bangladesh on the

one hand, and vernaculars like Chakma and Khasi on the other, are, according to the ‘non

acadernic folklore’ (cf. Singh and Agnihotri), only upabhasha (dia!ects) and the standard

dialect i.e. the S(tandard) C(olloquial) B(engali) is the language or bhasha.

The basic grammar as well as the lexicon of Chakma spoken in Chittagong hill tracts

resemble to a great extent the grammar and vocabulary of Chittagonian (see Grierson 1903

for details), and both Chittagonian and Chakma are considered by Grierson as dialects of

Bengali. But Khasi spoken in the Sylhet area cannot be considered as such, for it belongs to

a different language farnily called Mon-khmer and obviously does flot share the grammar

and basic vocabulary with Bengali. Therefore, cornpared to Chittagonian or Chakma, Khasi

is flot a dialect of Bengali. It is a distinct language and/or a dialect of sorne other language.

2. To use a metaphor that cornes to mmd, Ianguage would be comparable to the concept of

‘archi-phonerne’ of the Prague school phonology, and dialectto its allophones.

3. According to Grierson (1903:18) “the purest and most adrnired Bengali is spoken in the

area rnarked as central, perhaps spoken in the District of Hoogly”. Apparently, it is this

dialect which gradually evolved as SCB. In a footnote Grierson further mentions: “According

to tradition, the Bengali spoken in Nadia s the purest forrn of the language, but actual

experience shows that this is tradition and nothing more. AIl that can be said in its favour is

that the colloquial Bengali of Nadia is more sanskritised than elsewhere, a peculiarity which

is no doubt due to the influence of the Sanskrit schools which flourish in that district.”

4. The term ‘standard’ has apparently two different interpretations, one is exclusively

linguistic and the other s mainly socio-political. For Grierson (1903:18), “the centre of the

Eastern Branch of the language may be taken to be the District of Dacca, where, what may

be called Standard Eastern Bengali is spoken’. This is a purely linguistic view which

probably means that the dialect of Bengali spoken in Dhaka district is understood by the

speakers of other eastern dialects. But what we mean by ESB today is flot the language of
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Dhaka district but rather a variation of SCB chosen by general conventions as the standard

dialect in a certain socio-political situation.

5. According to Grierson (1903) “The dialect of the educated s that known as Standard

Bengali”. As the specimen of this dialect in his Linguistic Survey of India shows, what he

refers to as Standard Bengali is Shadhu bhasha, an exclusively written dialect now almost

obsolete. Therefore, the dialect Grierson mentions as standard Bengali is not the standard

dialect of today.

6. One may ask that, if Chittagonian is considered to be a dialect of Bengali, why are

Assamese or Oriya considered as language despite the fact that they also share grammar

and basic vocabulary with Bengali? The reason why Chittagonian s a dialect and Assamese

is a language is mainly socio-political. In a particular socio-political context, standard

Assamese (20 million speakers) is chosen as the state language of a province in India

whereas Chittagonian (14 million speakers) remains a dialect of Bengali (cf. Wikipedia entry

on Chittagonian and Assamese) although mutual intelligibility s apparently less between

Bengali and Chittagonian as compared to that between Bengali and Assamese. I am aware

that unlike Chittagonian, both Assamese and Oriya have an alphabet of their own and both

of them have been used as the means of education and literary activities for centuries.

However, once a favourable socio-political situation s created, such Iacks are generally

overlooked. Thus for example, the speakers of Rohingya, a dialect of Chittagonian (cf.

Wikipedia entry on Rohingya) spoken in the district of Arakan in Myanmar, daim their

vernacular to be an independent language whereas the Chittagonians do not seem to be

bothered at aIl with the status of their mother tongue. This clearly shows that the manner n

which a sub-dialect’ gets the status of language while a ‘dialect’ remains only a dialect, is

due to socio-political reasons.

7. As Ferguson (1945:37) uses braces “to enclose morphemes”, I have used them in the

passages where I refer to his wotk.

8. I am aware of the fact that Dasgupta’s position vis-à-vis morphology has changed since

Dasgupta 1995 (see also Dasgupta 2001, Dasgupta et al. 2000). Although Dasgupta (1982)

does not represent Dasgupta’s current view, I consider it as an important step towards the

description and understanding of the verbal morphology of Bengali.
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9 [jhTj] also means an aerial root cf the tree falling towards the ground’ This

word is also used as constant in words such as /phuljhhurj/ falling flowers’,

tU I onaj huri, ‘falling gold’ (name cf a flower).

10. These forms are however used in poetic language.



Part-II

The Morphological Description
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Chapter-5

Bengali Morphology: On describing and classïfying the strategies

•51 1\ l\ t-Nit’t0

[caturvarn’am mo”a sriStam

(Bhagabat Gita, Chapter-4 (Jneanjoga), couplet-13)

5.1. Words and theïr categories

Since the very moment a word starts to exist in a lexicon, it must belong to

some syntactic category, and as Sapir (1921 (2004:47)) points out, “linguistic

fotm may and should be studied as types cf patterning, apart from the

associated functions.” The question may arise whether the category cf a

word depends on its syntactic function or whether the function is an intrinsic

property of the category itself. The same word can be used to perform

different functions and it is not aiways easy to determine the syntactic

category of a word unless they are used in a sentence (cf. Jespersen 1924

(1992)). Therefore, according to Jespersen (60) “everything should be kept in

view, form, function and meaning” in order to determine the syntactic

category of a certain word.

Although word categories are generally related to particular syntactic

functions, it is rather the phrase that is entitled to have a function in the

sentence, not the word. According to Bloomfield (1933 (1984:207)) “Syntax

includes the construction of phrases” and when a single word performs a

syntactic function in a sentence, it represents a phrase. The category of a

phrase is determined by the category of its head word but the category of the

1. “The four categories (of human beings: priests, warriors, tradesmen and workers) classified

according to their quality (guna) and function (karma), are my creations.” (Tr. s mine)
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latter does flot change when the phrase has an unusual function (for

example, a noun does not become an adjective when the noun phrase has

the function of a modifier). Therefore, neither function can change the

category nor can the category exclusively determine the function. In my view,

categories and functions are two different sets of primitives which belong to

different levels and do not necessarily converge.

Indian and European grammatical tradition differ in the number of word

categories they postulate. In the European tradition there are eight

categories: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb, Preposition,

Conjunction and Interjection. In the Indian grammatical tradition, there are

five: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective (including Numerals and Quantifier), Verb and

Avyaya or the category of ail the indeclinable words. Apparently, the

European way of classification is more detailed because in the Indian one,

Adjective and Adverbs are put into the same category and the last three

categories of European grammars are considered as avyaya. Unlike

traditional grammars of Bengali, in the present description, the European

classification will be followed, but some extra categories like Num(eral),

Q(uantifier), M(easure) W(ord) and D(ate) W(ord) will also be used.

5.2. On coming up with a morphological strategy in Bengali

How do we determine the existence of a certain strategy in Bengali? As it

has been mentioned before, a morphological strategy has to be justified with

at least two pairs of words based on the same formai and categorical

difference and semantic relatedness. For example, (1) is a legitimate pair of

ESB because (la) and (lb) is based on: i) the same formaI difference

between IX! and InirXI; ii) the same difference of categorical affiliation (one

of the pair-mates belongs to the category of Noun and the other to Adjective)

and iii) the same semantic relatedness: ‘without X’
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1. ICXIn > IflTCXIadj ‘without 10X1’

a. /doS/ ‘guilt’ -* ffi /nirdoSl ‘guiltiess

b. Ib’u1I fault ->f /nirbhull ‘faultless

The difference of categoricai affiliation as weii as the semantic relatedness in

2a and 2b is the same as in la and lb. But neither 0f the former can be

mapped onto (J) because they are flot based on the same formai difference.

Therefore, 2a and 2b license a different strategy.

2. ICXaI -,‘ IflSCX0Iadj without/CXa/’

a. rî /Souka/ ‘fear’ fg’f mi Soijko/ ‘fearless’

b. t IceStaf effort’ trc IniSceStol ‘effortiess’

Aithough (1), (2) and (3) are based on the same categorical difference and

semantic reiatedness, the pair in (3) can be mapped neither onto (1) nor onto

(2) because it shows a different formai difference. I do not consider (3) as a

morphologicai strategy of Bengali because I have not found a second pair

with the same formai and categorical difference as weii as semantic

reiatedness.

3. IXaI IflTXIadj ‘without /Xa/’

fl Ido’aI tf Inirdo”I

The following strategies: (4), (5) and (6) are based on the same formai

difference. But pairs that license (4) cannot be mapped onto (5) and (6)

because the latter are based on a different categoricai difference. And,

despite the same categorical difference, 5a-b and 6a-b license different
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strategies because these sets cf pairs does flot have the same semantic

relatedness.

4. /XClacjj <-> IXCiI ‘!XC/-ness’

a.wn /calakl ‘clever wnt /calaki/ ‘clevemess

b.’i1 !Sotan! devil/wicked’ -> l/S otani/ wickedness’

5. !XC!n 4+ /XC/adj ‘somebody who has 1X01’

a. Idhon/ ‘wealth’ rt Idhonil ‘rich’

b. /gc(a)n/ ‘knowledge’ -> 1’t /g(a)ni/ leamed’

6. IXCIn 4+ /XC!adj ‘somebody who does 1X01’

a.îr /ont raS! ‘terrror’ +-> /5ontra5i/ ‘terrorist’

b.ln /bila5/ iuxury’ 4+ 1D4rT /bila5i/ ‘luxurious’

As iïi fkarjokolap/ ‘activities’ was part cf my lexicon, (f) was a

dormant pattern as far as my morphology is concerned. But when I noticed

the word z1 /ke5kolap/ ‘haïr and its decoration’ in the Samsad

dictionary of Bengali, (f) should have become a strategy, but it has not

because in my view, 7a and fb are not based on the same semantic

relatedness. However, it is possible that fkar,jokolap/ had a different

meaning in Middle or Old Bengali and (f) had been a strategy in the

morphology of the then Bengali. It seems that the strategy had a very Iimited

productivity and was reduced to a pattern following the change in the

meaning cf the words like /karjokolap/.
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7. IXIn sing /Xkolap/n, ‘IX! and similar things’

7a.c’I fkeI ‘halr’ [keko1ap/ ‘haf r and its decoration’

7b.f/karjo/ ‘activity’ [karjokolap/ ‘activities’

5.3. Classification of the strategies

As I have mentioned earlier, the present work contains a list of 1200

strategies. These strategies have been divided into different categories for

the purpose of a comparative study. In Singh and Agnihotri (1997) a strategy

is classified according to the syntactic category of the concerned words,

more precisely speaking, according to the change it brings in the syntactic

category of the words it forms. Strategies are primarily grouped into two

categories: i) Intra-categorical (Noun-Noun, Verb-Verb, etc.) and ii) Inter

categorical (Noun-Verb, Adjective-Adverb, etc.) and then into six sub

categories: Nouns and Nouns (category-A), Verbs and Nouns (category-B),

Nouns and Adjectives (category-C), Nouns and Adverbs (category-D), Verbs

and Verbs (category-E), Verbs and Adjectives (category-F).

In my work, I have followed almost the same method of classification but I

have tagged the strategies according to the type of morphological operation

(Noun-Verb, Adjective-Noun, etc.) as well as the details of the morphological

mechanism(s) involved in the strategy (Adjunction-Deletion, Segmental

modification, etc.).

8. (NAADSMSF244) ICOXIadj -> /CaXj oI ‘quality of ICoXI’

Icoturi ‘clever’ <-> /caturj ci ‘cunningness

/mod’urf ‘beautiful/pleasant’ <-> if /madhurj o! ‘beauty’
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For example, the strategy NAADSMSF-244 repeated above as (8)

j) changes a noun into an adjective (or vice-versa): AN;

ii) involves the mechanism 0f Adjunction-Deletion: AD;

iii) involves the partial specification of the variable and segmental modification

(SM) in the specified part;

IV) the constant is sub-fixed (suffixed) to the right of the variable: SE.

This numbering style cf the strategy tags as well as the classification of the

strategies in general is not theoretically significant. However, I have tagged

them as such for some practical reason: it helps us ta put a particular

strategy in its right place sa that we can easily trace it when we need ta.

Classification of the strategy according ta the morphological aperation (Noun

Verb, Adjective-Noun, etc.) has on the other hand some significance and it is

conceivable that in the morphology cf the speaker, strategies do not remain

scattered.

5.3.1. Intercategorical Morphology

Strategies concerned with inter-categorical morphalogy are responsible for

changing the syntactic category cf the word. As I have painted out earlier, the

syntactic categoties that will be used in the present work are the following:

N(oun), Profnoun), Adj(ective), V(erb), Adv(erb), P(ostposition),

Conj(unction), Int(erjection), Num(eral), Ordfinal), M(easure) Wford) and

D(ate) W(ord).

Noun-Adjective

9. (NASVADSF-30) lXC/ ÷÷ /XCakto/adj with much of 1XC/ on or in something’

Ito1I ‘ou’ -> Ita1aktoI ‘oily’
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Ikordomi ‘mud’ /kordomakto/ ‘muddy’

10. (NASVADSF12O) IXVIadj> IXVtaI ‘/XV/-ness’

!uccol ‘high’ +-> luccotal ‘height’

jRj /Sombhabbo/ probable <-* /5omb’abbotaJ ‘probability

Noun-Adverb

11. (NAUvADSF356) IX/n +> IXbCPIadv ‘during the whole IX!’

ii Ima5I ‘month’<- iiit !ma5bcpi/ ‘during the whole month’

ïî /5 opt ahol ‘week’ -> /5 opt ahobcpi/ ‘during the whole week’

Noun-Verb

12. (N VSVSMSF—383): /C1VhI9hC2VC3/fl .& /C1V÷highC2C3alv, smp pres, imp. 2nd intim/derog

‘do /C;VhIghC2VC3/’

!dhomokl ‘rebuif iI /d”omka/ ‘rebuif

/bodol/ ‘change’ ->r /bodla/ ‘change’

13. (NVSVADSF-387):/XC/vpres mp2nd ntim/derog!XC10IadJnWh0 can do IXCI’

mac! ‘dance!’ f—> nfT /nacie! ‘dancer’

/baj/ ‘play!’ -> uîc /baj je! ‘musician’

Noun- Postposition

14. (NPSVADSF-382) /XC/ ÷-> /XCe/ ‘in IXC/’

fi’ï /pichon/ ‘back’ <-> f% /pic”one/ ‘behind’

/dik! ‘direction’ <-> ft /dike/ ‘towards’
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Verb-Adjective

15. (VASVADSF-399) IXaIadJ <-> lXanolarg verbal ‘to make /Xa/’

Wî [kcaI ‘(work) done by a novice’ -> fkcano/ ‘to undo some work’

flT Ipakal ‘ripe, mature’ ntfl /pakano/ ‘ripen, to make mature’

16. (VASVADS F-395) IXCIv pr,lmp, 2nd intim/derog + /X0 ont OIadj ‘IXCI-ing’

IcolI ‘move, go’ !colonto/ ‘running’

9fi /porJ ‘fa))’ -÷ Iporontol ‘falling’

Adjective-Adverb

17. fAAUVSVADSF4O3) /XC/adj±* IXCeIadv Ifl a 1X01 way’

/dhir/ ‘slow’ -> Idhirel ‘slowly’

lti /nirobl ‘quiet’ -> tit InirDbel ‘quietly’

18. (AAdVSBSF4O4) IX/adv <* /Xkarladj ‘cf iX!

/tokhon/ ‘at that time’ -> Itokhonkari ‘cf that time’

ISedin/’on that day’ ÷ii ISedinkarl ‘cf that day’

Postpositïon-Adverb

19. (ADVP(D417) /X/adv -> /XI’in the position referred to in IX!’

Iagel ‘before’ ÷-* Iagel rtI ‘in front’

fî’t/pa5e/ ‘beside’ <-* IpaeI ‘beside’

Verb - Adverb

20. (VAdvSVADSF-414) IXa/ <-> /Xakalin/adv ‘during IXaI’

1 IcolaI ‘to continue’, ‘to function’ -> rîrtt /colakalin/ ‘during the time cf

when something continues or functions’

it /t1’aka/ ‘to stay’ —> n1 !thakakalin/ ‘during the stay’
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Interjection-Noun

21. (I ntNSVADSF-41 9) /XCNsyIIab!Int > IXCNsyUab0t aI ‘IXCNsyIIabI-fleSS’

rir /abd” an! ‘be careful’ -> fl1î !abdh anota! ‘carefulness’

5T/nicoY/certainIy ÷> tIni,Çc&’otaI ‘certainty’

5.3.2. Intracategorical Morphology

Strategies concerned with intra-categorical morphology do flot change the

syntactic category cf the word. Intra-categorical morphology also subsumes

nominal subcategories such as Case (CC), Gender (ME), Number (SP),

Definiteness (ID), etc. In the description of intra-categorical morphology,

traditional labels for morphological categories, such as Nounmascor Noungen

will be used.

Noun-Noun

22. (NNCCADSVSE991) !XC! sing, nom > !XCerI, sing, gen ‘of !XCI’

t’ / ikk’okJ ‘teacher’ -> /S ikkhoker/ ‘of the teacher’

tuni /cear/ ‘chair-> rti /cearer/ ‘of the chair’

23. (NNMFSBSF-983) !Xo! masc > !Xi! fem ‘feminine cf /Xo!’

!ciatro! ‘male student’ <-> it !chatri! ‘female student’

9flï !patro! ‘bride groom’ -> rtt !patri! ‘bride’

24. (NNSPADSF951) ‘XIn, sing !XraI ‘plural of IX!’

IdakatI ‘robber’ IiII !dakatra! ‘leaders’

!ciele! ‘boy’ -> cirt !chelera/ ‘robbers’
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25. (NNDIADSF1 014) /XIn,Ifld. sing/plu IXta/n,defsing ‘definite or specific IX!’

/bo / book’ <->î /bo j, al the bock’

/kolom/ ‘pen’ -> i’ïI /kolomta/ ‘the pen’

Pronoun-Pronoun

26. (ProPr0CCSMADSF-1 013) !(Cl)uC2/pronnom -* /(C1)oC2ake/pron,singacudat

I(C1)uC2i/ used as goal, experiencer or patient’

/tumi/ ‘Y0IhinformaI’ > t1’î /tomake/ ‘Y0Uinformal’

/uni/ ‘he formai’ 3t1Z /onake/ ‘him formai

Adjective-Adjective

27. (AASVADPF-1 038) ICXIadj > / S DCXIaçjj self-10X1’

fr /5 ikkhitol ‘educated’ ÷-> ‘rt 15a5 ikkhito! ‘self-educated’

Iporikolpitol ‘planned’ -> i4 /5oporikolpito/ ‘planned by

himself’

Adverb <-* Adverb

28. (AdvAdvRDl 071) IX/adv > IXXJadv ‘IX! in a continucus way’

Idhirel ‘slowly’ <-> Idiiredhire/ ‘slowly and repeatedly’

ii /j ore/ ‘forcibly’ <-> Ij orej ore! ‘forcibly and repeatedly’

Ve rb-Ve rb

29. (\JVADSF—1 1 80):IXI pres imp, 2nci intim/derog>!Xb1Iv, fut,2nd intim/derog

/kat,/ ‘cut’-> /katbil ‘you will cut’

/5.tra/ ‘swim’ -> [iif /5trabiI ‘you will swim’
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5.4. Mechanism types

We have also classified the strategies into different categories according to

the morphological mechanism(s) they ïnvolve.

5.4.1. Identity

30. (VVID1 199) lXiv, simp past, 2nd inform ‘<—* iXicond verbal

îzr /ca1ei ‘You have just wanted’ *-> /ca3 lei ‘(f (you) want

iga1el You have just sung’ -> lga’1ei ‘If (you) sing’

5.4.2. Suffixation and Prefixation

Constants can be prefixed or suffixed ta the variable. Let’s note that in the

present work, a completely different meaning is attributed to these twa terms:

‘prefixation’ and ‘suffixation’. In atomistic descriptions, they usually mean

adjoining a prefix or a suffix to some entities called root or stem. As far as the

present work is concerned, ‘prefixation’ means adjoïning the constant to the

left of (or before) the variable and ‘suffixation’ means adjoining the constant

ta the right (or after) the variable. When bath suffixation and prefixation are

involved in a strategy, the mechanism s labeled as ‘circumfixation’.

Adjunctional-Deletion: Prefixation

31. (NAADPF9) iXin +> lflTXladj ‘lXiless’l’without 1X1’

Ido,l ‘guilt’ <-> 1ftt lnirdoSl ‘guiltless’

phj, “fault’ fr lnirbhul/ ‘faultless’

Adjunction-Deletion: Suffixation

32. (AASVADSF1 046) IXCiadjIn <_> /Xabholadi ‘light IXC1’

t’i lnill ‘blue’ <-* trt lnilabho/ ‘bluish’

ISobujI ‘green’ /Sobuj ab’oI ‘greenish’
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Adjunction-Deletion: Circumfixation

33. (NAADSMCF-252) /Xa/ <_> ISDXOIadj ‘with IXa/’

‘rït Iloj.ja/ ‘shyness’ -> IS°loj jo! ‘shy’

Isrodd’a/ ‘respect’ -> fl’ /Sosrodd”o/ ‘shy’

Suffixation does flot necessarily belong to Adjunction-Deletion. In substitution

too, the constant can be prefixed and suffixed to the variable. I have decided

to indicate both the category of the mechanism (AD and SB) and its sub

categories (PF, SE, etc.) in the tagging of a strategy.

Substitution: Prefixation

34. (NNSBPF-91 0) /oXI,, -* IbiXI ‘contrary/opposite of IÇoXI’

IS ode SI ‘one’s own country’ -÷ 1zw’ Ibide 5/ ‘foreign country’

i’f /Sodhormi/ ‘member of the same religion’ -> Ibid’ormi / ‘member of a

different religion’

Substitution: Suffixation

35. (ANSBSF333) IXOIauj <-> /XiI ‘who has IXiI’

fklanto/ ‘tired’ -> tiI [kianti! ‘tiredness’

[bhranto/ ‘mistaken’ tf /bhranti/ ‘mistake’

5.4.3. Subjunction and Prejunction

From a strictly theoretical point of view, word sub-components are, in most of

the cases, nothing but continuous or discontinuous sequences of phonemes.

Although they do not have any meaning and cannot belong to any syntactic

category some constants are homophonous with regular words in the lexicon

(i.e. have a phonetic resemblance with them). However, as Singh and

Dasgupta, (1999:266) points out, they resemble regular words “only in the
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appearance”. We may cail such constants prejunct and subjunct depending

on whether they precede (36) or follow (37) the variable. The outputs of the

strategies which involve prejunct and subjunct are called ‘compounds’ in

atomistîc morphology. I have made a separate list of these strategies in order

to determine the number of the so-called compounds (cf. Singh and

Dasgupta) which show some kind of pattern regularity.

36. (NASVADPJ-253): ICX/n <+ IEkCXIauj cf the same 10X1’

Imotl ‘opinion’ +-> /kmotI ‘cf the same opinion’I’unanimous’

Ij oti ‘group’,’union’÷-> /€kj ot! ‘united’ ‘cf the same group’

37. (NAADS]-266): IX!, ÷-> IX]UktOIadj ‘with IX!’

!ondelio/ suspicion’ /,Çondehojuktol ‘suspected’

IsilI ‘seal’ -* Isiljuktol ‘sealed’

As soon as a full word is involved in word formation as a subcomponent, it

becomes formally and semantically transformed. Apparently, this

transformation takes place in two consequent stages. In the first stage, the

sequence looses only its autonomy (which means that it is no more a word)

(e.g. [jukto] in (37)). In the second stage, the sub-component undergoes

phonetic as weII as semantic distortion (e.g. [g”orJ and [korJ in (38) and

(39)). These two different types cf constants in Bengali represent therefore

two different stages cf grammaticalization of lexical elements i.e. the

diachronic morphological changes that phonemic sequences involved in

word-formation usually undergo.2
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38. (NNSVADPF-474) ICXI ÷-*
/ghOTcxf ‘ICXI cf herse’

/dor/ ‘race’ -> ntt /ghordor / ‘herse-race’

ISowarI ‘rider/passenger’ ->
/ghpwr/ ‘hcrseman/cavalryman’

39. (NNSVADSF-571) /XV41 *-> /XVkor/ who does or makes /XV/’

1tz Icitrol ‘painting’ /citrokorl ‘painter’

1’ Ij adu/ ‘magic’ -> Ij adukor/ ‘magician’

5.5. Partially specified variable

Some strategies of Adjunction-Deletion type require their variable to be partly

specified (40). As the input of this strategy always ends in lai, this partial

specification of the variable must be part of the strategy. However, if the input

ends either in a vowel or in a consonant (41), the specification must be

avoided because, as Singh & Neuvel (2005:229) point out: “WFS must be

formulated as generally as possible, but, and this is crucial, only as generally

as the facts of matter permit.”

Specified variable + Sufixatïon

40. (NNCCSVADSF-997) IXaIn nom < lXa’/, ‘in /Xaf’

/khomota/ ‘power’ -> /k’omot&’/ ‘in the power’

iM1 !taka/ ‘money’ 11ï /l.aka/ ‘in the money’

Some strategies require segmental modification in the specified part of the

variable. Partial specification of the variable, as I have mentioned earlier,

does not necessarily imply segmental modification whereas segmental

modification presupposes partial specification of the variable. Therefore, I

have decided, for the sake of economy, to indicate only segmental

modification (SM) in the tagging of the strategies that involve it (42). If no
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modification is involved in the specïfied part of the variable, SV (Specified

Variable) is added to the tag (41).

Unspecified variable + Sufixation

41. (MFADSF97I) /XIn, masc > IXfljIn, fem ‘femaleiwife of IX!’

ft/bidei/’maleforeigner’ ÷zr/bideSini/ ‘female foreigner’

Jkamarl ‘blacksmith’ -> Mflfi fkamarni/ ‘wife cf a blacksmith or a female

blacksmith’

Specified variable + Segmental Modification + Prefixation

42. (NADASMPF-220) IXaI > IOXJadj lacking IXaI’

n /Sima/ ‘limit’ ÷-> ti /oÇim/ ‘unlimited’

/cetona/ ‘sensation’ -> /oceton/ ‘bereft of sensation’

Segmental modifications can be of two types: j) automatic and non

automatic. Accotding to WWM, only automatic alternations are governed by

the WFCs (cf. Singh 1984) of the relevant language whereas the non

automatic ones are dependant on particular morphological context. For

example, (43) requires the repetition of the specified part cf the variable. In

order to decide whether this repetition is automatic or not (i.e. whether it is

governed by a WFC of Bengali) an exhaustive list of the WFCs of Bengali

must be provided and I have provided one in the section-5.11 of the present

chapter.

lnsertionlrepetition + feature change + Prefixation

43. (NNADSMPF-539) ICXI, -> /protiCCX/, ‘a C0 0f IXC/’

nf /dhoni/ ‘sound -> rfif Iprotiddhoni/ ‘echo’

Ic’obiI ‘picture’ ÷-> /protjcchobi/ ‘reflection’
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None cf the following sequences: */protjchobj/ and /protid”oni/ violate

any WFC cf Bengali. As fir /pic”ol/ ‘slippery’ and 1t fbid’an/ ‘cule or

prescription’ are acceptable words cf Bengali, sequences like [Vc”VJ and

[Vd”Vj cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the repetition cf the segment can only

be triggered by morphology. As we can note, the output cf (43) should be

*/protidhdhoni/ and *Iprotichciobi/ rather than /protidd”oni/ and

/protjcchobj/. But the former cannot surface because they violate WFC-3

and WFC-4 cf Bengali phonology.

5.6. So-called Morpho-Phonological change

Two different feature changes are involved in (44): laI—> loi and IsI—>IS/. It

may seem that the latter modification is phonological because in many

words 1sf precedes ItI (e.g. ibcstol ‘busy’, VI irastal ‘road’). But

the segmental change IsI—>ISI is not phonologically conditioned because we

can also find Iic Ia,Çtelcomplement verbal ‘to come’ or iIIi

verbal ‘to love’. Therefore the alternation ISI—IsI

appears only in a particular strategy (44).

44. (NAA DSMS F-225): /XaC+strjdent+palatal/n ** 1X0 C+strjdent+ alveolart D’aUj

‘IXaC+sttident, +paiatai/-ed’

/ontra/ ‘terror’ ÷-> ISontrostol ‘terrorized’

fi.il’i /binnaS/ ‘classification’ -> fj /binnosto/ ‘classified’

In atomistic works on most cf the Indian languages (e.g. Sarkar 1976, Dan

1992, Shukla 2001, Montaut 2004 among others) non-automatic segmental
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changes are described as ‘morpho-phonological’ in the sense that they

appear only in particular morphological context. It is speculated that the

same morpho-phoneme I?! is realized as [a] in the base word and fl3J in the

derived word. For example, iii and lui in the following words: rlniorgol

‘nature’ or fbhutl ‘ghost’ are transformed into a sequence of vowels (or

diphthongs): /0i//0/ respectively in the derived wordsff/noorgik/

‘related to natural’ and c’1t [b’otikl ‘ghostly’. Such segmental changes

are described in Sanskrit and Bengali grammars as guna and vriddhi. When

the voweTs like iii, lui and in becomes lei and loi and lori, the change is

called Guna and when they become 10i1, // and lan! respectively, it is

labeled as a Vriddhi change (cf. Monier-Williams 1878 (1978), Chatterji 1945

(1988)).

Segmental modification: lui—> bu! + suffixation

45. (NAADSMSF-228) IXUCIn <> lXOt1Ckladj related to /XuCI’

fbhutl ‘ghost’ -> c1f p0h0/ ‘ghostly’

/mul/ ‘base’ <-* c1i lmoT1lik/ ‘basic’

Segmental modification: iii—> loi! + suffixation

46. (NAADSMSF-230): lCiXoI -> !COXk1adj ‘related to /CiXo/’

Tt/niorgo/ ‘nature’ ÷t rf/noJorgikJ ‘natural’

ft fbibaho/ ‘marnage’ ÷-> [bobahikI ‘marital’

Segmenta I modification: loi—> lai ÷ suffixation

47. (NAADSMSF-231) /CoX/ -> ICaXikladj ‘related to I(C)aXI’

Idoptorl ‘office’ ÷-> /daptorikl ‘officiai’

/Son9othon/ ‘organization’ -> /angohonik/ ‘organizational’
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None of the segmental modifications involved in 45-47 is governed by any

WFC of Bengali. Such alternations are realized in specific morphological

contexts and do flot apply ‘across the board’ (cf. Singh and Agnihotri 1997).

Therefore, they are part cf the morphological strategy onto which the relevant

words are mapped (cf. Ford et al. 1997) and represent thereby a

morphological mechanism. In the present work I have tried to determine how

many different non-automatic segmental modifications are involved in

Bengali morphology. The percentage of the strategies that involve non

automatic changes will show clearly whether they deserve the attention they

have been paid (and pages they are attributed) in traditional Bengali

g ra mm ars.

5.7. Difficulties of Classification

Singh (1999:82) mentions about “occasional difficulty of classifying a

particular WFS” and such difficulties do in fact arise in classification of

strategies according to the type of mechanism they involve. For example,

(44) can be described to involve either adjunction-deletion or substitution. In

the former point of view, [aS] is considered as the specified part of the

variable and [toi as the constant. In the latter, the said specified part [a5] is

substituted by [osto]or vice-versa.

44. (NAADS MS F—225): /XaC+strjdent+palata,/n > /X0C+strient, +palatalt O’adj

‘IXaC+strjdent+palatall—ed’

/5ontra5/ ‘violence’ ÷- /5ontrosto/ ‘afraid’

î.hl> /binna5/ ‘classification’ -> f- [binnosto! ‘classified’

WWM insists on the fact that there must be a formaI difference between IX!

and IX’!. But what form the (‘) will take and how it will be realized is not the
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concern of the theory. The mechanisms I propose in this work: adjunction

deletion, substitution, internai modification, etc. have no special affiliation to

morphology. They are applicable to any mundane structure and in any of

their application, the classification can appear troubiesome: adjunction

deietion can be considered as substitution in the sense that 0 in the input is

substituted by some phonic sequence in the output. Substitution can be seen

as a speciai type of adjunction-deletion which requires that whenever ci is

deleted, f3 is adjoined. Another reason behind the difficulty regarding the

classification of the strategies is that operation and mechanism-types are the

‘categories’ I have invented for the purpose cf the present description and

like any other category, they are implicitly inciined to the complications of

categorization in general (cf. Aristotie 1939).

5.8. Phonological change: automatic alternation

The final consonant segment in the specified part of the variable in (48) is an

aspirated one (Id’V and [jjh/) but the consonant becomes non-aspirated ((Idi

and /b!) if it is immediateiy foiiowed by another aspirated consonant /dl/.

48. (NAADSMS F-238) 1XoC4 lXUCdhoIadj somebody who is affected by IXoCI’

ni labo rodhl ‘blockage’ -> labo rudd’o/ ‘blocked’

llobh/ ‘greed, Hiicit attraction’ <-> /lubdho/ ‘attracted to some iliicit thing’

The constant in (49) ends in an unvoiced consonant (/k!) which becomes

voiced (1g!) if it is immediateiy followed by a voiced consonant. But if it is

foilowed by an unvoiced consonant, the 1k! of the constant does not undergo

any change.
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49. (NNSVADPF-504) /CXI [bakCXI ‘ICXI related to speech’

tt /debi/ ‘goddess’ ÷-* 1tt /bagdebi/ ‘goddess cf speech’

/juddho/ ‘fight’ -* [bagjuddho/ ‘fight with words’

tf /Sokti/ ‘force’ïpower’ <—> rtf [bakokti/ ‘verbal power/power cf speech’

None of these segmental (or feature) changes have been taken into account

in the formulation of the (48) and (49) because both of them constitute

phonologically conditioned automatic changes. They are triggered by the

following Well-formedness conditions of Bengali:

1) WFC-3 does not allow an aspirated consonant in the Coda. Such a

consonant is replaced with its non-aspirated counterpart: /d’V—*/d/ and

WFC-3

*
Coda

+ consonantal
+ aspirated
- EG

(Figure-3)

2) WFC-4 does not allow an unvoiced stop to precede a voiced one.

Such a cluster is repaired with voicing of the preceding segment: fkdI—>

/gdl and /kjI—> /g31.
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WFC-4

* cl c2

[ -voiced ][ +voiced J
- continuant

(Fig ure4)

5.9. Meta strategies

WWM daims that no strategy shouid ailow more than one variable. The

following strategies may seem to be counter examples to this assumption

because ail of them allow two different variables. In (50-51) transitive

argument verbals can be used as Y and nouns as X; in (52) an adjective can

be used as Y and nouns as X; in (53) both of the variables are adjectives

whereas in (54) Y is an adjective and X is a noun.

50. (MetaANAADSJ-296): IXI IXeYI having been IYI by IX!’

N [bagi ‘tiger’ -* 1flfl [baghekhawa/ ‘eaten by a tiger’

nIIapI’snake’ rtI1IapekaaI’bitten by a snake’

51. (MetaNAADSJ-303): IXIn 4> IXYIauj IYI with IX!’

!rok-toI ‘biood’ -> in /roktomakha/ ‘spotted or smeared with blood’

n/barudJ ‘gunpowder’ -> kîii !barudbhara/ ‘full with gunpowder’

52. (MetaNAADPJ-297): IX1n + IYXIadj having a IYI type of IX!’

Icoritrol character’ -> /adorSocoritrol ‘of ideal chatacter’
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/onko1po/ ‘resolve’, ‘a soiemn vow’ <> /driroSonkolpo/ ‘resolute’,

firmly resoived’

53. (MetaAAADSJ-1 062): IXIadj +> IXY/adj having IX! type of IYI’

/gombhir/ ‘reserved’ ÷-
/gombhirprokriti/ ‘0f reserved nature’

ti /komoll ‘soft’ -> cii’i4 /komolmotil ‘soft-minded’

54. (MetaNADSJ-299): IX/ -> /XY/21 ‘IYI vis à vis IX!’

t’n /gorbhopat/ ‘abortion’ -* 1t1 /gorbhopatbirodhi/ ‘who

is against the practice of abortion’

ldoll ‘party’, ‘group’ -> iii /dalniropekkhol ‘impartial, neutral to

any party or group’

We can note that i) the output of ail the abovementioned strategies are

adjectives and ii) the second variable (Y) they involve is either a subjunct or a

prejunct which, as I mentioned earlier, look almost like their regular word

counterparts, in this particular case, the adjectives. Words of the same

syntactic category may show some kind cf commonness i.e. they may share

the same semantic features. For example, /niropekk1o/ ‘neutral’ and

ftn /birod”i/ who is against’ are both adjectives and they denote a

mental state of the speaker-hearer vis à vis nouns like wi IdolI ‘party’, ‘group’

or ffl5 fgorb”opat/ ‘abortion’. If the regular word counterparts cf the

subjunct or prejunct subcomponent of two different strategies belong to the

same syntactic category and show some kind of commonness and if those

strategies happen to be based on the same semantic relatedness, they

merge into a meta-strategy or a meta-strategy emerges out of them.

Following Neuvel (2003) we define meta-strategy as a strategy3 that

involves more than one variable.
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According to Neuvel variables can be of two different kinds: i) Resolved

variable and ii) Meta-variable. A variable is resolved if its value is uniquely

determined by mapping the word that contains it onto the relevant strategy.

Such a variable can appear on both sides of a strategy. A meta-variable

stands for features common to different strategies and can only appear on

one side of the strategy. Neuvel (169) assumes that a genuine morphological

variable is obtained “by comparing word pairs” while the others stem “from

the comparison of strategies”.

54a. (NADSJ): /XI /Xniropekkho/adj neutral vis à vis IX!’

wi /dol/ ‘party’, group’ —> /da1nirapekk’oI neutral vis à vis any

party or group’

/dhormo/ ‘religion’ ÷- Idhormoniropekkho/ ‘secular’

54b. (NADSJ): /X!n * /XbjfOdhjIj ‘anti-/X!’

rîi Igorbhopat/ ‘abortion’ .t/gobhopatbirodhi/ ‘who is against

the practice of abortion’

it /gonotsntro! ‘democracy’ -> /gonotontrobirodhi/

‘antidemocratic’

In my view, strategies such as (54a-b) which exclusively involve resolved

variables (or ‘genuine morphological variables’) can be called simple

strategies. These are subsumed by (54) which is a meta-strategy with one

resolved variable X and a meta-variable Y. (54a) and (54b) can merge into

the meta-strategy (54) because i) they are based on the same semantic

relatedness and ii) the regular word counterparts of their subjuncts are

adjectives that have some semantic features in common.
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in order to justify the existence of a meta-strategy we need at ieast two

simple strategies. However, this should be put in mmd that no meta-strategy

is indispensable. They emerge at a specific point of the process of

grammaticalization of certain regular words and generaily disappear with

time. A regular strategy ceases to merge into a meta-strategy if

i) its prejunct or subjunct subcomponent undergoes formai change (e.g.

/gh0r-/ ‘horse’ becomes [g”orJ in [ghordoT1r] ‘race-course’

(cf. NNADSVPF-474) or rr [arto] ‘suffering person becomes [r-toi in

fkhudhar toi hungry’ (cf. NASVADSF-1 97)•

ii) the regular word counterpart 0f its subjunct is in the process cf loosing

its word-hood (e.g. Ijatol ‘born’ or fhotol ‘dead’ are seidom used as

regular word in ESB whereas they appear randomiy as constant in words

like Jkri\’ijato/ ‘agricuiturai’ (cf. NAADSF-114) or .‘i

ihot obD 1/ ‘weak’) (cf. NAADSVPF-1 6);

iii) the regular word deviates considerabiy from its constant counterpart in

respect of semantic interpretation (e.g. /jonok/ ‘father’ or /deI

‘country’ have not much to do with the sequence ijonoki or IdeS? in

1fN ipro5oij5ajonoki ‘praise-worthy’ (cf. NAADSF-111) or

/gondode5i ‘the area of cheek’) (cf. NAADSJ-770)

it seems that the nature of the meta-morphoiogy of a particular language

depends on the morpho-syntactic type the language beiongs to. For

exampie, the maximum number of variables per word is iimited to two as far
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as Bengali morphology is concerned, whereas a word in a polysynthetic

language like W(est)-G(reenlandic) can have more than one meta variable

(cf. Neuvel 2003). Another difference between the ‘meta-morphology’ of

West-Greenlandic and Bengali is that Bengali almost exclusively involves

words cf different syntactic categories in its meta-strategies (we have not

found but one intra categorical meta-strategy so far) whereas the meta

morphology in WG, as Neuvel (159) states, “relates words of similar syntactic

category or “almost exclusively involve words of the same syntactic kind.”

In my view, these strategies are part of Bengali morphology because, as

Neuvel (163) points out for WG, they are “undeniably lexical relations of WG,

and ail can be extrapolated upon successfully to generate previously unseen

words.”... “On the other hand, given a reasonably sized WG lexicon, there

will literaiiy be thousands, if not tens of thousands of LCs (see footnote-3)

that share part of their contrast and simply listing them would clearly be

missing a grammatically relevant fact cf WG morphology.” There is no doubt

that compare to polysynthetic WG, the number cf meta-strategies would be

insignificant in Bengali due to its dominantly synthetic/flexional nature but

however, listing general strategies rather than the meta-strategies they

merge into can hardly be justified. In the present work, meta-strategies

tagged as (MetaNADSJ-00) figure in the list of strategies along with the

simple ones.

5.10. Comparison and Generalization

At the third and last stage of the present study, ail these operation and

mechanism groups will be examined and compared with each other in order

to glean generalization regarding the morphology of Bengali. I will show the

number of strategies in each operation type and determine how many

strategies involve identity, adjunction-deletion, substitution or other

mechanisms. The number of strategies in particular mechanisms types
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determines, in my view, the morphological character of Bengali. If the

majority of the strategies involve suffixation, the morphology of Bengali wiil

be more a ‘suffixal’ type; If the majority of them involve identity, Bengali

would be doser to a ‘positional’ type and if ‘subjunction’ and ‘prejunction’ is

involved in the majority of the strategies, Bengali can be ciaimed to be a

agglutinating language like Turkish. This said, no language can be claimed to

have an absolute preference for a particular mechanism. Ail languages, to

some extent, invoive varieties of mechanisms aithough ail of them, as Sapir

(1921 (2004:47)) points out “evince a curious instinct for the deveiopment of

one or more particular grammatical process at the expense of others”.
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5.11. A brief sketch of Bengalï phonology

Ford et aI. (1997:2) points out that Morphological strategies atone do flot

account for ail formai reiationship. They sometimes get some heip from

phonoiogy. Each time an aspect of a formai reiationship is attributabie to

phonoiogy, which covers ail and only global, automatic operations governed

by phonotactics, that aspect is supptessed in the morphological strategies”

Ford et ai. (14) aiso presume that no alternations except those “motivated or

governed by weii-formedness conditions (WFC5), defined over domains such

as the syllabie and the word, are phonologicai, irrespective of their function”.

According to Singh and Agnihotri (1997:62) “Phonologicai processes are

automatic, i.e. appiy across the board and appeai to universal laws that

repair violations of weii-formedness conditions in a given language.”

Aiternations that are not so governed are morphological, i.e. introduced as

parts of morphotogicai operations (cf. Ford et al.). For Singh and Agnïhotri

“Ihey are nonautomatic and are an essentiai part of the specific

morphologicai operation with which they are associated.” Therefore, any

morphologicai description must be preceded by s phonologicai description so

that phonological alterations are flot confused with morphoiogicai ones.

The indispensability of a phonological description does not necessariiy

presuppose that it has to be done following some particular theory of

phonology. However, I have decided to describe the phonology of Bengali in

the light of the G(enerative) P(honotactics) (cf. Singh 1984, 1990). According

to this theory, s phonoiogical description inciudes essentially two things i) the

phonological alphabet (cf. Singh 1990) (i.e. an inventory of the phonemes of

the language) and ii) a Iist of WFCs formulated on the basis of phonotactics.
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5.11.1. Phonemic inventory 0f Bengali

The phonemic inventory I propose contains 46 phonemes: 14 (7 oral and 7

nasal) vowels, 28 consonants, and 4 semi-vowels.

Table-VIII: Vowels and semi-vowels in Bengali

Front Back

Closed — j q
11

eê oôw

DÔ

Open

Table-IX: Consonants in Bengali

Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar Glottal

dental Alveolar

Plosive p b t d t t” k k”

b” t’d’ c, ,h g gli

Affricate

Nasal m n

TriIl

Fricative f h

Lateral 1
Approximant
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511.2. Well-formedness conditions (WFC) in Bengali

We have so far noticed the following WFCs in Bengali:

WFC-1

[+ conson] [÷ conson]

{
÷ alveolar + strident
÷ dental + sonoranl
+ labial J J
+ continuant

(Figure-1)

WFC-2:

[+ conson] [÷conson]

{ + sonorant + strident
+ palatal + voiced

+ sonorani J
[÷ occlusive]

(Figure-2)

WFC-3:

*
Coda i

+ consonantal
+ aspirated
-EG

(Figure-3)
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WFC-4:

* cl C2

[ -voiced ][ +voiced ]
- continuant

(Figure-4)

WFC-5:

* cl C2

[ +continuant J[ -EG ]
+ EG

(Figure-5)

WFC-6:

*

+ vocalic +consonantal

- nasal

- nasal

(Figure-6)

WFC-7:

* cl C2

[ + nasal ] [ -t- occlusive ]
+ coronal + coronal

(Figure-7)
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My main concern being morphology, the phonological description presented

here is significantly brief. However, a more detailed phonological profile cf

Bengali has been provided in appendix-1.

1. Following Panini, Chatterji (1945) makes a distinction between two types ‘word’: shabda

and pada. With the exception 0f avayas (indeclinable words) padas are ail inflected and the

type of theit inflection determines their function in the sentence. An inflected shabda

becomes a pada but this does not necessarily mean that ail that is infiected is a shabda. For

example, noun/verb roots and stems are not shabda but once inflected, they also become

pada. However, as Panini makes a distinction between two different sets of inflections: noun

ending (sup) and verb ending (tin g), it seems that for Panini too, form and function go hand

in hand to a certain extent.

2. Bybee (1996) is worth-citing in this context although her point of view is an atomistic one:

“The vast majority of affixes in the ianguages of the world evolve from independent words by

the graduai process of ‘grammaticization’ or ‘grammaticaiisation’.’ (p253) In the

progression from a lexical morpheme to a grammatical one, changes occur in the

phonological shape of the morpheme, its meaning and its grammatical behavior.’ (ibid.:253-

254) ... “Most derivational affixes in English and other languages can similarly be tracked

back to independent words where evidence is available” (ibid.:255) and “The process of

grammaticalization is not discrete, but continuous; grammaticization in the form of semantic

change and further phonologicai reduction and fusion continues even affer grammatical

status is achieved, and even after affixation occurs. This means that we can categorize

morphemes for their degree of grammaticization” (ibid.:255).

3. We would like to remind the reader that Neuvel (2003) does not use the terms such as

‘Word Formation Strategy’ or ‘Morphological Strategy’ because i) he expands on Ford and

Singh’s suggested formaiism and ii) wants to avoid any confusion with Word formation ruies

of Aronoif (1976) or Anderson (1992). As Neuvel (2003:21) puts it “to emphasize the fact

that the morphological strategies are merely representations of lexical contrast, I choose,

foilowing Baronian 2002, to referto the rules ofWWM as LEXICAL CORRESPONDENCES.’
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Chapter-6
Morphological Description

WFRs are rules of the lexicon, and as such operate totally within the

lexicon. They are totally separate from the other cules of the

grammar, though flot from the othet components of the grammar.”

(Mark Aronoif, Word Formation in Generative grammar, 1976:46)

“The listing of the morphological strategies cf a language constitutes

a part of the description of that language. It is, therefore, an aspect

of linguistic competence, a component of grammar.”

(Ford, Singh and Martohardjono Pace Panini 1997:2)

In this chapter, I will present the list of the morphological strategies 0f

Bengali I have compiled for the present work. The chapter is divided into two

sections: one will contain the Inter-categorical strategies and the other, the

Intra-categorical ones. The minimum requirement cf two pairs of words wiII

be respected for each strategy although there may exist many other

mappable pairs in the lexicon of Bengali. Although pronouns and adjective

possessives constitute a closed lexical category and are presumably

memorized by the speaker-hearer, a good number of them can be mapped

onto morphological strategies and such strategies have also been included

in the following list.

Words are transcribed in phonemic sequences which are supposed to

undergo repair if they are not allowed by any WFC of Bengali phonology. For

example, the sequence /und/ in the word /Sundori/ in strategy-1

violates two WFCs. According to WFC-6, no non-nasal vowel is allowed to

precede a nasal vowel or consonant and WFC-7 allows no non-nasal.

coronal plosive (/t/, /d/, Ici, /j/, // and Ici]) follow the dental nasal In!.
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According to Singh (1984) a strategy cf repair is triggered automatically

whenever a sequence violates some WFC and as a consequence, lui

becomes nasalized and the sequence /nd/ homorganic.

6.1 Inter-categorical strategies of Bengali

As I have pointed out earlier, the main syntactic categories used in this

section are the following: Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb, Adverb,

Postpostition, Conjunction and Interjection. Some very marginal categories

such as Numeral, Quantifier, Ordinal, Measure word and Date words have

also been used.

1.NAID: !XI’> IXIadj ‘with ail the qualities of/XI’

/Sundori/ ‘a pretty woman’ -* /Sundori/ ‘pretty

crrnt /Sonali/ ‘colour cf gold’ ÷-> ci[.iic /Sonali/ ‘cf golden colour’

2.NASVADPF: ICXIn 4+ IDCXIadj ‘/CXI-less’

/koloijko/ ‘spot’! ‘disrepute’ ÷-* ‘.*t’i /okoloijko/ ‘spotless’

ti Ibodhl ‘sense’ <—* rcii /obodhl ‘without sense’

3.NASVADPF: /CXI ÷-> IantoCXladj’among /CXIs’

/skul/ ‘school’ <- /antoskul! ‘inter-school’

/kclejl ‘college’ <-> Iiii /antokolej/ ‘inter-colLage’

4.NASVADPF: !X4 -> IantoXladj ‘within IX!’

rtc1i /amerika! ‘America’ <-> i ‘iicîii !antoamerika/ ‘within America’

tÎT /cottograml ‘Chittagong’ !antocottDgraml ‘within Chittagong’

5.NAADPF: IXl * ICOtUTX/adj ‘endowed with four IXIs’

/mukh/ ‘face’ <-* u !coturmukh/ ‘who has four-faces’

Ioijgo/ ‘part’, section’ <-> 5r /coturogoI ‘composed cf four parts or sections’

6.NASVADPF: ICXIn > ICOtUSCXIadj ‘endowed with four /CX/s’

i1 lpodl ‘foot, leg’ -> IcotuSpodi ‘four-footed’

zît [kon! ‘angle’ ÷-> icict IcotuSkonl ‘endowed with four-angles’
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7.NASVADPF: ICXIn <4 IdCXIadj endowed with two ICXIs’

‘i /podl cule’ -> /dipodi ‘biped’

Itou ‘floor, deck’ ÷*f /ditol/ ‘two storied, double decked’

8.NAADPF: IXIn > IdOXIadj ‘constituted 0f two IXIs’

M Iâ.I fiber’ -> t1î”I IdoI ‘composed cf two fibers’

fl Itola/ ‘floor’ <- ciIiI Idotolal ‘having two floors’

9.NAADPF: IXI -> InirXladj ‘IXIless’

tii Ido,ÇI ‘guilt’ <-> ffti /nirdo Ç! ‘guiltless’

!ohoijkarl ‘pride’ -* rM Inirohoijkar! ‘without pride’, ‘humble’

10. NASVADPF: ICX! mi CX/adj 7CX!-less’

‘t4 I obdol ‘sound’ -> mi obdo! ‘quiet’
ç’flç Ipapi ‘5m’ -÷ f1I mi pap/ ‘sinless’/’virtuous’

11. NASVADPF: ICX! -* IflSCX!adJ ‘ICXI-less’

!tej/ ‘shine’, ‘strength’ —> iiz Inistejl ‘lacking vigour’, ‘dull’, ‘dim’

Itoroijgof ‘waves’ -* !nistoroijgol ‘having no waves’, ‘calm’

12.NASVADPF: ICXI,, -> IprakCX!8dJbefore or prior to ICXI’

j Ij onmol ‘birth’ tï /pragj onmof ‘prenatal’

/skui/ ‘school’ -* Iprakskull ‘pre-school’

13. NASVADPF !CXIn +> [bCX!adj ‘ICXLiess’

i Ifol! ‘fruit’, ‘consequence’ <-* fï fbifol! ‘fruitless’, ‘unsuccessful’

tIroSI’juice’, ‘charm’ ÷->iIbiroSI’dry’, ‘duil’

14.NAADPF: ICX! <-> !beCXIadj ‘!CXIless’

/kosur/ ‘fault’ <-> ciii /bekosur/ ‘faultless’

fï /oromI ‘shyness’ tt IbeÇorom/ ‘shameless’

15. NASVADPF: !CX! ÷-> / oCXI3 ‘with ICXI’

fi IbinoI ‘politeness’ -÷ J’obinoI ‘politely’

Iputrof ‘son’ -* ISoputrol ‘with one’s son’
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16.NASVADPF /CXI > /hDtOCX/adjln’haViflg lost 10X1’
[jjjftjhj/ ‘intelligence’ <—> iJ /hotobuddhi/ ‘stupefied’/’perplexed’

1B fbhaggol ‘fate’/’Iuck’ -> N1 IhDtobhaggol ‘unfortunate’

17. NASVADSF: IXCIadj > IXCot t oIt, ‘IXCIness’

Tn fbi5al/ ‘big’I ‘huge’ ÷-fnw /biSal3tto/ ‘hugeness’I

Iomorl ‘immortal’ -> Iomorottol ‘immortality’

18.NASVADSF: IXC/3d- IXCoggôI ‘who knows /XCI well’

sn /anI ‘law’ -> r1 IanoggôI ‘who knows law weIl’

IogitI ‘music’ -> i’ IoijgitoggôI ‘who knows music well’

19.NASVADSF: IXCI, *-> /XCocorfadjIiving Ofl 1X01’

/j oh ‘water’ <-> Ij olocorl ‘aquatic

/sthol/ ‘land’ -> ‘rï Ist’o1ocorI ‘terrestrial’

20.NASVADSF: 1X0!,, -> IXCOJOIadj ‘produced in 1X01’

c’r IdeS! ‘country’ ‘I/deSojo/ ‘produced in the country’

Ij 01/ ‘water’ ÷-* Ij olo] o! ‘born in the water’, ‘aquatic’

21. NASVADSF: /XC/adj <-> /XCo t ai,, ‘/XC!ness’

/ot/ ‘honest’ <- ii /otota/ ‘honesty’

!udar/ ‘generous’ -> /udarota/ ‘generosity’

22.NAADSF: lXln <_> !XOddhUSjtO/adj with IX! majority of inhabitants’

/hindu/ ‘Hindu’ -> jf /hinduoddhuS itol ‘with a majority cf Hindus’

iî /mushim/ ‘Muslim’ -* /mushimodd’uSito/ ‘with a majority cf

Muslims’

23.NASVADSF: !XCIfl<—>lXC(o)dd’o]!3d’having 1X01 sign on the top (on mythical

vehicles or chariots)’
/gorur/ ‘name of a mythical bird’ -> /gorur(o)ddlioj/ ‘having the icon

of Garooda.
w Imo”urI ‘peacock’ Imour(o)ddhojI ‘having the icon of peacock.

24. NASVADSF: /XC/,, ÷-> IXCobanladj,nmafl blessed with /XC/’

i /rupl ‘beauty’ <-> /rupoban/ ‘handsome’

it Id”onl ‘wealth’ -* /d”onoban/ ‘wealthy’
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25.NASVADSF: IXC! /XCObOt/adj/n woman blessed with IXCI’

/rup/ beauty’ -* r /rupoboti/ ‘pretty’

IdhonI ‘wealth’ -> !dhonobotjl ‘wealthy’

26.NASVADSF: /XC/n * IXCO1Ok/adj dwelling place of IXC/’

c Idebi ‘g cd’ -> iN Idebolokl ‘heaven’

1r /Sib/ ‘the god Shiva’ <-> ffrc1I1 ! ibolok! ‘dwelling place of the god Shiva’

27.NASVADSF: !XC! -> !XCofadj’covered with IXC!’

ciî Ibm! ‘hair’, ‘fur’ —* itt homoS! ‘hairy’, ‘furry’

trr Iroml ‘hait’, ‘fur’ ÷-> ïi Iromo 5! ‘hairy’, ‘furry’

28. NASVADSF: /XC/n > !XCû S S O’adj ‘belonging ta /XC!’

fft mi j! ‘self’ <-÷ ffrr /nij o5 5o/ ‘cf self’! ‘personal’

¶I Ipor/ ‘another’ /poro.Ç5o! ‘another’s’

29.NASVADSF: /XC/ <-> /XCOSthO!adj ‘taken into /XC!’

budor! ‘belly’ <- budorosthol ‘in the belly’

/pokelj ‘pocket’ <—> /poketostho! ‘in the pocket’

30.NASVADSF: !XC!fl -* !XCakto!adj ‘with much of /X0! on or in something’

b /to1! ‘cil’ -> îr bto1akto h ‘oily’

fi [kordom! ‘mud’ -> [kordomakto! ‘muddy’

31.NASVADSF: !XC!fl-> !XCakirnoladj’covered with 1X01’

!j oijgol! ‘jungle’ +- !j orjgolakirno! ‘covered with jungles’

[konl,ok/ ‘thom’ t1fkontokakirno! ‘covered with thorns’

32. NASVADSF: /XC/, -> /XCakaOk1ifadj ‘who desires /X0/’

w’i Imongo il ‘well-being’<-* trt /mongol akazjkhi/ ‘well-wisher’

/dhon! ‘wealth’ ÷- irrit /dhonakankthi/ ‘who wants ta acquire wealth’

33.NASVADSF: !XC!-> !XCatur/adj ‘overwhelmed with 1X01’

rî l5okb ‘mourning’b’grief’ -> ttt1 /5okatur/ ‘struck with grief’

[kam! ‘sex-urge -> Ils [kamatur/ ‘struck with sex-urge’
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34.NASVADSF: IXCI, <-> IXCadhinladj under IXCI cf somebody’

1JPt Iniontronl ‘control’ -> i /niontronadhin/ ‘under control’

nt’t/ade5I ‘order’ -> iitllÏi fade5 adhin/ ‘under order’

35.NASVADSF: IXCI -> IXCadhikladj ‘more than /XCI’
flf Ipr an! ‘life’ cflf /pranadhik/ ‘more than one’s life’

tit Ij ibonl ‘life’ -> Ïffs Ij ibonadhik/ ‘more than one’s life’

36. NASVADS F: !XCNSYII8b!n > /XCNsyllabann 1 t O/ji ‘/XCNsyIIab /ed’
t1 /gor5/ ‘glory<-> iR ‘glorious’

Ri [bi S 5 b7 ‘surprise’ .-> “irrf /bi5 5 bannito/ ‘surprised’

37. NASVADSF: IXCI, -> IXCanugIj ‘/XC/-abiding’

5flT /anI ‘Iaw’ ÷÷ ftrijr IananugI ‘Iaw-abiding’

TT /ni’om/ ‘rule’ -> Irrit /niomanug/ ‘rule-abiding’

38. NASVADSF: /XCN.syllab/n > /XCN.syllabaflUbOrti/adj Who or which

follows IXCNsyIIabI’
Ti Ini’omI ‘rules’ <-* /ni’omanuborti/ ‘disciplined’

fW!1 /5omoI ‘time’, ‘precise time’ -> ‘/5om&’anuborti/ ‘punctual’

39. NASVADSF: !XC%, E-> /XCandhO/adjbIifld with /X0/’

ti [krodl/ ‘rage’ -> ttr fkrodhand’o/ ‘blind with rage’

Ikami ‘sex-urge’/ ‘lust’ -> tii [kamandho/ ‘blind with sex-urge/lust’

40.NASVADSF: /XCI÷-> /XCaponno/adj’fallen in /XC/’

/5orjkolj ‘crisis’ -> /5ojkoaponno/ ‘in crisis’

[bipodl ‘danger’<-* lrM [bipodaponno/ ‘in danger’/’endangered’

41 .NASVADSF: /XCNsyIIab/n <> /XCN.syllababohO/adj ‘full cf IXCNsyIIabI’
[bh0[/ ‘fear’ -> /bhoaboho/ ‘horrible’/’dreadful’

iI /5ukh/ ‘pleasure’/’happiness’÷-> I5ukhabohol ‘pleasant’

42.NASVADSF: /XCNsyIIab/n > IXCNsyIIabCabiStOIadj’VerY much in /XCNSYIIab/’
tii /kopl ‘anger’ -÷z îrtI fkopabi5o/ ‘angry’, ‘enraged’

[bl0Y/ ‘fear’ > [bhoYabiS toi ‘afraid’
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43.NASVADSF: IXCI -> /XCarthj/adj ‘who seeks IXC!’

ir iç oronl ‘refuge’ icrt i oronarthi/ ‘who seeks refuge’

/snanl ‘bath’ <-* Îrt/snanarthi/ ‘somebody who wants to bathe’

44. NASVADSF: /XCI <-> /XCalIadj ‘with /XCI’

/dt/ ‘tooth’, ‘tusk’ -> v1ti Idta1/ ‘having large teeth or tusk’

UT /ro/ ‘juice’ -> Iro ail ‘juicy’

45. NASVADSF: IXaI -> /XCalU/adj ‘who feels lXal’

Ida’a/ ‘kindness’ <-> /do’a1u! ‘kind’

fi Inidral ‘sleep’ <-> ii lnidr alu! ‘sleepy’, ‘drowsy’

46.NASVADSF: /XC/ ÷÷ /XCalO/adj ‘rich in /XCI’

tt Ijorl ‘force’/’strength’ ÷ .1tfl !joralo! ‘strong’

iw Ipc! ‘knot’, ‘complication’ -* Mi1 Ipcalol ‘complicated’

47.NASVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCaSokto/adj ‘addicted to IXCI’

TrîItamakI ‘tobacco’ ÷-* îltamakaSoktol ‘addicted to tobacco’

tî [kami ‘sex-urge’ <-> tr1r /kamaSokto/ ‘sex-addict’

48.NASVADSF: 1X011 <-* !XCaSi!8dJ ‘who eats only /XC! type offood’

f*i !niramiSl ‘vegetarian diet’ -> î îiift lnirami,’aSil ‘vegetarian’

rrflami/’non-vegetarian diet’ rtIit’!amiSaSi! ‘non-vegetarian’

49.NASVADSF: IXC! ÷-> !XCahari/auj ‘who eats exclusively !XC/’

zrt !akI ‘any edible herb or creeper’ -> lti[f /Sakahari/ ‘vegetarian’

/fol! ‘fruit’ ÷-> fc1tI !folahari! ‘frugivorous’

50. NASVADSF: !XC! -* !XCai t O/adj ‘affected with !XC/’

/biddut/ “electricity’ ÷>î fbiddut&’ito! ‘electrified’

1 Ilium! ‘ice’/’frost’ -> frifti /him&’ito! ‘refrigerated’

51 .NASVADSF: IXa!-> !Xaa/adj,flof !XaI’
/çJ,hjç/ ‘Dhaka’ -> [1fl ‘residents of Dhaka’

51Ïh !catgJ ‘Chittagong’ <-> ihZn /caga/ ‘residents of Chittagong’
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52.NASVADSF IXCIn 4> IXCiIauj who has IXC/’

/g(a)nI ‘knowledge’ <- Tt /gc(a)ni/ ‘learned’,’ savant’
1.ci /kotuho1/ ‘curiosity <-> 1’& [kotuho1i/ ‘curious’

53. NASVADSF: IXCIn > IXC/adj ‘having the know-how of running 1X01’
rifri Imaj 1i/ ‘a party or social gathering’ ÷-> irlft /moj liÇi/ ‘capable of
brightening up a gathering or a party with pleasant talk or bearing’
rtTM Ialap/ ‘conversation’, ‘acquaintance’ -* rtn /alapi/ ‘capable of undertaking
a conversation or cultivating acquaintance’, ‘sociable’

54. NASVADSF: IXCIn > IXCIadj ‘worthy of a considerable amount cf 1X01’
wri Idam/ ‘price’ -> nt /dami/ ‘costly’

Imanl ‘respect’ <- ît /manil ‘respected’

55.NASVADSF: /XC/n /XC/adj ‘made in 1X01’

1ii Ibilatl ‘England’, ‘abroad’ -> ffl Ibilati/ ‘made in England or in abroad’

[kaSmir/ ‘Kashmir’ rf /kaSrnjri/ ‘made in Kashmir’

56. NA(SM)SVADSF: /XoC/ <- IX(0)CIadj ‘made cf IXoCI’

t’t Ire omI ‘silk’ -> t’r /reÇ(o)mi/ ‘made cf silk’/’silken’

IpoomI ‘wool’ -> rir IpoS(o)mil ‘woollen’

57. NASVADSF: IXCIn <‘, 1X0 1-’adj ‘0f IXCI’

/akbor/ ‘the emperor Akbar’ -> 5nt /akbori/ ‘cf the emperor Akbar’

/SDrkarl ‘government’ <-> /orkari/ ‘gcvernmental’

58. NASVADSF: IXCIn /XCi/adj,n’like 1X01’

/aheb! ‘European’ ÷-> rît /Sahebi/ ‘European-like’

/nobab/ ‘Nabob’ -* Tt Inababil ‘Nabob-like’

59. NASVADSF: /XC/ IXCiI ‘having the colour cf /XC/’

Igolapl ‘rose’ -> 1go lapil ‘rose-coloured’

[badam/ ‘nut’ tit [badami/ ‘nut-coloured’, ‘brown’

60. NASVADSF: /XC/n > IXCIadj ‘reserved for /XC/’

IordarI ‘order’ -> IordariI ‘ordered’
iIcf Iforma I ‘order’ -* 1r1 Iform&’€ ,Ç il ‘ordered’
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61. NASVADSF: IXCIn <-> IXCiIadJ’dcer cf IXCI’
Jkhun/ ‘murder’ <-> /khuni/ ‘murderer”

i11f IbilaSI ‘Iuxury’ -> fn fbi1ai/ ‘luxuricus’

62. NASVADSF: IXCIn * /XC/adj/n ‘supporter cf IXCI’

/marksbadl ‘Marxism’-* NiiI /marksbadi/ ‘Marxist

IrtT /poribebadI ‘environmentalism’ -> wrÎ /poribebadi/

‘environmentalist’

63. NASVADSF: IXC/adj -> IXCiI ‘activity 0f /XCI’

î’rt Icalakl ‘clever’ -> 5Wrtt Icalakil ‘cleverness’

Io”tan/ ‘wicked’ -* ttt ID”tanj/ ‘wickedness’

64.NASVADSF: IXCIn<> IXCkIadj ‘related to 1X01’

‘ri IproaSonI ‘administration’ -> riT IproaonikI ‘administrative’

Tt /bac on! ‘speaking’ -> ir1 [bac oniki ‘verbal’/’related te speech’

65.NASVADSF: IXCI8d+-> /XCikoron/ ‘act cf making 1X0!’

N Iudarl ‘free-minded’, ‘open’, ‘capable cf accepting diversities’ -> WIit

/udarikoronl ‘making Iaws or state policies less restrictive’

itf ISabhabikl ‘normal’ ÷- /abhabikikoron/ ‘act cf making a

situation normal’

66.NASVADSF: IXCIn <+ IXCtOIadj ‘/XC!-ed’

ii /procarl ‘publicity’ -> rrf Iprocaritol ‘publicized’/’advertised’

flq /prornan/ ‘proof’ iifI Ipromanitol ‘proved’

67.NASVADSF: !X”In * /X’ito/adj’which has undergone ixi’,

TI IbYI ‘expenditure’ -> il [bE”jto/ ‘spent’, ‘used up’
[khoY! ‘decay’ -> ph3Yt0/ ‘decayed’

68.NASVADSF: IXC4 ÷-* 1X0 ibUtO/adj ‘transformed into 1X01’

/prostorl ‘stone’ -> /prostoribhuto/ ‘petrified’

*t /karbonl ‘carbon’ -> fkarbonibhutol ‘converted into carbon’
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69. NASVADSF: /XC/adj +-> /XCima/ /XCI-ness’

tr mu! ‘blue’ -> tirt /nilima/ ‘blueness’

rti /iai! ‘red’ <-> rî?n /iai ima! ‘redness’

70. NASVADSF: !XCl > !XC?’O/adj ‘0f IXCI’

T’I /doi/ ‘party’ -> ti /do1i’o/ ‘cf the party’

!j ai! ‘water’ /j olio! ‘aqueous’

71. NASVADSF: /XC/, <-> /XC3’O/adj ‘worth cf /XC/’

it !boron! ‘respectful or cordial reception’ -÷ ti [baroni’o! ‘to be received or

accepted
t !ôronl ‘act cf remembering’ -> ‘riT !ôroni’o/ ‘to be remembered’

72.NNSVADSF: /X0/, —> /XCuk/, ‘often possessed by !XC/’

1ï !kam! ‘sex-urge’ -> [kamuk! ‘lascivious, libidinous’
p0h,i ‘mood, absent mindedness’ ÷-* /b”abuk/ ‘imaginative, absent minded’

73. NASVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCecchu!adj ‘desirous of /XC!’

/b’romon/ ‘travel’ -> /b”romonec&’u/ ‘who wants to travel’

twi !gomon/ ‘act of going’ <- /gomonecchu! ‘who wants ta go’

74.NASVADSF: 1X0!, -* /XCel/auj ‘rich in !XC/’

i !dudh/ ‘milk’ <-> /dudhel/ ‘full of milk’

/ful/ ‘flower’ wr /fuiel/ ‘full cf flowers’

75.NASVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCela!adj’rich in 1X01’

lur! ‘music’ -> 1 /ure1a! ‘melodious’

tfl !rodl ‘sunlight’ -> cicîii /rodela! ‘sunny’

76.NASVADSF: /XC/n > /XCOktO/adj ‘expressed in IXCI’

‘r /upar! ‘up’/’above’ ÷-> !uporokto/ ‘cited above’

!e! ‘end’ -> t’iî !eSokto/ ‘cited at the end’

77. NASVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCocito/8dJ ‘like 1X0!’

!borbor/ ‘barbarian’ -> ftrt fbarbarocito/ ‘barbarian-like’
p0h0

ojan/ ‘gentleman’ ÷-* cttIt pahadrojonocutol ‘gentleman-like’
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78. NASVADSF: IXCIn .‘, IXCOttOTIadj ‘post 1X01’

rI Imoronl ‘death’ rt Imoronottarl ‘posthumous’

rfRr /taliban/ ‘the Taliban’ -> iîiiIc[ Italibanottor/ ‘after the fail cf the

Taliban government in Afghanistan’

79.NASVADSF: /XC/n > /XCOddipOk/auj ‘something that creates 1X01 in mmd’

c1 ‘curiosity’ ÷-> ccI1 /kotuho1oddipok/ ‘something that

cteates curiosity in mmd’
tï Ikaml ‘sexual desire’ -> 1’t /kamoddipokl ‘erotic’

80. NASVADSF: /XC/n < /XCOdd3tO/adj ‘about to do /X0/’
Iprosthanl ‘departure’ -> IciIii Iprosthanoddatol ‘ready to depart’

tPT IgDmonl ‘act cf going’ -* rti /gamonoddato/ ‘ready to go’

81.NASVADSF: /XC/-* /XCommukhh/adjabout to do /XC/’

r’t /prost’an/ ‘departure’ -> cW IprosthanommuklI ‘ready to depart’

/gomon/ ‘act of going’ <-> Igomonommukhl ‘ready to go

82.NASVADSF: /XC/ -* IXCord’’oI3dJ ‘aged more than /X0/’

bf’I/co11iSI ‘forty’ ÷> /co11iÇord’o/ ‘above forty’

lï”i ItriSI thirty’ ÷÷1fl/triSord’o/ ‘above thirty’

83.NAADSF: /X/ <-> /Xwala/adj ‘with IX!’

It /fita/ ‘ribbon’ -> fiirmi Ifitava1aI ‘with ribbon’

Cb /cen/ ‘zipper’ ÷-> tt Icenwalal ‘with zipper’

84.NASVADSF: IXVI—> IXVkobolitoladj’severely affected by IXVI’

W /bonna/ ‘flood’ <-> Trf[ /bonnakobolito/ ‘affected by flood’

/durghotonal ‘accident’ -> rMr /durghotonakabolito/ ‘affected by

an accident’

85. NAADSF /X/ *> /XkDT/adj ‘which does /X!’

fkh0-fj/ ‘loss’, ‘harm’-> 1ii /k”otikor / ‘injurious’, ‘harmful

rirî /opoman/ ‘insuit’ -> /opomankor/ ‘insulting’

86.NASVADSF: /XV/adj -> /XVkoron/ ‘act of making /XV/’

tt Ist’’&’iI ‘permanent’ ÷-> /sth&ikoron/ ‘to make permanent’

/j Y0/ ‘national’ ÷-* Iiit /j ati’okoron/ ‘nationalization’
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87. NAADSF: IXI <-> IXkormaladj ‘doer of IX11’

Ipapi ‘sin’ -* i1fft Ipapkormal ‘sinner’

/punno/ virtue -> /punnokorma/ ‘virtuous’/’pious’

88.NAADSF: !X/* IXkami/3dJ ‘desirous to have IX!’
nit fkollan/ ‘well-being’ -> Ikollankamil who wants ‘well-being’

rî1 /San-ti/ ‘peace’ -> ll1t /Santikami/ who wants peace’

89.NAADSF: !XI <- /Xkarok/auj who has been in IX!’
h3/ ‘loss’, ‘harm’÷-> /khotikarok I ‘injurious’, ‘harmful

IbolI ‘force’, ‘energy’ -> N Ibolkarok I ‘invigorating’, ‘strengthening’

90. NAADSF: /XI <- /Xkal in/uj’during IX!’

Imatrittol ‘maternity’ -> 11tT /matrittokalinl ‘during maternity’

itflî /proYog/ ‘application’ /proogka1in/ ‘during application’

91. NASVADSF: !XV/n 4> /XVkObdIadj ‘expert in /XV/’
p0hj ‘speech’ -> rtif /kot”akobidi ‘expert in speech’

i IooI ‘horse’ —* IoSokobidI ‘expert in horse-related things’

92.NASVADSF: IXCNsyIIabJn !XCNSyIIabkUSO1/adj ‘expert ifl IXCNsyIIabI’

fIkarjol ‘work’ -* M*y’T /kar.jokuSol/ ‘expert’
!ObhjflO?,n! ‘acting’ -* i’tt /obhino/kuS si! ‘good actor’

93. NAADSF: IXI —> lXkftOladj ‘under IX!’

/grcftar/ ‘arrest’ -> Igrcftarkritol ‘arrested’

tfl Ibimal ‘insurance’ -> /bimakrito/ ‘with insured’

94.NASVADSF: IXo/,-> /Xokkhom/adjcapable of/Xo/’

[karj o! ‘work’ /karj okkhom/ ‘capable of working’

[kormol ‘work’ <-> 1ko rmokkhoml ‘capable of working’

95.NAADSF: IXI-* /Xkhocito/adjlencrusted with IX!’

IroLnoI ‘gem’ /rotnokhocito/ ‘encrusted with gem’

/hirok/ ‘diamond’ ÷-> 1E /hirokkhocito/ ‘encrusted with diamond’
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96.NASVADSF: lXVin- lXVgotoladj ‘something that ccncerns exclusively IXVI’

ITI [bktil ‘person’ iIi /bktigotol ‘personaP

‘Î lSast ‘ol ‘health’ l5ast h ogatol ‘health-related’

97. NASVADSF: lXVl -* lXVgommol8dJ ‘understandable with IXVI’

Wî lcintal ‘thinking’ tinu icintagommol ‘understandable through thinking’

fT lindri’ol ‘organs cf sense’ -> iïïn lindri’ogommo/ ‘understandable

through the organs cf sense’

98. NASVADSF: lXVl <-> /Xgofldhj/J ‘having the flavour cf lxvi,

‘i lpupol ‘flower’ -> j”’ii lpuSpogondhil ‘having the flaveur cf flower’

/modhul ‘honey ÷- /modhugondhil ‘having the flaveur cf honey or a

pleasant flaveur’

99. NASVADSF: lXVl ÷- lXVggôiadj ‘expert in IXVI’

/dhormol ‘religion’îvirtue’ <-> ldhormoggôl ‘expert in religion or virtue’

iorthonitii ‘economics’ -> Tt /ort’onitiggô/ ‘expert in economics’

100. NASVADS F: /XvNsyIIablfl > lXVNsyIIabg f a)roki ‘which denotes lXvRLsyIIabl’

FT /anondo/ ‘pleasure’ ÷-> /anondog(a)pok/ ‘something that shows the

pleasure’
i iomo”l ‘time’ -> iomo’g(a)pokI ‘something that shows time’

101.NAADSF: lXl<—> Ixgamilj ‘going towards IX!’

wtî ldakal ‘city cf Dhaka -> iiIfl ldakagamil ‘gcing towards the city cf Dhaka

ïfi /ofi l ‘offfice’ /ofi 5’gamil ‘gcing towards the office’

102.NAADSF: IXl<—> lXgocorfj’within the scope cf IX!’

ldrij,i/ ‘view’ <-> /dri5igocor/ ‘visible’

It /srobon/ ‘audition’I’hearing’ trr Isrobangocor/ ‘audible’

103.NAADSF: 1X4, -> lXgrostoi8d’under IX!’

rr latokol ‘horrcr’ 1i Iatokogrostol ‘horrified’

TT Ibatiki ‘neurosis’, ‘mania’ <—> [batikgrostol ‘neurctic’

1o4.NAsvADsF: iXCl -> lXCgrahi4,d/flwhc takes 1X0!’

trin! ‘ban’ -> imt Iringrahil ‘borrower’, debtor’

w Iutkocl ‘bribe’ -* lutkocgrahu/ ‘a person who takes bribe’
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105.NASVADSF: /XCI1 -> /XCgF1aj/jjnjurjQus to !XC!’

tt Ij ibonl ‘life’ ÷÷ ii1 Ij ibonghat il ‘fatal’

t Ipranl ‘life’ > tdtrit /pranghati/ ‘fatal’

106.NASVADSF: IXCI > /XCcalito/adj ‘functioning with /XCI’

/inj in! ‘engine’ > r@mF1tr /inj incalito! ‘run with an engine’

/pero1! ‘petrol’ > tii5tfr /pero1ca1ito! ‘run with petrol’

107.NAADSF: IXIfl<—>IXcariladj ‘roaming in or on IX!’

rrr’tIakaSI ‘sky’ *-> 1r1 !akaS cari! ‘roaming in the air’

/omudro! ÷-> !5omudrocari! ‘roaming in the seas’

108.NASVADSF: IXC! > /XCCUfflb/adj ‘kissing IXCI’

rît’r !akaS/ ‘sky’ > 1’t /akaScumbi/ ‘sky-scrapper’

NI /gogonl ‘sky’ ÷-> I !gogoncumbi/’sky-scrapper’

109.NASVADSF: !XV/ > /XVCCUtO/adj ‘fallen from or thrown out from IXV!’

i5tj Icakuril ‘job’ > !cakuriccuto! ‘fired from one’s job’
/brikkho/ ‘tree’ 4-> /brikkhoccuto/ ‘fallen from the tree’

1 1O.NASVADSF: !XC! > !XCcuto!adj ‘thrown out from !XC!’
5rwIomajI’society’ <-> IT!Somajccuto/”ousted from one’s society”

fIrîT /poribar! ‘society’ 4-> 9[j !poribarcuto! ‘ousted from one’s family’

111. NASVADSF: /XV! > !XVj onok!adj ‘!XVI-worthy’

ffi Inindal ‘condemnation’ 4-> !nindaj cnok! ‘condemnable’

tii !prooia/ ‘praise’ > iriis !proSorjSajonok! ‘praise-worthy’

1 12.NAADSF: IX! > !Xjonito/adj ‘due to IX!’

!durghotona/ ‘accident’ 4->
/durghQnaj onito! ‘due to an

accident’
ct !bhromon! ‘travelling 4-> cr1 p,hromonjonjto/ ‘due to travelling’

11 3.NASVADSF: !XCI <-> !XCj or] or!adj ‘having unbearable amount of /XC!’

1’t /rog! ‘disease’ <—> Irogj orj or! ‘suffering from disease’

fkam! ‘sex-urge’ 4-> [kamj orj or! ‘smitten with camai desite’
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1 14.NASVADSF: lXVl <-> lxv] atol8d ‘produced by IXVI’

[kri il ‘agriculture ÷÷ [kri ij atol ‘agricultural’

lr / jlpo/ industry’ -> irrr l 1po]ato/ ‘industrial’

1 15.NAADSF: lXl <-> IX]atoladj stored in IX!’

/gudam/ ‘ware-house’ -> ‘wIn /gudam]ato/ ‘stored’

tnn lgolal ‘granary’ ciPsH !golaj atol ‘garnered’

116.NASVADSF: lXVl -> IXV]bI8/fl ‘having /XV/-related profession’

lkriil ‘agriculture’ -> /kriijibi/ ‘farmer’

Imot o! ‘fish’ ÷- tii1[ Imat O] ibi/ ‘fisherman’

117.NAADSF: lXl -> IX]oTaladj ‘existing everywhere in IX!’

fl Iduni”aI ‘world’ <-* &ii /dunia] oral ail over the world’

ri IdeS! ‘country’ -> !de5jora! ‘ail overthe country’

1 18.NAADSF: lXl1<—> /Xte/adj ‘lXliy’

w’tJ5I ‘scale cf a fish’, ‘fibre’ —> !.5lel ‘smelling like the scale of a fish’

1i ftamal ‘thick’ <—> ltamatel ‘having the colour like copper’

1 19.NAsvADsF: !Xv!3dJ-> lXVttol ‘!XVI-ness’
phj ‘small’ [khudrottol ‘smaiiness’

/purul ‘thick’ <-> ‘ /purutfo/ ‘thickness’

120. NASVADSF: lXVladj + /t al ‘lXvl-ness’

luccol ‘high’ -> wi luccota/ ‘height’

/Sombhabbo/ ‘probable’ -> rriî lSombhabbotal ‘probability’

121 .NAsvADSF: IXOlflfadj -> lXOtQflladj ‘of lXoI’
lurdhol ‘high’ -> *I /urdhotonl ‘higher’, ‘of X’

IpurboI ‘before’ -> lpurbotonl ‘ex

122.NASVADSF: /Xal-> /Xatit/adj ‘beyond lXa/’

fH Ia5al ‘hope’ ÷>rNî la5atjtI ‘unexpected’

i [kolponal ‘imagination’ <- ii fkolponatitl ‘unimaginable’
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123.NAADSF: IXIn <> IXtU11O!adj ‘as honourable as 1X1’

c ldebl ‘CoU’ cicij Idebtullol ‘as honourable as CoU’

fi /pitribbo/ ‘uncle’ icii /pitribbotullo/ ‘as honourable as an uncle’

124. NASVADSF: /XV/ -> IXVd&’Okladj ‘which gives /XV/’

Itriptil ‘satisfaction’ -> ItriptidaokI ‘satisfactory’

wfl fbedona/ ‘pain’ ÷-* iirn [bedonad&’okl ‘painful’

125.NAADSF: IXI ÷-> IXda’iniIadj ‘capable of giving IX!’

Ij ibon/ ‘lite’ ÷- i) Ij ibondainiI ‘capable cf giving life’

vfl IaaI ‘hope’ ÷-> laS adaini! ‘capable cf giving hope’

126.NAADSF: IX4-> /Xdar/adj ‘rich in IX!’

/30f! ‘strength’ -> trtwî lj ordar! ‘strong’

ri /moj al ‘pleasure’ <—* i’ii /moj adar! ‘pleasant’

127.NAADSF: IXl- /XdUTQSt(0)/adj ‘in keeping with IX!’

i1t /rajniti/ ‘politics’ -* tlfa /rajnitidurost(o)/ ‘in keeping with

politics’
TrrT Ifc 5 on! aN1 lft 5 ondurost(o)! ‘in keeping with the fashion’

128.NASVADSF: /XV/* /XVdhOf/adj ‘with IXVI in hand’

t fborj5il ‘flute’ -* /boflSidtbor/ ‘holding a flute’

‘ti /goda! ‘club’ <-> /godad”orl ‘holding a club’

129.NASVADSF: /XV/* /XVddhO]/adj ‘having /XV/ sign on the top’ (on mythical

vehicles or chariots)
Ihoij5ol ‘swan’. ‘duck’ <-> IhouSodd’’ojI ‘having the sign cf swan on the top’

v Icondrol ‘moon’ <-* Icondroddho]I ‘having the sign cf moon on the top’

130.NAADSF: the nature of IX!’

/kabbo! ‘poetry’ -÷ ii /kabbodhormil ‘like poetry’

iiw Iuponna5l ‘novel’ -> /uponna5d’ormiI ‘novel-like’

131 .NAADSF: /X/ ÷- /Xdhariladj ‘holding IX!’

Ias(t)rol ‘arm’ -> Ias(t)rodharil ‘holding an arm’, ‘armed’

/bondukl ‘gun’ /bondukdharil ‘holding a gun’
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132.NASVADSF: IXaI’- /Xadhin/adj ‘under IXaI’

rt’1 /porikkha/ ‘examination’ -> it’1ti /porikkhadhin/ ‘under examination

‘lciIiI Ialocona/ ‘discussion’ -> Ialoconadhinl ‘under discussion’

133.NAADSF: /XI<—> IXnaSokladj ‘capable cf exterminating IX!’

/klanti/ tiredness ->it1’i [klantinaSok/ ‘something that exterminates

tiredness’
/ki-tj ‘insect’ —>rtl [kitnaSok/ ‘insecticide’

134.NASVADSF: IXVI -> /XVnaa/adj ‘destroyer of /XV/’

[kormol ‘achievements’ <-> fnn /kormona al ‘something that destroys human

achivements
ffJkirti/ ‘great works’ -> trrn /kirtinaSa/ ‘something that destroys great

works’

135.NAADSF: lXI -> !Xnibai/auj ‘living in IX! as a permanent resident’

[iG1 /montriol/ ‘Montreal’-> [i1 /montriolnibaSi/ ‘living in Montreal’

Ikumilla/’Comilla <- iîiii /kumillanibaSi/ ‘living in Comilla

136. NASVADS F: /XCN.syllab/n < /XCNsyllabaflfl 1 t O’adj ‘IXCNsyIIabIed’

ii /bi57 hope’ -> /bi,ÇYannito/ ‘hopeful’

1i /protap! might’, power’ îf /protapannito/ ‘mighty’, ‘powerful’

137. NASVADSF: lXal -* /Xannito/adj IXaI

r’i laal ‘hope’ -> ï”nI /aSannito/ who has got some hope’

f /cinta/ ‘thinking’, ‘anxiety’ -> ‘ffw /protapannito/ ‘anxious’

138.NAADSF: /X/ -> IXnirbtbor/adjdependant on IX!’

IkriiI ‘agriculture’ -> ii /kriSinirbhor/ dependent on agriculture’

tcI Ii-in! ‘ban’ -> ¶cd lrinnirbharl ‘dependent on ban’

139. NAADSF: /X/, * IXiii S th0/adj ‘devoted te IX!’

rr5tT Iacarl religious and scriptual rites’ ÷-* rMf Iacarni5thol ‘observant cf

religicus and scriptural rites’
/dhormo/ ‘religion’ —> /dhormoni5tho! ‘observant cf religicus rites’

1 40.NSVAADSF: IXaI <-> !Xanurup/adj ‘like IX!’

rrn/a5a/’hope’ /a5anurup/’ in keeping with hope’

t Iic&’ai ‘wish’ -* Iicc”anuruplin keeping with wish’
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141. NAADSF: IXI <-* /XPOTObD/adj ‘biased with IX!’

/hiija/ ‘malevolence’ <—> .I/hir3.Çaporobo/ ‘malevolent’

/kaml ‘sex’, ‘libido’ -> fkamporobo/ ‘biased with sexual desire’

142.NAADSF: /XI <- /XpoTaon/adj ‘aiways motivated by/X/’

ff? /durniti/ ‘corruption’ -> rit /durnitipor&’on/ ‘aiways involved in

corruption’
[kami ‘sex’, ‘libido’ <- .rt.cI [kamporaonI ‘lascivicus’, ‘libidinous’

143.NAADSF: IX! <-> !XpOfltlj/adj/fl ‘supporter cf IX!’

lsorkarl ‘government’ ÷-> ii’Iit ISorkarponthil ‘supporter cf government’
[lhjf ‘an ex-leader cf Bangladesh’ > flrt fbhaanjponti/

‘supporter cf Bhashani’

144.NAADSF: !XI -> IXpanaI ‘having the form cf IX!’

zfl fkulo! ‘vessel made of bamboc slips for winnowing grains, etc.’ -> ?r1i1rî

/kulopana/ ‘as big as a kulo, kulo-like’

#lvï IcdJ ‘moon’ -> #t’fln Icàdpanal ‘as beautiful as the moon, moon-like’

145.NAADSF: !XI -> IXP&’Iadj/n ‘who takes IX! in his body’

T /d”uml ‘smoke’ <-> fft IdhumpaYi/ ‘smoker’

Istonnol ‘milk’ <-> Nrt /stonnopaiI ‘mammal’

146.NAADSF: !XIn ‘s> IXPfOtiladj’Per IX!’

Ibaril ‘house’ -> [bariproti! ‘per house’

rft /poribar/ ‘familly’ —> /poribarproti/ ‘per family’

147.NAADSF: IX! ÷-* IXprotimladj ‘like IX!’
fbondhu! ‘friend’ -* [bondhuprotim/ ‘like a friend’

Ionujl ‘younger brother’ -> /onujprotirn/ ‘like a younger brother’

148.NASVADSF: IXaI<— IXaprodoI2d ‘capable cf giving IXaI’

rr’n /aS al ‘hope’ -> /a5aprDdo/ ‘something that inspires hope’

I# Icintal ‘thought’!’anxiety’ <-> tt Icintaprodo/ ‘thought-provoking’
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149.NASVADSF: IXVi -> IXVPTObOfl/adj inclined to IXVI’

r l ondehol ‘suspicion’ -> l ondehoprobon/ ‘suspicious’

/kolohol ‘dispute’ <-> rrt [kolohoprobonl ‘fond cf disputes’

150.NASVADSF: IXVin * lXVPfOflOdtOladj ‘driven by lxvi,

liral ‘envy’ ÷-* ttf lirapronoditol ‘driven by envy’

‘l ISotrul ‘enemy’ <- înt /otrupronodito/ ‘driven by enemy’

151 .NAADSF: lXln <-> /XPTOSUtO/adj ‘driven by IX!’

iondehol ‘suspicion’ -* londelioproutol ‘driven by suspicion’

srjm /anuman/ ‘supposition’ -> /anumanprouto/ ‘based on supposition’

152. NASVADSF: /XV/ -* /XVpani/aujin ‘with /XV/ in hand’
ph09 ‘sword’ -> JIntt fkhorgopani/ ‘with a sword in hand’

fl [binai ‘Vina’, ‘an Indian four-stringed musical instrument’ ÷-> i’flIt [binapani!

‘with a Vina in hand’

153.NASVADSF: lXCl, <-> /XCferta/adj’returning from ixci’

îiT IofiSl ‘office’ <-> lofiferta/ ‘returning form office’

iskul/ ‘school’ <-> fskulfertai ‘returning from school’

154.NAADSF: 1X4, -> lXbOftiladj’sitUated in ixi’

ldurl ‘far’ -> ifl’idurbortil ‘situated far away’

iii imodd1’ol ‘middle’ <-> jf lrnodd1’obortil ‘situated in the middle’

155.NASVADSF: 1XV!n <_> iXVbord”okiadj/n’capable cf increasing lxvi’
ph11h/ ‘hunger’ -> fkudhabordTok/ ‘appetizer’

tf lSoktil ‘power’ -> /Soktibord’ok/ ‘capable cf increasing power’

156.NASVADSF: /XVIn /XVbDhO/adj ‘bearing IXV1’
Iorthoi ‘meaning’ <-> Iorthobohoi ‘meaningful’

fi lgond’oI ‘smell’ <-> ‘Î igond1’obahoi ‘bearing good smell’

157. NASVADSF: IXC4, ÷-> iXCbOhPb1’UtOiadj not in IXCI’

iît ISoxjbidhani ‘constitution’-÷ /Soubid’anbohirb”uto/ ‘not

supported by the constitution’
‘fl lani ‘law’ -* iR /aJnbohirbhutoi ‘illegitimate’
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158.NAADSF: /XI -> fXbohul/adj’having plenty cf IX!’

*î Ighot.,onal ‘events’ -> .iiici /ghQQflabohu1/ ‘full cf events’

rtî /mast an! ‘hooligan’ -> IIIGi /mastanbohul/ ‘full cf hooligans’

159.NAADSF: /X!, -> !XbOt!adj ‘like IX!’

riI5ontanI’a sen cra daughter’ -1!5antanbotI’like a sen cra daughter’

/bondhu/ ‘friend’ ÷-> fbondhubDt/ ‘like a friend’

160.NAADSF: !XIn** IXbOtSOl!adj ‘who has much affection fer IX!’

it /5 ont an! ‘a son or a daughter’ ÷-> !5ontanbot 5o1! ‘who has much

affection for his/her son or daughter’
Ibondhul ‘friend’ -> /bondNibot 5 oh ‘who loves his friends a lot’

161.NAADSF : IXIn’> !XbOt!adj ‘a woman blessed with IX!’

iIrz /coritro! ‘moral character’ <-> !coritroboti! ‘a woman having a good

moral character’
15 ont an! ‘child’ Nwrt !5ontanboti! ‘a woman who is gifted with child’

162. NASVADS F: /XV/ <-* !XVbac Ok!adJ !XV!-woilhy’

!pro5orj5a! ‘praise’ ÷-* !pro5o5abacok/ ‘praise-worthy’

frfl /ninda! ‘condemnation’ -> irt /nindabacok/ ‘condemnable’

163.NAADSF: !X! -* !Xba]!adj/fl’always inclined to IX!’

‘flT’fl /mamla/ ‘a lawsuit’ -* iirii /mamlabaj! ‘litigious’

wt /nokol! ‘plagiary i1si !nokolbaj/ ‘plagiarist’

164.NASVADSF: !XV! <-> !XVbadi/adj ‘motivated to speak orteIl !XVI’

/5otto/ ‘truth’ ->rwt!5ottobadi! ‘whc seeks the truth’

i1 !mittha! ‘lie’ -> nr Imitthabadi! ‘liar’

165.NASVADSF: IXV/ -> !XVban!adj/fl ‘a man having !XV!’

i /bhaggol ‘fortune’ -> inrt /bhaggbanl ‘a fortunate man’
ISamorthol ‘capacity’ -> fri /Samorthoban! ‘capable’

166.NAADSF: !X! <-> !Xbandhob!adj ‘IX! friendly’

!durbritto! ‘criminal’ -> frrtrT /durbrittoband”ob/ ‘criminal-friendly’

/poribe5/ ‘environment’ -> !poribeSbandhob! ‘environment

friendly’
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167.NASVADSF: lXVl <—> IXVbahitoI ‘brought or driven by lxvi’
flj Ipani/ ‘water’ -> nirii /panibahito/ ‘borne by water’

Inodil ‘river’ ÷-> kil Inodibahitol ‘borne by river’

168.NAADSF: iXi -> /Xbahi/adj ‘/X/-bearer’

lbhar/ ‘Ioad’ -> Irît [bharbahi/ ‘carrying Ioad or weight’

ioti,jjo/ ‘tradition’ -÷ rrrt /otijjobahi/ ‘traditional’

169.NAADSF: /X/n /XbjddhO/adj ‘pierced by or nailed to IX!’

Itirl ‘arrow’ -> ‘î /tirbiddho/ ‘pierced with arrow’

[bor ai ‘spear’/’pike’ -> 1il ibor abiddho/ ‘pierced with a spear or a pike’

170. NASVADS F: /Xv/VsyIIab/n > /XVNsyIIabb darOk/adj ‘capable of spiitting

lxvlv.syIabl

1mo rmoi ‘heart’ -> flwt lmormobidarokl ‘heart-striking’

lridoi ‘heart’ -> riw1i Iridobidaroki ‘heart-breaking’

171.NASvADSF: lXC/ -> IXCbiddhOIJSi/adj ‘destroyer of/XC/’

1ttt /biman/ ‘aircraft’ -> fbimanbiddhrnJ il ‘antiaircraft’

icî isabmer in! ‘submarine’ -> /sabmerinbiddholjS ii

‘antisubmarine’

172.NA5vADsF: ixvi <_ /XVbdNJP/adj ‘affected with ixvi’

ciwll /bedona/ ‘pain’ -* ibedonabidhur/ ‘painful’

/dukk’o/ ‘distress’ /dukkhobidtlur/ ‘distressful’

173.NASVADSF: ixvi -> by lxvi’

[bora/ ‘monsoon’ <-> rR1 ‘washed during monsoon’

/nodi/ ‘river’ -> tf1 ‘washed by river’

174.NASvADSF: /XV/ -> iXv(bi)borjitoiadj ‘deprived of lxvi’

/jukti/ ‘reason’ <-> /jukti(bi)borj loi ‘unreasonable’

fln Idharona/ ‘idea’ -> /dharona(bi)borjito/ ‘who does not have

any idea’

175.NAADSF: iXi, -> IXbSDDk/adj ‘iXi-related’

iifi i ahitto/ ‘litterature’ +-> iSahittobi Sooki ‘about literature’

iroS&’dn/ ‘chemistry’ ÷-> /roSaonbiSooki ‘about chemistry’
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176. NAADSF: IXI <-> IXbhflIauj ‘without IX!’

iti[ fbaSosthanl ‘dwelling place’ -> IbaSosthanbihin! ‘without any

dwelling place’
/orthol ‘money’ -> I /ort”obihin! ‘without money’

177.NASVADSF: !XV4, <- /XVbEn]ok/adj’denoting or connoting /XVI’

‘rrtt Ia,a! ‘hope’ -* rtï@ !aSabnj ok! ‘something that shows hope’
/9hfl/ ‘hate’ -> cfl3 /ghrinabcnj ok! ‘something that shows hatred’

178. NAADSF: IXI -> /Xhgj/j ‘got to suffer from IX!’

Ifs 1! ‘consequences’ Ifs lbhagi! ‘suffering from the consequences of

something’
[kolorjko ‘bad reputation’ -> cif /ks1oijkob’agi! ‘suffering from bad

reputation’

179. NAADSF: IX!, <- IXbha] 0’adj object cf IX!’

rT/Sondeho/ ‘suspicion’ —> iiii /Ssndehobha] on! ‘suspect’

irN [birag/ ‘displeasure’ _> I T[biragbhajon/who incurs displeasure’

180. NAADSF: /X/n > IXbljttjkladj ‘limited te IX!’

rîa !thanal ‘police station’! ‘a particular administrative division’-> flrtIf

Ithanablittik! limited in the area cf Thana’

Igram! ‘village’ -* !grambhittikl ‘limited in the area 0f a village’

181 .NAADSF: IX! !Xbhjttjk!adj ‘based on !X!’

B Ttotthol ‘information’ -> iîfi Itotthobhittik! ‘based on information’

rti !onuman/ ‘assumption’ -> !onumanbhittikl ‘based on assumption’

182. NASVADSF: /XV! IXVb’Uk!adj ‘IXVbeater’

1t /maij Sol ‘meat’ -> 1is Ima 5 ob’ukI ‘carnivorous’

I /trinsl ‘grass’ <-> !trinob”ukl ‘herbivorous’

183.NASVADSF: IXVin *> !XVbhuktoladj ‘figuring or included in IXVI’

iîiii !talika/ ‘list’ -> iîii’ /talikabhukto/ ‘included in the list’

id /liSti/ ‘list’ 1rfs’ !liStibhukto/ ‘included in the list’
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184.NAADSF: /X/ ÷-* /Xb’edi/adj ‘capable cf piercing IX!’

imormoI ‘heart’ <-> imormobhedi/ ‘something that pierces the heart’

!gogonI sky -> /gogonbhedi/ ‘something that pierces the sky

185.NAADSF: IXI -> /Xb1ogi/adj ‘enjoying or getting IX!’

jfi1 !Subidha! ‘facility’ <-> iI /.ubidt1abhogii ‘who enjoys facilities’

fti/penDn/ pension’ ‘having a pension

186. NASVADSF: IXIn +-* IXbhoi l’adi ‘IXleater’

Imaij So/ ‘meat’ 1mai] 5 ob11oj ii ‘carnivorous’

rrf lami 5! ‘non-vegetarian food’ -* Iarni Sbho] ii ‘non-vegetarian’

187.NAADSF: IXI4> IXbhTOStO!adj ‘having lost IX!’

ii Ipot7 ‘way’ <-÷ /pDtlibhroSto/ ‘strayed’

/sriti/ ‘memory’ <-> Isritib]lro5tol ‘suffering from dementia’

188.NAADSF: IXIn > /XfflO?7adJfUll cf IX!’

Ibornol ‘colour’ <—> [bornom&’l ‘full cf colours’

t1 ‘glory’ t1ii /gorobmo! ‘glorious’

189. NASVADSF: !XVI <-* !XVmona/auj ‘IXV1-m inded’

fCt lgonot ont roi ‘democracy’ -> Ifl Igonotontromonal ‘democratic’

idhormol ‘religion’ -> in Id’ormomonaI ‘religlous’

190. NASVADSF: IXVI -> !XVman/adj ‘who has !XV/’

‘fame’ -> rnI?rr fk(a)timan! ‘famous’

Ibudd11il ‘intelligence’ <-> frr [buddhiman! ‘intelligent’

191 .NASVADSF: lXCl -> !XCmuklbor/adj ‘full cf /XC/’
fc1 [bar 5on/ raining’ -> ti [bar Sonmukhar/ ‘rainy’

trn 1ko laholi ‘loud and confused noise’ -> fkolaholmuk11ar/ ‘full cf

loud and ccnfused noise’

192.NASVADSF: 1XV!, -> !XVmuk’o/8u1 ‘having a face like !XV!’

tit im&’e! ‘girlïwoman’ <-> ccfl /m&’emuk11ol ‘having a face like a wcman’

]ic rai ‘horse’ lIacfl /ghoramukhol ‘having a face like a herse’
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193.NASVADSF: /XV/ <-> IXVfflOfld.,tOIadj with IXVI’

4/oorjo/ ‘wealth’f’magesty’ -> /oSorjomonc1.,ito/ ‘grand’/majestic’

rÏiï /afo11o/ ‘success’ -> /Safollomoncl,ito/ ‘successful’

194.NAADSF: IX!, <-> IXmuk”iladj ‘faced or oriented to IX!’

/purbo/ ‘east’ -> /purbomuk”i/ ‘facing the east’

ri IpocimI ‘west’ <-> ff6rt /pocimmuk1’i/ ‘facing the west

195. NASVADSF: IXVI, <-> IXVmulok/adj constituting IXVI’

1iît [badd”ota/ obligation ÷-> iJ1is Ibadd”otamulokl ‘obligatory’

nf /asti/ ‘punishment’ <-> Iici ISastimulokl punitive’

196. NAADSF: IXIn > /Xj UktO/adj ‘/X!-added’

Iar/ ‘manure’ -> ri /Sarjukto/ ‘with manure added’

manu ‘cream’ -> i /nonijukto/ ‘full-cream’

197.NASVADSF: IXaI -* /Xarto!adj ‘suffering from IXaI’

fl [kudha/ ‘hunger’ > ‘hungry’

îltriSnal’thirst’ ->‘fItrinarto/’thirsty’

198.NASVADSF: IXai -> IXart’iIadj ‘desirous to have iXaI’
I:I1 /Sikk’ ai ‘education’ -* lt’1 ISikk’art”iI ‘student’

fiii /bidda/ ‘learning’ -* ii Ibiddart”ii ‘learner’

199.NASVADSF: iXai ÷- /Xarho/adj ‘IXai worthy’

‘ii /prooij ai ‘praise’ -> v’rr IprooijarhoI’praise-worthy’

li Ininda! ‘condemnation’ -> ffii/nindarho/ ‘condemnable’

200.NAADSF: IXI,,> /Xroto/J busy in IX!’

[karma! ‘work’ <- f* 1ko rmo roto! ‘working’

flW /andolon/ ‘movement for some social or political cause’ -> iIIc1

/andolonrotoi ‘involved in movement for some social or political cause’

201 .NASVADSF: /XC/,, -* IXCrohitol8dj ‘somebody who has lost /XC/’

[bajjog(a)nI ‘knowledge or consciousness about external or surrounding

objects’ -> Ibajjog(a)nrohito/ ‘without knowledge or consciousness

about external or surrounding abjects’
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1J fkandogE(a)n/ ‘common sense’ -> if fkand,og(a)nrohito/ ‘lacking

common sense’

202.NASVADSF: IXVin +* iXV1Obd1O/adj ‘obtained through lxvi,

rNt ISad”onal ‘practice’ -> /Sadhona1obdIbo/ ‘resulting from practice’

IceaI ‘trying’/’endeavour’ <-> lci /ceStalobdho/ ‘resulting from an

endeavou r’

203.NASVADSF: iXVi <-> /XVlognO/adj ‘touching IXV1’

fkonthoi ‘thrcat’ ‘touching the throat’

Ibskkho/ ‘chest’ -> lbokkholagno/ ‘touching the chest’

204.NASVADSF: lXVhjghifl <_> iXVhighliadj ‘like iXVhighi’

rtn iSonai ‘gold’ -* ii’rt /Sonalii ‘cf golden colour’, ‘gold-like’

imeei ‘girl’ <-> citr lmee1ii ‘girl-like’

205.NAADSF: iXi -> iXlPSUiadj ‘avid for 1X1’

lort”of ‘money’ iorthol ipSui ‘avaricicus’

ii /dhoni ‘wealth’ -> ‘avariclous’

206.NAADSF: IXi, <-> iXSalil8dJ having a lot of iX!’
lprobhabi ‘influence’ -> rrit iprobhaba1ii ‘influential’

Iorthoi ‘money’ rrt iorthoSalii ‘rich’

207.NASVADSF: IXai -> /XaSoktoiadj ‘addicted to iXai’

[krirai ‘game’ -> /kriraSoktoi ‘profoundly attached to games’

‘ifl Ibe5a/ ‘prostitute’ -> tmr Ibe’aoktol’given to visiting prostitutes’

208.NASVADSF: iXCi, -> iXCSomponnoi3dJ ‘endowed with iXCi’

I Iguni ‘quality’ <-> irf /gunomponno/ ‘qualified’

imani ‘standard’ -> imanSomponnoi ‘standard’

209.NAADSF: iXi<> iXSOiadj ‘in keeping with IX!’

WT Ipochondol ‘choice’ -> ipochondoSoJi ‘in keeping with the choice’

icoloni ‘vogue’ -> iii lco1onSoi ‘in vogue’
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210.NAADSF: IXl -> IXSorjkrantoI8d concerning IX!

1wfl /mamlal ‘lawsuit’ ÷-* iii /mamlaSoukranto/ ‘concerning a lawsuit’

Inogori ‘city’ -> Inogor oijkranto/ ‘concerning the city’

211 .NASVADSF: lXul -> /XUSman/2d ‘rich in lXul’

Icokkkil ‘eye’ -> Ii /cokk’uSman/ ‘who can see’

rt Ia3Tul ‘age -> /&‘uSman/ ‘somebody who lives long’

212.NASVADSF: lXVl <-÷ IXVSatladj ‘reduced to lxvi’
JT/dhu1i/dust1 rrt/dhu1iSSat/1reduced to dust’

ôI ‘ashes’ ÷-> ‘wïi [bho S 56 ,Ç 5 at! ‘reduced to ashes’

213.NAADSF: lXl -> /X5apekkho/jdepending on IX!’

riIl Ialoconal ‘discussion’ trirr /alocona5apekkhol ‘something to
be decided after a discussion’
rtcr Ipromanl ‘proof’ -> ti lproman5apekkhol ‘something to be decided
upon the presentation of proof

214.NAADSF: iXifl + !XSU1Db1iadj ‘IXliike’

1kobi! ‘poet’ <-> [kobi 5ulob’7 ‘like a poet’

tiii Ibolar! ‘bowler’ -> tri fbolar5ulobhi ‘like a bowler’

215.NAADSF: ixifl !XSUcok!3dJ ‘expressing lxi’

Irt Ipro5oij5al ‘appreciation’ ÷-> rrrjs !pro5oij5a5ucokl ‘appreciative’

/folafoli ‘result’ ->ni lfolafol 5ucok/ showing the result’

216. NASVADSF: 1XC4, ,s /X05 j ‘!aj doing iXci’
fT{ Iunno’onl ‘development’ iiftr /unnoon5 il! ‘developing’

lsrij on! ‘creation’ -> ïfti !srij on5 ii/ ‘creative’

217. NAADSF: IXCNsyIIabIfl <> /XCNsyIIabSPO T 5 ‘adj ‘touching /XCNsyIIab!’

fît igogonl ‘sky’ -> l rîflgogonspor5iI ‘touching the sky’

/hrido/ ‘heart’ *-> wi/hridospor5i/ ‘touching the sky’

218.NAADSF: iXi, <-> !Xliara/adj’somebody who has lost IX!’

Igriho! ‘house’ -> Bfl !griholiarai ‘homeless’

w /5oj on! ‘relative’ -* ïkii /5ojonhara! ‘who has lost his relatives’
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219.NAADSF: lXl lXhflladj’Wht0Ut IX!’

t11 l5imal ‘boundary, limit’ ->tfl’i /5imahin/ ‘endiess, uniimited’

ï’’ncnI lj ogaj og/ ‘communication’ -> rtii lj ogaj oghin/ ‘without

communication’

220.NASMADPF: lXal ÷- lDXlaj ‘lacking lXal’

fl / ima/ ‘iimit’ b iml ‘uniimited’

lcetonal ‘sensation’ ÷-* Iocet on! ‘bereft of sensation’

221.NASMADPF: lXal -> lflfXladj ‘who does not have IXal’

ll /doa/ ‘mercy’ ->f /nirdo/ ‘cruel’

M la5al ‘hope’ -÷ frt’tlnira5l ‘frustrated’

222.NAADSMSF: lXmi!n<— lXlaj ‘the nature of IX!’

r’ii lai5 emi! ‘Iaziness’ -> rtir /ai Se! ‘iazy’

rI’t /noUrami/ ‘vileness’l’dirtiness’ -> rt1 lnor3ral ‘dirty’/’viie’

223.NASMADSF: lXal <> /X/aj ‘without lXal’

rn lliota5 al ‘frustration’ -> t’i /hota5/ ‘frustrated’

trnn /nira5al ‘despair, disappointment’ -÷ ttt /nira5/ ‘disappointed’

224.NAADSMSF: /Xap/-÷ /XDPtO/adj ‘affected by /Xap/’

Iuttapl ‘heat’ -> luttoptol ‘heated’

TI’flI lobhiSapl ‘curse’ <÷ 1/obhi5opto/ ‘cursed’

225.NAADSMSF: /XaC+Sd + palat/n (—> /XaC+Sttd +dentt 0’adj ‘/XaC÷strid + paiat/ed

/5ontra5/ ‘violence’ -> /5ontrosto/ ‘afraid’

[i fbinna5/ ‘classification’ -> f-p- [binnosto! ‘ciassified’

226.NAADSMSF: lCuC/-> /C0”C0/aj ‘reiated to ICuXI’

lmuil ‘base’ -> tr lmo1’iol ‘basic’

/rup/ ‘form’ -> t lropo/ ‘formai’

227.NAADSMSF: /CjC/’-> ICOCO/aj ‘of /CiX!’

!j ib/ ‘animai’ -> lj oboI ‘of animai’

I ib/ ‘the god Shiva’ ÷÷ l5o’bol ‘of Shiva’
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228.NAADSMSF: IXuCi, ÷-> IXOCkIadj ‘related to IXuCI’

/bhuti ‘ghost’ -> c’1 [bhotiki ‘ghostly’

imuli base c1l ‘basic’

229.NAADSMSF: /CDX0/fl /CaXik/ ‘related to ICaXoI’

Ij anti-o! ‘machine’ -> rr !j antrik/ ‘mechanical’

Itat toi ‘theory’ <-* ii itattiki ‘theoretical’

230.NAADSMSF: iCiXoi -> ICOXkIadj ‘related to ICiXo!’

ffr Iniargo! ‘nature’ -÷ !no 5argiki ‘natural

fr fbibahoi ‘marnage’ -* rd [bobahik/ ‘marrital’

231 .NAADSMSF: /CaX! -÷ !CaXik!adj’related to 1CaX1’

/daptar/ ‘office idaptariki ‘officiai’

It /arjgo.han/ ‘organization’ /Saijgothanik/ ‘organizational’

232.NAADSMSF: !(C)(C)oXi -* i(C)CaXikiadj ‘on the basis cf !(C)(C)oXi’

‘i /onuman! ‘guess’ -> rirrt ianumanikl ‘approximate’

ipromani ‘proof’ -> iifi /pramanikl ‘authoritative’

233.NAADSMSF: iXaC!-* iXOCtO/adj ‘who shows on does 1XaC!’

pr iucchai ‘an emotional or passionate outburst’ —> !ucchoitoi ‘very

enthusiastic’
/u11ai ‘rejoicing’ -> !uh1oitoi ‘nejoiced’

234.NAADSMSF: /Xar! ± IXft0Iadj ‘who/which has undergone IXari’

iÏi [bohiSkar! ‘expulsion’ -> /bohiSkritoi ‘expeiied’

‘iii !abiSkar! ‘discovery’ -* ‘iif !abiSkrito! ‘discovered’

235.NAADSMSF: !XoCi-iXuCei2d1’who does !XoC!’

Îci1 iamodl ‘merriment’ ÷-* r1 !amudei ‘humourous’

!rogor! ‘fun’ ÷-* !ragure! ‘funny’

236. NAADSMSF: !XVhighC!n > /XV+highC0/adj ‘0f !XVjgC!’

çfl igachi ‘tree’ titwt Igechoi ‘who ives on the tree’

i /bon! ‘forest’ <- fl /bunoi ‘who lives in the forest’, ‘wild’
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237. NAADSMSF: IXoÇ/n <-> /XUStOIadj having IXoCI’

/do Ç! ‘crime’ <-rn> /duS toi ‘criminal’

trI ire I ‘anger’ *-> w fruStoi ‘angry’

238.NAADSMSF: iXoCI <-> /XuCdho/adj’somebcdy who has undergone IXoCI’

t1 /obo rodhi ‘confinement’ -> iik labo ruddhol ‘confined’
,i5h,i ‘greed’ ÷-> I1ubd’ol ‘greedy’

239.NAADSMSF: IXitiI- IXOtkIadj concerning iXitii

ïR lrajnitil ‘politics’ -* tiî irajnotik/ ‘political’

tf Initii ‘morality’ -> Inotiki ‘moral’

240.NAADSMSF: iXVCln/adj /XCamil ‘nature cf IXVCI’

lpagoll ‘mad’ -> flWrÏ Ipaglami/ ‘madness’

ti Ifaj iii ‘flippant’ -> ifaj lamii ‘flippancy’

241 .NAADSMSF l(C)DXC/adj -> l(C)aXCCoi ‘quality cf f(C)oXCI’

ri 15e fol! ‘successful’ -> f5afollo/ ‘success’

wi /olo 5f ‘idle’ <-> wri !alo5 50! ‘idleness’

242. NAADSMSF: iCXCladj ‘> ICO’1XCCO1n ‘iCiXCIness’

fk Inikotl ‘near’ -> ii InokottoI ‘prcximity’

Idinl ‘poor’ -> ldonnoI ‘poverty’

243.NAADSMSF: i(C)UXIadj /(C)OXJQf ‘quality cf l(C)uX’

iwt fudar! ‘free-minded’ ‘free-mindedness’

I5undori ‘beautiful’ -> c1/5ondorjo/ ‘beauty’

244.NAADSMSF ICOXIadj<> iCaXjoi ‘quality cf ICoXI’

i Icoturl ‘clever’, ‘cunning’ -> 5t !caturj o! ‘cleverness’
lmodhurl ‘sweet’, ‘pleasant’ -> !madhurj oI ‘sweetness’, ‘beauty’

245. NASVADCF: ICXl <-> IDCX”0Iadj ‘un-/CXI-able’

lporiborton/ ‘change’ loporibortoni’o/ ‘unchangeable’

R’t [bi 55 ôronl ‘oblivion’ <-> iobi 55 ôronio/ ‘unforgettable’
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246.NASVADCF: !CVC4 ÷÷ Ico’1CVCaIadj having four !CVC!’

z1cI /konl angle’ -> ttn /cokona/ ‘having four angles

IcalI ‘roof’ <-> 1in ‘having four roofs’

247.NASVADCF: /CVC4, fbeCVCa/3d without /CVC/’

/talI ‘rythme -* ciicii !betalal ‘failing in rythme’

ISurI ‘tune’ ti1 [beSural ‘failing in tune’

248.NASVADCF: !CXCI, -* [beXCiI ‘who does flot do !CXCI’

Jkh1/ ‘act of remembering’ -* tflflt /bekheali/ ‘who cannot remember’

rru Inamajl ‘Islamic prayer’ -> nrî* /benamaj il ‘a Muslim who does flot say his

prayer’

249.NASVADCF: !CVC/> !bOhUCVC!adj having many !CVC!s’

ii Irupl ‘form’ -> fbohurupi/ ‘capable of taking different forms’

yi !mukh/ ‘mouth’/’orientation’ ÷-> [bohumuk’i/ ‘multi-lateral’

250.NASMADCF: !CVXC!n <> !OCOXCk/adj ‘lacking /CVXC!’

ti fbet on! ‘salary’ -÷ IobotonikI ‘honorary’, ‘without salary’

fnitil ‘moral’ fonoLik! ‘immoral’

251 .NASMADCF: IXo’7 -> IoXeoIadj ‘impossible to achieve IXo”I’

f11i !poraj o! ‘defeat -> iritî !oporaj ego! ‘unconquerable’

fj oI ‘victory’ -> /oj eoI ‘unconquerable’

252.NASMADCF: ICXa!n +> /SDCXOIadJ ‘with /CXa/’

r1 /loj jal ‘shyness’ -> ISolojjoI ‘with shyness’

:fF1 /srodd1’a! ‘respect’ -> !Sosroddho! ‘with respect’

253.NASVADPJ: /CXIn > ftkCX!adj ‘of the same !CX!’

!mot! ‘opinion’ -> !ckmot! ‘of the same opinion’ïunanimous’

/j ot! ‘group’,’union’- /ckj ot! ‘united’ ‘of the same group’

254.NASVADPJ: !CX! ÷-> !(bi)gotoCX!adj ‘leaving behind /CXI’

t”fl !Sok/ ‘mourning’,’grief’ -> (1 t’trr /(bi)gotook! ‘passed one’s mourning’

/jobon! ‘youth’ ()c1 !(bi)gtoJobn! ‘passed one’s youth’
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255.NASVADPJ: ICXIn÷> IhOtOCXIadj ‘having Tost ICXI’

5N /bhaggo/ ‘good luck’, ‘Iuck’, ‘fate’ -> N3 /hotobhaggo/ ‘unfortunate’

t1 /gorb/ ‘glory’ -> /htogorb/ ‘deprived cf glory’

256.NASVADPJ: ICXI -> /fUddhDCX/adj ‘with a closed or stopped /CXI’

/darl ‘door’ -> /ruddhodar/ ‘closed-door’

ir IaI ‘breath’ -> rti /ruddhoS aS! ‘breathless’

257.NAADSMPJ: /CXaIn -> /dirg”oCX!adj having long ICXaI’

ff Igribal ‘neck’ -> Idirg’’ogribI ‘Iong-necked’

Tfl /k&’aI ‘body’ ÷-> f1T IdirghokaYl ‘tau’

258. NASVADSJ: !XC4 -> /XCacchonno/adj ‘full cf IXCI’

Iond’okarI ‘dark’ —> /ondhokarcchonno/ ‘dark’

rr I5okI ‘grief’,’mcurning’ -> trîr ISokacchonnol ‘severely stricken by grief’

259.NASVADSJ: !XC41 <-÷ IXCaftOfadj ‘suffering from IXCI’

1i Ikaml ‘sex-urge’ ÷—> [kamarto! ‘stricken by sex-urge’

Irogl ‘disease, ‘sickness’ tnfl’IrogartoI ‘sick’

260.NASVADS]: IXC! -> IXCaSoktoladj addicted to IXCI’

ti [kaml ‘sexual intercourse’ [kama5oktol ‘libidinous’, ‘lustful’

nt Ipanl ‘having alcoholic drinks’ -* /pana5oktol ‘addicted to alcoholic

drinks’

261 .NASVADSJ: !XC! -> !XCkhataladj,fl ‘who has been in /XCI’

ttIje1I’jaiI’ *tFflT/Je1khata/who has been injail’

Ihaj ot! ‘custody’<-> irii /haj otk’ata! ‘who has been in custody’

262.NAADSJ: IXI <-> IXgori5toladj ‘with IX! majority’

iIii /muslim/ ‘muslim’ -> Imus1imgori5o/ ‘with majcrity cf muslim’

f9jhindu/ ‘hindu’ <—1rl* /hindugori5o/ ‘with a majority cf hindu’

263.NAADSJ: IXI -> /XghQnQ/3ujfuui cf IX!’

Iabegl ‘passion’ -> ritri Iabegghonol ‘passionate’

rî lanondol ‘pleasur& <-> iiii /anondog’ono/ ‘pleasant’
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264.NAADSJ: IXi -> IXcinnitoI bearing the sign cf IX!’

tiT itarokai ‘star’ -> ttfM Itarokacinnitol ‘marked with a a sign cf star’

l It,iki ‘tick’ -> /tikcinnito/ ‘marked with tick’

265.NASVADSJ: iXCI÷÷ /XCcharaiadj eut cf /X0!’

flN /gr ami ‘village’ <-> is Igramc”aral ‘eut cf village’

tr’i ide 5/ ‘country’ -÷ tt1wt ide 5 &ara/ ‘eut cf the country’

266.NAADS]: iXin ,‘ IX]Ukt Oladj ‘IXIed’

i5ondehoi ‘suspicion’ -> /5andehojuktoi ‘suspected’

tr isilI ‘seal’ ÷-> cij /siljukto/ ‘sealed’

267. NAADSJ: iXi -> iXfr(a)giladj ‘who has Ieft IX!’
9f ipokkhOi ‘side’, ‘party’ -> f1TT /pokk’otE(a)gi/ ‘who has left his party or group’

!doli ‘party’, ‘group’ -> /doltE(a)gi/ ‘who has Ieft his party or group’

268.NAADSJ: /XI + /XPOfl/adj ‘ready te loose IX! for some cause’

ipran/ ‘life’ rtctM /pranpon/ ‘determined te do or obtain something even at

the cost cf life’
/ orbo 55o/ ‘everything one possesses’ ÷÷ rfii / orbo 55 opon! ‘determined

to do or obtain something even at the risk cf losing everything’

269.NAADSJ: IXI <- /Xpagol/adj ‘mad for IX!’

ffcrt /sinema/ ‘cinema’ <-> Tin /sinemapagol/ ‘cinema enthusiast’

[kaj! ‘work’ -> i1i /kajpagol/ ‘workaholic’

270.NASVADSJ: iXVin ,‘ !XVbjObhOl/adj ‘overwhelmed with IXV/’

t1 /bedona/ ‘pain’ -> cîIfci fbedonabiobhol/ ‘overwhelmed with pain’

/dukkho/ ‘distress’ /dukkhobiobhol/ ‘overwhelmed with distress’

271 .NASVADSJ: IXC/ -> IXCpat1aI2d incapable cf controlling cne’s 1X01’
/mukhi ‘mouth’ /mukhpatla/ ‘who can say anything’

ti fkan/ ‘ear’ -> tflrî ikanpatla/ ‘credulous’,’who believes everything without

much evidence’

272.NAADSJ: IX!, ÷-> /Xprodhan/adj ‘mostly iX!’

N /gri 555/ ‘sum mer’ -> Igri 5 Sôprodtlan/ ‘tropical’

iii /muslim/ ‘Muslim’ -> irti imuslimprod”an/ ‘with Muslim majority’
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273.NAADSJ: IXI -> IXprapt Oladj ‘who has got IX!’

[bharl ‘duty’, ‘responsibility’, ‘charge’ +-> [bharpraptol ‘who has the

responsibility of doing something’
1fl IS aj al ‘punishment’ -> mîrt ISa] apraptol ‘punished’

274. NASVADSJ: /XVNsyIIabIn > /XVNsyIIabPT apt O’adj ‘/XVNsyIIab/-ed’

/dhorj5o/ ‘destruction’ -> /d”o5oprapto/ ‘destroyed’

PkhD7 ‘decay’ -> ii [kha1praptoI ‘decayed’

275.NASVADSJ: /XV4 ÷-> /XVpra/adj about to be IXVI’

5f IondhoI ‘blind’ -> rtï Iondhopr&I ‘almost blind’

/mritol ‘dead’ —> W /mritopra/ ‘almost dead’, ‘dying’

276.NAADSJ: IX!,, *-* lXprP’ol, ‘who likes IX!’

/ anti! ‘peace’ <-> n1t /5antiprio/ ‘who likes peace’

5i’ fbhoj3n/ ‘eating’

277.NAADSJ: /X/n > lXboddholadjcunited in IX!’
l50hl ‘club’, ‘group’ -> /5ag’abadd”o/ ‘united in a group’

ldalI ‘group’ -> ldo1badd’ol ‘united in a group’

278.NASVADSJ: /XV/n > /XVbOddhO/adj ‘limited within /XV/’

wi I5imal ‘limit’ -> I5imabodd”o! ‘limited’

tf Igond,il ‘limit’ <-> rf Igondibodd”oI ‘limited’

279.NAADSJ: IX!,, > lXbfflUk’Iadj ‘who does not like his IX!’

ti /kartobbol ‘duty’ -> i1i [kart obbobimukh/ ‘undutiful’

!5oj on! ‘relative’ -> lSo]onbimukll ‘who does not like his relatives’

280.NAADSJ: IX!,, -> /Xbiruddho/adj ‘against IX!’

f Ini’omI ‘rule’ ÷-> /niombiruddho/ ‘contrary to the rules”

tf Initil ‘principles’, ‘morals’ -> /nitibiruddho/ ‘contrary to the morals’

281 NAADSJ: IX!,, -> IXb”oraI8 IX! full of something’
9f Ipoketl ‘pocket’ -> i’i1 Ipoketb’oraI ‘pocket-full’

r1 lthala! ‘plate’ -> tt’fl It1a1abhoraI ‘plate-full’
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282.NAADSJ: iXin > /Xb1roSto/adj’some one or something that has vioiated IX!’

1rî IniomI ‘rule’, ‘custom’ -* /niombhroSto/ ‘infringer of rules or customs’

id’ormo/ ‘religion’ -> /dhormobhro S toi ‘failen from one’s religious belief’

283.NAADSJ: /X/ -> IXmognolauj ‘absorbed in IX!’

iWi /dhc(a)n/ ‘meditation’ -> ifli Idhc(a)nmognol ‘meditating’

rî /anondo/ ‘pleasure’ -* rtr lanondomognol ‘absorbed in pleasure’

284.NAADSJ: iXi -> iXmuktoiadi ‘free from X’

f’f /bipodl ‘danger’ -> Jbipodmuktoi ‘out of ail danger’

t’tt /a5onka/ ‘fear’ -> Ia5onkamuk-tol ‘free from ail fears’

285.NAADSJ: !Xin <> iXSOU9OtO!adj ‘consistent with IX!’

T1 ian! ‘iaw’ <- /a3n5oijgotoi ‘legai’

!jukti/ ‘reason’ ‘it ijukti5ogoto/ ‘conforming to reason’,
reasona ble’

286.NAADSJ: !X!-> !X5ondhaniladj ‘who s aiways after IX!’
fl5I !5uj og! ‘opportunity’ <-> i5uj og5ond”ani/ ‘opportunist’
f!orthoi ‘money’ ÷-> iortho5andtanii ‘avaricious’

287.NAADSJ: IXi ÷-> iX5omprikto/adj related to IX!’

/raj niti! ‘politics’ -> /rajniti5omprikto! ‘reiated with
politics’
rî la3 n! ‘Iaw’ -> Ii-” !an5ompriktoI ‘related with law’

288 NAADSJ: iXi -> !X ommoto/adj ‘consistent with IX!’

jijuktii ‘reason’ ÷+i i]ukti5Dmmoto! ‘conforming to reason’,
‘reasonabie’
rî Ian! ‘law’ -> Ian5ommotoI ‘legal’

289.NASVADSJ: /XV!,, -> /XV5ohi5nu/8dJ ‘who can toierate !XV1’

Ikoftoi ‘hardship’ -> /koSto5ohi5nu/ ‘painstaking’, ‘able to undergo
ha rdshi p’

/dukkhoi ‘distress’, ‘hardship’ <-> Idukkho 5 ohi 5nui ‘abie to undergo
distress or hardship’
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290.NAADSJ: /XI <-> IXSorboS .O/adj having nothing to show but IX!’

Idehol ‘body’ -> i’fi IdehoorboSoI ‘having nothing ta show but ones body’

ïïW IfonI fashion’ -> ii IfF onorboÇo/ having nothing ta show but

the fashion one follows’

291.NAADSJ: IXI -> /XSar/adj’reduced ta IX!’

fkoijkal/ ‘skeleton’ -> icvi[ [koukalSar! ‘reduced ta skeleton’, ‘skinny’

ii /hadd,i/ ‘bones’ +-> iîii Ihadd.,iSarI reduced ta bones’, ‘skinny’

292. NAADSJ: 1X4, -÷ /Xob”ab/adj’having the nature cf IX!’

rI mari! ‘waman’ <-> tt’T Inariob1’abI ‘having the nature cf woman’, ‘waman

ke’
9flf /pagol/ ‘mad’ -> flli ‘mad-like’

293.NAADSJ: /X/n <> IXhflIadjWhO does not have IX!’

/grilio/ ‘house, home’ <-> /grihohin/ ‘homeless’

IS oj on! ‘relative’ -> îi /bhumihin/ ‘who does flot have any relative’

Noun-Adjective Meta-strategies: ‘concatenate an argument verbal to a noun’

294.MetaNAADSJ: 1X4, +-> IXYIadj ‘1Y1-ed 1X1’
tT /cen/ ‘zipper’ <-> 6IITÎ /cenkhola/ ‘with zipper unfastened’

/jhajOT/ ‘valance’ -> 4îN11 Ij halorkat al ‘with valance’

295.MetaNAADSJ: IXI <-> IXYIadj ‘used to do IYI to IX!’
ImarjSoI ‘meat’ -> lmauSokatal ‘used for cutting meat’

fbgh/ ‘tiger’ -> îrni [bagmaral ‘used for killing a tiger’

296.MetaNASVADSJ: IXCI -> IXeYIadj ‘IYI by IXCI’
/bagh/ ‘tiger’ -> i’n fbagekhawaI ‘eaten by a tiger’

w lapl ‘snake’ ÷-> /Sapekata/ ‘bitten by a snake’

Noun-Adjective Meta-strategies: ‘concatenate an adjective to a noun’

297.MetaNAADPJ: IX1n +* IYXIadj ‘having a IYI type of IX!’
lSonkolpo! ‘resove’, ‘a solemn vow’ -> /driroSonkolpo/ ‘resolute’,

‘firmly resolved’
ifizi lcoritrol ‘character’ -> fiz ladorSocoritrol ‘cf ideal character’
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298.MetaNAADSJ: IXI ++ IXYIadj ‘IYI with 1X1’
t9I /donno/ ‘misery’ -* itI /donnopirito/ suffering from misery’

t Isnehol ‘affection’ -> iu Isnehod”onnol ‘blessed with the affection’

299.MetaNAADSJ: IXIn > IXYIadj ‘IYI VjS VjS IX!’
i /dolI ‘party’, ‘group’-> fii /dalniropekk”o/ ‘impartial, neutral ta any party

or group’
/gorbhopat/ ‘abortion’ -> ficilt /gorbhopatbirodhi/ ‘who is against

the practice of abortion’

300.MetaNAADSJ: IXI <-÷ IXYIadj ‘IYI by 1X1’
‘ï Iami/ ‘husband’ -> t] /amioliagi/ ‘loved by one’s husband’

‘ /guru/ ‘guru’ —> /gurudotto/ ‘given by one’s guru’

301 .MetaNAADSJ: IXI > IXYIadj ‘IYI jfl IX!’
/nritto/ ‘dance’ -> /nrittopou/ ‘expert in dance’

wTif /ridrogl ‘heart deasease’ <->ffi /ridrogbiSeSoggô/ ‘heart

specialist’

302.MetaNAADSJ: IXI +* /XYIauj’Y in X’
‘it /1onc1on/ ‘London’<—> /lonclpnprobaS il ‘living in London as a

foreigner’
Ifa1I ‘file’ -> /fa1bondi/ ‘put in a file’

303.MetaNAADSJ: IXI ÷-> /XY/adj ‘IYI with IX!’
Irokto/ ‘blood’ -> in Iroktomakhal ‘spotted, daubed or smeared with blood’

fi IdimI ‘egg’ -> îii Id,,imbhoral ‘full of eggs’

304.NASBSF: IXoI,, -> IXolI8d ‘showing the existence of a lot of IXoI’

ImaijoI ‘meat’ <-÷ fl Imaija1I ‘fleshy’

t5 /kaftho/ ‘wood’ -t fkaStholI ‘woody’

305.NASBSF: /XaI -> IXoni’oI8dJ ‘worth of IXaI’

‘rn IproSorjSal praise’ -* I1 /proorjoniYo/ ‘praiseworthy, ‘to be praised’
Iporjkkhal ‘examination’ -> /porikkhoniYo/ ‘ta be examined’

306.NASBSF: IXoI <-> /XaktOladj ‘covered with /Xo/’
IghormoI ‘sweat’ -> rfr Ighormaktol ‘wet with perspiration’

Iroktol ‘blood’ -* Iroktaktol ‘wet with blood’
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307.NASBSF: IXaS/ ÷-> IXostoI8dJ ‘/XaSI-ed’
Dfi)l iobbhaS/ ‘habit’ -> iobbhosto/ ‘habituated’

iîn ia aI ‘assurance’ -> /a,Ç Sosto! ‘assured’

308.NASBSF: lXoIfl->IXagotoIadj’arrived and staying near/Xo/’
p0h ‘throat’ ît fkflhagoto/ ‘arrived and staying near the throat’

IoSthol ‘leap’ -> ‘*tr /oSthagoto/ ‘arrived and staying near the Iips’

309.NASBSF: /XO/n/Num > iXad”ik/adj ‘more than IXoi’

iotoI ‘hundred’ -> rif IotadhikI ‘more than hundred’

Iput roi ‘son’ -> tî /putradhik/ ‘more than a son’

310. NASBSF: IXo/ /Xadhjn/adj ‘under iXo/’

cri /netrittol ‘leadership’ c91t /netrittadhinf ‘under the leadership’

[kortrittol ‘rule, authority’ <-> TtT fkortrittadhini ‘under the rule or

authority’

311.NASBSF: IXoi- /XanneÇi/j ‘who aiways try to find some iXoi’
Içarthoi ‘self-interest’ <—> iftc /SarthlanneS ii ‘self-seeker’

1 ichidro! ‘a hole’, ‘a fault’ <-> fic /chidrannei/ ‘fault-seeker’

312. NASBSF: IXo/ -> IXandh / blind with IXol’
/Sarthof ‘self-inerest’ <-* 1*i Iart’and’oi ‘biased by self-interest’, ‘an

adament self-seeker’
t isnehol ‘affection’ -> ti /snehandho/ ‘biased by one’s affection for
somebody’

313.NASBSF: IXo/ ÷->/Xahari/3dJ,fl’who eats /XoI’

1rimauSoi ‘meat’ ÷ît ImaijaliariI ‘who eats meat’

WiT imot Soi ‘fish’ -> imot5aharil ‘who eats fish’

314.NASBSF: IXOIr+-> IXatitl8dJ beyond the scope oflXoi’

rî i5addhol ‘capacity’ _> riT I5addhatiti ‘beyond the capacity’

[bakkoi speech’/’sentence’ -> iitl’ fbakkat iii ‘beyond the (capacity) of
speach’
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315.NASBSF: IXoIri+- /XabiSto/SdJ thoroughly absorbed in IXol’

/sneho/ ‘affection’ -> /snehabi ‘thoroughly absorbed in affection’

trt/moho/ ‘mental obsession’ -> ciIR ImohabiStol ‘thoroughly absorbed in

mental obsession’

316.NASBSF: IXo/ -> IXaSiI8dJ IXoI-eater’

rtr ImarjoI ‘meat’ -> nrrft ImaijaiI ‘carnivorous, meat-eater’

NÏ3 ImotoI ‘fish’ -> ImotSaSil ‘piscivorous, fish-eater’

317.NASBSF: IXOIn > /Xik/adj’haVing the quality ofIXoI’

iiîi ISahittol ‘literature’ -> /ahittik/ ‘a literary writer’

/kabbo/ ‘poetry’ -> 4fi fkabbik/ ‘poetic’

318.NASBSF: IXOIn +> /XtOIadj having IXoI’

f /cinno/ ‘sign’I’mark’ ->f /cinnito/ ‘marked’
Idukkhol ‘sorrow’<-> /dukkhito/ ‘sorry’

319.NASBSF: IXaI IXtOIadj ‘/Xa/-ed’

4Ni Iporikkhal ‘examination’ -> /porikkhito/ ‘examined’/’tested’

f 1/Sikkha/education <_t/ikkhito/educated

320.NASBSF: /XVn/ > IXtOIadJ ‘/XVon/-ed’

ffrfr /nirbacon/ ‘election’ <-> lrt /nirbacito/ ‘elected’
fct /nirman/ ‘construction’ —> iI /nirmito/ ‘construction’

321 .NASBSF: /Xo’I <+ /XtOIadj IXo/ed’

9f11T /poraj DI ‘defeat’ -> irif Iporaj ito/ ‘defeated’

/ob’ino’? ‘acting’ -> /obhjnjto/ performed’, ‘staged’, ‘acted’

322.NASBSF: IXYIn > IXtOIadj who has iXi’

jpj /j1yjY/ ‘politeness’ <—> 1t fbinito/ ‘polite’
[i0h0Y/ ‘fear’ -÷ /jhjto/ ‘afraid’

323.NASBSF: IXD’/ <-> /Xi”oman/adj ‘undergoing /X&”I’

TT /udo7 ‘rising’ -> Iudi3Tomanl ‘rising’
jcf /njrnoY/ ‘ascertainment’ -> rni /nirni’oman/ ‘something that is being

ascertained’, ‘under ascertainment’
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324.NASBSF: IXOIn > /Xl/adj ‘full or IXol’

f[borno! ‘colour’ ->1fri /bornil/’coloured’

/5opnol ‘dream’ -> I5opnilI ‘full cf dreams’

325.NASBSF: IXaI > IXOIadj ‘something that deserves te be object of /Xa/’

ni Iprarthonal ‘prayerV’solicitation’ !prarthonio/ ‘te be solicited’

ifl /puj al ‘worship’, ‘respect’ <-> /puj oniol ‘respectable’

326.NASBSF: IXal <-> /XU/adj’WhO has /XaI’
9h3

5 al ‘willingness te murder’ > / jhSu! ‘desirous cf

mu rderi ng’
Tii /jigg5a/ ‘question’, ‘desire te know’ ÷-> lljigg5ul ‘inquisitive’

327.NASBSF: lXV/-> lXtutoladj ‘son/daughter of/XVI’

Ifî/pi5il’paternal aunt’ /pi5tuto/’related te paternal aunt’

‘paternal uncle’-> /khurtuto/ ‘related te paternal uncle’

328.NASBSF: !Xan/ <-> IXeo!adj ‘something that should undergo lXanl or

scheduled te undergo !Xanl’

Ii lonu5t”an/ ‘celebration’! ‘ritual’ -> lonu5th&ol ‘should be observed or

celebrated’
flj lgan! ‘song’ fli lgeo! ‘should be sung’

329.NASBSF: !XaC! -> lXeo!adj ‘possible te do IXaCI’

/onuman! ‘guess’ -> Ionumeo! ‘conjecturable’, ‘deducible’

d1i /porimapl ‘measurement’ -> ritti lporimeol ‘measurable’

330.NASBSF: !XoI8dJ-> IXaij5oI ‘IXol portion cf something’

!5olpo! ‘a few’ -> /Solpau5o! ‘a small portion’
/ordho! ‘half’ -> kt lordhaIJSol ‘a half’

331.NASBSF: lXOladj +-> IXabo5e5I’remainder cf something that has

become IXol’
ldogdhoI ‘burned’ ÷-* 1ttt ldogdhabo Se 5! ‘remainder after burning’

‘eaten’ +- ro lbhuktabo5e5l ‘remainder after eating’
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332.NASBSF /XOiadj -> /Xami/’activities cf a /Xo/ person’

/du’ toi ‘naughty’/’wicked’ ÷-* iduStamii ‘naughtinessV’mischief’

Inotoi ‘unchaste 1!noStami/ unchaste activities

333.NASBSF: iXOIadj<> IXi4, ‘who has /XiI

iklantol ‘tired’ t1 /klantii ‘tiredness’

Itripto/ ‘satisfied’ Itriptil ‘satisfaction’

334.NASBSF: iXi! /Xo/ ‘something that has been experienced with /Xi/’

/onub”uti/ ‘sensation’!’feeling’ -> /onub’uto/ ‘feit’

Idritii ‘vision’ Idrit,oI ‘seen’

335.NASBSF: IXeladj <-> IXaniI ‘having the sensation of!Xe/ type pain’

c1 !konkne/ ‘heavy’ (used exclusively with pain)’ ÷-* iiiî /konkonani/

‘having the sensation of a kind of heavy pain’
it !cincine/ ‘light (used exclusively with pain)’ -> &ifï /cincinani/ ‘having

the sensation of a kind of light pain’

336.NASBSF: /XOIadj -> IXikoronI ‘act of making something IXo/’

/pobit roi ‘sacred’ iict /pobitrikoron! ‘sanctification’!

I5uddhol ‘pure’ -> tt /Suddhikoron/ ‘purification’

337.NAADSMSBSF: !XCoron! -> IXCritoladj ‘!XCoronl-ed’

ft Jbiboron/ ‘description’ -> f [bibrito! ‘described’

irit Iopohoron! ‘kidnap’ -> Ioparitol ‘kidnapped’

338. NASBSMSF: ICV.hjghXa!fl > !CV+tigiiXi t O/adj ‘/CVhighXa/ed’

ït !loj j al ‘shyness’, ‘shame’ <-> ‘rr !loj] ito! ‘ashamed’

tt Ioijka/ ‘fear’ -> tf loijkito/ ‘afraid’

339. NAS BSMSF: /XVhjghCona/fl > !XV+iughC t O/adj ‘!XVhighCofla/ed’

i1 !bornona! ‘description’ -> fbornito/ ‘described’

lporikolpona! ‘plan’ /porikolpito/ ‘planned’

340.NASBSMSF: !CVhIghXV/fl -> /Cv+hj9hxlb UtO/adj ‘transformed into !CVhighXV/’

[bhoSS5/ ‘ash’ hoSSjbhuto/ ‘reduced to ashes’

rTISi1aI ‘stone’ /Silib”uto!’transformed to stone’
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341 .NASBSMSF: /CVhighXOfl/n > /CV+igiX SflU/adj ‘/CVhighXOfl/iflg’

lbordhon/ ‘growth’ fbordhiSnu/ ‘growing’

/colon/ ‘act cf moving’ Icoli,Ç nul ‘something that moves’

342.NASBCF: IXa/ + IOXOIadj ‘flot possible to do IXaI’

4rt /bornona/ ‘description’ ÷-* Iobornoniol ‘indescribable’

tÎ fkolpona/ ‘imagination’ ÷-* /akolponio/ ‘unimaginable’

343.NASBCF: IXaI <-÷ /btOXOIadj ‘who has lost IXaI’

1I Isrodd’aI ‘respect’ <-> ri fbitosroddhol ‘disgusted’

‘I Isprihal ‘desire’ -* /bitospriho/ ‘disinclined’

344.NASBCF: /Xa/<-÷ IflSXOIadj ‘without lXal’

/ orjkal ‘fear’ mi oijkol ‘fearless’

t1 IceaI ‘effort’ -> ft /niSceSto/ ‘effortless’

345.NARD: /Xl -> lXXladj like IX!’
/barl ‘bridegroom’ - [borbari ‘bridegroom-like’

ttt /m&’el ‘girl’ ÷—> /meemee/ ‘giri-like’

346.NAdvSVADPF: /CX/, -÷ IaCXladv ‘since ICXI’
j lj onmol ‘birth’ -> 5iii laj onmo/ ‘since birth’

f5o Sob/ ‘childhood’ nt’t la5o5 obi ‘since childhood’

347.NAdvSVADPF: /CX/ -> /ciroCX/3, ‘during ail ICXî

/din/ ‘day’ -> if.i lcirodinl ‘during ail the days’, ‘aiways’

[kal! ‘time’ *- twr /cirokal/ ‘during ail the time’, ‘aiways’

348.NAdvSVADSF: /XC/n Y’,’ IXCOtOIadv ‘according to IXCI’

/niom/ ‘rule’ <-> lrr /niomoto/ ‘according to the rule’
ii /aJn/ ‘rule’ -> /anotoI ‘according to the ruie’

349.NAdvSVADSF: IXaI <-> IXaIadv ‘due to IXaI’

îIijI [bodannota/ ‘generosity’ ÷-> Ibodannota/ ‘due to the generosity’
51[Î1 b adhut al ‘dishonesty’ <-> 1t b ad’ut a’I ‘due to the dishonest’
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350.NAdvSVADSF: lXCl ÷-> /XCanuSare/adv ‘according ta IXCI’

li Ini’omI ‘rule’ -> trliIci /ni’omanuare/ ‘according to the rules’

ntIa3nI ‘Iaw’ inrtt /ananuS are! ‘according to the Iaw’

351.NAdvSVADSF: lXCl -> !XCanuJ&’i/av’according ta IXCI’

1rt Ini’oml ‘rule’ -* /niomanuj &i/ ‘according ta the rules’

Ia n! ‘Iaw’ -> Ia nanuj aiI accarding ta the Iaw’

352.NAdvSVADSF: !XC!, -* !XCelauv’due ta /X0!’

ff !porisroml ‘hard wark’ <-> ifijt /porisrome/ ‘due ta hard work’

IoSukh/ ‘disease -> pi IoSukhel ‘due ta disease’

353.NAdvSVADSF: /XC! -> IXCe!adv ‘fallowing 1X0!’

/onurodl/ ‘request -> ciI lonurod’el ‘follawing the request’

rt /upode5/ ‘advice ÷-> iitodI /upode5e/ ‘follawing the advice’

354.NAdvADSF: lXl-> /Xkrome/8dV follawing IX!’

t’I fade 5/ ‘arder’ -> 1tt lade5kromel ‘fallowing the arder cf

irt fpro5rnjgo! ‘context’ -> ci lpro5oijgokromel ‘in the cantext af’

355. NAUvADS F: /X/ ÷-* !XPurbOkfadv ‘with IX!’

c lj or! ‘force’ -> tnj lj orpurbok/ ‘by farce’

t licc”al ‘wiII’ -* lic c’apurbokI ‘willingly’

356.NAdvADSF: lXl <-> !Xbpi/v’during IX!’

wi !ma5l ‘month’ -> /ma5bpi/ ‘during the whale manth’

tl5optahof ‘week’ it/5optahobpi/ ‘during the whale week’

357.NAdvSVADSF: /XV/<> lXVbDSOtOladv ‘due ta /XV/’
ldurbhaggol ‘misfortune’ -> 11wl /durb’’aggobo 5ot o! ‘unfortunately’

Miiri !o5abdhanot al ‘carelessness’ -> Mi’i lo5abdhanotabo5otol

‘due ta carelessness’

358.NAdvADSF: lXl IXb”oreladv’with IX!’
/krodhl ‘anger’ <-* /krodhbhore/ ‘angrily’

/ghjfl/ ‘hatred’ !ghrinabhore! ‘with hatred’
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359.NAUvADSF: lXIn > IXfllOtOIadv ‘accotding to IX!’

iwî/poramor5oI ‘advice’ -> iwN/poramor5omoto/ ‘according to the advice’

1ï /niom/ ‘rule’ -> /ni’ommato/ ‘according to the rule’

360.NAdvADSF: IXI -> /Xmote/V ‘according to IX!’

MÏ/poramor5oI ‘advice’ -> /poramor5omote/ ‘according to the advice’

fi Ini’omI ‘rule’ +-* c’ IniommoteI ‘according to the rule’

361 .NAUvADSF: IX!, -> /Xmotabek/adv ‘according to IX!’

¶mflporamor5ol ‘advice’ ÷-> lparamor5omotabekl ‘according to the

advice’
trT lni’aml ‘rule’ -> flcii /ni’ommotabek/ ‘according to the rule’

362.NAUvADSF: lXl -> /Xjure/3dV’aiI over IX!’

[bi S 5o1 ‘world’ -> [bi 5 5oj urel ‘ail over the world’

rf lmarkelj ‘market’ ÷—> !marketjure/ ‘ail over the market’

363.NAdvADSF: 1X4, -> IX]ogeladv ‘with IX!’

tl ‘boat’ -> c lci1I /nokaj ogel ‘by boat’

irt Ibimanl ‘aeroplane’ -> icIc !bimanj ogel ‘by aeroplane’

364. NAdvSVADSF: IXVNsyIIab!n /XVNsyiia, S DhO/uv ‘with /XVALsyIIab/’

Ibol ‘book’ <-> Ibo 5ohol ‘with bocks’

los(t)rol ‘arms’ <-* Ios(t)ro5ohol ‘with arms’

365.NAdvSVADSF: /XV4, -> IXVSohokare/adv ‘with /XV/’

rt /ut 5ahol ‘zeal’ +-> /ut 5aho5ohokarel ‘zealously’

rIf lagrohol ‘eagerness’ <-> lrR /agroho5ohokare/ ‘eagerly’

366.NAdvADSF: 1X4, -> lXbiSeSeIadv ‘depending Ofl IX!’

jf [bgkti! ‘person’ [bktibi5e5e/ ‘depending on the person’

tt Ist”ani ‘place’ Ic’t !st’anbi5e Se! ‘depending on the place’

367. NAdvADSF: IXCNsyIIabIn + /XCRLsyjia, 5 Ubd&ajv ‘Ïfl reference

to IXCNsyIIab/ cf two persons
!gram/ ‘village’ /gram5ubade/ ‘in reference te the fact thattwo

persons have been resident cf the same village’
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iIri IporicaI ‘acquaintance’ ÷- rci IporicoY5ubadel ‘in reference to the
fact that two persans are known ta each other’

368.NAdvSVADSF: lxvi, -> 1XVcc’o1eI8d in disguise 0f IXVï
zit1 [kriral ‘game’ -> PIcci fkrirac&’oleI in pretence 0f game’

Igolpo/ ‘story’ -* cci /ga1poc&o1e/ in pretence of story’

369.NAdvSVADSF: IXCI -> lXCeladv ‘depending on 1X01’

/andaj/ ‘guess’ -> 5itoi /andaje/ ‘by guess’

frri Iond’obiSaS/ superstition’ -> ïWr Iond’obi.\’SaSeI ‘out cf
superstition’

370. NAdvSVADSF: 1X0!,, -> IXCe!adv ‘because of 1X01’

ïc [kopaldo l ‘bad luck’ <-> [kopaldo Se! ‘because of bad luck’

rT5 !acoronl ‘behaviour’ -÷ Iacoronel ‘because cf behaviour’

371.NAdvSVADSF: /Xa!,, -> lXa1adV depending on 1X0!
mcfl /a5 al ‘cause’ -> nni Ia5ai ‘in the hope’

lcitaI ‘pretext’ -> lcïta1 ‘with the pretext’

372.NAdvSVADSF: IXVI,,’-> /XVte/8dV ‘depending on IXVI
/jukti/ ‘reason’ -> /juktite! ‘following the reason’

5Trt /a5aI ‘hope’ -> rr’ri /aS atel ‘with the hope’

373.NAdvSVADCF: /CXI -> !SDCXeI8dV’accompanied with /0X/’
cn Ij or! ‘force’ -> /5oj ore! ‘accompanied with the force’
‘dî /poribar/ ‘family’ iiit / oporibare!’ accompanied with the family’

374.NAdvSVADCF: 10X0!,, -> /jot’aCXCe/adv ‘in the right 10X0!’

/st’ani ‘place’ ÷-> Ij ot’ast”ane/ ‘at the right place’

fTN /niom/ ‘rule’ -> NTÎflZT Ij ot’ani”ome! ‘according ta the right law’

375. NAdvSVADCF: /XCNsyIIab/n > mi rXCNsyIIabe/adv ‘without !XClVsyIabi’
/blio! ‘fear’ !nirbho3te! ‘without fear’

!j onj at! ‘complication’ -> /nirj onj ate! ‘without any complication’

376.NAdvSBSF: !Xo!,, ÷-* /Xe!BdV with /Xo!’

Tîiî / ahaj j o! ‘help’ <-> iiicii ! ahaj je! ‘with the help’
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Ianondol ‘pleasure’ 4-> V1ci /anondel with pleasure’

377.NAUvSBSF: IXoI, <-> IXeIadv following /Xo/’

1/poramorÇo/ advice’ 4-> frc’f IporamoreI ‘following the advice’

t/adorSoI ‘ideal’ ÷->.rr9tfIadore/ ‘following the ideal’

378. NAUvSMSBCF: /CVhjghXO/n 4-> I DCV+highXe/adv ‘accom panied with /CVhighXOI’

«/horo/ ‘pleasure’ 4-> rISohorSe/ with pleasure’

IobdoI ‘sound’ > rIt IoSobdeI ‘with sound’

379. NAdv/VSMADSF: /C1VhighC2VC3/n 4-> /C;V+highC2C3e/adv (perfective verbal) ‘having
done /C1VhighC2VC3/’

/dhornok/ ‘rebuff’ > tit /dhomke/ ‘having rebuffed’/’by rebuffing’/

/badol/ ‘change’ > wr /bodle/ ‘having changed’

380. NAdvNSMADS F: /XVC/ * /XCe/adv (perfective verbal) ‘having done IXVCI’

5ni /aci ai-I ‘a throw cf fali to the ground with force’ 4-> Iaci re/ ‘having
thrown or dashed to the ground violently’
k11fl /S.ntarI ‘swimming’ > iiri I,antre/ ‘having swam’

381 .NAUvADSJ: IXI > /XguneI ‘thanks to IX!’
‘ni /kopal/ ‘Iuck’ > r&c) [kopalgune! ‘thanks to good uck’

61 /coritro/ ‘Iuck’ 4-> Icoritrogunel ‘thanks to good Iuck’

382.NPSVADSF: /XC/ > /XCe/ ‘in /XC/’

f /picion/ ‘back’ -> 1î{ Ipichone! ‘behind’

/dik/ ‘direction’ > rc Idikel ‘towards’

383.NVSMADSF: /C1VhighC2VC3/n 4-> /C1V+highC2C3a/v, pres imp, 2nd Èntim/derog ‘do 1G1

VhIghC2VC3/’
tr /dhomok/ ‘rebuff’ ÷-> Idhomkal ‘rebuff’

/bodol/ ‘change’ 4-> ti fbodla/ ‘change’

384.NVSMADSF: /XVC/ -> IXCaI, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘do /XVC/’

TN IS.nt ai-I ‘swimming’ > tiii I5ntraI ‘swim’

[kamori ‘bite’ -> riï Jkamral ‘bite’
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!chàk! ‘sieve by using a /ckuni/!’ -> /ckunj/ ‘sieve with small holes’

386. NVSVADSF: IXCIv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> 1X0Ufl11, action ‘IXCI—ing’

[k.d] ‘cry!’, ‘lament!’ -> [k.duni/ ‘crying’, ‘lamentation’

‘wotk hard!’ ÷-* [khatuni/ ‘hard work’

387.NVSVADSF: IXCIV,presjmp2ndjntim/derog -> IXCie/ ‘somebody who does IXCI’

rt mac! ‘dance!’ -> rrfki /nacie/ ‘dancer’

[baji ‘play!’ -> rtfti lbaj je! ‘musician’

388.NVSVADSF: !Xa! pres imp, 2nd intim/derog *> /Xae!adj/nWhO does the action asked for

in lXaI’

fl /gal ‘sing!’ <-÷ fli Igael ‘singer’
[khj ‘eat!’ -> tî ‘gourmet’, ‘gourmand’

389.NNSBSF: !XCaI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog —> /XCUfliJ ‘IXCaI-ing’

1 /piaI beat’ -* f’if Ipiuni/ ‘act of beating

ri Ij hk/ ‘shake!’ .-> ïfft /j hkunj/ ‘act of shaking’

390.NVSVRD: /C1V.highC2/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘> lClVhIghC2aC1V+highC2uInconti—

nuous instances of the action asked for in lClVhighC2/’

t1 /cho/ run’ -> ilG /&otacNiti/ running here and there’

IdkI ‘look!’ <-* titf /dEkh adekh

j!

‘several (reciprocal) acts of looking’

391 .NVSVRD: /XCl pres imp, 2nd intim/derog !XCaXCil’several reciprocal instances of

the action asked for in !XCi’
rît /mar/ ‘beat!’ ntrrf !maramari/ ‘beating each other’! ‘several reciprocal acts

of beating each other’
[karl ‘seize by force or by tactics!’ -* id [karakari! ‘several reciprocal

acts of seizing by force or by tactics’

392.NVSVRD: lXaI pres imp, 2nd intjm/derog -> lXaXj/ ‘several (reciprocal) instances of

the action asked for in /Xa!’

/pa1a/ ‘change’ ÷-* n’rnf /paltapaltil ‘exchanging something between

each other’
itî ldhakkal ‘push’ <-* stNiisiif /dakkadhakkil ‘several acts of pushing each other’
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393. NVSVRD: /CVhighXa/v ptes imp, 2nd intim/derog E4 /CVhighXaCV+highXi/n ‘several

(reciprocal) instances cf the action asked for in /CVhighXa/’

wrt IbcdlaI ‘change’ -> iïliîf [bodlabodli/ ‘exchanging something between
each other’
rrt IhcraI ‘drag or trail along forcefuily’ -> IhcrahêcriI ‘act cf
dragging or trailing aiong each other forcefuiiy’

394.VASVID: IXa/adj +-> /Xa/v,pres imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘put in the form or position cf IXaI’
/ulta/ ‘turned upside down’, ‘reversed’ <—> 1 Iu1,aI ‘turn upside down’,

‘reverse’
M1 /bkaI ‘bent’ <-÷ 11 /bkaI ‘bend’

395.VASVADSF: /XCIv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog 4> /XCQflt Oladj ‘in the state cf /X0/’

IcolI ‘move, go’ 61 Icalontol ‘running’

/porl ‘fail’ -> ¶ /poronto/ ‘falling’

396.VASVADSF: IXCl pres imp, 2nd intim/derog < /XCane/adj ‘capable of making

somebody do the action asked for in 1X01’
*t /kdJ ‘cry’, ‘weep’, ‘shed tears’ *-> IîIci [kdane/ ‘which makes shed tears’

mac! ‘dance’ <-> rti !nacane/ ‘who make a person or an animal dance’

397.VASMADPF: /ClVhighC2/v ptes imp, 2nd intim/derog +> /DCV+highC2/adj ‘incapable cf doing
the action asked for in /ClVhighC2/’

/col/ ‘move’, ‘go’ /acol/ ‘motionless’, ‘steady’

t Icen/ ‘know’ <- dt /ocin/ ‘unknown’

39SVASVADSF: IXoI, pres mp, 2nd inform -> IXomanI8d1 ‘doing the action asked

for in IXoI’

/colol ‘you go’ <-> wt /caloman/ ‘going’

[bDho/ ‘you fiow’ -> rî fbohoman/ ‘flowing’

399.VASVADSF: IXaladj > IXano/arg verba’ ‘to make IXaI’

*M fkcaI ‘green, novice-like’ -> Ic [kcanoI ‘to undo ail that has been aiready
done’
flt /paka/ ‘ripe, mature’ <-> nttn Ipakanol ‘ripen, to make mature’
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400.VASMADSF: /XQC/vpreslmp,2ndintim/derog IXoCtiIj’doing the action asked

for in IXoCÎ

/col/ ‘move’, ‘go’ <-> TiJf /colti/ ‘moving’, ‘going’

Iporl ‘fali’ -> Iportil ‘falling’

401 .VASBSF: IXeladj <-* /Xano/ ‘to have /XeI type pain’

[konkone/ ‘heavy’ (used exclusively with pain)’ -* rr1trî /konkonano/ ‘to
feel a kind of (heavy) pain’

ici Icincinel ‘light (used exclusively with pain)’ -* rU1 /cincinano/ ‘to feel
a kind of light pain’

402. AAdvSVADS F IXCladj IXCo t Oladv’IXCIIY’

ft Ibi e ! ‘special’ Ibi e otol ‘specially’

ftti i adharon/ ‘general’ > rr i adharonoto/ ‘generally’

403.AAdvSVADSF: IXC/adj <-> IXCeIadv ‘in a 1X01 way’

/d’irI ‘slow’ <-* tï IdFuireI ‘slowly’

Inirobl ‘quiet’ -> /nirobe/ ‘quietly’

404.AAdvSVADSF: IXCIadv/pron <> /XCkaT/3dJ ‘of IXCI’
[kokhonl ‘at that time’ <-> /kokhonkar/ ‘of when’

t’FfT{ I edin/ ‘on that day’ iîii I edinkar/ ‘of that day’

405.AAUvSVADSF: /Xke/advoftime#-> /Xf/adj ‘of IXkeI’

riï /ajke/ ‘today’ ->rt /ajker/ ‘oftoday’
1Ic1c1 Ikalke/ ‘tomorrow’ -> iiici /kalker/ ‘of tomorrow’

406.AAUvSBCF: /(C)oXatladv > /(0)aXik/acij ‘/(C)aXik/-ly’

/Dko .tI ‘suddenly’ <-÷ /ako Ç 1k! ‘sudden’
/totkhonat/ ‘immediately’ <-> Itatkhonikl ‘immediate’

407 .AAdv/ProS BS R /XVNsyIIab/adv > !XVNsyIIabkaT/adj’Of /XVNsyIIab/’

flti Iekhanel ‘here’ /ek”ankar/ ‘of here’

ttn [kot h a’7 ‘wherenterg on <- tflt [kot h akar! ‘cf where’

408.AAdvADSJ: IXI8d /Xrupe/adv ‘in IX! way’

IS ompurno/ ‘complete’ -> / ompurnorupe! ‘completely’
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/Sundor/ ‘beautiful’ -> ici /Sundorrupe/ ‘beautifully’

409.AAUvADSJ: IXIauj -> /Xkore/adv ‘in IX! way’

51i1 [bhalol ‘good’ ÷-> ri Ibhaloko rel ‘weII’

/Sundor/ ‘beautiful’ <-> /Sundorkore/ ‘beautifully’

41 0.AAdvADSJ: /X/adj + /Xbhabe/adv ‘in IX! way’
/gobhir/ ‘deep’, ‘profound’ -÷ ttc /gobhirbhabe/ ‘deeply’, ‘profoundly’
/sthanio/ ‘local’ <-> IsthaniYobabeI ‘locally’

411 .AAdvSVRD: /Xa/adj > IXaXiladv ‘in IX! way’

/lomba/ ‘tau’ ÷-> wif /lonibalombi/ ‘Iengthwise’

tflt/Soja/ ‘straight’ -> csiIj ISoja Soji! ‘straightly’

41 2.AAdvSVRD: !Xe!adv <-> IXeXelauv ‘IXeI-ly’
/dhire/ ‘slowly’ -> /dhiredhire/ ‘slowly’

flt Iastel ‘slowly’, ‘without much noise’ -÷ ïi Iasteastel ‘slowly’, ‘without
much noise’

41 3.VAdvSVADSF: IXa!atg verbal /Xakale/adv ‘during IXaI’
lflJ Ithakal îTï It’akaka1eI

b IcolaI <—f i1i1c’i /colakale/

41 4.VAdvSVADSF: /XCa/arg verbal <+ /XCakal ‘adv ‘during IXCaI’

nî Ithaka/ ‘to stay’ -> nri /thakakalin/ ‘during the stay’

i IcolaI ‘to move, to function’ -> /colakalin/ ‘during the time of
fu ncti on i ng’

415.VAdvSVRD: IXeIcompverbal-> /XeXe/adv’dUring continuous instances of action

referred to in !Xe/’

fr4o Ilikhtel ‘to wtite’ ÷- rc tio /likHelikhte/ ‘by writing’

1r !likhe/ ‘having written’ -> i’ii ft /likhe likhe/ ‘by writing’

41 6.VAdvSVRD: IXeIcomp,pei verbal > /XeXe/adv ‘having endlessly performed the action

referred to in /Xe/’

ic Ilikhtel ‘to write’ -> /likhtelikhte/ ‘through writing’
1t I1ik’eI ‘having written’ fi Ijca /likhe 1ik’e/ ‘through wtiting’
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rtc’t /pa5e/ ‘beside’ -> Ipa5eI ‘ni beside’

417.PASVADSF: IXeI -> IXefIadj who is IXeI’

it /5oijgel ‘with’ i /Souger/ ‘of today’
fjj /picione/ ‘behind’ <- tf /picioner/ ‘of behind’

418. IntNSVADSF: IXCNsyIIab/Tnt > /XCNsyIIabOta/n ‘IXCNsyIabI-fleSS’

1î ISabdh an! ‘be careful’ -> iwi1I I.Çabdhanotal ‘carefulness’

fvr mi 5co”I ‘certainly’ + Ini5c&’otal ‘certainty

419.AProADSF: IXIadj * IXtalpron’the /X/-one’
/kharap/ ‘bad’ -* WMt fkharapta/ ‘the bad one’

it /bhalo/ ‘good’ <- 1t’fft /b”alota/ ‘the good one’

420. Dem ProSVADSF: /(C)V/dem/relative pron /(C)Vt alpron ‘the /(C)V!-one’

‘ /5e! ‘that’ -> ti 15ef, al that (sequent) one’

/je! ‘who’. ‘which’ ÷-* ti /of,a/ ‘which’

421 .AA/ProADSF: IXIadj +/XtUkU/adj/pron ‘/X/-portion’

5t’fl 15h alo/ ‘good’ <-* /bh alotuku/ ‘the good portion’
/khrp/ ‘bad’ /k”araptuku/ ‘the bad portion’

422. N umIQNProADS F: IX!Num/Q * !X a!adj/pron ‘!X/-piece!quantity’
r ftk/ ‘one’ ÷-> 11 /ekIa/ ‘one piece’

[kicu/ ‘some’ <-> fi /kichuta/ ‘some’

423. N um/QNProADSF: IXINum/Q +> IX’[ l’adj/pron ‘IXI-piece’

Ico’7 ‘six’ —> /choti/ ‘six pieces’

rc /prottek/ ‘each’ <- /prottekti/ ‘each one of the pieces’

424. Num/QNProADSF: IXINum/Q < /Xkh ana/adi,pron ‘IXIpiece’
T /cio’/ ÷> rti /chD’kh anal ‘six pieces’

cwi /kok/ ‘a few’ -> /kD’€kkh anal ‘a few pieces’

425. Num/QNProADSF: IXINUm/Q IX,j 0fl/adjlpron ‘IXI-person’
/c h o’I ‘six’ ÷-> b h o’j on! ‘six persons’

/kok/ ‘a few’ iï /kakj on! ‘a few people’
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427.QNProSVADSF: 1X010 * /XCt11kU/adj/pron ‘/XC/-quantity’

tï /onek/ many’ <—> ii /onektuku/ ‘a good amount’

I ob/ ail’ <-> / obuku/ ‘the whole/entire’

428.NumDWSVADSF: IXOINum ,‘ /X0/DW ‘/XoIth’

iflfl ftgarof ‘eleven’ -> flrI IegaroI ‘eleventh’

ici ISoterol ‘seventeen’ -* iccI ISoteroI ‘seventeenth’

429. NumDWSVADSF: IXS!Num > /XSe/DW ‘IXoI-th’

it/eku/ ‘twenty-one -÷ c’I lekuSel ‘twenty-first
1 ltel ‘twenty-three’ 4-*C’t IteeI ‘twenty-third’

430. NumDWSVADSF: /XC/Num <-> /XCi/Dw ‘/Xo/th’

Ipcl ‘five’ -> fliS /pci/ ‘5th’

lai) ‘eight’ <-* 5fl latil ‘eighth’

431.NumASVADSF: /XC/Num<> /XCSala/adj ‘IXCI year long’

ft5 Ip.cI ‘five’ ÷÷ rt’tt’n /pca1a/ ‘5 year long’

lai) ‘eight’ -> rifl’fl fat al al ‘eight year long’

432. N umOrUSVADSF: /XC!Num < /XCt QmO/ord ‘/XC/th’

iwt /skado/ ‘eleven’ -> i’r /kadoStomo/ ‘eleventh’

f/ktriS/ ‘thirty-one’ -> I/ktriStomo/ ‘thirty-first’

433. NumASVADSF: IXCNsyIIabINum > IXCNsyIIabCYCIadj ‘/XCNsyIIabCYC/-long’

îr /p.c/ five -> rif /pchati/ ‘measuring five hands’

/n&’I ‘nine’ itf InogoziI ‘measuring nine yards’

434. MWASVADSF: /CXC/Mw > /YCNsyIIabCXC/adj ‘/Y0Nsy,Iab0X0T10n1g’

Ihati ‘hand’ -> /p.chati/ ‘measuring five hands’

Igojf ‘yard’ <-> InogDziI ‘measuring nine yards’

435. NumASVADS F: IXCNsyIIabINum <_> /XCNsyIabCYmeadi/adi ‘/XCNSII8bCY/-long’

?w /pâc/ ‘five’ -> IicI’ /p.cbochormeadiI ‘five year long’
pj/0Y/ ‘nine’ <—> it it/nooptahomeadi/ ‘nine week long’
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436. MWAADSF: !CX!Mw <> /YCNsyllabCXme adi!adj ‘/YCNsyuabCX/-I0ng’

ïooc’ or! ‘year’ twrr ipcbociormeadii ‘five yeat iong’
ioptahol week’ -÷ icI’ /no’op-tahomeadi/ ‘fine week long

437.ProAAD: !Xaipron, nom, plu 4>iXiadj (poss)/pron, sing, gen ‘cf a particuiar member referred to
in /XaI’

‘1 iôrai ‘they’ -> ‘i iôrl ‘his’

iapnara! ‘you’ —> t1îfî iapnarl ‘your’

438.ProASVADSF; !Vipron, sing, nom <NTlad) (poss)Ipron, sing, gen ‘0f IX!’
lei ‘heproximai’ > ‘ /er! ‘hSproximai’

loi ‘hedistai’ <—> lori ‘hÏSdStSi’

439.ProASVADSF: lXeipton, nom, singlpiu /Xeder/adj (poss)/pron, sing/piu, gen) ‘of the person(s)
referred to in !Xei’

inij e! ‘himself’ ÷-* rosioii inij eder! ‘cf themselves’
‘rti iloke! ‘peopie/pubiic’ -> ‘rrt ilokederi ‘cf the peopieipubiic’

440.ProASBSF: iXiipron, nom <—* iXar/adj (poss)/pron, sing, gen ‘0f /Xi/’
5Ttf lamii i 5flrt Iamari ‘my’
3flçffj !apnii ‘you’ -* l1’PfîT iapnari ‘your’

441 .ProASBSF: iXraIpron nom, plu <—> iXderladj (poss)/pron, plu. gen ‘0f IXrai’
ii it.rai they formai’ <>trr /t.der/ ‘their formel’

flRR11 /apnara/ ‘you formai’ <-> ill !apnaderi ‘yourfotmal’

442.ProASBSF: iXraipton, plu, nom f—> iXader!adj (poss)/pron, plu, gen’0f iXral’
itomra/ ‘you informai’ <-> ciuï Itomaderi ‘your informai’

iii lamrai ‘they informai’ -> fliit iamaderl ‘their informai’

443.ProASBSF: iXriad, (poss)/pron, sing, gen +> IXderl5dJ (poss)/pron. plu, gen ‘0f the person
referred to in iXr/ as well as cf some other persons’
tN /torl ‘you int/dim’ <-> ciiît Itoderl ‘yourjntim,djm’
5fl9ffl iapnar! ‘your[ormal’ -> rrtc /apnader! ‘Y0Utormal’
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444.ProASBSF: /Cini/pron, sing, nom ++IC.TIadj (poss)/pron, sing, gen 0f /Xini/’

ffr1 /,j ifli/ ‘yOU’ -> TI’ I] an ‘Y0Uinformal’

ffltinil ‘heformal’ tItarI ‘theyforma,’

445.ProASBSF: /Xan/ aUj (poss)/pron, sing, gen <> /Xra/pron,nom, plu ‘cf the indespespensable

mem ber referred to in /Xna/’

5IT11I /aman/ ‘my’ -> 5flN11 /amra/ ‘we’

cIiIi /toman/ ‘your’ -*tNfl /tomra/ ‘you’

446. ProASBSF: /Ce!pron, sing, nom +—>/Can/auj (poss)/pron, sing, gen ‘cf /Xe/’

ï lj e! ‘who’ -> iN lj an! ‘of whom’

[ke! ‘who -* [karl ‘of whom’

447.ProASBSF: /Xf/adj (poss)/pron, sing, gen +> /Xke/pron, sing, acc ‘cf the person(s) referred to

in /Xke!’

fllrîI !apnan/ yourformal <_> f1PÏ1 /apnake/ ‘Y0Uformal

‘rÎ /onan/ ‘his’ <-> /onake/ ‘him’

448.ProASBSF: /Xan/auj (poss)lpron, sing, gen +-> !Xa‘pron, sing, acc/dat ‘of the person referred te

in lXal’

511N lamanl ‘my’ <-> lamal ‘to me’

t1N ltornanl ‘your’ ‘to you’

449. ProASBSMSF: l(C)V+highClpron, sing, nom <—> /(C)VhighCar! aUj (poss)/pron, sing, gen ‘0f

l(C)V+highC/’

ltumi! ‘Y0Uinformal’ 4—;’11N ltomarl yourinformal

linil ‘he formai, proximal’ -> ‘TN lenan! ‘hSformal, proximal

450. ProAS BSMSF: l(C)V+highCilpron,sing,nom **/(C)VhighCade n/5 (poss)/pron, plu, gen ‘plural of

the person referred to in !(C)V+highC!’

ltumil ‘you’ IIîi ltomaden/ ‘Y0Utjnformal’

linil ‘he formai, proximal E—> uflt lenader! ‘theirformal, proximal
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6.2. Intra-categorical strategies of Bengali

As I have mentioned earlier, intra-categorical morphology subsumes nominal

subcategories such as Case (CC), Gender (ME), Number (SP) and

Definiteness (DI) among others. In the description of intra-categorical

morphology, I will use traditional labels for morphological categories, such as

N00fldays OC NoUflgen.

451. NNADPF: iXl <-> /ot iX/ ‘extra-strong IX!’

ibriii ‘ram’ -> iotibriS tif ‘heavy rainfall’

fii iobhjnD’i ‘acting’ <- îi /otiobhino7 ‘overacting’

452. NNSVADPF: NXI ÷-* ionVX, ‘opposite cf NX1’

iaharf ‘eating’ —> *n /onahar/ ‘fasting’

i iicchai ‘willingness’ -* ilttt /oniccha/ ‘unwillingness’

453. NNSVADPF: iCXI -* lopoCXf ‘bad 1CXI’

/kormo/ ‘work, activity’ -I /opokormo/ ‘mischief, a harmful act, crime’

nt ipr&’ogi ‘application’ -> Iopoproogi ‘misapplication’

454. NNSVADPF: /CX/ <> /obh iCX/ ‘synonym cf iCX1’

IS api ‘curse’ -* 5tfrtT /obh j api ‘curse’

imani ‘huif caused by undesirable behaviors cf a beloved persan’ ->

Iobhimanl ‘huif caused by undesirable behaviors cf beloved person’

455. NNSVADPF: 10X1,, -> /ordhoCXi ‘haif cf iCXI’

[britto/ ‘circle’ —> ‘T iord”obritto/ ‘half-circle’
/hfl3aj ‘hour’ -* tt iord1’og”anta/ ‘haif an haut’

456. NNSVADPF: fCXI <-> /agCXi ‘foremost 10X1’

Wi id,alI ‘branch’ -> lltM /agda1/ ‘the topmost branch cf a tree’
/duar/ ‘door’ -> tn /agduar/ ‘the front door cf a house’

457. NNSVADPF: iCX1 -> /attoCX/ ‘ta cause /CXI ta oneseif’

P ihottai ‘murder, slaughter’ ÷-> iI’ii /attohottai ‘suicide’

/roti/ ‘sex’ iattoroti/ ‘masturbation’
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458. NNSVADPF: ICXI -> /attoCXI ‘ICXI belonging to oneself’

iSommani ‘respect’ -> rwM iattôSommani ‘self respect’

tfiSoktii ‘power’ rrfiattôSoktiI ‘one’s own power’

459. NNSVADPF: iCXi <-* IapatoCXI ‘10X1 that continue for a short period’
/ustFotai ‘healthiness’ <-> iiI Iapato.usthotaI ‘healthiness for

a short period of time’
ffwr /mil! ‘similarity’ irrfwr IapatomilI ‘fake similarity’

460. NNSVADPF: iCXi -> /abohoCXi ‘1CX1 related to weather’

f bit roi ‘picture’ *-> rRfz /abohocit roi weather chart’

I49JÏ /biddai ‘art’, ‘science’ ,‘ iîui !abohobiddai ‘meteorology’

461. NNSVADPF: !CXi <-÷ fabaSCXI ‘ICXI used for living’

ib’umi! ‘land’ <—> ‘iii !abaÇbhumi/ ‘land where peoples live’

igrihoi ‘house’ -> !aba,grihoi ‘house for living’

462. NNSVADPF: !CX!, -> !amCX! ‘10X1 of people’

wt !doroj ai ‘door’ —> iit !amdoro j ai ‘public entrance’
fdorbari ‘court’ <- Iiir famdorbar! ‘royal court’

463. NNSVADPF: ICXI,, -* laS irCXf ‘ICXI 0f benediction’

[boconi ‘speech’ ÷-> !a5irbocon! ‘speech of benediction’

itt [banii ‘speech’ -> nrfîft!a5irbani! ‘speech cf benediction’

464. NNSVADPF: iCXI -> !upoCXi ‘sub /0X1’

I5ocibl ‘secretary’ *- ‘irf iupo5ocibl ‘assistant secretary’
‘rt fmont ri! ‘minister’ -> !upomont ri! ‘state minister’i’sub-minister’

465. NNSVADPF: !CX/ -* /upoCX4 ‘!CX1-like entity attached to 10X1’

Igrohol ‘planet’ -> /upogroho! ‘satellite’

i5ohori ‘city’ + rwi fupo5ohorl ‘suburb city’

466. NNSVADPF: iCX1 IuporiCXI ‘surfacing /0X1’

itou ‘layer’ -> Iuporitoli ‘surface layer’
[bhgf ‘portion’, ‘side’ -> tt !uporibhag/ ‘upper side’
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467. NNSVADPF: ICXJ IuroCXI ‘a /0X/ that goes from here to there,
flot cf much importance’
fM Icjthj! Ïetter’ /urocit”j/ ‘anonymous letter’

fl [kotha! ‘news’ -> tNfl !urokotha/ ‘unconflrmed news’

468. NNSVADPF: ICXI7 -> !ihoCX41 ‘!CXI cf one’s ife time’

t’i fkal! ‘time’ <-> Ici !iliokal! ‘time during one’s life time’

/j ogot! ‘world’ -> /ihoj ogotl ‘world that one lives in during his life time’

469. NNSVADPF: /CX1 -* [karuCXI ‘artistic 10X1’

/kaj! ‘work’ Ii’<ti Ikarukaj/ ‘art work’
91C13 !ponno/ ‘goods’ —> iifl fkaruponno! ‘art goods’

470. NNSVADPF: !CXI, -> fkhoSCX/ ‘happy 10X1’

cit !me] a(z/j)I ‘mood’ cfl’t i’ [khoSme] aj/ ‘good mood’
[kh00../ ‘news’ <-> rrtN [kho Skhobor/ ‘good news’

471. NNSVADPF: /CX/, !gonoCX/ ‘public ICXI’

rît !poribolion! ‘transport’ +> ctrîcI !gonoporibo lion! ‘public transport’

/oijjogI ‘communication’ tni /gono,Çoujog/ ‘mass communication’

472. NNSVADPF: !CX/ -> /go1oCX/ ‘/CX! cf throat’

rt maul ‘thin tube’, ‘vein’ -* /golonali! ‘esophagus’
!rondhro! hale’ <- !golorondhro/ ‘the cavity cf the throat’

473. NNSVADPF: ICXI -> !goCX! ‘/CXI cf cow’
[khd/ ‘food’ <—> znni /gok’addo/ ‘cow food’

/dugdho/ ‘milk’ -* !godugdho! ‘ccw milk’

474. NNSVADPF: /CXI -> !ghorCXI ‘/CX! on horse’
t !dorI ‘race’ <-> cIc] /gh0f0f I ‘horse-race’

/Soar/ ‘riderlpassenger’ -> /g”oro’ar! ‘horseman/cavalryman’

475. NNSVADPF: 10X1, & IcoturCX/ ‘four 10X1’

f’i !dikl ‘direction’!’cardinal point’ vî’ /coturdik/ ‘four cardinal
points’I’every where’
cf /borno! ‘caste’! ‘social class’ -> i*f !coturborno/ ‘four castes’
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476. NNSVADPF: ICX1 <-> IciroCX/ ‘during ail ICXI’

Wï [kalI ‘time’ ÷-> fIci Icirokall ‘always’

1dm! ‘day’ if Icirodinl ‘always’

477. NNSVADPF: ICXI -> IcioddoCXI ‘/0X/ of disguise’

ri /naml ‘name’ -> wrr /&oddonamI ‘pen-name’,’pseudonym’

cr [beSI ‘dress’ <-> IchoddobeI ‘disguise’

478. NNSVADPF: ICXI, <-> Ij onoCXI ‘public 10X1’

tT Ij ibonl ‘hfe’ -> Ij onoj ibon! ‘public life’

w 1mo-LI ‘opinion’ -÷ Ij onomot! ‘public opinion’

479. NNSVADPF: ICXI <- IcuboCXI ‘ICXI under water’

Ij ahaj/ ‘ship’ ÷-> Ic1,uboj ahaI ‘submarine’

Ipaharl ‘hill’ <—> ci’rt /c1ubopahar/ ‘a submarine mountain’

480. NNSVADPF: ICXI-> ItriCXI ‘constituted of thtee fOX!’
Ibhu]I ‘acm’ -> Iii ltribhujl ‘triangle’

ii /kalI ‘sea’ -> li ftrikal/ ‘tree ages: past, present and future’

481. NNSVADPF: ICXI -> IdurCXI ‘bad 10X1’

rri Inaml ‘name, good reputation’ -> ‘f /durnam/ ‘disrepute, notoriety’
/buddli/ ‘intelligence’ -* idurbuddlii ‘evil or harmful thought’

482. NNSVADPF: !CX/r<-> /duSCX/’bad /0X/’

rit /aon/ ‘cule’ <-> !duS Saon/ ‘misgovernment’

!opno! ‘dream’ -> /du opno/ ‘nightmare’

483. NNSVADPF: !CXI —> /doboCX! ‘divine 10X1’

‘tfISoktiI’power’ ‘divine power’

rtft fbanil -> /dobobani/ ‘oracle’

484. NNSVADPF: ICXI IdotoCXI ‘10X1 by two persons’

«rtISaonI ‘cule’ -> ‘flIdotoSaSonI ‘diarchy’

IorjgitI ÷-*i /doJtoogit/ ‘duet’

485. NNSVADPF: ICXI ÷-> InattoCXI ‘/0X/ related to theatre’

Ij ogotl ‘world’ <—> /naloj ogotl ‘theatre-world’
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iproj oj ona! ‘production’ cPsîfl Inattoproj oj ona/ ‘theatrical
production’

486. NNSVADPF: iCXJ <-> inatCXI ‘10X1 cf grand child’

wtw1 Ij amaI ‘husband’, ‘son-in-law’ <-> Inatj ama/ ‘husband cf
grand daughter’
r /0/ ‘wife’ <-> r ‘wife of grand son’

487. NNSVADPF: !CXI InriCXi ‘10X1 of human being’

Itottol ‘theory’ <- /nritotto! ‘anthropology’

ImundpI ‘head’ -> Inrimund,oI ‘human head’

488. NNSVADPF; !CX/ InoCX4, ‘ICXI related te vessel or boat’
fjuddhoI ‘battle’, ‘fight’ -* InoJuddhoI ‘naval fight’

îft [bahiniI ‘force’ ÷-* iî Ino4bahiniI ‘navy’

489. NNSVADPF: ICX! -* IponcoCXI ‘five ICX!’
[1,h ratai ‘notes of music’ ÷-> Ti iponcob’ratai ‘five brothers’

ui [konna/ ‘daughter’, ‘girl’ -> /poncokonna/ ‘five girls’

490. NNSVADPF: !CX! <-* /poroCXI ‘10X1 cf other’
f Inindal condemnation’ -÷ i1ri IporonindaI ‘condemnation of other’

rr mari! ‘woman’ <-> nt Iporonarii ‘the woman of other’

491. NNSVADPF: ICXI —* IporiCXI ‘a kind of /CX!’

4 Idor Son! ‘act cf seeing’ rI/poridor5on! ‘inspection’

Icalokl ‘driver’ ifitîi /poricalok/ ‘director’

492. NNSVADPF: ICXI, -* !patiCX! ‘small ICXI’

[kaki ‘crow’ -> Ipatikakl ‘fa particular type of) small crow’
ti Inetai ‘leader’ <-> nItt lpatinetai ‘small leader’

493. NNSVADPF: ICX1 -> IpitriCXI ‘ICXI cf father’
t Irini ‘ban’ -> ¶ritct /pitririn/ ‘debt incurred by one’s father’
Icnt Ibi’ogI ‘subtraction, death’ -> f /pitribi”og/ ‘death cf one’s father’

494. NNSVADPF: 10X1,, ÷- /punoCX/ ‘10X1 again’
2nf Ipraptil ‘act of gaining or achieving’ <-> Ipunopraptil ‘act of regaining or
achieving again’
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I5(ij)karI ‘repair’ /punoô(ij)kar/ ‘act of repairing again’

495. NNSVADPF: /CX/ /punorCX/ ‘ICXI again’
9I ij onmoi ‘birth’ -÷ j*ii ipunorj onmoi ‘reincarnation, rebirth’
frt /bibahoi ‘marnage’ -> /punorbibaho/ ‘second marnage’

496. NNSVADPF: iCXI-* iporoCXi ‘municipal 1CXI’
I.Çob”aI ‘committee, meeting’ 4-* CTtTt /por00ha/ ‘municipal body’

1i ipital ‘father’ —> fii /poTopia/ ‘mayor’

497. NNSVADPF: NXI<-> iprottVXI ‘something in return ofNXI’
Iuttori ‘response’ -* IprotuttorI ‘response to somebody’s answer’

Iupokari ‘help’, ‘favour’ -> /prottupokar/ ‘good turn in return’

498. NNSVADPF: iCXI -> IprotiCXI ‘something in return or in reaction to 1CX1’
¶n IhirjaI ‘jealousy’, ‘harming’ ÷-> fn iprotihiijSa/ ‘revenge’
wt IdanI ‘a donation, a gift’ <- f?wr Iprotidani ‘a gift in return’

499. NNSVADPF: ICX1->IprotiCXi ‘a copy ofiCXI’
ffiîi IlipiI ‘writing’ -> iprotilipil ‘copy of the writing’
Tt fcit roi ‘picture’ -> f1Û /proticit roi ‘copy of the picture’

500. NNSVADPF: ICXI <-> iprotiCXI ‘10X1 of human beings’
irokkhal ‘protection’ -> 1’i /protirokkha/ ‘defence’

it /palon/ ‘upbringing’ <-> îi1 /protipalon/ ‘upbringing’

501. NNSVADPF: ICXI, -> 1protiCXi ‘an extra 10X1’
iw IakkhorI ‘signature’ -> f’r /protiakk1’or/ ‘countersignature’

ImontriI ‘minister’ +-> iprotimontrii ‘state minister’

502. NNSVADPF: 1CXI, -> /bonoCXi ‘10X1 of forest’
IfulI ‘flower’ <-> [bonoful/ ‘flowen that bloom in the forest’

t idebii ‘goddess’ -> [bonodebii ‘goddess believed to be the protector of
the forest’

503. NNSVADPF: iXI -> ibohiÇXI ‘iXI existing outside a certain territory”
ISomudroi’sea’ [bohiÇomudro/’high sea’

iÇ ot rui ‘enemy’ ÷÷ ibohi ‘ ot rui ‘enemy coming from outside the
country’
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504. NNSVADPF: iCX1-> ibohirCX/ ‘10X1 related to outside’

ifj ibanijjoi ‘trade’ -> fPi [bohirbanijjoi ‘foreign trade’

idarl ‘door’ <-> [bohirdari ‘front door’, ‘gate’

505. NNSVADPF: iCXI <-> [bakCXi ‘1CXI related ta speech’

t /debii ‘goddess’ -> iïîr4t ibagdebi/ ‘goddess of speech’

‘1fiokti/’power’ ÷ Ifl/bakSokti/’verbal power’

506. NNSVADPF: iCX4 -> iba11oCX/ ‘ICXI cf childhood’

“f /sritil ‘memory’ <- 1ciii [ballosriti/ ‘memory of childhood’
Ibondhui ‘friend’ -> Ïirj [ballobondhui ‘friend cf childhood’

507. NASVADPF: ICXI, <—> IbastuCXladj ‘/0X/ related ta paternal homestead’

Is api ‘snake’ -* /bastu api ‘snake superstitiously believed to protect
one’s paternai homestead’
1t /bhital ‘the piece cf ground on which a dwelling house rests’
fbastubhita/ ‘the piece cf g round on which one’s paternal dweiiing house rests’

508. NNSVADPF: ICX1, -> ibaj j oCX!,1 ‘10X1 of outside’

/g(a)n/ ‘knowiedge’ <—> ïrt fbaj j og(a)n/ ‘knowledge of external objects’

ij agot! ‘world’ —* [baj j oj ogoti ‘external world’

509. NNSVADPF: /CXI,, -> [be1eCX/ ‘10X1 constituted cf sand’
imai/ ‘sali’ <-> cii /belemati! ‘sandy sali’
/pat)bor! ‘stone’ <-* ‘riii /belepathor! ‘sand stone’

510. NNSVADPF: /CXI, ->[biCX! ‘opposite cf 1CXI’

zi /kroi ‘purchase’ 1iï [bikro! ‘saie’

rn isrik”o1a/ ‘discipline’ -> rn ibisriijk’o1ai ‘disorder’

511. NNSVADPF: ICXI,, -> /biCXi ‘big 10X1’

Itorkoi ‘reasoning’ -> i4 [bitorkoi ‘debate’

Ij o’/ ‘victory’ -> t’i /bij &7 ‘triumph’

512. NNSVADPF: /CX/,, [bhratriCX/n ‘10X1 cf brother’

/grihoi ‘house’ -> /bhratrigriho/ ‘brother’s house’
rîrn !j aa/ ‘wife’ -> iflfl ibllratrij &‘ai ‘brother’s wife’
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513. NNSVADPF: ICXI -* Ib”uCXIn ‘ICXI cf earth’

Itokl ‘skin’ -> [bNitokl ‘skin cf the earth’

[komponl ‘quake’ Ib”ukomponl ‘earthquake’

514. NNSVADPF: ICX1, ÷-> Imodd’’oCXI ‘middle cf ICXI’

Irat/ ‘night’ —> ui /moddhorat/ ‘midnight’

jt fjug/ ‘age’ <-> wiïf /moddhojug/ ‘middle age’

515. NNSVADPF: ICXI ÷-> ImonoCXI ‘10X1 cf mmd’

Irogl ‘disease’ -> iciii /manorogl ‘mental disease’

ii IbaonaI ‘desire’ ÷-> ciIIiiI /monobaona/ ‘mental desire’

516. NNSVADPF: ICXI,-> ImoruCXI ‘ICXI cf desert’
r /bhumi/ ‘land’ <—* /morubhumi/ ‘desert’

jj Idou/ ‘bandit’ ÷-> /morudoSul ‘bandit cf desert’

517. NNASVDPF: ICX1 ÷-> /mohaCXI ‘big ICXI’

Iii /poricalokl ‘director’ <- /mohaporicalok/ ‘directcr general’

fl1/agorI ‘sea’

518. NNADPF: IX!, <- ImajXI ‘middle cf IX!’

ipot’I ‘way, path’ -> MI /majpotF/ ‘midway’
ntt !akaS! ‘sky’ —* wii ir’t /maj aka,Ç/ ‘mid-stream’

519. NNADPF; IX!,, <-> ImatriXl,, ‘IX! cf mother’

!dugd’o! ‘milk’ <-* /matridugd’o! ‘mcther’s milk’

!arjko! ‘lap’ ÷-* 1-’ !matrioijkol ‘mcther’s lap’

520. NNSVADPF: !CX!, -* ImatriCXI ‘10X1 tcwards mcther’
p0h.jj ‘respect’ Imatribhokti/ ‘respect fer mcther’

wt idaI ‘liability’ -> ImatridaI ‘liability tcwards mcther’

521. NNSVADPF: 10X1, -> ImritCXI,, ‘10X1 cf clay’

fr I ilpo! ‘craft’, ‘art’, ‘industry’ -> ‘‘fi Imrit ilpo! ‘pcttery’

Ipat roi ‘pot’, ‘vessel’ rtt Imritpatrol ‘earthen pet cr vessel’

522. NNSVADPF: 10X1,, -> / juktoCXl,, ‘united 10X1’
n’j /raj j o! ‘kingdcm’ <- /juktoraj j o! ‘United Kingdcm’
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lraStrol ‘state’ ÷-> js’ii /juktoraÇtro/ ‘United States’

523. NNSVADPF: lCXJ ÷-> ljugmoCXl ‘joint ICXI’

lSocibl ‘secretary’ <-* jiprft /jugmo\’ocib/ ‘joint secretary’

/prokolpo/ ‘project’-> fl /jugmoprokolpo/ ‘joint project’

524. NNSVADPF: lCXJ ÷-> ljuboCXl ‘ICXJ of young people’

wII /omproda”/ ‘community’ <—> rw /juboÇomproda/ ‘young community’

icc11 /Sommelon/ ‘summit’, ‘conference’ -> i.i ljuboSommelonl ‘youth
summit’, ‘gathering of young people’

525. NNSVADPF: lCXJ, ÷> lj ‘sexual /CXJ’

lj ibon! ‘life’ -> lj 0q00j ibonl ‘sexual life’

*it lrogl ‘disease’ <-> ciIt ljonorogl ‘sexuai disease’

526. NNSVADPF: laXl+-> IjonaX1 ‘sexual !aXl’

irn lakaUkha! ‘desire’ -> 1rtîn lj onakaIjkhal ‘sexual desire’
rîur /acoron/ ‘behavior’ iutict lj ‘sexuai behavior’

527. NNSVADPF: lCXJ -> lrajCXl ‘royal ICXI’
i1 [baril ‘house’ <* t.lrajbaril ‘palace of the king’
ftI lporibarl ‘family’ <-* lrajporibarl ‘royal family’

528. NNSVADPF: lCXJ -> IntOX!, ‘ICXJ of heart’

lspondonl ‘vibration’ -÷ /ritspondonl ‘heart-beat’

/komponl ‘trembling’ —* lritkomponl ‘trembiing of the heart’

529. NNSVADPF: ICXIr, +-* IntOX!,, ‘fOX! of heart’
ts lpindoI ‘bail’! ‘lump’ ti /nitpindpI ‘lump 0f heart’

lkomoll ‘lotus’ -> /nitkomoll ‘lotus of heart’

530. NNSVADPF: ICXJ, -> lnidCXl, ‘ICXI of heart’
t1I lrogl ‘disease’ -> zI lnidrogl ‘heart disease’

[bond’onl ‘tie’, ‘relation’ -> /nidbond1’onl ‘tie of heart’

531. NNSVADPF: lCXI -> l1okoCXl ‘folk ICXI’

lôknjtil ‘culture’ E-* llokoSôSknitil ‘folk culture’

rrIo13git! ‘music’ /1okoogit/ ‘folk music’
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532. NNSVADPF: /CX1 <-* IanCXI,, synonyme cf /0X/

IItraSI violence’ iii ISontraI violence’

ItusjoI ‘satisfied’ <- ISantustal ‘satisfied’

533. NNSVADPF: /CX1-> IoptoCXI seven ICXI’

ISorI ‘notes cf music’ -> IoptoSorI ‘seven notes cf music’
/indNil ‘sea’ -* ISoptoSindhui ‘seven seas’

534. NNSVADPF: 1CX1,-* I5oroCX/ the six /0X/’
/ritu/ ‘season’ -> w1 /Sororitu/ ‘six seasons’

ï’rt IdoSaI ‘stage, condition’ <-> w’n iorodoSaI ‘the six stages of life according to
Indian astrology’

535. NNSVADPF: /CXI <-> /SohoCXI coICXl’
i1t /j atril ‘passenger’ -* rr1 /ohoj atriI ‘accompanying passenger’
T1 Ij odd’a/ ‘fighter’ <-> niï / ohoj odhal ‘co fighterlfellow-fighter’

536. NNSVADPF: ICXI <-> /SohoCXI ‘viceICXI’
/obhapoti/ ‘president’ -> rtrf loho.Çab”apotiI ‘vice-ptesident’

5fU9fls Iompadok/ ‘secretary’ ISohoSompadokl ‘assistant secretary’

537. NNSVADPF: ICXI-> /oCXI 10X1 of his own’
r IdeI ‘country’ -> zt IodeI ‘one’s native land’
4IdhormoI ‘religion’ i/Sodhormo/ ‘one’s own religion’

538. NNSVADPF: ICX1 <—> ISuCXI ‘gocd 10X1’
/put roi ‘son’ /Suputro/ ‘good son’

/nam/ ‘name -> /Sunam/ ‘goodwill, fame’

539. NNSMADPF: ICX/ -> IprotiCCXI ‘a copy cf /CXI’
/dhcni/ ‘sound’ -* /protiddhoni/ ‘echo’

IchobiI ‘picture’ t’î /proticchobi/ ‘reflection’

540. NNSVADSF: /XC4 -> IXCokI ‘who does /XCI’
i1i IabiSkarl ‘invention, discovery’ -÷ iîiii /abiÇkarok/ ‘inventor, discoverer’

Iw /bicar/ ‘judgement’ fi /bicarokl ‘judge’
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541. NNSVADSF: IXCI ÷. /XCagarI ‘house of 1X01’
f&T Ilium! ‘cold’ ÷÷ ifliN Ihimagar/ ‘cold storage’

rt Ipat’V ‘reading’ -> rrtn /pahagar/ ‘library’

542. NNSVADSF: /XC/ <-* /XCottoI ‘/XCI-ness’
wtr /daI ‘slave’ <- IdaSottol ‘slavery’
rttf Inagorikl ‘citizen’ -> iM /nagorikotto/ ‘citizenship’

543. NNSVADSF: IXCI -> /XConaI ‘action cf doing 1X01’
irt /omman/ ‘honour’ <-> rrîii /Çommanona/ ‘act 0f showing honour’

Iprocarl ‘publicity’ ÷- Nctî /procaronal ‘act cf doing publicity’

544. NNSVADSF: IXCI, -> lXCoddhoniI ‘sounds cf 1X0!’
Ipodi ‘footlfeet’ -> !pododdhoni! sound cf feet’

ci !topl ‘canon’ if /topoddhoni/ ‘sound of canon’

545. NNSVADSF: !XCI -> IXCadhikarln ‘right of /X0/’
!probe7 ‘entrance’ -> rif !probeSadhikarl ‘right cf entrance’

cI
/i3h0/ ‘vote’ [bhotadhikar/ ‘voting right’

546. NNSVADSF: /XC/ <—> !XCaijkoI ‘the level at which 1X01 starts’
/golon/ ‘melting’ -* !go1onakoI ‘melting point’
/tu5 an ‘snow’ <-> /tu arai3ko/ ‘snow-point’

547. NNSVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCanco1I ‘area cf /X0/’
/bon! ‘forest’ ÷- fl’is /bonancol/ ‘forest area’
Iohor/ ‘town’ <-> /Soliorancol/ ‘urban area’

548. NNSVADSF: !XCI1 -> /XCanu4 ‘1X0! in its microscopic form’
* /j ibl ‘animal’ ÷-> /j ibanu! ‘microbe’

[ki-t,/ ‘worm or insect’ -* /kitanu/ ‘microscopic worm or insect, microbe’

549. NNSVADSF: IXCIn.*IXCanubhu.ti/n ‘sensation cf /X0/’
Ikami ‘sex, sex urge’ <-* fkamanubhuti/ ‘sexual desire’

I /.Çukh/ ‘happiness’ -* njf /Çukhanubhuti/ ‘sensation of happiness’

550. NNSVADSF: /XC/ -> /XCanurag/ ‘love for /X0/’
f Igunl ‘quality’ +-* flrît /gunanurag/ ‘love for quality’
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/Soijgit/ ‘music’ -> /ogitanurag/ ‘love for music’

551. NNSVADSF: IXC/ -> IXCantoI ‘the end of 1X01’

Ibonl ‘forest’ -÷ r1 [bonanto! ‘end of the forest’

1dm! ‘day’ -> 1n Idinantol ‘end of the day’

552. NNSVADSF: !XCI -> /XCantorI ‘change from one 1X0! to another’

tt isthani ‘place’ -> tni Isthanantorl ‘removal, transfer’

¶t Ijugl ‘era’ -> !jugantor! ‘change of era’

553. NNSVADSF: !Xi/, <-> !Xiana! ‘the life-style of!Xi/’

ïït Ib.ga1iI ‘Bengali’ <-* [b.ga1iana/ ‘Bengali-like (life) style’

rît IforaSil ‘French’-> ÏtnT !foraSiana! ‘French-like (life) style’

554. NNSVADSF: IXC!, -> !XCanuSi1onI ‘exercise of 1X0!’

!gc(a)n/ ‘knowledge’ <-* ttftr !gE(a)nanui1onI ‘exerciselpractice of
knowledge’

!ojgit! ‘music’ ÷-> !So13gitanui1on! ‘exercise, practice of music’

555. NNSVADSF: !Xu/ <-> /Xuani/ ‘life-style of IXuI’

fbabu/ ‘Hindu gentleman, a rich Hindu’ -* qrt [babuani/ ‘spending
unnecessarily for a (Hindu) rich-like lifestyle’
1 /hindu/ ‘Hindu’ -> I’iîft Ihinduani/ ‘life-style or attitudes of a Hindu’

556. NNSVADSF: /XC!, -* /XCobondhu/n ‘friend of 1X01’

cr IdeS! ‘country’ -> !de5obond’u / ‘friend of the country’

1dm! ‘the poor’ -> /dinobond”u/ ‘friend of the poor’

557. NNSVADSF: IXa/-> /Xari/ ‘who makes IXaI’

it /puj al ‘worship, devotion’ <- flft /puj ai-il ‘priest’

fl /5khaI ‘bangle made of conch-shell’ -> rît /5k’’ari! ‘artisan involved in
making such bangles’

558. NNSVADSF: IXaI -> IXarohiI ‘passenger of IXaI’

ttI ‘boat’ -> ci1i ‘passenger of boat’

1FT Irik5 al ‘Rikshaw’, ‘tricycle for transport’ <-> lizrrt /rik5 ai-obi! ‘passenger of
Rikshaw’
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559. NNSVADSF: IXCI -> IXCart”iln ‘who seeks te do otto have 1XCI’
ti isnanl ‘bath’ -* Isnanarthil ‘who wants to bathe’
£fTC IS°foni ‘refuge’ <-÷ ‘fflf ISoronart’iI ‘refugee’

560. NNSVADSF: iXC! <-> iXC&’on! ‘expending 1XC1 to some place’

[boni ‘forest’ nwi [bonaon! ‘act cf planting trees’, ‘creating new forests’
IÎ Inogorl ‘city’ -> TWr{ !nogor&’onI ‘urbanization’

561. NNSVADSF: !XCI -> iXCiI ‘the activities cf IXCI’
!maÇarI ‘teacher’ <-* /ma’tari/ ‘teaching’
IdakatI ‘dacoit, robber’ fdakatiI ‘robbery, banditry’

562. NNSVADSF: lXC! +- 1X0 ii,, ‘a professional cf !XC!’
trt letari ‘sitar, a musical instrument’ -> crrI letari! ‘a musician who plays
on sitar’
IT [korati ‘a saw’ /kora-tii ‘3 sawyer’

563. NNSVADSF: !XCl <- IXCikoronI ‘act cf controlling something with !XCI’
rti !mast an! ‘a hooligan’ -> iitr imastanikoron! ‘act cf controlling a society
or part cf it with hooligans’

/ontra! ‘violence’ -* it !ontraÇikoron! ‘act cf controlling a society
or part cf t with violence’

564. NNSVADSF: IXC/ ÷-> IXCimai ‘IXC!-ness’
l’tT mu! ‘blue’ ÷-* tfi Iniiimal ‘blueness’
T1’i liai! ‘red’-> rtfirw1 /lalima/ ‘redness’

565. NNSVADSF: 1X01, -> !XCureI ‘who professionally deals with 1X0!’
ii Is api ‘snake’ -> /S apure! ‘snake-charmer’

lkath/ ‘wood’ —> Mti [kat”ure! ‘wood-cutter’

566. N NADSF: IXI<—IX”a1 aI ‘1X1-d river’

f’rtIrikSai ‘a trycycle without motor’ <— ‘Rikshaw-puller’
Ivcnl ‘a trycycle used for transport’ ni !vcnwala/ ‘Rikshaw van-puller’

567. NNADSF: lX! -> !Xwaia!n ‘1X/-seller’
1w [badam/ ‘nuts’ -> 1Nfli1 /badamwaiai ‘seller cf nuts’

!aiu/ ‘potato’ <-> flrni1 laiuwaial ‘seller cf potato’
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568. NNADSF: /XI -> IXwala/n who has IX!’

iiIcii [bckbc1cnsI ‘good bank balance’ Idari”a1aI ‘who has a
good bank balance’
‘N1 /taka/ ‘money 4-* 1nrt ftaka”ala/ ‘rich’

569. NNSVADSF: IXiI -* /Xikikoron/ ‘act of giving an /Xi/ oriented character’
/rajniti/ ‘politics’ ÷- Irajnitikikoronl ‘politicization’

Tltf loi-t honitjl ‘politics’ -* fort honjtjkjkrQfl/ ‘act of giving a
economy-oriented character’

570. NNSVADSF: /XC/ /XCkompo/ ‘/XC/-quake’
[t0hi/ ‘earth’ -> Ibhumikompol ‘earthquake
Icondrol ‘moon’ ÷-> /condrokompo/ ‘moonquake’

571. NNSVADSF: /XV/ -> /XVkor/ ‘somebody who does or makes IXVI’
1t lcit roi ‘painting’ fzi /citrokor/ ‘painter’

/j adu/ ‘magic’ -> lj adukor/ ‘magician’

572. NNADSF: IX!,, ÷-> /Xko1a/ art of doing IX!’
fi5 Icitrol drawing’ -> icii /citrokola/ art of drawing’

[kam/ sex’ -> ri fkamkolal ‘art of makng sex’

573. NNSVADSF: IXVI, -> IXVkarokl ‘who does /XV/’
iw1 /amdani/ ‘import’ <—> Iamdanikarokl ‘importer’

Iroptanil ‘export’ <-> ti /roptanikaroki ‘exporter’

574. NNSVADSF: IXCIC.syllabln <> IXCICsyIIabkariin who does /XC/CsyIIab/’
/0hjaJf ‘snatching’ -÷ /chinta]kari/ ‘snatcher-thief
/abedon/ ‘application’ -> Iabedonkaril ‘applicant’

575. NNSVADSF: IXCf IXCkuciI ‘small flakes of /XC/’
[bai-o f/ ‘ice’ -> [bai-o fkucil ‘small flakes of ice’

ziî IpajI ‘onion’ ÷-> ipajkuci! ‘small flakes or chips cf onion’

576. NNADSF: /X/ <- IXkromI ‘the order in which IX! takes place’
if fkarj o! ‘work’ -> fkarj okromf ‘the chronological order of some work’

/j ibon] ‘life’ -> /j ibonkromf ‘the chronological order or life’
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577. NNSVADSF: lXVl <—> /XVkritil ‘the praiseworthy work cf lxvi,
NJ fkabbol ‘poetry’ -*MI Ikabbokritil ‘poetical works’

if lSahittol ‘literature’ <-> /Sahittokriti/ ‘literary wcrks’

578. NNSVADSF: IXVN.syllabln * /XVALsylIab/khana/n ‘wcrking place cf /XVI\LsyrIabl’

/daktarl ‘doctor’ <-> 5Ttfl1 /daktark’’ana/ ‘dispensary cf a doctor’
/ko a/ ‘butcher’ -> flflfl [ko ajkh ana/ ‘butchery, butcher’s shop’

579. NNSVADSF: JXVRLsyIIab/n > IXVN.syllabkkh&71n ‘decay 0f /XVN.syllab/
/jhUj/ ‘sou’ <-> ïi’i lbhumikkho7 ‘lcss cf sou’

ij lau/ ‘life-time’, ‘life-span’ —> rr /ayukk”o’7 ‘Ioss cf time te ive’

580. NNADSF: lxi,, iXkhagil ‘a woman superstitiously blamed for having
caused the death cf her own 1X1’

lbhatar/ ‘husband’ -* ri’iift /b1atarkhagi/ ‘a wcman superstitiously blamed
ta cause the death cf her husband’

lc”ele/ ‘son -> tcifl /chelekhagi/ ‘a woman superstitiously blamed te cause
the death cf her son’

581. NNADSF: IX!,, -* lXkhorl,, ‘who has the bad habit cf taking IX!’
Imodi ‘wine, alcohol’ -> /modkhor/ ‘whc (cften) drinks cf alcohcl’

ftt /g.j al ‘hashish’ /g.j akhor/ ‘whc smokes hashish’

582. NNsvADsF: /XCN5YIIab/fl > IXCNsyIlabkhep0111n act cf passing /XCN.syI(abi for
ncthing’

/kal/ ‘time’ *-> rii Ikalkhepon/ act cf passing time’
l5omol ‘time’ <—* /omYklepon/ ‘act cf passing time’

583. NNSVADSF: lXCI q—> IXCg’aal ‘a place where IXCI anchcrs’
‘tv lj ahaj/ ‘ship’ —* rni ij ahaj ghat al ‘pcrt’

hand ‘big engine bcat’ -> iii /1oncg’ata/ ‘small port fer big engine boats’

584. NNSVADSF: /XV/,, /XVgirï/, ‘act cf working as lxvi’
trrw /go enda/ ‘detective’ ÷-> tnrftl /goendagiri/ ‘work cf a detective’
rt /kerani/ ‘clerk’ -> c ttftl /keranigiri/ ‘clerk-ship, wcrk cf a clerk’

585. NNSvADsF: 1X01,, -* ix0cil ‘persan in charge cf 1X01’
r’tt’i /moÇa1f ‘tcrch, flambeau’ -> rttt/moÇa1ci/ ‘tcrch-bearer’
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TtfT [kaman! ‘canon’ iIi /kamancii ‘artilleryman’

586. NNADSF: IX!,, iXj ibii,, ‘one who professionally deals with IX!’
5111 fani ‘Iaw’ -> /an] ibii ‘Iawyer’

Imot Sol fish’ -* Imot5ojibii ‘fisherman’

587. NNSVADSF: /X5!, ÷-* 1X5 ta!,, ‘who gives 1X51’
izt iupode5i ‘advice’ ÷÷ t1 Iupode5ta/ ‘adviser’
‘iZt fade 5! ‘order’ ‘Ic’îI /ade5tai ‘somebody who gives orders’

588. NNADSF: /XI, <-÷ iXc1jibi/ ‘sinking cf IX!’
ij aliajl ship’ -> wtrî ij ahajdubii ‘shipwreck’

tt inokai ‘boat’ -> ti’ /no4kac1ubi/ ‘boat wreck’

589. NNSVADSF: !XV4, ÷ IXVtto4, ‘quality cf 1XVI’
i1 [bktii ‘person -> if /bktittof ‘personality’

iprob”ui master’ <-> /probNit toi ‘predominance, authority’

590. NNSVADSF: /XV!,, ÷-> IXVt ai, ‘/XV/-hood’
nflprarthiI ‘candidate’ ÷-> i’fi /prarthita/ ‘candidacy’

Ibondhul ‘friend’ <—> /bond’uta/ ‘friendship’

591. NNSVADSF: /XV/, <-> IXVtr&7 ‘the three IXVIs’
fbond”ui ‘friend’ <-> fbondhutrouI ‘the two friends’

ni [konna/ ‘daughter’ -> uizi /konnatroI ‘the three daughters’

592. NNSVADSF: /XC/ -÷ IXCdor S ili ‘who can see /XC/’
Iiwr itrikall ‘tree divisions cf time: present, past and future’ <—* Icï

Itrikaldor5i/ ‘somebody who can see present, past and future’

5 5oti ‘future’ fb”obi 55 otdor 5 i/ ‘somebody who can see
the future’

593. NNSVADSF: iXVi ÷-* /XVddo/,, ‘the two iXVIs’
fkormokorta/ ‘officer’ -> tï [kormokortaddo/ ‘the two officers’

rt imontrif ‘minister’ -> Ttï fmontriddo’! ‘the two ministers’

594. NNADSF: iX/ ÷-> iXdan!,, ‘/Xi-holder’
îf [bat il ‘Iamp’ iIwî fbatidan! ‘Iamp stand’
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rti latorl ‘attar or Otto’ <-> IiiI Iatordanl ‘container for attar or Otto’

595. NNSVADSF: lXCi, lXCdanii ‘IXCI-holder’

/ator/ ‘attar or Otto’ <-> latordanii ‘container for attar or Otto’

/ko 1cm! ‘pen’ -> iMt /kolomdani/ ‘pen-case, pen-stand’

596. NNADSF: lXi -> iXdarl ‘who has /)(l’

wtI idokanl ‘shop’ -> /dokandarl ‘shop-keeper’
ii lj cmi! land’ <-* lj omidar/ ‘land-lord’

597. NNSVADSF: IXVl <-> /XVddar/ entrance/gate of lxvi’

Iorgoi ‘heaven’ -> frn iorgoddari entrance of heaven’

‘f idurgo/ fort’ -> fi idurgoddari ‘entrance of a fort’

598. NNSVADSF: IXC1, lXCdari ‘entrance/gate of IXCI’

Incgori ‘heaven’ -> lnogordari entrance 0f a city’

[kutir! ‘hut’ -> [kutirdar/ ‘entrance of a hut’

599. NNSVADSF: lXoi, /Xaddhoniln ‘sounds made with IXoI’

ti i oijk’oi ‘conch sheil’ f—> ‘sound of blowing a
conch sheli’

Iboij i/ ‘flute -> trl /bo idd’’oni/ ‘sound cf a flute’

600. NNADSF IXl * lXflObSln/adJ ‘who does IX!’

/nokol/ ‘copy, transcription’ —> iicitinoko1nobi5i ‘a professional copyist or
transcriber’
fr’i /5 ikkhai ‘learning, education’ <-> /5 ikkhanobi 5/ ‘apprentice, novice’

601. NNADSF: iXi -> lXnamai ‘a written document of iX)’

ffri inikal ‘Islamic marnage’ 1ii /nikanamai ‘document cf Islamic marnage’
wn italakl ‘Islamic divorce’ rinn /talaknamai ‘document cf Islamic divorce’

602. NNADSF: IXI<-> iXna5I ‘loss of IX!’

rri5ast)oi’health’ loss cf health’

tT lj iboni ‘life’ <—> 1i.ii’i ij ibonna5/ ‘death’

603. NNSVADSF: iXvi -> iXvnigrohoI tortureicppression cf iXVi’

rt maTi! ‘woman’ -> N1tf2r /narinigroho/ ‘tortureioppression of woman’
fr /5 i 5ui ‘chiidren’ -> i i 5unigrohoi ‘torture/oppressicn cf chiidren’
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604. NNSVADSF: IXV/ <-> /XVniba/ ‘hostel 0f /XV/’
rRn /mohila/ ‘women’ -* rtfïr /mohi1aniba/ ‘woman hostel’
wît /chat ri! ‘student’ -* lrri !chatrinibaS/ ‘female student’s hostel’

605. NASVADSF: IXaI -÷ IXanuragI eagerness for IXaI’
fw [bidda/ ‘learning’ <—> iiIui fbiddanurag/ ‘desire for learning’
1r’wt / ikkha/ ‘education’ riii ! ikkhanurag/ ‘desire for education’

606. NNADSF: IXI, -> /Xp3na/ ‘/X/-like attitude’
9 Iginnil ‘mistress of a house’ ÷- tNn /ginnipona/ ‘duties and styles of a
house-wife’

[karj ail ‘very poor’ <-> fkaa1pana/ ‘very poor-like attitude’

607. NNADSF: /X/n <> /Xpoflthj/n/adj ‘who supports IX!’
rii I orkarl ‘government’ <-* i’rt I orkarponthi/ ‘who supports government’
ii lmadraaI ‘Islamic school’ <-* !madra5aponthi/ ‘supporters of Islamic
school’

608. NNADSF: IX!, <-> IXponj Ifl/adj ‘an ordered collection of IX!’
1dm! ‘day’ <-> Idinponj il trf ‘calendar’
Ikormol work’ -> *i{ /kormoponj i/ ‘list of works’

609. NNADSF: /X/, -> IXpatI ‘act 0f fallinglloosing IX!’
Iraktol ‘blood’ ÷- !roktopat/ ‘bloodshed’

Ij ibonl ‘life’ Ij ibonpatl ‘sacrifice of life”

610. NNADSF: /X/ -* IXborI ‘respectable /X!’
[bond1’uI ‘friend’ <-* [bondhubor/ ‘respectable friend’
[birl ‘hero’ -> t [birbor/ ‘respectable hero’

611. NNSVADSF: /XV/ /XVpaYi/fl,j ‘who swallows /XV/ in his body’
/ura/ ‘alcohol’ —> i1fl /urapaYi/ ‘consumer of alcohol’
/rokto/ ‘blood’ <-> wnt IroktopaiI ‘blood-sucker

612. NNADSF: /X/ -> /Xpremi/ ‘who admires IX!’
Imanobl ‘human being’ ni /manobpremi/ ‘who loves human beings’
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[I IpuÇpoI ‘flower’ -> ‘it /pupopremi/ ‘admirer offlowers’

613. NNADSF: IXI, -> IXferotI ‘who has returned from IX!’
f fbilat/ ‘England’ <—> ii [bilatferot/ ‘back from England’

rfî Iamerikal ‘flower’ -> ici Iamerikaferotl ‘back from America’

614. NNADSF: IX/ ÷- /Xbotta/ ‘IXI-ity’
rr ISarI ‘substance’ ii*i’i ISarbottal ‘substantiality’
tIbirjoI ‘vigour -> iI fbirjobatta/ ‘vigorousness’

615. NNSVADSF: IXVI -> IXVbadI ‘theorylmotto cf /XV/’
rt4IadorÇoI ‘ideal’ -* ii1i1 /adorSobadl ‘idealism’
Fr IammoI ‘equality’ <-* iiuiii /Sammobadl ‘communism’

616. NNADSF: /X4 IXbadI theory by IX!’
îîï /marks! ‘Cari Marx’ <-* IiiI1 /marksbadl theory by Karl Marx’

Irnaol ‘Mao Tse Tung’ -> /maobadl ‘so-called theory by Mao Ise Tung’

617. NNADSF: IXI’- IXba]Ifl,adj ‘skiiied n /XI-related activities’
rin Idhappal ‘bluff’ -> n /dliappabajl ‘bluffer’

fln Itcloarl ‘sword’ <- inii Itoloarbaj/ ‘a person cf skill with a sword’

618. NNADSF: IX!-, !Xbaj/ ‘who s by nature inclined te IX!’
/durniti/ ‘corruption’ -> /durnitibajl ‘corrupted’
/fki/ ‘eye-wash’, ‘evasion’ <-> /f.kibaj! ‘deceitful’, ‘evasive’

619. NNADSF: IXI -> IXbaSi/fl,adj’who iives in IX!’
îi IdakaI ‘city cf Dhaka’ > ïjq !hakabaSi! ‘inhabitants cf Dhaka’
i[ii /monj-,rioll ‘cïty cf Montreal’÷-> îci /montriolbaSil ‘inhabitants of
Mc ntrea I’

620. NNADSF: IX!,., -* IXbidI ‘expert in /X!’
Iorthonjtil ‘economics’ <—> /orthonitibidl ‘economist’

iW /roÇaon/ ‘chemistry’ <-> I.iîi /roSaonbidI ‘chemist’

621. NNADSF: IX%.,÷-* IXbinnaSI ‘orderly arrangement cf IX!’
/nogor/ ‘city’ <—k J1ï /nogorbinnaÇ/ ‘arrangement cf different areas in a city’

Ni /bakko/ ‘sentence’ +3 <iIiiîiIi !bakkobinnaS/ ‘syntax’
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622. NNADSF: IXI —> IXbiSeSl ‘a kind cf 1X1’
crti Ipo’akI ‘dress’ <-> /poÇakbi Çe/ ‘a kind cf dress’

ph80/ ‘food’ -÷ t’I faddobi e ‘I ‘a kind cf food’

623. NNADSF: IXI -> /Xbistar/ ‘expansion cf/XI’
ritiï /adHpotto/ ‘suzerainty’ -> Iadhipottobistarl ‘expansion cf

suzerainty’
/probhab/ ‘influence’ <-* rRN /probhabbistar/ ‘expansion cf influence’

624. NNSVADSF: IXC! -> IXCbettaI ‘expert in 1X01’
trr Po’ugo1/ ‘geography’ ici PcNio1betta/ ‘expert in geography’,
‘g eog ra pher’
fli [b(a)kron/ ‘grammar’ -> /b(a)koronbetta/ ‘expert in grammar’

625. NNSVADSF: lxvi, ÷- IXVbo roi ‘hostility between persans cf different 1XV1’
/jati/ ‘race’ -* nitii IjatiboroI ‘racism’, ‘racial hatred’

if /dh3rmo! ‘religion’ <-* /dhormoboj roi ‘communal feeling based on the
difference cf religion’

626. NNSVADSF: /XV/ /XVbhorjgo/n ‘breach/end of 1XV/’

“I /opno/ ‘dream’ <-> ‘end cf dream’
rt /moho/ ‘mental obsession’ -> ri /mohobholjgo/ ‘end cf mental obsession’

627. NNSVADSF: /XV/ -> IXVbhrorJSoI ‘loss cf 1XVI’
f bittai ‘mmd’ -> f/cittob”roiJSo/ ‘dementia’
“1 /sriti/ ‘memory’ fi !sritib”rouSol ‘dementia’

628. NNSVADSF: /XV/ ÷-* /XVmotta/ ‘demonstraticn cf /XV/’
‘rf ISoktil ‘power’, ‘force’ -> dti ISoktimottal ‘demonstration cf power’

pjhjj ‘intelligence’ -÷ [buddhimotta/ ‘demonstration cf intelligence’

629. NNSVADSF: 1X01, -> IXCj ada!, ‘son cf /XC/’
Nt Inobabl ‘Nabab’ <-> înfl /nobabj ada! ‘son cf a Muslim king’

/pir/ ‘Muslim guru’ rn1 !pirj ada! ‘son cf a Muslim guru’
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630. NNADSF: IX4. IXj ogI act cf attaining salvation through IX! according ta
the Hindu philosophy’

/g(a)nI ‘knowledge’ -> FicIt /g€(a)nj og/ ‘act of attaining salvation through
seatch of knowledge’

[kormo! ‘action’,’work’ -÷ tni /kormoj og/ ‘act cf attaining salvation through
action’

631. NNADSF: IX! +-> IXj og/ ‘astrological possibility of IX?’
tîf Ipraptil ‘act of obtaining’ -> tfflf /prapt ij og/ ‘possibility of obtaining
something

p0hfOO travel’ <-> Ib’romonj og/ ‘possibility cf finding an occasion of
travel

632. NNSVADSF: IXaIr<-> /Xarto/ ‘who has IXaI’
phh/ ‘hunger’ —>n /khudhartol hungry’

ii /trinaI ‘thirst’ T/triSnarto/ ‘thirsty’

633. NNSVADSF: IXaI-> /Xartli/ who undergoes IXaI’
4Nî Iporikkhal ‘examination’ <-> t/porikk’’art h/ ‘examinee’
1Iq/ikkha/ education’ >11IikkharthiI ‘student’

634. NNADSF: IXCN.sYIIabIfl > /XCNsyIIabfOd17n ‘resistance against /XCNsyIIab/’
[t0gf ‘breaking’, ‘dismantling’ t fbgonrodh/ ‘hindering or resisting

the breaking or dismantiing’
i’rui /apoco/ ‘wastage’ <- rcui lopocorodhl ‘hindering or resisting the
wastage’

635. NNSVADSF: IXaI -> /Xa1&’/ ‘building in which IXaI s given’
lrwt I ikkha/ ‘education, learning —> frwtri I ikkhaloY/ educational institution’
li /bidda! ‘education, learning’ -* iiiici fbidda1o/ educational institution’

636. NNSVADSF: IXaI —* /Xa1i/ ‘colour of IXaI’
trtn /ona/ ‘gold’ tnn ISonaliI ‘colour of gold’
fl Irupa/ ‘silver’ <-* iNît /rupali/ ‘colour of silver’

637. NNSVADSF: IXoI, -* /Xolok/i ‘the reaim of /Xo/’

f!Sorgo/ heaven’ -* ftrî /orgo1okI ‘the reaim of heaven’
fImortoI ‘earth’ -* f’iti /mortolok! the reaim cf earth’
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638. NNADSF: IXI /X1ok/ ‘the reaim cf IX!’

R [bi 5nu/ ‘god Vishnu’ -> iii [bi 5nulokl ‘the realm cf the god Vishnu’
Ij ami gcd cf death’ -> ciii Ij omlokl ‘the reaim cf the god cf death’

639. NNADSF: IXI-*iX5a1a/ ‘place for IX!’
tff /liati/ ‘elephant’ -> rfrtrt/hati5a1a! ‘stable where elephants are kept’
wi Irondhon/ ‘act of cooking’ -> irttn /rondhon5aia/ kitchen’

640. NNADSF: /Xi <-÷ /X5orjkorI ‘mixture cf IX!’

4 [borne! ‘caste’ -* [borne S oxjkor/ ‘mixture cf caste’

1T /dhat! ‘metal’ -> i’i /dhatuSor]kor/ ‘mixture cf metal’

641. NNSVADSF: IXVI, -> /XVsoUsthan/n ‘act cf providing IXVI’

[kormol ‘work’ [kormo 5 orjst”ani ‘employment’

farine! ‘cooked rice, food’ <-> IonnosoisthanI ‘act cf procuring food,
earning one’s liveiihood’

642. NNSVADSF: IXVI, <-> IXV5umari/ ‘census cf /XV/’
Ibrikkhoi ‘tree’ _ /brikkhoSumari/ ‘governmental program cf counting

cf ail the trees cf a certain area’
ipo5ui ‘animal’ —> /po5usumari/ ‘governmentai program cf counting ail

the animais cf a certain area’

643. NNSVADSF: iXVi- iXV5ebii, ‘who consumes /XV/’

lgonj ikal ‘hashish’ <- igonj ika5ebii ‘whc consumes hashish’
Ib&’ui ‘air’ ÷— rftrt [bau5ebi/ ‘pecpie who goes eut for a walk te

breathe fresh air’

644. NNSVADSF: /XC/, -> iXChanui ‘destruction or ioss cf /XC/’
flt !prani ‘iife’ -> iîf1 Ipranhanil ‘destruction cf hfe’

/fo5ol/ ‘crop’ ÷-> lfo5olhanil ‘destruction cf crop’

645. NNSVADCF: iXCi -> IporXCaI ‘foreign /XC/ attached to something’
rr Igachi ‘tree’ -* rri Iporgachal ‘parasitic plant’

iculi ‘hair’ -> ¶n /porcula/ ‘wig’

646. NASVADCF: ICVC/ -> IckCVCa/ something that has cne !CVCI’
b11 Icali ‘roor <-> Wfl Ickcala! ‘village house with cne roof
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han ‘string’ -> it kktara/ ‘musical instrument with one string’

647. NNSVADPJ: !CXI, -* /ontorCX! ‘ICXI directed towards the inside’
Idor Son! ‘act cf seeing’ ÷÷ /ontordor5on/ ‘introspection’
!dni5i! ‘act cf seeing’, ‘view’ +- !antordni5 tif ‘inter sense’

648. NNSVADPJ: /CXJ <—> /oijgu1iCX/ ‘ICXI given by using one’s fingers’
frc’rInirde5I ‘order’ -> îc’t !oijgulinirde5/ ‘order given with one’s finger’
r !5orjketl ‘sign’ -> îic !oîjgu1i5oket/ ‘sign made with one’s finger’

649. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* Iaka5CX! ‘!CX/ cf sky’
I Ipothl ‘way, road’ -* flr’t /aka5poth/ ‘air-route’

!do5,Çu/ ‘bandit’ ÷tr !aka5do55u! ‘sky-pirate’

650. NNSVADPJ: ICXI —* !arokkhaCX!n ‘!CXJ cf defense’
fi’i [bib’agI ‘section’, ‘department’ -> 11I!arokkhabibhag/ ‘departmenU
section cf defense’
tf /bahini! ‘force’ -> nRtt !anokkhabahini/ ‘defense force’

651. NNSVADPJ: !CX/ fartoCXI ‘,‘CXI cf a suffering person’
tr /citkan! ‘shout’ -> rWii !artocitkar! ‘shout cf a suffering person’

/5 or! ‘voice’ -> !arto5or! ‘voice cf a suffering person’

652. NNSVADPJ: !C)(/ <-> !a1okCX/ ‘!CXI made with light’
1tï Icit ro! ‘picture’ -> !alokcitro! ‘phctograph’

!5oiDket! ‘sign’ -> cciiplc !alok5ouket! ‘sign made with light

653. NNSVADPJ: /CXJ, —* !uccoCX! ‘higher ICX/’
frit /5 ikkha! ‘education’ 1t’t /ucco 5 ikkha/ ‘higher education’
Ic1 [bidda1o/ ‘school’ <-> !uccobidda1o! ‘high school’

654. NNSVADPJ: /CX/ <- IuttorCX/ ‘!CX/ cf future’
ri [kal! ‘time, period, season’ ÷-* /uttorkal/ ‘future’

/puru5! ‘man, generation’ -* !uttorpuru5! ‘succeeding generation’

655. NNSVADPJ: /CX1 lurdhoCXf ‘ICX/ towards the top’
rI Igotil ‘speed’ -> /urdhogoti! ‘speed towards the top’, ‘increase’
P11 I5imaI ‘limit’ /und’o5ima/ ‘highest limit’
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656. NNSVADPJ: /CXI <-* /rituCX/ ‘/CXJ related to the menstruat period’
Isnanl ‘bath’ —> tM /ritusnan/ act of bathing on the fourth day of one’s

menstrual period’
wi /kal/ ‘period’, ‘time’ /ritukal/ the menstrual period’

657. NNSVADPJ: /CXI ÷÷ /kot”aCX/ ‘ICXI related to speech’
iiTi /Sahitto/ ‘literature’

ft / iipi/ ‘artist’ -÷ ntt fkot’aS ilpi/ ‘novelist’

658. NNSVADPJ: lCX1 [konthoCCXI ‘/CXI related to throat’
Idh onil ‘sound’ —*

p0flh0h oni/ ‘voice’
IrI ‘sound’ -> ‘voice’

659. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* /kakCXI, ‘light or fade ICXI’
Isnanl ‘bath’ <- [kaksnan/ ‘a brief or careless bath’

tn1 Ij o(t)snal ‘sound’ -> iIi ffl1 /kakj o(t)sna / ‘fade moonlight’

660. NNSVADP]: /CXI -* /kabboCX/ ‘/CX/ of poetry’
?iiIroSI ‘pleasure’ <- Mw /kabboroÇ/ ‘pleasure deriving from poetry
r /gun/ ‘quality’ ÷-> rzct [kabbogun/ ‘poetical quality’

661. NNSVADPJ: ICXJ <-÷ IkiaCXI ‘ICXJ of thorns or prickies’
Itarl ‘wire’ <—* *IÎti /k.tatarI ‘bar-bed wire’

Ibonl ‘forest’ /kt,abonI ‘hedge full of prickly shrubs’

662. NNSVADP]: ICXI -> JkaraCXI ‘ICXI related to prison’
/dcnd,p/ ‘punishment’, ‘sentence’ -> [karadondo/ ‘sentence of

m prison ment’
1I kormokDrta! ‘officer’ -if /karakormokorta/ government officer in
charge of prison’, ‘jailor’

663. NNSVADPJ: ICXI, <- /ka1CX/ ‘/CXI that brings death’
M I’ api ‘snake’ -> [kal Ç api ‘snake that causes death’

/ghum/ ‘sleep’ -> 1Ic1 ikalghumi ‘sleep that ends in death’

664. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -> iku1oCXJ ‘ICXI of the family’
w /guru/ ‘Guru’ [kuloguru/ ‘Guru of the family’
ci Idebotal god’ <—f i’ioîii [kulodebotai ‘god of the family’
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665. NNSVADPJ: /CXJ -> /kromoCXI ‘continuous ICXI’

frr IbikaSl ‘development’ -> fkromobikaS/ graduai development’
Ibriddhi/ ‘increase’ <- /kromobridd’i/ graduai increase’

666. NNSVADPJ: 10X1, -* [k”ond.pCXI ‘/CX/ confined in a very Iimited area’

iii /pro1o/ ‘dissolution’ -> /khond.,oproloY/ ‘a partial destruction’
/judd”o/ ‘battle’ -> /khond.,oJuddo/ ‘strife’, ‘small battle’

667. NNSVADPJ: ICXJn<_>IkheaCXln ‘ICXI for crossing a river’

fl1 /no4kal ‘boat’ <- t&1 /kheano4kal ‘boat used for ferrying between two banks
0f a river’
nfi /maj h1 ‘boatman’ -* rrtf PKheamaj h1 ‘boatman who does ferrying between
two banks of a river’

668. NNSVADPJ: /CXI -* /goj oCXI,, ‘ICXI of elephant’

Idontol ‘tooth’ -* /gojodonto/ tusk’

i Imukta/ ‘pearl’ -> t’i /go] omukta/ ‘pearl that s believed to have shed from
an elephant head (according to fables)’

669. NNSVADPJ: /CXJ /goddoCXI ‘10X1 of prose’
ic”ondoi ‘poetical meter’ <-* /goddochondo/ ‘prose-iike poetical meter’

*ii Ikobital ‘poetry’ -* /goddokobita/ poetry written in prose’

670. NNSVADPJ: /CX/ -> /gorbhoCX!n ‘10X1 of pregnancy’
rn /j ont rona! ‘pain’ irn /gorbhoj ont rona! ‘labour-pain’
Wi /kalI ‘time’, ‘period’ —> rîi Igorb”okal/ ‘period of pregnancy’

671. NNSVADPJ: /CX/ -> /gaCX/ ‘/CXI found in coastai areas’
I’r /cilI ‘hawk’ <-> /gaci1/ ‘sea-gulI’
¶rI /a1ik/ ‘a kind of bird’ -> /gaija1ikI ‘such bird found in coastal areas’

672. NNSVADPJ: ICXI, <- /guruCX/ ‘10X1 of guru’
/griho/ ‘house’ ÷- Igurugrihol ‘house of guru’

îï /bakkol ‘sentence’, ‘words’ -> /gurubakko/ ‘words of guru’

673. NNSVADPJ: ICX1 /guruCX/ ‘/0X/ for guru’
hOktjf ‘devotion’ Igurubhokti/ ‘devotion for guru’
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wfn Idokkh mal ‘money given as a token of respect’ -> In Igurudokkh mal

‘money given te guru as a token cf respect’

674. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -> Iguru0Xl ‘excessively big 10X1’

Idond,oI ‘punishment’ -* IgurudondoI ‘heavy punishment’
[Ihf/ ‘load’, ‘resposibility’ -> ti Igurub’arI ‘high respcnsibility’

675. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -> /grihoCX/ ‘ICXI done in the house’

14/karjof ‘work’ -> tfIgrihokarjoI ‘domestic work’

/judd’’o/ ‘battle’, ‘war’ ç Igriho]udd”ol ‘civil war’

676. NNSVADPJ: lCXI ÷- IgrihoCXl ‘10X1 cf house’

Idebotal ‘gcd’ -> c’il fgrihodebota/ ‘god cf the house’

ft’ ISikk”okl ‘teacher’ -> /griho,Çikk”ok/ ‘house tutor’

677. NNSVADPJ: 10X1, -* /go 1apCX/ ‘10X1 cf rose’

[baganl ‘garden’ <—> cin /go labbagan/ ‘garden with roses’

Ij ail ‘water’ -> fl1i’’î /golabj ail ‘rose water’

678. NNSVADPJ: ICXI <-> IcokroCXI ‘circular 10X1’

t Ire 1/ ‘railway’ -> ici’i /cokrorel/ ‘circular railway’

fbuho/ ‘une cf battle’ -> /cakrobuho/ ‘wheel-shaped battie order’

679. NNSVADPJ: ICXI ÷-> IcaCXI ‘10X1 cf tea’

flï Ipata/ ‘leaves’ t’rtt Icapatal ‘tea-leaves’

b1T6 Icamocl ‘Spcon’ <- t-îr6 Icacamocl ‘tea-spoon’

680. NNADPJ: IX!, -* I&’atroXln ‘IX! cf student’

r1ïr Iandolonl ‘mcvement’ rii /catroandolon/ ‘student mcvement’

bti I mbon/ ‘life’ —* 1i /c”at roj ibon/ ‘student life’

681. NNSVADPJ: 10X1, -* /ciagCXln ‘10X1 cf goat’

ft I,iSu/ ‘child’ -÷ rfr ‘kid’
/dugdho/ ‘milk’ -> iri /c”agdugd”o/ ‘gcat’s milk’

682. NNSVADPJ: 10X1, <-* /jonmoCX/ ‘10X1 cf birth’

1dm! ‘day’ <-* tîi Ij onmodin/ ‘date cf birth’, ‘bidhday’
Pohumml ‘land’ /]anmobhumi/ ‘native land’, ‘mother land’
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683. NNSVADPJ: ICXl, -* Ij ononCXI 10X1 cf procreation’
tti JkoI ‘cefl’ <- iciIi /]DnonkoS/ ‘reproductive celI’
cij ISoktil ‘power’, ‘capacity’ <-> 9r’t IjononSokti/ ‘capacity cf procreation’

684. NNSVADPJ: IOX1, -* Ij opCXI ‘ICXI cf prayer’
w1fl ImalaI ‘garland’ <-* iw1fl Ijopmalal ‘chalet’

/montro/ ‘incantation’, ‘esoteric words’ ÷-> Ij opmontrol ‘esoteric words to
be recited during prayer’

685. NNSVADPJ: /CX1 <-* /j DroCX/ ‘inanimate /0X1’
¶1 /podartho/ ‘matter’ <-> Wf1 Ij oropodart”o/ ‘inanimate matter’

Ij agotl ‘body’ —> oroj ogotl ‘inanimate body’

686. NNSVADPJ: 10X1, -> /j oroCXI ‘10X1 cf inanimate bodies’
ti /biggan/ ‘science’ /J orobiggan/ ‘physical or natural science’

9J /bidda/ ‘know-how’, ‘knowledge’ <-* /jorobiddal ‘physical or natural
science’

687. NNSVADPJ: /CX/, -> /jiboCXI ‘/0X1 cf living beings’
fî /bigganl ‘science’ -> i[I /j ibobiggan/ ‘biology’
iit [bidda/ ‘know-how’, ‘knowledge’ -* i[iil Ij ibobidda/ ‘biolcgy’

688. NNSVADPJ: /CX1 -* /j atCX/ ‘/CX/ cf the cast/species’
sn fbb5 al ‘business’ -> iiii Ij atbb5 al ‘business cf a particular cast’
/d’armo/ ‘religion’, ‘nature’ -* tI/jatdhormo/ ‘religion or nature cf a particular
cast or species’

689. NNSVADPJ: /CX1 -> /jatCX/ ‘genuine /0X1’
flI I api ‘snake’ ->ri Ij at api ‘a true snake’, ‘a poiscnous snake’
TTrtt ibbSaiI ‘tradesman’ ÷-> Iiiil /jatbbSai/ ‘a true tradesman’

690. NNADPJ: /X/, -> /je1X/ ‘/X1 cf prison’
wtnfl /daroga/ ‘police officer’ -> Ij eldaroga/ ‘police officer in charge cf a
prison’
511i IanI ‘law’, ‘code’ -* c i’’iiE..i Ij e1an/ ‘prison code’, ‘law concerning the prisons
cf a country’
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691. NNSVADPJ: ICX1—> Ije1eCXJ ‘ICXI cf fishermen’
nt Iparal area’ <-> tinî /j elepara/ ‘area where mostly fishermen live’
1îJd,igi/ ‘small boat’ -> cir !jeled,îgi I ‘small boat used for fishing’

692. NNSVADPJ: !CXl -> !tebi1CX! ‘10X1 used on a table’
/ghj/ ‘snake’ /tebig’ori/ ‘table dock’

rw Icamocl ‘spoon’ ÷-> tïw Itebilcamocl ‘table spoon’

693. NNSVADPJ: !CXI /t, h akurCX/ ‘!CXI cf god’
mi1 /dalan! ‘building’ ÷-> 9wt’n /thakurdalan/ ‘building in which icons cf god(s)
are kept for the purpose cf worship’

/gh0/ ‘room’ -* ‘room in which icons cf god(s) are kept for
the purpose cf worship’

694. NNSVADP]: !CXI, -> Id,akCXI ‘ICXI used for postal purposes’
/gari! ‘car’ <-> fsttf Idaggaril ‘mail-car’

/9h01./ ‘room’ -+ ii !dagghar! ‘post office’

695. NNSVADPJ: !CXI -* Ideb(o)CXI ‘!CXI cf god’
fr 15i5u1 ‘child’ -> !deb(o)5i Su! ‘child cf a god’

/griho! ‘house’ <-> !deb(o)griho/ ‘house cf a god’

696. NNSVADPJ: /CX/1, -> Idea1CX! ‘10X1 fixed on the walI’
/ghp/ dock’ <-> tril /dealghori/ ‘wall-clock’

ii /potrika! ‘journal’ -*ti /dealpotrika/ ‘(handwritten) journal attached
te the wall’

697. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* !dhormoCX/n ‘10X1 ccnducted or administered
according te the rules of Dharma’

!juddo! -> Idhormo]uddhol ‘in Indian mythology battie that does flot break
any rule prescribed by Dharma’, ‘battlelwar for religion’
1i /raj j o! ‘state’, ‘country’ -> Idhormoraj j oi ‘state or kingdom governed
with scrupulous justice, without viclating any rule prescribed by Dharma’

698. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* /poddoCX/ ‘/CXI with Ictus’
fFfÏ /dig’i/ ‘large and deep pond’ ÷-> ii11t /poddodig’i! ‘large and deep pond
with lotuses bloomed on it’

/pukur/ ‘pond’ -> /poddopukur! ‘small pond with lotuses bloomed on it’
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699. NNSVADPJ: ICXI ÷ ‘/CXI for reading in a particular curriculum’
rttt Italikal ‘list’ -* /patt’ota1ika/ ‘reading list’

¶ Ipustoki ‘book’ -* Ipatthopustok! ‘books to be read in a particular
course’

700. NNSVADPJ: ICXJ <-÷ /pata1CX/ ‘underground /0X/’
ci. IrelI ‘railway’ fpatalrell ‘underground railway’, ‘metro’

Ipuril ‘mansion’, city’ -> /patalpuri/ ‘underground mansion or city in
Indian mytholgy and fables’

701. NNSVADPJ: ICXI <-÷ !pritiCX/ ‘10X1 organized as a token of friendship’
cV Ibho]I ‘feast’ -> tfti Ipritibho]I ‘friendly feast’
c-i’i ISommelon! ‘summit’, ‘conference’, ‘gathering’ <- ii Iprit j omme1on!
friendly gathering’

702. NNSVADPJ: ICX! !pret(o)CXI ‘10X1 concerning spirits, dead persons’
Itottol ‘doctrine’ ->t Ipretfo)tottol ‘spiritualism’
[kormo! ‘work’, ‘action’ -> /pret(o)kormo/ ‘funerallobsequial rites’

703. NNSVADPJ: /CX/ [bodCX/ ‘bad 10X1’
Inami ‘fame’ ÷- rr [bodnaml ‘bad reputation’

/me] a(j/z)! ‘mood’ -> cîs /bodmej a(jlz)I ‘bad temper’

704. NNSVADPJ: /0X11, <-> [bonCX/ ‘/0X/ responsible for forest’
d /mont ri! ‘minister’ <-> [bonmont ri! forest minister’

Ikormil ‘worker’ <— /bonkormi! ‘forest worker’

705. NNSVADPJ: 1X1, [bonX/ ‘IX! fou nU exclusively in the fotest’
tiw 1mo rogl ‘cock’ Ibonmorogl ‘woodcock’
Iî Ibiral/ ‘cat’ -iii [bonbiral/ ‘wild-cat’, ‘bush-cat’

706. NNSVADPJ: ICXJ<-> [borCXI1, ‘10X1 related to bridegroom’
rtt Ij atril ‘passenger’, ‘person who goes to some particular place’ ->

[borjatri/ ‘persons who accompany a bridegroom in a wedding’
wwii Imallo/ ‘garland’ <-> iiii /bormallo/ ‘garland to be put around the neck ofthe
bridegroom by the bride in a marnage ceremony’
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707. NNSVADPJ: /CXI -> [bi oCXI ‘universal/world 10X1’
flt Ibc(a)koronl ‘grammar’ <-* J1CI IbiS 5ob(a)koron/ ‘universal grammar’
iiîi I5aliittol ‘literature’ -> 1 t ‘/bi55D5ahitto/ ‘world literature’

708. NNSVADPJ: ICXJ7 -> /bhodroCXln ‘civilized /CXI’
/mohila! ‘woman’ -> ‘Iit [bhodromohula/ ‘lady’

nI5omajI ‘society’ ÷rtt[bhadro 5omaj! ‘civil society’

709. NNSVADPJ: ICXI—> ImuktiCXI ‘ICXIfor liberty’
if Ibahinil ‘force’ -> it Imuktibahinil ‘liberation army’

/fj/ ‘force’ ÷-* c1i /ktjfoj/ ‘liberation army’

710. NNSVADPJ: /CXI <-> IroktoCXI ‘red ICXI’
Icondon! ‘sandal’ -> ‘ii !roktocondonl ‘red sandal’

i !jobal ‘china rose’ <—> irfl /roktojoba! ‘red species of china rose’

711. NNSVADPJ: ICX1 -> /5 itCX/, ‘!CXJ cf winter’
Ibos(t)rol ‘cloth’ ÷-* / itbos(t)ro! ‘winter cloth’

tkii Inidral ‘sleep’ ÷-* 1ii I5itnidral ‘hibernation’

712. NNSVADPJ: /CXI ÷->/5i5uCX/ ‘10X1 ofchildren’
fkal/ ‘period’, ‘age’ ÷-> 1i /5 i 5ukai/ ‘childhood’

1T5i / ahitto/ ‘literature’ -> fï / i 5u5 ahitto! ‘child literature’

713. NNSVADPJ: /CX/ /5ub’oCX/ ‘auspicious /CX/’
fî /bibaho/ ‘marnage’ -> I5ubhobibahol ‘happy marnage ceremony’
1n Ibij o’a/ ‘fourth day of the festival of goddess Durga in Bengal’ ->

/5ubhobi]oa/ ‘happy festival of Bijoya’

714. NNSVADPJ: ICXI,, -÷ I5okCXI ‘10X1 cf mourning or grief’
Ipuri! ‘house’, ‘city’ <- trj I5okpuril ‘house or city of mourning’

îïI5oijbadI ‘news’ * ‘r I’/5ok5oubadJ ‘news cf grief’

715. NNADPJ: /XI->/striXJ, ‘/Xlofwoman’
ft’r /Sikkha/ ‘education’ ÷- tItt/striSikkha/ ‘female education’
rru /acar/ ‘rites’ -÷ trrw Istriacari ‘rites observed by women’
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716. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* I5ornoCXI ‘golden ICXI’

Imukutl ‘crown’ *-> /Sornomukut/ ‘crown made of golU’
n Iprotimal ‘statue’ ‘41i IornoprotimaI ‘statue made of gold’

717. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -> /SDbhabCX/fl ‘10X1 by nature’
[kobil ‘poet’ -> /Sobhabkobi/ ‘poet by nature’

frtISilpi/ ‘artist’ <> trt/Sob”abSi1pi/ ‘artist by nature’

718. NNSVADPJ: ICXI.<- IhostoCXI ‘ICX/ done by hand’
fri IÇilpo! ‘art’, ‘craft’ -> IhDstoSilpol ‘handicraft’

/mothuni ‘act of sex’ ÷-* p /h3stomojthun/ ‘masturbation’

719. NNSVADPJ: ICXI -* IhatCXI ‘ICXI to be worn in hand’
1g1’oril ‘dock, watch’ /liadghori/ ‘wristwatch’

tîî Imoj al ‘socks’ <-> ttwîff /hatmoj al ‘socks worn in hands’, ‘gloves’

720. NNSVADSJ: IXC/ -> lXCarohi/ ‘somebody on IXC/’
frî fbiman/ ‘airplane’ -* ncii [bimanarohu! ‘air passenger’

flokot/ ‘vehicle’ I? .rrt ISokotarohi/

721. NNSVADSJ: lXCl, <— /XCa1o/ ‘building where 1X01 works’
tIÛ IÇocib/ ‘secretary’ -> >Tf1i /Sociba1o/ ‘secretariats’

Ij ami H indu god cf death’ <-* i’r !j omala”/ ‘court cf the Hindu god
cf death’, ‘heu’

722. NNSVADSJ: /XC/ !XCkopi/ ‘kopi like /X0!’
Ifiii! ‘flower’ -> ffuikopil ‘cauliflower’
/oi! ‘a kind cf edible root’ rfi /oikopi/ ‘a kind of edible root’

723. NNSVADSJ: IXV1,, -* /XVko1a/ ‘art of /XV/’
T Inritto/ ‘dance’ <-> iiciî /nrittokola/ ‘art cf dancing’

/citro/ ‘painting’ <-> îi’ii Icitrokaial ‘art cf painting’

724. NNADSJ: IX!,, ÷-> /Xko1i/ ‘bud cf IXI’
ï /kuum/ ‘flower’ -> /kuSumkoli/ ‘flower-bud’
1’fl IcpaI Campak, ‘a kind cf flower’ <-> nIi /cpako1i/ Campak-bud’
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725. NNSVADSJ: iXVi -> iXVkorrno1 ‘work cf lxvi’

IsriStiI ‘creation’ <-* iIIsriStikormoI ‘creative wcrk’
fii1pol’art’ -r/Si1pokormo/’artwcrk’

726. NNADSJ: lXI -> IXkormiI ‘who does 1X1’
ltodontol ‘investigation’ -> iiï/tadontokormi/ ‘investigator’
Iudd’arI ‘recue’ -> TI iuddharkormil ‘rescuer’

727. NNADSJ: IX4 -> iXkortal ‘officer cf IX!’
i /rokkha/ ‘act cf saving somebody’ -> i1I 1rokk’akorta! ‘who is in charge of
saving scmebody’
Irni iniogi ‘appcintment’ l n’ttt iniogkortal ‘employer’

728. NNSVADSJ: /XV/ -* IXVkathinnoln ‘constriction of lxvi’
/olo/ ‘hp’ <- /oSt[okathinno/ ‘act cf flot smihing at ail’
jh0, ‘colon’ -> t Ttfu PoSthokathinno/ ‘constipation’

729. NNsvAD8J: /XC/-> iXCkaji ‘work of/XC/’
tt Itranl ‘relief -> it !trankaj/ ‘rehief-work’

/uddhar/ ‘rescue’ -> Iuddharka]i ‘rescue work’

730. NNSVADSJ: /XV/ -* /XVkand,o/ ‘incident cf /XV/’
ii ihottai ‘murder, kilhing’ <-* iïî /hottakandp/ ‘act of kihhing, murder’
rîj /ogni/ ‘fire’ ÷- iognikandoi ‘fire accident’

731. NNADSJ: /X/4->/Xka1/ ‘period cf IX!’
fltT lSaSonl ‘reign’ -> flrim lSaSonkall ‘periodltime cf reign’
i irocona/ ‘composition’ -> iiiWi /roconakali ‘perioditime cf composition’

732. NNADSJ: /X/ -* /Xka1/ ‘season cf IX!’
N /gri ô/ ‘summer’ -> /gri ‘ Sôkal/ ‘summer seascn’
4 IS it! ‘winter’ lhii’i I itkal/ ‘winter season’

733. NNADSJ: lXi -> lXk51i ‘art cf IX!’
1bT/rocona/ -> 1r/roconakoo1/ ‘art cf writing’
Ifrc /nirman/ ‘construction’ -÷ t*tm /njrmankoo1/ ‘art cf construction’
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734. NNADS]: IXI > IXko I, ‘ce Il of IX!’

IudbidJ ‘plant’ > /udb’idko/ ‘vegetal celi’

Ipranil ‘animal’ > IpranikoI ‘animal ceIl’

735. NNSVADSJ: IXCI, > IXCkriaI ‘process 1X01’

ft Ipoconl ‘rotting’ 4-> /paconkria/ ‘process of rotting’

Ii’rt /poripakl ‘disgestion’ > /poripakkria/ ‘process 0f digestion’

736. NNADSJ: IXI, <-÷ IXgac’I ‘tactic or skill cf IX!’

IamI ‘tree’ 4-> rrr Iamgacil ‘mango tree’

fli Iatal ‘custard-apple’ 4-> rrrn IatagacV ‘custard-apple tree’

737. NNSVADSJ: IXCI > IXCganI ‘song sung or words said mentioning 1X01

for the purpose of praising or cf prayer’
Igunl ‘qualities’ ÷-> Ïfl Igunganl ‘words mentioning the qualities cf somebody or

something’
îi Inami ‘name’ <-> Inamganl ‘singing by mentioning the name of somebody’

738. NNSVADSJ: /XV/,1 > IXVgorimaI ‘pride of /XV/’

i [barjol ‘family’ > ti IboijogorimaI ‘pride of the family one belongs to’

It Id,igriI ‘educational degree’ > 1trn /digrigorima/ ‘pride of the degree that
one have’

739. NNSVADSJ: /XC/ <-> /XC(o)gorbo/ ‘pride of /X0/’

i /kulI ‘family’ > Ikul(o)gorbo/ pride cf the family one belongs to’

ii /dhon/ ‘wealth’ -> /dhon(o)gDrbo/ ‘pride of the wealth that one have’

740. NNADSJ: IX!, > /Xgonona/ counting of IX!’

/lok/ ‘people’, ‘population’ 4-> iMiî /lokganona/ ‘census’

fbrikk’oI ‘tree’ <- Ibrikkhûgononal ‘counting trees in a particular reg ion

or country’

741. NNSVADSJ: /XCI > 1X0giti!, ‘song written by /X0/’

!noj i-ui! ‘Nazrul’ >tf /no] rulgiti! ‘Nazrul song’

rir /lalon/ talon’ ÷÷ Ilalongiti/ ‘Lalon song’

742. NNADSJ: IX!, * /XgQt1j/ ‘group of IX!’

!d1’onik/ ‘rich people ‘> !d1’onikgoSt”i/ ‘group of rich people’

1t/i1pi/ ‘artist’ ofartists’
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743. NNSVADSJ: IXoI -* ‘book of IXo/

tï fkabbol ‘poetry’ -> /kabbogronthbo/ ‘book cf poem’

Id’orrnoI ‘religion’ <—> IdharmogronttoI ‘book cf religion’

744. NNADSJ: IXI ÷-> IXcokroI ‘group cf IX!’

ISontraSiI- i1tIsDntfa5icokroI ‘group of hooligans’

/dakatI ‘dacoit’, ‘bandit’ <-> ldakatcokroI ‘group of bandits’

745. NNADSJ: IXI -* IXcokrol ‘group of people involved in doing IX!’

*1 Ikrira/ -> Ikriracokro/ ‘group cf people involved in sports’
srrr lb7 ami ‘physical exercise’ >ii [bamcokroI ‘group of people involved
in physical exercise’

746. NNADSJ: IXI -> /Xcokro/ ‘group of people involved in discussing IX!’
91f5} /Sahitto! ÷*rfi !Sahittocokrol ‘group of people involved in literary
discussion’
1*.îi lbigganl ‘science’ -* l*.Wr [biggancokrol ‘group cf people involved in
scientific discussion’

747. NNADS]: IX!, -> !XcorjaI ‘practice of IX!’

Ij ibon! ‘life’ <-> [j iboncorj al ‘practice cf life’
!dhormol ‘religion’ -÷ Idhormocor] al ‘practice cf religion’

748. NNADSJ: IX!,, -* /Xcorca/ ‘practice of X’
itfj !ahittol ‘literature’ ÷-* iif i61/Sahittocorca/ ‘practice oflitterature’
iifl /bc’am! ‘physical exercise’ 1r lbc’amcorca! ‘practice of physical
exercise’

749. NNADSJ: !X[, -> lXcoritoI ‘biography cf IX!’

Irobindro/ ‘Rabindranath Tagore’ -> Irobindrocoritol ‘biography
cf Rabindranath Tagore’

lorotl ‘Sharatchandra Chatterji’ -> lSorotcorito! ‘biography cf
Sharatchandra Chatterji’

750. NNADSJ: IXI <- IXcikit aI ‘treatment cf IX?’
¶ lpo,ul ‘beast’ -> i1i 1/poucikita/ ‘veterinary’

Ipagoll ‘mad’ ÷-> fÎfn !pagolcikit5a/ ‘psychotherapy’
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751. NNSVADSJ: fXV/ -* IXVcinta! ‘thought about IXVI’
/ra t,ro/ ‘state’, ‘nation’ -> rif /raStrocinta/ ‘thoughts about the

state or the nation’
IdhormoI ‘religion’ -> ffî /dhormocinta/ ‘thoughts about the religion’

752. NNSVADS]: !XV/ ÷÷ !XVcinno/ ‘sign cf IXVI’
ph0.01 ‘wound’ <—÷ fkhotocinno/ ‘scar’
Isrïti! ‘memory’ -* IsrIticinnol ‘memorial’

753. NNADSJ: IX! -> !X&’atro! ‘student of IX!’
rit’n !madraSal ‘Islamic school’ <- twI ImadraSac”atrol ‘students
of Islamic school’

!skull ‘school’ -> /skulchatro/ ‘school student’

754. NNSVADSJ: /XC/ -* IXCchanaln ‘young of IXCI’
Tti /bir ai! ‘cat’ -> f i’iwin Ibiralchana/ ‘kitten’

fkukurl ‘dog’ -> [kukurchana! ‘pup’

755. NNADSJ: IX!,, !Xca1okI ‘driver of IX!’
Ti* Itcksi! ‘taxi’ <-> i1fwt Itksica1ok I ‘taxi-driver’

[bas! ‘bus’ -> [bascalok/ ‘bus-driver’

756. NNSVADSJ: !XC/ -> /XCj or/ ‘fever of !XCI’
[kami ‘sex, sex urge’ —> [kamj or! ‘ardent sex urge’

[krikct! ‘cricket game’ citi fkriktjor! ‘ardent love for cricket’

757. NNADSJ: !X/ -> IXj oggôI ‘a great event full of IX!’
‘rr !anondol ‘pleasure’ -> !anondoj oggôl ‘a great event full of pleasure’
Ii Inid’ on! ‘killing’ <-> Inid”onj oggô! ‘massive killing’

758. NNADSJ: IX?, -> ?Xjogot! ‘world of/XJ’
rJoijgit/ ‘music’ ÷-* tIoijgitjogot! ‘music world’
rft /prani! ‘animal’ ÷-> /pranij ogotl ‘animal world’

759. NNADSJ: !XI -> IXj opI ‘recitation of 1X1 as a form of prayer’
r /montro/ ‘speil’, ‘words recited in praise of God’ -> ‘i Imontrojopl ‘recite
silently words in praise of God as a form of prayer’

!naml ‘name of God or of a godly person’ <-> !namj cpi ‘recite silently the
name of God or of a godly person as a form of prayer’
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760. NNADSJ: lXl -> iXj ibonl ‘period of life during which one was IX!’
wtt /c’at roi ‘student’ /chat roj ibonl ‘student life’

/bekarl ‘unemployed’ <—> 1t /bekarj ibon! ‘period of unemployment’

761. NNSVADSJ: iXVl, -> lxv] ibonl ‘period of life during which one does lxvi,
/kormol ‘work’ -> fkormoj ibon/ ‘professional life’
fT’1 /5 ikk”al ‘education’ -> /5 ikkha] ibonl ‘student life’

762. NNADSJ: iXl -> /Xtotto/ theory cf IX!’
mi /bhaSal ‘language’ ÷- îrt ibhaSatottol ‘linguistics’

l5orjgiti ‘music’ <-> i5ogittottoI ‘theory of music’

763. NNADSF: iXl, -÷ iXtontro/ ‘a (governmental) system run by IX!’
ïi i5enaI ‘soldier’ /5enatontro/ ‘government run by army’

/bonikl ‘merchant’,’ businessman’ —> fbonikt ont roi ‘political/economic
system run by merchants’

764. NNADSJ: 1X41 -* IXtorii ‘boat for providing or giving IX!’
/j ibon/ ‘life’ <-> Ij ibontorii ‘life-boat’

ïitî Ia5ai ‘hope’ ÷-* w’rr ia5atori/ ‘boat of hope’

765. NNADSJ: 1X41 -* iXtirI ‘bank cf IX!’
inodii ‘river’ —> inoditir/ ‘bank of the river’, ‘river bank’

Iatlantiki ‘The Atlantic’ ->n’rt Iatlantiktir/ ‘bank cf the
AU a ntic’

766. NNsvADsJ: ixvi IXvtirt”oi ‘place (cf pilgrimage) visited by IXvIs’
fr I5i5u/ ‘child’ -* tt /5iSutirtFbo/ ‘place visited by children’
f /hindu/ ‘Hindu’ -> ihindutirthol ‘place for piigrimage visited by the
Hindus’

767. NNADSJ: /Xi iXtirtt’o/ ‘place of piigrimage related to IX!’
/kobil ‘poet’ —> R1 [kobitirthoi ‘place where a poet was born or lived’

rîi Ilaloni ‘mystic poet Lalon’ <-> t/1a1ontirt’oi ‘place where the mystic
poet Lalon lived’

768. NNADSJ: iXI -* IXtriptiI ‘satisfaction of/Xl’
fkhUdhJ ‘hunger’ < /khudhatrjpti/ ‘satisfaction cf hunger’
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ii fkaml ‘sex-urge’ -> /karntripti/ satisfaction of sex-urge’

769. NNADSJ: /X! <-> /Xdomon! ‘control of IX!’
!indrio/ ‘organ pf sens&, ‘sex-urge’ <-* /indriodomon/ ‘control cf

organ pf sense’, ‘control cf sex-urge’
ri1 I’ontraS/ ‘violence’, ‘hooliganism’- 1Lii /SontraSdomon/ ‘control 0f

violence’

770. NNADSJ: IX!,1 -* IXde.ÇI ‘IX! part of human body’
/udorl ‘belly’ <- ci /udordeS/ ‘the area of belly’

/bokkhol ‘chest’ <-> Ibokkhode I ‘the area of chest’

771. NNADSJ: /X/ -> /Xdata! ‘who gives IX!’

Iuttorl ‘response, answer’ ÷÷ wti !uttordata/ ‘somebody who responds or
gives the answer’
IjonmoI’birth’ ÷*wliI]DnmodataI’progenitor, father’

772. NNADSJ: /X/ -> IXdanI ‘act of giving IX!’
rj Ionnol ‘food’ <- wr Ianno dan! ‘act 0f offering food’

Ij ibon/ ‘life’ -÷ Ij ibondan! ‘sacrifice of one’s life’

773. NNADSJ: IXI IXd&’I liability cf IX!’
tcf Irinl ‘ban’ Iflr /rinda/ ‘liability of debt’
i [konna! ‘unmarried girl’ <-> iw. fkonnada/ ‘Iiability of being the father or the
mother of an unmarried girl’

774. NNSVADSJ: /XV/ ÷-> IXVdinI ‘date of /XV/’
ij !j onmol ‘birth’ !J onmodin! ‘date of birth’
i /rnrittu/ ‘death’ <-> jîii Imrit-tudjn/ ‘date of decease’

775. NNADSJ: IX! -> IXdiboI ‘day cf IX!’
rt IokI ‘grief iiîi IokdiboS! ‘day of mourning’
i Imrittu! ‘death’ -> ifii !mrittudiboS/ ‘date of decease’

776. NNADSJ: !X/ IXdhormo!n ‘duties or responsibilities of IX!’
IgrihoI ‘home’ -> Hgrihodhormo! ‘household duties’
iT /Sorj5ar/ ‘domestic life’, ‘family life’, ‘world’ —> 1/SoOSardhorrno/ ‘duties

or responsibilities 0f domestic life’
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777. NNSVADSJ: IXCI <-> IXCd’oSI fall cf IXCI’

rnItuSarI ‘ice’ 1/tuSardho/ ‘avalanche’

Ipaharl ‘hill’ ->
/pahardhQ/ ‘slide cf a part cf a hill’

778. NNSVADSJ: IXCI, -> /XCdharon/n ‘act cf carrying IXCI’

tT/Sontan/’chiId’ Iît/Sontandharon/to carry a child in one’swomb’

/pranl ‘life’ -> fÏ fffIdI /prandharon/ ‘to be alive’

779. NNSVADS]: /XV/, /XVdhara/n ‘flow cf IXVI’

Icintal ‘thought, idea’ I îiin /cintadhara/ ‘trend cf thought, me cf
thinking’

Ios ru! ‘tears’ <- fli1 Iosrudharal ‘flow cf tears’

780. NNADSJ: !X! -* /Xnath/n lord cf IX!’
fi IbioI ‘wcrd’ -> liis /biSonatl/ ‘lord cf the world’

T Ij ibon! ‘life’ <- iii1! !j ibonnat’! ‘lord cf life’

781. NNADSJ: !X/ -> IXniti! ‘law(s) cf IX!’
JdhormoI’money1 *-> ffiIdhormoniti!laws cf religion’

n/somajI’society’ - /somajniti/ ‘laws cf society’

782. NNADSJ: IX/ < IXnitiI policy regarding IX!’

[1ISikkhaI ‘education’ iiWz /ikkhaniti/pclicy regarding education’

Isroml ‘labour’ Isromnitil ‘pclicy regarding labour’

783. NNSVADSJ: IXCI -> !XCnibritt i! satisfaction cf /XC/’
*&c1 ‘curiosity’ <-> ‘satisfaction cf
curicsity’
it /kaml ‘sex-urge’ -> iiiiit /kamnibri-tti/ ‘satisfaction cf sex-urge’

784. NNADSJ: IX!, <-> /XniSthaln respectful and perfectionist attitude towards IX!’
/acarl ‘rituals’ E- iiil Iacarni S t”a! ‘ritualistic attitude’

[kortobbo/ ‘duty’ -> ‘iI IkortobboniSt”aI ‘dutiful attitude’

785. NNADSJ: IXl <-> /Xnetri/ fem ‘a woman in charge cf IX!’
î/Sobha/meeting -> /5ob1anetri/’female president cf the meeting’

t Ide5I ‘country’ r?rt Ide 5net ri! ‘female leader cf the country’
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786. NNADSJ: IX!, <-> IXpokk’oI ‘the group of people on IXI’s side’

ui Jkonna/ bride’ <—÷ /konnapokk”oi ‘brides side’

fbori ‘bridegroom Iborpokk”oi ‘bridegroom’s side’

787. NNADSJ: IXi ÷÷ !Xpoi/ area of IX! in a market’

/kamarl ‘blacksmith’ rri’fI /kamarpottil ‘blacksmiths corner in a market’

!tDrkaril ‘gteen vegetables’ -> itt !torkaripottil ‘the corner in a

market where green vegetables are sold’

788. NNADSJ: IXI -> IXpotiI, ‘person in charge cf IX!’
it [bicar! ‘justice’ /bicarpoti/ ‘justice’

tfl i5ena! ‘sodier’,’army’ <-> tiflf /5enapoti! ‘army commander’

789. NNSVADSJ: /XV4 <-> !XVpotiI ‘a rich person who has IXV1

amount cf money’
t [kol,iI ‘ten million’ /kotipotil ‘owner cf ten million’

I1okk’oI ‘one hundred thousand’ -* wff? I1okk’opotiI ‘owner cf one hundred

thousand’

790. NNSVADSJ: IXVI-*IXVpotiI ‘husband cf /XV/’
- pûhogI ‘sister’ /bhognipot il ‘husband cf the sister’
crt Ioci/ ‘Shaci’ -* ‘thl? Iocipoti/ ‘husband cf Shaci’, ‘god Indra’

791. NNSVADSJ: IXCNsyIIabIn ‘.‘ lXCNsyIIabPQt rOifl ‘a document that expresses or
manifests /XCNsyIIab/’
iîi /poriCho/ ‘identity’ <-> /pori&’opotro/ ‘identity card’

rtî /abedon/ ‘application’ -> Iabedonpot ro/ ‘letter cf application’

792. NNSVADSJ: /XV/, <-> /XVpot foin ‘leaf cf IXV! tree or plant’

¶‘T /poddo/ ‘lotus’ <-> /podopot roi ‘leaves cf lotus plant’

[billo! ‘wood-apple’, ‘a kind cf fruit’ -> [billopotro/ ‘leaves cf wood
apple tree’

793. NNADSJ: IX!, ÷-> IXpotlu, ‘way cf IX!’

fltt iakaI ‘sky’ -> 1’f /akapot”/ ‘air toute’

/nodi/ ‘rivet’ <-> /nodipoth/ ‘river route’

794. NNADSJ: /X4 ÷- IXpDdJn ‘Word category IX!’

1n [kriai ‘action’, ‘verb’ -* Ikriapodi
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rî Inarnl ‘name’ —> it /nampodl noun’

795. NNADSJ: /XI <— system 0f IX!’
fkarjo/ action’ fkarjopoddhotil ‘action plan’
lft Inirmanl ‘construction’ ÷-* 1tf’f /nirmanpoddhoti/ ‘system or way cf
construction’

796. NNADSJ: IXI ÷-> /Xpofa/ ‘incantational/magic IX! superstitiously believed to
be capable cf curing a disease’

Ipanil ‘water’ ¶îf11 IpanipDral ‘water superstitiously believed to be capable
of curing a disease’
s1 IdabI ‘green coconut’ -÷ ri Id,,abporal ‘green coconut superstiticusly believed
to be capable cf curing a disease’

797. NNADSJ: /X/, -> /Xpacar/ ‘unfortunate/illegal transfer cf IX!’
tti1 !med”aI ‘talent’ ÷-> îrti lmedhapacarl ‘migration cf talented persons from one
countrylregion to another’

!arl ‘fertilizer’ rrri /Sarpacar/ ‘fertilizer- smuggling’

798. NNSVADSJ: IXCNsyIIabIn -> /XCNsypIabpal/n ‘responsible for /XCALSYIIab/’
uw /n(a)/ ‘justice’ -> nirri Ins(a)pa1/ ‘person responsible for justice’

Inogor/ ‘city’ /nogorpal/ ‘mayor’

799. NNADSJ: /X/ -* /Xpa1on/ act cf carrying eut IX!’
!broto/ ‘ritual’ ÷>iri fbrotopalonl ‘observation of a ritual’

ritï” /ade/ ‘order’ /adepa1on/ ‘act cf carrying eut an order’

800. NNADSJ: IXI <- /Xpata/ the leaf of IX! plant or tree’
Pi /paddo/ ‘lotus’ -* ii’ri /paddopata/ ‘leaves cf lotus plant’
ti fbelI ‘wood-apple’, ‘a kind cf fruit’ -> tfl1 [belpata! ‘leaves cf
wood-apple tree’

801. NNADSJ: IXI lXparaI the area in a village where people
belonging to 1X1 caste leaves’

/kamarl ‘blacksmith’ -÷ rnwî Ikamarparal ‘blacksmiths’ quarter in a village’
tï /jele/ ‘fisherman’ *- ttrtt Ijeleparal ‘fisherman’s quarter in a village’

802. NNADSF: IX!,, -> /Xpeta/ act of beating with IX!’
nf Ilathil ‘cane’, ‘stick’ -> nfi1i Ilathipetal ‘act of beating with a stick’

Icabukl ‘whip’ <-* Icabukpetal ‘act cf beating with a whip’
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803. NNADSJ: IX!, <-> IXprokritiI nature cf IX!’

/goonI ‘structure’ I ‘nature cf structure’

[b”umil ‘land’ -> /b”umiprokritil ‘nature cf land’

804. NNADSJ: IXI ÷-> ‘system/tradition cf IX!’

ii /pDn/ ‘dowry’ -> iIll Ipanprotha/ ‘dowry system’

¶fi IpDrda! ‘curtain’ -> ¶fl /pDrdaprot”ai ‘the custom that demands woman to

be behind the curtain’, ‘the Purdah-system’

805. NNADSJ: IX!, -> IXprodorSoniI ‘/X/-exhibition’

f /citrol ‘picture, painting’ Icitroprodor onil ‘painting exhibition’
nii Igolapl ‘rose’ ÷-> t?iw1 Igo1approdoroniI ‘rose exhibition’

806. NNADS]: IXI> /Xprona1il ‘system cf IX!’
fti /cinta/ ‘thought’ -* f 1ttt /cintapronali/ ‘system cf thought’

1T IfDfldhDfll ‘act 0f cooking’ iri /rond’onprona1i/ ‘system cf cooking’

807. NNADSJ /XCNsyIIab/n * /XCN.syllabprobaho/n ‘flow cf /XCN.syllab/’

!,j oh ‘water’ -> I olprobalio/ ‘flow cf water’

wï ISomoI ‘time’ <-> I,omo’probahoI ‘flow cf time’

808. NNADSJ: IX! <- /XPrObaSi/nfadj ‘living as foreigner in IX!’
mfj!pri! ‘city of Paris’ .-> !priprobai! ‘living in Paris as a
fore ig ne r’
Tfl1 [kanada! ‘Canada’ <-> fl i11 !kanadaproba i/ ‘living in Canada as a
foreigner’

809. NNADSJ: !X!, -> !Xprojukti/ ‘technology cf IX!’

!tott’o! ‘information’ -÷ ltotthopro]ukti/ ‘information technology’

11t Inirmanl ‘construction’ -* /nirmanprojukti/ ‘technology cf
construction’

810. NNADSJ: IX!, -> IXproogI ‘use cf IX!’

NI [bakkol ‘sentence’ -> M /bakkopr&’og/ ‘use cf sentence’

[bai/ ‘force’ -> ziî !bo1pro?og/ ‘use cf force’

811. NNSVADSJ: IXCI <-÷ /XCpranto/ ‘end cf IXCI’

/nogor/ ‘city’ /nogorpranto/ ‘border cf the city’
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/ancoll ‘the marginal portion cf a sari hanging loosely’ ÷÷
Iancolprantol end cf the marginal portion 0f a sari hanging loosely’

812. NNADSF: IX I -> /Xprarthiln ‘some body who wants IX!’
ftiT l ahaj j ol ‘help’ -> Milffl ahaj j oprart”il ‘someone who wants help’
rr* lSomorthonl ‘support’ <-> *ilomorthonprartlul ‘someone who seeks
support’

813. NNADSJ: lX/ -* lXpritil the love for IX!’
i* liirej il ‘English’ -> liijrej ipritil ‘fondness for English’

Pc [kriktl ‘Cricket’ <-> fkriktpritil ‘fondness for cricket’

814. NNADSJ: lXJ <-* IXprem1 ‘the love for IX!’
lmanobl ‘love’ -> lmanobpreml ‘love for human beings’

t /stri/ ‘wife’ <—>t lstripreml ‘love for one’s wife’

815. NNADSJ: IXI /Xfu1/ IX! flower’
flfli lgolapl ‘rose’ -> lgolapful/ ‘rose’

¶J Ipoddol ‘lotus’ <-> ¶iT /poddoful/ ‘lotus’

816. NNADSJ: /X/ -> /Xful/ ‘flower 0f IX!’
j4j /j h Igel ‘a kind cf vegetable’, ‘fruit of cucurbitaceous plant’ ÷ /j h Igefuil
‘flower cf cucurbitacecus plant’

/tormuj/ ‘watermelon’ *-* ci /tormuj full ‘flower of watermelon’

817. NNSVADSJ: IXC/ <-> !XCfull ‘flower resembling IXCI’
Ikagojl ‘paper’ -> ir [kagoj full ‘bougainvillea’, ‘flower with petals

resembling paper’
[bok! ‘heron’ /bokfull ‘a kind cf heron-shaped flower’

818. NNADSJ: IX!,, ÷-> lXbahinil ‘armylmilitia cf IX!’
fl Inari! ‘woman’ -> ntif1 Inaribahinil ‘armylmilitia fcrmed of women’

/rajakar! ‘collaborator cf Pakistani army during the liberation war of
Bangladesh’ -* iiift /raj akarbahinil ‘armylmilitia 0f collaborators cf
Pakistani army during the liberation war cf Bangladesh’

819. NNADSJ: IX! <- /Xbidda! ‘artlskill cf doing IX!’
TT !oijkonl ‘drawing’ -> ‘iîîii /oijkonbidda/ ‘the artlskill cf drawing’
T1 Ij adu! ‘magic’ $jii Ij adubidda/ ‘the art/skill cf doing magic’
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820. NNADSJ: IX!, IXbiddaI ‘sciencelstudy cf IX!’

ljuktil ‘reason’ <-> lfui /juktibidda/ ‘Iogic’
rni IroSaonI ‘chemistry’ -> it.îiI Ipodart’obiddaI ‘science cf chemistry’

821. NNADSJ: IXI, IXbodhI ‘sense/feeling cf 1X1’
l1 /grb/ ‘pride’ -* ttfli /gorobbodl7 ‘feeling of pride’

/dukk”o/ ‘sorrow’,’grief -* ‘$i /dukk”obod7 ‘sense cf grief’

822. NNADSJ: IX!, <-> IXbodo1I ‘change cf l)(I’

‘t ! adl ‘taste of focd’ -* iwt /adbodo1/ ‘change cf taste cf fccd’

!rucil ‘choice’, ‘taste’ ‘[1L’c1 /rucibodol! ‘change cf taste’

823. NNSVADSJ: !XI *- IXbonI ‘fcrest cf IX!’

rr’i Ia1I ‘sal’! ‘shorea robusta’ <-> rr’r Ia1bonI ‘fcrest ccnstituted cf sal trees’
/mehogoni/ ‘mahogany’ /mehogonibon/ ‘forest constituted cf

mahcganies’

824. NNSVADSJ: /XV/, -> /XVbondor/ ‘port for a jcurney through /XV/’
fomudrof ‘sea’ ÷-> ii’î !omudrobondor/ ‘seapcrt’

Inodil ‘river’ <— /nodibondor/ ‘river port’

825. NNADSJ: !XI, -* /Xbondhoni/ something te tie 1X1 with’

!bokk”o! ‘breast’ -> ii fbskkhobondhoni/ ‘brassiere’
iii /komorl ‘waist’ <-* [komorbondhoni/ ‘belt’

826. NNADSJ: !XI, <-> /Xbondhu/ ‘friend cf IX!’

fbaijgol ‘Bengal’ -> [baijgobondNil ‘friend cf Bengal’

T.w’tIdeSI’countrg’ rIde5bondhuIfriend cf the ccuntry’

827. NNADSJ: !X! -> IXbaSI ‘act cf living in IX!’
f Igorb’oI ‘wcmb’ <-* i’îi ‘act cf cf staying in one’s mother’s womb’
ici Ihotell ‘hotel’ <-* IctiIi IhotelbaSl ‘act cf staying in a hotel’

828. NNADSJ: IXI, ÷-> !XborSon/’act ofthrowing plenty cf IX!’
‘z1i IguliI ‘bullet’ -> lNt /gu1iboron/ ‘act cf firing ccntinuously’

ItirI ‘arrcw’ <—> 1tItirbor5onI’act cf thrcwing arrcws’
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829. NNSVADSJ: IXV1 IXVbar iki/ ‘anniversary cf /XVI’

i /j Dnmo/ ‘birth’ -> wif /j onmobar iki/ ‘birthday’

fî /bibaho/ ‘marnage’ -> iiIt [bibahobar iki! ‘marnage anniversary’

830. NNSVADSJ: IXVI, <-> /XVbicchedln ‘division cf /XVÎ

fr [bibaho! ‘marnage’ <-* Îïi fbibahobicc’edI ‘divorce’

ISondi/ ‘blending 0f two sounds’, ‘sandhi’ -> /Sondibicc’edJ ‘disjoining
cf two blended sounds’

831. NNADSJ: IXI -> IXbitluI ‘a ncw cf IX!’

rîï /a1I ‘shorea robusta’, ‘sal tree’-* tittf ISalbithil ‘vista cf sal trees’

Itoru/ ‘tree’ tf /torubithhi/ ‘row cf trees’, ‘vista’

832. NNADSJ: IXI, -> /Xbida/ act cf giving gift or money to IX! when IX! leaves
one’s house’
rf IponditI ‘erudite’, ‘pundit’, ‘-> Iffwrî Iponditbida/ ‘act cf giving

honcrarium or gift te a pundit’
[kga1i/ ‘beggar’ -> iii1i /k.ga1ibid&’/ ‘act cf giving money or gift to

beggars’

833. NNSVADSJ: !XV/ -> IXVbidhan/n ‘deciding about IXVI’

/d5ndo/ ‘punishment’ -* ffl /dôncl.pbidhanl ‘act cf giving punishment’

Hf /asti/ ‘punishment’ <-> ‘rî fi /Sastibidhanl act cf giving punishment’

834. NNADS]: /XI- IXbinimoI ‘exchange of IX!’

N 1mo t! ‘opinion’ -* /motbinimo! ‘exchange of opinion’
iz Ipotro/ ‘letter’ îi /potrobinimo/ ‘exchange cf letter’

835. NNSVADSJ: !XV/ -* /XVbip1ob/ ‘revolution in /XV!’

/rajro/ ‘state’ /raStrobiplob/ ‘revolution in a state’

fIi1poI ‘industry’ -* /i1pobip1ob/ ‘industrial revolution’

836. NNADSJ: /X/ ÷-* IXbimaI ‘insurance related to IX!’

/j ibon/ ‘life’ <- 1ii Ij ibonbima/ ‘life-insurance’
Irwr IikkhaI ‘education’ ÷-> rii1 ISikkhabimal ‘education-insurace’, ‘insurance cf
education’

837. NNADSJ: /Xl-* /Xbiroti/ ‘intenva during IX]’

Ijudd”oI ‘battie’ <-* /Juddhobiroti/ ‘cease-fire’, ‘armistice’
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/ih03/ ‘eating’ -> iîir /bhojonbiroti/ ‘interval duting eating’

838. NNADSJ: IXI, -* IXbi arodJ ‘expert in IX!’
Idhormol ‘religion’ -> ftrriw /d”ormobi arodl ‘expert in religion’

/oijkon/ ‘drawing’ -> [‘rt /okonbi arodl ‘expert in drawing’

839. NNADSJ: IXI -> IXbE±ostha/n ‘system of IX!’

ztrTISaSonI ‘rule’ /Saonbcbostha/ ‘system of rule’

ftt lSikkhal ‘education’ <-> iiiij /Sikkhabcbosta/ ‘system of education’

840. NNADSJ: IXI -> !XbpariI ‘merchant of IX!’

iN /alu/ ‘potato’ <—> /alubcpari/ ‘merchant who sells potato’

lbadaml ‘nuts’ <-> riTînt /badambpari/ ‘merchant who selis nuts’

841. NNADSJ: /X/ -> IXbrittiI ‘profession cf IX!’

It5ncokl ‘cheat’ -> /tôncokbritti/ ‘cheating’
dTTt [beS Sa! ‘prostitute’ <-* Ta’mf !be55abritti! ‘prostitution’

842. NNADSJ: IXi -> IXbriddhi! ‘increase cf IX!’

/mulloI ‘price’ +-> ciiîi /mullobriddhi! ‘increase cf price’

Ij or! ‘fever’ <-> Ij orbriddhi/ ‘increase cf fever’

843. NNADSJ: 1X4, ÷-> IXbrotii ‘scmeone who considers IX! as the
vocation cf his life’
‘î /gc(a)n/ ‘knowledge’ <-> Igc(a)nbroti/ ‘who considers kncwledge as the
vocation cf his life’
fwI/Sikkha/ ‘education’ <-> f’1s /Sikkhabrotil ‘who considers education as the
vocation cf his life’

844. NNADSJ: IXi-÷iXbriStii ‘ram cf IX!’

iborof/’ice’ <-> IborofbriStil’rain mixed with snow’

/omrito/ ‘ambrosia’ IomritobriStil ‘ram of ambrosia’

845. NNSVADSJ: /XC4 -> /XCbrittanto/ ‘description cf !XCI’

Ib’romoni ‘travel’ -> ibhromonbrittanto/ ‘travelogue’, ‘description cf
travel’

Ij ibon/ ‘life ÷÷ Ij ibonbrittanto! ‘bicgraphy’, ‘description cf one’s life’
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846. NNADSJ: lXl ÷-* lXbocitro/ ‘diversity cf IX!’
flft lpranil ‘animal’ -> Z[j /pranibocit roi ‘diversity cf fauna’

ludbhidl ‘plant -> ?A[Ei /udb’idbocit roi ‘diversity cf fiera

847. NNADSJ: iXI lXbhoktil ‘devotion towards IX!’
liorl ‘God’ <—* li,Çorb’oktil ‘devotion towards God’

iguru! ‘guru’ ÷-> lgurub”okti/ ‘devotion towards guru’

848. NNSVADSJ: /XV/ <-> IXVbhorJgo/ breach cf lxvi,
Icuktil ‘contract’ -> lcuktibhoi]gol ‘breach cf contract’

lSantil ‘peace’ <-> n1 /Santjbholjgo/ ‘breach cf the peace’

849. NNADSJ: IX!, <-* lXbholjgiln style cf 1X1’

ldri,til ‘lcok’, ‘view’ <-> IdriStib”ougil ‘way cf considering scmething’,
‘point cf view’
tï [bacon! ‘speech’, ‘taiking’ IbaconbhoIgiI ‘style cf taiking’

850. NNADSJ: iXl÷>iXbho555l ‘ash of IX]’
fï /citai ‘funeral pyre’ fcitab”o5 Sol ‘the ashes cf a funeral pyre’

Imodonl ‘Madan’, ‘gcd cf love in Hindu mytholcgy’ <—> /modonb’o5 5/
‘ashes cf Madan burned by the gcd Shiva’

851. NNADSJ: 1X1, -> iXb’abIn ‘mental state cf IX!’
Ib’oktiI ‘devotion’ -> /bhoktibhabi ‘devcted disposition et mmd’
/prem/ ‘love’ ÷-* tî ipremb”ab/ ‘lcving disposition cf mmd’

852. NNSVADSJ: ixvi /XVbhar/n ‘(heavy) ioad cf /XV1’
n [bedonai ‘pain’, ‘scrrow’ -÷ /bedonab’ar/ ‘ioad cf pain or sorrow one
has to bear’
/karjoi ‘wcrk’ ÷-> iIIi /karjobhar/ ‘lcad cf work’

853. NNADSJ: iX!, -* !Xb”og!n ‘act cf having IX!’
ldukk”oI ‘distress’ -> zii idukkhobhog/ ‘act of undergoing distress’

t*i’t Irogi ‘disease’ <-> tti’i irogb’ogi ‘act cf suffering from disease’

854. NNADSJ: IX!,, <-> IXbhoJ(on)I ‘feast offered to IX!’
/k.nga1iI ‘beggar’1t) [kângali bhoj(on)/ ‘ceremcny cf offering

food to beggars’
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/balok! ‘boy’ li() [balokbhoj(3n)I ‘ceremony cf offering food to small
boys’

855. NNADSJ: IX! -> !Xma1a/ ‘a collection cf IX!’
/brno! ‘letter’ -> 1n’ii [bornomala/ ‘garland 0f letters’, ‘alphabet’

Iporbat! ‘mountain’ -> ffln !parbotmala! ‘mountains-range’

856. NNADSJ: IX!,, -> /Xmontri/ ‘minister in charge 0f IX!’
/bonl ‘forest’ <-* ii [bonmontri! ‘minister in charge of forest department’

n Imot5ol’fish’ -iirt1motSomontri/’minister in charge of the fisheries
department’

857. NNSVADSJ: IXC!-> /XComorjada! ‘dignity cf /XC/’
/kulI ‘family’ -> fri /kulomorj ada! dignity cf one’s family’
!podl post’ rft91 Ipodornorj ada! ‘dignity of one’s post’

858. NNADSJ: !XI -> IXmurti! ‘statuelfigure made of IX!’
ill ic”&’aI ‘shadow’ ÷-* mI&’&’amurtil ‘spectre’

Iprostor/ ‘stone’ -> lpros-tormurti! ‘statue made cf stone’

859. NNSVADS]: /XV! /XVmu11o! ‘IXV/-value’
fd’atu! ‘poetry’ *-> Id’atumu11o/ ‘value of the metal’

fr Ii1po! ‘art’ -> tr ISilpomullo/ ‘value of art’

860. NNSVADS]: !XCN*syjiaJn <) /XCN+syllabmelaln ‘IXCN+sylpab!-fair’
/b! ‘book’ -÷ pcï1 /bame1a! ‘book fair’

fîi !bigganl ‘science’ -> lnwii [bigganmela! ‘science fair’

861. NNADSJ: IXI <- IXj atra! ‘voyage towards 1X1’
‘fItirt’oI ‘place of pilgrimage’ ÷-> ‘Wrrt Itirt’oj atra! ‘voyage towards a place
of pilgrimage’
ftN /bide/ ‘abroad’ -> tnzn [bide ‘jatra/ ‘going abroad’

862. NNADSJ: IX!, !XjatriI ‘person going to IX!’
r/tirtho/ ‘place cf pilgrimage’ -> it Itirtoj atri! ‘pilgrim’
‘Ïrî9 Jj apan] ‘Japan’ init !j apanj atri! ‘person going to or travelling to Japan’

863. NNADSJ: /XI *-* IXj atri! ‘passenger cf 1X1’
ii /bas/ ‘bus’ ÷-> [basj atri! ‘passenger of bus’
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f Irik al ‘Rikshaw’ -> /rikaj at ri! ‘passenger of Rikshaw’

864. NNADSJ: IX/ IX]atriI ‘passenger of/X!’

thon ‘bridegroom’ ->1rt [borjatri! ‘persons accompanying the bridegroom
towards the house of the bride on the day 0f marnage ceremony’
iI fkonnal ‘bride’ -* itrtt /konnaj at ri! ‘persons accompanying the bride
towards the house of the bnidegroom on the day of marnage ceremony’

865. NNADSJ: /X/ -> lXj apon/ ‘act of passing l)(!’

1d !niSil ‘night’ -> n lniÇij apon/ ‘passing night’

lj ibon! ‘life’ -* lj ibonj apon! ‘act of leading one’s life’

866. NNADSJ: !Xl ÷->lXjugl ‘age of IX!’

lbonofl ‘snow’, ‘ice’ <-> [borofjug! ‘iceage’

îiï’ !faraôl ‘Pharaoh’ -* tt lfaraojugl ‘age of Pharaoh’

867. NNADSJ: lX! -> !Xjugo1l ‘the two IX!’
c{ !coron! ‘foot’ -> lcononjugoll ‘feet’

T/horjSo/ ‘lover’ lhorjo,ugo1l ‘the two swans’

868. NNADSJ: 1X41 ÷- lX]uddhol ‘fight with IX!’

lbondukl ‘gun’ <-> !bondukjuddhol ‘gun fight’
rfSr /oSi! ‘sword’ <-> /oSi]uddho! ‘fight with swords’

869. NNADSJ: !Xl-> IXj uddho! ‘fight taking place in IX!’

ntt /aka/ ‘sky’ -> !aka j uddho! ‘act of fig hting in the air’

Nï !tarokal ‘star’ -> ltaroka]uddhol ‘star war’

870. NNADSJ: /X/ -> /Xnokkhok/n ‘who guards IX!’

f /dungo/ ‘fort’, ‘castie’ -> !durgorokkhokl ‘guard of the fort’

!dan/ ‘door’ -> !danrokkhok/ ‘doorkeeper’

871. NNADSJ: 1X41 -> !Xrokkhi/ ‘!X/-guard’

t [bon! ‘forest’ <-> [bOnrokklhi! ‘forest-guard’

t /deho/ ‘goal’ -> /dehorokkhi/ ‘body-guard’

872. NNADSJ: IX!, -> lXnoSI ‘juice of IX!’
twt /dnakkha/ ‘grapes’ -> i*ii /dnakk”aroS/ ‘grape juice’
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tri /ÇomI ‘a kind cf mythical creeper used for making alcohcl’ -> cii /XomroS/
‘juice cf Soma’

873. NNADSJ: IX/ IXro ‘pleasure that can procure IX!’
ri fkabbol ‘poetry’ -> rwr /kabborD,Ç/ ‘the pleasure of poetry’
‘r ISougitl ‘music’ -> /orjgitroI ‘the pleasure of music’

874. NNADSJ: IX/n + IXTO.Çk/n/adj ‘admirer of/X/’
Ni /kabbo/ ‘poetry’ iijirii fkabboroSikl ‘who can appreciate or get pleasure in
poetry’

/oIjgit/ ‘music’ —> iii’ /orjgitro ikl ‘whc can appreciate or get
pleasure in music’

875. NNADSJ: /X/ ÷-> IXraÇiI ‘zodiac/astrological sign of/XJ’
1i lsirjhol ‘Hcn’ -> ¶îir lsiijlioraS il ‘(zodiac sign of) lion’
ti /meI ‘ram’ -÷ mrtf ImeSraSil ‘(zodiac sign of) Aries’

876. NNADSJ: IX4 <-* /X1okkhon/ ‘sign/symptcm cf IX!’
cflt Irogl ‘disease’ -> ttt /roglokkhon! ‘signlsymptcm cf having disease’

‘womb’, ‘pregnancy’, ‘conception’ trI /gorbholokkhon/
‘sign/symptom cf being pregnant’

877. NNADSJ: IX4, <-> /X1ata/ ‘/X/-creeper’
/aijgurl ‘grape’ /arjgurlota/ ‘vine’

wi /kumra/ ‘pumpkin’ icii /kumralota/ ‘pumpkin-creeper’

878. NNADSJ: /X/ ÷-> IXlal(o),Ç aI ‘indecent desire for IX!’
[kaml ‘sex-urge’ wn’ru /kamlal(o)Sa/ ‘indecent desire for the satisfaction cf

sex-u rg e’
‘IorthoI ‘money’ ni1/Drtho1a1(o)Sa/ ‘indecent desire for money’

879. NNSVADSJ: /XV/ ->/XV1i1a/ ‘undesirable act cf /XV/’
/dhoijo/ ‘destruction’ ÷- IdhoUo1i1aI ‘undesirable act cf

destructicn/devastation’
ii Ihottal ‘killing’ <-> iIit [hottalila! ‘undesirable act cf killing’

880. NNSVADSJ: /XC4, -> /XC1i1a/ ‘game cf /XC/’
ti [kam/’ sex —* ti [kamiila! ‘game cf sex’

Iprem/ ‘love’ -* ti /premlila/ ‘the game cf love’
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881. NNADS]: IXl IX5oktiI pcwer cf IX!’

fit /srobon/ ‘hearing’ -> i’tt /srobon5okti/ ‘power cf hearing’
1tt /cinta/ ‘act thinking’ -* fî’if !cirrta5okti/ ‘pcwer cf thinking’

882. NNADSJ: IX!, -* !X5ojja! ‘bed cf /X!’

Ipu5pol’flcwer’ -> MinIpu5posojja! ‘bed cf flcwers’

/kntokI ‘thcrns’ <— lM /kontDkso]] al ‘bed cf thcrns’

883. NNADSJ: IXI -* 1X5 as(t)ro/ ‘science cf 1X1’

/kaml ‘sex-urge’ ÷* rtt /kam5as(t)ro! ‘science cf lcve’
i1 /rati! ‘sexual interccurse’ —> dtr /roti5as(t)ro! ‘science cf Jcve’

884. NNADSJ: /X4 -> 1X5 ilpi!, ‘artist cf IX!’

/5ojgit/ ‘music’ -> /5oejgit 5 ilpi! ‘musician’
f Icitrol ‘painting’ -> frt !citro5ilpil ‘paf nter’

885. NNADSJ: /X/<->!X5D1i/ ‘style cf /X]’
5tî /rocona/ ccmpcsiticn’ ttE /rocona5o1i/ ‘style cf ccmpcsiticn

lgothoni ‘structure’ -* /goIon5ou1j/ ‘style cf structure’

886. NNSVADSJ: IXVI, +-> IXVsrabI ‘exudaticn during /XV/’
r /gDrb”oI ‘pregnancy’ -* /gorb”osrab/ ‘miscarriage’

/ritu/ ‘period cf menstruaticn’ <—> lrr /ritusrab/ ‘menstruatfcn’

887. NNADSJ: IX!, /Xsreni/ ‘the class cf IX!’
ffr /sromikl ‘wcrker’ -> /sromiksreni/ ‘class cf wcrker’
iii fbeb5 aiI ‘merchant’ -* ilt /beb5 aisreni/ ‘class cf merchant’

888. NNADS]: IXI<—>!X5otta!, ‘fundamental nature cf/XI’
nfIjatiI ‘race’, ‘naticn’ <—*‘nffi’iIjati5ottaI ‘fundamental nature cf the race cr
cf the naticn’
TTT Imanobl ‘human being’ <-> ui’i Imanob5ottal ‘fundamental nature cf a human
being’

889. NNSVADS]: /XC/, -> /XC5oijgi/ ‘ccmpanicn during IXC/’
T’t [bhromon/ ‘travel’ -* cirt ‘ccmpanfcn during travel’

Ij ibon! ‘life’ -> ii /j ibon5oijgi/ ‘life-partner’
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890. NNADSJ: IXi IXSoijkoti ‘critical situation in which IX! is stuck’
ffrt icikitÇai ‘treatment’ rt1/cikitSaSoukot/
‘critical situation concerning treatment of a person’
fIostitto/ ‘existence’ ÷ 1>r/ostittoSoukoti ‘critical situation
concerning the existence of a person or a thing’

891. NNADSJ: IXI -> IXoijkoi ‘critical scarcity of IX!’
r/ort’oI ‘money’ lort’oS3ijkot1 ‘critical scatcity of money’
rti /c1o1ari ‘dollar’ ÷- ciIi /do1arÇorjkoi ‘critical scarcity of dollar’

892. NNADSJ: iXi <_*/Xijgho/ ‘the organization of/Xis’
ïtIIjatiI ‘nation’ -> ijatiog”oi’united nations’
jfi /sromikl ‘worker’ ii’ /sromikSorjgho/ ‘trade union’

893. NNADSJ: !Xi +-> /XSoma3/ ‘the class of 1X1’
Ic’at roi ‘student’ -> wiri /ctlatroç ornaj/ ‘the class of students’
ipond,itI ‘learned persons’ -> ¶i !pond,itomaj! ‘the class 0f learned

persons’

894. NNSVADSJ iXV4 ÷-* iXVSa1i ‘the yearofiXV!’
ii

/j

onrnoi ‘birth’ -> iiiii !j onrnoa1! ‘year of birth’
!rnrittu/ ‘death’ <—> jWt lrnrittuSal/ ‘year of death’

895. NNADSJ: IXI -* 1X ikari ‘hunting of IX]’
iimotsoi’fish’ TrtirnotSoSikarI ‘fishing’
ît /horin/ ‘deer’ -> ihorinS ikarl ‘hunting of deer’

896. NNADSJ: iX!, <-> iXSucii ‘list 0f IX!’
q [10h rornon/ ‘travel’ -> wPit /bhrornonSuci! ‘Iist of different places to be visited’

/kormoi ‘action’, ‘activities’ <-> /kormosucii ‘list 0f works to be done’,
‘agenda’

897. NNADSJ: iXi -> iXSeba/ ‘entertainment/service to IX!’
rff /otit’ii ‘guest’ ÷ Tr!otitHSeba! ‘act cf taking care of the guests’
trt Irnanobi ‘human beings’ /rnanobSebai ‘act of helping human beings’

898. NNADSJ: iXi -> ‘beauty of IX!’
n /rocona/ ‘composition’ —> Iii ‘beauty of composition’

îii igothoni ‘structure’ ÷-> ‘beauty of structure’
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899. NNADSJ: lXVNsyIIabln (+ lXVNsyllabstombholn ‘column for /XVNsyIIab/’

Isritil ‘memory’ -* lsritistomb’’ol ‘monument’
iT fbi.joi ‘speech’ -* ibijo’stombhol ‘monument commemorating victory’

900. NNSVADSJ: IXV4 -* /XVstho1/ ‘the place of lxvi’
/ghJ ‘occurrence’, ‘incident’ ->

/gh00fl3hQ1/ the scene
of occurrence’

IhottakanoI ‘murder’ -> /hottakanostha1/ ‘the scene
of murder’

901. NNSVADS]: lXV/ /XVsnan/ ‘bath in IXVI’
rrt IgogaI ‘Ganges’ <- iii Igoijgasnan! ‘act of bathing in the Ganges’

l omudroi ‘sea’ -* /Ç omudrosnan/ ‘act 0f bathing in the sea’

902. NNADSJ: lXI, -> lXsprihai ‘desire for iX!’
/dhoijo/ ‘destruction’ <-> i’t ‘desire of destruction’

tf [1hojon/ ‘eating’ + fbhojonspriha/ ‘desire for having
sexual intercourse’

903. NNSVADSJ: iXVI, -> /XVsfiti/’increase in the quantity or in the size of/XV/’
Imudral ‘money’ -> /mudrasfitil ‘inflation’
Idehoi ‘body’ /dehosfiti/ ‘obesity’

904. NNADSJ: iX!., iXsroti ‘outflow of 1X1’
/roktol ‘blood’ -> rji Iroktosrotl ‘outflow of blood’

tï /kali ‘time’ <-> r1 /kalsrot/ ‘outflow of time’

905. NNADSJ: iXI->IXhottaI ‘killing of IX!’
it /pranil ‘animal’ -> îfrt /pranihottal ‘slaughtering of animal’
r1 imanu’i ‘human being’ -> ijii imanuShottai ‘murder’

906. NNSBPF: NX1<— IuccaXl’high NXI’
/obhilaSl ‘desire’ -> c1I iuccabhilaSi ‘ambition’

1ttî Iakaijkhal ‘eagerness’ ÷- tifl luccakak”al ‘ambition’

907. NNSBPF: lDXlr,<> pKhudraX/n ‘IoXI of smaller size’
iont roi ‘intestine’ -> /khudrantro/ ‘small intestine’
los(t)ro/ ‘acm’ -* fkhudras(t)rof ‘small arm’
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908. NNSBPF: !uXI -> JkromoXI ‘graduaI IuXI’
IutkaroI ‘amelioration’ -> /kromotkorÇo/ ‘graduai amelioration’

funnotif ‘progress’ [kromonnoti/ ‘graduai progress’

909. NNSBPF: IoXI ÷-> Ij onaX/ ‘IoXI cf sex’

Iongol ‘hum an organ’ 4-* ti1iW I] Onngo/ ‘sexual organ’
/onub’uti/ ‘sensation’ _> rr /jonanubjtj/ ‘sexual sensation’

910. NNSBPF: /oXI -> IbiXI ‘contrary/opposite cf ISOX/’
‘tIode/ ‘one’s own country’ ->1r/bideS/ ‘foreign country’

I odhormi/ ‘member of the same religion’ <-> /bidhormi/ ‘member of a
different religion’

911. NNSBSF: /XaI <- IXodeSI ‘IXaI area’

i ItolaI ‘bottom’ <—> ItolodeSl ‘bottom area’
1 /golal ‘throat’ ÷-> fgolode I ‘atea cf the throat’

912. NNSBSF: IXoI, IXaghatln ‘stroke with IXo/’
[betro! ‘cane’ -* iri /betraghatl ‘stroke with a cane’
[boj roi ‘thunder’ -> trI [boj raghat/ ‘thunder-stroke’

913. NNSBSF: /XoI<->IXanui ‘smallestlXol’
Igrohol ‘pluanet’ <- /grohanu/ ‘asteroid’

/dimboI ‘egg’ -> ftj IdirnbanuI ‘ovum’, ‘egg-ceII’

914. NNSBSF: IXoi, ÷-* /Xanub’ut il,, ‘sensation of IXol’
/anondo/ ‘pleasure’ iiî /anondanubhuti/ ‘feeling cf pleasure’

/dukkho/ ‘sorrow, sadness’ <—> idukkhanubhuti/ ‘feeling of sadness’

915. NNSBSF: /Xo/ -÷ /Xanui1on/ ‘practice ofIXoi’
Id”ormoI ‘religion’ -> /dhormanui1on/ ‘practice of religion’

[kabbol ‘poetry’ -> [kabbanuSilon/ ‘practice cf poetry’

916. NNSBSF: lXoI -> IXantoI ‘end cf /Xo/’
cï /deho/ ‘body’ -> ci /dehanto/ ‘death’
i’?1 /sopt aho/ ‘week’ —* 11 IoptaliantoI ‘week-end’
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917. NNSBSF: fXoI - /Xabo5e5I ‘remainder cf IXol’
Idehol ‘body’ ÷-> /dehabo 5e5/ ‘remainder’, ‘residual’

îiï Ist’apottoI ‘architecture’, ‘architectural work’ -> MTM2’1 /st’apottabo5e5/

‘remainder cf scme architectural wcrk’

918. NNSBSF: IXoI, f—> IXabdo/ ‘era attributed or related te IXoI’
phfjSi ‘Jesus Christ’ —> fkhristabdol ‘the era cf Jesus Christ’
[borjgol ‘Bengal’ ÷-> IbogabdoI ‘the Bengal era counted frcm 693 AD’

919. NNSBSF: IXoI <-* IXamiI ‘the (bad) quality cf IXoI’
/du,Ç toi ‘wicked, naughty’ ÷-> /du51, ami! ‘naughtiness, mischief’

4 /no5t,o/ ‘rotten, unchaste’ -> 4î /noStamil ‘sexual mischief

920. NNSBSF: IXoI, -* /Xarthi/n ‘who wants IXo/’

¶ iputroi son’ if JputrartH! ‘who wants son’
cç Ipunnol ‘piety’, ‘virtue’ n1/punnarthi! ‘who wants piety or virtue’

921. NNSBSF: IXonI -> /Xok! ‘something that does IXonl’
frt [bi S foron! ‘expluosion’ <-> fct [bi 5 forok/ ‘explosive’

Iprot j folon! ‘reflection’ <—> Iproti folok/ ‘reflector’

922. NNSBSF: !XonI -* IXokI ‘who does IXoni’
i5omorthonl ‘support’ -* ‘ïwT ISomorthokl ‘supporter’
/preron/ act cf sending’ /prerok/ ‘sender’

923. NNSBSF: iXaI ÷-> !Xok/ ‘who does iXal’
z’N1 /lek”a/ ‘act cf writing’ -> /1ekok/ ‘writer’
r1 /5 jkkh ai ‘education’ <-> fr /5 ikk’ okl ‘teacher’

924. NNSBSF: /Xona/ ÷-> /Xok/ ‘who does /Xona/’
Iporicalonal ‘direction’ -> /poricalok/ ‘director’

ti I5adhonai ‘arducus endeavour’ -> rN /5ad”ok/ ‘who is engaged in arducus
endeavout’

925. NNSBSF: IXanI -> IXataI ‘who does IXani’
lffri Inirmanl ‘constuction’ <- Ifri Inirmatal ‘constructor’
m Idanl ‘donation’ -* wiï /data/ ‘donor’
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926. NNSBSF: IXoI, -÷ IXanuragin ‘love for iXoi

ir iSilpoi ‘art’ -> ti iÇi1panurag/ ‘love for art’
Nï /kabboi ‘poetry’ itÏ’t /kabbanur agi ‘love for poetry’

927. NNSBSF: iXOkin -> iXikain diminutive ‘a smaller iXokî

IpustokI ‘book’ -* Ipustikal ‘booklet’, ‘a small book’

Inatokl ‘drama’ <>fl1inatikaI ‘a small drama’

928. NNSBSF: iXo! !X&”onin ‘act cf making /XoI’
fri iÇilpoi ‘industry’ -> /i1pa”on/ ‘industrialization’

Icitroi ‘picture’ <- Ciii /citraoni ‘filming’

929. NNSBSF: iX&’I iXetain diminutive ‘who does iXo”I’
iti [bikro7 ‘sale’ -> îci ibikretai ‘salesman’
dtt Iob” in&’? ‘acting’ -* /obh ineta! ‘actor’

930. NNSBSF: iXain iXUkin ‘who does iXat
iibhikkhai ‘begging’ _ l/bhikkhuk/ ‘beggar’
fi inindal ‘reproach’, ‘vilification’ -> 1r ininduki ‘who vilifies or slanders’

931. NNSBSF: iXoI, ÷- iXaonin ‘act cf providing iXo/’

/orthoI ‘money’ -* hr fort haoni ‘finance’
igrihoi ‘house’ -> igrihaoni ‘housing’, ‘accommodation’

932. NNSVRD: ICX1n 4 IhXCX/n ‘ICXI and similar things’
Ib’abi ‘mental state’, ‘mood’ —> Ihabbhabi ‘gestures and deportment’

r’r icali ‘manners’ -> ir5Ï /halcal/ ‘manners and conditions’

933. NNSVRD: IXCIn —* IXCaXCiIn ‘reciprocal action involving two or several /XCI
of different persons’
w [kani ‘ear’ ÷- tntf fkanakanii ‘whisper te one another, spread rumour’

Iliati ‘hand’ -> ttf ihatahatii ‘hand-te-hand fight’

934. NNSVRD: 1XVC1n -> 1XCaXCiIn ‘fighting that involves exchange cf IXVCi’
fkamorI ‘bite’ -> fkamrakamri/ ‘biting each other’

rîr iaciari ‘a falI or throw te the ground with force’ -> iaciraach ri f
‘mutual knocking to the ground as in wrestling’
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935. NNSVRD: IXi/ ÷-> IXaXi/ ‘fighting that involves exchange cf IXi/’
j9h j/ ‘blow’, ‘punch -> /ghu ag’u il ‘blcws and counter blcws’
ph0/ ‘act 0f tweaking with finger nails’ > wnrf Jkhamcakhamci/

‘tweaking each other with finger nails’

936. NNSVRD: IC1oC2oC3I <-> IC1DC2C3aC1oC2C3iI ‘continucus and reciprocal
instances of /C1oC2oC3/’

wï Ibodoll ‘change rii Ibodlabodlil iii ‘several (reciprocal)
instances of exchanging’

Id1amok1 ‘rebuff’ 6—> /dhomkadhomkil ‘several (reciprocal) instances cf
rebuffing’

937. NNSVSPRD /CX/nsing 6-> ICXCatiIseveral instances cf ICXÏ
r1 /kannal ‘crying’ 6-> îfftt [kannakati/ ‘several instances cf crying’

/jhgTj ‘dispute’ 6-> tnff /jhgpjhj/ ‘several instances cf dispute’

938. NNSVRD: IXCV(C)a1a2I > IXCV(C)a;G2tVG;a2/fl IXCV(C)aia2I and similar
feelings.’
rJ’[t6II IonuocanaI ‘regret’ 6-> fflÏ /onuOConat0CDna/ ‘regret, etc’

/pDrikolpona/ ‘plan’ * tin /porikolponatolpona/ ‘plan, etc.’

939. NNSPID: IXI, sing 6-> IX! ‘plural cf IX!’
ckt ‘bcat’ <-> c*M ‘boats’

[bo J/ ‘bock’ * Ibo ]/ ‘bocks’

940. NNSPSVADSF: IXCI sing 6-> IXCaboliIn ‘plural cf /X0/’
f /gun! ‘quality’ > tît /gunabo li! ‘qualities’
f1T /ni”om/ ‘rule’ 6-> furrt /niomabo1i/ ‘rules’

941. NNSPSVADSF: /XC/, sing 6-> /XCera/ ‘plural cf IXCI’
IdakatI ‘rcbber’ 6-> Iit1 Idakatera I ‘rcbbers’

ir I jkkh ok/ ‘teacher’ > Ïci /Sikkhokera/ ‘teachers’

942. NNSPADSF: /XI sing 6-> /Xku1/ 1’pIural cf IX!’
/kriÇokl ‘farmer’ 6-> fkri,Çokkul/ ‘farmers’
bu! ‘bee’ <-> iicy /olikul! ‘bees’

943. NNSPADSF: IXI, sing 6-> /Xgon/ 1’plural cf IX!’
‘prcfesscr’ 6-> îiici /add’apokgon/ ‘professors’
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fmontril minister’ ri Imontrigonl ‘ministers

944. NNSPADSF: /X/ sing, indef > /X9U11/n, plu, def plural cf IX!’
Ikoloml ‘pen’ fkolomgulil ‘the pens’

Ni Itakal ‘money’ <-> Mfi Iakagu1iI ‘the mcney’

945. NNSPADSF: IXIn, sing, indef -> IXguloI n, plu, def plural cf IX!’
Jkoloml ‘pen’ ii Ikolomgulo/ ‘the pens’
/l.,ebi1/ ‘table’ <-> /tebilgulo/ ‘the tables’

946. NNSPADSF IX!n, -> /XpatiI pi, plural of IX!’
fk’orocI ‘expenditure’ <- nf fkhorocpati/ ‘expenditures’

Ij ont roi ‘equipment’, ‘machine’ <—> r’nt /j ont ropat il ‘equipment’, ‘machinery’

947. NNSPADSF IXIn sing /XborgoI 1’plural cf IX!’
IponditI ‘learned man’ -> i ‘f/ponditborgo/ ‘a group cf learned men’

fiIotithii ‘invited persan’ _* F1/otithi borgo/’a group cf invited persans’

948. NNSPADSF: IXIn,sng 4- /Xbrindo/n,piu’Plural of/XI’
rïi Isodoo/ ‘member’ -* /odo’obrindo/ ‘members’

/i0hs0/ ‘devotee’ -* ‘i [bhoktobrindo/ ‘devotees’

949. NNSPADSF: iXIn,sing /Xmonco1i/, plural cf IX!’
I ikkhok/ teacher’ <-> Iii I ikkhok moncl,,oli/ ‘teachers’

/dorSokJ ‘spectator’ /dorokmond,p1iI’spectatcrs’

950. NNSPSVADSF: IXVin sing + 1XV]UthOin (collective/sggregate) plu ‘plural cf /XV/’
Iliostil ‘elephant’ <-> fjy ihostijut’oi herd cf elephants’

f IS iijliol ‘lion’ <-* i$ I iUliojuthol herd cf lions’

951. NNSPADSF: IX!n, sing * iXTain, piu’plural cf IX!’
tc Ichelel ‘boy’ ÷ti /chelera I ‘boys’

Idakati ‘robber’ -> ti /d,akatrai ‘robbers’

952. NNSPADSF: IXJn, sing -> /XraS i/o, 1’plural cf 1X1’
/baluka/ ‘sand’ -* ‘sands’

!brikkho/ ‘tree’ -> ‘rrft /brikkhoraSi/ ‘trees’
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953. NNSPADSF: IXIn, /Xraj TIn, piu’PlUral cf IX?’

N1 /taroka/ ‘star’ -> IiI Itarokaraj il ‘stars’

Igrohol ‘pluanet’ -> ttft /grohoraj il ‘planets’

954. NNSPADSF: IX!,, s’ng <- /Xomuho/ 1’pluraI of IX!’
j IproÇnoI ‘question’ -> ‘questions’

Ipustokl ‘bock’ -> /pustok’omuho/ ‘books’

955. NNSPADSJ: !XIn,sjng IXdo1I i’ plural cf IX!’

I&’at ro/ ‘student’ 6-> Iî’i Ic”atrodoll ‘a group cf students’
p0hhjj ‘beggar’ > hjkkhukdDl/ ‘a group cf beggars’

956. NNSPADSJ: IXI sing 4-> /Xgucc’a/ (co(Iectve/aggregate) plural cf /X!’

1 Ipll5pOi ‘flower’ 6-> Ipu5poguc&’oI ‘bunch cf flcwers’

/pros-t ah! ‘proposition’ <-> /prostabguccho/ ‘a bunch cf propositions’

957. NNSPADSJ: !XInsng 6-> IXPotroIn, ‘multiplicity cf IX? and similar things’

l’t [kagojl ‘papers’ > /kagojpotro/ ‘papers and simHar things’

Icii,”iI ‘letter’ > I1’ /ci’ipotro/ ‘letters and similar documents’

958. NNSPADSF: /X!nsing 6-> /XPat/n plu

tirt Idokanl ‘shcp’ * tïrî IdokanpaI ‘shcps and related things’

1J ITaJ ,j o! ‘kingdcm’ * Iraj j opatl ‘kingdom and related things’

959. NNSPADSJ: IX!, sing 6-> IXmoholI, ‘IX? portion (cf scme population)’

rfyrt imohilal ‘wcman’ 6-> rf’rti’i imohilamoholl ‘wcmen’

rii ibudd”ij ibil ‘intellectual’ —> îllci ibudd1’ij ibimaholl ‘intellectuals’

960. NNSPSBSF: /XO/nsing #-* /Xa1i/, 1’multiplicity cf IXot
f Icitrol ‘picture’ > ti Icitrali! ‘pictures’

Iz Ipot roi ‘leaf’ > rt Ipotralii ‘leaves’

961. NNSPSBSF: IXoin,sjng <-> /Xaboli/1’multiplicity cf iXoI’

‘I Idri 5 5o/ ‘scene’ > ‘mt /dri 5 5 aboli! ‘a collection cf scenes’

tz Ipot roi ‘leaf’ > iztt /potraboli/ ‘leaves’

962. NNSPSBSF: /Xo! > /Xera/, ‘/Xo/s’

iz l&’at roi ‘student’ 6-> rcn Ic”atreral ‘students’
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trn I5o3nnoI ‘soldier’ iciiI f5onneraI ‘soldiers’

963. NNSPSVRD: IXCI sing IXCaXI ‘multiplicity cf IXCI’

Wr /mai! ‘merchandise’ <-> irtf Imaiamail ‘merchandises’

IgaiI ‘insult’-> llNri Igalagail ‘insults’

964. NNSPRD: IXI, Sfl, oc -> ‘on the multiplicity cf IX!’
Rr Idaie/ ‘on a branch’ -> iz Idaied,aieI ‘on branches’

ftTÏ /pataI ‘on a leaf -> rrÎ ft51J Ipat&”pat&’I ‘on leaves’

965. NNSPRD: /X! <-÷ /XXanto/, ‘X and beyond’

t Ibonl ‘forest’ —> tri [bonbonantol ‘fcrest and beyond’

!dur/ ‘far’ —* /durduranto/ far and beyond’

966. NNSPRD: IX!n, sing <-> !XXIn, ‘IX!, etc.’
IniomI ‘rule’ ÷-> !niomkanun/ ‘rules’

•tf Igaril ‘car’ -* n tn.ii /garighora/ ‘cars and other means of transports’

967. AASPRD: /XIad, sing > IXXIad, piu ‘plural cf IX!’
/boro/ ‘big’ <—> [boroborol ‘apparently big’

/mo,a/ ‘fat’ <-> ïîÎ c11 /mota mota! ‘apparently fat’

968. ProProSMADSF: !V÷hjghC/pron, sing <—> îV’highCaTa!pron, 1’plural cf /V+highC/’
uni! ‘heproximai’ —> riÎ Ienaral ‘theyproximai’
fun il ‘hedistal’ —* Ionaral theyd55I’

969. NNMFSVADSF: /XC!, masc !XCj/n fem ‘feminine cf !XCI’
1t /kri San! ‘farmer’ -> it /kri 5 ani! ‘wife cf a farmer’
‘fli fki 5or! ‘teen-age boy’ -> In [ki 5 cri? ‘teen-age girl’

970. NNMFSVADSF: IXCIn masc/comm IXCiniI, fem ‘feminine cf !XC/’

N !bagll ‘tiger’ -> rfrt [bagh mi! ‘tigress’
1xr Inagi ‘(mythclogical) snake’ -> îtt Inaginil ‘(mythclcgical) she-snake’

971. NNMFADSF: IX? n, masc/comm -> IXni!0 fem ‘female/wife cf IX!’
ltsft /bide5i/ ‘male foreigner’ ÷- ffrt [bide5ini! ‘female foreigner’

[kamar! ‘blacksmith’ ÷-> ttrf Ikamarni/ ‘wife cf a blacksmith or a female
blacksmith’
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972. NNMFSVADSF IXCIn, masc < /XCaIn, fem ‘feminine of IXCÎ

/premik/ ‘male lover’ -> IT1 /premika/ ‘female lover’

tf fkokil/ ‘he cuckoo’ +-* îffl Jkokila/ ‘she cuckoo’

973. NNMFSMADSF: /XCOC/n masc > IXCC1In fem ‘feminine of IXCoCI

ir /pagol/ ‘male mad’ -> /pagli/ ‘female mad’

rtIc’ago1I’male goat’ t51tIchag1iIfemale goat’

974. NNMFSJ: IX! masc > fem ‘feminine of IX!

Imucil ‘cobbler’ <—> f ‘wife of a cobbler’

/kamarl ‘blacksmith’ -* ‘wife of a blacksmith’

975. NNMFSVADPJ: ICXI masc/comm -> Imohi 1 aCXJ, tem ‘feminine of ICXI’

[kobil ‘poet’ wfrif /mohilakobi/ ‘poetess’

/puli Si ‘policeman’ -> ri1 j1r’t /mohilapuli 5 I ‘policewoman’

976. NNMFSVADPJ: ICXIn masc/comm”> ImadiCXI fem ‘feminine cf ICXI’
iI ihatil ‘he elephant’ -> rîf if /madihati/ ‘she elephant’

/ghp/ ‘horse’ -> ttf c’T1 /madig”ora/ ‘mare’

977. NNMFSVADPJ: ICXIn masc/comm <-> IPUfUSCXIn, fem ‘feminine of /CX/’

ji Isromiki ‘worker’ -÷ jf /pusru5sromikI ‘male worker’

îi Poagl/ ‘tiger’ -> /pufuSbagh I ‘he-tiger’, male tiger’

978. NNMFSVADPJ: ICXI <-> /nariCX/ fem feminine of ICXI’

j1 /sromik/ ‘labour’ -> jfr /narisromik/ ‘female labourer’

[kormiI ‘worker’ flfInarikormiI ‘female worker’

979. NNMFSVADPJ: ICXI n, masclcomm > Ime’eCX1n, fem ‘feminine of /CX/’
1i /manu5/ ‘human being’ ccvi /meemanu5/ ‘woman’

/0Chj/ ‘bee’ <-* tci crf /meYemoMmaclhi/ ‘she-bee’

980. NNMFSVADPJ: /CX/ masc/comm > /StfjCX!n fem ‘feminine Of /CX/’
IbaghI ‘tiger’ -> 1i /stribagh/ ‘tigress’

c’Inf ‘bee’ -÷ t ctrtf /strimomachi/ ‘she-bee’

981. NNMFSBSF: IXOIn masc > IXaJn fem ‘feminine cf IXoÏ
pjh ‘old man’ -> /briddha/ ‘old woman’
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fI’3 IS j o/ ‘male disciple’ <-> 1ruî / j al ‘female disciple’

982. NNMFSBSF: lXol, masc /Xaflj/ fem ‘feminine of lXol’

/Sudro/ ‘male non Brahmin’ ÷-> jïti /udrani/ ‘female non Brahmin’,
‘wife of a non Brahmin’

/jndro/ ‘Indra, the mythological king cf Hindu heaven’ -> jt ljndranjl ‘wife cf
Indra’

983. NNMFSBSF: lXOln masc lX/ fem ‘feminine of lXol’
lc”atroI ‘male student’ /chatril ‘female student’
c1 [buro! ‘old man’ -* [buri! ‘old wcman’

984. NNMFSBSF: IXal masc > lXjl fem ‘feminine of /Xal
flWfl Ipaglal ‘male mad’ ÷-> ni1 lpaglil ‘female mad’
ii Imamal ‘maternai uncle’ <-* lmamjl ‘maternai aunt’

985. NNMFSBSF: IXOkin masc > IX jkJn fem ‘feminine ofiXoki
I ikk’akI ‘teacher’ -> fIi I,Ç ikklika/ ‘wcman teacher’

Ioddh apokl ‘professor <-> mi /oddh apika/ ‘lady professor’

986. NNMFSBSF: /XaI masc <> /XrjI fem ‘feminine of/Xa/’
trt /netal ‘leader’ -* z met ri! ‘woman leader’

/oblineta/ ‘actor’ -> !obhjnetrj/ ‘actress’

987. NNMFSMSBSF: ICVhighXaIn masc ICV÷h,ghXIn, fem ‘feminine of
/CVhighXaI’

rfl /okha/ ‘male friend’ <-> /ifi /Sok”i/ female friend’
[bhera/ ‘ram’ —> t5 /1jhTj/ ewe’

988. NNMFSBSMSF /CVhghXO/fl masc > lCV+highXflIn,fem ‘feminine of /CVhighXO/’
/orpo/ ‘he-snake -> /orpini/ ‘she-snake’
W4I3okkhoIdemygod in Hindu mythology’ ÷>/jokkhjnj/demygoddess in
Hindu mythoiogy’

989. NNMFSBSF: IXbanladj,fl masc ‘‘ /XbDtiladyn, fem ‘feminine cf /Xban/
/daabanJ kind (man)’ ÷- ‘ii /do’abotj/ ‘kind (woman)
/punnoban/ picus (man)’ -> jit /punnoboti/ ‘picus (woman)
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990. NNMFID: IXIadj masc > iXJadj, fem ‘feminine of IX!
ISundorl ‘beautiful’ -> /undor/ ‘beautiful’

itfl [bhaloI ‘good’ ÷> [bh alo/ ‘good’

991. NNMFID: IXIn masc/comm 4> IXI fem ‘feminine of IX!’
tir/SikkhokI ‘teacher’ -> fr/Sikktbok! ‘teacher’

51TIf Iodhapokl ‘professor’ -> Iodd”apokl ‘professor

992. NNCCADSF: ‘XI nom <— IXkeIn acc/dat’/X! used as patient or goal’

tt ImeeI ‘daughter’,’girl’ -> /meeke! ‘to the girl’

i1ji ImanuI ‘human being’ -> ImanuSkel ‘to the human beings’

993. NNCCSVADSF: IXVIn nom > /XVT/n gen ‘cf /XV/’

tii !mee/ ‘daughter’,’girl’ -> /meeri ‘of the girl’,’daughter’s’

t’fl [kukurgulo! ‘dogs’ -> /kukurgulor/ ‘of the dogs’

994. NNCCSVADSF: /XC/n, sing, nom > /XCe T/n, sng, gen ‘of 1X0!’

ltw IikkhokI ‘teacher’ -> Iikkhoker! ‘ofthe teacher’

!cearl ‘chair’ -> rr !ceareri ‘cf the chair’

995. NNCCADSF: iXinipron nom, sing -> iXder/n,pron, gen, plu ‘0f more than one IX!’

ft lnij e! ‘himself’ -* îci mi] eder! ‘of themselves’

fr I,Ç ikkboki ‘teacher’ -> ïic I ikkhokder/ ‘of (the) teachers’

996. NNCCSVADSF: IXderinipro, gen, piu 4> /Xderke/n,pro, acc, ‘the referent of /Xder/

used as experiencer or receiver’
ccoii !m&’ederi ‘of the daughters’, ‘of the girls’ .-> cc ici !m&’ederke! ‘to the

daughters’, ‘to the girls’!’girls or daughter’ (used as direct object)
‘& Iode r! ‘their’ <-* Iode rke/ ‘them’

997. NNCCSVADSF: !Xa!0 nom !X&7n ‘in /Xa!’

‘power’ -> [khomot&7 ‘in the power’

tti !ciaka! ‘Dhaka’ -> iïtfli !cak&7 ‘in Dhaka

998. NNCCSVADSF: !XC/n nom + /XCe! 00’in 1X0!’

tflï Ibaj an ‘market’ -> /baj are! ‘in the market’

/Sokal! ‘morning’ ÷-> !oka1e/ ‘in the morning’
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999. NNCCSVADSF: nom -> IXVte/0 i01fl /XV/’

icNarji ‘knife -> !churitei in the knife’
/hjj ‘Dhaka’ <-* IiIc /dakate/ ‘in Dhaka’

1000. NNCCSVADSF: IXVin nom /XVt e/ nom ‘synonym cf /XV/’

iji lbulbulil ‘bulbul’ -* ic !bulbulite/ ‘by bulbul’

/go ru! ‘cow’ -> /go rut e! ‘by cow’

1001. NNCCSVADSF: 1XC1n nom iXCei, nom ‘synonym cf /XC!’

ipagol! ‘mad’ <> i1i /pagole! ‘mad’

@‘ÏN /lok! ‘people’ <-> z’rt !loke! ‘people’

1002. NNCCSVADSF 1XV10 nom > 1XVr10 gen ‘made cf !XV/’

trî1 ISona! ‘gold’ tffn iSonar! ‘made cf gold’

M icinil ‘sugar’ —* ¶MTT iciniri ‘made cf sugar’

1003. NNCCSVADSF: /XC/, nom -> iXCer!0, gen ‘made of IXCI’

!mom/ ‘wax’ ri /momer! ‘made of wax’

nf !p1asik/ ‘plastic’ <-> /plastiker/ ‘made cf plastic’

1004. NNCCSBSF: /XO/n,sing, nom <> lXefn,sing, ‘in iXoi’

ipat ro/ ‘pot’ -> flZ !patre/ ‘in (the) pot’

!condro! ‘moon’ -* icondrel ‘in the moon’

1005. NNCCSBSF: iXOin, nom IXerIn, gen ‘0f !Xoi’
Wtt /chat ro/ ‘student’ -> tc /chat Ter! ‘cf (the) student’

u/oinno/ ‘soldier’ Zicii !Soinner/ ‘cf (the) soldier

1006. NNCCID: fXIn nom > 1X10, acc ‘IX! used as patient’
/kapor! ‘cloth’ ÷÷ [kapor! ‘cloth’ (used as direct object)
[kukur! -> /kukur/ ‘dog’ (used as direct cbject)

1007. NNCCID: /XInnom<*IXinpoc ‘in IX!’
tf [baril ‘house’ -> rd$ [baril ‘in the hcuse’

/,hjj ‘Dhaka’ -* i3ît idakai ‘in Dhaka’

1008. NNCCID: 1X!n nom <—> IX!0 0’IXIused te draw attention of!X1’
iiit Irajkumaril ‘princess’ -> Irajkumari/ ‘O princess’

!rik! ‘Rik’ -* Irikl ‘O Rik’
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1009. NNCCID: IX!0 plu, gen (adj posa) <— IX1n, plu, acc ‘x used as patient’
cci lme7ederl ‘of the daughters’, ‘of the girls’, -> cccLîi /meeder/ ‘daughters’,

‘girls’ (used as direct or indirect object)
/chat roder! ‘of the students’ -> /chat roder! ‘students’ (used as direct

or indirect object)

1010. NNCCID: IX!0 gen, plu (adj poss) <—> IX!, dat, plu ‘IX! used as receiver or goal’
ciccii Imeeder! ‘of the daughters’, ‘of the girls’, ccc !meeder! ‘daughters’,
‘girls’ (used as direct or indirect object)
iz Ichatroder! ‘cf the students’ -> iz !chatroderl ‘students’ (used as direct
or indirect object)

1011. NNCCID: IX!0 .<—> IXI instr ‘IX! used as instrument’
pkhomotaI ‘in the power’ ÷-> irîi /k’omot&’/ ‘with the power’

foÇadheI ‘in the medicine’ -> foadheI ‘with the medicine’

1012. ProProCCSBSF: !X!pron sng, nom —> IXakelpro, sing, acc/dat YXiI used as goal,
experiencer or patient’
rd Iami/ ‘I’ -> rt1t !arnakel ‘me’

nrf Iapni/ ‘you’ <— /apnake/ ‘you’ (used as direct or indirect object)

1013. ProProCCSMSBSF: I(C;)V+hjghC2!profl sing, nom !(C1)VhighC2ake”pron,sing,

acc/dat/(C)V+hjghCl! used as goal, experiencer or patient’

Itumi! ‘you’ -> !tomake/ ‘youacc’, ‘to you’

uni! ‘he proximal torm’ —> /enake/ ‘him proximal form

1014. NNIDADSF: !XIn, indet, sing/plu ‘.IXta!ndef sing ‘definite or specific /)(I’

[bo/ ‘book’ ->[botal ‘the book’

fkoloml ‘pen’ —> /kolomtal ‘the pen’

1015. NNIDADSF: IX! indef, sing/plu ++!XtIn,def, sing ‘definite or specific IX!’

Ibo 3/ ‘book’ <- fbo il ‘the book’

[kolom! ‘pen’ <-> <rciT fkolomti/ ‘the pen’

1016. NNIDADSF: IX!0 indef, sing/plu iXkh an(a!i)/0 def, sing ‘definite or specific IX!’
[bo l ‘book’ tfl [bo kh anal or ttÎ !bo kh ani! ‘the book’

“rt !ariI ‘sari’ .-> ‘rrfPw1 !arik’ana/ or’nfn1t /Sarik’ani! ‘the sari’
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1017. NNIDADSF: IXI uncount, indef /XtukU/0 uncount, def ‘definite or specific IX!’
!dudl! ‘milk’ -> IdudhtukuI ‘the milk’
IbhatI ‘rice’ ÷-* fbhattuku/ the rice’

1018. NNIDADSF: IXI fl sing/plu +->/Xmohodo/0 sing, defdefiflite or specific IX!’
- Imontri/ ‘minister’ -> 1wJ /montrimohodo/ ‘the minister’
TiiÎ Iodd’ apok/ ‘professor’ <-* fodd apokmDhodDI ‘the professor’

1019. NNDI ID: IXIn, sing, indef 6>IX’, sing, def ‘a particular IX!
w IcatroI ‘student’ <-> Iciatrol ‘the student’
f’i /mont ri! ‘minister’ -> it /mont ri! ‘the mini ster

1020. AASVADPF: IOX/ad1 /oCXI0 ‘opposite of 10X1
wii Ibaddhol ‘obedient’ -> rii Iobaddhol disobedient
f1ntct / ad’aron/ ‘otdinary’ <- intt Io.Çad”aronl flot ordinary’textra-ordinary’

1021. AASVADPF: NXIadj* /OflVX/adj ‘opposite ofNXI’
Iurborl ‘fertile -* Ionurbor/ ‘barren’
/obhiggô/ ‘experienced’ *i[s IonobhiggôI ‘inexperienced’

1022. AASVADPF: ICXJadj > IÛTdhOCXIadJ ‘haif 10X1’
!mrito/ dead’ -> ‘r !ordhomrito/ ‘half-dead’
/dogdho/ ‘burned’ for dhodogdho/ ‘half-burned’

1023. AAADPF: /OXJadj > /att0CX/adj ‘self /0X/’
fr /bisrito/ ‘forgotten’ -> /attobisrito/ ‘self-oblivious’
‘t JS ikr loi ‘acknowledged’ -> /atto ikrit o! ‘self-acknowledged’

1024. AAADPF: /X/adj<_>/adhX!adj ‘halfIX!’
iî Poharjal ‘broken’ +-> iït !adhbaUa/ ‘haif-broken’
¶Î /pagoi/ ‘mad’ -> iwnrn /adhpagol/ ‘half-mad’

1025. AASVADPF: ICXIadj * IapatOCXIadj ‘10X1 for the time being’
!modhur/ ‘sweet’ -> /apatomodhur! ‘sweet for the time being’
p.hjj ‘difficuit’ -* I\l /apatokothin/ ‘difficuit for the time being’

1026. AASVADPF: ICX!adj -> /art’oCX/adj ‘IOXI-economic’
flrtfi /Samaj ikf ‘social’ -> îïnM !art”oÇamaj ik! ‘socio-economic’
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iii /rajnotik1 ‘politicat Trr rI.vs /arthora]no]tik/ ‘politico-economic’

1027. AASVADPF: JCXIadj IIJ9OCXIadj ‘/CXI and English’
rd* /markin/ ‘American’ -> nt /iijgomarkin/ ‘Anglo-American’

/t0h0jY0/ ‘Indian’ ÷-> wIii /iljgobharotPro/ ‘Anglo-Indian’

1028. AASVADPF: ICXJ -* /garCX/ opposite offCXI’
i1# Iraj il ‘agreed’ -> iVÏ Igrraj il ‘disagreed’
tfï /liaj in present ÷-> 1iîii Igorliaj in! absent

1029. AASVADPF: ICXJadj* ICirOCX/adj ‘ICXI for aiways’
isth&ii ‘permanent’ -* ir /ciros.thaYi/ ‘eternal’

1’ IbiostoI ‘trustful -> f’ /cirobiÇosto/ ‘always trustful’

1030. AASVADPF: !XIadj > /dUTX!adj ‘IX! with much difficulties’
/ot ikrommo/ ‘to be passed beyond or crossed’ <—* /durotikrommo/

‘to be passed beyond or crossed with difficulties’
/bhokko! ‘eatable’ -> j’iT /durb”okk”o/ ‘hard to eat’

1031. AASVADPF: ICX/adj<-> IduSCX/adJ ‘!CXlwith much difficulties’
‘rr5 Ipaccol ‘digestible’ -> rîï /dupacco / ‘flot easily digestible’

ISohoni’o! ‘tolerable’ -> /duSolioni’o/ ‘not easily tolerable’,
‘intolerable’

1032. AASVADPF: /CX/adj<* IflatiCXladj ‘flot too /CXI’
/dirghboI ‘long’ -> I[ l/natidirgho/ ‘nottoo long’
i /sthulo/ ‘fat’ <-> rif /natisthulo/ not too fat’

1033. AASVADPF: /CX/adj /fl]fflfl0CX/adj ‘ICXI underneath’
1fr Ilikhitol ‘written’ -> /nimnolikhjto/ ‘written below’
rf fbornitol ‘described’ ÷-* /nimnobornito/ ‘described below’

1034. NNSVADPF: ICXIadj -> IporiCXI8dJ ‘/CXI in an advanced stage’
¶ /pokko/ ‘ripen’ -÷ IporipDkko/ Twell ripen’

/pul,o/ ‘ripen’ <—> Iporiputo/ ‘well ripen’

1035. AAADPF: ICXJadj <_> IPUTbOCXIadj ‘/CX/ from before’
f*f /poricitof ‘acqainted’ ÷-> /purboporicito/ ‘acquainted from before’
tîir /prokaÇito/ ‘published’ <—> /purboprokaito/ ‘published before’
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1036. AASVADPF: ICXIadj<> [bCXIadj ‘very ICXI’

‘mistaken’, erroneous’ -> tr /bib”rantol very confused’,
‘distracted’

/nomrol ‘polite’ /binamro/ ‘very polite’

1037. AASVADPF: ICXIadj [beCXladj not /0X/
iiI ISorkaril governmental’ tt /beorkariI ‘nongovernmental

/4(,hjjJ ‘true’ -> t1 lbet”ik/ ‘false’

1038. AASVADPF /CXladj<> ISOCXIadj ‘self done 10X1’
id /5 ikk’ito/ ‘educated’ -> frf* 15o5 ikkhito/ ‘self-educated’

Iporikolpitol ‘planned’ -> îit I5oporikolpitol ‘self-planned’

1039. AASVADPF: /CX/adj > ISDTbOCXIadj ‘the most ICXI’
rtti Ipracinl ‘olU’ <-> riT I5orbopracinl ‘oldest’

ir /nimnol ‘low’ <- rfIr /5orbonirnno/ ‘bwest’

1040. AASVADPF: /CX/adj <> /5 OTbOCX/adj ‘ICXI to everybody’

fft /poricito/ ‘known’ -> *ffif /5orboporicito/ known to everybody’
tfji Ij onopri’o/ ‘popular’ I5arbo j onoprio/ ‘popular to everybody’

1041. AASVADPF: ICX/adj <>/SO1POCX/adj ‘very littie 10X1’

Iporicitol ‘known’ ÷-* frfï /5olpoporicito/ ‘flot very known’
f’i1i I5ikk’itoI ‘educated’ <-> ftf*/So1po.Çikkhjto/ ‘not very educated’

1042. AASVADPF: /CX/adj > /SUCX/adj ‘extremely 10X1’
i’rrï /bi,Çal/ ‘big’ Irt’ï /5ubi5 ai/ ‘very big’

Iporikkhitol ‘tested’ -> fl4 /Suporikkhito/ ‘well tested’

1043. AASVADSF: /XC/adj > /XC”0/adj ‘syfloflym 0f /X0/’
iwn labo 5 5okI ‘necessary’ -> rtr’flfl labo 5 5okioI ‘necessary’
R’tJ Iottabo55okl ‘compulsory’ Iottabo55okioI ‘compulsory’

1044. AASVADSF: IXC/adj -> IXC(o)kormaladj ‘who does 1X01 things’
fkrurl ‘cruel’ <- i’’I /krur(o)korma/ ‘doer cf cruel acts’
/hin/ ‘hateful’,’mean’ <-> .i<t’I /hin(o)korma/ ‘doer cf hateful acts’
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1045. AASVADSF: /XCI3dJ -* IXCkftOIadj ‘made IXCI’
Ioro1I ‘simple -* ISorolikrito/ ‘simplified’
Itaroll ‘liquid’ <- /torolikrito/ Iiquidized’

1046. AASVADSF: /XC/adj 4* 1X0 ab’oladj ‘light IXCI’

t’i mu! blue -> !nilabho/ ‘bluish’

/Sobui/ ‘green’ <fr1 /,.Çobujabho/Igreenishl

1047. AAADSF IX1adj /Xk&’/adj ‘endowed with 1X1 body’
ri Ibi ai/ big’ <- nr1i [bi a1ka/ endowed with a big body’
phj ‘small -> /khudrok&7 ‘endowed with a small body’

1048. AAADSF: /X/adj +* /Xkam/adj ‘who has been IX!’
f’t /5DfolI ‘successful’ -> i /5ofolkam/ successful man or woman
/brtho/ unsuccessful’ -> frr [brthokamJ ‘unsuccessful man or woman’

1049. AASVADSF: /XO/adj <-> /Xoj b/adj ‘/Xo/-lived’

t/dirg”o/ ‘long’ <—> !dirg”ojibi! ‘long-lived’
Iolpol ‘a few’, ‘flot much’ -> /olpoj ibi/ ‘short-lived’

1050. AASVADSF: IXaI -> /Xate/adj ‘/XaTiy’
ifl !roga/ ‘sickly’,’lean<— 1flt /rogaj,e/ somewhat lean’

/gh]•j ‘turbid,’muddy’ <-*
/gho1a/ slightly turbid or muddy’

1051. AASVADSF: /XJadj > /XtÛT(O)/adj ‘more IX!’
/brihot/ ‘big’ <-> /brihottor(o)/ ‘bigger
fçhjjp0/ ‘small -* [k’udrotor(o)/ ‘smaller’

1052. AASVADSF: IXIadj -* /Xtom(o)/adj the most IX!’
[brihot/ ‘big’ -> [brihûttom(o)/ ‘biggest’
fhJçjp/ small’ > /khudrotom(o)/ ‘smallest’

1053. AASVADSF: /XV/adj > /XVdha/adi (broken) in /XV/ parts’
[bohu/ ‘many’ ii /bohudha/ ‘in many pieces’
IotoI ‘hundred’ -> tfl /otodha/ ‘in hundred pieces’

1054. AAADSF: IXIBd1 ±-* /Xnama/ad1 ‘an IX! person’
phi ‘known’ <-÷ mnn fk(a)tonama/ ‘famous person’
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/art”okl ‘successful’ -* llinfllSarthoknamal ‘successful persan’

1055. AASVADSF: iXViadj +IXVPfOtPOflflOladj’ShOWfl or proven lxvi’
c iheol ‘hateful’ -> ij /lieoprotiponno/ ‘proved as hateful’
1m lmjtthal ‘false’ <- fij /mitthaprotiponno/ ‘proved as false’

1056. AASVADSF: lXDiadj “‘S lXDbbOladj ‘wili be lXo/’
\j lonuStt’itol ‘held’ -> ‘ta be held’

/gj4hjj/ ‘formed’ tfï /got’itobbo/ ‘ta be formed’

1057. AAADSF: lXOladj * lXOmEadilauj ‘cf IXol duration’
tldi pgh0/ ‘long’ -> rrt idirghomadi/ ‘of long duration’

iolpol ‘a few’, ‘net much’ <-> /o1pomadii ‘cf short duration’

1058. AAADSF: IXiadj # iXfflOflOTOthiadj ‘whose intention or aim has been 1X1’
lSofoli ‘successful’ <-* i5ofolmonorDth/ ‘whose aim is fulfilled’

/brt’oi ‘unsuccessful’ ÷-* /bcrthomonoroth/ ‘whose aim s not fulfilled’

1059. AAADSF: iXladj iXffiUkhjladJ ‘wïth IX! number cf faces or orientations’
ftki ‘one’ +-* /skmuk’’ii ‘unilateral’
/bohui ‘many’ <-> ij’t ibohumuk’i/ ‘multilateral’

1060. AAADSF: iXIadj <_> lXSOÏ3k’Okiadj ‘cf 1X1 number’

f’i /bipull ‘big’ -* iTi [bipul Souk’’oki ‘cf a big amount’, ‘many’
phUf ‘small’ <-* [khudroS 013khokl ‘cf a small amount’, ‘a few’

1061. AAsvADSJ: IXCiadJ< iXCdOTSOflladj ‘1XC1 looking’
ft010Y013j/ ‘terrible’ ÷-* !baYoUkordorSonl ‘dreadful’, ‘awe-inspiring’

1’i /kut Sit/ ‘ugly’ —* /kutSitdorSonl ‘ugly-looking’

1062. MetaAASVADSJ: iXCiadi * lXYiarj1 ‘having 1XC1 type cf 1Y1’
Igombhirl ‘reserved’ <- igomblirprokriti/ ‘cf reserved nature’
Ikomol/ ‘soft’ -> twf [komolmoti/ ‘soft-minded’

1063. AASBPF: /UX/adj .) /SOfbOXladj ‘/uX! cf ail’
luttoml ‘best’ Iorbottomi ‘best cf ail’
iuccol ‘high’ +-> ifi lSorboccol ‘highest’
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1064. AASPSVRD: /CXIadj > ICXSX/auj ‘10X1 enough’

[boro! ‘big’ <-> [boroSorol ‘big enough’

flImotal’fat’ <->ni ci1/moa oa/’fatenough’

1065. AASVRD: ICi jC/ajj > 1C iC2C1 aC2!adj ‘perfectly IC iC2l’

If it) ‘well-dressed’ Ifi fat! ‘perfectly weII dressed’
Ihj ‘alright’, ‘okay’ -> 1t[ /thik thakl ‘perfectly alright or okay’

1066. AASVRD: /C1VC2/adj -> /C1VC2C1 aC2/adj ‘/C1VC2/ and alike’

r1 1go 1/ ‘round’ -> rî’ini /go igal! ‘round and alike’
IbhulI ‘false’, ‘mistaken’ <-> ciici [bhulbhalI ‘taise and alike’

1067. AASVRD: ICXJauj > /CXbCX/adj ‘extremely /CX/’

fj /ciinno/ ‘cut’, ‘separated’ -> /&innobiciinno/ ‘cut or separated into

several pieces in an extremely irregular way’
f Icurno/ ‘broken’, ‘grinded’ R1 /curnobicurno/ ‘broken into very small pieces’

1068. AASVRD: /X0VOiadj > IXCVatVaIadj ‘/XCVa/ or alike’

TTIJonoko11anmukhiI’socialweIfare oriented’ ÷iifJ

j onokol lanmukh itukh il ‘social welfare-oriented or alike’

/ablia”aomporkitoI ‘weather-related’ ->

/abhaw aomporkitotito/ ‘weather-related or alike.’

1069. AASVRD: /XCV(C)G;G2G3/adj * /XCV(C)ala2G3tV(C)ala2a3Iadj /XCVCG1G2G3/

and alike’
inai /abhaw aomporkito/ ‘weather-related’ ->

/abha’ aomporkitoomporkito/ ‘weather-related or alike.’

fsï /sritibijorito/ ‘related to souvenir’ <->

Isritibijoritotijorito I ‘related to souvenir or alike’

1070. AdvAdvSVADSF: IXVIav’ç> /XCke/adv’SYflonYm of 1X01’

rV /ajl ‘today’ -> r1t /ajke/ ‘today’

Wi fkal/ ‘tomorrow’ <-> Jkalkel ‘tomorrow’

1071. AdvAUvSRD: IX/adv 4> /XX/adv ‘IX! in a continuous way’
17 /dhirel ‘slowly’ -> /dhiredhire/ ‘slowly and repeatedly’

Iholat/ ‘suddenly’ <-> /hol,,at hotat! ‘suddnely and repeatedly’
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1072. NumNumADPF: !XiNum<* /UflOXINum ‘Iess than IX11’

5fI/co11iSi ‘forty’ tbf’r/unoco11iSi ‘thirty-nine’

TfIaSiI ‘eighty’ <—>rfft/unoaÇii ‘seventy-nine’

1073. ‘J\JSVADSF: IXC1V, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog ÷->IXCaI, pres imp, 2nd ntim/derog,

rît ioni ‘listen’ -> trtn ISonaI ‘make listen’

tN I1ek’i ‘write’ -> ‘rîî !lekha/ ‘make write’

1074. V’JSVADSF: 1XC/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog +> /XCalarg verbal

!Son/ ‘listen’ -> tîi !onaI ‘to listen’

J Ilekh! ‘write’ <-> ttfl ilekhai ta write’

1075. V\/SVADSF !XV.h,gh/v, pres mp, 2nd ntim/derog /XVhighwa/v, pres imp, 2nd intlm/derog, caus
phj ‘eat’ <-÷ nn pkhawa/ ‘make eat

ide! ‘g ive’ <-> tfl Idewai ‘make him g ive

1 076. V\JSVADSF: !XVhigh!v, pres mp, 2nd intim/derog f—> !XV.hjgh’a/arg verbal

fl /kha! ‘eat’ > phawai ‘ta eat’

ide! ‘give’ -> t1 idewai ta give’

1077. \RJSVADSF: IXaI pres imp. 2nd, intim/derog k—> IXanoiarg verbal

cn idkhai ‘make see’, ‘show<-> cnti !dkhanol ‘ta show’
T1 iStrai ‘swim’ ïcîitrano! ‘ta swim’

1078. \J\JADSF: IXi, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog<>!XbaTiarg verbal, gen
phj ‘eat’ <-> awti [khabari ‘for eating’

‘ttr ioni ‘listen’ ÷-> iSonbari ‘for listening’

1079. \JVADSMSF: !XV.hjghCiv pres imp, 2nd intim)derog*/XV+highCbar!arg verbal, gen

/oni ‘listen’ -* !Sunbar! ‘for listening’

/lek”! ‘write’ -> NN !likhbar/ ‘for writing’

1080. V\JSVADSF: !Xa!arg verbal iXriarg verbal, gen

fl Idkha/ ‘ta see’ -* idEkharl ‘for doing’I’to do’

1 /kora! ‘to do’ -> 1N ikorari ‘for doing’i’to do’

1081. V\JSVADSF: iXa!v, simp pres, let E> iXa’1bar/arg verbal, gen

îi igaI 1 sing’ -* fli1 igabari ‘for singing’
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ioi ï tolerate Iobari ‘for tolerating’

1082. V\JSVADSF: iXaI simp pres,lst —> lXaleICOfld verbal

IcaiI ‘I want’ <-> ica lei ‘if (I, you, they...) want’

ioi ‘I tolerate lr ia’1ei ‘if (I, you, they...) tolerate’

1083. ‘J\JADSF: lXiv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog lXlelCOfld verbal

[jh/ ‘corne’ -> jcc1I1l1cc1 /bhalobaSle/ ‘if (I, you, they...) ove’

/.tra/ ‘swirnfltjm/derog!’ -> I’.Ii iS.tra1eI ‘if (I, you, they...) swim’

1084. \J\JADSMSF: /XVhighC/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E> /XV+h19hCle/CQfld verbal

‘tt IonI ‘listen’ -> Iun1eI ‘if (I, you, they...) listen’

tï /lekl/ write’ ÷-> ir /likhle/ ‘if (I, you, they...) write’

1085. \/\JADSMSF: /CVhigh/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog +->/CV÷highle/cond verbal
phj ‘eat’ -> t’arvT TKhele/ you ate’

n iSoi ‘lie down ‘-* iu1el ‘you lied down’

1086. \J\JSVADSF: lxlv simp pres,1 st ‘> ixt e/compl verbal

rî Igai ‘I sing’ -> ‘tr lgatei ‘to sing’

lÇo’i ‘I tolerate -> iote/ ‘to tolerate’

1087. V\JADSMSF: ixvhghciv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog>iXV+highCtetcompl verbal

tN /lekli ‘write’ -÷ lrit il jkh tel ‘to write’

tr ioni ‘listen’ <-> iunte/ ‘to listen’

1088. VVADSMSF: /CVhjghlv, pres imp, 2nd ntlderog 6> ICV+highteicompl verbal
ph ‘eat’ ÷- tt phete/ ‘to eat’

fl ioi ‘lie down’ iutei ‘to lie down’

1089. VVADSF: IXlv, pres imp, 2nd Intim/derog/Xtelcompl verbal

‘lC-lNI1 [bhalobai ‘corne’ <—> l1llllc /bhalobaStei ‘to love’

tÏ1/Strai’swim’ -> I\lc\/tratei’to swirn’

1090. \f\JSVADSF: /XVlarg verbal ++iXVteiarg verbal, loc /perf causal’ verbal

fltii idek”anol ‘make see’, ‘show’ lc1r idekhanotei ‘because of the fact that

(I, you, he, she, they...) have shown’
rT1 /khawai ‘to eat’ -* fkhawatei ‘because of the fact that (I, you, he, she,
they...) have eaten’
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1091 . \J\JSMADSF: /XVhighC/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <—> /XV+highCe/peil verbal

rtî [bhalobaS/ ‘love’ -> Ic1i1c /bhalobeSe/ ‘having loved’

tfl{ ISonI ‘listen’ IuneI ‘having listened’

1092. \JVADSMSF: /CVhigh/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog 6 /0V÷high”e/pert verbal

fl fkha/ ‘eat’ -> ttï Pkl&e/ ‘having eaten’

tfl /oI ‘lie down ‘<- IueI ‘having lied down’

1093. \JVSBSF: IXaI, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E-+ IXie/perf verbal

flIÎ !pala! ‘flee’ rtft Ipaliel ‘having fled’

1n IntraI ‘swim’ -> ..ISrrtrieI ‘having swam’

1094. \J\JSBSF: IXa/ pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > 1X/pert verbal

tî /cabkal ‘whip’ <—> /cabke/ ‘having whipped’

1fl /ntra/ ‘swim’ -> /S.ntre/ ‘having swam’

1095. V\JSBSMSF: /CVhl9hXa/V, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> /CV+highXe/perf verbal

rî Idhomkal ‘rebuff!’snub’ -* Idhomkel ‘having rebuffed’/’by rebuffing’/’by

snubbing
wi [bodla/ ‘change’ -> wi fbodle/ ‘having changed’ ‘by changing’

1096. \JVSVADSF: /Xj/v simp pres, lst <—> /Xie/perf verbal, caus

[kori/ I do’ ÷÷ lT /koriel ‘having made done’
/dekhi/ ‘I see’ -> /dek’ie/ ‘having shown’

1097. VVSVADSF: IXC/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog +> /XCOfltO!verbal adjective

ï IcolI ‘move’, ‘go’ -> Icolontol ‘moving’

/porl ‘faIl’ <-> Iporontol ‘falling’

1098. VVADSMSF: /XVhighC/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E> /XV+highC/v, simp pres, let

fli ISonI ‘listen’ .<-> ft ISuniI ‘I listen’

tN /lekll ‘write’ -Irfi I1ik’iI ‘I write’

1099. ‘v’\JSVADSF: /XaIv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > /XaIv, simp pres, lst

i [karal ‘you make do’ ÷-> [karaI ‘I make do’

iin /S.tra/ ‘you swim’ -> ttfl /tra/ ‘I swim’
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1100. V\JSVADSF: IXCIv pres mp, 2nd intim/derog > IXC1Iv simp pres, lst

5V[RÎT /bhalobaSl ‘love’ -> 5TrNIT3i fbha1obaÇil ‘I love’

[kati ‘cut’ il /katil ‘I cut’

1101 . \J”JSVADSF: /XCIV, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog IXCOIv, simp pres, 2nd inform

tr lonl ‘listen’ -> Œtt lonol ‘you listen’
‘c’iPi /b’a1obaXl ‘love’ —÷ Ici1iIc-’iI /bha1obao/ ‘you love’

1102. VVSVADSF: lXal, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> lXawlv, 2nd inform, simp pres

i1 /koral ‘you make do’ <-> /kora”l you make do’

lStral ‘you swim’ -> r1ii lStra’l ‘you swim’

1103. \J\JSVADSF: IXCIv, pres imp, intimlderog, 2nd <—> /XCel, md. simp pres. 3rd mnform

‘n /5 on! ‘listen’ -> flc /5 oriel he fistens’
/bhaloba5/ ‘love -> iiii fbhaloba5e/ ‘he loves’

1104. \JVSVADSF: /Xa!, 2nd mntim/derog, pres imp <—> !XaSl, 2nd intim/derog, simp pres

i /koral ‘make do’ <—> [kora5l ‘you will make do’
l5tra! ‘swim -* riij l5tra5! ‘you will swim’

1105. \JVSVADSF: lXilv, pres, lst ‘E- /Xi 51v, pres, 2nd, intim/derog

T /5unil ‘I fisten’ -> ‘1P /5uni 5! ‘you fisten’
ikorechil ‘I have done’ -> cifi /korecii5/ ‘you have done’

1106. \.IVSVADSF: IXV/V, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> /XVa”/’, md, simp pres, 3rd inform

•l-î Pkhaj ‘eat’ ÷- w I1aYl ‘he eats’

t lue! ‘take’ <-> rn /ne/ ‘he takes’

1107. \/\/SVADSF !XV/ pres imp, 2nd mntm/derog <_> /XVri/, md, simp pres, 2nW3rd form

t lue! ‘take’ —* lnen/ ‘you take’l’takes’
tîfl ldkha/ ‘show’ -> /dckhan/ ‘you show’l’he shows’

11 08. V\JSVADSF: IXel, pres/fut, 3rd inform 4> IXenl5, pres/fut, 2nd/3rd form

/5 une! ‘he f istens’ -> /5unen/ ‘you f isten’/’he listens’
/korbel ‘hewiil do’ -> iici.’i /korbenl ‘youwïll do’/’he wif f do’

1109. VVADSMSF: /XV4ghC/v, pres mmp, 2nd ntim/derog /XV÷highCun/v, pres mmp/subj. 2nd orm

trr /5 on! ‘you Isten’ -* /5unun/ ‘you listen’
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t llekhI ‘you write /likhun/ you write’

1110. \JVSVADSF: IXaC/, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog /XaCun/ y, ptes mp/subj, 2nd form

Icc111)l fb’a1obaS/ ‘love > [bhaloba.Çun/ ‘love

/ka,/ ‘cut’ -÷ fkatun/ ‘cut’

1 111 . \JVADSMSF: /XV.hjghCiv, pres imp, intim/derog, 2nd /XV+highCUkiv simp pres, 3rd inform, subj
trri ioni ‘you listen’ <-> /Sunukl ‘let him listen’
1 ilekhI ‘you write’ -> 1ij /likhuk/ ‘let him write’

1112. \J\JADSMSF: ICVhjghIy, pres mp, 2nd intim/derog E> IC+highklv, 3rd inform, subi

t me! ‘take’ ÷-> inikl ‘let him take’
ide! ‘g ive’ -> /dikl ‘let him give’

1113. VVSVADSF: IXa/, pres imp, intim/derog, 2nd > IXak’V, simp pres, 3rd inform, subi

rn /tra! ‘swim’ -> IS.trak/ ‘let him swim’
T1 Ibaj ai ‘play (an instrument) -> /baj akl ‘let him play (an instrument)’

1114. ‘v’VADSMSF: /CV.ygh/v, pres mp, 2nd intimfderog !CV÷hgh’/v, simp pres,lst

me! ‘take’ -> /ni’/ ‘I take’
trt Ioi ‘lie down ‘-* IuI ‘I lie down’

1115. VVSMSF: ICei pres imp, 2nd intim/derog 4 1CawIv, pres imp, 2nd inform

me! ‘take’ ÷- /na.wi ‘takentotm’
ide! ‘g ive’ -* !da’/ ‘takejflform

1116. VVSVADSF: iCVIv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘CV”’V, simp pres, 3rd inform

t1 me! ‘take’ <-> t Ine’I ‘hejflform takes’
t’fl !oi ‘lie down ‘-> ‘rti !o/ ‘he lies down’

1117. \JVADSBSF: /CVhigh!v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E> /C+highfliv, pres imp, 2nd fotm

me! ‘take’ -* In in! ‘take’
t ide! ‘give’ ÷-* I 1dm! ‘give’

1118. \J\JADSMSF: !XVhighC!v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog < !XV+highCchjiv, pres prog, lst

trî /‘onJ ‘listen’ ÷-> iun&’iI ‘I am listening’
tîl /lekhi ‘write’-> 1II Ilikhchi/ ‘I am writing’
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1119. V\JSVADSF: /XCI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E* IXCc’jf pres prog, lst

c11111 fbhalobaS/ ‘love’ E-> P:rîrPif Ibh alobaSchi! ‘I am Toving’

[kalj ‘cut’-> ‘katchi! ‘I am cutting’

1120. VVADSMSF: IXaI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > IXacchilv pres prog, lst

tfl Idkha/ ‘show’ -> tvrtttÛ /gh0hj/ ‘I am showing’

tiri Itra/ ‘swim’-> iiiî /Straccii/ ‘I am swimming’

1121 . V\ISVADSF: /XVhighC/v, pres imp, 2nd ntim/derog E-> IXV+highCcholv pres prog, 2nd inform

trr ionI ‘listen’ ->i /uncho/ ‘you are listening’

N /lek’7 ‘write’-> 1N1 Ilikhchol ‘you are writing’

1122. VVSVADSF: IXCIv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E-> IXCchol pres prog, 2nd inform

[bh alobaS/ ‘love’ <-÷ t1tT Ibha1obaScboI ‘you are Ioving’

[kati ‘cut’-> 1tt [katchol ‘you are cutting’

1123. VVSVADSF: IXaI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > IXaccholv, pres prog, caus, 2nd inform

fl /koral ‘make do’ -> rtt /koraccho/ ‘Y0Uinform are making dO’,’yOUjnorm are

havi ng (something) done’
iiï IStraI ‘swim’ <—> ftcI Itraccio/ ‘you are swimming’

1124. VVADSMSF: /XVhighC/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E-> /XV+highCche/v, pres prog, 3rd

ttît/Son/’listen’ ÷ /Sunche/he s listening’
IlekhI ‘write’*-> Ilikhchel ‘he is writing’

1125. \J\JSVADSF: IXC! pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> IXCc eI, pres prog, 3rd inform

tÏÎ /ba1oba/ ‘love’ ÷ pït /bha1obache/ ‘he is loving’

[kat! ‘cut’E-* fkatche/ ‘he s cutting’

1126. V\ISVADSF: IXa! pres imp, 2nd intim/derog f—> IXacc’eI, pres prog, 3rd inform

[kara! ‘make do’ -> iiIc fkoracche/ ‘he is making do’

î1IStra/ ‘swim’ <>1Tt /StraccheI ‘hejflform is swimming’

1127. ‘JVSVADSF: IXaI, simp pres,lst E-> /Xac’iIv, pres prog, lst

efl IgaI ‘I sing’ -> Igaichil I am singing’

ISoI ‘I tolerate -> IocHJ ‘I am tolerating’
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1128. \JVSVADSF: IX Iv simp preslst E> /Xac”o/ pres prog, 2nd inform

IgaI ‘I sing’ nr /ga]cho/
‘you are singing’

/ÇoI ‘I tolerate -> iochoI you are tolerating

1129. \RJSVADSF: IXaI simp preslst 6> /Xajche/v pres prog, 3rd inform

‘fl /gaI ‘I sing -> /gac”eI ‘he is singing
I ci ‘I tolerate -> i o] chef ‘he is toeratng’

1130. \J\JADSMSF: IXVhjgh/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog IXV+highcchilv pres. prog, lst

‘n 1G o! lie down÷ /5ucchu! ‘I am lying down
ide! give+-> fÙ idicchu! ‘I am gvlng

1131 . \JVADSMSF: iXVhighIv pres imp, 2nd intim/uerog ++/XV+hghcche!v, pr prog, 3rd inform

c’n 1Go! Ie down’*-> /5ucche/ he is Iying down’
ide! ‘give÷-* ft !dicche/ ‘he is giving

11 32. VVADSMSF: iXVhighiv, pres mp, 2nd intim/derog <_>1XV+hIghCChO!v, pr. prog, 2nd inform

‘rt /Go! lie down -* !Guccho/’you are Iying down
ide! ‘give <-> /diccho/ you are giving

1133. ‘J\JSVADSF: iXelPe-f verbal iXechiiv. pres. perfect, lst

ti miel ‘having taken -* flztî /niecii/ ‘I have taken
ï iuneI ‘having heard’ iGunechi! ‘I have heard’

1134. VVSVADSF: /Xe/pe-f verbal > !Xecho!v ptes perfect, 2nd inform

i mie! ‘having taken -> îciJ Inieciol ‘you have taken’
iÇunel having heard’ ÷-> twi !Sune&o/ you have heard’

1135. VVSVADSF: iXeipef verbal f—> IXecielv md, pres perfect, 3rd inform

mie! having taken -> t.ioic !niechel ‘he has taken’
! une! having heard’ ÷÷ tw /Guneche/ he has heard’

1136. \J\/ADSMSF: iXVhighCIv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog -> 1XV+highCiamiv simp past, lst

tî I on! ‘listen’ <—> îi IGunlamI ‘I Iistened
N !lekl! ‘write ÷-> rami /ljkh lan! ‘I wrote

1137. \J\JADSF: IXiv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > iXla.flbÇ, simp past, lst

rin !Gtrai swim’ -* raÏ/GâtralamI Iswam’
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îîfbka1obaSIuIoveI

1138. V\JADSMSF: /XVhighCIv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <> /XV+highCle/v simp past, 2nd inform

t’rr /onI ‘listen’ -> t’i /un1e/ ‘you Iistened’

tN I1ek’I ‘write’ <-> /likhle/ ‘you wrote

1139. J\JADSF: /XI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > 1X11, simp past, 2nd inform

5TcNÎj [b”alobaSi love’ E-> f}JhalobaSle/ you loved’

•1 /StraI ‘swim’ <-> ‘r /Stra1e/ ‘you swam’

1140. V\JADSMSF: /XVhjghC/v pres mp, 2nd intim/derog E-> /XV+highClO/v, simp past, 3rd inform

trr /onI ‘listen -> /un1o/ he listened

tN IlekhI ‘write ÷-> fÏflfl /1ik’1o/ he wrote’

1141 . \JVADS F: ‘Xiv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E-> 1X1 O’v, simp past, 3rd inform

‘i(iIF fbhalobaS/ ‘love <-> /bhalobaSlo/ he loved’

ifl Itra! swim <-> r1t/Stra1o/ he swam

1142. \J\JADSMSF: /XVhighC/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog > IXV+highCl/v, simp past, 2nd intin/derog

rt /on/ listen -> fi /Sunli/ ‘you listened’

tN /lek”/ ‘write’ <-> 1itft /likh ii/ you wrote

1143. \J\JADSF: IXI pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E-> IX1iI, simp past, 2nd intim/derog

fT/b’a1obaS/’love >Irfr/bha1oba1j/Tyou loved’
1fl /àtra/ ‘swim -> Îiîi /Sàtrali/ ‘he swam

1144. \J\JSVADSF: IXi simp preslst E-> IX1amI simp past, lst

iga/ ‘I sing ÷-> fli1i /ga1am/ ‘he sung

I5oIltolerate’ <->r1I5o1amI hetolerated

1145. VVSVADSF: /XI simp pres,lst E-> /X1e/ slmp past, 2nd/3rd nform

/ga/ ‘I sing’ -> tîi iga1e/ you sung, ‘he sung’

/5o/ 1 tolerate -> /51ei you tolerated’, he tolerated’

1146. VVSVADSF: IX3I simp pres, 1 st ‘E-> /X’ lO/v, simp past, 3rd inform

/gaH/ ‘I sing -> ni /ga1o/ he sung

/5 D/ ‘I tolerate -> *ï /5 olo/ he tolerated
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1147. V\JSVADSF: iXiv, simp pres,lst IX1iI, smp past. 2nd ntim/derog

/gaI ‘I sing’ -* flii /ga3 ii/ ‘you sung’

/ o/ ‘I tolerate -> fr IoliI ‘you tolerated’

1148. V\JADSMSF: /CVhigh/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog +/CV+highlam/v, simp past, lst

fl /kha/ ‘eat’ -> /khelam/ ‘I ate’

t’ii /oI lie down ‘-> /u1am/ ‘I lied down’

1149. V\JADSMSF: /CVhigh/v, ptes imp, 2nd intim/derog )/CV÷highleiv, simp past, 2nd inform

fl Jkhal ‘eat’ ->t /khele/ you ate’

n ISoI ‘lie down -> iu1ei ‘you lied down’

1150. \J\JADSMSF: /CVhigh/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog 4*/CV+highlO/v, simp past, 3rd inform
jhj ‘eat’ <—> ti phe loi ‘he ate’

ide! ‘give’ ÷- /dilo/ ‘he gave’

1151 . \J\JADSMSF: /CVhigh/v, pres imp, 2nd ntim/derog 6>/CV÷highl/v, simp past, 2nd intimfderog
phj ‘eat’ -> tffî Jkhe ii/ ‘you ate’

trt ioi ‘lie down ‘ /u1i/ ‘you lied down’

1152. VVSVADSF: lXjIv lst, pres progIperf> iXi1amI, lst, past prog/perf

fif /nicchi/ ‘I am taking’ <-> /nicchilaml 1 was taking’
/Sunechi/ ‘I have listened’ -> tfn /Sunechilami ‘I had listened’

1153. VVSVADSF: iXii pres proglperf lst > /Xi1ei, past prog/perf, 2nd inform
1dÛiniccij/ ‘I am taking’ -> îiîcci inicchile! ‘you were taking’

/Sunechi/ ‘I have listened’ -> cci /unechi1e/ ‘you had listened’

1154. \J\JSVADSF: /Xii pres prog/perflst E—* 1X]l0/v, past prog/perf, 2nd inform

!nicchi/ ‘I am taking’ -> [iî !nic&hiloi ‘he was taking’
/unechii ‘I have listened’ -> iÇunec’i1oi ‘he had listened’

1155. \f\/SVADSF: IXii, pres prog/perf lst 4> IXilii, past prog/perf, 2nd intim/derog

inic oH] ‘I am taking’ -> FÏÎI /flj00hi1j/ ‘you were taking’
ttf iunechii ‘I have listened’ -> tïfli /,unechi1ii ‘you had Iistened’

11 56. \JVSVADSF: IXei, pasufut, 2nd inform E /Xen/ pasUfut, 2nd/3rd form

c[ci iniechi1e/ ‘you had taken’ ÷- cci /niechi1eni ‘you had taken’
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1ko rbei ‘you will do’ <-> ci.i fkorbenl ‘hefotm wiII do’! ‘Y0Uform wiII do’

1157. \J\JADSMSF: IXVi,ighClv, pres mp, 2nd intim,uerog*/XV+highCtam/v, habit past, lst

ilekhi ‘write’ -> ilikhtami ‘I used to do’
rr ioni ‘listen’ ÷-* iunt ami ‘I used to listen’

1158. \JVADSF: lXiv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog>/Xtamtv, habit past, lst

‘icG1II)1 lbhaloba5i’lovel <>irî /blia1obaStam/l used to love’
ITÏ ltral ‘swim!’ -> ltrataml ‘I used to swirn’

1159. \J\JADSMSF: iXVhighCiv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog /XV+highCte/v, habit past, 2nd inform

ti /1ek’V ‘write’ <- fèfro /ljkh tel ‘you used to write’

‘n !Soni ‘listen!’ iunteI you used to listen’

1160. V\JADSF: iXi, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog>tXte/v, habit past, 2nd inform

îttM1i [bhalobaSi ‘love’ -> 5it ipi [b’a1obaS tel ‘you used to love’
T1 itraI ‘swim!’ +-> rrto iS.trate/ ‘you used to swim’

1161 . \JVADSMSF: lXVhighCiv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog<lXV÷highCt0iv, habit past, 3rd inform

I i1ekl ‘write’ <—* ilikhtoi ‘he used to write’
r’fl iSonl ‘ljsten’ <— ti /unto/ ‘he used to listen’

11 62. V\JADS F: iXiv. pres imp. 2iid iritimfderoq’iXt Oiv, habit past, 3rd ntorm

5TtN [blialobaSi ‘love’ -> nnpiti ibha1oba’toi ‘he used to love’
r1/Sàtrai’swim!’ ‘he used to swim’

1163. V\/ADSMSF: /XV.highC/v, pres imp, 2nd inhim/derog<IXV+highCt ]iv, habit past, 2nd intim/derog

N ilekhi ‘wri te ÷-* ilikhtii ‘you used to write’
trrt iSoni ‘listen!’ iuntil ‘you used to listen’

1164. VVADSF: iXIv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog>iXt1/v. habit past, 2nd intim/derog

5TRtT [bhalobaSi ‘love’ [bhalobaStii ‘you used to love’

F1itral ‘swim!’ —> 1 tfl,Çâtratil ‘you used to swim’

1165. VVSVADSF: ixa3l simp pres,lst * iXat ami y, habit past, lst

çfl lgal ‘I sing’ -> nit lgat ami ‘I used to sing’
iol’l tolerate l,Çotaml ‘he used to tolerate’
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1166. \J\JSVADSF: iXaI, simp preslst f—> IXate/ y, habit past, 2nd inform

‘ti /ga/ ‘I sing -> igatei ‘you used to sing’

ioi ‘I tolerate -> Iotei ‘yau used to tolerate’

1167. \J\JSVADSF: IXai simp pres,lst É—+ IXa t y, habit past, 2nd intim/derog

/ga’/ ï sing’ ‘tîf fgati/ ‘you used ta sing’

‘I tolerate used to tolerate’

1168. \J\JSVADSF: IXa3I simp preslst IXatoi habit past, 3rd inform

Iga! ‘I sing’ -> fgato! he used ta sing’

/‘o/ ‘I talerate -* Iatoi ‘he used to tolerate’

1169. \JVADSMSF: !CVhighfv pres imp, 2nd intlderog É—+ /CV+hight ami, habit past, lst
ph/ ‘eat’ -> trt fetam! ‘I used ta eat’

n iSo/ ‘lie down’ -> ii !ut ami ‘I used ta lie down

1170. V\JADSMSF: ICV.high!v pres imp, 2nd inUderog <- 1CV+highte!v, habit past, 2nd inform

fl fkha/ ‘eat’ -> ti [khete/ ‘you used ta eat’

H !Ço/ ‘lie dawn’ iute/ ‘yau used ta lie down’

1171 . VVADSMSF: iCVhigh/v pres imp, 2nd inVderog f> ICV+hightO!v habit past, 3rd inform
flh/ ‘eat’ <-> t /khetol ‘he used ta eat

t’n IoI ‘lie dawn’ -> IutoI ‘he used ta lie dawn

1172. \!\JSMADSF: !XV.high!v, ptes imp, 2nd intim/derog <> iXV+hightfv, habit past, 2nd intim/derog

‘fl !,ÇoI ‘lie dawn’ -> !utii ‘yau used ta lie dawn’

t ide! ‘give’ <—> fditiI ‘you used ta give’

1173. \J\JANADSF: IXiy simp pres, afrimative < !Xfliv, simp pasUpast perfect, neg

fkori/ ‘I do’ ÷-> t41t fkorini/ ‘I have nat dane’/’l did nat da’

1ko ren! ‘yau da’ -> /korenni/ ‘you did nat do’

11 74. VVANADSF: !Xiv (except present and past perfect) affirm > iXnaiv(except present and past perfect), neg

/korii ‘I da’ ll fkorinal ‘I da flot do’

flW Iga chef ‘he is singing’ -* ‘tîrt iga c’enaI ‘he is flot singing’

1175. V”JADSMSF: /XVhighC!v, pres mp, 2nd intim/derog<>fXV+highCbOiv, fut, Ist

N !lekhi ‘write’ .e-> iii f1ik’bo! ‘I will write’
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rri ISonI ‘listen’ -> tti lunbol ‘I wilI listen’

1176. \ÎVADSF: lXiv, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog6*lXbOiv, fut,lst

t1 itrai ‘swim’ -> uitii /Strabo/ ‘I wiIl swim’

/katj ‘cut’-> fil fkatbol ‘I wilI cut’

1177. V\JADSMSF: /XV.highC/v, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog4>IXV+highCbeiv, fut, 2nd inform

Ti /1ek’i ‘write’ -> ft’tc Ilik”bel ‘you wiIl write’

t’HT I5onJ ‘Iisten’ ‘iISunbeI ‘you wifl listen’

11 78. VVADSF: IXI. pres mp, 2nd intim/derog +_* IXbIv, fut,2nd inform

t5Tî itrai ‘swim’ 1flci IS.trabei ‘you wiIl swim’

[kajj ‘cut’ -* [katbe/ ‘you wilL cut’

1179. \J\/ADSMSF: /XVhIghC/v pres imp, 2nd intim/derog’<>/XV÷highCbliv, fut, 2nd intim/derog

‘N Ilekli ‘write’ -> il jkhbi/ ‘you will write’

tfl Ionl ‘listen’ -* /unbi/ ‘you will listen’

11 80. \J\/ADSF: iXi pres mp, 2nd intimlderog<>iXbliv, fut,2nd intim/derog

in itrai ‘swim’ <—> iil ISi.trabi/ ‘you wiIl swim’

fkaj,/ ‘cut’<-> fkatbil ‘you wiIl cut’

1181. V\JADSMSF: iXVhjghiv, pres imp, 2nd ntimfderog /XV+highbiv, slmp fut, 2nd intim/deroq

tii i,Çoi ‘lie down’-* /ubii ‘you wiII lie down’

t idei ‘give’-* /dibi/ ‘you wilI give’

1182. \J\JSVADSF: IX’Iv, simp pres,lst IX’bOiv, simp [ut, lst

igai ‘I sing’ -> igabo/ ‘I will sing’

i ‘i ‘I tolerate ÷-> Qt i o3boi ‘I will tolerate’

1183. V\JSVADSF: iXiv simp pres,lst 6> /Xbe/, simp fut, 2nd inform

igai ‘I sing’ -> igabe/ ‘you will sing’

/oI ‘I tolerate <- iSo’be/ ‘you will tolerate’

1184. \î’JSVADSF: iXiv simp ptes,lst ++ iXbii, simp fut, 2nd intim/derog

igaI ‘I sing’ -> /gabi/ ‘you will sing’

QISoi ‘I tolerate ‘you wilI tolerate’
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1185. \J\JSM: /CaXI simp pres <—>ICaX/simp pres,

IcûlI ‘go’I’move’<-> /calI ‘make (something) move’
1mo ref ‘he dies’ <-> rtct Imarel ‘he kiils’

11 86. \J\IADSMSF: /XVhghC/V pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <—> /XV+hghCO/V, 2nd inform, fut imp

t’n IonI ‘listen’ -> tn I5unoI ‘listen (in future)
iRti /b”a1obaI ‘love’ <-> rIiiI /bhalobeSo/ ‘love (in future)’

1187. VVADSMSF: /CVhIgh/v, pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog /CV+highO/v, 2nd inform, fut imp,

•fl flKha/ ‘eat’ —> z pjliO/ ‘eat (in future)’
T me! ‘take’ -> i’ Iniol ‘take (in future)’

1188. VVADSMSF: /XV.high”/v, simp pres, 3rd <> /XV+h9h”o/V, 2nd nform, fut imp

rr /o”/ ‘he lies down ‘- ttî /uo I ‘lie down (in future)’
i IdeI ‘he gives’ -> fll ldiYol ‘give (in future)’

1189. V\JSVADSF: IXi/ simp pres. lst > /XjO/v, 2nd inform, fut mp

ISuniI ‘I listen’ .-> /unio I ‘make him listen (in future)’
Ideklul ‘I see’ ÷-* fs Idek’io I show (in future)’

1190. \RJSVADSF: IX ‘y, simp pres, lst IXOI 2nd In[orm, fut imp

/bo ]/ ‘I bear’ -* [bo] o! ‘make him bear (in future)’
tî/khai!he gives’ -* nt /khaio!make him eat (in future)’

1191. \J\JSVADSF: !Xi/ slmp pres, lst (> !Xi S’V, 2nd intlderog, fut mp

/Suni! ‘I listen’ -> !‘uni/ ‘listen (in future)’
Pe1i/ ‘I play’ <-> ffrr /kheliS/ ‘play (in future)’

1192. \JVSVADSF: IXaI 2nd intim/derog, pres imp +* IXa.ÇI, 2nd inuderog, fut imp

ïi [kora! ‘make (somebody) do’ -> fkoraSl ‘make (somebody) do (in future)’
iT1 /Stra/ ‘swim’ ÷-* I5traSI ‘swim(in future)’

1193. \/\/SBSF: /XaI, pres imp, 2nd intim/derog E> /X]0/v, 2nd inform, fut imp

11/Sântra/’swim’ —> trf./Sâxitrjo/’swjm (in future)
1 /u11,a! ‘turn upside down’ -> Iu1t[ioI ‘turn upside down (in future)

1194. \J\/ADSF: !X]L,, 2nd int/derog, past prog/habit *)‘ /Xi S/v, md, 2nd inUdim, past prog/habit

trtf /korti/ ‘you used to do’ -> iIi IkoratiSi ‘you used to do’
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[korchilii ‘yau were doing’ -> iîii Ikorciuli.Çl ‘you were doing’

1195. \J\JID: lXJarg verbal < /X/verbal adj

ï /koral ‘ta do’ -> i Ikorai ‘dane’

eiIciI ISa] anoi ‘ta decarate’-> istic.’ti i5ajanol ‘decorated’

1196. \J\JID: lXal, simp pres, caus, imp, 2nd intim/derog iX8Jarg verbal

fkoral ‘make (samething) done’ -> fkoral ‘ta do’
Ikhaai ‘make (samething) eat’-> rî&ii PKawaI ‘ta eat’

1197. \/\JID: lXlv habit past, 2nd inform ‘E—> lXIcompi verbal

/kortel ‘yau used ta do’ -> fkortel ‘ta do’

ltc mite! ‘yau used ta take’ <-> io mite! ‘ta take’

1198. V’JID: lXiv, habit past, 2nd nform, caus 4>’)(/arg verbal, loc/causal perf verbal

tï Ikoratel ‘yau used ta make (something) dane <-> [koratel ‘because of

the fact that (, yau, he, she, they...) have done’
trrrr I5onatel ‘yau used ta make (something) heard by samebody’ <—> tflti

I5onatei ‘because af the factthat (I, yau, he, she, they...) have heard’

1199. \I\JID: IX.iv, simp past, 2nd inform +-> IXIcond verbal

!ca1e/ ‘yau wanted’ <-> !ca’1eI ‘if wanted’

!ga-1eI ‘you sang’ -> Iga1eI ‘if sung’

1200. VVI D: !Xiperf verbal ‘E-> lXi, simp pres, 3rd inform

lkore! ‘having done’ <-> !korel ‘he does’

r1 Idekhel ‘having seen -*J Idek”eI ‘he sees’

1201. ‘J\JID: /XJv, 1/2/3 sing ‘E-> IXIv, 1/2/3 plu

1ko rbe/ ‘he wiII do’ -> 1ko rbel ‘they wiII do’
!dekht ami ‘I used ta see’ <-> titi /dekht ami ‘we used ta see’

1202. V\JID: ‘X/v, 2nd intim/derog, simp pres 6>!X/v, 2nd intim/derog, fut, imp

4iT[kori5!’you do’ ->f1kori5!’do’

l5uni 5! ‘yau listen’ -> i5uni 5! ‘listen’

1203. \J\JID: !XJv fut, 2nd inform ++!)(/, fut, 3rd, inform

it 1ko rbei ‘he wiII da’ -> 1ko rbe/ ‘yau wiII do’

t9Jt Idekhbe/ ‘he wiII see’ ÷-> tvz /dek”be/ ‘yau wiII see’
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1204. ‘J\JID: IXJ y, 2nd form, imp ‘>IX1, 3rd form subj
5fl IaSunI ‘corne’ -> rPpï IaunI ‘let hirn corne’

tJ Idek”unl ‘look’ -> tpi Idekhunl ‘let him look’

1205. V\JID: ‘Xiv pres prog <>I)(I, immediate fut

f[korc’i/ ‘I am doing’ . [korchi! ‘I am going to do’
t/dekhcheI he is looking’ ÷t iIdekcheI ‘he is going to look’

1206. J\JlD: IXIV, simp pres, 2nd form > IXI, simp pres, 3rd form

c* [koren! ‘you do’ -> zi [koren! ‘he does

/‘unen/ ‘you listen’ <—* /unen/ ‘he listens’

1207. VVRD: IXlperticompi verbal > IX)(!mperf continuative verbal while doing IX! continuously’
/1ik’’te/ ‘to write’ <- tN 1itit Ilikhtelikhtel ‘while (he/l/they was/were)

writing continuously’
/porte/ ‘to write’ -* /porteporte/ ‘while (heIl/they waslwere)

reading continuously’

1208. VVRD: /X/periicompi verbal E—* /XXlperfcontinuative verbal having done IX! continuously’
‘st /likhte/ ‘to wtite’ -> isit /1 ikhte1iktt e! ‘having written continuously’
1r /likhe/ ‘having writing’ -> 1r Itr /likhelikhe/ ‘having written continuously’

1209. aŒnon-emph-emphSVADSF: /XV/cx (except con & interj), non.emph <_* /XV/ (except conj & interj)

emph /XV/ rather than anything else’ (cf. Dasgupta, 1992)
iI /taka/ rnoney’ -> /l,aka/ ‘only money’
9fltt/pae/ ‘beside’ -> /paefae/ ‘only beside’

1210. uŒnon-ernph—ernphSVADSF: /XC/+syllab/fx (except conj & Interj), non-emph >

/XC/V+sylIab/c,(except con & inter), emph !XC!V+syllab/ rather than anything else’
FI /kolom/ ‘pen’ [kolomi! ‘only pen’
flj flhaY/ ‘he eats’ -> fh’j/ ‘cf course he eats’

1211 . aŒlnclnon—incISVADSF: IXaIa (except conj & interj), non-mci <> 1CaI (except conj & mnterj), mcl

‘IXa/ in addition to something else’ (cf. Dasgupta, 1992)
ii Itakal ‘money’ -> ItakavI ‘money also’

phfj ‘ram’ <- /b”era”/ ‘ram also’

1212. ŒalnclNon—incISVADSF: IXI, (except conj & interj), non-mcI <‘ IXOIcx (except conj & interj). mcl

in addition to something else’
/rani/ ‘queen’ -> /ranio/ ‘queen also’
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îfaSen/ he cornes’ îcsIaSenoI ‘he cornes also’

1213. aaSVRD: /CXIc1(except conj & intetj) + ICXtXlcxtexcept conj & interj) IX! and similar things’

[bo/ ‘bock’ ÷-* /bota/ ‘book and sirnilar things’

nf!paSel beside <-> ‘beside and sirnilar other positions’

1214. ŒŒSVRD: ICXlatexcept conj & interj) ICXfXlatexcept conj & Interj) ‘IX! and sirnilar trashes’

[boI book -> Ibof9I ‘bock and sirnilar trashes’

‘rrc’t/paSeI beside’ beside and in sirnilar other disgusting

positions’

1215. ŒŒNNSVRD: IXCV&Œ (except conj & Interj) <* /X0VatVa!,1 (except conj & nterj) ‘IXCVal and

sirnilar things’
î’r /telivj Son! ‘television’ -> /teliviSontiSon/ f’r’r{ ‘television, etc.’

f1jh115e/ ‘loves’ ÷ /lohalobaSetaSe/ ‘loves, etc.’

1. 1 have flot mentioned the S(emantic) R(elatedness) for the verb-verb sttategies. The SRs

fot these strategies would be like the following: ‘the action asked for in IX! performed by j) a

different person, ii) in a different time, iii) in a different manner’, etc.



Part-III

Extensions & Conclusions
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Chapter-7

Reduplication ïn Bengali and WWM

“At first glance, reduplication seems a rare bird among morphoIogica

processes, an exotic curiosity. Sttuck by the apparent novelty of

reduplication, previous investigators have treated reduplication as a special

case - and were confronted with problems as a resuit... When we recognize

that the same theory must cover the duckbill platypus as weII as the house

cat, we gain a deeper understanding of both the platypus and the cat.”

(Alec Marantz, Re Reduplication, Linguistic Inquiry, 1982: 482)

Despite the tact that WWM does not believe in multiple morphologies (cf.

Ford et al. 1997) and therefore, no (morphological) mechanism including

reduplication is given any special mention, I have included this chapter on

the so-called ‘reduplication’ phenomena in Bengali for the following reasons:

I) apart form being briefly mentioned (Chatterji 1945 (1988), Abbi 1992), to

the best of our knowledge, reduplication in Bengali has not been studied

previously and ii) I believe that I can give a better description of it in the light

0f WWM compare to other approaches which nevertheless pay special

attention to reduplication and consider the latter as an indispensable field of

tesearch. Therefore, I shall in this chapter not only describe Reduplication in

Bengali à la WWM but also show that other possible accounts 0f it are

somewhat inadequate.

However, in my view, ‘reduplication’ would represent a problematic notion

because as we will see below, in many words like papa often labelled as

‘reduplicated word’, nothing is reduplicated at aIl. Words that can be shown to

be genuinely constituted of the repetition of another word are outputs of

strategies that require its (partly specified or totally unspecified) variable to

be repeated. In the light of Singh (2003:155-157) I see reduplication as a

type of morphological strategy that allows a speaker to form a new word from

an old one by adjoining the latter entirely (complete reduptication) or “some
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recognizable and definable part 0f it to itself (partial reduplication)”. Such

strategies are activated to form complex words like i tcri [motamotaJ or

nitnt [mo1aolaJ ‘fat and alike’ with simple words like t1t [motaJ ‘fat’ or

vice-versa. There is nothing special with these strategies and although I have

previously described reduplication as a separate mechanism type for

descriptive reasons, it is in fact a sub-type of adjunction deletion.

7.1.What is Reduplication

7.1 .1. Traditional and Structuralist approaches

Sapir (1921(2004:60)) defines reduplication as a process that involves

“repetition of ail or part of the radical element” and which is “generally

employed to indicate such concepts as distribution, plurality, repetition,

customary activity, increase in size, added intensity, continuance”. For

Bloomfield (1933a (1984:218), “reduplication is an affix that consists of

repeating part of the underiying form” as Tagalog: [‘ga:mitJ ‘thing of use’:

[ga:-’ga:mitJ one who wiIl use”. According to Nida (1949:69) reduplication

consists in the repetition of ail or of part of a root or stem. If the entire stem is

repeated (e.g. Tojolabal -oc ‘to enter’ becomes -ococ ‘to enter little by little’),

the structure is considered as a repetitive compound whereas, “if only a part

of the root or the stem is repeated, the repeated portion may be called a

reduplicative”. For Nida such reduplicatives may occur preposed, interposed,

and postposed to the root or stem, and they may consist of just the

morphemes of the stem or there may be some added elements as well.

According to Moravcsik (1978:312) “papa ‘father’ is not reduplicative

construction since there is no meaningful form pa in the language” which

means that the form repetition must match the meaning repetition in the

interpretable meaning representation of the utterance. Following McCarthy

(1979,1981), Marantz (1982:316) describes reduplication as “normal
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affixation processes.” But in his view, what is unique about reduplication is

that instead of some normal affix, a copy of the phonemic melody of the stem

(CV skeleton or binayn) is attached to the stem itself. For example, in the

reduplicated Agta word taktakki ‘legs’ (cited in Marantz) the reduplicant tak is

copied upon the left edge of the base takki ‘ieg’. Marantz (ibid.) argues that

reduplication looks so exotic as compared to other types of affixation only

because of “the resemblance of the added material to the stem being

reduplicated.

In the South Asian context, Abbi (1992) classifies the patterns 0f

reduplication into two different types: i) Morphological (morpheme iteration

only) and ii) Lexical (e.g. word iteration, echo-word, compounds). In

morphological reduplication, ail or part 0f a lexical item is iterated or

repeated, carrying a semantic modification. According to Abbi (13)

“Onomatopoeic constructions, imitatives, certain instances of sound

symbolisms, mimic words are ail examples of morphologicai reduplication.”

Therefore, Abbi would describe papa as a reduplicated word because in her

view (12), “in spite of the fact that the part which is repeated is neither a

lexical item nor a constituent of a lexical item”, items like pa “acquires this

status only after it ïs being reduplicated.”

Lexicaily redupiicated words falI under two different subtypes for Abbi (ibid.):

i) Complete reduplication and ii) Partial reduplication. Completely

reduplicated words e.g. [baithe bait’eJ (Hindi) ‘while sitting’, are

constituted of two identical words while partiaiiy reduplicated ones are

formed with either a) two non-identical lexical words (e.g. dvanda compounds

such as [k’ana pinaJ ‘eat + drink = standard of living’) or b) one lexical and

one ‘phonological word’ (or echo-words) as in [k’ana vanaJ ‘food, etc’.
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such as [k’ana pinaJ ‘eat + drink = standard cf living’) or b) one lexical and

one ‘phonological word’ (or echo-words) as in [k’ana vana] ‘food, etc’.

7.1.2. Modem approaches

7.1.2.1. Optimality theory

Despite Marantz’s (1982) concluding conviction that by describing

‘reduplication’ as a mere ‘affixation process’ he has demystifled it forever,

redupiication still remains the duckbill platypus i.e. a point of attraction for

many linguists especially those adhering to the O(ptimality) T(heory) (cf.

Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1995a-b, 1999). Even the

recent offshoots of OT, for exampie, D(irect) O(ptimality) T(heory) by Golston

(1996) and others, such as Yip (1999), Struijke (2000), Kirchner (2003) have

given themselves the agenda cf providing a better explanation cf the facts cf

red u pi icati on.

Classicai OT or the Full model (cf. Prince & Smolensky, McCarthy & Prince)

treats reduplication with the same faithfulness or identity constraint (such as

MAX, DEP, IDENT, etc.) that requires the output to be as similar as possible

to the input. The input or the base may be chosen according to the restriction

cf word minimality or MinWd which means that morphological operations will

always apply to word-like entities, either to an actual word or te a

‘prosodically-delimited minimal word’ within some larger word (cf. McCarthy &

Prince 1995b). MAX BR (or maximize base-reduplicant) requires that the

base and the reduplicant share the same number cf segments (= total

reduplication). The requirement cf DEP BR is that every segment in the

reduplicant must have a corresponding segment in the base. Therefore, no

epenthesis would be allowed in the output and no pre-specified or fixed

default material can generally appear in reduplication. IDENT BR guatantees
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reduplicant ïs usually a contiguous substring of the base), ii) Linearity

(reduplication preserves the linear order of the segments in the base) and iii.

Anchoring of edges (the reduplicant contains an element from at least one

edge of the base, typically the left edge in prefixed reduplïcants and the right

edge in suffixed reduplicants).

The faithfulness between the base and the reduplicant is also constrained by

i) over-application (parallel phonological developments occur in both the

base and the copy, even though the regular triggering conditions are found in

one or the other”) and ii) under-application (regular phonological effects may

fail to appear in the base or in the copy, when the relevant environment is

found in just one of them”) (McCarthy and Prince 1999:219). AIl such copying

constraints are combined into a broadly applicable correspondence theory’

(cf. McCarthy and Prince 1995a) which requires that the output correspond

as closely as possible to the input.

7.1.22. Neo-OT theories

Some of the inadequacies of the classical OT vis-à-vis the diversity of the

reduplication patterns in different human languages compelled a good

number of OT linguists (Kirchner 2003, Yip 1999, Golston and Trurgood

1999, Struijke 2000) to develop Neo-OT approaches diverging sufficiently

from the classical version with their new constraints such as CLASH,

O(bligatory) C(ontour) P(rinciple), N(ot) T(oo) S(imilar), Echo and MAXword.

CLASH bans adjacent feet. For example, a reduplicated Bengali word such

as *[fDlfoll with a base [fou fruit’ is not be allowed in Bengali because

two feet are adjacent in this word. On the other hand, the sequence

[folafolj iIi s allowed because the adjacency of feet s disrupted with

the epenthesis. OCP requires that two adjacent syllables have no identical

material in identical locations. For example, a reduplicated word *[gangan]
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‘songs’ formed from the base [ganJ ‘song’ is flot allowed in Bengali,

whereas [gantanJ ‘songs and similar activities’ or [ganfanJ

‘songs and similar trash’ are allowed because in the latter the reduplicant has

a different onset.

Echo (cf. Yip 1999) forbids concatenation of similar groups of sounds. For

example the Agta sequence (cf. Marantz 1982) *takkitakki violates Echo

because it contains two similar groups of sounds. NTS (cf. Kirchner 2003) is

flot very different from Echo because it requires the reduplicant not to be

similar to the base. For example, NTS is violated in *takkitakki because the

reduplicant takki is a perfect copy of the base. On the other hand, taktakki is

the optimal sequence because the reduplicant tak is less similar to the base

takki. Kirchner (10) argues that “reduplicative mophemes want to be as fully

identical as possible, but languages may differ in where they set bounds to

the reduplicative morpheme’s ambition”.

Word faithfulness or MAXWd (cf. Struijke 2000) is satisfied if an input efement

is recoverable from the output. MAXWd requires every segment in the input to

have some correspondent in the output, regardless of their morphological

make-up. Struijke (2000) argues that rather than identity between the input

and the output, the faithfulness constraint of OT should demand

recoverability of input elements from the output.

7.1.2.3. Lexïcal Prosodic Morphology (LPM)

Kiparsky (2002) takes reduplication to be the affixation or compounding of a

base with itself, with or without prosodic modification cf the reduplicant

and/or the base. According to Kiparsky there are three types of reduplication,

depending on the domain the process applies to i) Stem-level (the base is a

root or stem and the output is also a stem), ii) Word-level (the base is a stem
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or word and the output is also a word) and iii) Post-Iexical reduplication (the

base is a word or a phrase and the output is a phrase). It is expected that

post-Iexical reduplication usually expresses adverbial modification of the so

called amrerirata types such as [uttaram] ‘next’ > [uttaram-uttaram]

‘successive’.

Kiparsky (397) argues that Base/Reduplicant or InputlReduplicant

correspondence constraints of OT are flot necessary because “the size and

melody of the base is predictable from the morphology of reduplication”. The

melody associated with the reduplication is neither the underlying melody nor

the output melody of the root or the stem but the melody imposed by the

phonology and morphology on the base of reduplication. According to

Kiparsky (395) “The reduplicant gets its form from the base” which (397)

“determines bath how much of the reduplicated word’s melody (the root,

stem, or the whole word) is accessible to the reduplication process, and what

the form 0f the copied melody is.”

7.1.2.4. Morphological doubling theory (MDT)

In this morpho-semantic approach by Inkelas (2005), a reduplicated word is

comprised of two daughters: i) reduplicant and ii) base, both generated by

the morphology from a mother input recoverable morphologically and

semantically from the daughters. According to lnkelas (67) “The key

assumption of MDT is that daughters are semantically identical” whereas

“phonological identity is not presupposed or required because each of the

daughters may be subject to special phonology.” Inkelas describes

reduplication as ‘morphological doubling’ rather than ‘phonological copying’.

MDT makes a distinction between ‘phonological duplication’ and

‘morphological reduplication’ and assumes that the same morphological

structure is assigned ta partial and to total reduplication, which differ solely in

whether or not one of the daughters is phonologically truncated.
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7.1.2.5. Syntactic approach

For Travis (2001), there are four different types cf reduplication: j)

phonological (e.g. bana ‘coyote’ > baabana ‘coyotes’), ii) syntactic (e.g. The

butterfly fluttered from flower to flower), iii) contrastive (e.g. I want a SALAD

salad not a tuna salad) and iv) conjunctive (e.g. Kannada baagil-anni ‘dooracc’

becomes baagil-annu-giigilanna ‘door and related things’).

XP

Spec X,
e

X° NP

N° X° N’
(bar-) (-abari)

(the example s mine)

Figure-8: Syntactic reduplication-1

Iravis argues that reduplication is always triggered in syntax. As with other

types cf affixation, reduplication also results from feature checking head

movement: the head cf the NP moves te adjoin to the head representing a

quantity feature which wiII be realized as the (reduplicational) affix. For

example, in the Bengali reduplicated word iîrrf [barabariJ ‘exaggeration’,

the NP [bar] ‘increase’ would move to adjoin te the suffix [-abari].

Reduplication is necessarily reahzed through this quantity feature checking

because, as Travis mentions, in many cases reduplication represents a

quantity cf some sort.
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7.1.2.6. WWM

For Singh (2003), the input of the redupiicatïon process must be a word:

“Whereas home home (as in This is flot home home) is perhaps an exampie

of reduplication in English, tomato is not despite the fact that the non-medial

syiiabies are identicai. Tomato must be ruled out as an exampie of

reduplication because neither toma nor mato are words in English.”

Sequences like fr1r [khjlkhjl] ‘onomatopoeic of laughter’/ ‘giggle’ or

[borbor] ‘barbarian’ should not be considered as reduplicated words

because they cannot be related to any word input.

According to Singh (2003) there is a difference between the ‘process’ 0f

reduplication and the ‘pattern’ of reduplication. Sequences like [k’i1k’i1J

or [borbor] have a formai ‘pattern’ that looks like reduplication but they have

not undergone the process of reduplication. On the other hand, a word like

iîrrf [barabariJ ‘exaggeration’ can be related either to the word [bar]

‘increase’ or to ii [bara] ‘to increase’ and, therefore, [barabariJ must have

undergone the process of redupiication.

7.2. Morphological theories and Reduplication in Bengali

7.2.1. Traditional and Structuralist approaches

If we define ‘reduplication’ as a morphological process characterized by

some type cf ‘formai iteration’, the ‘reduplicant’ must be recoverable from the

reduplicated output. No such iteration has taken place in dvanda compounds

such as f r11 [pi-ta-mata] ‘father and mother’ or i- [cakofi] ‘tea and

coffee’ and it is hard to decide which one of the two elements constituting

such words is the reduplicant. Therefore, I assume (pace Abbi 1992) that a

label such as ‘lexical reduplication’ can hardly be justified. However, some of
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these words could resuit form a process known as ‘semantic reduplication’

(cf. section: 7.3.10. and 7.4.2).

The classical concatenative approach does not fit the different reduplication

processes in Bengali because the reduplicant is not aiways a copy of the CV

skeleton of the base. In words such as [kannakati] ‘crying and

similar activities’ or tt irt [jhgrajhajJ ‘disputes and similar activities’

the reduplicant [katiJ or [iliati] cannot be a copy of the base 1 [kannaJ

‘crying’ orIi [jliogra] ‘dispute’. In words such as îc’ [ratbirate] ‘in

odd times as during the night’, the reduplicant [birat] has a longer skeleton

compared to the base [rat] ‘night’. In words like

[c’atrorajnitititiJ ‘student politics and similar activities’ the reduplicant

[titi] has a much shorter skeleton compared to the base tftî

[c”atrorajniti ]‘student politics’.

In some words like frîl [k’tinatiJ ‘details’ or [kibuki] ‘childish

drawing’ it is difficuit to identify the base. In some others, such as iIi

[folafolJ ‘result’/’consequence’ and $itT [katakutiJ ‘cutting etc.’,

several sequences can be considered as the base and it is difficuit to trace

the exact contour of the reduplicant. If ii [fol] ‘fruit’ or [katJ ‘cutjmp’ IS

chosen as the base of these words, the reduplicant will have a different

contour than the one copied on n [fola] ‘to give fruit’ or I1 [kata] ‘to cut’.

There cannot be in principle two different bases for the same reduplicated

word and therefore, the concatenative approach of reduplication does not

propose any criteria about how to select the base among several candidates.
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No meaningless sequence can be involved in the process cf reduplication.

For example, at Ieast three different bases can be imagined for the

reduplicated word [bat abat j] ‘fighting with hands’: I) [bat] ‘hand’,

ii) tf [bat j] ‘elephant’ and iii) ixi [hata] ‘sleeve’. But no other sequence

except [ha-t] can be considered as the base because the semantic iteration

of ‘hand’ best matches the formai iteration of the sequence [bat]. Three

different candidates also compete for the base-hood’ in the reduplicated

word [barabariJ irf ‘exaggeration’: i) [bar] ‘increase’, ii) [baraJ

‘to increase’ and iii) rf [baril ‘house’. Both [bara] or [bar] can be

considered as the base because their semantic iteration is doser to the

meaning of the redupiicated word -

In the word cii [motmat] ‘ail in total’, the sequence [mat] must be the

reduplïcant copied upon [mot] ‘in total’ and not vice-versa because i) left

anchoring is rare in Bengali and ii) the meaning of Ti [mat] ‘field’ does not

semantically match with the meaning of the reduplicated word. Here again,

the base-hood of [mot] is detetmined according to the semantic criteria.

Therefore, the general tendency of reduplication in Bengali is that the

reduplicant is copied upon a meaningful base. Apparently, no reduplicated

word in Bengali results from the iteration of meaningless segments or

clusters and therefore no morphological reduplication à la Abbi can take

place in Bengali. Moreover, in our view, the idea of ‘morphological

reduplication’ is tautological because reduplication itself is a morphological

process and ail so-called reduplicated words are necessarily morphological.
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C
There are monosyllablic clusters in Bengali such as [km] or [gil] that do not

undergo the process of reduplication. However, they undergo affixation in

order to form words such as If [kiniJ ‘I buy’ or 1rfj [gui] ‘I swallow’.

Others, for example [cm] or [gunJ undergo both of the processes: 1î[

[cincin] ‘sensation of small pain’, W [cmi] ‘I know’, [gungunJ ‘sound

of bees’, if [guniJ ‘I count’. Some others like [klilJ or [pcn] undergo only

reduplication: frtir [ki1khi1J ‘giggie’, iii’m [pnpn] ‘whimpering’.

There is no doubt that [cm] or [gun] are used as word-ingredients in

Bengali, because the same monosyllablic clusters appear in various other

affixai words: fci [cinto] ‘he used to know’, [gui-iii ‘I count’. But [kli il]

or [pan] appear only in the hapax [klulkhÏl] ‘giggle’ and [pnpn]. Now, if

we accept [khi1kj1] and [pnpn] as reduplicated words, foiiowing Abbi

(1992), then why wouid [d.and,aJ ‘rod’, iiit [lalaJ ‘saliva’ orfti [SiirJ

‘dew-drops’ not have undergone the same process? As is the case with non

onomatopoeic words such as [barborJ ‘barbarian’ or [marmoT]

‘marvel’, the simple onomatopoeic words such as [khi1kj1] and [pnpn]

look like reduplicated words but this resemblance is totally coincidentai and

have nothing to do with morphology.

The structuraiist approach cannot rule out (onomatopoeic) words such as

[dobdhobe] ‘modifier of whiteness’ (some speakers pronounce

[dhobdhobeJ, some others do not) or words such as [borbor]

‘barbarian’ from the iist of redupiicated words. if the derivational word

[bornito] ‘described’ can be described as a concatenation of the affix [ito]
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and the base [born], both lacking meaning, [d”obd”obeJ can also be

fotmed of two meaningless constituents, one serving as base and the othet

as affix, regard less of their contour.

7.2.2. On so-called onomatopoeics

Hockett (1958:298) argues that some words and phrases sound like that

which they mean: such a form is onomatopoetic”. According to Oxford

English Dictionaîy an ‘onomatopoeic is a word formed “from sounds that

resemble those associated with the object or action to be named, or that

seem naturally suggestive of its qualities associated with what is named (e.g.

cuckoo, sizzle)”. Although onomatopoeic sequences are traditionally called

(onomatopoeic) WORD (cf. Chafferji 1945 (1988)) they fail to meet most of

the criteria of word-hood. Words belong to syntactic categories like noun,

adjective, verb, etc. and their function often depends on their category (for

example, nouns are usually used as arguments and adjectives as modifiers).

Onomatopoeic sequences do not belong to any word-category and they are

entitled to no grammatical function such as subject, complement or modifier.

It is not possible to propose a new word category of ‘onomatopoeic’

exclusively for Bengali because while proposing a category one has to

determine the syntactic function of its members. Bengali onomatopoeic

sequences cannot be adjectives because they cannot modify nouns:
*[konkon hthaJ ‘heavy pain’. Ihey are not nouns either, because unlike

Bengali nouns, onomatopoeics cannot take any classifier (c3[ili Itebiltal

‘the table’, ii fbotaI ‘the book’ but not *[konkontal) Onomatopoeics like

[konkonJ do not have any meaning in the sense that unless we relate them

either to the noun *t Jkonkonani/ ‘the sensation of heavy pain’, or to

the adjective fkonkone/ ‘extremely painful’ or to the phrasai verb
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[kDnkon koraJ ‘to pain heavily’, it is difficuit to explain what they really

mean.

Onomatopoeic sequences can be either simple or complex. Some

onomatopoeic sequences like [kDnkonJ ‘X type of heavy pain’ or [cincinJ ‘X

type of bearable small pain’ give the impression that they are iterations of the

simple sequence [konJ and [cm], but no such simple sequence exists in

Bengali. Some other onomatopoeic sequences like [mDtmot]

‘continuous sounds of breaking down the branches of trees’ and li

[thuSthaSl ‘continuous sounds of gunshot’, can be described as the

iteration cf simple onomatopoeic sequences like [mat] ‘one single sound

of breaking down a branch 0f a tree’ and [t’uS] ‘one single sound of

gunshot’1.

If onomatopoeic sequences like [matmatJ and [kankanJ are not words how

are we aware of their existence? In my view, the same atomistic habit which

makes us aware of the existence of root and affix, also creates the illusion of

so-called onomatopoeic sequences. As our atomistic morphological

education compels us to recognize [e] or [anoJ as derivative affixes and

[kara] as the pole of some compound verbs, [kankan] and [cincinJ are

automatically recognized as simple onomatopoeic ‘words’ although they fail

to satisfy every single criteria of word-hood. This said, there are words in

Bengali like iii /kankane/ ‘heaviiy painful’, icî [kankanano/ ‘to pain

heavily’ or /kankonani/ ‘the experience of heavy pain’ and such

words can be mapped onto strategies like the following.
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1. (NVSBSF-401): IXe/8dJ -> IXanoI ‘te feel IXe/ type pain’

ci [konkone/ ‘heavy’ (used exclusively with pain)’ ÷- iiI fkonkonano/ ‘te

feel fkonkone/ type cf (heavy) pain’

Icincinel ‘light (used exclusively with pain)’ <-> rfrtn /cincinano/ ‘te

feel /cincine/ type cf (light) pain’

2. (NASBSF-335): IXeIadj -> /XaniI ‘the feeling cf !XeI type cf pain’

ii<tci /konkone/ ‘heavy’ (used exclusively with pain)’ <—* iitîi /konkonani/ ‘the

feeling cf fkDnkane/ type cf (heavy) pain’

Fc.i Icincinel ‘light (used exclusively with pain)’ +-* dnff /cincinani/ ‘the

feeling cf Icincine/ type cf (light) pain’

It is net clear to me why sequences like [konkon] and [cincin] are labelled

‘onomatopoeic’ because a good number cf them are net ‘suggestive’ cf

anything. One has to know the meaning of Ikonkonani/ as he has to know

the meaning cf the word Poojl ‘bock’ or [kolom! ‘pen’ and therefore, I

do net understand what can be gained by labelling only the former as

‘onomatopceic’. With a sufficient amount of imagination, verbs like 11 Ikatal

‘to cut’ or nouns like /d,ub/ ‘dip’ can also be described as ‘onomatopoeic’,

because both of these actions may make sounds like [kat] or [d.,ub].

7.2.3. Classical and Neo-OT theories

Although the instances cf complete reduplication (e.g. [katkatJ

‘sharp, direct’ or Tit [katakataJ ‘aIl cut’) do net violate the faithfulness
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condition of classical OT, they deliberately violate most of the neo-OT

constraints such as CLASH, OCP, ECHO or NTS. On the other hand, aN

instances of partial reduplication, either with a replacer phoneme (e.g.

[katafataJ) or with rhyme-modification (e.g. [katakutiJ) violate the

constraint of IDENT BR of the full model.

As the reduplicant is shorter than the base in words such as

[rajnitititil politics and similar activities’, and longer in words like

[hatahatiJ ‘fighting with hands’, the classical OT constraints such as

MAX BR and IDENT BR are violated in these words. Another OT constraint,

DEP BR, is vioiated in words like fr [khotobikkotoJ severely

wounded’ or cji1 [folafolJ ‘consequences’ in which a syllabie [bik] is

inserted between the base and the reduplicant or a vowel [a] is epenthesized

on the left edge of the reduplicant. As a consequence, the reduplicant

([bikkhotoJ, [afol}) has a longer skeleton (CVCVCV or VCVC) as

compared to the base: [k’otoJ (CVCV) ‘wound’ or [fou (CVC):

‘result’/’consequence’. With their disrupted or ‘non-adjacent’ (cf. Shaw, 2005)

base-reduplicant sequence, such words also violate the BR contiguity (or

adjacency) constraint cf classical OT.

Both i1i [kataJ and [katJ ‘cut’ can be recovered from the reduplicated

output ift [katakata] ‘ail cut’ following the constraint MAXu (Struijke,

2000). But MAXwd does not telI us which one of the two derivations ([kata]

—> [katkatJ or [kat] —* [katkat]) shouid be the optimal analysis. Although

*[dh obi or *[fhuri can be recovered form the onomatopoeic words fit
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[dhobdhobe] ‘modifier of whiteness’ or [furfureJ ‘modifier of the

fresh wind’ and thence the constraint MAXd is flot violated, nothing proves

that these words have undergone redupiication.

A word such as [deedeSe]i0 ‘in different countries’ could have been

formed from two different bases: w [deS]nom ‘country’ ort9t’1 [deSe]i0 ‘in the

country’ and therefore two different reduplicants ([edeSeJ and [deSeJ) are

invoived in these words. if [deSJnom is chosen as the base following the Minwd

restriction, we do not get a faithful redupiicant. On the other hand, if wc’i

[dee1i0 ‘in the country’ is chosen as the base, the constraint of IDENT BR is

flot violated, but the criteria cf Minwd is no longer respected.

With the exception of linearity, ail the constraints of classical OT as weli as of

Neo OT are violated in Bengali. in aimost ail the instances of imperfect

reduplication, the reduplicant is more of iess ‘unfaithfui to the base’ (cf. Singh

2003). In redupiicated words such as /katakatil, the faithfuiness constraint

is minimally violated and in words such as /kannakati/ ‘crying and

simiiar things’ or rfj /kibuki/ ‘chiidish drawing’ it is vioiated maximaiiy.

However, ail OT constraints are in principie violabie and therefore violation of

constraints does flot really constitute a solid argument against OT. What

wouid be difficuit to expiain in OT as weii as in Neo OT framework is that

some Bengali words iike în [porikolponaJ ‘plan’ can be redupiicated

either to [porikolponatonaJ or to [porikolponatolpona] ‘planning and

simiiar activities’. Another similar exampie wouid be

‘a woman expert in doing undoabie/
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unexpected/impossible things’ which is reduplicated to either

[oghotonghotonpotiYoSitoSi] orto

oSi!] ‘a woman expert in doing undoable/unexpected/impossible things or

somebody alike’. We can note that in both the cases, two different pieces of

prosody are affixed to the base (and consequently, there are two optimal

outputs), a fact that OT can hardly allow.

7.2.4. Lexical prosodic morphology

Some reduplicated words in Bengali violate the principal daims of the Lexical

ptosodic morphology proposed by Kiparsky (2002). For example:

i. the melody cf the reduplicant [pat] and [mec il cannot be predicted from

the base [lut] ‘looting’ and [cca] ‘ShOUtmp’ in minimally reduplicated

words like [1utpaJ ‘looting, etc.’ or tRf [ccameciJ ‘shouting,

etc. In [kannakati] ‘crying and similar activities’ neither the

prosody nor the melody can be predicted.

ii. in words like frrrt [jhograjhaj] ‘disputes and similar activities’, the

reduplicant [Jhati] cannot derive from the base [jhogra] ‘dispute’

because little of the base is apparently accessible to the reduplication

process;

ii. it is not always easy to identify the base and the reduplicant in words like

iii [folafol] ‘consequence’.

7.2.5. Morphological doubling theory

In my view, the problem of this approach is that it is too powerful. Its cote rule

says: take any form endowed with some meaning and have it repeated. In
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partially reduplicated words like j’fl [lutpat] ‘looting, etc.’ or

[,jhograjhajJ ‘disputes and similar activities’, the two sisters can be

claimed to be semantically identical but the phonological difference between

them can be explained neither by any phonological rule nor by truncation of

one of the sisters. Partially reduplicated words like i1tf [rajnitititiJ

‘politics, etc.’ can resuit from the truncation of one of the sisters but there is

no phonological rule in Bengali that can explain the consonant mutation:

[t]—>[t].

Morphology must indicate where and how much of one of the sisters is to be

truncated. But MDT does not propose any clear-cut truncation rule for partial

reduplication. For example, i[iii [porikDlpona] ‘plan’ can be reduplicated

either to i) [porikolponatona], rn1 [porikolponatolpo

na] or to ii) ii [porikolponatorikolponaJ ‘planning and similar

activities’, whereas ffl [b1’ik”ariJ ‘beggar’ cannot be reduplicated to

*[bh ikharitariJ ‘beggars, etc.’

7.2.6. Syntactic morphology

In Bengali, it is not always a noun head that is reduplicated. Words belonging

to aIl classes, for example, pronouns (e.g. rii fl1 [amraamraJ ‘we without

including anybody else’), adjectives (e.g. [boroXoro] ‘big enough’),

adverbs (e.g. rrc tt [asteasteJ ‘slowly’), prepositions (e.g. nt rrt

[ageageJ ‘always before’), verbs (e.g. [jaitaJJ ‘I go and do similar

other things’), interjections (e.g. [haha7J ‘oh! oh!’) can be reduplicated.

Contrary to the assumptions of Travis (2001), adjectival reduplication in
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Bengali such as fl1trr [motaSotaJ ‘fat enough’ or fl1fl1 [SadamataJ ‘very

simple’, cannot be triggered by quantity feature checking because it is rather

the quality feature of the adjective head that is checked in this type cf

reduplicated word.

Nevertheless, we can assume that ail lexical heads are reduplicated and XPs

bearing other features can aise be.accommodated in the X-bar tree-diagram.

But the main problem with this weak-lexicalist and rather ‘syntactic’

morphology is that it cannot make prediction about the form cf the

reduplicated words. For example, the word t1 [j”ograJ ‘dispute’ can be

reduplicated either as [jhograjhaj] or as [jhograogra] or as

[ihagraihogril or as [jhograjhogral each meaning ‘disputes and

similar activities’, obviously endowed with different semantic nuances.

Syntactic morphoiogy cf Travis cannot explain such semantic and formai

differences in reduplicated words.

Another problem with the syntactic model cf morphology is that it cannot

make any distinction between the genuine cases cf reduplication and

onomatopoeic words such as 1i [ki1khi1J ‘onomatopoeic cf laughter’

or [conmonJ ‘onomatopoeic cf freshness cf mmd’. If [khi1kli1J is a

reduplicated wcrd, then it must have derived from a X° but no part cf these

words represents such a level.

However, fkIi1kthi1/ can be a reduplicated word with zero-affixation or as it

is the case in the Minimalist Program (cf, Chomsky 1995), Jkhilkhjl/ can

have its quantity feature checked by sending a copy cf itself to the Spec cf
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the quantïty feature beating X°. But in either of the cases, one has to accept

[kthilkh il] as a teduplicated word which it is assumedly flot.

Xp

Spec X’
e

N”

x” NP

khi1ki1 X” N’

Figure-9: Syntactic reduplication-2

7.2.7. WWM and Reduplication in Bengali

MNM is capable of explaining ail the cases cf so-called reduplication in

Bengali. Although I have already shown the ‘reduplicational’ strategies in

chapter-6, a detailed description cf how WWM handies the cases cf

reduplication will be given in section 7.4. following an exhaustive account of

the ‘reduplicational’ diversity cf Bengali in the section 7.3.

7.3. Reduplicational diversity of Bengali

Neither Temiar-like cases (e.g. [koowJ ‘cail’ —> [kwkoowJ ‘calicontinutive’ cited in

Kirchner 2003) nor the types cf partial redupiication seen in Agta ([takki]

‘leg’ —* [taktakki] ‘legs’ (cited in Marantz 1982)) have been attested in

Bengali. However, ail the cases cf reduplication that I have considered so far

in Bengali fail under one cf the two different types: a. Perfect and b.

1m pe rfect.
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73.1. Perfect reduplication

A perfectly reduplicated word contains nothing but the base and its perfect

copy. Such words have a distributive (X and then another X) and/or a plural

(more than one X) interpretation.

3a. iit [kata] ‘cut’—> fiiii [katakataJ ‘ail cut’

3bîf [ban] ‘house’—> i1$ tf [banibani] in every house’

7.3.2. Imperfect reduptication

An imperfectly reduplicated word is constituted cf the base and its imperfect

copy. An imperfect reduplicant is an imperfect copy cf the base corrupted by

1. Consonant mutation, 2. Partial copying, 3. Nucleus modification, 4.

Epenthesis, 5. Deletion + Epenthesis and 6. Syllable insertion or Disruption.

No distributionai interpretation is generally attributed to the imperfectly

reduplicated words which have usually an ‘X et cetera’ (cf. Singh 2003)

and/or ‘X and alike’ interpretation.

7.3.3. Full reduplication with consonantal replacement or consonant

mutation

In this type of reduplication the onset cf the reduplicant is substituted with a

consonant called ‘replacer’ or ‘replacer consonant’ (cf. Abbi 1992).

Apparently, ItI is the most unmarked replacer in Bengali and it is associated

with a rule cf semantic interpretation that provides, among others, an et

Cetera meaning to the reduplicated word. However, if the base begins with

ItI’ some other replacer phoneme (1m! or /f!) is used or the nucleus of the

reduplicant is modified. The two other most common replacer consonants are

[SJ and [f]. Reduplicants with [S] in the onset are generally used with

adjectives and have an ‘enough’ or ‘sufficiently’ type cf interpretation.
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Reduplicants with a [f] in the onset are generafly associated with a

derogative or pejorative meaning.

Suffixal reduplication

4a. [t]: flt [gan] ‘song’ —> [gantanJ flifî ‘X and similar activities’;

4b. [f] [gan] ‘song’ —+ [ganfan] tii ‘X and similar trash’

4c. [] [boro] ‘big’—> [boro5oro] big enough’

4d. [m] tf [regel ‘having been angry’— [regemege] rcr ‘having been angry, etc.’

4e. [h]: [bhab] ‘mood, intention, mental state’—÷ [habbhabJ ‘moods

and intentions’

4f. [jJ: tti [lek”a] writings’—> [lekhajoka] rï ‘writings and similar things’

4g. [jhJ: [boka] ‘scolding’—* [bokajhoka] tri ‘scolding and similar

activities’

4h. [c]: ri [liai] ‘condition’—÷ [liaicai] îiwï ‘conditions, etc.’

4i. [b’J: wt [age] ‘before’-÷ [agebliage] trif ‘well before’

4j. [pi: [lut] ‘looting’—* [lutpat] ‘looting, etc.’, etc.

7.3.4. Partial reduplication with consonant replacement

In this type of reduplicated words, the reduplicant is i) copied upon the right

end or last syllable(s) of the base; ii) (almost aiways) undergoes consonant

mutation in the onset2 and iii) is right-anchored to the stem. We can note

below that some simple bi-syllabic or tri-syllabic words, such as

[biddutJ ‘electricity’, fnt [bthikari] ‘beggar’ or fT [mrittikaJ ‘soil’,

cannot be partially reduplicated.

j. Bi-syllabic words

5a. f [biddut] ‘electricity’ —> *[bjdduttutJ [bjdduttiddut] ‘electricity etc.’

5b.tf [pensil] ‘pencil’ —> *[pensiltil] [pensiltensil] ‘pencil etc.’
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G
5c. f1 [miirj] ‘meeting’—> *[mitiutinl [mitiutititiij] ‘meeting and

similar activities’

5d.r [d’ armikJ ‘religious’—> *[dh armiktikJ, [db armikt armikJ ‘religious

and having similar other qualities’

5e.imt’r [ra] haS] ‘goose’ (literally ‘king duck’) —> [rajhaS taS],

[rajha5tajhaS] ‘goose, etc.’

5f. icI [oel ftar] ‘welfare’ —> [oel ftartoel fcar], [oelftartcar],

[oelf€artarJ ‘welfare, etc.’

ii. Tri-syllabic words

6a. %i [mrittikaJ ‘sou’ —> *[mrittikatika] [mrittikatittika] ‘sou, etc.’

6b. f-4t [bH.khariJ ‘beggar’—> *[bhikharitariÏ [b’ik’aritikari] ‘beggars etc.’

6c. [oSustho] ‘sick’ > *[oSusthOtustho] [oSusthotoSustho] ‘sick, etc.’

6d. [itilia5j ‘history’ —> [itihaStaSJ, [itihaStitiliaSJ ‘history, etc.’

6e. iï11 [rajniti] ‘politics’ —> [rajnitititiJ, [ra]nititajnitiJ ‘politics, etc.’

Partial reduplication is allowed in simple and complex quadri-syllabic words like

ii [obobmbonJ ‘support’ or ifj [poricchonno] ‘clean’ as well as in complex

ones like in [muktomona] ‘open-minded’ but with the condition that the

reduplicant is constituted of minimum two syllables.

iii. Qadri-syllabic words

7a. ii [obolombonJ ‘support’ —> [abolambontobolombon],

*[obolombontonl ‘supports, etc.’

7b.ifij [poricchonno] ‘clean’ —* [poricchonnotonnoJ, [poricchonno

toricchonnoJ *[pQfjcGhQflflotQ] ‘clean and alike’
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7c.iiI [muktomona] open minded’-+ [muktomonatona], [muktomona

tuktornona], *[muktomonata] ‘open minded and alike’

7d.ti[t1iviSon] ‘television’ —> [t1ivi5ontiSon], *[t1iviSonton]

‘television and similarthings’

iv. Words with five syllables

[ganobirodhi] ‘anti-social’ —> [gnQbirodhijrodh j]

?[gonobirodhjonobirodhi] ‘anti-social and similar activities’

8b.iii1 [porikolpona] ‘plan’ —* [porikolponatona], [porikoiponatol

pona], [porikolponatorikolpona) ‘planning and similar activities’

8cI [ctlatrora]niti] ‘student politics’ —> [c’atrorajnitititi]

*[ch atrorajnititatrorajniti] ‘student politics and similar activities’

8d.tri [komunikeSonJ ‘communication’ —* jfitrcN [komuni

keSonteSonJ, [komunikeSontomunikeSon] ‘communication etc.’

y. Words with six syllables

9a.Ttft [Jonokollanmukhi] ‘social welfare oriented’ —> [jonokollan

muklituki], *[Jonokolianmukhitonokoilanmukhi]

‘social welfare and similar activities’

9b.i.icnn [obhinondonj oggo] ‘praiseworthy’ —* [obhinondonj oggotoggoJ

*[obhinondonj oggotobhinondonj oggo] ‘praiseworthy and alike’
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vi. Words with seven syllables

1O.ijîi [kiijkartobbobimuro] ‘somebody who does flot know what to do’ —>

[kikortobbobimurotimuro], *[kj]3kDrtQbbObjmufOtjukDrtObbobjmufo1

‘somebody who does flot know what to do or of similar type’

ix. Words with nine syllables

11. [oghoonghoonpoiYoiJ a woman expert in doing

undoablel

unexpected/impossible things’—>

onghoonpoiYoi] a woman expert in doing undoablelunexpected/

impossible things and/or alike’

We can note that some complex words like [rajnitiJ or [rajhaSJ can be

partially reduplicated whereas others such as [d”armikJ or [DSust’o]

cannot. English ban wotds with a shorter skeleton, such as [pensilJ ‘pencil’

or [mitiul ‘meeting’, cannot be partially reduplicated whereas longer ones

like [t1iviSonJ or [komunike.onJ are albowed to be so. Generally, the

reduplicant is copied upon the Iast two syllables of the base. However, in

words with a ‘very long’ skeleton of 7 to 9 syllables, the reduplicant can be

copied upon thtee or four syllables.

Although complex words like [porikolpona] or [t1iviSon] give the

impression that the reduplicant is copied upon the ‘head’ of the word, it is not

in fact the case. A word like [kiljmanjaroJ fi-r1 ‘a mountain in Africa’

or [keokredaij] (the name cf the highest hill in Bangladesh in some

tribal language of Chittagong) are reduplicated as
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[kilimanjarotaroJ ‘Kilimanjaro and similar things’ or

[keokredautedarjJ ‘Keokredang and similar things’ although a naive

speaker of Bengali has no idea about the position of the head in these words.

It seems that the only generalization one can make regarding partial

reduplication in Bengali is the following: the longer the skeleton of the word,

the more partial reduplication is preferred. Therefore, partial reduplication is

obligatory in wotds with six or more syllables. This tendency is assumedly

naturally motivated (in the sense of Donegan and Stampe, 1979) because

compared to completely reduplicated longer words, partially reduplicated

longer wotds are easier to produce.

7.3.5. Nucleus modïficatïon

No change in nucleus has so far been noticed in tri-syllabic or longer

reduphcants. In reduplicants copied on monosyllabic bases, the nucleus is

replaced (usually with [aï but other vowels may also appear as it is the case

in [teltul]).

12a. [bhul] ‘error’_> Ï[bu1bhal] ‘errorsand similarthings’

12b. [fit] ‘fit, okay’ —÷ [fitfatl ‘weIl dressed’

12c. îî [o] ‘coquettish bearing’ —t’rr-n [SoSa] ‘coquettish bearing and similaractivities’

12d. [gurum] ‘sound of gunfire’ — [gurumgarumJ ‘sounds 0f gunfire’

12e. i [hou] ‘coquettish bearing’ —> iiï [dhoijc1jao) ‘coquettish bearing
and similar activities’

12f. ti [tel] ‘cil’ — csci’ci [teltul] ‘cil and similarthings’

12g. Nî [taka] ‘money’ —> 1Tt [takatuka] ‘money etc’

12h. iifr’t [maliSJ ‘massage’ —> rtfr’tjfi’r’f [mali,mu1iS] ‘massage and similar activities’
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Regarding reduplicants copied on bi-syllabic bases, we note three different

patterns: i) the rhyme is changed eïther in the first syllable (e.g. [ketekute])

or ii) in the second syllable (e.g. [katakati]) or iii) in both of the syllables

(e.g. [katakuti]).

12i. [kete] ‘having cut’— cicic [ketekuteJ ‘having cut and performed

similar activities’

12j. Iwr [tebil] ‘table’ — ifci [tebiltubil] ‘tables and similar other

furniture’

12k. [kat al ‘cut’—> ttf [kat akat j] ‘cutting and similar activities’

121. [kataJ ‘cut’ —> irft [katakuti] ‘cutting and similar activities’

12m. Nt [ghoraj ‘roam’ —> rîTfti [glioraghuri] ‘roaming around’

7.36. Dïsrupted reduplication

In this type of reduplication, the base and the reduplicant are separated

either by the meaningless syllable [bi! or by epenthesis.

13a. [rat] ‘night’ —* [ratbirate] ‘in odd times, as during the night’

1 3b. [dikJ ‘direction’ —÷ [digbidike] f i[fc ‘regardless cf the direction’

13c. [khoto] ‘wound’ —> [khotobikkhoto] fi ‘severelywounded’

13d. fÎ’f [gal] ‘insuit’ —> fl rt5tW [galagalJ ‘insults’

13e. t [gunJ ‘quality’ —÷ flI [gunagun] ‘qualities’

13f. [fol] ‘fruit, result’ — ‘ï1i [folafolJ ‘consequence’

13g. [liatJ ‘hand’ —÷ ikJf [hatahatiJ ‘fighting with hands’

13h. it [pith] ‘back’ —.>f Tfff [pit”apit’iJ ‘immediate’ (used exclusively

with brothers and sisters)
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In some words (e.g. [galagal] or [gunagunJ) epenthesis (usually lai) occurs

between the base and the reduplicant. In some other words e.g. [hatahatiJ

or [pitapithi] both the base and the reduplicant are epenthesized at their

end with lai and Iii respectively.

7.3.7. Deletion + Epenthesis (+ vowel mutation)

Both the base and the reduplicant undergo vowel deletion, epenthesis (and

vowel mutation):

14a. [kamor] ‘bite’ —> i’ff [kamrakamri] ‘act cf biting each other’

14b. [dhomok] ‘rebuif’ —> [dhDrnkadhomki] ‘act cf rebuffing each other’

7.3.8. Minimal reduplication

Imperfection of the copy is a question of degree. Some reduplicants copy

most of the segments of the base (e.g. [gant an] ‘songs, etc.) whereas

some others copy nothing but the onset of the lst syllable of the base (e.g.

[kannakati]) or the coda of the Iast syHable of the base (e.g. [lutpat]).

15a. î1 [kannaJ ‘crying’ — [kannakati] ‘crying and similar things’

15b. Itt [j liogra] ‘dispute’ —* frTt []hograj hati] ‘disputes and similar activities’

1 5c. [lut] ‘bot’ —, ¶‘fli [lutpatJ ‘looting etc.’

15d. t#i1 [cca] ‘shout’ —> iciif [ccameci] ‘shouting etc.’

15e. [fki] ‘fraud, eye-wash or unnoticeable negligence in work’ —>

[fkiz’uki] ‘X and similar actions’
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7.3.9. Prefixal reduplication

Redupiicants can be suffixal or prefixal which means that they can either be

Ieft or right-anchored to the base. Most of the redupiicants in Bengali are

suffixed to the base although cases of prefixai redupiication have also been

noticed.

16a. iÎ [paSeJ beside’ —> 3r1t’tflt [aepaeJ ‘around a certain deictic point’

16b. iit [bkaJ curved’ —> N1I11 [.kabka] ‘curved several times’

16c. [ghuj] box’ —>rrjfi [ghuaghuj] boxing’

16d. îfi [goli] lane’ rffff1 [oligoli] lanes’

7.3.1 0. Semantic reduplication

Words such as [bo3pustokj, book, etc.’ rrtîi [allakhoda] God,

etc.’ ttf$rrt [garig”oraJ car+horse = transport’ are constituted of two

synonymous words of the same origin or of two different origins, mainly

Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic, two important sources of lexical borrowing for

Bengali. These words are like perfectiy reduplicated words with the exception

that the redupiicant here is not an exact formai copy of the base but rather a

close semantic copy or more preciseiy, one of its synonyms. Such words

have probabiy undergone a process that can be described as ‘semantic

reduplication’.

17a.tit [gari] car’ —> icIT [garigh ora] ‘transport’ (hterally, car and/or horse)

17b. nff [baril house’ —> ii [barighor] house, etc.’

Some reduplicated words can be seen either as semantic reduplication or as

morphological reduplication. The sequence [bicchinflo] ‘separated’ in
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the wotd [c’innobicc’innoJ ‘cut or separated into several pieces in

an extremely irregular way can be considered either j) as a synonym of fJ

/chinno/ ‘cut’ ‘separated’ or ii) as an unfaithful copy of the latter corrupted

with the left-anchored syllable [bi]. In the same way [bonanto] ‘end of

the forest’ can be considered either as a synonym or as an unfaithful copy of

[bon] forest’ corrupted with the right-anchored syllables [anto].

1 8a. fj /chjnno/ cut’, separated —* it I&innobicc’innoI ‘cut or

separated into several pieces in an extremely irregular way

18b. f !curno/ ‘broken’, ‘grinded’ —> cfR4IcurnobicurnoI ‘broken into

very small pieces’

18c. [bon] forest’ —> i.u [bonbonanto] forest and beyond’

18d. [dur] far’—> [durduranto] ‘far and beyond’

Reduplicated words in Bengali express reciprocity or mutual action (e.g.

irr [maramari] ‘beating each other’), repeated action (e.g.iiiIi

[katakutiJ ‘correcting again and again’), intense activity or completeness

(e.g.rN1rrfI [makliamakhi1 ‘mixing/mixed extremely’), plurality of action (e.g.

iTiii [katakata] ‘cut1’), action for a long duration (e.g.î[1îI

[kannakati] ‘crying’), action having a wide influence on something or

someone (e.g. [kotobikkliotoJ tti ‘severely wounded’), similarity

(e.g. [kalokaloJ ‘like black’ (cf. Chatterji 1945 (1988) and

Chatterjee 1962)
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We have noted that et cetera interpretation 0f fl0UflS can be either 0f an ï)

unmarked ‘similar’ type: [ganJ ‘song’ —> [gantanJ ‘X and similar

activities’ or ii) marked with a derogatory connotation: [gan] ‘song’ —÷

[ganfan] ‘X and similar trash’. Reduplicated adjectives belong either to: i) an

iteration type: rit [boroboro ban] ‘big houses’ or an ii) enough type:

[banc] ‘big’—> [boroSonoJ or [bonotoro] ‘big enough’.

Reduplicated verbs either denote i) an iteration or continuity 9f

[ponteporte] ‘continue to read’ or can have ii) a ‘X and similar’ type

meaning: [portetorte] ‘to read and/or to do similar things’. Like

verbs, reduplicated prepositions denote either i) continuity (e.g. iÏ’f

[paepaeJ ‘continuously beside’) or ii) ‘X and similar’ type meaning (e.g.

ntR?’1 [paSetaSe] or [aSepaSeJ ‘around a certain deictic point’).

Apparently, derogative meaning with the replacer consonant [f] is rare in

categories other than nouns.

fA. WWM and Reduplication in Bengali

As we have mentioned before, WWM does not need to consider

reduplication as a distinct type of morphology (cf. Singh 2003) because the

so-called (perfectly and imperfectly) reduplicated words, such as

[bonoboroJ ‘big and alike’ or [botoJ ‘books, etc. are mapped onto

morphological strategies and are analyzed into variable and constant like any

other ordinary word. Both the input and the ‘reduplicated’ output are words

and therefore, they can be formed (or back-formed) from each other

(because the bidirectional nature of the strategies allows the speaker-hearer

to do so).
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1 9. (AASPRD967) IXI8dj, sing <> IXXIacij, plu/distr ‘plural of IX!

fboro! ‘big /barobarol ‘big1

ïi /mo t al ‘fat’ -> tn c*î /motamota/ ‘fat1’

20. (NAADPF9) lX/r /flTX/adj ‘without IX!’

Ido I ‘guilt’ <-> ofti /nirdo I ‘guiltless’

/bhul/ “fault’ -* fr /nirb’u1/ ‘faultless’

(repeated from section 5.4.2.)

The mechanism used in (19) is adjunction-deletion (adjoin IX! with IX! in

order to get [motamotaJ and delete IX! from IXXI to get [motaJ). The

difference between (20) and (19) is that in (20) the speaker-hearer adjoins or

deletes a constant subcomponent (nir) whereas in (19) he adjoins or

deletes the variable itself and this clearly shows that there is nothing special

with strategies like (19).

As is the case with other concatenative categories smaller than the word

such as affix or stem, reduplication related categories such as ‘reduplicant’ or

‘base’ are of no use in WWM. For WWM, the reduplication is nothing but the

repetition of the variable which, if the facts of maffer permit (cf. Singh &

Neuvel 2005), can be i) totally unspecified (e.g.(19)) or ii) partly specified

(e.g. (21) and (22)). The former results in complete or perfect reduplication

and the latter in partial reduplication. As far as the morphobgy is concerned,

nothing is gained by putting labels like ‘reduplication’ (or ‘compounding’) on

particular word formation rules or strategies. In order to form or analyze a

word, the only thing the speaker-hearer needs to do is to map an already

existing word like fboI ‘book’ or /porikolpona/ ‘plan’ onto
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relevant strategies and the latter wiii automaticaiiy output Ibot D3!

‘books and similar thing’ and ilil /porikolponatolpona/ plan, etc.’

respectively and nothing more is needed for word formation.

21 . (ŒŒSVRD—1 216): ICXlŒtexcept conj & inter]) > ICXtXIŒ(except conj & interj)/X/ and

similar things’

Iba/ ‘book’ -> [boo’/ ‘bock and similar things’
ntiIpae/ ‘beside’ -> nir’r !paetaeI ‘beside and similar other positions’

22. (NNSVRD-938): /XCV(C)G1a2/ ÷-> /XCV(C)aia2tVGiG2/ ‘/XCV(C)a1a2/ and

similar feelings.’

rr5n IonuoconaI regret -> rt6t1*tUfl /onuoconatocona/ ‘regret, etc’

îii !porikolpona! ‘plan’ <-> inwn /psriks1ponao1pona/ ‘plan, etc.’3

As I have found no other pair endowed with the same formai difference and

semantic reiatedness, I cannot reasonably daim that ftlT /k’ûtinati/

‘detaiis’ has been formed from /khûti/ ‘I nibbie’ or Jliût/ ‘you

nibblejmp’. (23) and (24) can be at best described either as reiics cf some

dying strategy or as primary foundations laid for some emerging strategy.

Many other reduplicated words such as ‘1t /lutpat/ ‘looting etc.’,

/cêcamecil ‘crying etc.’ cannot be mapped onto any strategy (for a fuller iist

cf such words see Chatterji 1945 (1988:195)).

23. ICXI ICiiXnaXI

[khj/ ‘I nibble’ nl fkhfltjnatj/ ‘details’ or

24. ICùXI,, ICiXinaXiI

[khUjj ‘nibble imp’ 1TrrI /khijtjnatj/ details’
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Abbi (1992) would describe sequences like cii [komsekom] ‘at least’ or

t ii [hareha”]’oh oh’ as instances of disrupted reduplicated words

formed from the base Ikomi ‘less’ or Iha’7 ‘oh’. But there is no strategy

in Bengali onto which [komsekomJ can be mapped. Apparently the latter is a

ban expression from Hindi/Urdu and represents assumedly a hapax

Iogomena in Bengali. Although expressions such as [hareha9 can be

mapped onto the folbowing pattern, b have doubts whether they can be

considered as ‘words’ in Bengali.

25. !Xlinterj ‘‘ IXTeX!interj

JT IliaI ‘oh!’ [liareh&’] ‘oh oh!’

I Idk’’I ‘look’ CTJ [dkhredEkh] ‘look, look here!’

Certain homophonous sequences like IborborI4 is interesting in the sense

that they can be described either as complex words or as simple ones

depending on their morphobogy. One of the versions of [borbor/

‘bridegroom like’ can be mapped onto a strategy and be thereby analyzed

into [bar! ‘bridegroom’. If only this version is considered, Ibarbor/ is a

complex (and also reduplicated) wotds.

26. (NAR D-345) fXIn < IXXIadj ‘like IX!’

Ibor/ ‘bridegroom’ -* [barbon ‘bridegroom-like’

!mee/ ‘girl’ .—> ccc /meerneeI ‘girl-like’

But another version of the word fborban/ ‘barbarian’ cannot be analyzed

back into any word and if this version is considered, i’borbonl would be a
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simple word. Abbi (1992) would describe both 0f the versions 0f such

sequences as reduplicated words whereas WWM clearly shows that unlike

the first one, the second version has flot undergone the process of

reduplication but simply shows the pattern of reduplication.

7.5. WWM and Semantic reduplication

The cases of semantic reduplication can be described as the repetition of a

variable as it is the case in complete reduplication.

27. (NNSPRD-964): IX!,, IXXI,, c ‘on the multiplicity of IX!’

Id,aleI ‘on a branch’ !Ua1eda1e/ ‘on branches’

flRJ Ipa-ta! ‘on a leaf -> ftI fl’flT IpataYpataI ‘on leaves’

28. (NNSPRD-966) IXI, IXXI, ‘X, etc.’

f lbi”e! ‘marnage’ îiciiî [bieSadil ‘marnages and similar occasions’

lporikk’al ‘expeniment’ or ‘test’ ÷ iffrti Iporikk’anirikk’aI

‘expeniments and similar activities’

In order to activate strategies like (28), the speaker-hearer must know the

synonyms of the mappabIe words. WWM imposes no such constraint on the

formulation of a strategy. Although îi Jkitabl, /gront1’o/,

/pustokl and /bo/ ‘book’ are synonyms, not ail of them can appear as

reduplicants. The unacceptabie sequences such as *!garihatif ‘car+elephant’,

*/bojkitabl ‘book-book’, *Iallabhogobanl ‘God-God’, ail meaning ‘XX’,

draw our attention to the idiosyncrasy involved in this type of word which can

hardly be incorporated in morphological strategies. It seems that a Bengali

speaker-hearer must know the wotds like as [bopustokJ, ‘book, etc.’

or [garig”oraJ ‘car+horse = transport’.
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Nevertheless, I consider (28) to be part 0f the morphology cf Bengali for two

reaso n s:

i) Even if we accept the fact that unlike (29) a speaker cannot activate (28)

for forming plural words, this strategy helps a hearer analyze words like

Jbo3pustokl or even *[tooJkitab/ formed by some speaker on some rare

occasion;

29. (NNSPADSF-945): IX/n sing, indef > /Xgulo/ n, plu, def plural of IX!’

IboI ‘bock’ <- tri [bsgu1o/ ‘the bocks’

/tebil/ ‘table’ <-> rzï /tebilgulo/ ‘the tables’

ii) The inexistence cf îi in the lexicon does not mean that

morphology cannot form this word. Why the lexicon of a certain period

prefers [bopustok/ to *[bz]kitabl is an interesting question no

doubt, but morphology cannot and need not respond to such questions in

otder to justify a strategy.

1. I am aware of the fact that some onomatopoeic sequences can be shown to be iteration of

some simplet onomatopoeic sequences and can eventually be mapped onto a pattetn, as

below. But (a-b) ate flot morphological sttategies because no categoty other than word can

be mapped onto a morphological strategy. Phrasai vetbs like [ka] koraJ ‘to work’ can also

be formed with strategy-like patterns such as (c) but this does flot mean that [ka] koraj is

a word. Although wotds ate formed through a similar pattern, whatevet s formed thtough

such patterns is flot necessatily a word. Thetefore, ail morphological strategies ate basically

patterns but flot ail patterns ate necessarily morphological strategies.

IX! lxxi

[mot] ‘sound 0f bteaking one single btanch’ [motmot] ‘sounds of

breaking branches’
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[t’ok] sound cf knocking on the door’ [thokthokl ‘sounds of

knocking on the door’

b. /CuX/ i’ /CuXCaX/

[tukJ ‘small sound’ « [tuktak] “small sounds’

[t’uS1 ‘light sound of gunshot’ ‘ [thuSthaS] rïN ‘light sounds of gunshot

IX! !Xkora/

/kaIr ‘work’ [ka koraJin ‘ta work’

Iprem/ cr ‘love’ z’ [prem kor a] ‘to be in love’

2. According to WFC-2 consonant clusters like [tk], [tp] [tth] and [ts] ate net allowed in

onset. In some words deletion is invoked as strategy cf repair as is the case in [sthantanJ

and [skuletkuleJ.

w [sthan] place’ —* [sthantanj, *[sthantthanÏ ‘place and similartrashes’

[skule] ‘in the school’—* [skuletuleJ, *[skuletkule] [skuletiskuleJ ‘in the school and

similar other places’

[spDr.ÇoJ touch’ —* [spDrSotorSoJ,*[spzrSotparSoJ, [spDrotesporÇoJ ‘touch

and similar sensations’

As we can note in reduplicated words like [skuletiskule] or [sporSotcsporSo] the

onset phoneme of the base s not deleted and the replacer phoneme is followed by an

epenthetic vowel. t seems that in these cases, the base is not [skuleJ and [sporSo] but their

epenthesized version: [iskuleJ or [esporSoJ which are reduplicated like any other word beginning

with a vowel. The fact that the epenthetic vowel is Iii in one case and lei in the other can be explained

by vowel harmony but why the process of reduplication needs the base starting with /s/ to be

epenthesized remains to be explained. What seems to be clear s that although /skl in onset does flot

violate any WFC of Bengali, it is endowed with falling sonority and therefore, is not natural.
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Despite the fact that consonant cluster [tr] is allowed in onset they are either j) maintained

or ii) substituted by a single replacer phoneme.

ct [ghfl] ‘smell’ iti [ghranranJ or*T [ghranan] smell, etc.’

[f rEmJ ‘frame’ —> cc [frEmtrEmJ or &c [frEmtcm] ‘frame etc.’

The reason behind the tact that the replacer phoneme s always a non-aspirated and

unvoiced one has to be found in morphology, not in phonology. It depends exclusively on the

morphological strategy onto which the relevant words are mapped. As aspirated and/or

voiced consonants are allowed in onset, there is no reason why they would not be allowed to

appear in the reduplicant as well.

3. The word [kolpona! and the subcomponent [kolpona! are not reduplicated in the same

way. As a word, Ikolpona/ is reduplicated as nn /kolponatolpona/ ‘imagination and

similar things’ and not to [ko1ponaona/ whereas as a subcomponent, t can be

reduplicated either as [kolponatona] or as /kolponatolpona/. This again confirms the

WWM prediction that words and their subcomponent versions have nothing in common

except their phonic resemblance.

4. In some speakers pronunciation, Ibonton/ ‘woods, etc.’ and Ibontonl

‘distribution’ s another pair of this sort. Note that the semantic difference between the two

versions 0f Iborborl: i i and as well as of /bont on! and /bont on! s carefully

maintained in Bengali orthography.
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Chapter-8

On morphological categories and operations in Bengali: some

generalizations

‘Les divisions traditionnelles de la grammaire peuvent avoir leur

utilité pratique, mais ne correspondent pas à des distinctions

naturelles et ne sont unies par aucun lien logique. La grammaire ne

peut s’édifier que sur un principe différent et supérieur.”

(Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale, 1915 (1988:187))

In this chapter, I will discuss the intra-categorical morphoiogy of nouns and

verbs traditionally described as inflectional morphoiogy. I would like to remind

the reader that I do flot subscribe to the distinction generaily made between

inflection and derivation and we have seen in chapter-4 that Bengali data do

not allow us to maintain such a distinction. I have shown in chapter-6 how ail

morphologically compiex Bengali words are formed with relevant strategies

irrespective of whether they are inflectional or derivational. However,

inftectional morphology plays a preponderant rote in traditionat and

generative grammar and therefore, I think that it is necessary to show how

WWM handles the formation of so-called inflectional words.

8.1. The morphology of Bengali nouns and pronouns

Before we proceed to the morphology of complex nouns in Bengali, we need

to know how to spot or characterize nouns in Bengali. As classifier-definitives

(e.g. Ita/ or /gulo/) are coalesced to nouns in Bengali, it may seem that

unlike the West Indian languages like Hindi (cf. Montaud 2004), it would be

easier

1. ‘The traditional divisions of grammar may have some practical utility, but they do flot

correspond to natural distinction and are not unified by any logical principle. Grammar needs

a different basis, and a better one.’ (Tr. Roy Harris)
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to isolate the noun as a functional category in Bengali with this morphological

criterion. But the problem s that classifier-definitives are also used with two

other syntactic categories: i) adjectives (e.g. îii ISundortal ‘the beautiful

one’, 9T11 /undorgu1o/ ‘the beautiful ones’) and ii) verbs (Ict

‘sleeping’). It is not easy to distinguish nouns from adjectives

because “given that adjective do not agree with nouns in Bangla, how they

are to be identified becomes an open question” (Dasgupta, 2003. :378).

According to (Dasgupta: 366) “The classifier-supported numeral can occur

alone with noun ellipsis” and therefore, in sequences like ‘i1 /Sundorta/

‘the beautiful one’ and /5undorgulo/ ‘the beautiful ones’ the classifier

definitive is not adjoined to an adjective but to an empty noun head. As

Ighumanol can be used as an argument of a verb, it must be a (verbal) noun.

Hence, in neither of the cases the classifier-definitive is used with a non

noun.

Dasgupta (378) mentions that degrees of comparison can be used as a

diagnostic to distinguish the noun from the adjective because “comparison

targets adjectives alone.” His diagnostic probably works for most of the

nouns but in some cases it does not. As we can see in the following

example, the comparison can target the (collective) noun /bàgali/

‘Bengali’.

1 5rtN 5rÏ C I

/uni amar cee onek beSi bga1i/

(he) (my) (than) (much) (more) (Bengali)

Translation: He is more Bengali-like than me.
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A better diagnostic for distinguishing the adjectives from nouns would be to

use adjectival modifier (or adverbs) like fkhub/ ‘very’. In my view, they fit

better adjectives rather than nouns. In the following examples, adjectives like

4 /Sundoril ‘pretty’ and trt Icalakl ‘ciever’) allow adjectival modifier

whereas nouns like /hâ.gali/ Bengali’ and /buddlijibi/

‘intellectual do flot allow them at ail.

2a. 2b.t
*/ khub bga1i/ */uni khub buddhi]ibi/

(he) (very) (Bengali) (he) (very) (intellectual)

Tr: S(h)e is very Bengali. Tr: S(h)e s very intellectual.

3a. 3a.f

Iuni khub .Çundori/ /uni klub calak/

f s(he)) (very) (pretty) (s(he)) (very) (cunning)

Tr: S(h)e s very pretty. Tr: S(h)e s very cunning.

8.1.1. Definïteness

As is the case with most Indic languages, Bengali has no article. But unlike

West-lndian languages like Hindi (cf. Montaud, Shukla 2001), Bengali has a

small category of classifier-definitive (cf. Dasgupta 1983, 1987, 2003) which

are coaiesced to nouns. For Ferguson (1964:886) they are “roughly

equivalent translationally - at least in some of their uses to the English article

the. When a noun, adjective, or demonstrative has one of the definitives

suffixed to it, it is ‘definite’, i.e. it is pointed out as having a referent

‘presumably identifiable by the hearer’ in much the same way as a noun or a
adjective in English accompanied by the.”
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Chatterji (1945) catIs these elements ‘enclitic definitives’ or ‘articles’ but

describes them as words and word-parts. They belong to a ‘set of

morphemes’ according to Ferguson and for Dasgupta (2003) they are

‘allomorphs’ or ‘suffixed elements’. Classifier-definitives are flot deprived of

accent and therefore, we can hardly caN them clitics. Nobody bas yet

described words like t [botaI ‘the book’ as compounds. Therefore, from

an atomistic point of view, classifier-definitives would be better described as

a category of suffix.

If we compare the bare noun [ho]? ‘book’ with the sequence N°Ta,

/bota/ ‘the book’, we can notice that the latter denotes a definite and/or

specific book. But the classifier-definitive Ita/ cannot be (only) a

definiteness/specificity marker (cf. Dasgupta 1983, 87, Bhattacharja

forthcoming) because the noun phrase /choYtabo3/ ‘six books’

remains indefinite despite the presence of /tal. According to Dasgupta

(2003: 381) “A NumCIa complex in prenominal position induces an indefinite

reading” but if the noun /bo! precedes the complex, the NP becomes

definite: !boc’’o’ta/ ‘the six books’ (cf. Bhattacharja forthcoming-1)

The more of less quirky behaviour of the Bengali classifier-definitive is not

the concern of morphology and it can be better treated in syntax (cf.

Dasgupta 1983, 1987, 2003, Bhattacharya 1999, Bhattacharja forthcoming

2). From morphological point of view, sequences like i1 /bota/ ‘the book’

(4) or i /c’ota/ ‘six pieces’ (9) can be considered as words and as we

can see below, they are mapped onto relevant strategies (in which classifier

definitives represent the constant subcomponent).
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4. (DIADSF1 014) fXIflfld sing/plu -*IXtaIn,defsng ‘the 1X1’

[bo]I ‘bock’ <-> [bo]tal ‘the bock’

/ko lomJ ‘pen’ <-> ii /kolomta/ ‘the pen’

5. (DIADSF -1015) IX/flfld sing/pu +/Xt/n.def,sing ‘the IX!’

/bo I ‘bock’ -> [bo1j il ‘the bock’

/koloml ‘pen’ ÷÷f! /kolomti/ ‘the pen’

6. (DIADSF1 016) IXJr, irld,sing/plu !Xkh an(aIi)I def.sing ‘the IX?’

/bo! ‘bock’ Î[bo]khana/orfl1Ï/boJkhani/ ‘the bock’

jf ISariI ‘sari’ <-> nfnï ISarikhanal orn1flf /Sarik’ani/ ‘the sari’

7. (DIADSF1 017) IXI uncount, indef <—>/Xtuku/ uncount, det ‘the IX!’

/dud’/ ‘milk’ -> /dudhtuku/ ‘the milk’

lbhatl ‘rice’ <->
p0li attuku! ‘the rice’

One may object that 13t /bo3ta/ ‘the bock’ is not a word but a phrase

because in sequences like [boc’o’ta/ ‘the six bocks’,

/boi]ta/ ‘this bock here’ or even [boSundorta/ ‘this

beautiful bock here’, the demonstrative /]/ ‘this’ or the numeral i

/cho7 ‘six’ or the adjective /Sundor/ ‘beautiful’ would be inserted

between the noun head fboIand the classifier-definitive ItaI.

L

[boa cio3’ta] [bo eitaJ [bo ei SundortaJ

(bock) (six-CI) (bock) (this-CI) (book) (this) (beautiful-CI)

Tr.:The six books. Tr.: This bock here. Tr.:The beautiful bock here.
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From the morphological point of view, I repeat, fbota/ ‘the book’ is a

word and nothing can be inserted in it. lt is only when we compare tt

TDotaI ‘the book’ and i [bDta/ ‘this book here, it seems that the

demonstrative /E3/ is inserted between the noun /bo]I ‘book’ and the

classifier lta/. For me, [bota/ ‘this book here’/ is a phrase and it

is formed with two words: i) [bo/ ‘book’ and ii) i IetaI ‘this’. I also

consider iiti /Sundorta/ ‘the beautiful’ (8) and /c”o’ta/ (9) or

/c’oti/ ‘six pieces’ (10) as words. These words have been adjoined to

another word /bol ‘book’ in order to form the abovementioned noun

phrases (1)

8. (AProADSF-420) !X/adj/Dem /Xta!pron ‘the IX! one’

Iamarl ‘my’ ÷-> 5flTt1T Iamartal ‘mine’

/Sundar/ ‘sari’ <—* jti /Sundorta/ ‘the beautiful one’d

IeI ‘this’ 1 IeHaI ‘this one’

9. (N umIQNPr0AADSF-423): IX!Num/Q < IXt aladj/pron ‘IX! piece/q uantity’t2

!c h o)”! ‘six’ <—> i Ic h o”t al ‘six pieces’

fkokI ‘a few’ <-> cii /kockta/ ‘a few pieces’

10. (N um/QNPr0AADSF-424): IX/Num/Q > IX ]-‘adj/pron ‘IXI-pieces’

10h01 ‘six’ < 1!c’o”tiI ‘six pieces’

Iprotteki ‘each’ <-> /prottekti/ ‘each one 0f the pieces’

Dasgupta (2003) describes Ital as neutral classifier, iti/ as individuative

classifier, Ijonl as the human classifier and fk’anaI as the segmental
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classifier. Ail these so-called classifiers (including Itukuf which is usually

described as the uncountabie classifier), are realized as constants of

different strategies (4-1 3). Numerais to be used with human nouns are

generally mapped onto (11). Apparently, there isa lexical restriction on using

outputs of these strategy with ‘non-human nouns: NP

/kjon hati! ‘an elephant’ is not acceptable whereas

/ckjon mont ri! ‘a minister’ or J1 Itinjon sromik! ‘three workers’ are.

11. (Num/QNPr0AADSF-426): /XCRLsyIIab/Num/Q > IXCNsyiia] 0fl’adj/pron

!XCNsyIIab/ person’

i/cho/sIx’ ÷>p/ch0Yjon/ six persons’

TkokI a few’ /kDEkJ on! a few people’

12. (N um/QAProSVADSF-425) :!XC!\LsyIIabINum,Q.’> IXCNsy11a,k h anaIadj,pront3

‘!XCfVsyIiabI piece’

i /choI ‘six’*-* !cho’khanaI ‘six pieces’

îka”€k! ‘a few’ <_> /1oYkkh ana/ a few pieces’

13. (QNProADSF-427) 1X010 +*IXCtUkU!adj/pron ‘/XC/-quantity’

/onkI ‘many’ -* /onkukul ‘a good quantity’

lScbI ‘ail’ -> lSobtukul ‘the whole/entire’

Words designating professions are apparently spread out on a scale and

those which remain at the top are less Iikeiy to match num-ta complex at the

phrasai level and strategies like (4-5) at the morphological Ievei. As far as
ESB is concerned, words expressing professions of high rank such as
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Imont ri! ‘minister’ are generally mapped onto (14).Therefore, t3i

Imont rital ‘the minister’ is flot generally acceptable whereas t5î Icortal

‘the thief’ is. If a low-ranking noun like Icori ‘thief’ is mapped onto (14), it

creates a humorous nuance: ?li lcormohodo’l ‘Mr. thief’. On the

other hand, if a high-ranking noun lïke lmont ri! is mapped onto (4) and (5),

the output /montrita/ or /montriti/ are acceptable words but

refers to a corrupted minister or to the chess-piece ‘bishop’.

14. (NNlDADSF-1018):/X/ indef singlplu <—>/Xmohodo/flsjflgdefspecific and respectable X’

Imontril ‘minister’ <-> -cqj /montrimohodo/ ‘the minister’

1iti/oddhapok1 ‘professor’ i ./odd’apokmohodo’7 ‘the professor’

Things are not so clear-cut with words like Jf lsromik! ‘worker’ or

lciatrol ‘student’. They represent neithet professions 0f high tank like

‘minister’ and nor professions 0f very 10w tank like ‘thief’ and we may calI

such words as ‘words expressing professions of mid-rank’. Not ail speaker

hearers of ESB nowadays wouid accept the NP MClI lsromik dut o! ‘the

two wotkers’ but many of them would probably accept [iI !sromikta/ ‘the

worker’. The reason behind this seems to the following: at the phrasai level,

speakers have a choice between /sromik duto! and xJfN ‘N

!sromik dujon! ‘the two workers’ but at the morphological level, they do

not have any choice. Uniike in Assamese, one of the sister languages of

Bengali, *!sromikjon! is not acceptable in Bengali (cf. Dasgupta).
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Words expressing professions 0f mid-rank do flot have access to (14):

*/srOmikmohodDY/ the worker’ or Ic’atromohod&’7 ‘the

student’ are flot generaIly acceptable. As I have mentioned above, speakers

generally map these words onto (4-5). But ‘+ human’ outputs of these

strategies aiways connote some kind of iack of respect vis à vis the

concerned profession or the person. Speakers who are aware of this

semantic nuance and do flot have the intention to show such disrespect, map

profession words onto (15). Words expressing professions of high-rank can

also be mapped onto this ‘neutral’ strategy.

15. (NNDI1D1 019) IXIn sing, inuef*/XIn.singuet ‘the IX!

Ic’atro/ student’ wîz /chatro/ the student’

/montri/ mini ster’ wtt Irnontri/ the minister

According to Dasgupta (366) “Numerais and count quantifiers use the same

classifiers and treat them in the same way: /onegulo kham/ ‘many-Gulo

enveIope(s, fkoyEkjon mohila/ ‘some-Jon wom(e)n”. But we can note

that some count quantifiers like fkokI ‘a few’ can be mapped onto (4-

6) and (11) along with the numerals but not ail numerals and ail count

quantifiers have access to the same strategies. For example, rcr /onek/

‘many’ cannot be mapped onto (10) in ESB: I*anekti/ (however, in some

dialects spoken around Dhaka Ionektil is acceptable). On the other hand,

/onek/ ‘many’ and the inclusive counUmass quantifier IobI ‘ail’ can

be mapped onto (13) whereas numerals do not have access to this

strategy. (4)
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If /onekl ‘many is mapped onto (9), the output /onekta/ ‘a big

portion’ has rather a ‘mass’ reading. On the other hand, mass quantifiers like
/hanjk/ ‘some/a small portion’, Jkic”u/ ‘a few’, etc. have no

access to (10) */1haniktiI *fkicl1uti/. Uncountable nouns (which usually

denote objects that lack structure) like /dud’V ‘milk’ and fl1 /pani/ ‘water’

can be mapped onto (4) (e.g. /dudhta/ ‘milk’ and flfi Ipanital ‘water’)

but not onto (5) (e.g. Idudhtil ‘the milk’ and *f Ipanitil ‘the

water’). Apparently, uncountable nouns cannot be mapped onto (5) and (10).

For Dasgupta, /ti/ would be more segmental and ‘individuative’ compare to

/ta/ and therefore, it can be claimed that (6) and (10) induce a ‘+segmental’

(cf. Dasgupta) and/or ‘+ structure’ (cf. Bhattacharja forthcoming-1) feature to

their outputs. This clearly shows that i) /ti/ is not a free variation of Ital and

ii) (5) and (10) must be part of Bengali morphology.

Accotding to Dasgupta, count quantifiers like /onek/ ‘many’ cannot be

used with classifiers like Ijonl. But as far as ESB is concerned, words like

Ionekj on! ‘many people’ and fkokjon/ ‘a few people’ are

acceptable and this presupposes the existence of (11). Dasgupta (366)

furiher mentions that “on)y some speakers have /me’edujon/, !me31etinjon/

for ‘the two/three girls’. Speakers who lack this option are forced to use

Im&’edutol ‘girl-two-Ta’ and the like, with the default classifier” (The IPA

transcription is ours). As far as ESB is concerned, the NP it

/m&’edujon/ ‘two girls’ is rare although ii ri fbhodromohiladujon/
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‘two ladies’ is quite frequent. On the other hand, is

iess acceptable compare to ti ImeedutoI ‘two girls’.

Interrogative pronoun/adjective ‘i fkotaI ‘how many’, classified numeral Øi

Iduto/ ‘two-To’ and the ‘true diminutive’ (cf. Dasgupta) Iekl,uI ‘a little bit’

are words but they cannot be mapped onto any strategy. Count

pronoun/adjective IDnskkotaI ‘many’ and inclusive

pronoun/adjective r’î Isobkota/ ‘ail’ are not words but phrases. Dasgupta

(ibid.) believes that ftkl ‘one’ in the semi-opaque mass quantifier /cktu/

is not an instance of the singular numeral. He considers /ck/ as a homonym

of the numerai used as a mass quantifier like Ikhanik/ and Itu/ as a

classifler-definitive like /tuku/. In fact, ftktul could have been derived from

an older form *ICktUkUI now obsolete but appears in the following Tagore

song. It s not impossible that there was a strategy (/X/num + IXtUkUlmass Q

IEkI ‘one’ -* /cktuku/ ‘a little bit’) in the morphology of Old Bengali.

C1 fÎr5,
... (ft51, 2r, W. 4Ti-fr)

/ktuku cliôa lage, Ektuku kotha Suai!

(a littie bit) (touch) (is feit) (a littie bit) (speech) (having heard)

Translation: When I hear a littie bit of (your) words, it touches me a Iittle bit.

The definiteness as well as the specificity of a word can be determined by its

morphology i.e. through its mapping on to a particular strategy. However, we

do not deny the fact that a NP can also have the same features through

some syntactic device like move ci. This said, according to the minimalist

point of view (cf. Chomsky 1995) word formation is completed before
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merging and at the syntax level, words can check their features either by

moving or by sending a copy of themseives to the specific site (specAgrP) in

L(ogicai F(orm).

8.1.2. Gender

Except for some tare Sanskrit nouns, adjectives generally do not

‘infiectionally agree’ with the noun they qualify (cf. Chatterji 1945 (1988),

Dasgupta 2003). Therefore, Dasgupta (367) argues that unlike West-Indic

languages iike Hindi, Bengali exhibits no grammatical gender phenomena at

ail”. However, I have found 22 strategies for forming words belonging to

different gender categories and therefore, I argue that Bengali has

grammatical gender but it does flot generally exhibit inflectional agreement.

Some of these ‘gender-changing’ strategies are presented below:

16. (NNMFSBSF-984) !XaI masc > IXi! fem ‘feminine 0f !XaI

i.i t’ai paternal uncle’ ÷->it Ij ii ‘wife cf the paternai uncie’

ii’fl Imamal ‘maternai uncle’ -> rrt Imamil ‘wife of the maternai uncie’

17. (NNMFSBSF-985) IXokI masc IXikafn, fem ‘feminine cf /Xok/

I ikk1’okl ‘teacher’ frfii IÇ ikkhika/ ‘woman teacher’

Ttf /oddhapakl ‘professor’ 1&t /oddhapika! ‘lady professor’

18. (NNMFSVADSR-969) IXCI masc > IXC]mfl, fem ‘feminine of 1X01

1I [kri an! ‘farmer’ -> /kri ani! ‘wife cf a fermer’

1cfl/kiÇorI’teen-age boy’ girl’
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19. (NNMFADSJ974) IX!n, masc “‘V IXboMI fem ‘feminine cf IX!

Imucil ‘cobbler’ -> fzÏ /mucibo! ‘wife cf a cobbler’

ti !jelel ‘fisherman’-> cîccic1 /je1ebO/ wife cf a fisherman’

20. (NNMFADPJ975)/)(/nmascineu -> /mohi1aX/ rem’feminine of 1X1

Ikobil ‘poet’ ÷- nïf Imohulakobi/ ‘poetess’

/pu1i/ ‘policeman’ -> lii f’t !mohilapuli I ‘policewoman’

21. (NNMFID-991): IXIn masc <—> /X/n fem ‘feminine of X’

fr Iikkhok1 ‘teacher’ -÷ fr’w !Sikkhok! ‘teacher’

Iod’apokI ‘professor’ -* /oddhapok/ ‘professor’

Due to some changes in the soclo-linguistic awareness (cf. Dasgupta 2003),

words like irfrî Iodd’’apikaI ‘lady professor’ and ftIÎ /Sikk’ikaI

‘woman teacher’ have become less popular nowadays. This means that

feminine words denoting professions of high tank are mapped onto the

strategy (21) rather than (17) and the latter has apparently lost some of its

productivity. However, no such ‘change in preference’ has yet been noticed

regarding words expressing profession like fiff /mohi1pu1i/ (20). I

am not sure whether the wife of a cobblet would like to be called

1muciboV (19) but I have noticed that if somebody uses the wotd fiM[i

Imohilakobil (20), the referent usually feels insulted.

22. (NNMFSBSF-986) IXaIn masc > /Xri/, fem ‘feminine cf IXaI

tri fnetal ‘leader’ ÷-* tÏ Inetril ‘woman leader’

‘zifc /obhineta! ‘actor’ <-* /obhinetri/ ‘actress’
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Many ‘profession nouns’ like /montri/ ‘minister’ or /daktarl

‘doctor’ described as masculine in traditional grammars have in fact become

neuter. It is still too early to predict whether ail such nouns wiii be affected by

this tendency in the near future because we can also note that some femaie

profession nouns like tr Inetril ‘woman leader’ or /ob”inetri/

‘actress’ are as popular as their masculine counterpart and therefore (22)

remains as productive as before.

8.1.3. Number

According to Dasgupta (1985:38) “the number-like category that Bangla

nouns manifest is Aggregation, a contrast between individual and collective

modes of aggregating or considering entities, not the better studied Number

dimension, which contrasts singular, plural, and sometimes dual and other

rare Numbers (trial, paucal)” and therefore, “the notion of Number plays no

role in Bangla grammar.” Dasgupta believes that both iI fkolomta/ ‘the

pen’ and Ijoltal ‘the water’ manifest ‘individual aggregation’ whereas

‘iTtTT /kolomgulo/ ‘the pens’ manifest ‘collective aggregation’ rather than

plural ity.

23. (NNSPADSF-945): /X/n)pron/adj sing, indef <> IXgU1OIn,ron plu, def ‘plural of IX?

[koloml ‘pen’ -> /kolomgulo/ ‘the pens’

Tfl [lobai0? ‘good’ -> /b’’aiogu1o/ ‘the good ones’

However, I have found 29 strategies for forming nouns belonging to the

categories of singular and plural. Therefore, I argue, following Chatterji (1945

(1988)) and Azad (1983), that Bengali has these two numbers. However, as
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is the case with Gender, neither verbs nor adjectives agree with nouns for

Number.

24. (NNSPSBSF-961) IXo4, sing -> /Xabo1i/ 1’plural cf IXo/’

tï /dri Sol ‘scene’ <-> ‘B1t /dri55aboli/ ‘collection cf scenes/scenery’

/potro/ ‘letter’ -* tt lpotrabolil ‘letters’

25. (NNSPADSJ-956) /X/n, sing <-> /Xguccho/n 1’aggregate plural cf IX!’

i Ipu5po/ ‘flower’ <-> lpuSpoguccho/ ‘bunch cf flowers’

/prostab/ ‘proposition’ -* 1w /prostabguccho/ ‘propositions’

26. (NNSPSVADSF94I) IXCIn sing <-> lXCeraln ‘plural cf /X0/’

Id.,akat/ ‘robber’ -> 1tfl Id,akatera / ‘robbers’

fr/Sikkhok1 ‘teacher’ ÷fIciit/Sikkhokera/ ‘teachers’

We agree with Dasgupta that some cf the plural outputs cf these ‘number

changing’ strategies e.g. ldri55aboli/ ‘collection cf scenes/scenery’

in (24) or /pu5pogucc’o/ ‘bunch cf flcwers’ in (25) show aggregaticn

rather than plurality but there are others like /ko lomgulo/ ‘the pens’

in (23) or fiwii / ikk’okera/ ‘teachers’ in (26) which show plurality rather

than aggregation. Therefore, it can be claimed that aggregate and plural

nouns are formed with different strategies in Bengali.

(23) changes both number and definiteness feature cf the noun, or to

describe the fact à la Dasgupta (2003:367), this strategy “combines the

positional definiteness with plurality.” Words like i1 /kolomgulo/ ‘the

pens’ and /ebi1gu1o/ ‘tables’ are endowed with ‘+plural’ and
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‘+definite’ features among others and these words can be formed by

mapping words like Jkolom/ ‘pen’ and t1r /tebil/ ‘table’ onto (23). The

difference between the words mapped onto (23) and (27) is that the former

are definite whereas the latter are generally indefinite but can have a definite

reading in some contexts.

Some of the number-changing strategies may seem to ‘feature-coded’ which

means that oniy a certain category 0f flOUfl can be mapped onto them. For

example, only +human nouns have access to (26) and (27) and nouns

denoting an honorable profession are generally mapped onto (28). But there

is no hard and fast cule in this regard and as far as my competence in ESB is

concerned, I map nouns like /kolom/ ‘pen’ or /jontro/ ‘machine’

onto (26) and (27) respectively if the referents of these nouns are imagined

as living beings.

27. (NNSPSBSF962) /XOin sing <—> iXeraI plu ‘plural of IXo/’

wrt Ichat roi ‘student’ —> ron Ichatreral ‘students’

?fT !S°nnoi ‘soldier’ -> iïfl /Sonnera! ‘soldiers’

28. (NNSPADSF943) !XJ sing <* 1X90 fin plu ‘plural of IX!’

j. /addhapokl ‘professor’ <- !addhapokgon/ ‘professors’

/mont ri! ‘minister’ <-> dtt Imontrigon/ ‘ministers’

If we compare (24) and (29) on the hand and (26) and (27) on the other, we

can note that ail the words ending in Iaboli/ or /eraI6 cannot be derived

through the same process of concatenation as it is often claimed in atomistic

descriptions.
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29. (NNSPSVADSF-940) IXC4 -> /XCabol il, ‘plural of IXCI’

i Igunl ‘quality’ ‘rr /gunaboli/ ‘qualities’

frr Ini?omI ‘rule’ 1wi /niomabo li! ‘rules’

A noun like I /gunl ‘quality’ or Ini’omI ‘rule’ mapped onto (29) have

also access to the default strategy (23) but flot ail words mappable onto (23)

can be mapped onto (24), (25) or (29). It may seem that such strategies are

restricted to ‘highly coded’ Sanskrit words (cf. Ravanam 2002) like tf

/pupo/ ‘flower’ or’xi Idrijo/ ‘scene’ and it is true that a good number of

such words do not have access ta (23). Nevertheiess, f /gun/ ‘quaiity’, Tri

/nP’om/ ‘rule, Iprostabl ‘proposition’, etc. are ail words of Sanskrit

origin and they can be perfectly mapped onto (23). in my view, ail wotds of

generai use whether they are coded or not have access to the default

strategy if they satisfy the formai and semantic criteria.

30. (NNSPID-939): IX/ sing <-+ /X/n, ‘plural of IX!’

ctt ‘boat’ cfli Inoka! ‘boats’

[bD! ‘book’ <—>/ba/’books’

As Bengali does not aiiow quantification and pluralization in the same noun

phrase, words formed with (30) are used with quantifiers in phrases like

/onek boI ‘many books’ (*/onek boJguli/).

8.1.4. Case morphology

8.1.4.1. Noun and othercategories

‘Case’ can be defined tram semantic, morphological and functional point of

view and often these three different point views are mingled with each other

in traditional grammars and as a resuit, ‘case’ has apparently become an
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ambiguous ‘term’. Following Paninian ideas as refiected in pedagogicai
Sanskrit grammars, Bengali grammarians have described ‘case’ only as a
semantic property of the noun. Each case has its bibhakti or the (case)
marker aithough the case-hood does flot necessarily depend on the formai or
morphoiogicai marking cf the noun.

In Bengali, three cases are marked morphologicaliy: i. locative ii. accusative-
dative or ‘objective’ (cf. Dasgupta 2003) or ‘compiemental’ and iii. genitive. A
WWM view would be that iike any other morphological marking, words are
case-marked through their mapping onto various strategies (31-37).

Accusative

31. (NNCCADSF992) /X1 nom lXke1 acc/dat’IXI used as experiencer or goal’

zi 1meeI ‘girl’, ‘daughter’ ÷-> ci /meeke/ ‘to the girl’/giriacc’

/rikl Rik’ Irikkel ‘to Rk’/’Rkacc’

Genetive

32. (NNCCADSVSF993) /XV/n nom IXVP!n gen ‘0f /XV/’

rn Ij ama/ ‘shirt’ <- Ij aman ‘cf the shirt’

[kukurgulo! ‘dogs’ /kukurgulon/ ‘of the dogs’

33. (NNCCADSVSF994) IXCI, sng, nom —> /Xerfn sng, gen ‘0f IXC/’

15 ikkhokl ‘teacher’ -÷ rt 15 ikkhoken/ ‘cf (the) teacher’

t5fl /cganI ‘chair’ -> rr /c9aren/ ‘cf (the) chair’

34. (NNCCADSF-995) /Xlnipron, sing, nom IXderln,pron. gen, 1’of X’

frr I5ikkhokl ‘teacher’ ÷-> i’icîi /5ikk’okden/ ‘cf (the) teachers’
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ff Inij e! ‘himseif’ <-> mi] ederi ‘cf themseives

Locative

35. (NNCCSVADSF-997) !XaI nom /Xa!10’in !XaI’

iii IdakaI ‘the city cf Dhaka’ <-> iiNii Idak&’! ‘in the city cf Dhaka’

tt Itakal ‘money’ ÷- Nflï /tak&”I ‘in mcfley’

36. (NNCCSVADSF-999) IXV! -> /XVte! nom oc’ifl /XV!’

!bari! ‘house’ <-> !barite! ‘in the house’

/hjç/ ‘the city cf Dhaka’ ÷-* Idjakate/ ‘in the city cf Dhaka’

37. (NNCCSVADSF-998) IXC!n nom !XCeI, 0’in /X0/’

1t? /baj an ‘market’ <-> /baj are! ‘in the market’

wr !aka1! ‘morning’ rir Iaka1eI ‘in the morning’

Postpositions, adverbs and Wh-pronouns cf time can aiso be marked with

genitive case through their mapping onto the foliowing strategies. However,
in the present work, the right-hand output of (38-40) are considered as
adjectives.

38. (Pro/AdvADS F-404) IX!adv 4* /XkaT!adj cf IX!’

!tokhon/ ‘then’ !tok’onkan/ ‘cf that time’

[kobe! ‘when’ -> [kobekan! ‘cf when’

39. (AUvAADS F-405) !Xke/advetb * !XkfIacj ‘cf X’

rîï /ajkel ‘today’ /ajkenl ‘cf today’

/kalke! ‘tomcrrcw’ -> [kalken/ ‘cf tcmorrow’
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40. (PAADSF-418) -> /Xer/adj ‘0f X

/oijgeI ‘with’ <-> /soijger/ ‘cf today’

1I Ipichcnel ‘behind’ <-* fi Ipichonerl ‘cf behind’

Two other cases: iv. Ablative and y. Instrumental are syntactically i.e.

periphrastically marked with a postposition. There are two types cf

postpositions in Bengali:

Type-1: The complement cf these postpositions does net bear any case

marker, e.g. c Igaci thekef ‘from the tree’; 1tî /c’uri diel

‘with a knife’

Type-2: The complement of these postpositions bears the case marker cf

genitive, e.g. ‘fl’t [barir paSe/ ‘beside the house’,

[bondhur axjge/ ‘with a friend’

As the postpositions and their complement nouns are separate words,

sequences like /gach t’eke/ or [bond’ur orjge/ should be considered

as phrase and therefore, should not, in principle, concern morphoIogy.7

In most atomistic descriptions, every case-word must bear a case-ending. In

absence of any visible marker, the noun is described to bear zero-ending or

zero-affixation (shunya bibhakti). In a WWM description, the words marked

with zero affixation are mapped onto strategies that involve the mechanism

cf identity (e.g. 40-41 and also 45-46) and thus, we can do without the theory

internaI hypothetical entity cf zero.
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I dentity

41. (NNCCIDJOO6) IXIn nom <-> 1X1n,acc’1X1 used as patient’

/kaporl ‘cloth’ -* î9I /kaporl ‘cloth’ (used as direct object)

/kukurl ‘dog’ ÷- [kukur/ ‘dog’ (used as direct object)

42. (NNCC1D1005) lXln nom “> lX1100 ‘fl IX!

tî [baril ‘house’ <—> Tf [bari/ ‘house’

15N5 ldhakal ‘Dhaka city’ -> irî /dhaka/ ‘Dhaka city’

Case marking in Bengali is anomalous and some of the exampies

representing the anomaly would be the following: j) the zero-marker and one

of the three markers 0f locative (Xe) are used in ail cases (cf. Chatterji 1945

(1988); ii) the nominative remains usually unmarked, but in some cases, if

may bear the marker of genitive, locative and objective case (43a-c) and iii)

the case-ending of genitive plural [derJ as in ccc /m&Teder/ ‘of girls’ can

also be used with accusative plural (44a-b).

43a. ct I 42 b. rrrn cr 42c. r1rt c

[amar jete hobe] [ama jete hobeJ [amake jete hobe]

(Igen) (have to go) (l) (have to go) (lacc) (have to go)
Tr.: I have to go. Tr.: I have to go. Tr.: I have to go.

44a. cc 43b. cc/ci

[meeder skul] [meeder]l[meederke cl.,ako]

(g irlsgen) (school) (g irlsgen) (girls80) (callmp)

Tr.: Girls’ school. Tr.: Cali the girls.
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Ail such problems of anomalous cases can be soived with strategies invoiving

the mechanism cf identity. The case-ending [Y] is used in locative and ail the

other cases except genitive, because the speaker-hearers activate the

strategy (45) or (47) when he needs to form words endowed with such cases.

The accusative plural words get the ending cf genitive when such words are

mapped on to (46). Therefore, anomalous case-endings resuit from the

mapping of the words onto strategies that involve the mechanism cf identity.

Morphology cannot and need flot answer to the question why nouns have

anomalous case. It can only describe how they get it.

45. (NNCCIDJ 011) !X!n, nani, oc -* IXln,inani, instr/abUnom/obj ‘the referent cf IX! used as

instrument’
ph3Oy/ ‘in power’ wti /k’omotal ‘with power’

/oSodhe/ ‘in medicine’ -> it /o’od’e/ ‘with medicine’

46. (NNCCID1 010) !X!n, gen. pi (adj posa) <> IXI, dat. i!XI used as receiver or goal’

ccicîi !m&’eder! ‘of the girls!daughters’ É—> ccci !meederI ‘girls!daughters

(used as direct object)’

1ztw Iciat roder! ‘cf students’ -> Ichat roder! ‘students (used as direct

object)’

47. (ProASBSF—448) /Xar/adj (poss)/pron, sing, gen <> !X&’Ipron, sing, acc/dat ‘cf the person(s)

referred to in IXa!’

5ff1T Iamarl ‘my’ ÷-> 1’rrT Iam&’I ‘to me’

tÎN Itomari ‘your’ -* Trî Itomal ‘to me’

Atomistic descriptions can hardiy show how the genitive forms like

Ic’’atrer/ it ‘cf (the) student’ or /Sonner/ icii ‘of (the) soldier’ could
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have derived from the word [chat ro] ‘studenf or i /.o3nno/ ‘soidier’.

According to the ruies of sandhi in Bengali (cf. Chatterji 1945 (1988)), the

concatenation of the stem /c’’atroI and the suffix [er] cannot resuit in

Iciatrerl. in our view, (48) expiains more satisfactoriiy the formation of the

words like 1tt Ic”atrerl ‘of (the) student’ or Ziii ISonnerI ‘0f (the)

soid ier’.

48. (NNCCSBSF-1005) /X0/n, sing. nom IXerI, sing, gen ‘ofIXoi’

ichat roi ‘student’ Ichatref/ ‘0f (the) student’

in!onnoI ‘soldier’ —iii ISonnerl ‘cf (the) soidier’

Dasgupta (2003) has mentions that nouns ending in [o], for exampie,

/Sukro/ ‘Venus’ can show formai irreguiarities in genitive: ISukrerl

but aiso /Sukror/ ‘of Venus’. We accept /Sukror/ to be a word in regionai

variations of Bengali, e.g. Chittagonian or Syiheti, but not in Standard

Bengali. However, neither of these forms is irregular, because I5ukrerl can

be mapped onto (48) and ISukror/ onto (32).

49. (NNSVCCADSF-996): /Xderi,00 plu, gen iXderkeln,pron, pi. acc ‘IXderI ‘used

as experiencer or receiver’

lsic1i Ichatroderl ‘0f (the) students’ -> ciic 10h atroderkel ‘to

(the) students’

{c’c’ii Inijederl ‘ofthemselves’ ÷- fcciici /nijederke/ ‘ta themseives’

If we look at words iike /chatroderkelacc, plural ‘to students’, we wiii

find two different case-endings: L [der] (genitive plural) and [keJ (accusative
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singular) concatenated ta the base noun [ciatroJ. There are three in

cciçic /nijederke/ j) [e] ii) [der], iii) [ke]. it is clear that Iciatroderkel

cannot be formed from /ciatrol because there is no case ending like

*[defkel In the same way, /nijederke/ cannot be formed with [ni]] and

[ederke]. Therefore, these words must have been formed form the word

Iti Ic’atroderI cf the students’ and fcsrc /nijeder/ ‘cf

our/them/yourselves’ but atomistic case theories can seldom aliow such a

derivation.

8.1.4.2. Pronouns

Personal pronouns in Bengali are socio-Iinguistically spread out on a scale of

formality (cf. Dasgupta 2003). The three second persans that Dasgupta

describes as i) Intimate (/tu”i/), ii) Neutral ([tumiJ) and iii) Formai ([apniJ)

are labeled in our description as Intimate/Derogative, InformaI and Formai

respectively. Intimate-derogative /tu/ is used in situations of intimacy

(between two persans cf the same age), affection, disrespect or anger (cf.

Chatterji 1945 (1988))(8).

Table-X: 2nd person pronouns in Bengali

Singular Plural

intimatelDerogative [tu i] [t or a]

Informai [tumiJ [tomra]

Formai [apniJ [apnaraJ

Following Dasgupta (1992, 2003) we can put the third person pronouns into

three different categories in Bengali: i) Proximai [e] ‘(s)he near me’, ii)
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Distal [o] ‘(s)he far from me’ and iii) Sequent t [eJ ‘(s)he who is not

present here’. Therefore, Bengali 3rd persons combine two different scales: i)

the deictic scale and ii) the scale of formaiity. As we can see below, ail these

pronouns have their formai and plural counterparts.

Table-XI: 3rd person pronouns in Bengali

Third Person Proximal Distal 5equent (Non-deictic)

Informai [e] [o] [se]
Singular

Formai [mi] [uni] [t juil

informai [eraJ [ora] [tara]
Plu rai

Formai [èra]![enara] [ô ra]! [onara] [tira]

Pronouns in Bengali show number and case differences but atomistic

descriptions fail to yield the derivation of most of the pronominal paradigms.

Words like nrîi [aman ‘my’ and %r [tàder] ‘their’ cannot derive from the

concatenation of some stem and the affix [en] and obviously, suppletion

remains the only solution. But as we can see below, most of the so called

‘suppletive’ pronominal paradigms can be mapped onto morphological

strategies and thus show a pattern regularity. We can also note that the same

pronoun, e.g. fn /apnadenl ‘Y0Utformal’ can be formed with two different

strategies (50-51).

Pronominal strategies

50. (NNCCSBSF—441) !Xralpron piu, nom E—> !Xder!prongen,piu (adj. poss) ‘0f /Xrat

Efl !târa! ‘they formai -> 1 /tàderf ‘their formai’

ftMi /apnara/ ‘YOU tormai’ 4-> /apnader! ‘Y0Utformal’

C
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51 . (NNCCSBSF443) /XT/pron, plu, nom E—> IXderlprongenpiu (adj poss) ‘cf the person

referred to in IXrI as weII as cf some other persons’

ÎI Itori ‘you int/derog E—> cz /toderl yourinudetog

1fTT Iapnar/ yourformal > Iapnaderl yourfotmal

The so-called ‘strong’9 stems like irîc [tomake] ‘te YOUnudim’ are mapped

onto strategies like (52) that involve relatively fully specified variables along

with the mechanism of substitution.

52. (ProPr0CCSMS B-1 01 3): I(C1 )V+hghC2/pron sing nom<>/(Ci )VhighC2ake/pron,sing.

acc/dat ‘/(C1)V+highCg/’ used as goal, experiencer or patient’

/turnil ‘you’ ÷-* ‘oiici /tomake/ you’

!unj/ ‘he formai’ -> nz Ionakel ‘him formai’

Relative pronouns like If [jini] ‘who nom, formaI (53), c [je],’whonom informai’

(54), ci’i [jeta] ‘which’ (57), ‘cuti [jekliane] ‘where’ (55) and interrogative

pronouns like z [ke] ‘WhOnom’ (54), cït [kontaJ ‘WhChnom’ (56), 1fl’T

[koth&uJ ‘where’ (55), etc.. are mapped onto relevant strategies in order to

form different paradigms.

53. (Pr0ACCSBSF-444) /Cifli/pronsing nom >/CTIpron gen (adj poss) ‘0f /Cini/’

1Ftt Ij ifljl ‘OU’ 4> îT Ij TI ‘Y0Uinformal’

ifT Itinil he formai’ <-> ItrI theyforma’

54. (ProProCCSBSF-446) ICe/pton,nom,sjng ICaTIpron,gen (adj poss) ‘0f /0e!’

/j e! ‘who’ ÷-> rt Ij an ‘of whom’

Ike! ‘who’ -> fkanl ‘whose’
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55. (AAdvIProSBSF-407) /XVN+syllbfadv < /XVN+syllbkaf!adi’Of /XVN+SYIIb/’

tr Ij ek’’ ane/ ‘wheregen’ <—> I] ekh ankar/ ‘cf wheregen

[kot’a/ ‘whereinterg’ [kothakar! ‘cf where’

56. (AProADSF-420): /X/adj/pro < IXt aipron the IX! one’

Trt Ibhalol gcod’ -> ttti /b’a1ota/ ‘the good one’

[kon! ‘which’ -> iiï [konIja/ ‘which one’

As table-XII shows, there are equally three demonstrative pronouns:

Proximal [eta] ‘this’, H) Distal ‘ [ot,aJ ‘that’ and iii) Sequent t1 [eta]

‘that which is flot present here’. Demonstrative pronouns can be formed by

mapping the personal pronouns or demonstrative adjectives onto strategies

like (57) and (23).

Table-XII: Demonstrative pronouns in Bengali

Proximal Distal Sequent

Singular [eta] [ota] [Seta]

Plural [egulo] [ogulo] [egu1o]

57. DemProSVADSF-421 J(C)V/dem/relatlve -> I(C)VaI0 the /(C)V/-one’

ISeI ‘that’ <- IÎ IeaI ‘that (sequent) one’

/je/ ‘who’, ‘which /ota/ ‘which’

23. (NNSPADSF-945): /X/n/pron/adj, sing, indef (> /XgU1O/n/pron plu, def ‘plural cf 1X1’

[ko 1cm! pen -* [kolomgulol ‘the pens’

lei this’ ÷-* i /egulo/ ‘these’
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In modem Bengali, tii /tor/ ‘your’ cannot be formed from and ItuI ‘you’

because the strategy that would have related these two words has almost

died. We can hatdly find two pairs to ensure the survival of the following

pattern because of the fact that the pronoun /mu3/ ‘I’ is obsolete in

standard Bengali although it continues to be used in some of the dialects.

58a. ItuI you’ N Itorl ‘your’

58b. Imu/ ‘I’ rr /morl ‘my’

The productivity of the ‘pronominal’ strategies is lexically restricted because

the pronominal paradigms constitute a finite set. According to Singh &

Agnihotri (83) it is pointless to formulate such strategies because they

“cannot be invoked to create new forms.” As far as Bengali is concerned, we

presume that despite the presence of the strategies, pronouns have to be

learned separately. However, we think that such strategies have to be

formulated because i) they can be activated in case of crisis and ii) they are

part of the morphology of Bengali like any other strategy.
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8.2. The morphology of Bengali verbs

8.2.1. Finite forms:

Finite verbal forms are generally endowed with features like Tense, Aspect,

Mood, Person, etc. The essential characteristic of the category of tense is that

it relates the time (present, past or future) of the action, event or state 0f

affairs referred to in the sentence to the time of utterance (cf. Lyons 1968).

Aspect is essentially a matter of how the speaker views the nature of the

event or action: complete, incomplete, continuous or not yet begun (cf. Singh

& Agnihotri). Mood generally reflects the ‘subjective’ involvement of the

speaker in the action or event he refers to, e.g. his emphatic certainty, his

uncertainty or doubt (cf. Lyons), his volition, etc.

Three canonical tenses: 1. Present, 2. Past and 3. Future interact with three

moods in Bengali: 1. the unmarked Indicative (cf. Dasgupta 2003), 2.

Imperative and 3. Subjunctive, and four aspects: 1. Simple, 2. Progressive, 3.

Perfect and 4. HabituaI. This interaction is reflected in the traditional

classification of inflected verbs: a. Present (Simple, Progressive or

Continuative, Perfect or Compietive, Imperative and Subjunctive); b. Past

(Simple, Progressive, Perfect and HabituaI); c. Future (Simple and

Imperative). The verbal morphology of Bengali is opaque vis-à-vis Number:

the same form expresses Singular and Plural (ff [kini]’Ifwe buy’, I

[kine]’he/they buy’). Finite verbs agree with the nominative subject for person

and formaiity (cf. Dasgupta). The second and third person (fI [tiniJ ‘he’)

formaI (‘honorific’ according to Sarkar 1976) have the same verbal form in ail

categories.

Following is a tabular presentation of the verbal paradigms of Bengali. Ihe

verbs used in this table are the following: [kor]’do’, fl [k’a] ‘eat’, iî

[ât rai ‘swim’, ct [de] ‘give’ and [an] ‘bring’.
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Table-XIII: Indicative Present tense forms

Aspect lst 2nd inuderog 2nd informai 2ndl3rd formai 3rd informai

kori koriS koro koren kore

. kha] kha khaw khan kha’Simple

âtra tra traw Stran âtra

di diS daw den de

korchi koTchiS korcho korchen korche
Continuative

orProgressive
khaccii khacchiS khaccho khaccien kacche

Stracchi 5tracchi5 Straccho Stracchen 5tracc’e

dioclii dicchi5 dicchc dicchen dicche

korechi korechiS korecho korec’en koreche

Perfect
kh&’eci kheYecii5 k&’echo kh&’ecten kh&’eche

5trechi 5trechi5 5trecho 5trechen 5treche

diechi di’echiS dPecho diYecien diece

Table-XIV: Indicative Futu te tense fotms

lst 2nd intim7dog 2nd informai 2nd/3rd formai 3rd informai

korbo korbi korbe kDrben korbe

khabo khabi kliabe khaben khabenFuture

Simple 5àtrabo 5trabi 5trabe 5trabe 5traben

debo dibi debe debe deben
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Table-XV: Indicative Past tense forms
Aspect lst 2nd intimlderog 2nd informai 2nd/3rd formai 3rd informai

koriam korli korie korien korlo

Simple
khelam kheii kheie kte1en kheio

traiam âtra1i tra1e tra1en tra1o

dilam diii due diien duo

korchhiiam korchuli(S) korc1i1e korc1iien korc’i1o
Continuous

or
khacchilam khacci1i(S) khacchile khacchulen khacchilo

Progressive Stracc’i1am tracchiii() Sâtracciuie tracchi1en tracchi1o

dicchulam dicchi1i() dicchile dicchiien dicchuio

korechhilam korechu1i() korechile korechilen koreclulo
Perfect

kleYechhi1am kh&zecthiii(S) kheYechuie k1eec1i1en k1eeciio

trecc1iiam trechhuui(S) Strec1iie trechhiien treclhiio

diecchuiam di’echuii(S) diechuie diechuien diechu1o

kortam kortiÇ korte korten korto

Habituai khetam k1eti() khete k1eten kheto

tratam trati(S) trate Sâtraten trato

ditam diti() dite diten dito

Table-XVI: Imperative Present and Future tense forms
Prese nt

lst 2nU 2nd 2nd13rd 3rd informai
intim/derog informai formai

kor koro korenfkorun

k’a klaw khan

tra traw tran

den daw din
an ano anen/anun

Future
koriS koro korben koruk

k’a kheYo k1aben/k1&’en k1ak

traS Sâtrio âtrabenIStrien trak

diS dio deben/?dPcn dik
ani5 eno anbenl?enen anuk
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Table-XVII: Subjunctive forms
Present

lst 2nd intim/ 2nd 2nd/3rd 3rd 3rd
derog informai formai formai informai

- -

- korun koruk
khan khak

tran trak

din dik

anun anuk

Although the Bengali verbal system is generaily described (cf. Chatterji 1945

(1988), Chafferjee 1960 and Dasgupta 2003) as not having any Subjunctive,

I believe that there are at least two verbal forms that can be recognized as

Subjunctive in Bengali: ¶s [kinuk] ‘let him (informai) buy’ and f* [kinunJ

‘let him (formai) buy’. Chatterji and Dasgupta have described these forms as

imperatives and Chatterjee as imperative/optative, but I feel that they are

better labeled as subjunctive for the following reasons:

1. Ihey reflect the volition or wish of the speaker rather than a

precise order.

2. Orders or advice are NOT generally given in the third person in

ESB.

3. If we put imperatives on a scale of naturalness: 2 person > 1st

person plural > 3rd person, the most natural of the imperatives would

be the 2d person, whereas the 3rd person wouid be the least. The 1st

person plural imperative is more natural as compared to the 3td

person and it is recognized as an imperative form in French. Bengali

grammarians do not even consider the 1st person plural as an

imperative and, therefore, a 3rd person imperative can hardly be

justified in Bengali.
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4. As far as ESB is concerned, the formai variation is allowed in the

imperative:[kinen]/[kenenJ/[kinun] ‘bUyimp 2nd person formai but not in the

subjunctive: [kiflUflJsubj 3rd person formai and ‘[kiflukJsubj 3rd person informai ‘let

him buy’.

5. Semantically similar forms are Iabeled as ‘subjunctive’ in other

languages. For example in French, /kinuk/ and fkinun/ would be

translated with a subjunctive verbal form: ‘qu’il achète’ meaning ‘let him

buy’.

8.2.2. Non-fïnite forms

There are 5 types of non-finite verbal forms in Bengali. They have been given

different names in the literature which will be discussed below, but to start

with, leVs calI them in the following way:

Table-XVIII: Different verbals in Bengali

a-verbal te-verbal le-verbal e-verbal onto-verbal

/pzral !porte/ /porle/ /pore/ M..ubonto/

‘to read’ ‘to tead ‘if (somebody) reads ‘having read ‘sinking’

Non-finite forms of Bengali verbs do flot fit the well-known categories of the

European grammatical tradition such as Infinitive, Participle and Gerund: in

English and French, j) participles can be used as modifiers of nouns

(adjectival function); iii) in French, gerunds can be used as circumstantial

complements (adverbial function) whereas in English, gerunds can be used

as subject and complement of verbs (argument function); iv) in French

present participles cannot be used as subject and compiement, only infinitives

ca n.
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Table-XIX: Function-based distribution of non-finite verbals in eneral
Complement

Verbals Subject of transitive of modal Adjectival Adverbial
verb verb

Infinitive q q q
Present participle q

Gerund q q q
Past participle q q

Bengali verbals ending in [a] can modify a noun (58) and can also be used as

the subject or the complement of an inflected verb (60 & 62). However, they

cannot be used as the complement of modals (61). Verbals ending in [te] can

be used as the complement of modals (61), but cannot be used as the subject

in a sentence (60). Verbal forms ending in [ont o] (59) are undoubtedly present

participles, but they have a very limited use. Two other verbals ending in [le]

(63) and [e] (64) can only be used as adverbials.

58. 1/M ni i 59.

[]hora(*jhorte) pataJ [dubanto jahai]
(fallen) (leaves) (sinking) (ship)

Tu.: Fallen leaves. Tr.: Sinking ship.

60. mrrï î/*c ‘leurn i

[bc’am kora(*korte) Sast’er jonne bhalo]

(physical exercise) (to do) (health) (for) (good)
Tr.: Physical exercise is good for a persons health.

61. rrft ii *91I9f flti

[ami ba1a ba porte(*pora) pari]
(I) (Bengali) (book) (te read) (can)

Tr.: I can read bocks written in Bengali.
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62. rtf I

[ami bo pora/porte POChOndO kori]

(I) (bock) (te read) (preference) (do)
Tr.: I like to read bocks.

63. 9iw

[boa porle Sikhte parbe]

(bock) (if read) (to Iearn) (you can)
Tr.: You can Iearn if ycu read bocks.

64.

[o bo pore futbol khela Sikhecie]

(he) (book(s)) (having read) (football) (game) (has learned)
Tr.: He iearned how to play football by reading bocks.

Table-XX: Function-based distribution of non-finite verbals in Bengali
Complement

Verbals Subject of transitive of modal verb Adjectival Adverbial
verb

a-verbal q q q q
te-verbal q q q
le-verbal q
e-verbal q

onto-verbal q

However, Bengali grammarians have tried their best te accommodate the

terms cf European grammatical tradition in the description cf the infinite

verbal forms of Bengali. Chatterji (1926 (1988)) gives different names to the

same verbal and aise mentions that the same form is used as different

verbals. Chatterji (1005) argues that [e] and [lei verbals are conjunctives or

absolutives: “there are twc indeclinable Conjunctives, or Gerunds, in Bengali,

one ending in n -iya- (>Standard Ccii. -e- with mutation cf preceding

vowel), the other in -ile- (>Standard Cou. t -le- with accompanying
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mutation through influence of the -i-).’ Elsewhere Chatterji (1002, 1014)

describes the same [e] verbals as Past Passive participle.

Chatterji (1005) mentions that there are two [te] verbals in Bengali: Present

participle and Infinitive which are subject to confusion with one another to

such an extent that “it is at times difficult to decide which form it really is.”

When Chatterji (1014) argues that Infinitives are in fact “the verbal noun put in

the locative”, it becomes clear that he is basically concerned with the

diachronic morphology and/or with etymology and not with the morphology of

the verbals of Bengali.

Dasgupta (2003), on the other hand, has blended the European terms into

gerciple (Gerund-Participle) or ïnfiniciple (Infinitive-Participle) and has tried to

fit Bengali verbals to his chimerical categories. Although Dasgupta’s gerciple

(e.g. /pora/ or /jhora/) can be used as argument (ex-1) and also modifier

(ex-4), his inflniciple ([e.g. Ijhortel) cannot be used as modifier and therefore

it has nothing to do with participle. Following Chatterji, Dasgupta labels fkine/

‘having bought’ as conjunctive participle. In our view, the form is conjunctive,

there is no doubt about that, but as Chatterji mentions, there are other

conjunctive forms in Bengali like Rcci fkinle/ ‘if bought’ and fc fkintel ‘to

buy’ and one may ask why the latter cannot be called conjunctive participle as

well. I do not understand how i4i Ikine/ ‘having bought’ and i’i /kinle/ ‘if

bought’ can be labeled padiciple because these forms are used neither as

modifier nor as argument. Dasgupta’s dependent Gerund: Jkinbar/ fRIi ‘for

buying, to buy’ is in my view the genitive form of the argument verbal t
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o
[kena? ‘to buy’ which aiso has a (phonetically) well-behaved free variant: r.

fkenar/’for buying, to buy’.

In this work, I have put aside ail the preexisting categotical labels as weIl as

their fusions and following Azad (1984) and Bhattacharja (1998), would like

to describe the non-finite forms simply as verbals. Thete are fout different

types 0f verbais in Bengali:

. (ii)
Table-XXI: Bengali verbals

Argument Complement Conditional Perfective

verbal verbal verbal verbal

/koral [korte] [korle] [kore]

‘to do’ ‘to do’ ‘if done’ ‘having done’

/khaM1al /khete/ Jkhele/ /khee/

.n’3’n tI

‘ta eat’ ‘to eat’ ‘if eaten’ ‘having eaten’

[Sajano] [5ajate] [5ajale] [SajieJ

tTfl flTIt’T iîc

‘ta decorate’ ‘to decorate’ ‘if decorated’ ‘having decorated’

Aithough [a]-verbals share most of the features of the infinitive of European

languages, I do not understand why aimost ail the grammarians of Bengali

(including writers of language manuais) have described [te]-verbais as

infinitives. When Ferguson (1945) and Sarkar (1976b) label [aJ-verbals as

‘verbal noun’, we agree with them but infinitives are aiso described as verbal

nouns in European grammars. There is no doubt that [a]-verbals are nouns

because they allow classifier-definitive [ta] to be ‘ciiticized’ ta them: rT

fkara-ta/ ‘the doing’. As nouns can have the function of argument and SO

can [a]-verbals, I cail them ‘argument verbals’.
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Although [teJ-verbals share al least one of their features with infinitives and

can have different other uses shown below, they cannot be nouns because

they do not allow classifier-definitive [ta] to be concatenated to them:

*[karteta] They can be used neither as subjects (60) nor as modifiers (58).

They are often used as complement of verbs (61 & 62) and therefore, they

can reasonably be called ‘complement verbal’.

65. iï rr iitffii ciit I

[amra rat barota gitar bajanote/bajano uni regechen]

(we) (nght) (12o’clock) (guitar) (to play) (he) (become angry)

Tr.: He became angry because we were playing guitar at mid-night.

66.riî cc ïi

[amta khete bhaloJ

(the mango) (to eat) (good)
Tr.: This mango tastes good.

67.rrfir ‘

[ami oke bajare jete dwkhechi]

(I) (him) (to the market) (to go) (have seen)
Tr.: I have seen him going to the market.

However, I do not ignore the fact that argument verbals can also be used as

complement of some verbs (62) but that use is perfectly in keeping with the

categorical property of the nouns they belong to. Argument verbals can have

a locative form ending in [tel or [Y] which is used as adverbial 10 denote a

cause (65). As (66) and (67) show, complement verbals can have an

adverbial use as well (cf. Sarkar 1976b).
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8.3. Verbal morphology in light of WWM

8.3.1: Verb formation strateg les

VVVVM proposes multiple ways of achieving the same morphological change

(cf. Singh and Agnihotri 1997). The complement verbal fkortel ‘to do’ can

be formed either from the word 1ko ri ‘do’, or from ic fkortol ‘he used to

do’, or from fkorii ‘I do’ or even from fkorte/ ‘you used to do’ itself.

Adjunction-Deletion

68. (\J\JADSMSF—1 1 59):iXVhjghCiv pres imp, 2nd intim/derog <—> 1XV+highCteIv habit past, 2nd inform

‘n /Son/ ‘listen!’ ÷- iunteI ‘you used to listen’

/kor/ ‘do’ <—> /korte/ ‘you used to do’

Iktj cut’ > *[tteI ‘you used to cut’

Substitution
69. (VVSBSF) iXOlv habit past, 3rd <—> iXelcomp verbal

titi [korto! ‘he used to do’ <- ro /korte/ to do’

[kh.0/ ‘he used to eat’ ->r /khetel ‘to eat’

ffr /nito/ ‘he used to take’ -* mite! ‘to take’

/ga toi ‘he used to sing’ -> iga tel ‘ta sing’

70. (\JVSBSF): /Xto/, simp pres. lst <> /Xtei’compi verbalt12

oii /kortol ‘henformal used to do’ -> Jkortel ‘ta do’

it1 Iboltoi ‘hejnforma, used to speak’<-> tï /bolte/ ‘to speak’

ldentity

71 . (VVID1 197) /Xl habit past, 2nd nform < lXlcomp verbal

[korte! ‘you used to do’ fkorte/ ‘ta do’

flOJ /ga tel ‘you used ta sing’ -* /ga3 tel ‘ta sing’
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We can notice that the complement verbals like fkattel ‘to cut’, tt

pKhete/ to eat’ or ft mite! ‘to take’ cannot be mapped onto (68). They can

be formed with (72) which involves segmental modification. We also note that

although fl fkta/ ‘eat’ and ‘tî IgaI ‘sing’ both have a CV skeleton, their

complement verbals cannot be formed with the same strategy.

Segmental Modification
72. (\IVADSMSF—1 088) /CVhigh/v pres, imp, 2nd inbderog E3 ICV+hight elcomp verbal

ph/ eat’ phete I ‘to eat’

rr ISoI sleep’ /ute/ ‘to sleep’

t Inel ‘take’ <-> 1tt mite! ‘to take’

fl /gal ‘Sing’ <—> lgate I ‘to sing’

73. (VVADSVSF-1086) IXIv, simppres,lst > /XteIcomp verbal

Iga/ ‘I sing’ -> ‘tî lga tel ‘to sing’

/]f<_> ‘I tolerate’ /oJ tel ‘to tolerate’

Ik’aJI ‘I eat’ <- f1haJte/ ‘to eat’

74. (VVADSF—1 O89)JXIv. pres imp, 2nd intim/derog*/Xte/comp verbal

/kajj ‘cut -> [katte! you used to cut

irn ltral ‘swim!’ -> Itratef ‘you used to swim’

Unlike phonological and syntactic cules, morphological pafferns are restricted

to special groups of words. For example, in order to get the plural of the noun

tooth, an English speaker does not map this word onto the strategy lXI,

sing>/XS/n, plu (which gives him *tooths) but to the (‘dormant’/unproductive’)

strategy of English ICUCIfl sing -> /CiC/, (the two pairs would be the
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foilowing: tooth/teeth and goose/geese) which gives him the right word teeth.

In the same way, if the speaker-hearer maps ïi Iga/ ‘sing’ onto (72) and (74),

he gets unacceptable sequences: */gte! and */gatel respectively.

Therefote, he must try (73) in order ta get the right word.

As we can see in table-VI (section: 4.4.1), ail the past perfect forms iike

ciicipi /korec’’i1am/ ‘I had done’ or the causative iîîi /koriec”ili/

‘you had it done by somebody’, etc.) can be formed with the 1st person

Present Perfect Ikorechil ‘I have done’ and [ICT fkoriechi/ ‘I have

had t done by somebody’ respectiveiy. Past Continuous forms iike tiN

/korchilam/, ‘I was doing’, irf /koracc’i1o/ ‘he was having it done’, etc.

can be formed with the 1st person Present Continuous (rf fkorc’iI, ‘I am

doing’ and iîf fkoracc”i/ ‘I am having it done’). One can form ii’i

fkorben/ ‘you (formai) wiii do’, fkorc han! ‘he (formai) is doing’ or ic

/kort en! ‘you (formai) used ta do’ from it /korbel ‘you (informai) wiii do’,

[korcie! ‘he (informai) is doing’ and /kortel you (informai) used ta

do’ respectiveiy with (75) and (76).

75. (VVADSF1 108) IXI pres/fut, 3rd inform 1X11!v. pres/fut, 2nd/3rd form

Ikorche/ ‘he s doing’ -> [kOrCi en! ‘he is doing’/ ‘you are doing’

Jkorbel ‘hewiii do ÷-> ci /korbenl ‘you wiii do’/’he wiii do’

76. (VVADSF1 156) IXI pasVfut, 2nd in[orm IXn/, pasUfut, 2nd/3rd form

[korte! ‘you used to do’ -> ic /kortenl ‘he!you used to do’

/korbel ‘you wiil do’ <- iicii !korben/ ‘he!you wiii do’
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But this does flot mean that verbs cannot be formed out of elements that the

atomistic traditions would refer to as roots or stems. As long as the latter is

recognized as a word in Bengali and can be mapped onto some strategy, the

so-called roots or stems such as /ko ri ‘you (intimateiderogatory) do’ or i

me! ‘take’ can participate as inputs in the process of verb formation (e.g. (68)

and (72)).

77. (\IVADSMSF) /XVhighC/v simp pres, 2nd intim/derog I X+highCbefl/v, fut, 2nd form

/kor/ ‘do’ iii /korbenl ‘you (formai) will do’

tt /onI ‘listen’ -* ISunbenl ‘you wiII hsten

From an atomistic point of view, (77) would seem to be a more economic

account of the verbal derivation because it has the smallest permanent ‘part’

(root or stem) whereas WWM considers (75) or (76) to be more economic

because it has the simplest constant. This said, the simplicity of the so-called

word-parts must not be confused with the simplicity of word subcomponents.

The maximum size of the word-parts like root or suffix is fixed: a root in

Bengali can be either CV or CVC or CVCCV, etc. and a sequence of

segments such as CCCVVCC will not be considered a root. The size of the

subcomponents depends on the mappable pairs and any phonic element,

regard less of its size, can become the constant in a strategy.

However, in some cases, strategies like (77) suifer form descriptive

redundancy because their constant subcomponent appears to be much

‘heavier’ than is necessary. If we compare strategies like (75) and (76) with

(77), we must admit the fact that from a descriptive point of view, the former

would be more acceptable because it has a simpler constant. For WWM, (77)

can only exist if the speaker-hearer does not know input words mapped onto

(75) and (76). As soon as he comes to know these words as well as those
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mapped onto (77), he wiII recaiculate the formai difference and (77) wiii

disappear from his morphoiogy.

8.4. So-called Compound verbs

According to Sarkar 1976b:293) “TraditionaIIy any kind of two-part verbs

wouId have been caIIed compound verbs”. Therefore, compiex verbs are two

part constructions in which one constituent is a fiexionai verb (known as

‘vector’) and the other constituent (known as ‘poi&) is either a noun, an

adjective, a verbal or a so-called onomatopoeic. (cf. Sarkar)

78a. [lab” kore] (profit + does) ‘he makes profit’

78b. rtriti [mone rak’’e] (in mmd + puts) ‘he remembers’

78c. z’i [kore colec”eJ (having done + he s waiking) ‘he continues to do’

78d. [korte thakbe] (doing + he wiII remain) he wiII continue te do’

78e. [cincin koreJ (onomatopoeic representing the sensation of a

certain degree cf itching pain + does) ‘I have a particular type cf itching pain’

Some cf the vectors are used to form the periphrastic13 tenses like the ones

shown in table XXII. In cases of tense formation, poles represent a verbal

(e.g. [koreJ ‘having done’ or [korteJ ‘to do’) and the vector is chosen among

the following verbs: [thak] ‘stay’, [ne] ‘take’, [de] ‘give’, rt [aS]

‘come’, [bo5] ‘sit’, tï [feu ‘drop’, [col] ‘walk’, fl [jaJ ‘go’, N [rak”]

‘keep’ and ‘[ut’J ‘go up’ and similar other verbs. According te Dasgupta

(1977) there are about twenty verb stems which function as vector.
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Table-XXII: Periphrastic tenses in Bengali

Future Perfect Future (Perfect) Immediate Present Recent past
Continuous Future Continuous

kore t1akbo kore colbo korte jacc’i kore jacchl kore aSlam

koro nebo kore jabo lamgoing kore co1c’i kore rakhlam

kore debo korte thakbo todo
kore nicchi kore dilam

kore aSbo Iwiilbedoing kore djccij kore nilam

kore boSbo kore rakhchi kore fellam

kore felbo t wiII be doing’ kore utliam

‘I wiII have done’ T have just done’

According ta Dasgupta (1977:75) most compound verbs denote one single

idea and exhibit functional unity like any other simple verb and in most cf the

cases, the “vector is ‘semantically heteronymous” which means that it has no

verb-meaning independent of its pole partner. As we can see in (79-80),

many of the compound verb can be interrupted with appropriate adverbs (cf.

Dasgupta) as well as with othet words, and therefore, these constructions

show more affinities with phrases than with words.

79.ii * !

[lab tu ontoto ekdin korJ

(profit) (YOUIntImIderog) fat Ieast) (one day) (do)

Tr.: You make profit at least one day!

80. fzï I

[boSie amiara ,ÇbomoYJ rakheJ

(having made seated) (bureaucrats) (aiways emphatic) (keep)

Tr.: Bureaucrats aiways make (visitors) waiting.
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Compound or Phrasai verbs can be formed though morphoiogicai strategies
which wouid look iike (81) but they do flot in principie concern morphoiogy

because such sequences are not words. Formeriy, there have been aftempts

to expiain word-structure according to syntactic principies (cf. Seikirk 1982,

Baker, 1988). Whether morphoiogicai strategies can be used to analyze

phrase or clause-ievei constructions is an interesting question no doubt, but

such questions faii beyond the scope of morphoiogy itseif.

81 . lXl, <> /Xkarl, simp pr, 3rd inudecog

llabl ‘profit’ <z llab karl ‘make profit!’

rli lboSiel ‘having made seated’ z iboie raki ‘keep

(somebody) seated/waiting!’

1. Although WWM allows only words to be mapped onto the strategies, t is conceivable that
a whole phrase can be mapped onto a ‘phrase-formation’ sttategy (cf. Dasgupta, Fotd &
Singh, 2000) and can thereby acquire the features like definiteness and specificity. Anothet
possibility is that whenever a phrase contains a ‘definite’ word, t becomes automatically

definite. For example, ii /amar.undorcbota/ ‘the beautiful book of mine’ is

definite because it contains the definite noun /bota/ formed with (1). Words like

Dem(onstrative) are intrinsically definite and a phrase can become definite by incorpotating

such a word (e.g. lamai-ci Sundorbo/ ‘this beautiful book of mine’).

However, we cearly state that such extensions of WWM have nothing to do with morphology.

IX!,, IXtaladef

/amarundorbo J/ ‘my beautiful book(s)’ ‘i’ î /amai- SundorboJ ta!

‘the beautiful book of mine’

rriim cn /gztokal dupur barota kena/’bought yesterday at 12 o’ dock’ z’

rrn1m cni !gotokal dupur barota kenata! ‘the one bought yesterday at

12 o’ dock’
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2. Words like lÈ /tintel ‘three-Ta’ and tit /carte/ four-Ta’ are flot generally used in

ESB. If some ESB speaker at ail uses these two words, he may have a separate strategy

only for these two numerals: three and four.

(NumNPADSF): IXInum -*/Xte/adj,profl

ftin/ ‘three’ -* frt /tintel ‘three pieces’

Icari ‘fout’ -* /carte/ ‘fout pieces’

3. We have flot proposed a different strategy for words ending in [khani/ for two reasons: i)

nouns ending in fk’ani/ are free ‘diminutivized’ (cf. Dasgupta, 2003) variants of the nouns

ending in [khana/ and ii) ESB speakers seldom map nouns onto (a) which is probably a

productive strategy in WSB. The stcategy (b) beiongs to the regional variants of Bengali

spoken around Dhaka. Speakers who acquired one of these variants as their mother tongue

may also activate (b) while they are using ESB.

a. (N NI DADS F) /X/n, md smng/plu _/Xkh ana/ det sing ‘the IX!’

Jbo.]/ ‘book’ Jbojkhani/ ‘the book’

rrt /ari/ ‘sari’ ÷-* nnf /arikbani/ ‘the sari’

b. (NNIDADSF) /X/n mndsmnglpIu*/Xkhafl!n defsing’the IX!’

/boI ‘book’ -> /bD.]khan/ ‘the book’

“flft /ari/ ‘sari’ -* îf41T /Sarikhan/ ‘the sari’

4. We may also propose separate strategies with the same formai difference for mapping

mass and count quantifiers. The following table describes different possible combinations 0f

Classifier-Defintives, Quantifiers and Numerals in Bengali.
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Table-XXIII: Combinations of classifier-definitives, quantifiers and numerals in Bengali

Classifier-definitives and quantifiers

Itukul !gotai fkhanal îkhlanil Ijoni lguloI Irai

ISobI ± - - - + - - + - + -

[kichu! + - - - - - - - - - -

Ion i’j{J + - - - + - + + ÷ + -

Ikot okl ± +1- - - - + - - - + -

!koyckl + + - - - + + + + - -

Jk’anikl + - - - - - - - - - -

lot si z —z-—— + - ÷ + ÷ + -

[kot si ± ± - - + - + ÷ + + -

lprsttckl ± ÷ - - + +1- + - -

Classïfier-definitives and numerals

lckl ÷ + ÷ - - - ÷ + + - -

ltinl + + - + - + + +/- + - -

Ic ai’! ÷ ± - + - + + + + - -

ipcl and ± + - - - + + + + - -

above

(Adapted from Ferguson, 1964)

5. Although Dasgupta (2003:367) describes /gulo/ as the non-human plural classifier it is

used with words like tc /chele/ boy’ and /m&’el ‘girl’. Chatterji (1945 (1988:211)) rightly

mentions that /gulo/ is used with both animate and inanimate nouns. In an atomistic

description, /gulol would be described as a portmanteau morph because it is responsible for

both classification and pluralization. Such labels are of no use in a WWM description and a

WWM view in this respect would be that /gulo/ does not even exist.

6. According to Chatterji (1945 (1988:210)) /eral cannot be used with inanimate nouns

(e.g.*u17 /gachera/ trees’). However, he also mentions that this rule does not apply to ‘an
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inanimate nouns which is imagined to be a living entity” as we can see in the following

Bengali song by Atulprashad Sen:

trll cOI TT CÎT Ct’f, mrrN 5tTtOT...

/meghera dol bèdhe j&’ kon deshe o akaS bol amare/

(clouds) (group) (after forming) (go) (which) (country) (O) (sky) (teil) (me)

Translation: O sky, telI me where do the clouds go in group?

7. In most of the ESB dialects, the postpositions like [theke] from and Ii [di”c] with

have lost their word-hood and are used as constants in case-marking strategies:

Chittagonian

a. /X/ nom < IXott hUfl/ abi

rr /gacil tree ni Igachotthunl ‘from the tree’

ris ISa: ri ‘town, city’ <-* /5o rotthun/ ‘from the town’

b. /XIn nom <— IXtthUfl/nabi

/c’uri/ ‘knife’ <-* fi /churidi/ ‘with the knife’

/5 abanl ‘soap’ -* nTrf /5 abandi/ ‘with the soap’

8. As far as ESB s concerned there is a remarkable change in the connotation of these

pronouns. About twenty to thirty years ago, parents or other adult relatives used ItuI

‘you’ with a younger person and in some families chiidren used fî’1fT /apni/ ‘YOU formai’ with

their parents, especially with the father. Nowadays, /tu]I s rather confined to relations of

intimacy: patents towards chiidren, between child/boyhood friends or between brothers and

sisters (cf. Chatterji 1945). t seems that /tu/ contrasts with /apni/ and Itumil in different

ways. Between two ‘non-familiar’ persons, /tu/ wiIl mean either disrespect or insult and has

to be replaced by iapnii. In such situations, 1i /tumi/ ‘you informai will be tolerable and even

acceptable if the difference cf age and social status between the speaker and the hearer is

considerably high. On the other hand, where ftumi/ is appropriate, use of /apni/ will mean a
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volitional iack of intimacy and affection as weii whereas Itu]I will be connoted with disrespect

and insuit.

9. Labels like ‘strong’ and ‘weak’ are used in the tradition cf atomistic morphology and even

there, as their non-use in French grammars shows, not aiways. In traditional Enghsh

grammars, a verb is caiied ‘weak’ if its past or past participie s formed through the
concatenation cf two word parts (stem/root and the suffix). If a nominal/verbal form is
obtained through a vocalic aiternation in the root itself and no adjunction is required, the form
is referred te as ‘strong’. In WWM, verbs are formed with different strategies the execution of
which can be said to invoive operations that can be seen as IogicaIIy different.

10. Some verbais cf this type aise end in [wal nrî Ikhawa/ to eat’ and some others in [anoJ

TÎÏTcII / a,j anol to decorate

11. The Perfective verbal must share its subject with the finite verb of the sentence whereas
the Conditional verbal must have its own subject. Complement verbals share the subject with

the modal verb (for example, in the sequence [khete ca]] ‘I want to eat’ the verbal

[khete] te eat’ and the finite verb [ca]] ‘I want’ share the same subject) but in other uses

(ex-65-67), it has its own subject. However, these (sub)categorical details do not directly
concern morphology.

12. (69), (70) and (77) are secondary strategies and therefore do not appear in the list cf
strategies (Chapter-6). I would like te remind my reader that only primary strategies are
included in this list.

13. Net in Chatterjis (1926)s sense. He considers tenses like [korc’eJ he is doing’ as

periphrastic.
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Chapter-9
Morphological Profile of Bengali

‘Some of these grammatical processes, like suffixing, are

exceedingly wide-spread; others, like vocalic change, are less

common but far from rare; stifl others, like accent and consonantal

change, are somewhat exceptional as functional processes.’

(Sapir Language, 1921 (2004:45))

The 1215 strategies of our list have been classified into different categories

according to their operation type and their mechanism type. The

classification has been concretized in the following tables and figures.

9.1. Number of strategies according to operation type

9.1.1. Intra-categorical strategies

Table-XXIV: Noun-Noun

(excluding subcategories traditionally called ‘inflectional’ (1)

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

AU] unction-Deletion Su bj u nction 185

Suffixation 106

Sub-total 291

Prejunction 73

Prefixation 89

Prefixation + 01

Segmental Mod

Sub-total 163

Circumfixation 02

Sub-total 456

Substitution Suffixation 21

Prefixation 05

Sub-total 26

Reduplication 7

Tota’ 489
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Table-XXV: Indefinite-Definite
Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies
Adjunction-Deletion (Suffixation) 05
Identity 01
Total 06

Table-XXVI: Masculirie-Feminine

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adjunction-Deletion Prejunction 06

Suffixation 04

Suffixation ÷ Segmental Modification 01

Subjunction 01

Sub-total 12

Substitution Suffixation 07

Suffixation+ Segmental Modification 02

Sub-total 09

Sub-total 21

dentity 02

Total J 23

Table-XXVII: Case-Case

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation 12

Substitution Suffixation 02

ldentity 06

Total 20
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Table-XXVIII: Singular-Plural
Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies
Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation 16

Subjunction 04
Sub-total 20

Substitution Suffixation 03

Reduplication 05
Identity 01
Total 29

Table-XXIX: Verb-Verb

Type ot Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation 75

Segmental Mod + Suffixation 43

Sub-total 11

8

Identity

Suffixation 03

Substitution Segmental Mod + Suffixation 01

Sub-total 04

Reduplication 02

Segmental Modification

Total 137

Table-XXX: Adjective-Adjective

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adju nction-Deletion Prefixation 23

Suffixation 19

Subjunction 02

Sub-total 44

Substitution Prefixation 01

Reduplication 06

Total 51

C
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9.1.2. Inter-categorïcal strategies

Table-XXXI: Verb-Adverb

Type cf Mechanism Number cf Strategies

Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation 01
Subjunction 01

Sub-total 02
Reduplication 02

Total 04

Table-XXXII: Noun-Adjective

Type cf Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adjunction- Suffixation 202

Deletion Suffixation + Segmental Modification 23

Sub-total 225

Subjunction 46

Prefixation 15

Prefixation ÷ Segmental Modification 03

Sub-total 18

Circumfixation 05

Circumfixation + Segmental Modification 03

Sub-total 8

Prejunction 05

Prejunction + Segmental Modification 01

Sub-total 06

Sub- 303

total

Suffixation 33

Substitution Segmental Modification + Suffixation 05

Circumfixation 03

Sub-total 41

Identity 01

Reduplication 01

Total 346



Table-XXXIII: Adjective-Adverb

Type cf Mechanism Number cf Strategies

Suffixaticn 06

Adjuncticn-Deleticn Subjuncticn 03

Sub-tctal 09

Suffixaticn 01

Substituticn Segmental Mcdificaticn + Suffixaticn 01

Sub-tctal 02

Reduplicaticn 01

Total 12

353

Table-XXXIV: Noun-Adverb

Type cf Mechanism Number cf Strategies

Adjuncticn-Deleticn Suffixaticn 25

Segmental Mcdificaticn ÷ 02
Suffixaticn

Sub-tctal 27

Prefixaticn 02

Circumfixaticn 03

Subjuncticn 01

Sub-tctal 33

Substituticn Suffixaticn 02

Segmental Mcdificaticn ÷ 01

Circumfixaticn

Total 36
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Table-XXXV: Verb-Adjective
Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation 04

Segmental Modification 01

+ Suffixation

Prefixation 01

Sub-total 06

ldentity 01

Substitution Suffixation 01

Total 08

Table-XXXVI: Pronoun-Adjective

Suffixation

Suffixation

Segmental Modification
+ Suffixation

Total

09

02

Sub-total

Table-XXXVII: Verb-Noun
Type of Mechanism Number of Sttategies

Suffixation 05
Segmental Modification + 04

Adjunction-Deletion Suffixation
Sub-total 09

Reduplication 04
Total 13

Adjunction
Deletion

Substitution

05

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

11

16
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Table-XXXVIII: Number of Strategies involved in each operation type
Nature cf Operation Number cf Strategies

Intracategorical
Noun-Noun 489

Singular-Plural 29
Masc-Fem 23
Case-Case 20

Definite-Indefinite 06
Sub-total 567

Verb-Verb 137
Adjective-Adjective 51

NonEmphatic-Emphatic 02
Pronoun-Pronoun 03

Nonlnclusive-Inclusive 02
Adverb-Adverb 02

Numeral-Numeral 01
Sub-total 198

Sub-total 765
Intercategorical
Noun-Adjective 346
Noun-Adverb 36

Pronoun-Adjective 16
Verb-Noun 13

Adjective-Adverb 12
Verb-Adjective 08

Numeral/Quantifier-Pronoun/Adjective 05
Verb-Adverb 04

Numeral-Date Word 03
Measure Word-Adjective 02

Noun-Postposition 01
Adverb-Postposition 01

Adjective-Postposition 01
Interjection-Noun 01
Ordinal-adjective 01

Sub-total 450
Total 1215

C
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92. Number of strategies accordïng to Mechanism type
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Table-XXXIX: Adjunction-Deletion
Noun-Noun 456

Noun-Adjective 302
Verb-Verb - 1 18

Adjective-Adjective 44
Noun-Adverb 35
Verb-Noun 09

Adjective-Adverb 09
Verb-Adjective 06

Pronoun-Adjective 05
NonEmphatic-Emphatic 02

Pronoun-Pronoun 03
Nonlnclusive-Inc[usive 02

Adverb-Adverb 02
Verb-Adverb 02

Total 995

50—

4-0 —

30—

2

20—

10—

3

4
5

Figure-10: Number of strategies involved in each morphological operation type

6 7

(From Ieft to right: 1. Noun-Noun, 2. Noun-Adjective, 3. Verb-Verb, 4. Ajective-Adjective,

5. Noun-Adverb. 6. Pronoun-Adjective, 7. Verb-Noun)
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Table-XL: Prefixation
Noun-Noun 89

Adjective-Adjective 24
Noun-Adjective 15
Noun-Adverb 02

Verb-Adjective 01
Total 13f

Table-XLI: Suffixation
Noun-Adjective 202

Noun-Noun 143
Verb-Verb 75

Noun-Adverb 25
Adjective-Adjective 19

Verb-Noun 05
Adjective-Adverb 06

Verb-Adjective 04
Pronoun-Adjective 05

Numeral/Quantifier-Pronoun/Adjective 05
NonEmphatic-Emphatic 02
Nonlnclusive-Inclusive 02
Numeral-Date Word 03

Measure Word-Adjective 02
Verb-Adverb 01

Interjection-Noun 01
Ordinal-Adjective 01

Total 501

Noun-Noun
Noun-Adjective

Total

Table-XLIII: Subjunction
Noun-Noun 189

Noun-Adjective 46
Adjective-Adverb 03

Adjective-Adjective 02
Noun-Adverb 01
Verb-Adverb 01

Total 242

Table-XLII: Prejunction
79
06
85
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Table-XLIV: Substitution

11
04

02
01
01

103

Verb-Verb
Noun-Adjective

Noun-Noun
Noun-Verb

Noun-Adverb
Adjective-Adverb

Verb-Adjective
Pronoun-Adjective

Total

Table-XLVI: Reduplication
Noun-Noun

Adjective-Adjective
Noun-Verb
Verb-Verb

Verb-Adverb
ŒŒ

Adjective-Adverb
Noun-Adjective

Total

12
07
04
02
02
03
01
01
32

Table-XLVII: Identity
Verb-Verb 12
Noun-Noun 10

Verb-Adjective 01
Noun-Adjective 01

Total 24

Noun-Adjective
Pronoun-Adjective

Verb-Verb

41

Noun-Adverb
Ad ï ective-Adverb

Noun-Noun 40

Adiective-Adjective
Verb-Adjective

03

Total

Table-XLV: Seqmental modification
Adjuction-Deletion

43
30

Substitution

02

01

04

05

02

02

01

01
01

82
02
12

C
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Table-XLVIII: Number of Strategies involved in each mechanism type

Type of Mechanism Number of Strategies

Subjunction 242

Suffixation 501

Sub-total 743

Adjunction-D&etion Prefixation 131

Prejunction 85

Sub-total 216

Circumfixation 10

Sub-total 969

+ Suffixation 74

+ Circumfixation 03

Segmental Modification + Prefixation 04

+ Prejunction 01

Sub-total 82

Sub-total 1051

Substitution Suffixation 83

Segmental mod + 15

Suffixation

Prefixation 06

Circumfixation 03

Segmental mod + 01

Circumfixation

Sub-total 108

Reduplication 32

ldentity 24

Total 1215
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9.3. Morphology of Bengali: an overview

A comparative and analyticai study of the above mentioned tables reveals

the foilowing characteristics of Bengali morphology which, together, wouid

constitute the morphological profile of Bengali.

a. There are more strategies involved in intra-categorical operations (63%)

as compared to inter-categorical ones (37%).

b. Not ail the operation types are equaliy rich in strategy. The richest of the

inter-categorical operation types is Noun-Adjective (28%) and among the

intra-categoricai ones, Noun-Noun is the richest (46%).

2

10

3

4
5 6

7 $
9

Figure-11: Numberofstrategies involved in each mechanism type

(From left ta right: 1 Adjunction-Deletion, 2. Suffixation, 3. Subjunction, 4. Prefixation, 5. Prejunction, 6.

Substitution, 7. SegmentaI modification, 8. Reduplication, 9. Identity)
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c. More strategies involve the mechanism of adjunction-deletion (87%)

compare to substitution (8%).

d. Prejunction and subjunction have been found only in adjunction-deletion

category. Substitution does not involve at ail these two sub-type cf

mechanisms. About 27% of the total strategies involve subjunction and

prejunction (20% cf the total strategies involve subjunction and 7% involve

prejunction). Intracategorical strategies involve more subjunction and

prejunction (35%) than intercatergorical ones (12%).

e.54% of the total number of strategies involves suffixation and the total

number of strategies involving suffixation and subjunction is 75%. Only 11%

of the total number of strategies involve prefixation and prejunction is 18%.

Apparently, suffixation is the dominant morphological mechanism in Bengali

Word Formation Network.

f. The number cf strategies that involve prejuncts is about one third cf the

subjuncts. Ail the words mapped onto these strategies are the so-called

compounds. If we presume that these subjuncts and prejuncts will become

suffix and prefixes in the long run, it can be predicted that suffixation will

remain the dominant morphological mechanism in Bengali for long time.

However, the process cf grammaticalization is comparatively more active in

Prefixation than in Suffixation because the number cf strategies that involves

subjunction is less than half cf the total number cf strategies that involve

suffixation whereas the number cf strategies that involve prejunction is more

than half cf the number cf strategies involve prefixation.

g. Reduplication and identity involves each about 2% cf the total number of

strategies.
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h. About 90 strategies involve segmental modification or so-called morpho

phonological change, which means that Less than 8% of the total number of

morphological strategies involves this mechanism.

j. Segmental modification does not occur as an independent mechanism in

Bengali. In most of the cases, it is accompanied by adjunction-deletion.

However, in a few mechanisms, segmental modification also combines with

substitution. Two-third of the strategies involving segmental change belongs

to the inter-categorical group.

j. A few strategies involve the mechanism 0f supra-segmental modification

but I did not include them in this present description because the involvement

of prosodic phonology in these strategies has not yet been determined.

k. Phonological modification has been noticed in less than ten strategies.

I. As is the case in Hindi (cf. Singh and Agnihotri 1997), a greater part ofthe

Bengali morphology is centered around noun formation. Over 73% of the

total intra- and over 76% of the total inter-categorical strategies are involved

in the formation of different types of nouns and about 79% of the total

number of strategies is concerned with nouns. Among the other categories, it

is with the adjectives that most of the nouns are formed: 87% cf the total

number of inter-categorical noun-formation strategies fali into Noun-Adjective

category.

m. About 49% of the strategies concerned with nouns involve suffixation.

Above 33% of the total Noun formation strategies involve subjunction and

prejunction. More than 99% of these ‘junctional’ strategies are concerned

with nouns. As the words mapped onto these strategies are aIl ‘so-called

compounds (cf. Dasgupta & Singh 1999), it can be said that compounding is

an active mechanism involved in noun formation.
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n. Not ail the strategies are equaily rich in word-pairs. For many strategies, it

is hard to find more than two pairs. For example, no other pair licensing

NASVADSF-75 has been found and the strategy can be described as a

dormant one. On the other hand, many pairs are mapped onto NASVADSF

95 which seems to be a comparatively more productive strategy.

NASVADSF-75: 1X01, <-* /XCcla/auj ‘rich n X’

/ur/ ‘music’ <—* /Surcla/ ‘musical’

Irodl sunlight -* *rwi /rodcla/ ‘sunny’

NAADSF-96: /XI -÷ /Xgoto/adj ‘something concerning exclusively X’

if Ibcktil person’ <—* ïlr Ibcktigotol ‘personal

‘ij Iast h01 ‘health -* Iast “ogotol ‘health-related’

o. 66% of the strategies belonging to ‘adjunction-deletion’ category and 53%

of the total number of strategies involve specified variable. Unlike in

‘Suffixation/Subjunction’ category, the variable in most cf the ‘Prefixation/

Prejunction’ strategies is a specified one. Specified variable is also very

common in so-called reduplicational strategies.

1. Chart-1 includes strategies that are activated fot the morphological operation traditionally

described as inflection and chart-2-5 include strategies that are activated for the

morphological operation traditionally called inflection. As I have mentioned earlier in the

present work, I do not subscribe to the traditional distinction of inflection and derivation.

However, following the general practice in traditional grammar, I have subdivided Noun-Noun

category into inflectional subcategories in order to show the number of strategies involved in

these morphological operations. I am aware of the fact that although inflectional

subcategories like number and gender have been used in traditional grammars since at least

Panini, many derivational subcategories should equally be possible which, for some unknown

reason, have hardly been traced out.
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Chapter-lO

Some problematic cases and a general conclusion

Ail grammars leak.”

(Sapir, Language 1921 (2004: 29))

“The rule-schema IXI -* IX’I where [X] and [X’] are words, “ is the formai

difference between X and X’ and and are categories. This formulation, it

shouid be obvious, provides a metalanguage for morphoiogy that iargely

eliminates the need to have exceptions”

(Singh and Agnihotri, Hindi Morpho!ogy, 1997:79)

10.1. Some problematic cases

In Indian mythology, an invincible hero often telis his favourite opponents

how one can kil! him, whereas a villain or a demon seldom discloses the

secret. In the same way, a scientific theory must indicate the ways to falsify

itself, because otherwise, the theory may sound ex cathedra. According to

Singh (2005), WWM can be falsified if one can find counterexamples to the

following assumptions:

i. No strategy should allow more than one variable. However, a strategy

may require its variable to be repeated.

ii. In no strategy, subcomponents should be allowed to commute which

means that ‘motphological metathesis’ is strictly prohibited. As the

contour as we!I as the position of the subcomponents is determined by

the strategy, it would not be possible to distribute them in variable and

constant(s) if they are allowed to interchange their positions.

In this section, we will present some strategies which contain two variables

and some others which seem to allow morphological metathesis. We will see
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whether they can be accepted as counterexamples to the abovementioned

WWM assumptions.

10.1.1. Strategies with two variables

If the adjectives like iii1 /pchati/ ‘measuring five hands’ or r’ftf

IdogojiI ‘measuring ten yards’ are mapped onto (1), they can be analyzed

back into the constant [iJ and two variables: X (represented by the measure

words: /hatl ‘hand’ and /gozl ‘yard’) and Y (reptesented by numerals:

/pcI ‘five’ and [no’J ‘nine’). Equally, (2) shows that the adjective

irii Ipâcbochormeadil ‘five year long’ is constituted of the constant

[meadiJ and its two variables chosen among measure words ( /bocior/

‘year’ and T/optahoI ‘week’) and numerals (1T /pc/ ‘five’ and Ii Itini

‘three’) respectively.

1. (NumASVADS F-433) :/XCNsyIIabINum * /XCNsyIIabCYC l’adi /XCNSyI1abCYC/long

rr IpcI ‘five’ -* rt1 Ip.chati/ ‘measuting five hands’

Ino’I ‘fine’ -> /nogozi/ ‘measuring fine yards’

2. (MWASVADS F-436) :/CXC!MW < /YCNsy,IabCXme adi/adj ‘/YCNsyiIabCX/I0flg’

/bochorl ‘year’ <- n .<.z.. /pcbociormeadi/ ‘five year long’

rIoptahoI ‘week’cii /nDoptahomeadi/ ‘fine week long’
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10.1.2. Strategies allowing morphological metathesis

The following strategies apparently involve two variables and allow their

transposition (metathesis):

3. /XY/ -/YX/ fY/ paid for using IX! or ‘IX! to be used in exchange of /Yi’

iîi /baribhar ai house rent <-÷ iïI fbharabari/ rented house’

iîii /garibhara! ‘fair for using a vehicle’ -> înf /bharagari/ ‘a rented

vehicle’

4. /XY/ -*/YX/ ‘IYI used for doing IX!’ or ‘IX! done with /Y/’

irîfl /]opmala/ ‘chaplet for silent prayer’ -> wrî /malaj Dp/ ‘praying silently

with chaplet’

/]opmDntro/ esoteric words for silent prayer /mDntro]op/

‘praying silently by tepeating esoteric words

5. IXYI 4->IYX/ ‘IYI of IX!’ or ‘1Y1 given by IX!’

<iÏ /brikkhociaa/ ‘shade of a tree’ -> /chaYabrikktbo/ ‘a big

tree that gives shad&

flTT /toruc’a’a/ ‘shade of a tree rr /ciaYatoru/ ‘a big tree that

gives shade’

(3-5) are secondary strategies because the words mapped onto them can be

derived through some primary strategies like (3a) and (3b). Therefore, the

apparent commutation of subcomponents in (3-5) can be seen as a

coincidence and one can daim that words like 1rÇti /baribhara/ ‘house

rent’ and /bharagaril ‘a rented vehicle’ are in fact formed or
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remembered through primary strategies like (3a-b) rather than the secondary

ones (3-5).

3a. IXI ÷÷IXb’’araI ‘rent paid for using IX!’

rtf /bari/ ‘house’ -> tfii /barib’aral ‘house-renV

flf /garil ‘vehicle’ <-> ifii /bharagaril ‘rent of a vehicle’

3b. /XY/,. _JbharaX/ rented /)(I’

îf /bari/ ‘house’ #-> iiii /bharabaril rented house

rif$ /garif ‘vehicle’ <- îîni /bharagari/ ‘a rented vehicle’

Meta-strategies like (6-7) also contain two variables but we do flot consider

them as counterexamples to the theoretical assumptions of WWM because,

they are, as we have shown earlier, in chapter-5, analyzable into different

simple strategies.

6. (MetaNAADSJ-294): IXI -> /XY/adl ‘IYI-ed IX!’

/cen/ ‘zipper’ f—> tflti Icenkhola/ ‘with zipper unfastened’

/jhjp/ ‘valance’ <_> !]halOrkata/ ‘with valance’

7. (MetaNAADSJ-295): IX/n <> IXYIadj ‘used ta do IYI ta IX!’

ni ImarjoI ‘meat’ 4-> [11 ImarjSokatal ‘used for cutting meat’

N [bag”/ ‘tiger’ <-> iiiii Ibagmara/ ‘used for killing a tiget’

Neither meta-strategies nor secondary ones are apparently indispensable.

However, as Neuvel (2003) points out clearly, meta-strategies are part of

morphology cf a language and can be exploited by its speaker-hearers. As I
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have mentioned earlier in the present work, the distinction between primary

and secondary strategies is flot pertinent for WWM and secondary strategies

can well be part cf the morphological module.

(1-2) are neither secondary strategies nor meta-strategies. In my view, they

represent clear counterexamples to the WWM axiom that no word can be

constituted of more than one variable. Although we presume that such

strategies are rare, they constitute a serious problem for the theory because

if morphology allows two different variables in any word, it will necessarily

imply that flot ail words are ‘seamless wholes’. I leave this problem

unresolved in the present work with the hope te handle it in future research.
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J 0.2. General conclusions

A linguistic theery is a system of hypotheses about the nature of human

language in generai. The description cf a particuiar language is above ail a

means cf testing these hypotheses on an ever-increasing range cf data that

allows the primary hypotheses te be revised or te devise new hypotheses. I

got involved in the present work with the objectives cf presenting a

morphcicgical descripticn cf Bengali and eventuaiiy te show whether WWM

is an adequate model for such descripticns.

A typicai WWM view wcuid be that a gccd number cf words cf some iexiccn

are formaliy and/cr categcrically different and semanticaiiy reiated te each

ether. Strategies emerge on the basis cf the generalizatien cf some cempiex

combinaticn cf such differences as weII as semantic reiatedness (cf. Singh

1 992), and the rule schema lXI*IXI based en these generalizations is

what mcrphclogy is ail abeut.

Therefore, the morphologicai descriptien cf a language wculd simply

represent a iist cf the tetal number cf its strategies. I have tried te compile in

this present wcrk an exhaustive number cf primary strategies cf Bengali

althcugh it is net unlikely that I have missed a goed number cf them.

However, I am convinced that the morphological profile sketched in my wcrk

is based on a requisite number cf strategies and even if some more

strategies are added te my list, the profile as such will net change

significantly.

WWM daims that words dc net have any internai hierarchical structure.

lmplicitly, units smailer than wcrd cannot exist and there is ne need for

multiple mcrphology like ccmpounding, derivation, inflectien er reduplication.

I have shcwn that almcst ail morphelegically cemplex werds cf the lexicon cf

a particular Bengali speaker-hearer can be analyzed er fcrmed with the rule
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schema /X/-/X’/. Unlike previous descriptions of Bengali, mine does not

include any list of atomistic units smaller than word, units labeled as

morpheme, stem, root, prefix, suffix, in lix, etc. I have not been able to make

the list because I did not find any such category in Bengali.

However, if one cannot imagine morphology without affixes, he can consider

the constants of my strategies iisted in chapter-61. One should be happy,

because there are about one thousand of them and no Bengali grammar, to

the best of my knowledge, has proposed so many affixes. If someone makes

a list of these constants it wiii include ail the established affixes of atomistic

descriptions and show many other ‘affixes in process’. This said, it shouid be

ciearly borne in the mmd that from a WWM point of view, there is no affix,

stem or root in Bengali but if there must be some, there will be too many of

them, extremely diverse in nature, enigmatic and totally unclassifiable. If

Paninians have the intention to put them into different categories, I wish them

good luck and to start with, they can consider our prejuncts and subjuncts as

‘compounding affixes’.

I have shown in this present work that i) WWM can be used as an adequate

model for the morphologicai description of Bengali; and ii) that it can bring a

solution to most of the problems of Bengali morphology left unresoived in

previous works on Bengali morphology. I conclude with the hope that the

present work will be able to convince the readers to consider it as an

authentic picture of Bengali morphology which, however, remains to be

revised and improved with future research.

1. One can also find a good number of the so-called affixes in the patterns Iisted in

append ix-2
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Appendix-J

Bengali phonology: a description

‘La phonologie dune langue se réduit à son alphabet phonologique

(quelque soit la façon dont on le représente) et à ses conditions de bonne

formation.’”

(Rajendra Singh (1990) Vers une théorie phonotactique générative, Revue

québécoise de linguistique 19:130-156)

A. Theoretical assumptions

A-1. Phonological units: Syllable and Word

It has been widely accepted that in order to describe the phonological

organization cf a language one has to accept two universafly understood but

theoretically ill-defined notions: j) ‘word’ (cf. Mohanan 1995) and ii) ‘syllable’

(cf. Blevins 1995). Words result from an organization cf syllables. These

syllables can be viewed as structural units formed with phonological segments,

Table-XLIX: Hierarchy of sonority

Oral vowels: la!, loi, 1€!, loi, lei, fui, iii

Nasal vowels: lé!, lé!, lé!, lé!, lô!, 1ff, li!
s

Semi-vowels: Pi!, /i/ fl/ /Y/

n
o Liquids: /1/, fr1
r
j Nasals: 1m!, In!, lu’
t
y Fricatives: lvi, izI, /3!, ff1, 1sf, 1Sf

Affricates: I.]!, ici

Stops: IbI, idi, 1g!, /p!, fti, 1k!

1. “The phonology of a language reduces to its phonetic alphabet (no matter how t is

represented) and its Well-formedness conditions.” (Tr. is mine)
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which are inherently spread out on a universai scale of sonority (cf. Kiparsky,

1979) with vowels at the top and plosives at the bottom. Syllables are

generally endowed with a rising and faiiïng sequence of sonority in which the

sonority peak represents the nucleus of a single syliabie (cf. Blevins).

Foilowing Piggott and Singh (1985) and Bievins I assume that syliabie (cT)

template has a binary structure with two obligatory constituents: the onset

(O) and the rime (R). The rime is again made up of an obiigatory constituent,

the nucleus (N) and an optionai one, the coda (C). According to Kiparsky

(432) the internai structure of the syllable is organized “in accordance with

the universai core rule “which assigns a metrical structure to strings of

segments” and “requires an optimal matching of the syllable tempiate to the

weli-known sonority hierarchy.” The onset-nucieus sequence is therefore

expected to be endowed with a rising sonority and the nucieus-coda with a

deciining or failing one. A consonant with weak sonority wouid normaily

precede a relativeiy strong one (e.g. [ps], [ki], [tri], etc.) in the onset, and in

the coda just the opposite is expected is: ([spJ, [1k], [rit], etc.). The nucleus

can be constituted of at best two segments (cf. Piggott and Singh).

Syllable

A
Onset Rhyme

kV

Nucleus coda
t

Figure-12: syIIabIe structure

The matching of the syiiabie template and the scaie of sonority is expected

but as Kiparsky himself argues, their matching is ‘optionai’ and phonemic

ciusters not compiying with the hierarchy of sonority are not rare in human
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languages. It seems that there are universai and language-specific

constraints on which segments may be associated with which the terminal

constituents of the syllable as well as on the complexity of their branching

structures (cf. Kiparsky, Piggott and Singh). Apart from the syllable level

constraints, there are also constraints that concern the word as a whoie.

A-2. Wellformedness Conditions (WFC)

Singh (1984:273) assumes that i) “ail truly phonological afternations are

governed by WFCs” and that ii) phonology needs only two levels of

reptesentation: an underlying one (the input) and a surface one (the output).

The input or the underlying form of a sequence may or may not be

pronounceable in a language, but according to the theory of Generative

Phonotactic (GP) no output can violate any WFC (cf. Singh 1990). If an

underlying structure or a ban word happens to violate a WFC, the phonology

of the language must repair or alter the sequences with four universal

strategies of repair: 1. Substitution/Assimilation 2. Epenthesis 3. Deletion and

4. Inversion or Metathesis.1 According to Singh (1984:274) a universal

principle says that “violations of WFCs must be tepaired and that they are

preferably repaired (= removed or alleviated) by finding a phonotactically

acceptable substitute from the same class as the degenerate boundary

segment (rather than, say, changing the prosodic structure of the string

under consideration)”. Therefore, as soon as a sequence violates the

relevant WFC, the most adequate strategy of repair is triggered automatically

and without exception.

Strategies of repair are spread out on a universal and/or language specific

scale of preference based on a criterion of simplicity (cf. Desrochers 1994)

consisting in the principles: i) Structure preservation (the strategy must

preserve most of the phonological identity of the input sequence) and ii)

Minimum modification (the strategy must involve the Ieast of the
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modifications (a) in the existing feature values and (b) in the structure of the

constituents). Therefore, according to Singh (1984:276) “epenthesis is not to

be even tried if assimilation would do” because “bringing in a new segment

costs more than dealing with already existing segments in the underlying

representation.” And if substitution suffices, phonology wiIl not prescribe the

strategy of deletion because the latter is less structure preserving as

compared to the former. However, in the worst possible situation, each

grammar would have to dictates its own preference (cf. Singh, 1984) and

may prescribe any strategy 0f repair depending on the nature and position of

the incompatible segment (cf. Singh 1990) on the one hand and the cost of

the modification on the other.

Singh (1984) argues that phonological alternations par excellence are global,

automatic and exceptionless and are governed by clearly statable WFCs.

The so-called ‘morpho-phonological’ alterations such as velar softening in

English, /kI— Isi in /ilektrik/ — /ilektriseti/ are not automatic

(because we also have /œnti :kI — /œntikwiti/) and according to GP they

have nothing to do with phonology but rather fall under the scope of

morphology of English.

A list of the WFCs on the one hand and the strategies of repair on the other

in addition to the phonological alphabet (cf. Singh 1990) (an inventory of the

phonemes of the language) represent the essentials of a phonological

description according to GP. The present phonological description staris with

a phonemic inventory cf Bengali in accordance with the aforementioned

requirements as well as the well-established tradition 0f phonology that

describes utterances as concatenation of ‘phoneme’ and ‘allophone’.2
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B. Phonological inventory of Bengali

The phonological description presented here is that of the Eastern standard

of Bengali (ESB), a common dialect or lingua franca generally used by the

educated people in Bangladesh (cf. Dan 1992). The inventory I propose here

is based on the works of Chafferji (1926 (1988)), Fergusson (1945),

Ferguson and Chowdhury (1960), Chatterjee (1962), Hai (1964), Klaiman

(1987) and Dasgupta (2003). My inventory contains 46 phonemes: 14

vowels (7 oral and 7 nasal), 28 consonants and 4 semi-vowels.

Table-VIII: Vowels and semi-vowels in Bengali

Front Back

Closed q

eê oôw

Open a

Table-IX: Consonants in Bengali

Bilabial Labio- Dental Alveolar Post- Palatal Velar Glottal

dental Alveolar

Plosive b t d t tli k kh

bli dli g
gli

Affricate c

ch h

Nasal n

Trill

Fricative f s h

Lateral 1
Approximant
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The aforementioned phonemes are justified with the following minima’ pairs:

Table-L: Minimal pairs justifying the oral vowels and semï-vowels of Bengali

j e a o O u

[biS! [be5/ 1br5/ Ikal/ /koi/ fkolI lkul/
fi ji

twenty’ ‘dress ‘diameter’ ‘time’ ‘machine’ ‘lap’ ‘jujube’
up’I_‘ok

J y w q

[bo/ lbo’I [W/ [0/

‘book’ ‘He bears’ ‘You bear’ ‘bridegroom’

Table-LI: Minimal pairs justifying the nasal vowels of Bengali

Î 5 ô û

/bldlui Iér/ /tkJ I5ôronI /56/ I5û’/
fI TÎ t’h

‘I pierce’ ‘ofhim ‘fold ofcloth ‘bamboo’ ‘remembrance’ ‘sound of ‘niddle’
formai’ at waist’ the wind’

Ibid’iI /er! Itckl [ba5/ /5oron/ /50/ I5u11

‘God’ ‘hSir,formai’ ‘endure’ ‘dwelling ‘refuge’ ‘You sleep’ ‘I sleep’
place’

Table-Lu: Minimal pairs justifying the consonants of Bengali
k k’ g gh c ch

[karl /k’ol /gar/ /gh/ bon Ich0rI /jon/ Ijhon!

do’ ‘hey’ ‘average’ ‘house’ ‘emerged ‘bow of a ‘fever’ ‘storm’
land’ violin’ —

t t d

!tik/ Ithikl !dak! Id’ak! Itan! Ii han! !danl Idhan!

Li

light ‘right’ ‘branch’ ‘shield’ ‘melody’ ‘sheet ‘donation’ ‘rice’
sound of cloth’

of a dock’
b bli p f s 5 h

[bat al [bhata/ /pata! Ifatal !silI !5i11 15a11 [hall
ii

‘to ‘ebb-tide’ ‘grinding ‘tom’ ‘seal’ ‘barber’t4 ‘year’ ‘condition’
distribute’ stone’

r 1 m n

Iraga! Ilaga! 1mai 1mai Iran! inoi
llfl ‘T1tî NT

‘to be ‘to need’ ‘mother’ ‘no’ ‘battle’ ‘colour’
angry’
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C. Stress and Vowel Iength
Authors (Chatterji and Dasgupta among others) generally agree in stating

that vowel length as well as stress are phonologically non-significant in

Bengali. However, I have found some rate minimal pairs based on these

supra-segmental features.

Vowel Iength
fkaioI ‘black’ liai! ‘red’

Ikaio :1 ‘extremely black?’ lia il ‘extremely red’

Accent
/kumar/’unmarried man, prince’ /jeie/’fisherman’

lku ‘mari ‘potter’ /je’ie/ ‘in the prison’

D. Phonological inventory: Modifications and Justifications

Most of the existing phonological descriptions of Bengali reflect mainly the

Western Standard of Bengali (WSB) and generally present the latter as the

only standard dialect of Bengali. My inventory of ESB differ from the previous

phonological descriptions in the following respects:

D-J :[+ front, - open] voweifs): [e], [] and lEI

According to Chatterji (268) [J “is not a characteristic sound of the Standard

Colloquial”. He describe it as a “haif-open front vowel, intermediate between

[e] and [J of standard Bengali” which is “occasionally present in West

Bengali as a final sound” (ibid.) but “found in the East Bengali dialects as well

as in the Bengali of the extreme West”. Chatterji (142) also mentions that

“the open [J figures as m [J in Ràdha but in Varêndra, North Bengal and

Varjga it s found as a slightly higher sound [J; and the close [e] of West

Bengal frequently becomes open [cl in Vaijga: e.g. Bengali T oH, one,

c1 country, c why are found as [te: 1/, le : k!, /de: /, ke : no! in West
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Bengali, but as It :1/, /c :kI, /d: I, Jk :nol in typical East Bengali.” (IPA

transcriptions are mine).

I am reluctant to give phonemic status to bel because no minimal pair is

apparently available to distinguish it from k! as far as ESB is concerned. On

the basis of Chatterji’s aforementioned opinions, lei would be best described

as a free variant of kf in ESB. Now the question is whether both lei and k!

should be included in the phonemic inventory of ESB or not. The minimal

pairs that have so far been furnished in different phonological descriptions in

order to establish lei and lei (and also k! and kf) as different phonemes and

three other susceptible pairs that I have found, may justify the phonemic

status of lei in a received version cf the standard ESB or in the ESB spoken

by those who consider the following or comparable pairs distinctive enough.

Table-Lui: Minimal pairs justifying the contrast of lei and Id

/gelo/ Ibegi Ibe Ç! [keno/ fkhel/

4l1

‘he has gone ‘speed dress up ‘buy’ game’

/gElol lbcg/
ITÏ 1Ï1Ï lTPT ffl

swaflow bag diameter ‘why’ play
(Following Dasgupta) (Following Ferguson and

Chowdhury)

C

As far as my personal competence in Bengali is concerned, the

abovementioned pairs are net distinctive. However, in absence of a detailed

phonetic description cf ESB proper, I have decided not to decline the

phonemic status to lei. I hope that future research will shed light on this
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problem and the question whether lei and Iêl should be described as a free

variants cf ftI and I/ for the sake of economy (cf. Hockett 1925).

d-2: loi and loi

Dan (1992) states that i) the contrast between loi and loi is neutralized into

loi and that ii) these two phonemes are in complementary distribution in

word-medial syllables. Though loi can substitute loi in word final and inter

vocalic positions in many words, we can note that these two phonemes

contrast in ail positions and the contrast is maintained in bi-syllabic words as well.

Table-LIV: Minimal pairs justifying the contrast of loi and loi

Word-lnitial Word-final Inter-consonantal/bi-syllabic
/0/ /oporel /SoI Ijori Igola/

?‘fl tI

u p sleep ‘strength ‘canon-ba II’

/0/ IDporeI /0/ Ijor/ IgolaI
9r

others, nom ‘hundred’ fever’ ‘throat

final position is concerned. However, although /Ek5o/ ‘one hundred is often

heard, *iSoeSoel ‘in hundreds’ or *iSokhanekl ‘about hundred’ are unusual.

These words are usually realized with loi: t’c t’cT iSoeSoei and ‘t” tt

ISokhanekl. We can also note that English ban words like sawlsol and raw

Irai in words like saw-mill /so:mil/ and -t iro:cai ‘tea without milk’

We are aware of the

‘hundred’, may not

another distinctive

neutralization cf o/a

fact that the ESB speakers who tend to pronounce iSol

find the unique pair SoiSo distinctive enough. Until

pair is found, Dans assumption concerning the

contrast may seem to be well-founded as far as word
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and the name cf the Indian secret police RAW irai are flot pronounced with

loi in Bengali. Therefore, it seems that the neutralization of the contrast

between loi and loi cannot be claimed to be part of Bengali phonology.

D-3. Semi-vowels and Diphthongs

Table-LV: Diphthongs in Bengali

W y j q

i ldi3/

‘I_give’
de /.W/ !nY! le3!

T’3

‘take’ takes’ ‘this’ ‘somebody
a /3 aW/ /j a/ /j al /j

1’

“go’ goes’ ‘I go gruel’

u !du3/

‘two’

O /So/ /5o”! !So1o!
Cfl’ ?Ifll TfC’Tî

‘go’ sleeps ‘l6th’

o /how/ /ho”! !bol
3

‘be’ becomes’ ‘book’ bride’

i

‘I touch’
ô /c h w!

1’ ÎT
touch’ ‘touches
/gW/ /gY! !/

ii
‘village’ ‘in the ‘Guru’ sound of

village’ Demons’

I have so far noticed 24 diphthongs in Bengali and none cf them is

apparently ‘heavy diphthong’ (V+V) (cf. Piggott & Singh 1985). However,
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multi-vowei sequences are possible in which two diphthongs tepresent the

nucleus of two different syllables (cf. Chatterjee 1962). In Bengali no other

sounds except vowels bear the [+syllabic] feature capable of representing

the peak of a syllable (cf. Dan). Semi-vowels generally appear as the second

member of the diphthongs (cf. Sarker 1985-86, cited in Dan, ibid.).

For Sarkar (1985-86 cited in Dan) and Dasgupta semi-vowels are ail non

syllabic and none of them can be claimed to be a true on-glide (XV).

However, most of the words in the foilowing chart as weIl as the diphthong

clusters such as rtrr /maa’/ ‘in the affection’ or /gawa\’/ ‘he makes

him sing’ as well the ‘diphthong + vowel’ clusters such as r1rrn /ma’&’iI ‘only

in the affection’ or imi /gawaYo/ ‘he makes him sing too’ ieave us with

much doubt whether the semi-vowel they contain should be considered as an

on- or off-glide.

Table-LVI: Semi-vowels followed by a consonant

Ibac/ Ia1I Ian/ /arI /DsI

‘bale ‘boat- ‘ridge of ‘law’ ‘a kind ‘a kind ‘aristocrat’
race’ earth’ of cat-fish’ of fish’

/tat/ /ba1/ /carI Ie1/

‘disrespecfful ‘village ‘spread’ ‘temple’
angry young bard’

man’
W &han/ /havr /

•fl’s
‘food’ ‘marsh’

According to Sarkar (1985-86 cited in Dan, 1992) whenever a diphthong is

followed by a final single consonant, the diphthong becomes longer in

Bengali and tends to be disyliabic i.e. it does flot remain a diphthong any
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more. If we compare the sequence [ba1I ‘village bard’ with tfl [ba4la/

‘bard-like’ we cannot but agree with him that the glide is shorter in the second

sequence. This said, I do not know whether he means that the glide

becomes the nuclei of the following syllable. However, aIl the words in the

above chart can be seen either as monosyllabic ones with a diphthong in the

nuclei or following Chatterjee we can also consider them as bi-syllabic words

where the semi-vowel stands for the nucleus of the second syllable.

Table-LVII: Vowels and their diphthong counterparts

aIa” a!a’1 a!aw aIa’ aIa âI 01Ol Ô!Ôw

pKha/ /jal fkawn/ /0/ /anl /gà]/ lol /chô/

ll 41 fl I

eat go’ food’ ‘spread’ Iaw’ ‘bale’ sleep!’ ‘touch!’
/kha7 lja/ [khan! Icari lan! /gàl ISDWI /chowl

TT4 f14 “[Î3

‘he eats’ gruel’ he eats’ four’ ‘bring’ pock ‘sleep!’ touch!
et’

eIe eI&’ oIo /3’ DIo’ eIe’ eIe

!kel le! me! lb! !ho/ lbo! [ke! le!
t 4

who’ ‘he’ ‘take’ be’ ‘be’ ‘bear’ who’ ‘he’
/ke’41 lel !&“! !ol l&”l lbDl lel
:4

‘some ‘this’ ‘he ‘I am’ ‘he ‘bride’ ‘some ‘this’
body’ takes’ becomes’ body’

For Chatterjee (26) semi-vowels are non-phonemic because, whether they

are syllabic or not, they always “occur in known environment and are,

therefore, predictable”. It is true that semi-vowels cannot appear elsewhere

than after a vowel, and, generally, they are realized as an off-glide in

diphthongs. It is for this reason that Ferguson was somehow right to consider

them as allophones of the corresponding vowels (u>], j>1 0>W /o>Y) in

non-syllabic positions. But there is at least one phoneme in Bengali (hj/)

which is neyer realized word initially and contrasts with the alveolar nasal In!
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only in coda. Similarly ail the semi-vowels except 1q1 (cf. Chatterji, Ferguson

& Chowdhury) contrast with their corresponding vowels in coda and,

therefore, are not aiways as predictable as Chatterjee presumes.

If we consider semi-vowels as non-phonemic, we have to consider

diphthongs as phonemes because, as we can see above, most of them

contrast with the corresponding vowels. But there are 24 diphthongs in
Bengali and we should not let ail of them enter its phonemic inventory for the

sake of economy, as Hockett (9) points out, “if several different analyses

equally satisfy the other requirements, that which establishes the smallest

number of phonemes is the one to be preferred.” This said, one is always

free to consider the 24 diphthongs of Bengali as members of its phonemic
inventory and in that case, Bengali will have 42 vowel phonemes in total.

Following Ferguson & Chowdhury I would like to argue that semi-vowels are

better described as phonemes although, as the chart below shows, the

absence of contrast between lui and II remains a serious problem to solve.

However, f/ can be considered as a phoneme for the benefit of pattern

congruity following Hockett, (ibid.) who argues that “two contrasting

segments which occur in similar phonetic environments are to be analyzed

as having similar structures”.

Table-LVIII: Semi-vowels and their vowel counterparts
Ic iii wIO Iu

1da37 I]aw/ Idc/
1T tT

obligation’ ‘m id-wife’ ‘go’ ‘g ives’
/dacl /dail Ijao/ /d&7
rîr wrt fl’3

‘because of the ‘responsible’ ‘sister-in-law too’ ‘due’
crime_of’
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D-4: Semi-vowels jE, versus [Y]

Unlike Fergusson and Fergusson and Chowdhury, I have flot considered 1E1

as a phoneme cf Bengali because alt cf its possible instances, for example in

îi lca/ ‘he wants’ (example cited from Fergusson and Chowdhury, ibid.) or

in ldi ‘he gives’ can be replaced by the off-glide P’!: lc&’l, ldE7. On the

other hand, /l cannot represent, in my view the ‘y-type glide’ (cf. Dasgupta)

[v]: w [mour] ‘peacock’ but not *imour!; wt lmo’nai ‘maina’ but not

*imonal

I consider (pace Ferguson & Chowdhuri) P’/ as the semivowel counterpart of

loi. I have been reluctant to propose both /E1 and [Y] as different phonemes or

ii as a free variation cf P? for the sake cf economy (cf. Hockett) of

description. I believe that if there is some difference between /E/ and P’! in

Bengali, it would, rather, be a phantom (difference) (cf. Sapir 1925), not a

real one.

D-5: Ip’I versus If!

Chatterji (269, 511) describes the fricative Ifi as the sound of Bengali which

is “ccmmonly substituted for the aspirate /ph/ cf careful speakers”. However,

he (270) again mentions elsewhere (270) that /h/ would be quite normal as

compared to /f! which is net used by ail speakers. For Ferguson, /hi occurs

only as a rare free variant of a voice-less bilabial fricative ll. The same

position is maintained in Ferguson and Chowdhury (30) when they state that

“labiats are aIl bilabial. The aspirated /p’V and !bh/ are articulated either as
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aspirates, i.e. stop followed by aspirated release, or as spirants. The spirant

pronunciation of /I of /p’/ seems more frequent in occurrence in ail

positions than the aspirate /p’/”. For Hai (1967) /p’V is a piosive but

depending on the region, it can become Iabio-dental fricative.

Table-LIX (a-d):Dïstribution of Ip”I and IfI in different positions

a. Onset
Iphokirl */phaYda/ */phoTph0rI IphÔSphÔI

Ifokir/ /fada/ IfDrfDrI Ifô.Çfô.Ç/

saint’ ‘profit’ ‘onomatopoeic of ‘hiss of
blowing wind’ snake’

IphkaI *Iphitphatl *Iphjta/ /phulI

/fka/ /fitfat/ Ifital /ful/
II II

‘em pty’ weIl-dressed’ ribbon’ flower’

b. Coda
*Imaph *IraphI ÏgôphI

/mafl /raf/ /gôf/
u- TÎ

‘excuse’ ‘draft’ ‘moustache’

c. Onset clusters with Ip”I and If!
IpliI ?/sphotik ISphutoI Iophuto/ ?/Sotosphurto/

Ifi /sfotik/ ISfuto/ IoSfuto/ /Sotosfurtol

‘cristal’ ‘bloomed’ ‘unbloomed’ ‘spontaneous’

d. Intervocalic Consonant clusters wïth !p’! and If!
?ISopholI ?/prophulla/ */0phjçf *IsDphDrI

/ofo1I /profulla/ ID fiS! lso for?

successful’ ‘happy’ ‘office’ ‘voyage’
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Dasgupta describes the aspirated Ip’11 as an ‘unstabie phoneme’ which has

an allophone If! often realized ‘under socio-iinguistic and phonotactic

conditions not yet examined.’ But the above charts show that none of these
phones is restricted to any specific phonotactic andlor or prosodic context
and can freely be substituted for each other depending on the idiolect or the

speech register. Therefore, the aliophonic status of If! can hardly be

justified, and, as far as ESB is concerned, I consider If! to be the phoneme

and // or /ph/ as its stylistic andlor free variations.

D-6: Sïbïiants

According to Chatterji (546) “Bengali has only one sibilant phoneme, the

palato-aiveolar II which normaliy becomes the dental or alveolar /s! when

occurring before fil, MI, In!, In, /1/”. Hai (1967) on the other hand, describes

ISI as a post-dentai sound. However, the common view is that 1sf would be

an allophone of /51, flot s phoneme. Ferguson hoids the same view and 50

does Hai. However, Ferguson and Chowdhury (34) were apparently ready to
reconsider Ferguson’s previous decision when they state that “the
phonologicai status of the sibilants is fairly complex” and that “the source of

the difficulty lies in the degree of predictability of /s/ and /51 sounds”. They

again mention that in material native to Bengali (i.e. exciuding ail ban words

used by muitilingual speakers), 1sf occurs oniy before /tI, In!, /i!, In! with

some exceptions. However, they recognize the phonemic contrast between

1sf and /5/ at least for some multibinguai speakers (Fergusson and

Chowdhury:35).

According to Dasgupta (360) “Bangia has two sibilants, alveolar /s/ and
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palato-alveolar // conttasting in pairs like faste! ‘slowly’ vs !a5tel ‘to

corne”. However, he later rerninds the readers that the contrast is

phonernically weak because ‘the sibilants can contrast only between a vowel

and a !t, n, r, 1!”. For Dasgupta (ibid.) “syllable initially only /sk, st, sn,

sm! clusters are possible and elsewhere basically oniy // is possible, with

sorne lexical exceptions: /bas! ‘bus’ contrasting with /ba5/ ‘residence’.” It

seems that both Ferguson and Dasgupta have many doubts about the

phonernic status of /sf in standard Bengali in general but the following charts

show that /sf contrasts with 1Sf in alrnost ail the positions.

Table-LX: Distribution of IsI and I! in different syllabic positions

a. Onset

s /sinema/ Isenti /sar/ /sup/ /501/ /so1ab/

BN ?FtT

‘cinema’ parfume’ ‘sir’ ‘soup’ the under- ‘over
surface flooded’

ofthe_shoe’

S /5ik/ /5E/ I5ak/ ISukhI /SokI

f ri trr

‘metal rod’ ‘he/she’ ‘spinach’ ‘happiness’ grief’ ‘hundred’

b. Coda

s /kismis/ IbEs/ Ibasi /5ust’o/

‘raisin’ ‘enough’ ‘bus’ ‘in good health’

5 /bi5/ /be5/ /ba5I /ghu.çI

‘poison’ ‘okay’/’dress up’ ‘dwelling place’ ‘bribe’
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C. Intervocalic position
s lasal lasel lasu! lasol Iasi/ /cscl Icsol /osi/ /osi/

îfn 3fT

a first essay’ ‘trustee’ ‘Police
name’ officer’

S IaaI IaeI Ia5uI Ia,Ço/ /a5iI /e5e/ /e5o/ /o5iI /do5il
T’fl rir fl1?f1 îIi ii dr

‘hope’ ‘he ‘soon’ ‘corne’ ‘I corne’ ‘having corne’ ‘sword’ ‘guilty’
cornes’ arrived’

U. Consonant clusters in onset
s Ispor5o/ /ston/ /skondha/ /sta1I Isfito/

9f4

‘touch’ ‘breast’ ‘shoulders’ ‘style’ ‘swollen’

S /pI /t/ 15k! ISta]1I 15ff

‘style’

s /sthanl /snan/ /slok/ Isrom/

cI

‘place’ ‘bathe’ ‘couplet’ ‘labour’

S !5t”! 15n1 /5lok/ /5r/
cI

‘couplet’

s

S

Iaspordha/

‘audacity’
/ba 5 po

-r9

vapour’

Ios fut o!

‘unbloorned’
/a5falon/

‘ brand ish in g’

/mast an

‘teacher’

/ma5tan/
N

‘teacher’

e. Intervocalic clusters

s /5k! IoslilI /asrom/ /osnanto/

‘couplet’ ‘unbathed’

S /fo5ka/ /a5lo/ /fu5rot/ /a5na]/

vesicle’ ‘he has ‘off-time’ ‘love’
corne’

/most o!

‘verv bio’
/a5to/

‘ I 1CI

‘used to corne’
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We can note in the above chart that I! does not normally appear in syllable

initial consonant clusters and it is hard ta find Isi in intervocalic positions

except in words of English origin. Therefore, we can at best state that their

distinction is neutralized to ff in inter-vocalic position. But among the 28

consonant phonemes cf Bengali, only 19 (/p/, !tI, /k/. 7h!, /d/, 7g!. Ij/, !tI, lU],

If!. /bl/, /d1’/ 4h1 /gh/ /th/ 1h!, /m!. /n/ and /sI) can appear in syllable initial

consonant clusters, and there is at least one phoneme 1d! that does not

appear in intervocalic position. We can also note that bath 1sf and fI can

appear in onset as well as in coda along with aIl the oral vowels. Therefore,

it is difficult ta justify the complementary distribution of 1sf and ll in Bengali.

The following minimal pairs also show that the contrast between the two

segments is strong enough and the phonemic status of Isi can be justified

th e re by.

Table-LXI: Minimal pairs justifying the phonemic status of IsI and II
Onset Coda Intervocalic
/sat/ /bssl Imesel

‘sir diameter’ in the hostet
/ar! /meSe/

t4I

fertilizer dress-up it mixes up

D-7: Trilis: r and t
To the best of my knowledge, no minimal pair allows us to distinguish the

retroflex fI from the alveolar (cf. Chatterji) or advanced alveolar (cf.

Dasgupta) or dental (cf. Ferguson and Chowdhury) In in ESB. Dasgupta

daims that in aIl Eastern varieties, /f becomes In! unconditionally and, even
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in the West, // tends ta approach ix-i in some words such as

IctanoI ‘ta camb’, îrn [hattanol ‘to grope’ or in /ttaki truck’, a

word taken from English.

Table-LXII: Minimal pairs justifying the phonemic status of In and ItI

/maral fhar/ /karl Igaro/ ftaral

lI

make him defeat’ ‘whose?’ a tribal race they

beaten! ‘necklace’

ImaaI [hat/ lkat/ /gaoI Itatal

wr ,IJ(.I

grind!’ or bone ‘take by drive in! hurry’, ‘act of chasing’

stamp! force

(Cf. Ferguson and (Mina Dan, pers. (cf. Hai) (Mina Dan, pers.

Chowdhury) communication) communication

The above pairs while appearing susceptible to justify the phonemic status of

Ici are not in my view sufficiently distinctive as far as ESB is concerned.

Pace Hai (1967), I think that the difference between the two lgaroi does not

depend an the quality cf the thrill they contain but on their initial stress.

Therefore li wauld be better described either as a free variant or, in some

idioiect as an allophone of ix-i occurring immediately before or after retraflex

stops, for example in /dhatta/ ‘the ban’ or in /trak/ ‘truck’.5

D-8. [zJand IjI

Due ta perpetual influence of eastern mother tangues (e.g. Chittagonian) that

lack the affricate pair (c/j) but instead have the fricative one (s/z), the voiced

strident /z/ could have entered the phanetic inventary of ESB (acquired much

later with schooling andlor with electronic media). But unlike /f! and Is/, the

phonemic status of IzI cannot yet be determined for lack of at least one

minimal pair.
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Table-LXIII: Distribution of Izi and Iii in different positions

Coda Onset Intervocalic
Standard ?fkaz/, fkaj] *IzDrI Ii or] */aza/ /SajaJ
Words work’ ‘fever’ ‘punishment’

So-called ?Imc j m€j/, *IzobzDbe/ ?/hizibizi/
onomatopoeic

Jjobjobe/ /hijibiji)words
Onomatopoeia to ‘Onomatopoeia to ‘Onomatopoeia

denote the physical denote the state cf to denote the
condition cf something wet’ illegibility of a

not feeling well’ written document’
Words of /hozl, /lioj/ */zan/ Ijanl ?/gazil, Igajil

Perso-Arabic ‘Islamic piigrimage ‘life’ ‘hero’
origin in Mecca’

Words of /saz/ ?Isa]/ */zebra/, /jebral /izi/, Ijj/
English ‘size’ zebra’ ‘easy’
origin

/ziro/, /jiro/

‘zero’

Dasgupta argues that /zI is a routine substitute of Iji in case of the words 0f

Perso-Arabic origin and has dominance over these words in the Eastern

speech region. As far as ESB s concerned, we can note that such a

substitution is randomly allowed in coda but seldom in onset and/or in inter

vocalic positions. This general tendency applies to aIl words including the

onomatopoeic sequences as weIl as the ban words of English and Perso

Arabic origin. The chart below shows that /z/ cannot be considered as an

allophone of /j/ and that we can at best describe it as a free variant of the

latter in the coda of some particular words such as lhozl ‘Islamic

pilgrimage in Mecca’, Isa3z/ ‘size’ or in Ikazi ‘work’.

D-9. Aspïrated sonorants

For Ferguson & Chowdhury (46) ‘many educated speakers of Bengali have

in their speech instances of aspirated sonorants in contrast with unaspirated

1m, n, 1, r, / as in [bromho/ ‘God’, t /cinho/ ‘sign’, /alhad/ ‘joy’,
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/rhido7 ‘heart’, ni IgahoI ‘deep” (IPA is ours)6. Hai also holds the

same view and describes [mli], [nhJ, etc. as ‘aspirated consonant sounds’.

Sengupta (1980:127) adds hj/ to the above Iist because it can also have an

aspirated counterpart as in ¶ [iuhoJ ‘lion’.

In my view, none of the above mentioned sonorants can be said to have an

aspirated counterpart because Iack of minimal pairs, the existence of the

latter cannot be justified. Therefore ImhI, ml!, etc. would represent a

sequence of phonemes. Sengupta believes that only the lexicon of educated

speakers contains such sequences and the educated and uneducated

variety of Bengali “differ from each other in terms of phonetic shapes of a

handful of words”. In his view, educated speakers’ lexicon have ‘paired

entries’ for these words: fbromho/ and fbrommo/ and that of uneducated

ones contains a single entry:/brommo/.

I would like to propose a single underlying structure for these words which

contains an unacceptable [+EGJ[+sonorantJ cluster, e.g. *[lnl *[lml etc. In a

received pronunciation, Ibrohmo/ is repaired with methathesis: [bromho/ and

in an ordinary one, with assimilation: [brommo/. This solution could be

preferred for the following reasons:

i) it proposes a single lexical entry;

ii) attempt to reproduce [+EGJ[+sonorantJ sequences like [brohmo/ and

[SahnamaJ ‘taIe of ancient Persian kings’ are not unheard of in Bengali;
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iii) as far as ESB is concerned, the use of Ibromhol belongs to a very

special register used by educated speakers involved in cultural activities

like singing certain songs or reciting a text; and

iv) both educated and uneducated speakers’ lexicon have a single entry

for [sirjhoJ ‘lion’.

D-10: Concluding remarks regarding the phonemic inventory of Bengali

As far as the ESB is concerned, in many contexts /p’V, lei and iii seem to

be prescribed and/or stylistic variations of the phonemes If!, // and In

respectively. The latter are realized, I would say, in some type of ‘very careful

received pronunciation’. Under the ‘socio-linguistic’ (cf. Dasgupta) influence

of WSB, If! and IzJ are considered as ashuddha (impure) or bhul

(incorrect), and the distinctions between ll and le! on the one hand and

between fr1 and t’i on the other are prescribed in specific contexts such as

in the recitation of poems or the singing of certain types cf songs. However,

this prescription is flot unconditional and assumedly depends on a certain

tegister. For example, If!, IzI and ftI are expected and even appreciated in

folk songs, whereas, in songs written by famous Bengali poets such as

Rabindranath Tagore andlor Kazi Nazrul Islam and in adhunik gan (which

means ‘modem songs’ but in fact refers to a special type cf songs composed

since the sixties), the singer is rather expected te avoid these phones.

As we have mentioned earlier, most of the phonological descriptions of

Bengali represent the phonological structure of the dialect spoken by the

educated people of Calcutta in the sixties i.e. the then WSB. The socio

linguistic condition (cf. Dasgupta) of the WSB area has significantly changed
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due to massive immigration of East Bengalis to West Bengal since 1947 (cf.

Dan, Singh (U.N.) 2004) and it is possible that the phonological inventory of

WSB has undergone some significant changes. Therefote, it is not unlikely

that the bilabial aspirate /pl/ and the close-mid vowel lei are about to be

replaced by the labio-dental fricative If! and open-mid ftI respectively, and it

is time to reconsider whether the phonemic status of the former can be

reasonably maintained in the WSB andior in standard Bengali in general.

E. Phonotactic constraints: syllabic constraints

E-la. Consonant clusters in coda

According to Sarkar (1986 cited in Dan, 1992) Bengali phonology tends to

avoid more than one consonant word finally, although there are a few

exceptions in the case of borrowed items. For Ferguson & Chowdhury (47)

such clusters are almost nonexistent in Standard Bengali, “though occasional

examples occur, of course, in foreign words (such as names and technical

terms) used in Bengali utterances by multilinguals.” Chatterjee assumes that

Bengali does not allow consonant clusters syllable finally. However, we can

note that in English ban words (e.g. fb1tI ‘beit’), consonant clusters are

generally maintained word finally andlor in coda.

Table-LXIV: Words with consonant cluster in coda
!ktl îkdJ Irki Irdj fkhtl

/oaktl Iakdl /park/ /gardj /toktl
‘31 11

‘time for ‘agreement of ‘parc ‘gard’ ‘throne of an
Islamic prayer’ Islamic marriag (Islamic) kingdom’

lit! IidI Its! In! Isti

IbEltI /goldl ljotsnal lpariI Ibehesti

tn Tt1
‘beit’ ‘gold’ ‘moonlight’ ‘peari’ Islamic heaven
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We have found only one polysyflabic word which may be pronounced with a

heavy coda with a rising sonority: tiii Ijotsnal ‘moon-light’. Therefore, it

can be claimed that heavy codas are s&dom allowed in polysyNabic words.

The clusters endowed with a rising sonority are repaired with epenthesis in

order to comply with the phonological constraint that prohibits a heavy coda.

English ban words such as fbotl/ ‘bottle’ and /ketll ‘kettie’ become Ïi

/botol/ and cifï fketli/; Persian ban word /SEhr/ ‘town’ and Hindi-Urdu

ban word ISormI ‘shyness’ are repaired to [SohorJ and /Sorom/

respectively. Sanskrit words such as Iostrl ‘arm’ and /d’orm/ ‘religion’ are

realized as IDs(t)roI and /dhormoI respectively.

Consonant clusters allowed in coda are generally welb-behaved i.e. they do

flot violate the hierarchy of sonority. However, there are exceptions like Isk/

and IstI.Ihese clusters have falling sonority and therefore should be albowed

in coda rather than in onset. But for some unknown reason, Bengali allows

the opposite. This has nothing do with ban words from English because

Sanskrit words ending in Isti (e.g. /SustlI ‘in good health’) and /sk/ (e.g.

P’askl ‘name of a saint’) also undergo repair and become /Sustho/ and

/j askol.

E-lb. Consonant clusters in onset

According to Ferguson & Chowdhury (47) “initial consonant clusters are

inftequent but they do occur in ordinary SCB words”. They put such clusters

into three different categories: j) stop+/r/ or /1/, e.g. /dr/ and Jkl/; ii) /sI

plus stop or dental liquid /1/ and fr1, e.g. /st/ and IsrI; and iii) nasal plus
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dental liquid fr1 and Iii e.g. ImlI and In ri. I have found 34 initiaI clusters and

they can be put into 4 dfferent categories:

Table-LXV: Consonant clusters in onset
a. Isi + plosive Isp!, !s]], !stl/, ‘t/

IskI ,Isk”I,Group-1: IsI + other
consonants b. IsI +dental liquid IslI, IsrI

c. Isi + nasals //, 15m!
U. IsI+labialfricative 15f!

Group-2: Stop + /pl/ !trl, fklI, /kr/, /khr/, /h1/, IbrI, /bhr!,
coronal liquid

IdrI Idhrl 1g]] IgrI /gb ri ‘tri, Id..rI, i,jri
Group-3: Nasal + Imli, /mr/, 1m]

coronal liquid
Group-4: Fricative + 1fr! if 1!, ihrI

coronal liquid

Table-LXVI: Examples justifying consonant clusters in onset
- _Group4

1. ‘l/poro!’touch’, 2. ‘/stor/’layer’, 3. î1!than/ ‘place’, 4. t’ï
Ista1i ‘style’, 5. !skond1o/ ‘shoulder’, 6. ‘1r /skholon/ ‘faIl’, 7. Ii Is1ot’I
‘slow’, 8. fi !srom! ‘labour’, 9. /sfotik! ‘crystal’, 10. “mIsmarti ‘smart’,

11. î!snan!’bath’;

________________

Group-2
12. rRT !plabon/ ‘flood’, 13. if /pran! ‘life’, 14. z1f !tran! ‘helf’, 15.

/klanto/ ‘tired’, 16. [kra”I ‘purchase’, 17. [khristabdo/ ‘Christian
era’, 18. t/b1edI ‘blade’, l9.[brotoI ‘religicus vow’, 20. IbhromIerror,
21. /drobon! ‘liquid’, 22. Idh rubo! ‘eternal’, 23. flf Iglanil ‘smart’, 24.
rni /gram/ ‘village’, 25. jM Igh rani ‘smell’, 26. Ti Itraml ‘tram’, 27. W idramI

‘drum’, 28. Ijrimbhon! ‘act of yawning’ (cf. Hai 1967);

Group-3
29. Imlan/ pale’, 30. /mrito/ ‘dead’, 31. if !nripotii ‘king’

Group-4
32. wi’ ifla1 i ‘flight’, 33. t !frem/ ‘frame’, 34. ri ihrido/ ‘heart’

We can make the following generalization regarding consonant clusters in

Onset:
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i) obstruents are flot allowed to precede any other consonant

except non nasal sonorants (trill & lateral): fr1 and /1/;

ii) no consonant except the alveolar non-voiced strident Isi is

allowed to precede any other obstruent or nasal;

iii) some of the clusters (Isp!, /st/, etc.) are endowed with a

declining sonority in violation of the universal law proclaimed in

Kiparsky;

iv) no other consonant clusters except /st/ is allowed both in onset

Istorl ‘layer’) and in coda (cic [beliesti ‘Islamic heaven’)

which means that clusters that are allowed in coda are not

generally allowed to appear in onset.

Ferguson and Chowdhury rightly mentions that Bengali dictionaries list

hundreds, perhaps thousands of words with initial clusters. Some of these

words are either i) purely orthographic, (e.g. fdarl ‘door’ written as ¶ /dvar/

or /h0/ ‘moment’ written as i /kSon!) or ii) according to Ferguson and

Chowdhury (47) “imaginary in the sense that the words are Sanskrit forms

which do not actualiy occur in SCB.”. The word /Jribhon/ ‘yawning’ (cf.

Hai 1967) would be in my view a good example of the latter.

E-lc: Aspiration in coda

Hai (144, 197) believes that aspiration can be fully maintained in onset but

completely lost in coda. According to Ferguson and Chowdhury (45) “In final

(postjunctural) position there is a greatly reduced contrast between

unaspirated and aspirated stops” and “it is only in very careful speaking
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styles or in diaiectaiiy coioured pronunciations that any contrast at ail is

made.’ As far as ESB is concerned, Ferguson & Chowdhury’s observations

are stili relevant because most of the foilowing pairs are flot generally

distinctive in ESB.

Wf Imagl ‘beg’ tft Ipocl ‘coating’

/magll or Imag/ ‘second month of winter’ îî IpôchI or IpôcI ‘mop’

Inib! ‘nib’ *t !akl ‘draw’

tF5 Ifljbhl or Inib! ‘extinct’ €ii’1 /.kI sugar-cane’

Ibedi ‘the holy book of Veda’ Ti! lbEgrof ‘eager’

i !bedhl or Ibedl ‘radius of circie’ [bgh roi *pygp/ ‘tiger’

ni irodhi ‘obstruction’ nt imaj e! ‘he/she/they ciean(s)’

t’ /rodl ‘sunlight’ Imaj he! ‘in the middie’

iti /akhra/ ‘centre’

ri iakrai ‘scarce’

If we compare the word N [baghl ‘tiger’ and lmathl with their genitive

form Tci fbagher/ ‘tiger’s’ and rltI /mat’erI ‘of the fieid’, we note that the

aspiration is flot maintained in the monosyliabic words, whereas, in the bi

syliabic ones, it is. As is the case with the devoicing of the final obstruents (in

German /tag/ — Itaki for exampie), de-aspiration in coda is assumedly a

naturai process (cf. Donegan and Stampe 1979) which appiies ta Bengali.

Among the two possible syliabifications i) /bag”+er/ and ii) [ba+gher/, the
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second one is more ‘naturai’ because none of the syllables in this case

contains an aspirated coda.

Aspiration in Bengali is not generally maintained in coda except in some rare

Sanskrit originated bi-syllabic words such as: ISubh roi ‘white’, /ab”rol

‘cloud’ and ‘bg”ro/ ‘tiger’ and in a very careful and/or very unusual

received type of pronounciation. According to Ferguson & Chowdhury (ibid.)

“The only exception of any importance is a set of interjections ending in h.”

However, as long as the interjections like lob! oh’, iahI ‘oh’ and ibahi

‘bravo’ are realized with more or less aspiration, it cannot be unanimously

established that aspiration is not at ail allowed in coda.

E-2. Word-Ievel constraints

Chatterjee (1962) does not consider the sequences of two phonemes as

clusters unless they belong to the same syliable. I agree with Sengupta (125)

that “in Bangla every segment or cluster that occurs syllable initialiy

invariably occur word initially.” Venneman (1974:355) on the other hand,

assumes “as the most basic level for the formulation of phonological

constraints not the syllable, but the word.” As far as Bengali phonology is

concerned, not ail phonemic sequences are aHowed at word boundary and

not ail the restrictions on their co-occurrence comply with the aforementioned

syliabic constraints. Therefore, the following word-Ievel constraints have to be

included in the grammar of Bengali along with the syllable-level constraints.

a. Voiced plosives can precede the non-voiced ones as in:

[bhagcai/ ‘share-cropper’ or /rajputra/ ‘prince’ but as the

following chart shows, non-voiced plosives are not allowed to precede

voiced ones7. Fricatives are not affected by this constraint because we
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have words like rïfl Iafganl ‘Afgan’, tfl’t fk’oSbu/ good smell’,

/mogu1/ ‘absorbed’, tcti /deSjora/ ail over the country’, iwi

/maSd,a1/ ‘a kind of lentil’.

Table-LXVII: I nter-vocalic sequences of [-voiced] [+voiced] segments
IpbI—+!bbl IpdJ—>IbdJ IpgI—>IbgI Ipj I—*[bj I - lpb’I*!bb h1

[kbbeI /golabdani/ Igolabgac”I /golabjol/ /pabbhar/

fl[îf’rfft fl911t’T 9ff9iBT

‘will tremble ‘rose-stand’ ‘rosebush’ ‘rosewater’ “load of sin’

ItbI—>IdbI ItdJ—*Idd] ItgI—*IdgI It j I—*Idj I ItdhI_>IddI

!madbor! fdoaddani/ /sadguru/ /hadjora/ IhaddhoYal

T1 t1fl

leader’ “inkpot-stand perfect guru’ ‘handy ‘washing
occupied hands’

!tg ht>!dg hj fkj i—>lgj I fkd]—>igdJ [kdl—>IgdJ 1kg h/_>/gg h,

/hadg”ori/ /b’a1ugjor/ fkagdaka/ Idagda’NI Idagghorl

Niii 1’5

‘wrist-watch ‘light fever’ ‘crow-cawing’ ‘call’ ‘post-office’
[khi—>1gb! ItbI—*Id.bI h bhI_Id.bhI ItgI—>Id,gI Icb’ I>!] bhl

Idagbol /fuc1bo1/ Imad,bhoraI fkad,garaI [kajbhora/

‘liwe will ‘football’ ‘field full of ‘small wooden ‘full of broken
cal I’ so meth j ng’ en closu re g I asses

in the courts’
IcdI—>Ijd] IcbI—>Ij bi IcgI—>IjgI Icj I—>Icj I

!elajdana/ Inajbarl InaJ9anI /kucjugol!

[r5wPn 1Î6T ftflt

‘cardamom’ ‘to dance ‘dancing and ‘both cf the
singing’ breasts of a

wom a n’

As we can note in the chart above, the underiying sequences such as

*/g]apj ail ‘rose-water’ or *ldakbol ‘I will calI’ are automatically

repaired to /golabjai/ and rn Idagbol in the surface representationt7.

But what proves that the words like /go1abo1/ or /dagbo/ are flot the

underlying structure themselves? They are flot because most cf these words
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except /fud,bo1/ are complex words and can be analyzed back to simple

words like fli1t Igolapl ‘rose’ or Idakl ‘calipres, imp, 3rd person intim/derog’ which

end in an unvoiced obstruent. Therefore, it is more likely that the underlying

structure of these words contains an unvoiced obstruent which is repaired to

a voiced one in the surface structure.

b. No word starts with a semi-vowel.

c. Nasal vowels do not form clusters. No cluster such as IâJ or IâU

is allowed in Bengali.

d. No word starts with Iij! (cf. Ferguson and Chowdhury, Hai).l have to

consider (d) as a word-level constraint only because I am are not sure

whether /rjl can appear in onset or not. Some words such as /roijin/

‘coloured’ may be syllabified in some idiolect as the concatenation of [ro]

and [uinJ, but in no idiolect can a word begin with liji.

e. The nasal dental [n] become homorganic when it precede a coronal

plosive (ItI, Id/, Ici, Ij/, Tt/ and Ici]).

Examples: Iont or! ‘heart’, Iondorl ‘interior’, i4T Ioncoll ‘region’,

tmi /gonjona/ ‘painful criticism’, ii Jbontonl ‘distribution’, t /gunda/

‘hooligan’. English ban words like /pcntl ‘trousers’, /scnt/ ‘perfume’

or Hindi-Urdu ban words like [bond/ ‘strike’ also faT! under the scope of

this constraint and are repaired accordingly. However, velar and labial

obstruents remain heterorganic: /bongâi ‘place name’, flTfl Ianbarl ‘to

bring’
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f. Only diphthongs with an la! in their nucleus (e.g. rtw lm&’&’l ‘affection

locative’, lga”a’’/ ‘sing causative, 2’ or 1fl /cô”a/ ‘I make

touch’) have been noticed to follow another diphthong.

This constraint concerns neither the glide nor the vowel (in the nuclei) but the

diphthong as a whole because most of the vowels can follow other

diphthongs and ail the semivowels can appear as off-glide with most of the

vowels.

g. No aspirated consonants is allowed to precede another aspirated

consonant. However, the aspirated glottal fricative /h! can precede itself

in interjections like: [ahhaJ or [ohhoJ.

According to Ferguson and Chowdhury (46) “in medial position, the contrast

between unaspirated and aspirated stops is somewhat reduced” and “there is

no intervocalic aspirated stops in Bengali, not morpheme-initial”. I have

noticed no such constraint in ESB. Words such as î îoagher/ ‘0f the tiger’

Imat’er/ ‘of the field’ and lek’ane/ ‘here’ cannot be realized

without aspiration: */bager/ *lmater! and *lekane! in ESB.

Underlying structures such as */adhkhola/ ‘half-open’ or

*!sikhbarl cannot be realized as such and are repaired to ladk”ola/ and

/sikbar/ in ESB. Therefore, we can formulate a word-levei constraint that

will allow no aspirated consonant to precede any other consonant. However,

this constraint will be redundant because there is already a syllabic constraint

that blocks aspiration in coda. An aspirated consonant can only appear in
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onset and we can have clusters like fr /Sikkhok/ ‘teacher’, Iobb”aSI

‘habit’ or /SUddhO/ ‘correct’.

Generally ‘gemination’ means a sequence of two identical tautosyllabic

consonants. In my view, there is no case of gemination in Bengali because

ail CC sequences are heterosyllabic. However, Ferguson and Chowdhury

use the term ‘gemination’ in a different sense and for them almost aIl

consonants geminate; the only exceptions are Irjijl, Ilihl, II and probably

/rr/. I have noticed that the sequence IrrI appears in words such as 11

IchDrra/ ‘small bullet’ or tii Idorral ‘whip’ and [hlil in i1t /aliha/ ‘oh’.

However, a large number of phonemes do not follow itself in an intervocalic

sequence. No aspirated consonant is allowed to follow itself (or any other

aspirated consonant). Among the non-aspirated ones, labial-dental fricative

If! and the sibilant IsI have not been attested to appear in an intervocalic

CC sequence. However, intervocalic /ss/ sequence can be noticed in Arabic

originated Islamic salutation: /assa1amoa1akumI ‘let there

be peace on you’ frequently used by the majority of ESB speakers.

According to Ferguson and Chowdhury (44), ‘a sequence of vowels is either

ail nasal or ail oral; there are no IvJ or /v/ sequences.” This does not

seem to be true because in the reduplicated words rrtt /kakif ‘drawing’

an oral vowel precedes a nasal one. Words like IgeI ‘in the village’ or

r.iin /dtlôa/ ‘smoke’ show that nasal vowels can also precede oral ones.

Diphthongs can also follow nasal vowels, e.g. t’ftrt /gêo’/ ‘uncultured and/or

villagernom’, tiW Id’ô&7 ‘in the smoke, but the contrary is not attested.
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F. WelI-formedness conditions (WFC) in Bengali

The afore-mentioned constraints can be embodied into the following WFCs:

WFC-1

*
Coda

[+ conson] [÷ conson]

{
+ alveolar
÷ dental [÷ sonorant]
+ labial J
+ continuant

(Figure-1)

As WFC-1 should allow ail the coda clusters in the following words, the

question must arise why these words have undergone repair. In my view,

these words have been ‘nativized’ in different periods of time and by different

classes of Bengali speaker and may be by speakers of different dialects of

Bengali. The phonology of ail these dialects as well as the phonology of

Bengali during these different periods cannot the same. I agree with Mina

Dan (personal communication) who rightly points out that fboltu/ ‘boit’

and ti /dosto/ ‘friend’ could not be ‘nativized’ by the same class of

speakers. Be that as it may. What seems to be clear is that ail these words

were nativized in a period when no consonant cluster was allowed in coda.

Apparently, the phonotogy of standard Bengali has deviated considerably

from the phonology of the Bengali of that period.

Strategies of repair (8)

1. Epenthesis: ISorti (Sanskrit) —+ ISortol ‘condition’; Iwakt! (Arabic) —

Ioaktol ‘time’; Idordi (Persian) —> Idorodl ‘affection’; /boks/ (English)
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—* [bakSo! ‘box’; Idostl (Hindi-Urdu)—> Idostol ‘friend’; /bolt/ (English)

—* /boltu/ ‘boit’

2. Assimilation: /jotsna/ (Sanskrit) — cîli ljosnal ‘moon-light

3. Deletion: Igostl (Hindi-Urdu) — tttt Igosl ‘meat’I’bear

Some possible clusters that could flot be verified yet:

[gt], [i-g], [i-S]. [i-s], [lt],[lgJ,[lj], [ldJ, etc.

WFC-2

*Ot

+ conson +conson

{ + sonorant ÷ strident
+ palatal + voiced

÷ sonorani J
f occlusive

(Figure-2)

Strategy of repair
Epenthesis:[mbutu] (some African language)—> [mobutu] ‘an African name’

/nkumo/ (some African language) —> tfl Inokurnol ‘an African name’

I1guenI (Vietnamian) —> /noguen/ ‘a Vietnamese name’

But Ifnakl (French) —> Ifnakl ‘name of a bookshop in France’

Some possible clusters that could flot be verified yet:

[sb], [sthJ, [khi]. [ghiJ [ti ] ,[tluj,[tl], [tlul[bluJ etc.
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WFC-3:

*Coda

+ consonantal
+ aspirated
- EG

(Figure-3)

Strateges of repaît

1 .Substitution (with the corresponding non-aspirated consonant):

Ibaghl —> Ibagi ‘tiger’, /matl/ —* fl5 Imatl field

2.Resyllabification accompanied with the movement of the aspirated segment:

Ibag’erI —* 1tri /baigher2/ ‘cf the tiger’, /mat her/ Imait her,2/ ‘cf

the field’

WFC-4:

* cl C2

[ -voiced ][ ÷voiced ]
- continuant

(Figure-4)

Strategies of repaît

1. Substitution (with the corresponding voiced consonant):

/kpbeI—÷ [kbbe/ ‘wiII trembIe’;/Dtguru/—* 3/Ddguru/ ‘perfect guru’ (10)

[kakdakaL-toî [kagdakaI ‘very early in the morning when crows start to caw’
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WFC-5:

* ‘cl c2

[ + continuant - EG

+ EG

(Fïgure-5)

Strategies of repair

1. Assimilation with the following consonant: /ah1ad]— 5rtî /alladI desire’

2. Substitution with P7: /ahbanl —* TTT Iawbanl appeal’

3. Substitution with the neighboring segment: /brahmon/ —* 1i /brammon/

‘Hindu priest’; /ahnik/ — tf /annik/ Hindu prayer

5. Deletion : IhridoI —> Irido’I ‘heart

6. Epenthesis: Irohmanl —> I’i Irohomanl ‘a Muslim name’

WFC-6:

* r r
+vocalic

L + vocalic 1, + consonantal

- nasal

- nasal

(Figure-6)

Strategies of repair

Assimilation: the vowel preceding a nasal consonant becomes nasalized.

/ancol/ —> Iôncoll ‘region’; [bonton/ —* Cf Ibôntonl ‘region’
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WFC-7:

* cl c2

[ ÷ nasal ] [ + occlusive (11) J+ coronal ÷ coronal

(Figure-7)

Repair strategy: The CC sequence becomes homorganic.

!ancoll —> /ncD1/’region’; /bonton/ —> t Ibônj, on! ‘region’

I do not daim that Bengali phonology consists of only seven WFCs that have

been presented above. There must be others and the list of the WFCs of

Bengali remains to be completed in future research.

G. Different types of gaps

No language utilizes ail logically possible combinations 0f phonemes in its

tepertoire and obviously, there are gaps in the phonotactic chart 0f any

language. Some of these combinations clearly violate the hierarchy 0f

sonority and should be considered as unexpected gaps. Among the 784

(28X28) logically possible onset consonant clusters in Bengali at least 191

(fricatives-plosive: 4 x 19 76 + sonorant-plosive: 5x19 = 95 + sonorant

fricative: 4x5 = 20) lack rising sonotity and are not expected to be filled up.

Clusters in keeping with the hierarchy of sonority but not attested in the

language can be considered as expected gaps. For example, plosive-fricative

clusters (such as !pf/ and /ksl) are endowed with rising sonority and are
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therefore universaily expected onset clusters. But none of these expected 76

clusters (19x4) are realized in Bengali. Among the 95 universally expected

plosive-sonorant (19x5) clusters oniy 15 are attested in Bengali. Among these

Ipil, Ipr/, /tri, [bri, Ikr!, [kil, lgi/, Igr!, !drl, [bhr/, Idhr/, Ighrl appear

normally in Sanskrit originated words and [bi!, Itr/, ld,r/ in English ban

words. Among the 20 fricative-sonorant expected clusters only three (IsnI, Isil

and Isr/) are attested in Sanskrit originated words and three others (/sm/, Ifl

and 1fr!) in English ban words. The glottal fricative-trili cluster IhfI appears in

prescribed pronunciations such as wi lhridol mmd’ or wfi lhridpind.,ol

‘heart’, but usually this ciuster is substituted by fr1.

For some reason or another, unexpected clusters are also attested in human

languages. Sibilant-plosive clusters appear in many indo-European

languages and at least six of such onset clusters (Isp!, Ist/, Ist/, /sk!, Isk’I

and /st”/) are attested in Bengali. Unattested and unexpected clusters (e.g.

1mb!, /rt/ or hp! in onset) are generally considered as systematic gaps,

whereas unattested but possible clusters (such as [ksl, /tsl or /tnl) are

considered as accidentai gaps. Due to the optional matching of sonority

hierarchy and the mebodic structure (cf. Kiparsky 1979), the aforementioned

four categories of clusters intersect and overlap. For example, if the

phonobogy of Bengali albows IstI, it should also allow ItI. But as long as the

latter is not attested, it represents an unexpected, systematic and accidentai

gap.

A good number of such gaps can be predictably discarded by the WFCs of

the language. For example, the word-level WFC-2 will not normally let onset
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gaps such as /sbl , IsdI, IsgI and Isdj on the one hand and /SbI, ISd],

Ig/ and /Sdj on the other to be filled up in Bengali although in some other

indo-European languages such clusters may well be attested. On the other

hand, the fact that the onset cluster Ist/ is allowed in English ban words

such as IsteSon/ ‘station’ or W’f IstpI ‘stamp’ could have been

predicted before English becomes an adstrat of Bengali because such

clusters which were until then unattested in the onset, were nevertheless

realized in inter-vocalic positions (e.g. [koS toi ‘pain’).

Unless and until the phonology has a chance to handle a particular cluster, it

is difficult to ascertain whether this cluster would be albowed in the language

or not. For example, it is not easy to decide whether the absence of labio

dental fricative-nasal clusters such as [fm] and [fn] should be considered as

accidentai onset gaps in Bengali because:

i) WFC-5 does not albow 1h! to immediately precede any other consonant

and therefore, the glottal fricative-nasal cluster [hn/ is not albowed;

ii) Dental fricative-nasal cluster IsnI is albowed although the cluster

violates the hierarchy of sonority;

iii) I have noticed that Bengali speakers living in Paris pronounce the

cluster /fn/ in FNAC (name of a chain store) without any probiem.

H. Loan word and Phonology

Ohala (1983) treats Sanskrit words as bans in Hindi and makes a distinction

between native and ban clusters. For Chafferji (1945 (1988)) on the other
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hand, words of Sanskrit origin should not be considered as bans in Bengali

though he treats Persian, Arabic and English words as such. I think that

synchronically no word should be considered as foreign or as ban because

the speakers are not aware of such features of a word when they use it. As

Singh & Lele (1996:75) states ‘no ordinary working-class American, for

example, would ever pronounce Bach as fba:xI” which would be “reaNy

abnormal if not pathological”. Therefore, words can be borrowed but not their

phonology (cf. Singh 2001).

Following an old grammatical tradition of Indian subcontinent, previous

Bengali grammars (Chatterji, ibid.) distinguish between four types of words:

tatsama (‘as it is in Sanskrit’), tadbhaba (‘originated from Sanskrit’), deshi

(‘indigenous’) and bideshi (‘foreign’). However mentions that tatsama words

have also undergone changes and many of them have retained only the

Sanskrit spelling. In principle, no wotd can remain tatsama or phonologically

unchanged in the host language. As long as a word is in common use, it

must have been licensed by the phonology of the goal language which

means that it does not violate any WFC of the language.

AIl words are naturalized to some degree and eventually some of them may

seem less nativized (Pandharipande,1981) than others depending on the

relevant WFC, the period of their entrance in the Iexicon or on some other

factors. For example, both tatsama /côdro/ and tadbhaba ti Icd/

‘moon’ are Sanskrit originated words and the difference of their form depends

j) on their period of entrance as weII as on ii) the WFCs bebonging to the

different stages of the host dialects of Bengali.

Repaired or naturalized words, as well as the syllabbe types of comparatively

Iess naturalized words can often shed light on the characteristics and the
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limits of the phonology of the host language which can remain unknown until

foreign words enter the lexicon and phonology needs to naturalize them. For

example, although Bengali phonology allows consonant clusters in the onset

as well as in coda it can well be argued that such clusters do not represent

the natural syllabic patterns of Bengali for they seldom appear in ‘native’ or

‘nativized’ words and are repaired at the earliest opportunity. We can note

below that a good number of tatsama words have a tadbhaba (i.e. repaired

or naturalized) form in Bengali.

‘t1Isporo/ ‘touch’ > IporoI /skondho/ ‘shoulders’ >

/sfoj,ik/ ‘crystal’ > /folik! fl Ist’an/ place’ > 11 /tlian/

ir/snan! ‘bath’ >irIinanI

Isnanl ‘bath’ > i1 Icanl

fÎ Igrinal ‘hatred’ > fl /ghenna/

W1Ipran/ ‘life’ > 1rîIporan/

fspordha/ audacity’ > Î’ faspordha/

Dan reports that Sarkar (1979, 1986) established the following canonical

syllable patterns in Bengali arranged in descending order of frequency.

Table-LXVIII: Syllable patterns in Bengali
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

cv cvc V VC W CW ccv ccvc

fki! ldanl loi lan lei! lda! !5ri/ /pran!

l 1c

what donation he and this rnid-wife beauty life

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

cwc ccw ccwc cvcc cccv cccvc wc cccw

/pra’I /Sr&’o/ lbelt! /stril /Sostrik/ /an/ /strono/

sT

bard almost better beit wife with wife Iaw uxorious
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According to Sarkar (1986 cited in Dan:8) “Among these 16 patterns of

syllables in Bengali, CV has the maximum number of exponents,

approximately 54% of the language.” I do not know what is the frequency of

CC clusters in onset, but the above chart correctiy shows that there are more

words with CC clusters in onset than there are with such clusters in coda.

In the Samsad Bengali-English dictionary, I have noticed about 120 words

with CCVC type of syllables, and ail of them are of Sanskrit origin with the

exception of a few English ban words like /skul/ ‘school’, N Istiml

‘steam’, etc. Most of the Sanskrit and English tatsama (i.e.’un-repaired’)

words are learnt with schooling or with electronic media, and, unless a ESB

speaker is either trained andlor is corrected several times, words such as

rfIsporo/ ‘touch’ orIsfotikI ‘crystal’ are frequently repaired with a

pre-cluster epenthesis: IespDrSol or les fotik/.

It is possible that socio-linguistic conditions of the language community can

have some impact on the phonobogy. For example, educated speakers

maintain the clustered codas in words like /boks/ or /iskl under some socio

linguistic pressure (cf. Dasgupta) of pronouncing English ban words with a

so-called ‘original’ pronunciation. Probably under the same pressure many

naturalized Perso-Arabic ioan-words such as rr /oakto/ ‘time’ or zït

/dosto/ ‘friend’ have already recovered back their word-final consonant

clusters and loaktl or ldostl have become free variants of the former at

least in some idiolects of ESB. As I have mentioned earlier, among the two

possible repairs of the unacceptable clusters *ftj/ or *lhml metathesis (lmhl

and lnhl) is preferred: lanhik/ ‘prayer’, 1vt lbramhon/ ‘priest’ in

received pronunciation rather than the assimilation (/nn/ in lannik/ and Immi
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in Jbrammon/) which belongs to the normal register. If social prestige wins

over the number of speakers, assimilation may become obsolete as strategy

of repair as far as these clusters are concerned.

Note:

1. Singh (1984:276) does flot considet metathesis as a regular strategy of repair. For him

metathesis “seems to be spotadic and morphological’.

2. am weII aware of the tact that speech is a continuum and its analysis in terms of

segments does obviously involve some analytic assumptions and therefore, t s not unlikely

that some tensions between the description and/or the analysis on the one hand and the

data on the other may arise from time to time.

3. I regret the fact that I could flot consult the following works by Chatterji (1921, 1928),

MalIik (1960), MaIlik et aI. (1998).

4. /Sil/ is the common family name used by the people belonging to the cast of barber in

Bengal. However, barbers may have other family names too.

5. Mina Dan (personal communication), a WSB speaker has noticed that most of ItIs are

replaced with In in the speech of her 7 year old son whereas in the speech of her grand

mother, most of them are maintained.

6. Fergusson does not recognize aspirated consonants as different phonemes but rather

describes them as clusters of an obstruent preceding a glottal fricative /h! (for example, Ip”/

was IpI+/hI and Id’! was /d]+!h/ etc.). But Ferguson and Chowdhury manifestly abandon

this position. Hai also describes them as single phoneme because he believes that they are

delivered with one single chest impulse. However, it seems that there is some truth is

Ferguson’s first assumption because aspirated consonants can be compared with consonant

clusters in which an obstruent precedes a fricative (e.g. /ps/ or 1k fI), and such clusters are

flot allowed in coda. However, their decision to consider the aspirated consonants not as

clusters but as distinct phonemes is equally justified because f) /h! s allowed in coda in
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interjections like: lahi, ‘oh!’ ‘ Ioh/ ‘oh!’ and ii) plosive-fricative ciusters are flot aiiowed in

onset whereas aspirated consonants frequently appear in that position: /liaI ‘oh!’, /lioto/

‘dead’, /hat/ ‘hand’.

7. Hai (203) describes this phenomenon as ‘regressive voicing’.

8. For some unknown reason some ESB speakers including myseif pronounce words like

t’ /f lask/ ‘fiask’ and [risk] ‘risk’ as If laks/ and /riks/ respectively. The apparent

metathesis of IsI and /k! s not triggered by any repair strategy because the average Bengali

speaker is capable of pronouncing ciusters like /skl or IkI in the coda. I can hardly imagine

any Bengali speaker who would pronounce the Hindi word [ISk] ‘love’ as [IkSJ. This shows

that metathesis s not a regular phenomenon in Bengali. Moreover, the sequence Isk/ is

more pronounceabie compare to /ksl because uniike the latter, Isk/ is endowed with a falling

sonority and therefore does not violate the sonority hierarchy in coda.

9. This WFC is justified by some partiy reduplicated words in which the onset of the first

syHable of the reduphcant s repiaced by a particular ‘replacer’ (cf. Abbi 1992) phoneme. The

defauit replacer phoneme in Bengali is /tI but obviously not ail consonants are allowed to

make ciuster with the !t/ in the onset. For exampie, the reduphcant ofr /klanto/ ‘tired’ is

not !tlanto/ but rather /tanto! because [ti] is not aliowed in the onset. On the other

hand, the reduphcant of the base 19b rani ‘smefl’ can be [t rani because [tr] s aflowed

in the onset. However, in case of acceptable clusters, the deletion is aiso allowed and [tan]

can be considered as a free variant of [t rani.

/klanto/ ‘tired’
— /klantotanto/ ‘tired, etc.’

1cI /ghrI ‘smefl’ —> /ghrantran/ or1dtP [ghranan] ‘smefl, etc.’

But the redupiicants of the base IskulI ‘school’ or /steSDnl ‘station’ are neither

*[tkul] or *[tteS on] nor they can be repaired, with the deletion of the ciuster-mate in the

onset, to *[tul] or *[teSDni Unacceptable clusters hke *[tk] and *[tt] couid have been
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repaired with the deletion cf the second member cf the cluster but this is net allowed in this

particular case. Apparently, the main problem with the reduplicant cf the words beginning

with Isi s that they dc not let the replacer phoneme te do its job i.e. te replace the first

member cf their onset. Now the question is how and why Isi is maintained in the onset cf the

reduplicant cf these wcrds?

/skul/ ‘scheol’ —> /skultiskul/ ‘school and similar institutions’

/steSon/ ‘station’ —* /steSontesteSon/ ‘station and similar

places.’

[sC÷00J are endowed with a falling sonority and therefore viclate the hierarchy cf sonerity in

enset. Altheugh Bengali speaker try their best te pronounce such wcrds witheut epenthesis,

it seems that the unnatural enset s automatically repaired with epenthesis in the underlying

structure of the word. I assume that the underlying phonological structure cf the word

/skul/ is /iskul/ and this explains why its reduplicant is [tiskul].

10. Seme repairs e.g. /sodguru/ ‘perfect guru’ are reflected in the orthegraphy,

whereas, some others such as n rrwr/golapjol/ ‘rose water’ are net.

11.This distinctive feature is suggested by Semmerstein (1977:103). It represents a

complete bleckage cf the airstreams within the meuth. Plesives, affricates and nasals are

thus [+ occlusive]. Accerding to Trask (1996:246) the motivation behind the suggestion “is te

clarify the ambiguity over whether nasals, laterals, taps, flaps and trills should be regarded

as [+cent] or [-cent]”
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Table-LXIX: CC cIisters aUowed in onset
p t k b d g c j t d. th k” bh dh gh h

h

p

t

k

b

d

g

C

J

t
t
f

q q q qq:

h

m

n

‘J

T

1

t”

cl”

k”

b”

g”

c’
h

th

h
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Table-LXIX: CC clusters allowed in onset (contd)
m n rj f s 1 r h m n D s 1 rh

p ‘ii m J ‘J
‘J q

k q q D

b q q

d q 1

g q q

C kh q

j bli

t q d1’ q

‘J gli q
f qq cli

q q q q q

S
h q



Table-LXX: CC cliisters allowed in coda
p t k b d g C c f th kh - bh & - ch jh th h gh

p

t

k q
b

d

g

C

J

t
c

f q
s

h

In

n

o
q q

1 qq
th

dh

kh

b”

g”

C1’

h

th

h

419



Table-LXX: CC clusters allowed in coda (contd)
m n ‘ s 1 r h

p
q

k

b

d

g

C

J

t
c1
f

s

s
h

m

n

D
q

1

t’&

kh

b1

dh

gli

c1
h

t’
1,h
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_JIL±L±iiIZ
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’q

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
qt

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’°

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’ti

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’q

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’I

t’t’t’tLt’tt’t’t’t’‘

(1

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’s

t’t’t’ttLtt’
5

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’J

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’.p
t’t’t’t’,’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’p’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’C

t’t’7’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’o

t’t’t’t’t’t’,’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’p

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’q

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’I

t’t’t’t’t’,’t’t’t’t’t’:

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’d

Mliccfl30TCOfl30T

iaiiiribasA3flu!-aIqeIjipaSauv:-

[t
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4a. Attested syllable final VC sequences

Table-LXXII Attested syllable-initial VC sequences
p t k bd g c ct th kh b’ d gc’ h th

h h

q qqqqq q qq
e q q q q q if if q q q

q if q q q q q q
a q qqqqq q qqq

q qqqqq q qqq
q qqifqq q qq
q qqqqq q qqq

I q
qqq q qq

q qqqq q qq
q q q q q q

q qq qq q qq
ô q q
J q q
w

14 q q
y

Table-LXXII:_Attested syllable-final VC sequences (contd)
n n f s 1 r h
q q q q q q q q

e q q q q q q q q q
q q q q q q q q q

a q q q q q q q q q
q q q q q q q q q
q q q q q q q if q
q q q q q q q q

I q
q q
q q

q q,
q q q

o

i q q q q q
y

q q q q
w q q
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TabIe-LXXIII Attested W sequences

j e e a u o o ï ê ô ô

j q q q qq q q qq

qq q q q

qq q q q qqqq

qq q q

qqq q qq q
qq q q qqqq

q q q q qqqqq

1

qq

E

qq q
1:iqq q q
6qq q q q

o
‘ q q q q q q

q q q q q q q q
q q q q qq q qq

14 qq q qq q
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Table-LXXIV: Attested VVV sequences (diphthong + vowel)

j e au oo î ô ô

i q q q

e q q

‘
q q

a q q q

a’ q q
aW q q q q

a’ q q q

u q q
i q q q
“ q q
9Y q q qqq

‘ q q

8 q
q q q q

8W q q q

-_

5c. Attested VVVV sequences (Diphthong + Diphthong)

Table-LXXV: Attested VVW sequences (Dïphthong + Diphthong)
a 8 ‘ j_____

3W W

a’ q q q q q q q q
aW q q q q q q q q q

a q q q q q q q q q

Table-LXXVI: Attested VVWV sequences (diphthong + diphthong + vowel)

&‘a at1a?’ away aWaj oa OWaY oWai oWaW aWaW

q q q TR q q q
q q q q q q q

8WaY 8waJ 6WaW ea3’ etiai etiaw

q q q q q q
q q q q q T

OWaY owai oWaW ôWaY ôWaW ÔWaJ

q q q q q q
q q q q q q



t’t’.t’.t’.t’t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’[’.T

t’.t’.t’.t’.t’t’t’t’t’.t’.t’t’t’.t’t’.J

!t’.t’.t’t’.t’.t’t’I’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’û

t’t’.t’.t’t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
li

t’t’.t’t’t’t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’tu

t’t’.t’t’t’t’q

t’.t’t’t’t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’.s
t’.t’t’.t’

t’t’t’.t’t’t’.I

q1

q

qC

q0

q

q?

qq

qi

ql

t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’
t’j’.t’t’t’t’,’.t’t’t’t’t’t’C

t’___t’.t’.t’t’t’t’t’t’
°

—t’t’,’.t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’5

—t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’p

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’q

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’M

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’1

t’t’t’t’t’t’t’t’d

q6q1)qlqCq0q?4q4M11)CofipqM1d

eùinbsioïpia-jqj
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Table-LXXVII: Attested Inter-syllabic CC sequences (contd)
—— n —;;— 1 r h

q q q

t T q q q q q q
k T q q q q q
5q q q q
dqq q q q q

g q — q q q q

C q q q

J Rq q q q q

t q q q q q
q

f q q q q

Tq q q q
Tqq q q q q

h q q

m J q T q q q q q q

n T q R q q q q q
i R q r q q q q q q

r T qq q q q q q

1 T qq q q q q q

t’

k”

b’ q

dh

gh

C”

h

t”
,h

Table- LXXVIII: Attested Inter-syllabic CCC sequences

Irdrl fktrl Istri /skrl Itsnl
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Appendix-2
Pafterns of potential strategies or relics of dead strategies

Patterns that cannot be justified with two pairs are flot strategies and do flot

need to be included in a morphological description. However, I have made

available a list of such patterns in apped ix-2 for two reasons:

i. although I have not been able to find a second pair now, such a pair

may exist in some other ESB speaker’s lexicon or I may remember a

second pair for some of these patterns at some other time. If this is in fact

the case, the pattern will be considered as a strategy and should be

included in the Iist of strategies.

ii. these patterns represent either the strategies in process or relics of

dead strategies and therefore they may put some light on the ongoing

morphological change in Bengali.

A. Inter-categorical pafterns

1. NASVADPF: ICXI /antoCX/adj ‘within the area of ICXI’ (1)

fii /j ila! ‘district nwfn /antoj ila/ inter-district’

2. NASVADPF: ICX! /duSCX/8dj ‘who has a bad 10X1’

/coritro! ‘character’ IduScoritro! ‘characterless’

3. NASVADPF: ICXI /dUfCXladj ‘difficuit to attain 10X1 with somebody or

something’
i Ij o”I ‘victory’ /durj o”I ‘difficuit to conquer

4. NASVADPF: ICXIn IdUfCX/adj ‘ICXI-less’

[bol! force’ o /durbol/ ‘weak’

5. NASVADPF: ICXI z’ IflCXIadj ‘without ICXI’

lrobl ‘sound’ Inirobl ‘suent’
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6. NASVADPF: ICXI [btOCXIadj ‘who has overcome his !CXI’

rr ISoki ‘grief’ /bitookI ‘who has overcome his grief’

7. NASVADPF: ICXIn ISOCX!adj ‘which has the characteristics of ICX!’

/j ibf ‘living being’ _ rti / o] ibl ‘which has the characteristics of a living being’

8. NASMADPF: IaCa/ <‘> [bot aCladj ‘without /aCa/’

‘rî’I1 IaaI ‘hope’ t’I [bot aS! ‘without hope’

9. NASVADSF: IXaI IXaponnoladj ‘with a good economic/financial IXaI’

‘N1 Iobosthal ‘(econmic) condition’ 5NtiJ Iobosthaponnof ‘who/which has a

good economic condition’

10. NASVADSF: IXCI !XCabrito!adj ‘covered with IXCI’

rN /ondhokar/ ‘darkness’ îr1 /and’okarabrito/’covered with darkness’

11. NASVADSF: IXaI !Xabrito/adj ‘covered with /XaI’

i Itomoa/ ‘darkness’ /tomoÇabrito/’covered with darkness’

12. NASVADSF: IXCI IXCaliladj ‘IXCI-like’

/puru/ ‘man’ ji1 Ipurua1iI ‘manly’

13. NASVADSF: /XC!n /XC&’DttO/adj ‘in IXCI’

i /korl ‘hand’ rrî [kor&’otto/ ‘in hand’

14. NASVADSF: IXC/ ‘election’ IXCiIJ ‘concerning 1X01’

ffr* !nirbacon/ ‘election’ Inirbaconil ‘electoral’

15. NASVADSF: IXCIn -* !XCiladj ‘done by IXC!’

r’t /pu1i/ ‘police’ -> /puliSi/ ‘cf police’

16. NNSVADSF: IXCIn IXCIadj ‘supported by IXCI’

‘3îT IanI ‘law’ r1t laniI ‘legal’

17. NNSVADSF: IXCIn w IXCIadj ‘who does 1X01’

iri /bina/ ‘destruction’ . frPft /binaÇi/ ‘destructive’

18. NASVADSF: IXCIn IXCkIadj ‘IXCI-ly’

m’ ImaSI ‘month’ ImaSikl ‘monthly’
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19. NASVADSF: IXC1n /XCkTtO/adj ‘arranged in IXCI’

istup! ‘pile’ lt /stupikrito/ ‘piled up’

20. NASVADSF: /XVhghC/n /XV+highCfl/adi ‘/XVhighC/ed’

‘colcur’ ft Iroijinl ‘colourful’

21. NASVADSF: IXCi iXCflIadj 0f IXC1’

flT Igr ami ‘village’ _ *I igraminI ‘cf village’

22. NASVADSF: IXC1,, iXCureIadj ‘1XCI-ly’
ibhutl ‘ghost’ ‘‘ /bhutufei ‘ghostly’, ‘haunted’

23. NASVADSF: IXCI, z’ IXCottoriadJ ‘aher achieving the certificate cf iXC1’

isnatokl ‘graduate’ wt Isnatokottofi ‘postgraduate’

24. NASVADSF: iXCi IXCogommoladj ‘which falis within the reach cf iXCi’

tfli /bod’7 ‘cognition’ ibodhogommo/ ‘intelligible’

25. NASMADSF: iXVhjghCin 1XV± highC0iadj ‘who has iXVhighCi’
Tî igôfi ‘moustache’ igûfoi ‘a person whc has moustache’

26. NASMADSF: ICoCii iCOCcI8J ‘related to CoCu’
tri1 ij onii ‘vagina’ ij ‘sexual’,’vaginal’

27. NASVADSF: iXjin#, iXuoiadj ‘iXiial’

nI ijatii ‘naticn’ 1niijatioi ‘national’

28. NASVADSF: IXoI i’ IXobhediiadj ‘which pierces something following its iXoi’
•‘t i obdoI ‘sound’ i obdobhedii ‘which pierces something follcwing
its sound’

29. NASVADSF: iXCI iXClaiadj ‘full cf IXCI’
ImeghI ‘cloud’ z’ imeghlai ‘clcudy’

30. NASVADSF: iXCi, iXCannitoiadj ‘IXCI-ed’
IpfObhabl ‘influence’ rifk iprobhabannitoi ‘influenced’

31. NAADSMSF: iC1iC2I I C;oC2ikI2d ‘cf IC1iC2i’
ti Icini ‘China’ iconikI ‘Chinese’
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32. NAADSMSF: /C;jC2In ‘ I ClOC2k/adj /C1iC2Ily’

1dm! day’ Ido3nikl daily

33. NASVADSF: IXaI !Xardro/adj softened with IXaI’

ii Idoa/ ‘kindness -÷ Ido’adroI ‘softened with kindness

34. NASVADSF: /XC/ IXCardroladj ‘softened with IXCI’
t2T Ipreml ‘love’ . fl/premadro/ ‘softened by love’

35. NASVADSF: /XC/n IXCPOfIadj ‘who s doing /XC/’

¶ftTt /po1aonI ‘escape’ ¶‘TIfrTf /pol&’onpor/ ‘escaping’

36. NASVADSF: /XO/n IXPQPIadj who only thinks about his own /Xo/’

i artho! ‘self-interest’ I arthopor/ ‘selfish’

37. NASVADSF: !XC/n !XCOfli1”OIadj ‘something that deserves /XC/’
fw /ads r! ‘love’I’cordial reception’ /adsrsnio/ worthy of being loved’

38. NASVADSF: !XC!n !XCOflmO/adj ‘which has 1X0!’

Ido ! ‘fault’/’guilt’ rlt !do snP’oI ‘faulty’

39. NASVADSF: /XO/n !XOddpOkIadJ ‘something that creates /XoI’
iir !agrsliol ‘eagermess’ /agrohoddipsk! ‘inspiring eagerness

40. NASVADSF: /XC!n IXCbOfltOIadj ‘full of 1X0!’

t Ipranl ‘life’ /pranbanto/ ‘lively’

41. ANSMADSF: IXOC/3dJ IXabonaI ‘IXsCI-ity’
!Ssmbhsbl ‘possible iin ISsmbhabsnal ‘possibility’

42. NASVADSF: !Xa/fl!XantrarIadj ‘act of transferring a textfrom one IXaI
to another’
51fl fbhaSal ‘language’ fbhaSantrar! ‘translation’

43. NASVADSF: IXaI IXateladj ‘which has the colour of IXaI’
Tï1 Itamal ‘copper’ iwtr Itamatel ‘copper-like’

44. NASVADSF: IXaI IXateI8dJ ‘full of /XaI’
rTt IdhôaI ‘smoke’ nrtt Idhôatel ‘full of smoke’
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45. NASVADSF: /XaI /XVaboho/adj ‘who follows IXa/’

iïi IaggJ ‘order’ !agg.boho/ ‘who follows the orders’

46. NASVADSF: /XCIn ‘‘ IXCkonthiIadia woman who has a pleasant voice like 1X01’

rf /kokil/ ‘cuckoc’ cifcv /kokilkonthi/ a woman who has a pleasant

voice comparable (for some) with that cf a cuckoc’

47. NASVADSF: IXV4 1X\/konthi/auja woman who has a voice as pleasant as /XV/’

Imodhul ‘honey’ /mDdhukonthi/ a woman who has a voice a sweet as

honey

48. NASVADSF: IXVI fXVbagi Sladj who makes a parade cf /XVI’

ÙfInitiI morality’ who makes a parade cf morality’

49. NASVADSF: IXVI IXVbagi S’adj ‘who uses a lot cf IXVI but does nothing’

Ibakkol ‘sentence’ /bakkobagi ! ‘someone who talks a lot but does

flot work much’

50. NASVADSF: IXCI IXCopomI8dj like 1X01’

c fdebf ‘g cd’ cTii ldebopoml ‘godly’

51. NASVADSF: IXo4, lXo pomI8d1 ‘like IXol’

/orgo! ‘heaven’ ttt’rT IorgopamI ‘heavenly’

52. NASVADSF: /XV/ IXVdhOfIauj somebody who has IXVI in his handlbody’

[f I5oktil ‘vigour’ rfi ISoktidhorl ‘vigorous’

53. NASVADSF: /XCIn i’ IXCjbhUtOIadJ ‘transformed intc 1X01’

ri fprostorl ‘stone’ _
!prostoribhuta! ‘petrified’

54. NASVADSF: IXCI, IXCograhiIadj ‘who appreciates cne’s 1X01’

t /gun/ ‘quality’ /gunogr ahi! ‘whc appreciates one’s qualities’

55. NASVADSF: IXC/ IXCograhi!adj somebody who takes IXCI’

!rinl ‘ban’ o t3TÏ /rinograhu/ ‘who takes a ban’

56. NASVADSF: IXCI IXCaI suffering from 1X01 or giving impression cf

suffering frcm 1X01’
cflt Irogl ‘disease’ tiin Irogal ‘sickly’
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57. NASVADSF: lXCl lXCaladj ‘having much 0f IXCI’

ljolf watet’ nfjo1af’fuH ofwater

58. NASVADSF lXCl lXCattoklad) ‘IXCI-ing’

lakromonl ‘attack’ /akrDmonattok/ ‘attacking’

59. NASVADSF: /XCln IXCUk/adj ‘who shows /X0!’

liai! shyness i1 llajukl ‘shy

60. NASVADSF: /XCl ‘z IXCUk!arjj ‘who has the obsession to NI up his 1X01’

Ipe/ ‘belly’ lpeuk/ ‘who is always eager to eat’

61. NASVADSF: lXCl lXCe/ ‘capable of doing /XCI’

[kh/ murder’
fl1çh/ capable of murdering

62. NASVADSF: /XC/ <‘> lXCOghflOladj ‘something vulnerable to IXCI’

[kit! ‘insect’ <z> [kit
Qghfl0/ ‘insecticide

63. NASVADSF: /XV! ‘something vulnerable to /XV/’

‘t /5otruf ‘enemy’ ‘who kills enemies’

64. NASVADSF: /XV/ /XVmotifad;fem a woman who has /XV/’

/budd’i/ ‘intelligenc& jj& Ibudd’imoti/ ‘intelligent woman’

65. NASVADSF: /XC/adj IXCmDtiladJWhO has an 1X01 type of mmd’

!concol! ‘restless’,’agitated’ z iswt /concoimoti/ ‘who has an agitated or

restless type of character’

66. NASVADSF: IXCI /XCIflDt/adj ‘who has 1X0! in mmd’

/pap/ ‘5m’ !papmoti! evil-minded’

67. NASVADSF: IXal -> /Xamodi/3d ‘who gets a lot of pleasure from /Xa/’

zî [kriral ‘sports’ <> [kriramodi/ ‘who gets a lot of pleasure

from sports’

68. NASVADSF: lXal lXaloladj ‘full of lXal’

Î51 lathal ‘glue’ 1znlat’a1oI ‘gluey’
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69. NAADSMSF: /(C)oXI I(C)aXikladj ‘having the very nature or

features cf I(C)DXÎ

Iontorl ‘heart’ > /antorikl ‘hearty’, ‘sincere

70. NASMADPF: IXa! !SOX/adj ‘with IXaI’

rÎ / ima/ ‘limit’ / oS imi ‘limited, with limitT

71. NASMADSF: /COXCIn ICaXCikIadj ‘related to ICoXCI’

rfli I5ommanf ‘honour’ rirîft /5 ammanik/ ‘honorary’

72. NASMADSF: /XVC/ IXCe/ ‘who has the habit of doing /XVC/’
ïkhoroc! ‘expense’ /khorce/ ‘who has the habit of expending a lot’

73. NASMADSF: /XCaspC+asp0/n ‘‘ /XC÷aspi./acjj ‘/XCaspirationC÷aspo/—ed’

/dukkho/ ‘distress’ t /dukN/ ‘distressed’

74. NASVADCF: /CXVC/ IekCXCaIadj ‘which gives only one /CXVC/’

!fo5olI ‘harvest’, ‘crop’ ii’il Iekfa5lal ‘land which gives only one

harvest’

75. NASVADCF: /CXVC/ IdoCXCaI2d ‘which gives two /CXVC/’

/fo5ol/ ‘harvest’, ‘crop’ twirn /dofo5la/ ‘land which gives two harvests’

76. NASMADCF: /Xa! /OX!adj ‘not possible to do !Xa/’

ftfl Igononal ‘counting’ ftt Iogononl ‘uncountable’

77. NASMADCF: IXa/ /OXOk/adj ‘without /Xa/

vn Iraj al ‘king’ Ioraj ok/ ‘without king’, ‘ungoverned’

78. NASMADCF: /CuX/ IoCoXeo/adj ‘flot /CuX/-like

/puru5/ ‘man’ <-> ‘c /oporu5eo/ ‘unmanly’, ‘Godly’

79. NASMADCF: IXaI /QXOflOIadj beyond the grasp 0f /Xal

t Icintal ‘thought’ /ocintonio/ ‘unthinkable’

80. NASVADCF: /Xil, /antorXik/adj ‘including ail the IXils’

tfIjatiI ‘nation’ 1ftf?sIantorjatikl ‘international’
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81. NASVADCF: /XC/ /doXCa/adj ‘which g ives two /XCI
wï Ifoo1I crop’ irn /dofoS lai (a land) that gives two harvests

82. NASMADCF: /XaI K /flTXQ/adj ‘who Iacks IXaI’

xt /lojj al ‘shame’ tw/nir1aj jol ‘shameless’

83. NASMADPJ: /CXaI fhotOCXI3d] ‘who has lost ICXaI’

/cetonal ‘sense’ Ihotocetoni ‘sense-Iess’

84. NASMADPJ: IXa! [bigOt OXOIadj ‘somebody who has Iost IXaI’

Isprihal ‘desire’ lbigotospriho/ who has lost ail his desires

85. NASVADSJ : in a biggerlXal’
rii lonkhaI ‘number’ z’ ïîif !SonkhagoriStIo/ ‘majority’

86. NASVADSJ: iXVIn i’ lXVfUddhOladJ ‘blocked with /XV/’

iosrui ‘tears’ jw’ iosruruddhoi ‘flot capable cf taiking because cf tears’

$7. NASVADSJ: /XC/, lXCakrantoladj ‘who has /XC/’

/rog/ ‘disease’ nnz /rogakranto/ ‘sick’, ‘diseased’

88. NASVADSJ: !XCln iXCahotOiadj ‘struck with /XC!’
ri /Sok/ ‘grief’ ‘tîr /Sokahoto/ ‘stricken by grief

89. NASVADSJ: /XC4 1XC]uranoladj ‘capable cf giving pleasure by filling one’s 1X01’
fkoll ‘lap’ /koljurano/ ‘capable cf giving pleasure to somebody

by filling hislher lap’

90. NASVADSJ: /XC/ /XC]UraflO/adj ‘capable cf giving pleasure to /X0/’
i’I ipranl ‘heart’ < Îtn lpranjuranol ‘with a satisfied heart’

91. NASVADSJ: IXVIn ‘i IX\/bDddt1Oiadj ‘who must fulfil or keep his /XV/’
1t lprotigg./ ‘promise’ iprotiggboddhoi ‘who must fulfil
or keep his promise’

92. NASVADSJ: lXVi z’ /XV]’Dra/adJ ‘full cf /XV/’

/rokto/ ‘blood’ i1 /roktoj’ora/ ‘full cf bloodshed’
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93. NASVADSJ: !XV!n /XVbOddhO/adj ‘united with IXV?’

Ikota/ ‘unity’ t’i /kotaboddho/ ‘united’

94. NASBPF: IoXI ISaXIadj ‘with IoXI’

tjr /onuno/ ‘request’ r1 I anuno/ ‘with request’

95. NASBSF: /Xo! /XaottoIadj ‘within the limit cf IXoI’

L addoI ‘capacity’ nrni I addh&otto/ ‘which the capacity’

96. NASBSF: IXoI IX&’attoladj ‘ccntrclled by IXoI’

IratroI ‘state’ IraS traattoI ‘naticnalized’

97. NASBSF: IXoI IXtUIadj ‘whc has IXo”I’

ï /bhoY! ‘fear’ ,qhj/ ‘afraid’

98. NASBSF: IXaIflIXilIadj ‘full cf IXaI’

crt If ena/ ‘foam’, ‘frcth’ /fenil! ‘fcaming’,’frcthy’

99. NASBSF: IXo! IXkftOIadj ‘IXoI-ed’

‘Ju /5unno/ ‘empty’ /5unnikrito/

1 OO.NASBSF: IXorI ‘‘ /Xure/adj ‘full cf /XorI’
/pathor/ ‘stcne’ /pathure/ ‘full cf stcnes’

1O1.NASBSF: /XorI IXureIadj ‘whc has the nature cf IXorI’

!bdor/ ‘mcnkey’ /b.duref ‘whc has the nature cf a mcnkey’

102.NASBSF: IXorI /Xure/adj ‘whc has IXorI cf scmebcdy’

Iadorl ‘affecticn’ !adure/ ‘whc has the affecticn cf scmebcdy’

103.NASBSF: IXOIadj IXaI ‘the fact that scmecne /Xo/ talks abcut himself

which necessarily belitties cthers’
[borol ‘big’ [boraI ‘the act cf behaving in such e prideful way which

necessarily belitties cthers’

104.NASBSF : IXorI, IXureIadj ‘cf IXori

Iuttorl ‘ncrth’ lut ture/ ‘cf ncrth’
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105.NASBSF: /Xo/, /Xacchonnofadj ‘severely affected with IXol

Imohol illusion cFi /moliacchonno/ ‘severely affected with illusion

106. NASBSF; IXoI <‘> /Xardro/adj ‘softened with IXol’

Isnehol ‘affection’ <> ttf Isneliardrol ‘softened with affection’

107.NASBSF: IXoI IXabritolauj ‘covered with IXol’

Ibos(t)ro/ i[ [bos(t)rabrito/ ‘covered with clothes’

108. NASBSF: IXoI IXand1 O’adj ‘/Xo!-blind’

IbarnoI colour’ 4r /bornand’o/ ‘colour-blind’

109.NASBSF: IXOIn IXandholadj ‘blind since IXo/’

ii Ij onmo/ ‘birth’ rt !j onmandho/ ‘blind by birth’

11 0.NASBSF:/Xo/ IXarthjladj who wants IXoI’

u ipunnoi ‘virtue’ <> wf/punnarthi/ who wants virtue’

111 .NASBSF: IXo! /XaottoIadj ‘attainable with IXoI’

f11 /Sadd”o/ ‘capacity’ /Saddhaotto/ ‘within the capacity’

1 12.NASBSF: !XaI IXUkIadj ‘who does or has /XaI

iî hochai ‘desire’ /jcchuk/ ‘desirous’

11 3.NASBSF: IXOin /XbhUtO/adj ‘act of being brought towards iXo!’

c /kendro/ ‘centre’ [kendribhuto/ brought to the centre’

114.NASBSF: iXii, c IXOiadj ‘which has been given the form cf iXjï

Iuktii saying’, ‘speech’ Iuktol ‘said’

1 15.NASBSF: IXil iXOIadj ‘who has iXi/’
fh31çj/ ‘devotion’ . Jbh0o/ ‘devotee’

116.NASBSF: IXiIn iXOIadj ‘who has been given IXii’

imuktil ‘liberation’ Imuktol ‘free, liberated’

117.NASBSF: IXiI IXOIauj something for which iXii has been given’

Iprotisrutil ‘a promise’ /protisruto/ ‘promised’
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118.NASBSF: IXostoIadjIXaSIfl ‘who has been object of/XaSt

ii’ fbiostof ‘reliance’ fit PoiaSI ‘reliable’

1 J9.NASBSF: /XoI IXatitI8d1 ‘without IXo/’

r /ondeho/ ‘doubt /Sondehatit/ ‘without doubt

120.NASBSF: IXoI. fXattok/adj capable to doing /Xo/’

T/dhDIJSo/ ‘destruction rt IdhoIJSattDkI destructive’

121.NASBSF IXQflIn /XtO/adj 1XonIed’

1iii [bitoron! ‘distribution’ ÎI’RI /bitorito/ ‘distributed’

122. NASBSF /XV+ront, -high’n Z’ /XV+font +high0’adj ‘of /XV+front -high’

ii /gJ ‘village’ o tn /gèof ‘rural’, ‘rustic’, ‘vulgar’

123. NASBSF: /XV+front,high/n fXV+ront. +high0fadj ‘who has /XV÷, hghf’

n Ig’’aI ‘wound’, ulcer’ _ tizn Ig”eol ‘ulcerated’

124.NASBSF: IXopI !Xupto/adj ‘IXoC/ed’

fli hop! ‘elision’, ‘extinction’ hlupto/ ‘elided’, extinct’

125.NASBSF; IXO9In IXUktOIadj ‘IXoCI-ed’

içf Ibhog/ ‘consumption’ /bhukto/ ‘consumed’

126.NASBSF IXaCIn /XOCtO!adj ‘affected by /XaC/’

1i /uttap/ ‘heat’ o Iuttoptol ‘heated’

127.NASBSF: /XOIn IX”OIadj ‘IXoI-al’, which belongs to IXoI’

IraÇlro/ ‘state’ ii Ira’trioI ‘of the state’

128.NASMSBSF: ICoXi! ICaXoIadj ‘devotee ofICoXiI’

rf !Soktil energy, goddess Kali or Durga’ ISaktol ‘follower of the sect

which considers goddess Kali or Durga as its principal deity’

1 29.NASBSMSF: IXoConI “ /XCTtOIadj ‘under IXoConi’

labo rani cover z, rr Iabritol ‘covered

130.NASBCF: lXCnaI /oXConiOIadj ‘beyond lXCnal’

5fl [}jh/ ‘imagination’ ‘*Rti Iab’abonioI ‘unimaginable’
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131 . NASBCF: IXa! IOXDflOIadj un-/Xa/-able’

f /cinta/ ‘oblivion’ <-> /ocintoniof ‘unforgettable’

132.NASBCF: IXaI /SOOIJXO/adj ‘capable cf doing IXaI by itself’

In IkriaI ‘action’ -> /ojkriYo/ ‘automatic’

133. NASMSBCF: ICV.highXDIfl /bCV+highX/adj ‘somebody cf different IXo/’
Idhormol ‘religion’ Iff Ibidhormi/ ‘somebody cf different religion’

134.NASBCF: /XV/, ISomoXilauj ‘willing to share IXVI’

ll Ibtha! ‘pain’ /Somobthi/ ‘sympathetic’

135.NASBCF: ICXo! IkhonoCXa/adj ‘whose ICXI s a rare occasion’

ii Ij onmo/ ‘birth’ iit /khonoj onmal ‘whose birth is a rare occasion’

1 36.NASMSBCF: IXa/ z’ /hQtOX/adj ‘who has lest IXa/’

jî Isroddhal ‘respect’ Ihotosroddho! ‘who has lest respect for something

or somebody’

137.NASBPJ: !CXa!z. I(bi)gotoCXIadj somebody who has lost ICXa/’

Icetonal ‘sensation’ ()ci Ibigotocetonl ‘senseless’

138.NASBSJ: IXoI IXakrantoladj ‘who has IXoI’

t /ondeho/ ‘suspicion’ î !Sondehakranto/ ‘sceptical’

139. NASMSBCJ: IXJri !drifOXIadj ‘with a firm IXJ’

Iprotiggi ‘promise’ Idriroprotiggôl ‘determined’, ‘who will

neyer break his promise’

140.NASBCJ: IXaIz’ /bOliUX/adj speaking many IXaI’

îfl IbhaSal ‘language’ iI [bohub’aSi/ ‘who speaks a lot cf languages’

141. NASMSBCJ: IXanI /dirghoXi/3j with a long IXonI’

Ij ibon! ‘life’ Idirghoj ibi! ‘who has a long life’

1 42.V/AASVADSF: IXa/v/adj /Xatl8di ‘thoroughly IXaI’

i Ibhoral ‘filled up’/ ‘fill up’ [bhoratl ‘thoroughly filled up’
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1 43.AdvSVAADSF: IXD!adv <i> !Xogarni!auj ‘which goes !XoI-ly’

/druto/ ‘rapid’ > Idrutogarni! ‘which goes rapidly’

144.NAdvSVADSF: !Xi/ ‘depending on !Xiï
p0hii ‘base’, ‘basis’ [bhittite/ ‘on the basis or

145.NAdvSVADPF: ICXI -> !aCX/8dV ‘till ICX!’

/rnrittu/ ‘death’ -> 9T Iamrittul ‘tiIl death’

146.NAUvSVADPF: !CX! IaCXIadv ‘during whole ICXI’

Ij ibon! ‘Ufe’ ÷- rît Iaj ibon / ‘during the whole life’

147.NAUvSVADSF: /Xo/ i’ /XOtO!adv ‘according ta IXol’
1!dhorrno/ ‘religion’ /dhorrnoto! ‘according ta the religion’

148.NAdvSVADSF: !XV! <‘> !XVtO!adv ‘/XV!-ly’

r’t !oijo/ ‘part <i> /oÇotoI ‘partly’

149.NAdvSVADSF: !XC! !XCanukorne!adv ‘according ta !XC/’

rrt /ade 5/ ‘order’ trrj !ade 5 anukorne! ‘according ta the order’

150.NAdvSVADSF: !XVhjgh!fl /XVhghflukOrne!adv ‘according ta !XVhgh!’

ïiî !aggài ‘order’ trjz !aggànukorne/ ‘accrording ta the order’

151.NAdvSVADSF: IX!adv /Xoota/ ‘/X!-ity’

mi 5co! ‘certainly’ irii /ni5choota/ ‘certainty’

152.NAdvSVADSF: /XV/3dV !XVta/ ‘!XV!-ness’

!druto! ‘fast’ zt !drutota! ‘fastness’

1 53.NAdvSMSBCF: /OXO!adv !aXikot a/ ‘the quiddity of /oXo!’

t’n !obo5 5o/ ‘compulsorily’ . iiT /abo 5 5ikotal ‘compulsoriness’

154.NAUvSVADPJ: /CX/ /DdurCXe!8d ‘in near !CX/’

55 ou ‘future’ !odurbhobi 55 oie! ‘nm near future’

155.NAUvSVADSJ: !XCI !XC]ore!adv ‘due ta /XC/’

flf /kopal/ ‘luck’ iG1sc [kopal] orel ‘due ta good luck’
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156. NAdvSVADRD: 1C1 oC2I /C oC2aClUC2i/adv ‘IC oC2!-wise’

11 /konl ‘angle flft [konakuni! ‘diagonally’

157.NVSVADSF: IXCI imp, 2nd intim/derog IXCuniI0 ‘woman who does the action

asked for in /XC/’
IrdlI ‘cook’ IrdhuniI ‘female cook’

1 58.NVSMADSF: /XVC/ IXCaI simp pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘beat with IXVCÎ

Icabuki ‘whip’ i’ Ït Icabkal ‘whip’

159.NVSVADSF: IXCI IXCaI simp pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘do a particular action by

using /X0/’
/betl ‘cane’, ‘baton’ ti Ibetal ‘beat with a cane or with a baton’

160.NVSVADSF: IXCI /XCaI simp pres, imp, 2nd intim/derog ‘do a particular action

discretely by using IXCI with a bad intention’
/hatl ‘hand’ ri Ihatal ‘take something discretely by using your hand(s) with

a bad intention’

161 VASVADSF: !XC/adj /XCa! ‘to become IXCÎ

/kom/ ‘Iess’ i1 /komal ‘diminish’

1 62.VASVADPF: /CXJ imp, 2nd informai 1d S CX/adj ‘difficuit to do what is
asked for in ICXI’

/5oho/ ‘tolerate’ /du,Ç5olio/ ‘intolerable’

1 63.VASVADPF : /CX/, imp, 2nd inUderog /dUSCX/adj ‘difficult to do what is

asked for in 10X1’
g, 1ko ri ‘do’ /du5kor/ ‘difficult to do’

164. VVSVADPF: /CXIv, imp, 2nd inform /dUfCX/ad] ‘difficuit to do what is asked for in 10X1’

Ibohol ‘bear’ Idurbohol ‘difficuit to bear’

165.VASVADSF: /CX/ imp, 2nd int/derog ‘‘ /fl1SCX/adj ‘incapable of doing the action

referred to in /Xi/’

lcd! ‘go’, ‘move’ Ini5 col! ‘immobile’

166.VASVADSF: IXIv simppres 1stIXSflUIadj ‘who does the action referred

to in /XiI’

* /coli/ ‘I move’ /coli5nu/ ‘moving’
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C
167.1 nterjAdjSVADSF: /XC/jfllerj/adj IXCeIadv in IXCI-way’

fltT I abdhan! be careful!’ iiW ISabdhanel carefulty

168.1 nterjAUjSVADSF: IXClinterj/adj IXCeIauv ‘in IXCI-way’

f abdhan/ ‘be careful!’ vî1t / abdhane/ ‘carefully’

169.1 nterj NSVADS F: IXCIntetj c IXCot aI ‘IXCI-ness’

flît /Sabdhanl ‘be careful!’ _ rirri /Sabdhanota/ ‘carefulness’, ‘precautions’

170. InterjASBSF: /XO!interj /XaflflitO/adj ‘IXo/ed’

îf /aScorj o! ‘surprised’ /aScorj annito! ‘surprised
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B. Intra-categorical pafterns

171. NNSVADPF: !CXI /onaCX/ ‘absence cf fOX!’

/briSti/’rain’ frr1/onabrii/’drought’

172. NNSVADPF: ICXI IogroCXI ‘!CXI towards the front’

Igoti/ ‘speed’ Iagrogotil ‘development’

173. NNSVADPF: ICXI, IogroCXI ‘ICXI towards the front’

Idutl ‘messanger, ambassador’ îl Iogrodutl ‘pioneer, precursor’

174. NNSVADPF: /CXI IuroCX/,, ‘/CXJ that files’

Ij ahaj! ‘ship’ /uroj ahaj/ ‘aircraft’

175. NNSVADPF: ICXI /gondoCX/ ‘big !CX/’

jf !murk’o/ ‘ignorent’, ‘iflhterate’ /gand.,omurk’o/ ‘ignorent or illiterate to the

extreme’

176. NNSVADPF: ICXI IgondoCXI ‘undevelopped ICXI’

ftN Igram/ ‘village’ SïflT IgondogramI ‘a big village’

177. NNSVADPF: 10X11, <z> !teCXI ‘furniture having three ICXIs’

‘rrrn lpaal ‘foot’ z> nn ItepaaI ‘a furniture that has three feet’

178. NNSVADPF: ICX4 <z IteCXI ‘with three /0X/’

n /tolal ‘fioor’ z> Itetolal ‘a building of three floors’

179. NNSVADPF: ICXI <z IproCXI ‘10X1 onward’

if Igatil ‘speed’ z> lprogotil ‘progress’

180. NNSVADPF: /0X11, <z> IproCXI ‘a kind of ICXI’

îîf I ati! ‘race’ <z Iproj atif ‘specis’

181. NNSVADPF: ICXI z>IprotiCXI ‘a synonyme ofICXI’

jImurtiI ‘idol’ z> fj/protimurti/ ‘image’

182. NNSVADPF: 10X11, <z> [borgoCXl1, ‘square ICXI’

‘area’ z> [borgokhetro/ ‘square area’
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183. NNSVADPF: ICXI !borgoCX/ ‘10X1 of a square number’

ImulI ‘root’ T1JT /bsrgomul/ ‘square root’

184. NNSVADPF: NXI /mohVX/ ‘greater NXI’

ir’I IakaI ‘sea’ lr/mohakaS/ ‘ocean

185. NNSVADPF: /CX/ Iod’iCX/ ‘a kind cf ICXÎ

ri /grohon/ ‘act cf taking tfiîff /odthigrohon/ ‘A kind cf taking’

186. NNSVADPF: NX1 /prottVX/ ‘a kind ofNXI’

rr-’tIadeSI ‘order’ rï IprottadeI ‘ordinance’

187. NNSVADPF: ICXI, /ad’oCXI ‘/0X/ towards the bottom’

/poton/ ‘fali’ rri /adtbopoton/ ‘fali towards the bottom’

188. NNSVADPF: ICXI /onuCXI ‘a kind cf ICXI’

2fl Ipreronal ‘inspiration’ /anupreronal ‘inspiration’

189. NNSVADPF: ICX1 /onuCX/, ‘a kind cf 10X1’

iri /scndhan/ ‘quest’, ‘trace’ /onusondhan/ ‘quest’,investigation’

190. NNSVADPF: ICX/ /biCXI ‘a kind of /CX/’

i /j o/ ‘victory”i /bij o”/ ‘victory’

191. NNSVADPF: /CXI !biCXI ‘a kind 0f ICXJ’

Itorkol ‘debate’ fr /bitDrko! ‘debate’

192. NNSVADPF ICXI Ij s1oCX/, ‘ICXI made with the force cf water’

/biddut/ ‘electricity’ 1cjfj /j olobiddut/ ‘hydro-electricity’

193. NNSVADPF: ICXJ /j o1oCX/ ‘/CXI of water’
iI Ipothl ‘way’ Ij olopath! ‘water-way’, ‘outiet for water’

194. NNSVADSF: IXC/ IXCokoSI ‘celi of a 1X01’

Ij ib/ ‘animal’ it Ij ibokoS! ‘animal celi’

195. NNSVADSF: /XC/, /XonaI ‘activities of 1X01’

lunmadl ‘mad’ /unmadona/ ‘mad-like activities’
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196. NNSVADSF: IXCI IXContoI ‘end cf IXCI’

I Idikl ‘one cf the ten quarters cf the globe ft Idigontol ‘end 0f

a particular quarter cf the globe

197. NNSVADSF: IXCI1 /XCokkhep/n ‘cnward movement cf /XCI’

¶ Ipodl foot tuï /podokkhep/ ‘step’

198. NNSVADSF: /XV+syllab/n /XV+syllabOddhDnj/n sounds to

express happiness and to give the news cf IXV+syIIabI’
/j o’I ‘victory’ iI /j oodd’oniI ‘sound te express the happiness

and to give the news of victory’

199. NNSVADSF: IXol /Xodd’oni/ sounds to express IXoI’

4 Ihor Sol ‘joy’ /lior5odd’oni/ ‘sound to express one’s joy

200. NNSVADSF: lXCl !XCon! ‘act cf giving IXCÎ

5rRîT/aba5/’habitation’, ‘dwelling-place rRttlaba5onI’act 0f providing houses’

201. NNSVADSF: lXCl /XCana/ quiddity cf IXCI’

rrfi /malik/ ‘owner’ rfin fmalikana/ ‘ownership’

202. NNSVADSF: IXCI, lXCaonI ‘act of putting somebody in IXCI’

/podl ‘rank, officiaI position’ wrîw lpodaon/ ‘act of putting an employee

in a particular post’

203. NNSVADSF: lXal lXaon/ ‘act cf giving lXal to somebody’

‘power’ /khomotayon/

204. NNSVADSF: !XCl /X0 iI who does 1X01’

ii /ca5/ ‘agriculture, farming’ z’ 61 /ca5i/ ‘farmer’

205. NNSVADSF: /XC/ /XCi/’ act of killing with /XC/’

frt /f.5/ fa slip knot) frtt /f5 i/ (death or killing by hanging)

206. NNSVADSF: /XC/, IXCiI ‘who makes 1X01’

Itel/ ‘oH’ /telil ‘manufacturer cf cil’, ‘a Hindu caste involved in such

occupation’
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207. NNSVADSF: /XC!,i /XCika! ‘a thing or a practice by IXCI’

/jobon/ ‘Greek, foreigner, Muslim’ /jabonika/ ‘scene-drop in a

theatre-show’

208. NNSVADSF: IXC/ 1X0 ikaI ‘a token of 1X01’

lS5ronl’rernembrance’ fiIISôronikaI collection cf writing published

in remmebrance of some occassion or some person’

209. NNSVADSF: /XC/ /XCikaI ‘something put on IXCÎ

ri /dea1! ‘waIl’ rt1 !dea1ika! ‘a handwritten journal put on a wall’

210. NNSVADSF: /Xi/,, IXia1I who fights with IXiî

rrf /lathj/ ‘stick’ c1IIc1 !latH..alI who fights with stick’

211. NNSVADSF: lXCl, /XCure/ who goes or cornes back from 1X01’

Ihatj ‘village market’ /hat,ure/ ‘who s going or coming from a village

rnarket’

212. NNSVADSF: /XaI /Xaru! ‘who does fXaI’

r’fl /ne al ‘addiction’ z rrî /neS aru/ ‘addicted

213. NNSVADSF: lXal lXaru/ ‘lXal-addicted’

Hn /gj al ‘hashish’ /g.j aru! ‘hashish-addicted’

214. NNSVADSF: /XC/ lXCil money given as a sign of!XC/’

rî /pronam/ Hindu way cf showing respect -> iflt /pronami/ ‘a present

or rnoney given as a token cf respect’

215. NNSVADSF: lXC/ IXCikoron/ ‘act cf transforming sornething into 1X01’

/torol/ ‘liquid’ 1iif /torolikoron/ ‘liquidification’

216. NNSVADSF: lXCl /XCib’abon/ act cf creating 1X0! in something’

/stor/ ‘layer, stratum’ /storib’obon/ ‘stratification’

217. NNSVADSF: /XC/ /XCia/ who does 1X01

/kirton/ ‘a special kind of religicus song’ _ 1ii /kirtonia/ kirtan

singer’

218. NNSMADSF: IC.CaI ICC1I ‘who consumes ICâCaI’

nn /gj al ‘hashish t’i Igj 1I ‘consumer cf hashish’
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219. NNSMADSF: lC1aC2il lC1C21l ‘who fights with lC1aC2il’

n1 llatH] ‘stick’ t’iti llethel/

220. NNSVADSF: /XV/ /XVkoron/ act of bringing everything to /XV/’

‘ Ime ru! ‘pole’ ‘{ lmerukoronl ‘polirization’

221. NNSVADSF: lXVl lXVkoronl’act of transforming something into IXV!’

lmorul ‘desert’ lmorukDron/ ‘desertification’

222. NNSPSVADSF: lXVl, sing /XVko1apl ‘IXVi and similar things’

/karj o! ‘activity’ /karj okolap/ ‘activities’

223. NNSVADSF lXVl lXVkarl who does lxvi,

i’T1 /kolal ‘art’ -* NN /kolakar/ ‘artist’

224. NNSVADSF: lXVi lXVkarl ‘who works with IXV!’

f/orno/’goId’ z cf1 /Sornokar/ ‘goldsmith’

225. NNSVADS]: lXo4, lXokk1ol decay of lXol’

/rokto/ ‘blood’ ‘i’ /roktokkho,n/ ‘bloodshed’

226. NNSVADSF: lXl lXt,ai who gives IXS!’

‘f/upodel advice’ ri /upodetai ‘adviser’

227. NNSVADPJ: /CXI, -> licchaCXln ‘10X1 according to one’s wiII’

lmrittul ‘death’ <> iicc’amrittuI ‘death at wiII’

228. NNSVADPJ: iCXl -> lcaronCXl ‘/0X/ that roams around’

[kobi! ‘poet’ iif /caronkobi/ ‘a bard’

229. NNSVADPJ: iCXI, zi’ lto1oCXl ‘ICXI done with oilpaint’

It icitrol ‘painting’ lto1ocitrol ‘ou painting’

230. NNSVADPJ: NXIn lpretvXin ‘AIX! of a dead person’

IN1i /attJ ‘soul’ îfl/pretatt/ ‘spirit or ghost 0f a dead man’
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231. NNSVADPJ: ICXI ImargDCXI ‘classical IC)(I’

Isoijgitl ‘music’ nPrt Imargasoijgitl ‘classical music’

232. NNSVADSJ: /X0/, /XCabaSI ‘living place cf /XC/’

/dut/ ‘ambassador, messenger’ M1r /dutaba/ ‘Embassy’

233. NNSVADSJ: /XC/ /XCarohu/ ‘who climbs IXC/’

/porbot/ ‘mounain’ i(1zrtt /porbotarohi/ ‘mountaineer’

234. NNSVADSJ: /XV/, /XVkotha/n ‘description cf /XV/’

/sriti/ ‘memory’ fsfl /sritikot1’a/ ‘memoir’

235. NNSVADSJ: 1X01,, /XCkilj ‘insect that makes /XC/’

Nt IreS omi ‘silk’ ri* /re5omkit/ ‘silk-worm’

236. NNSVADSJ: IXC4, IXCtontroI ‘political system run by the members cf

a particular /XC/’
ffTI /poribar/ ‘family’ IporibartDnt roi ‘political system run

by the members cf a particular family’

237. NNSVADSJ: /XV/, IXVdo5a/ ‘a deplorable condition caused by of/XV/’

tii /donno/ ‘poverty’ in /donnodo5aI ‘state cf poverty’

238. NNSVADSJ: IXCi IXCdo5ai ‘a deplorable condition that looks like IXC1’

wr Imoronl ‘death’ iw»n /morondo5a/ ‘conditions of death, an fatal accident’

239. NNSVADSJ: /XV/,, IXVdrohoI ‘activity against /XV/’

1ra51,roi ‘state’ Ira5,rodrohoI ‘revolution against the state’

240. NNSVADSJ: IXCi,<> IXCodrohoI ‘activities against /XC/’

/de 5/ ‘country’ <> ide 5 odroha/’revolution against the country’

241. NNSVADSJ: /XV/, IXVbirotiI ‘net using /XV/ for some time’

!os(t)roI ‘arms’ [iÎ /os(t)robiroti! ‘act cf not using IX! for some

time’, ‘cease-fire’

242. NNSVADSJ:/XVI « /Xvbicchedln ‘separation between two (or more) IXVIs’

[bond”u/ ‘friend’ fbondNlbicchedl ‘separation between friends’
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243. NNSVADSJ: lxvi,, iXVbrittii ‘profession ofiXVi’

fI /bh ikka/ ‘alms’,’begging’ ‘‘ iiR /bh ikkabritti/ profession of begging

244. NNSVADSJ: iXVi iXVb’umiin ‘land known in the name cf lxvi,

Iborjgoi ‘Bengal’ [brnjgobhumi/ ‘land cf Bengal’

245. NNSVADSJ: lXVi /XVdhoni/ ‘sound made to express lxvi,

tr !anando/ ‘pleasure’ . r1r /anondodhoni/ ‘sound made te express

pleas u re’

246. NNSVADSJ: /X”/ /X”muh1o/ ‘price to be paid for lXl or something’

îif /binim&7 ‘exchange’ /bininomu11of ‘value cf exchange’

247. NNSVADSJ: iXCi, iXCbondori ‘place from where /xC/s fly’

iîi /biman/ ‘aeroplane’ /bimanbondori ‘airport’

248. NNSvADSJ: iXVI, iXvmorj adai dignity of ixvi’

f /boi o/ ‘family’ ifîi /borj5omorj adai ‘dignity of ones family’

249. NNSVADSJ: ixvi ixV1k/ ‘the reaim of lxvi’

li /biS nui ‘the god vishnu’ /biSnulok/ ‘the realm of the god Vishnu’

250. NNSVADSJ: lxvi,, ixvSoujomi ‘control cf lxvi’

fi /indrP’o/ ‘sense-organ’ /indrioSoijjomi ‘control of sense

erg an’

251. NNSBPF: iDXi /abhoax/ ‘ioxi where it is prohibited to kiIl animais’

iorannoi ‘fcrest’ iob’aronnoi ‘prctected forest, safari park’

252. NNSBPF: /upoxi,, iopoxi,, ‘contrary cf iupoxi’

/upokar/ ‘gcod turn’ 1T /apokar/ disservice’, ‘bad turn’

253. NNSBPF: iupoX/ ‘ iopoxi,, ‘contrary cf iupoXi’

PJîT/uponnaS/ ‘novel’ TfTt1/aponnaSi ‘bad novel’

254. NNSBPF: ixai,, inirXI ‘absence cf ixai’

‘rr’nIaSai ‘hcpe’ frï iniraSai ‘despair, loss cf hope’
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255. NNSBPF: !uXI, /rnohoXI ‘very big /uXJ’

/ut ob/ ‘festival’ o /mohot obi ‘very big festival

256. NNSBSF: /Xoi /Xaoni ‘act cf giving fXo’I’

irtjî iasroyl flff1Tcf Iasrayonl

257. NNSBSF: iXai imp, 2nd intim/derog iXunii act cf performing IXanoI’

fir Ipitai ‘beat’ ¶f /pituni/

258. NNSBSF: IXoI IXabaS! ‘living place cf IXol’

/chat roi ‘student’ ichatrabaSi ‘students’ hostel’

259. NNSBSF: lXoI !Xarohi! rpassenger cf iXol’

!o oi ‘herse’ /aS 5arohi/ ‘hcrseman’, ‘equestrian’

260. NNSBSF: iXai /Xci/ ‘who plays on iXaI’

/tobola! ‘small drum, music instr’ /tabalci/ ‘musician cf tabla’

261. NNSBSF: /Xo/ /Xaon! ‘act cf allowing /XoIs to ccntrol everything’

/durbritto/ ‘wicked person’ flit /durbrittaonI act cf putting

everything undet the ccntrol cf wicked persons’

262. NNSBSF: /XoI <> IXaIJ5o/ ‘IXoI portion cf something’

iord’a/ ‘half’ _ iî /ardhaljSo/ ‘half portion’

263. NNSBSF: iXo! IXahutiI ‘burning/destruction cf /Xa/’

/ghTj0/ ‘butter’ z /ghritaliuti/ ‘put butter in sacred fire’

264. NNSBSF: !XaI /XahutiI ‘burning/destructicn cf IXaI for gcod reascns’

iîn Iatti ‘seul’ ij /atthuti/ ‘sacrifice cf one’s life fer some great reascn’

265. NNSBSF; IXani JXata! ‘whc dces cr makes /Xani

1*îT /protjSthan/ ‘instituticn’ *i’i /protiSthata! ‘founder’

266. NNSBSF: /Xan/ IXitii, ‘quiddity/style cf iXanl’

it /nirman/ ‘act cf construction’ /nirmiti/ ‘style cf ccnstruction’

267. NNSBSF: IXoi /Xikoron/ ‘act cf changing something into !XoI’

/ba5po/ ‘vapour’ /ba5pikoran/ ‘vaporization’
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268. NNSBSF: iXoi, iXibhoboni the changing of something into iXoi

/bapo/ ‘vapour’ t /baSpibhoban/ ‘evaporation’

269. NNSBSF: iXo/ iXa’oni ‘act cf expanding iXoi in a certain area

ft /Silpo/ ‘industry’ rï /SilpaYon/ ‘industrialization’

270. NNSBSF: iXCai z’ /XCCoi ‘object 0f 1XCaÎ

trt ij igg al ‘question’ 1iii Ij igg of ‘which is to be asked’

271. NNSBSF: lXoi iXii, ‘somebody who does iXoi’

ioro ont roi ‘conspiracy’ /oroj anti-ii ‘conspirator’

272. NNSBSF: /Xa/ <z iXuki ‘who says iXai’

fj /mitthal ‘lie’ <z imutthuk] ‘lier’

273. NNSBSF: iXoi <z> lXaijSoi part cf iXol’

ij ont roi z> i•i’i i] ontrarjSo/ spare parts’

274. NNSBSF: /Xi/ <z /Xo/ ‘who has /Xil’

ibhokti/ ‘devotion’ <z /bhoktal ‘devotee’

275. NNMFSMSBSF: /C1V1,1C2a/,, ,,,,, >z> iCiV.i,gtC2fi/n fem ‘feminine of lC1V

I,
hwli 2a>

/kartai ‘master of a house’ <z f /kortrii ‘houselady’

276. NNSMSBCF: iXCai <z> /norXCCoi ‘absence of /XCai’

r’n /a5aI ‘hope’ <z 1’ inoira Sol ‘despair’, ‘absence of hope’

277. NNSMSBCF: /XCa/ <z’ inoXCCo/ ‘absence of iXCa/’

/raja/ ‘king’ /no1rajjoi ‘anarchy’, ‘when thete s no king’

278. NNADSMSF: iCoXoC/ <z /CoXoi, ‘something that s worth of

or has undergone iCoXoC/’

*i [bai-j ani ‘abandonment <z’ rf [borj oi ‘garbage’

279. N NSVRD: iC1V.1,1,Xof <z’ /C1V,gI,XaClV+1,IfhXi/fl ‘/CiVijgi,Xo/-shed’

/rokto/ ‘blood’ <z> /raktaroktii mutual blood-shed’, ‘profuse

hemorrhage’,
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280. NNSVRD: /khXI , fhXd)(/ ‘IkhXl and sirnilar activities’

ÎN3TT /1ihawaI ‘eating’ f1hawadaWaI ‘eating and sirnilar activities’

281. AASVADPF: ICXJadj ‘‘ ISOCX/adj ‘very ICXÏ

/tik/ ‘true’ z’ /sothik/ ‘true’

282. AASVADSF: IXCIadj 1X0 gamiladj ‘something who has /X0/ speed’

Idhirl ‘slow’ tfl’t /dhir(o)gamil ‘which/who goes slow’

283. AASVADSF IXC/adj IXCcetaladj ‘sornebody who has IXCI rnentaiity’

th /Sad’in/ ‘free’ <, /Sad’incetaI ‘free minded’

284. AASVADPF: lOXI2dJ /flfCXIadj ‘something 10X1 that corne out of sorne

constricted passage’
If /golito/ ‘rneited’ ffr /nirgolito/ ‘rnelted and overflowing’

285. AASVADPF; ICXIadj /SOtOCXIauj ‘10X1 by itself’

/probitta/ ‘willing’ <-> ISotoprobittol ‘willing to do sornething by

hirnself (without being asked by any body)’

286. AASVADPF: ICX/adj <‘> /dUTCX/adj ‘flot 10X1

Rtt /binito/ ‘polite’ /durbinito/ ‘impolite’

287. AASVADPF: NXI3dJ <E /fliFVX/3dJ ‘flot NXI’

riri /ami SaSi/ ‘non vegetarian’ <z> rtltî /nirami Sai/ ‘vegetarian’

288. AASVADCF: /CX/adj <E> /flfCX/adj ‘who neyer does /CX/

Rîï /bibadl ‘dispute’ /nirbibadi/ ‘who neyer disputes’

289. AASVADPF: IOXIadj <z> [bCCX/adj ‘a kind of 10X1’
phuih0 ‘perturbed’, ‘offended’ <- T /bikkhubdho/ ‘rnovernent provoked by

discontent’

290. AASVADPJ: ICX/adjE> ISQfb000XIadj ‘perfect 10X1

ï1 Ite(a)gil ‘self-denying’, ‘who renounces his intetest or pleasure’ z>

Iorbote(a)giI ‘who has renounced ail of his interest or pleasure’

291. AASVADP]: /X/adj E> [bOdX/adj ‘very IX!’

nft fragil ‘Short-ternpered’ ÷-* fbodragil ‘very short-ternpered’
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292 AASMADSF: /CV.highCDb!adj /CV÷hghXabbo/adj ‘synonym of ICVhighC obi’

!Somb’ob/ ‘possible’, ‘probable’ 5T ISambhabbol ‘possible’, ‘probable’

293. AASBSF: IXtOIadj i’ IXomanladj ‘which is being IXitoî

/nimoj j ito! ‘summerged’ 1Ni /nimoj j oman! ‘submerging’

294. AASBSF: /XtOIadj /Xioman/adj ‘which s being IXito!’

/oposritol ‘removed’ riï /oposrioman! ‘which s being removed’

295. AASBSF: /XO!adj i’ /Xarthi/adj who wants /Xo! cf some other person’

/Subho! ‘well-being’ if lSubhartli! ‘who wants the well-being cf some other

person’

296. AASBPF: !CXIadj IbCCXIadj ‘a kind of ICX!’

1j /chinno/ seperated’, ‘tom’ /bicchinno/ ‘throughly separated,’ ‘tom in

several pieces’

297. AdvAdvSVADPF: NX!adv !fl1TVX/adv ‘very NX!’

/oti Sa”/ ‘very’ TT1’rT mi rot i S°’/ ‘extremeiy’

1. The patterns invoiving the mechanism of adjunction-deletion have ail a specifled would

be variable. This must be the case because patterns are based on an unique pair. Once a

pattern becomes a strategy, the specification of the variable may change or become

irrelevant depending on the formai difference in the second pair.
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Appendix-3

What is a word? : some unfinished reflections

“The easiest cf ail the problems is to refute a definition while the most difficuit s

to estabtish one’

(Aristotle Les Topiques (book-VII) Tr. by ].Tricot (1939:149))

“De même que le jeu d’échecs est tout entier dans la combinaison des

différentes pièces, de même la langue a le caractère d’un système basé

complètement sur l’opposition de ses unités concrètes. On ne peut ni se

dispenser de les connaître, ni faire un pas sans recourir à elles; et pourtant leur

délimitation est un problème si délicat qu’on se demande si elles sont réellement

données.” (1)

(Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale (1915 (1988:149)))

Word is the unit per excellence of modem grammatical theory. It is the

principal unit cf lexicography (i.e. dictionary entries) as well as the basis cf

the distinction which is frequently drawn between morphology and syntax:

morphology deals with ‘the internaI structure cf words’ (or according to the

holistic view: how words are formed) and syntax with the rules govemning the

combination cf words in a sentence. The very terms like morphology and

syntax and the way in which they are applied imply the primacy 0f the notion ‘word’.

A. Traditional and atomistic definitions

Much controversy and disagreement prevails among linguists regarding the

acceptance cf word as a basic linguistic unit as well as regarding a functional

definition cf the term. The definition cf word given in the Concise Oxford

Dictionary (sixth edition, 1975) can be accepted as a traditional one:

1. “But just as the chess is based entirely on the combinations afforded by the various
pieces, 50 toc a language has the character cf a system dispense with identifying them, nor

move a step without having recourse te them. And yet delimiting them s such a tricky

problem that one is led to ask whether they are really there.” (Tr. Roy Harris).
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Any sound or combination of sounds (or its written or printed symbol, customarlly

shown wïth a space on either side of it but none within it) forming a meaningful

element of speech, conveying an idea or alternative ideas, and capable of

seîving as a member of, the whole of, or a substitute for, a sentence.

According to this definition, a word would be an independent linguistic sign

(which means that it has an independent signifier and an independent

signified) used in order to form broader structures like phrase, clause or

sentence. lt is quite a fair definition but far from being exhaustive because on

the one hand we have English contractions, such as can’t, didn’t, etc. which

have neither an independent signifier nor an independent signified and

English definite article the which does not mean anything unless it is used

with a noun. On the other hand, there are words of the so-called

polysynthetic languages in which far more ideas (so no more independence

of idea or form) are squeezed into a single word than does English or

Bengali. A single word in West-Greenlandic may look like the following:

[j lui ioqiiluatuijimigutpukkitsumikil lennDqqottoqJ (cited in

Neuvel, 2003:124) and it means: ‘an iceberg having a low shelf one of its

sides’. Clearly a ‘sentence word’ (cf. Humboldt 1836 cited in Neuvel 2003) or

holophrasis (cf. Neuvel ibid.) of this size on the one hand and monosyllabic

words in Chinese or Vietnamese on the other can not be covered with the

same traditional definition ofword.

Nevertheless, the existence of word is supported by the realities belonging ta

other linguistic levels, such as phonology and prosody. A!though Bloomfield

(1933 (1984:181)) argues that “word is not primarily a phonetic unit”, he

recognized nevertheless that “in various ways, however, different languages

give phonetic recognition ta the word-unit: some like French, very little, and

others, like English, very much”. In some languages, every word is accented

(this may be a matter of stress or pitch, or bath) and the accent may be i).
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Free (as in English or Russian), ii) Restricted (as in both Classical and

Modem Greek, where the accent should fail on one of the last three syllables

of a word), or iii) Fixed (as in Czech, where it falis on the initial syllable of the

word or in Turkish where the accent generally occurs on the last syllable).

Vowel harmony can also be mentioned as evidence for the existence of

word. In Turkish and Hungarian, vowel harmony operates throughout the

word but neyer beyond the word. In Bengali, there are phonological

constraints or Well-formedness conditions (cf. Singh 1984) that concern only

words.

It has been suggested that word should be defined as any segment of a

sentence bounded by successive points at which pause is possible. This idea

is also reflected in the traditional definition cited above which says that ‘a

word is a sequence of letters between two spaces’. It is true that we have to

put spaces before and after words while we write them (hence this definition

concerns only the written language) and native speakers are able to

actualize the potential pauses in their ufferances when they wish to, but the

fact is that they do not normally pause between the segments that could be

considered as words.

As is the case with words of most languages, English words are often

described as being constructed from minimal meaningful units called

morphemes: go-ing, walk-ed, boy-s, mean-ing-fui, re-fresh-ing-ly, etc.

Although no unanimously accepted definition exists for the morpheme (cf.

Neuvel 2003) and authors like Martinet(1991:16) mention thatthe use ofthis

ambiguous term should be avoided: “ii vaut mieux éviter le terme ambigu

‘morphème”, it is considered to be the minimum unit of grammatical analysis

in the atomistic tradition of morphology. However, no one assumes that a

sentence is just a block of morphemes though in some cases a single

morpheme can stand for a word (e.g. the conjunction [o] in Bengali as in
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/kolomo/ ‘pen too’). Atomistic linguists unanimously agree that

morphemes are crystallized in bigger units and these units enter in cohesion

with some other units equally composed cf morphemes.

Therefore, we have to define units intermediate in tank between the

morpheme and the sentence and one of those units will correspond fairly

closely (in most languages, we suppose) with our intuitive ideas cf what a

word is. But to give a fully consistent definition cf a word is such a difficuft

task that some linguists have occasionally doubted whether such a linguistic

entity is worth determining for the grammatical analysis cf a language. Some

others have asked if word is a real unit 0f language at least from an analytical

point cf view. In Structural linguistics the notion of word is often avoided,

because cf the vagueness prevailing in the notion. In the Generative tradition

(since Chomsky 1965), there is apparently no sign cf discontent regarding

the traditional definition of the word. We can read in Chomsky (1965:28):

“Each language will contain terms that designate persons or lexical items

referring to certain specific kinds cf objects, feeling, behavior and 50 on.”

Since, we hardly notice any effort to determine the basic unit of linguistic

structure, the word or whatever it may be.

A well known definition cf word that runs among the linguists was given by

Antoine Meillet(1921:30): Un mot résulte de l’associaciation d’un sens donné

à un ensemble de sons donnés susceptible d’un emploi grammatical donné

(a word results from the union cf a particular meaning with a particular

complex of sound capable of a particular grammatical use). This definition

makes it a necessary condition that word should be simultaneously a

semantic, a phonological and a grammatical unit. The similarity with

Saussure’s (1915 (1988:99)) definition of sign is obvious here but what is

new is that Meillet confines word to a syntactic context which takes the form

cf syntactic in Mel’cuk (1993).
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(
It may well be true that afl the units which we wish to regard as wotds in the

description 0f a given language satisfy these three conditions. But they are

certainly not the only units to satisfy them. Entire phrases (like the new

book), clauses, even sentences have a definite meaning, a definite

phonological shape and a grammatical use. Bloomfield’s (1933) definition

can help to make up for the shortcomings of the Meillet’s definition.

According to Bloomfield (178) a word is ‘a free form which does not consist

entirely of (two or more) lesser free forms; in btief, a word is a minimum ftee

form.”

In order to be minimal, words must be separable from the test of the

sequences of a sentence but it must not be separable in itself. We note the

same idea 0f minimality in Saussure’s (1915 (1988:146)) definition (which he

considers as the only possible definition of word): une tranche de sonorité qui

est, à l’exclusion de ce qui précède et de ce qui suit dans la chaîne parlée, le

signifiant d’un certain concept (a segment of sound, excluding what precedes

and what follows, in the spoken sequence, is the signifier of a certain

concept) (Tr. Roy Harris).

Hjelmslev (1943) on the other hand, makes autonomy a second

indispensable feature of word when he argues (cited in Togeby 1949

(2004:9) that “les mots pourront tout simplement être définis comme les

signes minima dont l’expression, et de même le contenu, sont

réciproquement permutables” (words can be simply defined as minimal signs

having a form, as well as a meaning, that are reciprocally permutable) (Ir.

mine). Both of these basic characteristics of word: i) elementariness (

minimality) and ii) autonomy, are reflected in Winograd’s (1983) definition in

an interestingly different way when he says that a word-torm should have an

“external mobility and internaI stability” (cited in Mel’cuk 1993:169). Mel’cuk
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believes that these two characteristics should be reflected in any definition of

word-form.

B. Word-forms and lexemes

We also find an abstract usage of the term word in traditional grammar,

where it is considered that sings, singing, etc. are but different forms of the

same abstract word: SING. This cannot but remind us Panini who makes a

distinction between two types of words: shabda (uninflected, dictionary

words, words cf the lexicon) and pada (infiected words, used in the

sentence). Bloomfieid (178) criticizes this usage when he says that the

school tradition is inaccurate in referring to units like book, books, or do,

does, UlU, done, as different forms of the same word “since there are

differences of form and meaning between members of these sets.” Lyons

(1968) on the other hand accuses Bloomfield on being wrong and finds t

unfortunate that modem Iinguistics has ignored this traditional practice cf

defining the word as an abstract unit.

it was probably Lyons (1968:197) who introduced the term lexeme to denote

this more abstract unit (e.g. SING), a terminology used later by Matthews

(1974) and MeI’cuk (1993)(1): “We shah introduce another term, lexeme, to

denote the more ‘abstract’ units which occur in different inflexional forms

according to the syntactic rules invoived in the generation of sentences.” So

the same lexeme occurs in different inflectional forms (words) according to

the syntactic rules involved in the generation of sentences. Lyons proposed

to distinguish lexemes from words by writing them in Capital. Thus the

Ftench lexeme MANGER wihl have infiexional forms for ail the persons and

numbers: mange, mangeons, mangent etc. Lyons (1991) gives us the

impression that lexeme and word are the reahities of two different hevels.

Lexemes wouhd behong to the deep structure and the infiexionai forms to the

surface structure. [yens did determine ciearly the different features cf his
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deep structure but stated that it lay somewhere between the deep structure

cf Chomsky (1965) and his disciples and the deep structure proposed by

others like Halliday (1966), Lamb (1964) and Shaumjan f 1965).

The linguistic sign word has thus become a polysemous one in denoting j)

the lexical unit in the traditional sense, ii) the abstract word or lexeme and iii)

the phonetic word or the inflexional forms of the lexeme. MeI’cuk (1993:99)

not only rejects the first meaning of word but he Iiterally banishes the term in

his system of analysis. He believes that the term word is ambiguous

(because it is homonymous, as we have seen) and vague fbecause it does

not denote anything precisely). In Mel’cuk’s terminology, the traditional term

word will either be a lexeme (HAVE) or its inflexional forms which MeI’cuk

calis word-forms (have, has etc.)

C. Strong and weak autonomy

The idea of autonomy, i.e. external mobility of a word in a greater structure,

apparently makes the definition of word ambiguous. If by mobility or freedom

of occurrence, we mean the capacity of movement of an element, then we

should say that it is the phrases rather than the words that can move in a

sentence structure. On the other hand, there are words like English articles

or Bengali classifier-definitives that cannot move at aIl. Mel’cuk (1993)

supplies a more detailed and better definition of autonomy through

distinguishing two types of autonomy strong and weak. A segment X will be

considered to have a strong autonomy if it can substitute alone an utterance

(énoncé in French). For example, we can respond to the following question in

Bengali: iii 9i [tomai- baba ki koren] “what is your father?’

with only one segment: [oddhapok] ‘professor’ and therefore,

[odd’apok] is strongly autonomous.
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Mel’cuk thinks that the concept 0f strong and weak autonomy can be

generalized. As [odd”apokJ is a common noun, we can generalize that the

strong autonomy is an intrinsic feature of ail the common nouns of Bengali.

Likewise, if an element X has weak autonomy, ail the members of the

category it belongs to wiN be taken to bave weak autonomy as well. This

concept of generalized strong autonomy is a powerful one because, as

Mel’cuk argues, it aflows us to establish a set of autonomous signs without

verifying each one of them through putting them in a particular context. In

order to determine a word-form Mel’cuk (190) proceeds in the following way:

“Nous visons avant tout à définir le mot-forme PROTO TYPIQUE - pour ainsi

dire, le mot-forme par excellence. Puis nous généralisons les propriétés des

mots-formes prototypiques pour les mot-formes moins évidents, qui posent

plus de problèmes et soulèvent plus de doutes. Cette généralisation est faite

sous le contrôle de la RESSEBLANCE des mot-formes suspects doivent

être suffisamment semblables à des mots-formes évident.” (“Ou r goal, first 0f

ail, is to define the prototypical word-form, the word-form par excellence.

Then we generalize the properties 0f the prototypical word-forms for the

word-forms which are less obviously claimed to be word-forms and which

creates more problems and raises more doubts. This generalization is done

through resemblance: the suspected word-forms should look sufficiently like

the word-forms par excellence”) (Tr. is mine).

One of the weak points of this method is that it may turn out to be circular in

nature. We have to know the category of a segment before deciding whether

the segment bas strong autonomy or not (or before deciding whether it is a

word or not). An object is not necessarily a member of a category just

because it bears some degree of similarity to prototypical members (cf.

Lakoif 1982). Therefore, the autonomy of a particular sign does not

necessarily depend on the category it belongs to and linguistics should be
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C abte to determine the intrinsic features of the category word in a more

reliable and deductive way, through fixing some universal premises.

Mel’cuk’s method turns out to be too powerful because it does not make any

distinction between noun and nominal (noun phrase).lf an autonomous

proper or common noun phrase or a proper or common noun happens to

consist 0f more than one element (e.g. tin-opener, bock-mark), then witI it be

considered to have strong autonomy and thus be recognized as a word-form?

MeI’cuk proposes three criteria for determining weak autonomy: i)

separability, ii) distributional variability and iii) transmutabiiity. These three

criteria do not belong to the same level and they should be applicable to a

segment following a certain hierarchy (separability first, then variability and

then transmutability) to determine that the segment has some kind of the

autonomy. Separability is a way of verifying minimality in two ways: i) a

segment should be separable form other segments (externat mobility) and ii).

it shouid not be further segmentable (internai stability). In the sentence The

professor reads a bock, the two proper nouns, professor and book are

separable from other elements of the sentence because we can insert

segments between them: the professer [who is waiting for you] reads a [red]

book. So both of these two elements, professor and bock are strongly

autonomous, which is not the case of the flexional verb reads.

The flexional verbal form reads is separable from other elements of the

sentence (through using an adverb for example). So it has a certain

autonomy, weak autonomy in MeI’cuk’s words. But reads does not respect

the criteria of minimality in the sense that reads is a combination of two

different elements: the radical read and the inflexion -s. But read and -s are

not separable because it cannot be interrupted by other forms (cf.

Bloomfield). For Mercuk, word-from as a lexical unit cannot be further
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( analyzed into smaller parts and if we do so, we wiII enter into a different

reality which surpasses the lexical one. The dissected word-form reads will

give us read and -s which are not themselves word-forms but parts of some

word-form.

If we fail to establish the weak autonomy of a word-form through the criterion

of separability, Mel’cuk proposes to test it with the criterion of variability.

Variability means that a word-form should be used in a variety of syntactic

contexts. English definite and indefinite articles are minimal but not variable

because they can only be used as a specifier in a noun phrase. Once

variability fails, Mel’cuk proposes to try with the criterion of transmutability. In

English, we can say my books but we can say as well books that belong to

me. So my and me can replace one another and hence can be said to be

transmutable. Both of them are word-forms and they belong to the same

lexeme: I. This criteria of transmutability looks a lot like the criteria of

parallelism proposed by Bloomfieid (179): “The form the, though rarely

spoken alone, plays much the same part in our language as the forms this

and that, which freely occur as sentences; this parallelism leads us to class

the as a word.” In Mel’cuk’s analysis too, the and a are transmutable with this

and as the latter is a word-form, the and a are equally considered as word

forms.

For Bloomfield (180), separability “holds almost universally” as a criteria for

word-hood. Mel’cuk, too, considers separability as the most important criteria

for establishing the autonomy of a sign. It is this criteria which distinguishes

the English articles as more word-like than the Rumanian definitive u! (Iup-uI

= the wolf) or Bengali classifier-definitive ta (for exampie, [nekretaJ

‘the wolf’) because the English article has a comparatively greater external

mobility. However, separability cannot help in determining whether the

genitive inflexion -s is a word or not. This element conforms to ail the criteria
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of word-hood: i) external mobility or separability (the king of England’s), ii)

variability (because it can be used with any noun of English) and also iii)

transmutablity (of the king of England). But Mel’cuk does flot consider -s as a

word-form because it does flot look like any other word-form of English.

Bloomfield (178-179) on the other hand, considers ‘the man I saw

yesterday’s’ as a ‘single long word’ in which the genitive -s is “in construction

with the entire preceding phrase”. Regarding such sequences, Togeby

(1949:10) also thinks that [-s] “est manifestement lié à un groupe nominal de

mots (is clearly adjoined to a noun phrase) fit. mine). Mel’cuk would

probably consider such sequences as a collection of word-forms because

according to him, no non-minimal segment can be considered as a word-form.

Mel’cuk reminds us that ail these criteria for determining the weakness or

strength of autonomy: separability, variability and transmutability have

different grades of application, which means that a sign is more of less

autonomous, more or less separable, has more or less variability, and so on.

Moreover, these criteria are language specific i.e. they vary from language to

language. For example, an inflectional verb in Engiish does not have strong

autonomy because it cannot be substituted for an utterance (Example: What

does he do? *reads) But the inflectional verbal forms can have a greater

autonomy in other languages like Italian (leggiamo ‘we read’), Spanish

(leimos ‘we read’) or Bengali (f Iporc’iI ‘we/l read’).

The atomistic definition of word or word-form is challenged by the facts of

language change. In the course of time, independent words transform

themselves into non-autonomous affixes or become glued together. English

contractions, such as can’t, didn’t etc. may show the first stage of the

squeezing of two independent words. In some languages, three or more

words can be squeezed into one as is the case in the Bengali word

[.Jacc’etaJfl,8d ‘whatever one pleases/utterly bad, ugly or worthless’
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< [ja] ï ‘whatlwhatever [icche] tii ‘desire/wish’ [taJ ‘only that’. It

can take centuries for words to lose their autonomy completely and

throughout these centuries, we should expect to find segments that no longer

act like fully independent words. The example of the French segment du

which resuits from a contraction between the preposition de and the definite

article le seems worth mentioning in this respect.

D. A holistic definition ofword and Bengali

WWM (cf. Ford et al. 1997, Singh & Ford 2000) defines words as

expressions possessing three necessary but probably insufficienV properties

i) a phonological structure, ii) a syntactic category and iii) a semantic use.

Although phrases can also have a phonological structure and a semantic

use, only words can be intrinsically endowed with a syntactic category and

the syntactic category cf a phrase aiways depends on the syntactic category

of its head word. Ail lexical units other than words have phonological

structure but their structure is constituted of the phonological structure of

words they are formed of.

Ford and al. (ibid.) have not introduced the consttaint cf minimality in their

definition because in their view, words lack any internaI structure and

therefore, they must be minimal. So-cailed compounds (cf. Dasgupta and

Singh 1999) like blueberry, Iove-letter, postman, etc. represent one word and

not three: i. post, ii. man and ii. postman as would be described in some

atomistic analysis. The question does not arise whether such words can be

interrupted or not; if blueberty is a word, it just cannot be interrupted.

Contractions like English can’t or French du (de + le meaning ‘cf the’) are

words that belong to the syntactic category of verb and (contracted) article

(or preposition) respectively. A sequence like ‘the man I saw yesterday’s’ is

not a word because it has an internaI structure. The genitive case-marker [s]

is not a word because it does not belong to any syntactic category. However,
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/yesterday’s/noungen is a word because it b&ongs to a particular syntactic

category of genitive adverb. Therefore, neither the trio-criteria of separability,

variabiUty or transmutability, nor the terms like word-form or lexeme are

pertinent for WWM.

Although the WWM definition is comparatively more adequate and can be

universally applied to human languages, holophrastic words of languages

like West Icelandic (cf. Neuvel 2003) can challenge its legitimacy because

they have internai structure and therefore, are flot minimal. If such

expressions must be considered as words and not as phrases, they

challenge not only any possible definition of word but also the very existence

of word itself as the lexical unit. It was probably this type of word that forced

Ford and al. (1997) to add the nuance of insufficiency to their definition ofword.

As far as Bengali is concerned, it is only the classifier-definitives like [ta] or

[k’ana] that may be troublesome for any definition of word. We find these

elements glued to the noun as in [boJta] Qi ‘the book’, but they can also

remain separated as in [bo3tintaJ fi ‘the three books’. As a

separable, variable and transmutable entity, [ta] should be called a word. If

one decides to consider entities like the and this as members of the syntactic

category ‘definitive/determiners’, [ta] can also belong to that category. But, in

that case, we have to consider the sequence [bota] as a compound or a

combination of two independent words which is hardly acceptable.

I do not call [ta] a word because I think that it does not have any

independent meaning. For me [boita] has a meaning and so does

[tinta] and therefore both of these sequences are words. From a strictly
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morphological point of view, the numeral [tin] is not inserted between the

noun [boJ] and [ta] but [botinta] is a noun phrase constituted of the

word [ho J] and the word [tinta]. I am convinced that WWM definition can

handle the problem of classifier-definitive more or less satisfactorily and

therefore, I presume that this definition is sufficient for Bengali.

E. Word: Notion or Concept

llyenkov (1982) draws our attention to the distinction that exists between

notions and concepts, notions being ‘the simple material of social

consciousness’, and concepts, ‘a higher order of knowledge’. Words like

race, nation, etc. are good examples cf ill-defined notions deprived of any

scientific basis. The progression from notion to concept represents an

advance from an immediate impressionistic experience of the world or simple

observation to a higher stage cf logical assimilation and understanding of the

world (cf. llyenkov) and the highest level of analysis that a concept can attain

s that of the scientific concept.

Though concepts are offen characterized as mere abstractions, they are

rather a reduction to essentials. Scientific abstractions reflect nature more

concretely than any living contemplation or notion. The development of a

concept is neither a steady progression from simple label or name to

scientific concept nor a simple progression from concrete to abstract. In day

to day interaction, human beings move from notion to concept and back

again. It is in practice that we test our notions and arrive at concepts which

enable us to transform the world. Practical considerations determine the

nature of a concept at every stage (3)

In the light of the above discussion, we may ask whether word is a notion or

a concept. Word may be seen as a notion because naive speakers of any
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language aiways accept that such a category exists (which is probably not

the case with morphemes or lexemes). The notion of word is also supported

by research that has taken place in fields other than grammatical ones, such

as Psycholinguistics, Anthropology, Child language acquisition, etc. Children

start to communicate with others with something like words, as Beaken

(1996:37) points out, “Human beings accompany their own activity with

words, a child for example, while helping herself to climb, says Up!”

The daim that some linguists hold that there is nothing like word, can also be

justified at a notional level at least for some languages. But, as the existence

of this category is more or Iess confirmed by various factors from different

languages, word can be claimed to constitute a primary concept rather than a

mere notion. Word is a conceptual category of lexical segments endowed

with certain features. Like any other concept, word involves abstractions and

has to be constantly verified and established with more recent data from ail

human languages.

F. Word as a tool

There is a long tradition of attempts to explain language as one of the

products of human labour (cf. Beaken 1996), a tradition that pre-dates Marx

and Engels and appears in Vygotsky (1962) and Voloshinov (1973).

According to this idea, words evolved as signs in parallel with tool making as

the outcome of a slow evolution of cooperation between hominids. Words

can be comparable to ‘concepts of ideality’ introduced first by Hegel and

developed by Marx and more recently by Ilyenkov (1982) in their analysis of

money (cf. Beaken). As money can be said to be concrete (pieces of metal,

paper or plastic) and abstract (the expression of a relationship) at the same

time, words too have a concrete (phonetic) form and an abstract (semantic)

one. But it is the binary relation (cf. Mel’cuk) between these two objects

(which can be very different in nature) which establishes word as a linguistic sign.
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Ilyenkov (1982) sees the ideality of money as a characteristic case of ideality

in general. Words, like the value of the dollar, have no material existence

outside social consciousness and social activity. Their form is ideal, but their

effects are entirely concrete as organizers of human life. Like other ideal

forms, words are beyond our power to alter and, hence, appear more

powerlul than the individuals on whose consciousness they depend for their

continued existence.

From its earliest stages, words have organized socially-based work serving

as forms of interaction between the members of the group, a means to

communicate practical ideas and to put them into effect. Or, it may have

happened the other way round. A primitive form of words (i.e. a certain type

of proto-words) could have evolved through socially based work. Hence,

primitive words or signs would have started to appear at a certain stage of

human cooperation and then quickly become the most important aspect of

the complex (cf. Beaken 1996), as have become the other ideals like money.

G. Conclusion

We do agree that in a scientific analysis, any type of polysemy or homonymy

should be avoided and for each signifier, there should be one and only one

signified. From this point of view, Mel’cuk (1993) was right to use the term

word-form to signify the phonetic word and lexeme to denote the abstract

one. But we think that there is no harm in using the traditional signifier word

to signify the phonetic word and lexeme to denote the abstract one if the

latter is at ail necessary. In that case, words will be the phonetic realizations

of abstract lexemes. This terminology conforms to the implicit idea that

prevailed in traditional grammars (cf. Lyons 1968) and does not seriously

contradict anybody. But with this terminology we get rid of the unnecessarily

longer term word-form and we continue to work with our more economic and

traditional term, word.
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We have seen above that there are aiways lexical elements in human

languages which are capable cf chailenging any definition of word. Perhaps

we should not expect to find a single definition cf word that works for ail

ianguages and under ail circumstances (cf. Buriing 1992). Mei’cuk (1993),

too, cieariy concluded that his definition of word-form, on the one hand, is of

a flexible type rather than a fixed one and on the other hand, it is language

specific. It foilows from these facts that what we call word in one language

may be units of s different kind compared ta the words cf another. The main

problem with definitions is that they usuaiiy define the signifier or the name

and not the thing itself or the referent (for example, whiie defining the ‘act of

writing’ I wiii hardiy think of the keyboard I am using at this very moment!).

The signified cf word is a huge number cf entities which incessantly undergo

various types of lexical, morphological and phonological changes whereas

the signifier stays the same unless some linguist is tempted ta change t.

We have started our discussion with a citation from Saussure’s (1915

(1988:149)) concluding remarks on word-hood. Let’s conclude with the rest

0f it: “la langue présente donc ce caractère étrange et frappant de ne pas

offrir d’entités perceptible de prime abord, sans qu’on puisse douter

cependant qu’elle existent et que c’est leur jeu qui la constitue. C’est là sans

doute un trait qui la distingue de toutes les autres institutions sémiologiques”

(“A language has thus this curicus and striking feature that has no

immediateiy perceptible entities. And yet, one cannot doubt that they exist, or

that the interplay of these units is what constitutes linguistic structure. That is

undoubtediy a characteristic which distinguishes language from ail other

semiological institutions”)(Tr. Roy Harris).

1. Mel’cuk (1993:104) mentions that an analogous use of the term lexeme can be found in

Zaliznjak Anderj (1967) Ruskoe imennoe slovoizmenenie (Nominal inflexion in Russian),

Nauka, Moscow published, as we can see, a year before Lyons (1968). Melcuk also informs

us about many other different uses of the term lexeme in Pottier (1974), Martinet (1991) and
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Pergnier (1986). Authors used the term to denote the radical morpheme of a verb (e.g. walk

in the inflexional verbal form: walked) or, as sometimes, the significance cf the radical. For

Martinet (ibid.), Iexeme would be moneme cf the lexicon.

2. Though the Generative school was the first to elaborate the idea cf deep and surface

structures, Lyons (1991) thinks that it has long been implicit in traditional grammatical theory.

During the sixties, many types cf deep structures (e.g. abstract generator by Shaumjan,

1965) had been proposed by the generativists and by others as well. Both lexical and

grammatical categories were present in the deep structure proposed by Chomsky (1965),

whereas others thought that in the deep structure we can find only a network cf features (cf.

Halliday 1966) orsememe (cf. Lamb 1964).

3. Many concepts cf the past aver to be false from today’s point cf view. But not because a

concept is falsified that it s automatically demoted to notion. For example, the astronomical

system, stili in practice on the Indian subcontinent, is based on the concept of nine planets

including among others the sun, the moon, the comet and also an imaginary planet Rahu

symbolized with the image cf a decapitated demon which swallows the sun and the moon

and the swallowing results is their eclipse. Though false from our modem point cf view and

should be considered as a mere notion, for ancient Indians t was a concept, because they

had been verifying it during thousands cf years with the data available te them. This

erroneous concept does not prevent them from making quite accurate predictions about the

position cf the planets and stars, about the time cf high and low tides or about the eventual

eclipses cf the sun and the moon.
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